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PART 11.-JOURNEY TO T H E WEST AND SOUTHWEST O F CATHAY.

B O O K O F M A R C 0 POLO.

T O THE W E S T A N D
S O U T H - W E S T O F CATI-JAY.

PART11.-JOURNEY

CHAPTER XXXV
HERE

BEGINS T H E DESCRIPTION
OF T H E INTERIOR O F C A T H A Y ; A N D
FIRST OF T H E RIVERI'ULISANGHIN.

Now you must know that the Emperor sent the aforesaicl
Messer Marco Polo, who is the author of this whole story,
on business of his into the Western Provinces. On that
occasion he travelled from Cambaluc a good four months'
journey towards the west. And so now I will tell you all
that he saw on his travels as he went and returned.
When you leave the City of Cambaluc and have ridden
ten miles, you come to a. very large river which is called
PULISANGHIN,
and flows into the ocean, so that 'merchants
with their merchandize ascend it from the sea. Over this
River there is a very fine stone bridge, so fine indeed that
it has very few equals. T h e fashion of it is this : it is 300
paces in length, and it must have a good eight paces of
width, for ten mounted men can ride across it al~reast.
I t has 24 arches and as many water-mills, and 'tis all of very
R 2
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fine marble, well built and firmly founded. Along the
top of the bridge there is on either side a parapet of marble
slabs and columns, made in this way. At the beginning of
the bridge there is a marble column, and under it a marble
lion, so that the column stands upon the lion's loins, whilst
on the top of the column there is a second marble lion,
both being of great size and beautifully executed sculpture.
At the distance of a pace from this column there is another
precisely the same, also with its two lions, and the space
between them is closed with slabs of grey marble t o prevent
people from falling over into the water. And thus the
columns run from space t o space along either side of
the bridge, so that altogether it is a beautiful object.'

-

-

- -

- -

-

-

The Bridge of Pulisanghin (reduced from a Chinese original).

NOTE 1.-Pul-i-Snngb, the name which Marco gives the Rizvr,
means in Persian simply (as Marsden noticed) "The Stone Bridge." In
a very different region the same name often occurs in the history of
Timur applied to a certain bridge-I
suspect a natural one of which
Edrisi speaks-in the country north of hdakhshan over the Walish
branch of the Oxus. And the Turkish atlmiral Sidi 'Ali, travelling that
way from India in the 16th century, applies the name, as it is applied
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here, to the river; for his journal tells us that beyond Kuldb he crossed
" t h e River Pulisat~gin."
We may easily suppose, therefore, that near Canbaluc also, the
Bridge first, and then the River, came to be known to the Persian-speaking foreigners of the court and city by this name. This supposition is
however a little perplexed by the circumstance that Kashiduddin calls
t h e R i z w the Sarrgilr, and that Sangkczrr-Ho appears from the maps or
citations of Martini, Klaproth, Neumann, and Pauthier to have been
o n e of the Chinese names of the river. Possibly, however, this Sang&an
w a s a name which the Chinese took up from the foreign Sangin, and
that again merely an abridgment of Pulisatrgfn.
The River is that which appears in the maps as the Hwen H o or Yongting Ho, flowing about 10 miles west of Peking towards the south-east
and joining the Pe-Ho at Tientsin; and the Bridge is that, adjoining the
town of Fencheu, which has been known for ages as the LII-&u-Kina or
Bridge of Lukyu. I t is described both by hfagaillans and Lecomte,
with some curious discrepancies, whilst each affords particulars corroborative of Polo's account of the character of the .bridge. The former calls
it the finest bridge in China. Lecomte's account says the bridge was
the finest he had yet seen. " I t is above 170 gcolnetrical paces in
length The arches are small, but the rails or side-walls are made of a
hard whitish stone resembling marble. These stones are more than
5 feet long, 3 feet high, and 7 or 8 inches thick ; supportetl at each end
by pilasters adorned with moul(1ings and bearing the figures of lions. . . .
The bridge is paved with great flat stones, so well joined that it is even
as a floor."
hlagaillans thinks Polo's memory partially misled him, and that his
description applies more correctly to another bridge on the same road,
but some distance further west, over the Lieu-li Ho. For the bridge
over the Hwen-Ho had really but fhirtecrz arches, whereas that on the
Lieu-li had, as Polo specifies, twenty-four. The engraving which we
give of the Lu-kyu Kiao from a Chinese work confirms this statement, for
it shows but thirteen arches. And what Polo says of the navigation of
the river is almost conclusive proof that hfagaillans is right. and that
cur traveller's memory confounded the two bridges. For the navigation
ot' the Hwen-Ho, even when its channel is full, is impracticable on
account of rapids, whilst the Lieu-li Ho, or " Glass River," is, as its name
implies, smooth and navigable. The road crosses the latter about two
leagues from Cho-chau (see next chapter).
The Bridge of Lukju is mentioned more than once in the history
of the conquest of North China by Chinghie. It was the scene of a
notable mutiny of the troops of the Ktrz Dynasty in 1215, which induced
Cliinghiz to break a treaty just conclucled, and led to his capture of
Peking.
'I'his bridge was begun accortling to Klaproth in I 189, and was five
years a-building. On the 17th August, 1688, as Magaillans tells us, a
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great flood carried away two arches of the bridge, and the remainder
soon fell. The bridge was renewed, but with only nine arches instead
of thirteen, as appears from the following note of personal observation
with which Dr. Lockhart has favoured me :
" At 27 /i from Peking, by the western road leaving the gate of the
Chinese city called Kwang-'an-msn, after passing the old walled town of
Fencheu, you reach the bridge of LeKxd-Kiuo. As it now stmds it is
a very long bridge of nine arches (real archrs) spanning the valley of the
Hwan Ho, and surrounded by beautiful scenery. The bridge is built
of green sandstone, and has a good balustrade with short square pilasters
crowned by small lions. I t is in very good repair, and has a ceaseless
traffic, being on the road to the coal-mines which supply the city.
There is a pavilion at each end of the bridge with inscriptions, the one
recording that Kanghi (1662-1723) built the bridge, and the other that
Kienlung (I 736-1796) repaired it." These circumstances are strictly
consistent with Magaillans' account of the destruction of the medieval
bridge.
(P.de la Croix, 11. I I, kc. ; Brskirrc's Baber, p. xxxiii. ; Tinlour's Irrsfitutcs, 70 ;JAs. I X. 205 ; Cathay, 260 ; Afizgui/la~~s,
14-18, 35 ;Lccomte
in Asf/cy, 111. 529 ; j. As. ser. 2, tom. i. 97-8 ; DOhssoa, I. 144.)

CHAPTER XXXVI.
ACCOUNTU P

THE

CITY O F J U J U .

WHENyou leave the Bridge, and ride towards the west,
finding all the way excellent hostelries for travellers, with
fine vineyards, fields, and gardens, and springs of water,
you come after 30 miles t o a fine large city called JUJU,
where there are many convents, and the people live by trade
and manufactures. T h e y weave cloths of silk and gold,
and very fine taffetas.' Here too there are many hostelries
for travellers.'
After riding a nlile beyond this city you find two
roads, one of which goes west and the other south-east.
The westerly road is that through Cathay, and the southeasterly one goes towards the province of Manzi.'
Taking the westerly one through Cathay, and travelling
by it for ten days, you tinil a colistalit s~~ccession
of cities

T H E CITY OF JUJU.
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and boroughs, with numerous thriving villages, all abounding with trade and manufactures, besides the fine fields and
vineyards and dwellings of civilized people ; but nothing
occurs worthy of special mention ; and so I will only speak
of a kingdom called TAIANFU.
NOTE 1.-The word is sendaus (Pauthier), pl. of s&,
and in G. T.
sczndul. It does not seem perfectly known what this silk texture was,
but as banners were made of it, and linings for richer stuffs, it appears
In
to have been a light material, and is generally rendered tafctas.
' Richard Cmur de Lion ' we find

" Many a pence1 of sykelatoun
And off sendel grene and broun,"

and also puziliotzs of sendel; and in the Anglo-French ballad of the
death of William Earl of Salisbury in St. Lewis's battle on the Nile"

Le Meister du Temple brace les chivaux
Et le Count Long-Esp& depli les sa~rdarrx!'

The oriflamme of France was made of cendul.
and sendal. His ' Doctor of Physic'
"

Chaucer couples taffetas

In sanguin and in perse clad was alle,
Lined with taffata and with sendalle."

The origin of the word seems also somewhat doubtful. The word S ~ 8 b
occurs in Constunt. Porphyrog. de Cerenloniis (Bonn, ed. I. 468), and this
looks like a transfer of the Arabic Sa'rzdZs or Surmhs, which is applied
by Bakui to the silk fabrics of Yezd (Not et Ext. 11. 469). Reiske
thinks this is the origin of the Frank word, and connects its etymology
with Sind. Others think that serldal and the other forms are modifications of the ancient Sintion, and this is Mr. Marsh's view (see also
Fi.-MiEhcl, RLcherches, &c., I. 2 I 2 ; Bict. des Tissus, I I. I 7 I, sepp.).

NOTE2.--Jbjb is precisely the name given to this city by Rashiduddin, who notices the vineyards. Juju is CHO-CHAU,
just at the distance specified from Peking, viz. 40 miles, and 30 from Pulisangin or
Lu Kyu Kiao. The name of the town is printed Chechm in a late
Report of a journey by Consul Oxenham. H e calls it " a large town of
the second order, situated on the banks of a small river flowing towards
the south-east. It had the appearance of being a place of considerable
trade, and the streets were crowded with people." (Rqjorts of Journeys
in Chi?~aarrdJajan, &c. Presented to Parliament, 1869, p. 9.) The
place is called J+6 also in the Persian itinerary given by 'Izzat Ullah in
.j.R. A. S. VII. 308.
NUTE3.-" A1)otit 3 11 fro111tlic soutlieri~~u1)nrLsof t h ~ stown, the
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great road to Shantung and the south-east diverged, causing an immediate diminution in the number of carts and travellers" (Ox~.t~ha?n).
This bifurcation of the roads is a notable point in Polo's book. For
aiter following the western road through Cathay, i.c. the northern
provinces of China, to the borders of Tibet and the Indo-Chinese
regions, our traveller will return, whimsically enough, not to the capital
to take a fresh departure, but to this bifurcation outside of Chochau,
and thence carry us south with hinl to Manzi, or China south of the
Yellow River.

CHAPTER XXXVII.

AFTERriding then those ten days from the city of Juju,
you find yourself in a kingdom called TAIANFU,
and the
city a t which you arrive, which is the capital, is also called
Taianfu, a very great and fine city. [But a t the end of
five days' journey out of those ten, they say there is a city
unusually large and handsome called ACBALUC,
whereat
terminate in this direction the hunting preserves of the
Emperor, within which no one dares t o sport except
the Emperor and his family, and those who are on the
books of the Grand Falconer. Beyond this limit any one
is at liberty to sport, if he be a gentleman. T h e Great
Kaan, however, scarcely ever went hunting in this direction,
and hence the game had increased and multiplied t o such
an extent, particularly the hares, that all the crops of the
Province were destroyed. T h e Great Kaan being informed
of this, proceeded thither with all his Court, and the game
that was taken was past counting.]'
Taianfu' is a place of great trade and great industry,
for here they manufacture a large quantity of the most
necessary equipments for the army of the Emperor. There
grow here many excellent vines, supplying great plenty of
wine; and in all Cathay this is the only place where wine
is produced. I t is carried hence all over the c o i ~ n t r y . ~
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There is also a great deal of silk here, for the people have
great quantities of mulberry-trees and silkworms.
From this city of Taianfu you ride westward again for
seven days through fine districts with plenty of towns and
boroughs, all enjoying much trade, and practising various
kinds of industry. Out of these districts go forth not a
few great merchants, who travel to India and other foreign
regions, buying and selling and getting gain. After those
a
seven days' journey you arrive at a city called PIANFU,
large and important place, with a number of traders living
by commerce and industry. I t is a place too where silk is
largely produced.'
So we will leave it and tell you of a great city called
Cachanh. But stay-first let us tell you about the noble
castle called Caichu.
NOTE 1.-Marsden translates the commencement of this passage,
which is peculiar to Ramusio, and runs '' B in capo di cinque giornate
delle jredetfe dicci," by the words " At the end of five days' journey
btyonti the ten," but this is clearly wrong.* The place best suiting in
position, as halfway between Chochau and Thai-yuanfu, would be CHINCTINGFU, and I have little doubt that this is the place intended.
The
title of A&-Baligh in Turki, or Chaghan Balg/lnssun in Mongol, meaning
"White City," was applied by the Tartars to Royal Residences ; and
possibly Chingtingfu may have had such a claim, for I observe in the
Annales de la Prop. de la Eoi (xxxiii. 387) that in 1862 the Chinese
Government granted to the R. C. Vicar-Apostolic of Pecheli, the ruined
Imperial Palme at Chingtingfu for his cathedral and other mission
establishments. Moreover, as a matter of fact, Rashiduddin's account
of Chinghiz's c a m p a i p in northern Chins in 1214, speaks of the city
of " Chaghan klghassun which the Chinese call Jintzinftir.."
This is
almost exactly the way in which the name of Chingtingfu is represented
in 'Izzat Ullah's Persian Itinerary (Jigdzinfu, evidently a clerical error
forJingiIzinf~ir), so I think there can be little doubt that Chingtingfu is
the place intended. The city is described by Consul Oxenham as being
now in a decayed and dilapidated condition, consisting of only two
long streets crossing at right angles. It is noted for the manufacture of
images of Buddha from Shansi iron. (Consular Reports, p. 10 ; Erhnann,
3314

*

And I see Kilter understoorl the passage as I <lo(I\'.
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NOTE2.-Taianfu is, as Magaillans pointed out, THAIYUAN-FU,
the
capital of the Province of Shansi, and Shansi is the '' Kingdom." The
city was however the capital of the great 'Thang dynasty for a time in
the 8th century, and is probably the Tojnh or Taiunah of old Arab
writers. The Rev. Mr. \Villiamson, who has visited it recently, speaks of
it as a verypleasant city at the north end of a most fertile valley. I t was
a residence, he says, also of the Ming princes, and is laid out in Peking
fashion. There is an Imperial factory of artillery, matchlocks, kc. ;
and fine carpets like those of Turkey are also manufactured (Cathay,
xcvii, cxiii, cxciv. ; Rennic, 11. 265 ; Notc.son North China in J N ; C. B.
of R. A. S. for 1866, p. 46-7). 'The district is much noted for cutlery
and hardware, iron as well as coal being abundantly produced in Shansi.
Apparently the present Birmingham of the province is a town called
Hwai-lu, about 2 0 miles west of Chingting-fu. (Oxtnham, u. s. r I ;
KZajrofh in J As. ser. 2, tom. i. IOO ; Izzaf Ulbzh's Ptrs. Tfit~.in J.
R. A. S. VII. 307).
NOTE 3.-Martini
observes that the grapes in Shansi were very
abundant and the best in China. The Chinese used them only as
raisins, but wine was made there for the use of the Missions. Klaproth
however tells us that the wine of Thaiyuan-fu was celebrated in the days
of the Thang dynasty, and used to be sent in tribute to the Emperors.
Under the hlongols the use of this wine spread greatly. The founder
of the Ming accepted the offering of wine of the vine from Thaiyuan in
1373, but prohibited its being presented again (J. As. u. s.).
NOTE 4. -Pianfu is undoubtedly, as Magaillans again notices,
P'INGYANGFU.
It is the Bikan of Shah Rukh's ambassadors. It is
said to have been the residence of the primitive and mythical Chinese
Emperor Yao. A great college for the education of the Mongols was
instituted at P'ing-yang by Yeliu Chutsai, the enlightened Minister of
Okkodai Kaan. The city suffered much from the Taeping rebels, but
it is reviving. It is now noted for its large paper factories. ( C a t / ~ y ,
ccxi. ; Ritttr, IV. 5 r6 ; D'Ohsotr, 11. 7 0 ; IVilliamsotl, u. s.)

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

O N leaving Pianfu you ride two days westward, and come
to the noble castle of CAICHU,
which was built in time past
by a king of that country, whom they used to call the
GOLDENKING,and who had there a great and beautiful
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palace. There is a great hall of this palace, in which are
pourtrayed all the ancient kings of the country, done in
gold and other fine colours, and a very fine sight they
make. Each king in succession as he reigned added to
those pictures.'
[This Golden King was a great and potent Prince, ant1
during his stay at this place there used to be in his service
none but beautiful girls, of whom he had a great number
in his Court. W h e n he went to take the air about the
Fortress, these girls used to draw him about in a little
carriage which they could easily move, and they would also
be in attendance on the King for everything pertaining to
his convenience or pleasure.']
Now I will tell you a pretty passage that befel between
this Golden King and Prester John, as it was related by
the people of the Castle.
I t came to pass, as they told the tale, that this Golden
King was at war with Prester John. And the King held a
position so strong that Prester John was not able to get at
him or to do him any scathe ; wherefore he was in great
wrath. So seventeen gallants belonging to Prester John's
Court came to him in a body and said that, an he would,
they were ready to bring him the Goltlen King alive. His
answer was that he desired nothing better, and would be
much bounden to them if they would do so.
So when they had taken leave of their Lord and Master
Prester John, they set off together, this goodly company
of gallants, and went to the Golden King, and presented
themselves before him, saying that they had come from
foreign parts to enter his ser-;ice. And he answered by
telling them that they were right welcome, and that he was
glad to have their service, never imagining that they hat1
any ill intent. And so these mischievous squires took
service with the (;oltlcn King: and served him so well that
he grew to love them clearly.
And when they had aborle with that King nearly two
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years, conducting themselves like persons who thought of
anything but treason, they one day accompanied the King
on a pleasure party when he had very few else along with
him ; for in those gallants the King had perfect trust, and
thus kept them immediately about his person. So after
they had crossed a certain river that is about a mile from
the castle, and saw that they were alone with the King, they
said one to another that now was the time to achieve that
they had come for. Then they all incontinently drew,
and told the King that he must go with them and make no
resistance, or they would slay him. The King at this was
in alarm and great astonishment, and said: "How then,
good my sons, what thing is this ye say? and whither
would ye have me go ? " They answered, and said : " You
shall come with us, will ye niH ye, to Prester John our
Lord."
- -. .
-

pp

NOTE 1.-The name of the castle is very doubtful. But of that and
the geography, which in this part is tangled, we shall speak further on.
Whilst the original French texts \\.ere unknown, the king here spoken
of figured in the old Latin versions as King D a r k , and in Ramusio as
R c Dor. It was a most happy suggestion of Marsden's, in absence of
all knowledge of the fact that the original narrative was Frcnch, that
this Dor represented the Emperor of the Kin or Golden Dynasty,
called by the Mongols A/firrr Khcin, of which Xoi D O r is a literal
translation.
Of the legend itself I can find no trace. Kashiduddin relates a story
of the grandfather of Aung Khan (Polo's Prester John), Merghuz
Boirdk Khan, being treacherously made over to the King of the Church4
(the Kin sovereign), and put to death by being nailed to a wooden
ass. But the same author tells us that Aung Khan got his title of Aung
(Ch. 1Vang) or king from the Kin emperor of his day, so that no hereditary feud seems deduceable.

NOTE 2.-The history of the Tartar conquerors of China, whether
Khitan, ChulchP, Mongol or Xlanchu, has always been the same. For
one or two generations the warlike character and manly habits were
maintained ; and then the intruders, having adopted Chinese manners,
ceremonies, literature, and civilization, sank into more than Chinese effeminacy and degradation. \t'e see the custom of em~~loying
only female
attendants ascribed in a later chapter (Ixxvii.) to the Sung Emperors
at Kinsay; and the same was the custon~of the later Ming emperors,

CHAP.XXXIX. PRESTER

JOHN

AND THE GOLDEN KING.

II

in whose time the imperial palace was said to contain 5000 women.
Indeed, the precise custom which this passage describes was in our own
day habitually reported of the Taiping sovereign during his reign at
Nanking : " None but women are allowed in the interior of the Palace,
and he is d r m to the audicnce-chamber in a gilded sacred dragon-car by
the ladies." (BlakiJton, p. 42 ; see also Wilson's Ever- Victwiuus Army,
P 41.)

CHAPTER X X X I X .
H O W PRESTERJOHN TREATED T H E GOLDENKING HIS PRISONER.

AND on this the Golden King was so sorely grieved that
he was like to die. And he said to them : "Good, my
sons, for God's sake have pity and compassion upon me.
Ye wot well what honourable and kindly entertainment ye
have had in my house ; and now ye would deliver me into
the hands of mine enemy! In sooth, if ye do what ye say,
ye will do a very naughty and disloyal deed, and a right
villainous." But they answered only that so it must be,
and away they had him to Prester John their Lord.
And when Prester John beheld the King he was right
glad, and greeted him with something like a malison.*
T h e King answered not a word, as if he wist not what it
behoved him to say. So Prester John ordered him to be
taken forth straightway, and to be put to look after cattle,
but to be well looked after himself also. So they took
him and set him to keep cattle. This did Prester John
of the grudge he bore the King, to heap contumely on
him, and to show what a nothing he was, compared t o
himself.
And when the King had thus kept cattle for two years,
Prester John sent for him, and treated him with honour,
* " Lui dist que il feust le ~nalvcnur."
VOL. 11.
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and clothed him in rich robes, and said to him: " Now
Sir King, art thou satisfied that thou wast in no way a man
to stand against me?" "Truly, my good Lord, I know
well and always did know that I was in no way a man to
stand against thee." And when he had said this Prester
John replied : " I ask no more ; but henceforth thou
shalt be waited on and honourably treated." So he caused
horses ant1 harness of war to be given him, with a goodly
train, and sent him back to his own country. And afier
that he remained ever friendly to Prester John, and held
fast by him.
So now I will say no more of this adventure of the
Golden King, but I will proceed with our subject.

C H A P T E R XL.
C'C)NCERNINI;
THE GREATRIVERCARAMORAN
AND
CACHANFU.

T H E ClTl' OF

WHEN
you leave the castle, and travel about 20 miles westSO big that
ward, you come to a river called CARAMORAN,
no bridge can be thrown across i t ; for it is of immense
width and depth, and reaches to the Great Ocean that encircles the Universe,-I
mean the whole earth.' On this
river there are many cities and walled towns, and many merchants too therein, for much traffic takes place upon the
river, there being a great deal of ginger and a great deal of
silk produced in the country.
Game birds here are in wonderful abundance, insomuch
that you may buy at least three pheasants for a Venice
groat of silver. I should say rather for an asper, which is
worth a little more.'
[On the lands adjoining this river there grow vast
cluantities of great canes, some of which are a foot or a
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foot and a half (in girth), and these the natives employ for
many useful purposes.]
After passing the river and travelling two days westward you come to the noble city of CACHANFU,
which we
have already named. The inhabitants are all Idolaters.
And I may as well remind you again that all the people
of Cathay are Idolaters. I t is a city of great trade and of
work in gold-tissues of many sorts, as well as other kinds of
industry.
There is nothing else worth mentioning, and so we will
proceed and tell you of a noble city which is the capital of
a kingdom, and is called Kenjanfu.
NOTE1.-Karii-Muren, o r Black River, is one of the names applied
by the Mongols to the Hoang Ho, or Yellow River, of the Chinese,
and that which we find used by all the medieval western writers, e.g.,
Odoric, John Marignolli, Rashiduddin.
NOTE2.-The a@er or akcht (both meaning '<white,") of the Mongols
at Tana or Azov I have elsewhere calculated from Pegolotti's data
(Cathay, p. 298), to have contained about 0s. 2.811. worth of silver, which
is 125s than the grosso ; but the name may have had a loose application
to small silver coins in other countries of Asia Possibly the money
intended may have been the 50 fsicn note (see note 1,ch. xxiv. srrpra).

CHAPTER XLI.

AND when you leave the city of Cachanfu of which I have
spoken, and travel eight days westward, you meet with
cities and boroughs abounding in trade and industry, and
quantities of beautiful trees, and gardens, and fine plains
planted with mulberries, which are the trees on the leaves
of which the silkworn~s do feed. The people are all
Idolaters. There is also plenty of game of all sorts, both
of beasts and birds.
C
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And when you have travelled those eight days' journey,
you come to that great city which I mentioned, called
KENJANFU.' A very great and fine city it is, and the
capital of the kingdom of Kenjanfu, which in old times
was a noble, rich, and powerful realm, and had many great
and wealthy ant1 puissant kings.' But now the king thereof is a prince called MANGALAI,
the son of the Great Kaan,
who hath given him this realm, and crowned him king
thereof3 It is a city of great trade and industry. They
have great abundance of silk, from which they weave cloths
of silk and gold of divers kinds, and they also manufacture
all sorts of equipments for an army. They have every
necessary of man's life very cheap. The city lies towards
the west ; the people are idolaters ; and outside the city is
the palace of the Prince Mangalai, crowned king and son
of the Great Kaan, as I told you before.
This is a fine palace and a great, as I will tell you. I t
stands in a great plain abounding in lakes and streams and
springs of water. Round about it is a massive and lofty
wall, five miles in compass, well built, and all garnished
with battlements. And within this wall is the king's palace,
so great and fine that no one could imagine a finer. There
are in it many great and splendid halls, and many chambers,
all painted and embellished with work in beaten gold.
This Mangalai rules his realm right well with justice and
equity, and is much beloved by his people. T h e troops
are quartered round about the palace, and enjoy the sport
(that the royal demesne affords).
So now let us quit this kingdom, and I will tell you of
a very mountainous province called Cuncun, which you
reach by a road right wearisome to travel.
NOTE 1.-Having got to sure ground again at Kenjunfu, which is,
as we shall explain presently, the city of SINGANFU,
capital of Shensi,
let us look back at the geography of the route from P'ingyanfu. Its
difliculties are great.
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The traveller cames us two days' journey from P'ingyanhr to his
castle of the Golden King. This is called in the G. Text and most
other MSS. Caicui, Caytui, or the like, but in Ramusio alone Thaip'n,
He then cames us 20 miles further to the Caramoran ; he crosses this
river, travels two days further, and reaches the great city Kachanfu;
eight days more (or as in Ramusio seven) bring him to Singanfu.
There seems scarcely room for doubt that KACHANFU
is the HoCHANGFU of those days, now called P'UCHAUFU,
close to the great elbow
of the Hoang Ho (Klaproth). But this city, instead of being fwo days
wsf of the great river, stands a or mar its emt~rnbank.
Klaproth, adopting Ramusio's name for the castle, identifies it with
one in those days called Taikhin<~
afterwards Prrtsin, which lay on the
Hoangho to the west of P'uchauhr ; Pauthier adds, on the wcst bank of
the river. Now Polo's expressions seem distinctly to describe the fortress as lying zo miles to tlte east of the river.
Not maintaining the infallibility of our traveller's memory, we might
conceive it to have got confused here, between the recollections of his
journey westward and those of his return ; but this would not remove
all the difficulties.
It is, as we have seen, very uncertain that Thaigin is the right reading. That of the MSS. seems to point rather to some name like Knichard. The hypothesis which seems to me to call for least correction in

Plan of Kychau, after I)uhxldc.

the text is that the castle was at the @hau of the maps, nearly due
west of Pingyang-fu, and just about 2 0 miles from the Hoang Ho ; that
the river was crossed in that vicinity, and that the traveller then de-
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scended the valley to opposite P'uchaufu, or possibly embarked and
descended the river itself to that point. This last hypothesis would
mitigate the apparent disproportion in the times assigned to the different
parts of the journey, and would, I think, clear the text of error. But it
is only a hypothesis. Whether there is any such historic castle at
Kychau I know n o t ; the plan of that place in Duhalde, however, has
the aspect of a strong position.
The most notable fortress of the Kin sovereigns was that of
T'ungkwan, on the right bank of the river, a little south of P'uchaufu,
and closing the passage between the river and the mountains. It was
constantly the turning-point of the Mongol campaigns against that
dynasty, and held a prominent place in the (lying instructions of
Chinghiz for the prosecution of the conquest of Cathay. This fortress
must have continued famous to Polo's time, but I see no way of
reconciling its position with his narrative. The name in Ramusio's
form might be merely that of the dynasty, viz., Tui-Kin = Great
Golden.
NOTE 2.-Kenjanfu is, as we have indicated, SINGAN-FU,
or as it
was called in the days of its greatest fame, Changgan, probably the most
celebrated city in Chinese history, and the capital of several of the most
potent dynasties. It was the metropolis of Shi Hoangti of the Thsin
dynasty, the great emperor whose conquests almost intersected those of
his contemporary Ptolemy Euergetes. It was, perhaps, the Thinne of
Claudius Ptolemy, as it was certainly the Khumdan of the early Mahomedans, and the site of flourishing Christian Churches in the 7th century, as well as of the remarkable monument, the discovery of which a
thousand years later disclosed their forgotten existence.+ Kitzgchao-frr
was the name which the city bore when the Mongol invasions brought
China into communication with the west, and Klaproth supposes that
this was modified by the Mongols into KENJAZIFU.Under the latter
name it is mentioned by Kashiduddin as the seat of one of the Twelve
Sitz<por great provincial administrations, and we find it still known by
this name in Sharifuddin's history of Timur. The same name is traceable in the A'utzsan of Odoric, which he calls the second best province
in the world, and the best populated.
Martini speaks, apparently from personal knowledge, of the splendour of the city, as' regarded both its public edifices and its site, sloping
gradually up from the banks of the Kiver IVei, so as to exhibit its walls
and palaces at one view like the interior of an amphitheatre. West of

* I am happy to be able to present a reduced fncsimile of a rrrl.%~r~q
in my possession
from this famous inscription, which I owe to the generosity of Dr. Lockhart. The tailpiece to this Part (p. 93) represents the incised cross at the head of the inscription, from
a copy of a pencil rubbing made by the Rev. J. Lees. The copy was printed on
photographic paper hy Mr. A. Wylie, and was also lent me by Dr. Lockhart.
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t h e city was a sort of Water Park, enclosed by a wall 30 li in circumference, full of lakes, tanks, and canals from the Wei, and within which
were seven fine palaces and a variety of theatres and other places of
public diversion. T o the S.E. of the city was an artificial lake with
palaces, gardens, park, kc., originally formed by the Emperor Hiaowu
(R.c. IOO),and to the south of the city was another considerable lake
called Fan. This may be the Fanchan Lake, beside which Rashid says
that Ananda, the son of Mangalai, built his palace.
Singanfu and the adjoining districts are now the seat of a large
Musulman population, which in 1861-62 rose in revolt against the
Chinese authority, and for a time was successful in resisting it. The
chief seat of the Mahomedans is a place which they call Salar, which,
as well as I can make out, is the city of Hwai-chau, east of the capital.
Singanfu has been recently visited by Mr. Williamson, accompanied by
Sir. Lees. H e says that the site of the palace of the Thang emperors
is still to be seen ; and he saw the celebrated Christian inscription
which stands in a ruined temple outside the west gate of the city, and is
still perfect, though all around is desolation. (Martini; Cathy, 148, 269 ;
Pi& dc la Croix, 111. 218 ; Russian paper orr the Dungnr, see supra,
vol. i. p. 256 ; Williamson's Notes on North China, u. s., p. 47.)
NOTE 3.-Mangdi,
Kublai's third son, who governed the provinces
of Shensi and Ssechuen, with the title of I f i t ~ g o king
r
(supra, ch. ix.
note 2), died in 1280, a circumstance which limits the date of Polo's
journey to the west. It seems unlikely that Marco should have remained ten years ignorant of his death, yet he seems to speak of him as
still governing.

CHAPTER XLII.
CONCERNING
THE

~ ' R O V I N C E OF CUNCUN,
WHICH IS RIGHT WEARISOME
TO TRAVEL THROUGH.

ON leaving the I'alace of Mangalai, you travel westward
for three days, finding a succession of cities and boroughs
and beautihl plains, inhabited by people who live by trade
and industry, and have great plenty of silk. At the end of
those three days you reach the great mountains and valleys
which belong to the province of CUNCUN.'There are
towns and villages in the land, and the people live by
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tilling the earth, and by hunting in the great woods; for
the region abounds in forests wherein are many wild beasts,
such as lions, bears, lynxes, bucks and roes, and sundry
other kinds, so that many are taken by the people of the
country who make a great profit thereof.' So this way
you travel over mountains and valleys, finding a succession
of towns and villages, and many great hostelries for the
entertainment of travellers, interspersed among extensive
forests.
-

--

.-

NOTE 1.-The region intended must necessarily be some part of the
southern district of the province of Shensi, called HANCHUNC,
the axis
of which is the River Han, closed in by exceedingly mountainous and
woody country to north and south, dividing it on the former quarter
from the rest of Shensi, and on the latter from Ssechuen. According to
Pauthier, the name of the district in the Mongol age was fingyurn;
but there is no reason to suppose that it had popularly lost that of Hanchung, which was its official title at both an earlier and a later date.
Polo's C frequently expresses an H, especially the guttural H of Chinese
names, yet Cuncun is not quite satisfactory as the expression of Hanchtmg.
The country was so rugged that in ancient times travellers from
Singanfu had to make a long circuit eastward by the frontier of Honan
to reach Hanchung; but a road was made across the mountains by a
Chinese general, circa 2 0 0 B.C. This work, with its difficulties and
boldness, extending often for great distances on viaducts and on timber
corbels inserted in the rock, is vividly described by Martini. Villages
and rest-houses were established at convenient distances. It received
from the Chinese the name of Chierr-fao,or the " Pillar Road." It commenced on the south bank of the \\lei, opposite Paoki-hien, roo miles
west of Singanfu, and ended near the town of Paoching-hien, some 15
or 2 0 miles N.W. from Hanchung. Martini's description of the road
probably applies to its state in his own day. The original construction
must have long gone to wreck ; and, indeed, we are told that it was reconstructed by the first Ming Emperor in 1392 ; and I presume it continued in a fair state down to recent times, for a writer in the Chinese
RQosifory says, that "those who have travelled the great Hanchung
road have pronounced it not inferior to the Simplon, though the elevation
is not so great."
It is probable that this work had no efficient existence in our traveller's day, for we find that Tului, the son of Chinghiz, when directing
his march against Honan in I 23 r by this very line from Paoki, had to
mnhe a road with great dit?iculty. The same route was followed by
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Okkodai's son Kutan, in marching to attack the Sung Empire in r 235,
and again by Mangu Kaan on his last campaign in I 258. These circumstances, showing that the road from Paolri was in that age the usual
route into Hanchung and Ssechuen, are in favour of its being, in whole
o r in part, the line taken by Marco. (See 114nrtini in Blaeu ; Chinc
Anricnnc, p. 234; Riffer, IV. 520 ; DOhsorr, I I. 22, 80, 328 ; Lecomfr,
11. 95 ; Chin. Re-. XIX. 225.)
NOTE2.-" In this province (Hanchung) you often fall in with herds
of red-deer and fallowdeer even on the roadsi bears also . . . . . are
common, whose feet the Chinese reckon a great dainty." ( M a r h i , 42.)

CHAPTER XLIII.
CONCERNING
THE PROVINCEO F A C ~ A I . E MANZI.
C

AFTER you have travelled those 20 days through the
nlountains of Cuncun that I have mentioned, then you
come to a province called ACBALECMASZI, which is all
level country, with plenty of towns and villages, and belonging t o the Great Kaan. T h e people are Idolaters, and live
by trade and industry. I may tell you that in this province
there grows such a great quantity of ginger, that it is
carried all over the region of Cathay, and it affords a rnaintenance to all the people of the province, who get great
gain thereby. T h e y h a r e also wheat and rice, and other
kinds of corn in great plenty and cheapness; in fact the
country abounds in all useful products. T h e capital city
is called Acbalec Manzi [which signifies " the W h i t e City
of the Manzi Frontier
This plain extends for two days' journey, throughout
which it is as fine as I have told you, with towns and
villages as numerous. After those two days you again
come t o great mountains and valleys, and extensive forests,
and you continue t o travel westward through this kind of
country for 20 days, finding however numerous towns ant1

"I.'
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villages. The people are Idolaters, and live by agriculture,
by cattle-keeping, and by the chase, for there is much
game. And among other kinds, there are the animals that
produce the musk in great numbers.'
NOTE1.-Though the termini of the route descril~edin these two
chapters are undoubtedly Singanfu and Chingtufu, there are serious
tlifficulties attending the determination of the line actually followed.
The tirne according to all the MSS., so far as I know, except those
of one type, is as follows :In the plain of Kerijanfu

........

In the mountains of Cuncun
In the plain of Acbalec . . .
In mountains again

3 days.

. . . . . . 20
....... 2

,,
,,

. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 0 ,,
-

45

-

9,

It seems to me almost impossible to doubt that the Plain of Acbalec
represents some part of the river-valley of the Han, interposed between the
two ranges of mountains called in maps Thsing--Lingand Kiu-/o~~~y.
But
the time, as just stated, is extravagant for anything lrke a direct journey
between the two termini.
Mr. Wylie, to whom I am indebted for most valuable information on
this subject, travelled in 1868 from Chingtu-fu to Mien on the Upper
Han, following so far what has been for ages the chief road to Singanfu.
This distance amounted to I 150 li, and was travelled in I 7 days. The
remaining distance from Mien to Singanfu was not travelled by Mr.
Wylie (who descended the Han River), but he states it to be 7 or 8
marches. This woul(1 give the total distance as 2 5 marches instead
of 45.
But Pauthier's MS. C (and itsdouble the I3ern MS.) has vi~i.marches
instead of xx. through the mountains of Cuncun. This reduces the time
to 33 days, ant1 though a lower rate of progress than Mr. M'ylie's is thus
implied, in the ratio of about 2 2 3 miles to 17 for the average march,
the latter seems quite an admissible rate.*
So far then, provided we atln~itthe reading of the MS. C, there is
no ground for hesitating to ntlopt the usual route between the two cities,
71inhlien.
But the key to the exact route is evidently the position of Acbalec
Manzi, and on this there is no satisfactory light.

* Atld that I (lo not think Mr. IVylie's assumed 8 clays from hiien to Singanfu
can apply to the route by I'aoki. By hlr. Wylie's own scale of travel the distance
from Miell to Paoki alone would demand 8 days.
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For the name of the province, Pauthier's text has Acbdec Mnnzi,
for the name of the city Acmnlec simply. The G. T. has in the former
case Acbalec Mangi, in the latter " Acmelic Mangi ge zvauttiire le une de le
cunjnc dm Man$.,".
This is followed literally by the Geographic Latin,
which has Acdakc Mangi et [st djdurr~in lingua noslnz unus cx confnibus Mat~gi." So also the Crusca; whilst Ramusio has " Achbaluch
Mnngi, che vuol dire Cittfi Bianca de' confini di Mangi." It is clear that
Ramusio alone has here preserved the genuine reading.
Pauthier will have Acbalec ("The White City ") to be Pe-Ki~n,qcliirrg (uWhite Prince Town "), an extinct town which stood near Yang,
some 30 or 40 miles eastward of Hanchung, urging the reading Actnnlrc;
Malik being Arabic for a Prince or King. This seems to me fanciful.
Acmalcc and Acbalec are merely different ways of writing the same name
caught by ear, as in the Geog. Text we have (p. 263) a Melic or Prince
of the Persian Court called Belic, and as in Pegolotti we find Khanbalik itself written Gnmalec.
Klaproth again had identified Acbalec conjecturally with the town
of Ye-ma-chit~gor " White-Horse-Town," a place also now extinct, and
which was in the immediate neighbourhood of Mien. " T h e great plain
in which Mien-hien stands," says Klaproth, "is that of which Marco Polo
speaks; it begins in the east at the post-station of Hwang-sha-ji, and
extends as far as that of Thsing-yang-ji, where the road re-enters the
mountains."
I t seems so likely that the latter part of the name Pe-MACHING
might have been confounded by foreigners with Michin and JPnnzi
(which in Persian parlance were identical) that I should be disposed to
overlook the difficulty that we have no evidence produced to show that
Pemaching was a place of any consequence, if we could find corroboration as to the great plain of Mien, of which Klaproth speaks. Mr. Wylie
(without any reference to Klaproth) writes : " After passing the city of
Meen, in descending the Han, I found the hills gradually receding till
they left a level valley on both sides of the river of considerable width,
perhaps 8 or 10 miles, which continued to the city of Hanchung ; and to
the end of our first day's journey beyond we were still travelling over
level ground, say 165 li in all from west to east." Here is a plain no
doubt of good two days' journey in length, though the part of it traversed
by Polo would be only from Paoching to Mien, or some I 2 to 14 miles.
Mr. Wylie (Proc. R. G. S. XIV.) has suggested a new view of the
position of Acbalec, proposing to identify it with Pc-r?tln-A'altrn (" WhiteHorse-Fort "), an abandoned town which he passed only two days from
Chingtu, and at which a traveller from the north first comes in sight of
the great plain of Chingtu. H e builds in part on this being just 22 or
2 3 days' journey from S~nganfuaccording to the usual readings.
I have
not room for all that hlr. \\'ylie urges, but his arguments have not con
vinced me that there is ground for proposing the great changes in the text
which this identification would involve.
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I t is possible that the name Acbalec may have been given hy the
Tartars without any reference to Chinese etymologies. \Ye have already
twice met with the name or its equivalent (Acbaluc in ch. xxxvii. of this
Book, and Chagan Ba/gassirn in note 2 to Bk. I. ch. Ix), whilst Strahlenberg tells us that the Tartars call all great residences of princes by
this name (Amst, ed. 1757, I. p. 7). It may be that Hanchung itself was
so named by the Tartars. But it is also possible that we should look
further down the Han towards the frontier of Honan, where the chief
place is Hing-tigun. This was in ancient days the capital of the state of
Tsin. Is it possible that a tradition of t h i ~was expressed in the name
"White City of Machin or Manzi " ? There is a much frequented highway from Singanfu to Hing-ngn, and there is a plain there on the south
side of the Han, estimated at about 2 0 miles in length.
Lastly, some 30 miles below Hing-ngan, and on the immediate
boundary between Shensi and Hupe' (which might fairly be called cott$tle
dou Mangi) stands the district city of Peho (" White River ") the position
of which must have been very important when the Mongols were meditating the invasion of the latter province. Here I leave the question
with the remark that the most satisfactory solution would be the identification of Nauch~mgwith the White City.
NOTE2.-Polo's journey now continues through the lofty mountainous region in the north of Ssechuen, whether from the direction of
Hing-ngan as just suggested, or from that of Hnnchung through Paoningfu. Martini notes the mountains above the latter town as abounding
in musk-deer.

CHAPTER XLIV
CONCERNIN(; T H E

PROVINCE
A N D CITYOF

SINDAFU.

WHEN
yo11 have travelled those 20 days westward through
the mountains, as I have told you, then you arrive at a
plain belonging to a province called Sindafu, which still is
on the confines of Manzi, and the capital city of which
is (also) called SINDAYU.This city was in former days
a rich and noble one, and the Kings who reigned there
were very great and wealthy. I t is a good twenty miles in
compass, but it is divided in the way that I shall tell you.
You see the King of this Province, in the days of old,
when he found himself drawing near to death, leaving three

sons behind him, commanded that the city should be
divided into three parts, and that each of his three sons
should have one. So each of these three parts is separately
walled about, though all three are surrounded by the common wall of the city. Each of the three sons was King,
having his own part of the city, and his own share of
the kingdom, and each of them in fact was a great and
wealthy King. But the Great Kaan conquered the kingdom of these three Kings, and stripped them of their
inheritance.'
Through the midst of this great city runs a large river,
in which they catch a great quantity of fish. I t is a good
half mile wide, and very deep withal, and so long that it
reaches all the way to the Ocean Sea,-a
very long way,
equal to 80 or IOO days' journey. And the name of the
River is KIAN-SUY. The multitude of vessels that navigate
this river is so vast, that no one who should read or hear the
tale would believe it. T h e quantities of merchandize also
which merchants carry up and down this river are past
all belief. In fact, it is so big, that it seems to be a Sea
rather than a River !'
Let us now speak of a great Bridge which crosses this
River within the city. This bridge is of stone ; it is seven
paces in width and half a mile in length (the river being
that much in width as I told you) ; and all along its length
on either side there are columns of marble to bear the roo(
for the bridge is roofed over from end to end with timber,
and that all richly painted. And on this bridge there are
houses in which a great deal of trade and industry is carried
on. But these houses are all of wood merely, and they are
put up in the morning and taken down in the evening.
Also there stands upon the bridge the Great Kaan's Comercque, that is to say, his custom-house, where his toll and
tax are levied.' And I can tell you that the dues taken on
this bridge bring to the Lord a thousantl pieces of fine
gold every day anrt more. The people are all Idolaters.4
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When you leave this city you travel for five days across
a country of plains and valleys, finding plenty of villages
and hamlets, and the people of which live by husbandry.
There are numbers of wild beasts, lions, and bears, and
such like.
I should have mentioned that the people of Sindu itself
live by manufactures, for they make fine sendals and other
stuffs.'
After travelling those five days' march, you reach a
province called Tebet, which has been sadly laid waste ; we
will now say something of it.
NOTE I.-\Ire are on firm ground again, for SINDAFUis certainly
CHINGTUFU,
the capital of Ssechuen. Here again Pauthier's text calls
the province Sardar~srrand the city SytrriiJu, and that editor tries to find
reason in the former name. But I doubt not it is a mere clerical error.
No such distinction exists in the G. T. or in Ramusio ; whilst the Crusca
puts Sindafa for the province, and Sardafu for the city ! Probably the
name used by Polo was Sindu-frr, as we find Sin& in the G. T. near the
end of the chapter. But the same city is, I observe, called Thindnfu
by one of the Nepalese embassies, whose itineraries Mr. Hodgson has
given in thej. A. S. B. XXV. 488.
The modem French missions have a bishop in Chingtufu ;and MM.
Huc and Gabet were detained there a fortnight. But Huc's account is
singularly vague, as it always is found to be when geographical light is
what we look for. H e merely tells us of its position in a rich and irrigatetl plain, of its fine paved streets exceptionally clean, and of its
handsome shops and buildings. Mr. Cooper was at Chingtufu in 1868,
on his attempt to penetrate to India, and gives a similar account, but
not more detail. The city has still more recently been visited by Mr.
.A. Wylie, who has kindly favoured me with the following note :-" My
notice all goes to corroborate Marco Polo. The covered bridge with
the stalls is still there, the only difference
being the absence of the toll-house. I did
not see any traces of a tripartite division
of the city, nor did I make any inquiries on
the subject during the 3 or 4 days I spent
there, as it was not an object with me at
the time to verify Polo's account. The city
is indeed divided, but the division dates more
A. The Grunt City.
than a thousand years back. It is something
H. ~ h Lci ~ t l eCity.
c. 'rhe 1111pcrhlCity.
like this, I should say [see diagram].
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" The Imperial City (Hwang Ching),was the residence of the monarch
Lew Pd during the short period of the 'Three Kingdoms' (3rd century),
and some relics of the ancient edifice still remain. I was much interested in looking over it. It is now occupied by the Public Examination
Hall and its dependencies."
I suspect Marco's story of the Three Kings arose from a misunderstanding about this historical period of the San-Kwt, or Three Kingdoms (A.D. 222-264). And his tripartite division of the city may have
h e n merely that which we see to exist at present.
NOTE2.-Ramusio is more particular: Through the city flow many
great rivers, which come down from distant mountains, and run winding
about through many parts of the city. These rivers vary in width from
half a mile to 2 0 0 paces, and are very deep. Across them are built
many bridges of stone," &c. "And after passing the city these rivers
unite and form one immense river called Kian," &c. Here we have
the Great River or KIANG,Kian (Quian) as in Ramusio, or KIANGSHUI, "Waters of the Kiang" as in the text. So Pauthier explains.
Though our Geographies give the specific names of Wen and Min to
the great branch which flows by Chingtufu, and treat the Tibetan branch,
which flows through northern Yunan under the name of Kinsha or
"Goldensand," as the main river, the Chinese seem always to have
regarded the former as the true Kiang; as may be seen in Ritter (IV.
650) and Martini (p. 12). The latter describes the city as quite insulated by the ramifications of the river, fr,om which channels and canals
pass all about it, adorned with many quays and bridges of stone.
NOTE3.-(G. T.) "Hi est & couiereque dou Grant Sire, ce esf cilz
qe r e m m t /a rmte dou Se&or."
Pauthier has couvert. Both are, I
doubt not, misreadings or misunderstandings of conrereque or comerc.
This word, founded on the Latin commcrcium, was widely spread over
the Elst with the meaning of customs-duty or custom-house. I n Low
;
Greek it appeared as ~ o p p & n r o vand ~ovplpntov,now K O ~ ~ ~ KinL Arabic
and
(kumruk and ~ u m r u k stiH
, in use) ; in
and Turkish as jyj.
Italian dialects as comerchio, comrho, comergio, k c .

sYJ

NOTE4.-The word in Pauthier's text which I have rendered pieces
of gold is pois, probably equivalent to saggi or miskdls. The G. T. has
" is well worth 1000 beznnfs of gold," no doubt meaning daily, though
not saying so. Ranlusio has " IOO bezants daily." The term Bezant
may be taken as synonymous with Bindr, and the statement in the text
would make the daily receipt of custom upwards of 500/., that in Ramusio upwards of sol. only.
NOTE6.-I have recast this passage wl~ichhas got muddled, probably in the original tlictation, for it runs in the G. 'Text : '' Et de ceste
tit; se part I'en et chevauche cincl jornde por plain et por valdc, et trevcl'en castinus et casnus nssez. 1.es llomeb vi\,ent tlo~iprofit qu'il trnient

.
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de la terre. I1 hi a bestes sauvajes assez, lions et orses et autres bestes.
N vivent d'ars :car il hi st laborent drs biaus srndal et aufres dras. N
sunt dc Sindu mcismc." I take it that in speaking of Chingtufu, Marco
has forgotten to fill up his usual formula as to the occupation of the
inhabitants ; he is reminded of this when he speaks of the occupation of
the peasantry on the way to Tibet, and reverts to the citizens in the
words which I have quoted in Italics. We see here S i d u applied to
the city, suggesting Sindu-fi for the reading at the beginning of the
chapter.

C H A P T E R XLV.
CONCERNING THE PROVINCE OF TEBET.

AFTERthose five days' march that I spoke of, you enter a
province which has been sorely ravaged ; and this was done
in the wars of Mongu Kaan. There are indeed towns and
villages and hanilets, but all harried and clestroyed.'
In this region you find quantities of canes, full three
palms in girth and fifteen paces in length, with some three
palms interval between the joints. And let me tell you
that merchants and other travellers through that country are
wont at nightfall to gather these canes and make fires of
them; for a4 they burn they make such loud reports that
the lions and bears and other wild beasts are greatly frightened, and make off as fast as possible ; in fact nothing will
induce them to come nigh a fire of that sort. So you see
the travellers make those fires to protect themselves and
their cattle from the wild beasts which have so greatly
multiplied since the devastation of the country. And 'tis
this great multiplication of the wild beasts that prevents
the country from being reoccupied. In fact but for the
help of these canes, which make such a noise in burning
that the beasts are terrified and kept at a distance, no one
would be able even to travel through the land.
I will tell you how it is that the canes make such a
noise. The people cut the green canes, of which there are
vast numbers, and set fire to a Ileal) of them at once. After
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they have been awhile burning they burst asunder, and
this makes such a loud report that you might hear it
ten miles off. In fact any one unused to this noise, who
should hear it unexpectedly, might easily go into a swoon
or die of fright. But those who are used to it care nothing
about it. Hence those who are not used to it stuff their
ears well with cotton, and wrap up their heads and faces
with all the clothes they can muster ; and so they get along
until they have become used to the sound. T i s just the
same with horses. Those which are unused to these noises
are so alarmed by them that they break away from their
halters and heel-ropes, and many a man has lost his beasts
in this way. So those who would avoid losing their horses
take care to tie all four legs and peg the ropes down
strongly, and to wrap the heads and eyes and ears of the
animals closely, and so they save them. But horses also,
when they have heard the noise several times, cease to mind
it. I tell you the truth, however, when I say that the first
time you hear it nothing can be more alarming. And yet,
in spite of all, the lions and bears and other wild beasts
will sometimes come and do great mischief; for their numbers are great in those tracts.'
You ride for zo days without finding any inhabited
spot, so that travellers are obliged to carry all their provisions with them, and are constantly falling in with those
wild beasts which are so numerous and so dangerous. After
that you come at length to a tract where there are towns
and villages in considerable numbers.' The people of those
towns have a strange custom in regard to marriage which
I will now relate.
N o man of that country would on any consideration
take to wife a girl who was a maid ; for they say a wife is
nothing worth unless she has been used to consort with
men. And their custom is this, that when travellers come
that way, the old women of the place get ready, and take
their unmarried daughters or other girls related to them,
VOL. XI.
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and go to the strangers who are passing, and make over the
young women to whomsoever will accept them; and the
travellers take them accordingly and do their pleasure;
after which the girls are restored to the old women who
brought them, for they are not allowed to follow the
strangers away from their home. In this manner people
travelling that way, when they reach a village or hamlet or
other inhabited place, shall find perhaps 20 or 30 girls at
their disposal. And if the travellers lodge with those people
they shall have as many young women as they could wish
coming to court them! You must know too that the traveller is expected to give the girl who has been with him a
ring or some other trifle, something in fact that she can
show as a lover's token when she comes to be married.
And it is for this in truth and for this alone that they
follow that custom ; for every girl is expected to obtain at
least zo such tokens in the way I have described before she
can be married. And those who have most tokens, and so
can show they have been most run after, are in the highest
esteem, and most sought in marriage, because they say the
charms of such an one are greatest.' But after marriage
these people hold their wives very dear, and would consider
it a great villainy for a man to meddle with another's wife ;
and thus though the wives have before marriage acted as
you have heard, they are kept with great care from light
conduct afterwards.
Now I have related to you this marriage custom as
a good story to tell, and to show what a fine country that
is for young fellows to go to !
T h e people are Idolaters and an evil generation, holding
it no sin to rob and maltreat; in h c t they are the greatest
brigands on earth. They live by the chase, as well as on
their cattle and the fruits of the earth.
I should tell you also that in this country there are
many of the animals that produce musk, which are called
in the Tartar language Gurtderi. Those rascals have great
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numbers of large and fine dogs, which are of great senrice
in catching the musk-beasts, and so they procure great
abundance of musk. They have none of the Great Kaan's
paper money, but use salt instead of money. They are
very poorly clad, for their clothes are only of the skins of
beasts, and of canvass, and of buckram.' They have a language of their own, and they are called Tebet. And this
forms a very great province, of which
country of TEBET
I will give you a brief account.
NOTE 1.-The present boundary between China Proper and Tibet is
to the west of Bathang and the Kinsha Kiang, but till the beginning of
last century it lay much further easf near Tathsianlu, or, as the Tibetans
appear to call it, Tachindo, which a Chinese Itinerary given by Ritter
makes to be 920 li or I I marches from Chingtufu. Huc was firleZ7re
days on the road, and Hodgson's Nepalese embassy ten. I n Marco's
time we must suppose that Tibet was considered to extend several
marches further east still, or to the verge of the plains. Mr. Cooper's
Journal describes the country entered an the 5th march from chihgtu
as very mountainous, many of the neighbouring peaks being capped
with snow. And he describes the people as speaking a language mixt
with Tibetan for some distance east of Tathsianlu. (Ritkr, 1V. go
rep.; J A. S. B. XXV. 494-5.)
Tibet was always reckoned as a part of the Empire of the Mongol
Kaans in the period of their greatness, but it is not very clear how it
came under subjection to them. No conquest of Tibet by their armies
appears to be related by either the Mahomedan or the Chinese historians.
Yet it is alluded to by Plano Carpini, who ascribes the achievement to
a n unnamed son of Chinghiz, and narrated by Sanang Setzen, who says
that the King of Tibet submitted without fighting when Chinghiz invaded his country in the year of the Panther (1206). During the reign
of Mangu Kaan, indeed, Uriangbdai, an eminent Mongol general, who
had accompanied Prince Kublai in 1253 against Yunnan, did in the
following year direct his arms against the Tibetans. But this campaign,
that no doubt to which the text alludes as "the wars of Mangu Kaan,"
appears to have occupied only a part of one season, and was certainly
confined to the parts of Tibet on the frontiers of Yunnan and Ssechuen.
Koeppen seems to consider it certain that there was no actual conquest
of Tibet, and that Kublai extended his authority over it only by diplomacy and the politic handling of the spiritual potentates who had for
several generations in Tibet been the real rulers of the country. It is
certain that Chinese history attributes the organization of civil administration in Tibet to Kublai. Mati Ilhwaja, a young and able member of
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the family which held the hereditary primacy of the Satya convent, and
occupied the most influential position in Tibet, was formally recognized
by the Emperor as the head of the Lamaite Church and as the tributary
Ruler of Tibet. H e is the same person that we have already (vol. i.
p. 28) mentioned as the Passepa or Baspa Lama, the inventor of
Kublai's official alphabet. (Carpini, 658, 709 ; B'Azlezac, 564; S.
Sdzen, 89 ; D U h s o n , 11. 3 17; Kot@en, 11. 96 ; Amjot, XI V. I 28.)
With the caution that Marco's Travels in Tibet were limited to the
same mountainous country on the frontier of Ssechuen, we defer further
geographical comment till he brings us to Yunnan.
NOTE2.-I suppose Marco to exaggerate a little about the bamboos,
but before gunpowder became familiar, no sharp explosive sounds of
this kind were known to ordinary experience, and exaggeration was
natural I have been close to a bamboo jungle on fire. There was a
great deal of noise comparable to musketry; but the bamboos were
not of the large kind here spoken o t The Hon. Robert Lindsay describing his elephant-catching in Silhet, says : LL At night each man
lights a fire at his post, and furnishes himself with a dozen joints of the
large bamboo, one of which he occasionally throws into the fire, and the
air it contains being rarefied by the heat, it explodes with a report as
loud as a musket." (Lives of the Lindsays, 111. 191.)
Bamboos of three palms in girth (28 to 30 inches) exist, but are not
ordinary, I should suppose, even in Ssechuen. I n 1855 I took some
pains to procure in Pegu a specimen of the largest attainable bamboo.
It was ten inches in diameter.
NOTE3.-M. Gabriel Durand, a missionary priest, thus describes
his journey in 1861 to Kiangka, z~idTathsianlu, approximately the line
of country which we suppose Polo to be traversing: L' Every day we
made a journey of nine or ten leagues, and halted for the night in a
Kung-kuan. These are posts dotted at intervals of about ten leagues
along the road to Hlassa, and usually guarded by three soldiers, though
the more important posts have twenty. With the exception of some
Tibetan houses, few and far between, these are the only habitations to
be seen on this silent and deserted road. . . . Lytang was the first collection of houses that we had seen in ten days' march." (Ann. ric la
Pt-@ag. lie la h i , XXXV. 352 seqq.)
NOTE 4.-Such
practices are ascribed to many nations. Martini
quotes something similar from a Chinese author about tribes in Yunnan.
Even of the Mongols themselves and kindred races, Pallas asserts that
the young women regard a number of intrigues rather as a credit and
recommendation than otherwise. Japanese ideas seem to be not very
different In old times Blian gives much the same account of the
Lydian women. Herodotus's Gindanes of Lybia afford a perfect parallel,
"whose women wear on their legs anklets of leather. Each lover that
a woman has gives her one; and she who can show most is the best
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esteemed, as she appears to have been loved by the greatest number of
men." (Martini, 142; Pall. SammZ. 11. 235 ; AZ. Var. f i s t . 111. r ;
Rawl. Htrod. Bk. IV. ch. clxxvi.)
Mr. Cooper's Journal, when on the banks of the Kinsha Kiang, west
of Bathang, affords a startling illustration of the persistence of manners
in this region : "At 12h. 3 o m we arrived at a road-side house,
near which was a grove of walnut-trees ; here we alighted, when to my
surprise I was surrounded by a group of young girls and two elderly
women, who invited me to partake of a repast spread under the trees.
. . . I thought I had stumbled on a pic-nic party, of which the
Tibetans are so fond. Having finished, I lighted my pipe and threw
myself on the grass in a state of castle-building. I had not lain thus
many seconds when the maidens brought a young girl about 15 years
014 tall and very fair, placed her on th grasse beside me, and forming a
ring round us, commenced to sing a n d dance. The little maid beside
me however was bathed in tears. All this, I must confess, a little
puzzled me, when Philip (the Chinese servant) with a long face came to
my aid, saying, ' Wcll, Sir, t h i ~is a bad business, . . they are marrying
you.' Good Heavens! how startled I was." For the honourable conclusion of this Anglo-Tibetan idyll I must refer to Mr. Coopeis Journal
when published.

. .

.

.

NOTE 5.-A11 that we have here is clearly meant to apply only to
the rude people towards the Chinese frontier. The passage about the
musk animal, both in Pauthier and in the G. T. ascribes the word Gudden' to the language of that people, it, of the Tibetans. The Geog.
Latin, however, has " l i n g d Tartarid," and this is the fact. Klaproth
informs us that Guderi is the Mongol word. And it will be found
(Kuderi) in Kovalevski's Dictionary, No. 2 5 94.

C H A P T E R XLVI.
FURTHERDISCOURSE
CONCERNING TEBET.

THISprovince, called Tebet, is of very great extent. The
people, as I have told you, have a language of their own,
and they are Idolaters, and they border on Manzi and sundry other regions. Moreover, they are very great thieves.
The country is, in fict, so great that it embraces eight
It
kingdoms, and a vast number of cities and villages.'
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contains in several quarters rivers and lakes, in which golddust is found in great abundance.' Cinnamon also grows
there in great plenty. Coral is in great demand in this
country and fetches a high price, for they delight to hang
it round the necks of their women and of their idols.'
They have also in this country plenty of fine woollens and
other stuffs, and many kinds of spices are produced there
which are never seen in our country.
Among this people, too, you find the best enchanters
and astrologers that exist in all that quarter of the world ;
they perform such extraordinary marvels and sorceries by
diabolic art, that it astounds one to see or even hear of
them. So I will relate none of them in this book of ours ;
people would be amazed if they heard them, but it would
serve no good p ~ r p o s e . ~
These people of Tebet are an ill-conditioned race.
They have mastiff dogs as big as donkeys, which are capital
at seizing wild beasts [and in particular the wild oxen which
are called Beyamini, very great and fierce animals]. They
have also sundry other kinds of sporting dogs, and excellent lanner falcons [and sakers], swifi in flight and welltrained, which are got in the mountains of the c o ~ n t r y . ~
Now I have told you in brief all that is to be said
ahout Tebet, and so we will leave it, and tell you about
another province that is called Caindu.
As regards Tebet, however, you should understand that
it is subject to the Great Kaan. So, likewise, all the other
kingdoms, regions, and provinces which are described in
this book are subject to the Great Kaan ; nay, even those
other kingdoms, regions, and provinces of which I had
occasion to speak at the beginning of the book as belonging to the son of Argon, the Lord of the Levant, are also
subject to the Emperor; for the former holds his dominion
of the Kaan, and is his liegeman and kinsman of the blood
Imperial. So you must know that from this province forward all the provinces mentioned in our book are subject
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to the Great Kaan ; and even if this be not specially mentioned, you must understand that it is so.
Now let us have done with this matter, and I will tell
you about the Province of Caindu.
NOTE1.-Here Marco at least shows that he knew Tibet to be
much more extensive than the small part of it that he had seen. But
beyond this his information amounts to little.
NOTE 2.-IL Or de palio/&," 'I Oro di pagliuola " @a@iuo/n, LL a
spangle "), must have been the technical phrase for what we c d l golddust, and the French now call or enpailleftes, a phrase used by a French
missionary in speaking of this very region (An. de la Foi, XXXVII. 427).
Yet the only example of this use of the word cited in the Voc. It&.
Universale is from this passage of the Crusca MS. ; and Pipino seems
not to have understood it, translating " aurum guod dicihr Deplaglola."
Pegolotti uses argent0 in pagliuola (p. 2 1 9). A Barcelona tariff of I 2 7 r
sets so much on every mark of Pallola. And the old Portuguese navigators seem always to have used the same expression for the golddust
of Africa, ouro de pnjola. (See Major's Prince Henry, pp. I I I, I I 2, I I 6;
Capmany, Memorias, &c., 11. App. p. 73.)
NOTE3.-The
cinnamon must have been the coarser cassia produced in the lower parts of this region (see note to next chapter.). We
have already (Book I. ch. xxxi.) quoted l'avernier's testimony to the
rage for coral among the Tibetans and kindred peoples. Mr. Cooper
notices the eager demand for coral at Bathang.
NOTE4.-See supra, Book I. chap. lxi note 9.
NOTE 5.-The
big Tibetan mastiffs are now well known. Mr.
Cooper, at Tathsianlu, notes that the people of Tibetan race "keep very
large dogs, as large as Newfoundlands." And he mentions a pack of
dogs of another breed, tan and black, "fine animals of the size of
setters." The missionary M. Durand also, in a letter from the region
in question, says, speaking of a large leopard : " Our brave watchdogs
had several times beaten him off gallantly, and one of them had even in
single combat with him received a blow of the paw which had laid his
skull open" (An. de la Ebi, XXXVII. 3 14.)
The " wild oxen called Beyamini " are probably some such species
as the Gaur. Bcyamini I suspect to be no Oriental word, but to stand
for Buemini, i.e. Bohemian, a name which may have been given by the
Venetians to either the bison or urus. Polo's contemporary, Brunetto
Latini, seems to speak of one of these as still existing in his day in
Germany : "Autre buef naissent en Alemaigne qui ont grans cors, et
sont bons por sommier et por vin porter." (Paris ed., p. 2 2 8 ; see also
L ~Ebock,2 96-7 .)
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C H A P T E R XLVII.
CONCERNING
THE PROVINCEOF CAINDU.

CAINDUis a province lying towards the west,' and there is
only one king in it. [The chief city is also called Caindu,
and stands at the upper end of the province.] The people
are Idolaters, subject to the Great Kaan, and they have
plenty of towns and villages. There is a lake in the country
in which are found pearls [which are white but not round].
But the Great Kaan will not allow them to be fished, for
if people were to take as many as they could find there,
the supply would be so vast that pearls would lose their
value, and come to be worth nothing. Only when it is
his pleasure they take from the lake so many as he may
desire ; but any one attempting to take them on his own
account would be incontinently put to death.
There is also a mountain in this country wherein they
find a kind of stone called turquoise, in great abundance ;
and it is a very beautiful stone. These also the Emperor
does not allow to be extracted without his special order.'
I must tell you of a custom that they have in this
country regarding their women. N o man considers himself wronged if a foreigner, or any other man, dishonour
his wife, or daughter, or sister, or any woman of his fimily,
but on the contrary he deems such intercourse a piece of
good fortune. And they say that it brings the fivour of
their gods and idols, and great increase of temporal
prosperity. For this reason they bestow their wives on
foreigners and other people as I will tell you.
When they fall in with any stranger in want of a
lodging they are all eager to take him in. And as soon as
he has taken up his quarters the master of the house goes
forth, telling him to consider everything at his disposal,
and after saying so he proceeds to his vineyards or his
fields, and comes back no more till the stranger has de-
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paned. T h e latter abides in the caitiffs house, be it three
days or be it four, enjoying himself with the fellow's wife
o r daughter or sister, or whatsoever woman of the family
it best likes him; and as long as he abides there he leaves
his hat or some other token hanging at the door, to let
the master of the house know that he is still there. As
long as the wretched fellow sees that token, he must not go
in. And such is the custom over all that p r o v i n ~ e . ~
T h e money matters of the people are conducted in this
way. They have gold in rods which they weigh, and they
reckon its value by its weight in saggi, but they have no
coined money. Their small change again is made in this
way. They have salt which they boil and set in a mould
[flat below and round above]: and every piece fiom the
mould weighs about half a pound. Now, 80 moulds of
this salt are worth one sag& of fine gold, which is a
weight so called. So this salt serves them for small
change.'
T h e musk animals are very abundant in that country,
and thus of musk also they have great store. They have
likewise plenty of fish which they catch in the lake in
which the pearls are produced. Wild animals, such as lions,
bears, wolves, stags, bucks and roes, exist in great numbers ;
and there are also vast quantities of fowl of every kind.
Wine of the vine they have none, but they make a wine
of wheat and rice and sundry good spices, and very good
drink it is. There grows also in this country a quantity
of clove. T h e tree that bears it is a small on;, with leaves
like laurel but longer and narrower, and with a small white
flower like the clove:
They have also ginger and cinnamon in great plenty, besides other spices which never
reach our countries, so we need say nothing about them.
Now we may leave this province, as we have told you
all about it. But let me tell you first of this same country
of Caindu that you ride through it [fifteen] days, constantly meeting with towns and villages, with people of the
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same description that I have mentioned. After riding those
[fifteen] days you come to a river called BRIUS,which terminates the province of Caindu. In this river is found
much goldd;st, and there is also much cinnamon on its
banks. It flows to the Ocean Sea.
There is no more to be said about this river, so I will
now tell you about another province called Carajan, as you
shall hear in what follows.

NOTE1.-Rarnusio's version here enlarges : " Don't suppose from
my saying fmara's the west that these countries really lie in what we
call the wrest, but only that we have been travelling from regions in the
east-north-east fmards the west, and hence we speak of the counties
we come to as lying towards the west."
NOTE2.-We
have found no mention elsewhere of the pearls here
spoken of. But Chinese authorities quoted by Ritter mention mother+'pearl as a product of Lithang in this quarter. The same authorities
speak of turquoises as found in Djaya to the west of Bathang, also in
this region (Ritto-, 1V. 235-6). Amyot states that pearls are found in a
certain river of Yunnan. (See Trans. R. A. Soc. 11. 91.)

NOTE 3.-This alleged practice, like that mentioned in the last
chapter but one. is ascribed to a variety of people in different parts of
the world. Both, indeed, have a curious double parallel in the story of
two remote districts of the Himdya which was told to Bernier by an
old Kashmiri (see Anlst ed. 11. 304-5). Polo has told nearly the same
story already of the people of Kamul (Book I. ch. xli). I t is related by
Strabo of the Massage&; by Elphinstone of the Hazaras ; by Mendow of the Ladrone Islanders ; by other authors of the Nairs of hfalabar, and of some of the aborigines of the Canary Islands (Caubul, L
209 ; Mmdosn, I I. 254 ; Mul/cr's Strabo, p. 439 ; M a j d s Pr. Henry,
P. 2'3.)
NOTE4.-Ramusio has here : "as big as a twopenny loaf," and adds,
"on the money so made the Prince's mark is printed ; and no one is
allowed to make it except the royal officers . . . And merchants take
this currency and go to those tribes that dwell among the mountains of
those parts in the wildest and most unfrequented quarters ; and there
they get a s a a o of go111 for 60, or 50. or 40 pieces of this salt money,
in proportion as the natives are more barbarous and more remote from
towns and civilized folk For in such positions they cannot dispose at
pleasure of their gold and other things, such as musk and the like, for
want of purchasers ; and so they give them cheap. . . . And the mer-
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chants travel also about the mountains and districts of Tebet, disposing
of this salt money in like manner to their own great gain. For those
people, besides buying necessaries from the merchants, want this salt to
use in their food ; whilst in the towns only broken fragments
are used
in food, the whole cakes being kept to use as money." Lieut Bower,
in his account of Major Sladen's mission, says that at Momien the salt,
which is a government monopoly, is " made up in rolls of one and two
viss " (a Rangoon viss is 3 Ibs. 5 02s. j&drs.), " and stamped " (p. I 20).
M. Desgodins, a missionary in this part of Tibet, gives some curious
details of the way in which the civilized traders still prey upon the
simple hill-folks of that quarter ; exactly as the Hindu Banyas prey upon
the simple forest-tribes of India H e states one case in which the
account-for a pig had with interest run up to 2127 bushels of corn!
(Ann. lit &a Foi, XXXVI. 320.)
This exchange of salt cakes for gold forms a curious parallel to the
like exchange in the heart of Africa, narrated by Cosmas in the 6th
century, and by Aloisio Cadamosto in the 15th. (See Cathay, p. clxxclxxi.) Gold is said still to be very plentiful in the mountains called
Gulan-Sigong, to the N.W. of Yunnan, adjoining the great eastern branch
of the Irawadi, and the Chinese traders go there to barter for it. (See
J A. S.B. VI. 272.)

NOTE5.-On the continued existence of the use of salt currency in
regions of the same frontier, I have been favoured with the following
note by hf. FRANCISGARNIER,the distinguished leader of the great
Kamboja River expedition in its latter part : "Salt currency has a very
wide diffusion from Muang Yong [in the Burman-Shan country, about
l a t 21' 47 to Sheu-pin [in Yunan, about lat. 23' 43'1. I n the Shan
markets, especially within the limits named, all purchases are made with
salt. At Seumao and Pouheul [Esmok and Pucr of some of our maps],
silver weighed and cut in small pieces is in our day tending to drive
out the custom ; but in former days it must have been universal in the
tract of which I am speaking. 'The salt itself, prime necessity as it is,
has there to be extracted by condensation from saline springs of great
depth, a very difficult affair. The operation consumes enormous quantities of fuel, and to this is partly due the denudation of the country."
Marco's somewhat rude description of the process, " Nprcnncnt /a seI c
/a font cuire, etpuis /R .p6tentm furme," points to the manufacture spoken
of-in this note.
NOTE6.-M. Pauthier will have it that Marco was here the discoverer
of Assam tea. Assam is, indeed, far out of our range, but his notice of
this plant, with the laurel-like leaf and white flower, was brought strongly
to my recollection in reading Mr. Cooper's repeated notices, in this very
region, of the large-leaz~cdtea-tree, with its 70hifefEauers; and, again, of
' l the hills covered with tea-oil trees, all white with flowers."
And a hill
between Bathang and the Kinsha Kiang is called the " Hill of the Tea-
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Trees" (Rittcr, IV. 201). Still, one does not clearly see why Polo should
give tea-trees the name of cloves.
Failing explanation of this, I should suppose that the cloves of which
the text speaks were cassia-buds, an article once more prominent in
commerce (as, indeed, were all similar aromatics) than now, but still
tolerably well known. I was at once supplied with them at a drogAeria,
in the city where I write (Palermo), on asking for Fion'di Canella, the
name under which they are mentioned repeatedly by Pegolotti and
Uzzano, in the 14th a i d 15th centuries. Friar Jordanus, in speaking
of the cinnamon (or cassia) of Malabar, says, it is the bark of a large
tree which has f ~ i and
t J;wrrs like clmes" (p. 28). The cassia-buds
have indeed a general resemblance to cloves, but they are shorter,
lighter in colour, and not angular. The cinnamon, mentioned in the
next lines as abundantly produced in the same region, was no doubt one
of the inferior sorts called cassia-bark.
Williams says : " Cassia grows in all the southern provinces of China,
especially Kwangsi and Yunnan, also in Annam, Japan, and the Isles of
the Archipelago. The wood, bark, buds, seeds, twigs, pods, leaves, oil,
The buds (Kwei-td) are the fleshy
are all objects of commerce. .
ovaries of the seeds ; they are pressed at one end, so that they bear
some resemblance to cloves in shape." Upwards of 500 piculs (about
30 tons), valued at 30 dollars each, are annually exported to Europe and
India (Chin. Commercial Guide, I r 3-1 I 4.)
The only doubt as regards this explanation will probably be whether
the cassia would be found at such a height as we may suppose to be
that of the country in question above the sea-level. I know that cassia
bark is gathered in the Kasia Hills of Eastern Bengal up to a height of
about 4000 feet above the sea, and the valleys at least of " Caindu" are
probably not too elevated for this product. Indeed, that of the Kinsha
or Brius, near where I suppose Polo to cross it, is only 2600 feet.
Positive evidence I cannot adduce. No cassia or cinnamon was met
with by M. Gamier's party where they intersected this region.
I am indebted to Lieut. Gamier for a note as to the ethnography of
the region with which we are now dealing. A little to the north of
Li-kiang is found the Tibetan tribe, called by the Chinese Sifan, of
whose morals tales are told, such as Polo tells of Tebet and Caindu.
Towards the Lantsang Kiang are the Tibetan tribes called Mosos,
Lutseu, &c ; the former of whom are also called by the Chinese Lamajin. About the confluence of the Yalung and the Kinsha Kiang, the
Chinese population is mixed with the h l a tribes, whom the Chinese
distinguish as White and Black Lolos, Pa?, Lisu, &c : the Pai being
most closely related to the Shans. On the left bank of the Kinsha,
between this and Siuchaufu, are the wild and independent tribes of
Man-tscu. There is a slight notice of these last in Blakiston's narrative.

..
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CHAPTER XLVIII.
CONCERNING
THE PROVINCE
OF CARAJAN.

WHEN
you have passed that River you enter on the province of CARAJAN,
which is so large that it includes seven
kingdoms. I t lies towards the west ; the people are Idolaters,
and they are subject to the Great Kaan. A son of his,
however, is there as King of the country, by name ESSENTIMUR ; a very great and rich and puissant Prince ; and he
well and justly rules his dominion, for he is a wise man and
a valiant.
After leaving the river that I spoke of, you go five
days' journey towards the west, meeting with numerous
towns and villages. T h e country is one in which excellent
horses are bred, and the people live by cattle and agriculture.
They have a language of their own which is passing hard
t o understand. At the end of those five days' journey you
come to the capital, which is called YACHI,a very great and
noble city, in which are numerous merchants and craftsmen.'
T h e people are of sundry kinds, for there are not only
Saracens and Idolaters, but also a few Nestorian Christians.'
They have wheat and rice in plenty. Howbeit they never
eat wheaten bread, because in that country it is unwholesome.' Rice they eat, and make of it sundry messes, besides
a kind of drink which is very clear and good, and makes a
man drunk just as wine does.
Their money is such as I will tell you. They use for
the purpose certain white porcelain shells that are found in
the sea, such as are sometimes put on dogs' collars; and
80 of these porcelain shells pass for a single weight of
silver, equivalent to two Venice groats, i.e. 24 piccoli. Also
eight such weights of silver count equal to one such weight
of gold.'
They have brine-wells in this country from which they
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make salt, and all the people of those parts make a living
by this salt. The King, too, I can assure you, gets a great
revenue from this salt.5
There is a lake in this country of a good hundred miles
in compass, in which are found great quantities of the best
fish in the world; fish of great size, and of all sorts.
They reckon it no matter for a man to have intimacy
with another's wife, provided the woman be willing.
Let me tell you also that the people of that country
eat their meat raw, whether it be of mutton, beef, buffalo,
poultry, or any other kind. Thus the poor people will go
to the shambles and take the raw liver as it comes from the
carcase and cut it small, and put it in a sauce of garlic and
spices, and so eat it ; and other meat in like manner, raw,
just as we eat meat that is dressed6
Now I will tell you about a hrther part of the Province
of Carajan, of which I have been speaking.

NOTE 1.-We have now anived at the great province of CARAJAN,
the K A R ~ J ~ofNthe
G Mongols, which we know to be YUNNAN,
and at its
capital YACHI,which-I was about to add-we know to be YUNNAN-FU.
But I find all the commentators make it something else. Rashiduddin,
in his detail of the twelve Sings or provincial governments of China
under the Mongols, thus speaks: " loth, KARAJANG.This used to be an
independent kingdom, and the Sing is established at the great city of
YACHI. All the inhabitants are Mahomedans. The chiefs are Nayan
Takin and Yakdb Beg, son of 'Ali Beg, the Beldch" And turning to
Pauthier's corrected account of the same distribution of the empire from
authentic Chinese sources (p. 334), we find : "8. The administrative
province of Yunnan. . . . 1ts capital, chief town also of the canton of
the same name, was called Chung-Khing, now YUNNAN-FU."Hence
Yachi was Yunnan-fu.
Y d i was, perhaps, an ancient corruption of the name Yechcu, which
the territory bore (according to Martini and Biot) under the Han ; but
more probably Yccheu was a Chinese transformation of the real name
Ydi. The Shans still d l the city Muang Chi, which is perhaps
another modification of the same name.
We have thus got Chingtu-fu as one fixed point, and Yunnan-fu as
another, and we have to track, as we best can, the traveller's itinerary
between the two, through what Ritter calls with considerable reason a
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krra incognita. What little we yet know of this region comes from the
Catholic missionaries ; and recently from the French Saigon expedition,
and from Mr. Cooper's printed but unpublished journal.
Five days forward from Chingtu-fu brought us on Tibetan ground.
Five days backward from Yunnan-fu should bring us to the River Brius,
with its golddust and the frontier of Caindu. Wanting a local scale for
a distance of five days, I find that our next point in advance, Marco's
city of Carajan, undisputedly Taligu,is said by him to be ten days
from Yachi. The direct distance between the cities of Yunan and Tali
I find by measurement on Keith Johnston's map to be 133 Italian
miles Taking half this as radius, the compasses, swept from Yunan-fu
as centre, intersect near its most southerly elbow the great upper branch
of the Kiang, the Kin-sha Kiang of the Chinese, or "River of the
Golden Sands," the M u ~ u sUssu and BRICHUof the Mongols and
Tibetans, and manifestly the auriferous BRIUSof our traveller. Hence
also the country north of this elbow is CAINDU.
T o define Polo's route with greater exactness we have not sufficient
data, either in the information he affords us or in the small knowledge
on record elsewhere of those regions. We can only indicate probabilities which seem fairly consistent with what he says.
H e travels five days through the low lands of Ssechuen to the
borders of Tibet. H e then travels zo days through a depopulated
region belonging to Tibet, and reaches (25 days, therefore, from Chingtufu) a part of that country where towns and villages are again met
with. No indication is given of any extent of journey through this
populated part of Tibet; and the next datum for the itinerary is the
distance travelled through the province of Caindu to the passage of the
Brius River, viz., 15 days, as we read after Ramusio; the other texts
giving I o only.
The only road in this direction of 'which we know anything is the
Chinese military road to Lhasa by Tathsianlu, Lithang, and Bathang.
The itinerary of this road is given from a Chinese work by Ritter,
with details regarding every station. The number of stations or
(apparently) of days' journeys* between Chingtu-fu and Bathang is 25.
If, then, we suppose that the devastated country extended to the
vicinity of Bathang, and that Polo thence turned southwards (or
rather south-eastwards) towards and within the great elbow of the
Kinsha Kiang, 1 think we shall have an idea of his route approximatt0 correct. There is a difficulty, indeed, about putting the place
where he entered "Caindu" actually at Bathang, because by the data

* Ritter doubts whether these stations can represent days' journeys because of the
large number of li often set down. But probably the /i multiply with the difficulties
of the way. For on comparing his Chinese route with Mr. Hodgson's Nepalese one,
it is not difficult to recognize their correspondence in the main ; and the Nepalese
ambassador does not make more than 26 or 27 days from Bathang to Chingtu.
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such place must be within 2 0 days of Yachi or Yunnanfu, and Bathang
is certainly more than this. But we have already noticed that the
traveller seems to leave the distance travelled through the populated
district indefinite. As regards the name of CAINDU
or Gaindu, I think
we may safely recognize in the last syllable the do which is so frequent
a termination of Tibetan names (Tachindo, Amdo, Tsiamdo, &c) ;
and it is by no means improbable that Tsiamdo itself gave name to
the province in question. T~Mmdo,called by the Chinese Changfu, is
written KIAOMDO
by Monsgr. Thomine des Mazures, late Vicar Apostolic
in Tibet (see Ann. de la Prop. & la Foi, XXXIV.), expressing no
doubt the local pronunciation. And it is very possible that the name
used by Polo was really Camdu or Gamdu, which is one reading of the
Bern MS. as well as of some others. In one of the Geographical
Memoirs translated in Amyot's collection, we find that the gkniralitis
known by the name of KAM-u occupied just the position which we
assign to Caindu, viz., north of Likiangfu and west of the Yalung River.
They formerly comprised 13 cities, of which Bathang was the capital.
In I 7 I I Kanghi attached Bathang and Lithang to Ssechuen, and the
southern part of the territory to Yunnan (Amyot, XIV. 146).
Turning to minor particulars, the Lake mentioned by Polo as existing in the territory of Yachi is no doubt the Tim-chi, the Great Lake on
the shore of which the citv of Yunnan stands. and from which boats
make their way by canals along the walls and streets. Its circumference
according to Martini is 500 Zi. The Lake of Caindu in which the pearls
were found may
be the large lake which Martini mentions as
lying east of the town of Yungningfu. The large quantities of gold
derived from the Kinsha-Kiang, and the abundance of musk in that
vicinity, are testified to by the same authority.
Returning now to the Kariijang of the Mongols, or Carajan as Polo
writes it, we shall find that the latter distinguishes this great province,
which formerly, he says, included seven kingdoms, into two Mongol
Governments, the seat of one being at Yachi, which we have seen to be
Yunnanfu, and that of the other at a city to which he gives the name of
the Province, and which we shall find to be the existing Talifu. Great
confusion has been created in most of the editions b i a distinction in
the form of the name as applied to these two governments. Thus
Ramusio prints the province under Yachi as Carajan, and that under
Tali as Carazan, whilst Marsden, following out his system for the conversion of Ramusio's orthography, makes the former Karaian and the
latter Karaean. Pauthier prints Caraian all through, a fact so far
valuable as showing that his texts make no distinction between the
names of the two governments, but which impedes the recognition of
the old Mongol nomenclature. I have no doubt that the name all through
should be read Carajan, and on this I have acted. In the Geog. Text we
find the name given at the end of chapter xlvii Caragian, in ch. xlviii
as Carajan, in ch. xlix as Caraian, thus just reversing the distinction
made by Marsden. The Crusca has C/raragin(n) all through.
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The name then was Kardydng, in which the first element was the
Mongol or Turki Kard, " Black" For we find in another passage of
Rashid the following information :*-To the south-west of Cathay is the
country called by the Chinese Dailiu or "Great Realm," and by the
Mongols Kardjdng, in the language of India and Kashmir Kandnr, and
by us Kandahdr. This country, which is of vast extent, is bounded on
one side by Tibet and Tangut, and on others by Mongolia, Cathay, and
the country of the Gold 'Teeth. The King of Karajang uses the title of
Mahard, i.c. Great King. The capital is called Yachi, and there the
council of administration is established. Among the inhabitants of this
country some are black, and others are white; these latter are called
by the Mongols " Chaghdn-jdng" (" White Jang "). j a n g has not been
explained. But a great part of the population of Western Yunnan are
of the Shan or Laos race, and the k i n g of Nan-chao as the dynasty was
called by the Chinese, who ruled Yunnan at the time of the Mongol
invasion belonged to that race.t Now it is stated by several modem
travellers that the people of Laos are classified as Black-bellies and
White-bellies, according as they are tattooed or not. The Kara-jang
and Chaghan-jang appear to correspond also to the U-man and PC-man,
o r Rlack Barbarians and White Barbarians, who are mentioned by
Chinese authorities as conquered by the Mongols. It would seem fronl
one of Pauthier's Chinese quotations (p. 388), that the Chaghan-jang were
found in the vicinity of Likiangfu. (D'Ohssun, 11. 31 7 ;I; R. Gcog. Sac.
111. 294.)

Regarding Rashiduddin's application of the name Kn~mkhdror Gandhrira to Yunnan, and curious points connected therewith, I must refer to
a paper of mine-in the J. R. A. Society for 1869.
What has been said of the supposetl name Carninn, disposes, I trust,
of the fancies which have connected the origin of the Knrens of Burma
with it. More groundless still is M. Pauthier's deduction of the Talnins
of Pegu (as the Burmese call them) from the people of Tali, who fled
from Kublai's invasion.

NOTE2.-The existence of Nestorians in this remote province is very
notable ; and also the early prevalence of Mahornedanism, which Rashiduddin intimates in stronger terms. "All the inhabitants of Yachi," he
says, " are Mahomedans." This was no doubt an exaggeration, but the
Mahomedans seem always to have continued to be an important body in
Yunnan up to our own day. In 1855 began their revolt against the
imperial authority, which has for the present resulted in the establish-

*

See Qztalmn~LT'~.
A'~~~hi~f~t~fdirz,
p. Inxxvi-xcvi. M y quotation is made up from
by Quatremhre, one from his text of Rashiduddin, and the other from the
History of Benaketi, which Quatremere shows to have been drawn from Rashiduddin,
whilst it contains some particulars not existing in his text of that author.
t The title Chnu in Abn-Choo is said by a Chinese author (Pauthier, p. 391) 10
sibmiry A ' I ~ in
I ~ the language of those barbarians. ?'his is evidently the Chao which
forms an essential part of the title of all Siamese and Shall princes.

t x ; i r , citations
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ment of their independence in Western Yunnan under a chief whom
they call Sultan Suleiman. A proclamation in remarkably good Arabic
announcing the inauguration of his reign appears to have been circulated
to Mahomedans in foreign states, and a copy of it some years ago found
its way through the Nepalese agent at L'hasa into the hands of Colonel
Ramsay, the British Resident at Katmandu.
NOTE 3.-\$'heat
grows as low as Ava, but there also it is not
used for bread, only for confectionary and the like. The same is the
case in Eastern China (see ch. xxvi. note 4, and Midrilc Kingnonr,
11. 43).
NOTE 4.-The word piccoli is supplied, doubtfully, in lieu of an
unknown symbol. If correct, then we should read " 24 piccoli cad," for
this was about the equivalent of a grosso. This is the first time Polo
mentions cowries, which he calls porcellani. This might have been
rendered by the corresponding vernacular name " PigshZZs," applied to
certain shells of that genus ( C ' r a c u ) in some parts of England. I t
is worthy of note that as the name porccl/ann has been transferred from
these shells to China-ware, so the word pig has been in Scotland applied
to crockery ; whether the process has been analogous I cannot say.
Klaproth states that Yunnan is the only country of China in which
cowries had continued in use, though in ancient times they were more
generally diffused. According to him 80 cowries were equivalent to
6 cash, or a halfpenny. About 1780 in Eastern Bengal 80 cowries were
worth of a pknny, and some 40 years ago when Prinsep compiled
his tables in Calcutta (where cowries were still in use a few years ago, if
not now) 80 cowries were worth,'i of a penny.
The most comprehensive employment of the cowrie currency of
which I have ever heard is that described by the Hon. Robert Lindsay
as existing in Eastern Bengal during the last century. When that gentleman went as Resident and Collector to Silhet about 1778, cowries
constituted nearly the whole currency of the Province. The yearly
revenue amounted to 250,000 rupees, and this was entirely paid in
cowries at the rate of 5 I 20 to the rupee. It required large warehouses
to contain them, and when the year's collection was complete a large
fleet of boats to transport them to Dacca. Before Lindsay's time it had
been the custon~to c h f the whole before embarking them ! (Lives of
the Lindsay, 111. 169, 170.)
Klaproth's statement has ceased to be correct. Lieut. Gamier found
cowries nowhere in use north of Luang Prabang ; and among the Kakhyens in western Yunnan these shells are used only for ornament.

+

NOTE5.-See chap. xlvii. note 4. Martini speaks of a great brinewell to the N.E. of Yaogan (W.N.W. of the city of Yunnan), which
supplied the whole country round.
NOTE 6.-TWO particulars appearing in these latter paragraphs are
allutled to by Rashiduddin in giving a brief account of the overland
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route from India to China, which is unfortunately very obscure : " Thence
you arrive at the borders of Tibet, where they eat raw meat and worship
images, and Rave no shame respecting their wives " (Elliot, p. 7 3 ) .

CHAPTER XLIX.
CONCERNING
A FURTHER PART

OF

THE PROVINCE
OF CARAJAN.

AFTER leaving that city of Yachi of which I have been
speaking, and travelling ten days towards the west, you
come to another capital city which is still in the province
of Carajan, and is itself called Carajan. T h e people are
Idolaters and subject to the Great Kaan ; and the King is
COGACHIN,
who is a son of the Great Kaan.'
In this counGy gold-dust is found in great-quantities ;
that is to say in the rivers and lakes, whilst in the mountains gold is also found in pieces of larger size. Gold
is indeed so abundant that they give one saggio of gold
for only six of the same weight in silver. And for small
change they use the porcelain shells as I mentioned before.
These are not found in the country, however, but are
brought from India.
In this province are found snakes and great serpents of
such vast size as to strike fear into those who see them, and
so hideous that the very account of them must excite the
wonder of those to hear it. I will tell you how long and
big they are.
You may be assured that some of them are ten paces in
length; some are more and some less. And in bulk they
are equal to a great cask, for the bigger ones are about ten
palms in girth. They have two forelegs near the head, but
for foot nothing but a claw like the claw of a hawk or that
of a lion. T h e head is very big, and the eyes are bigger
than a great loaf of bread. The mouth is large enough to
1.:

2

#
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swallow a man whole, and is garnished with great [pointed]
teeth. And in short they are so fierce-looking and so
hideously ugly, that every man and beast must stand in fear
and trembling of them. There are also smaller ones, such
as of eight paces long, and of five, and of one pace only.
T h e way in which they are caught is this. You must
know that by day they live underground because of the
great heat, and in the night they go out to feed, and
devour every animal they can catch. They go also to
drink at the rivers and lakes and springs. And their weight
is so great that when they travel in search of food or drink,
as they do by night, the tail makes a great furrow in the
soil as if a full tun of liquor had been dragged along.
Now the huntsmen who go after them take them by a
certain gyn which they set in the track over which the
serpent has past, knowing that the beast will come back
the same way. They plant a stake deep in the ground and
fix on the head of this a sharp blade of steel made like a
razor or a lance-point, and then they cover the whole with
sand so that the serpent cannot see it. Indeed the huntsman plants several such stakes and blades on the track.
On coming to the spot the beast strikes against the iron
blade with such force that it enters his breast and rives him
up to the navel, so that he dies on the spot; [and the crows
on seeing the brute dead begin to caw, and then the huntsmen know that the serpent is dead and come in search
of him].
This then is the way these beasts are taken. Those
who take them proceed to extract the gall from the inside,
and this sells at a great price; for you must know it
furnishes the material for a most precious medicine. Thus
if a person is bitten by a mad dog, and they give him but
a small pennyweigl~tof this medicine to drink, he is cured
in a moment. Again if a woman is hard in labour they
give her just such another dose and she is delivered at
once. Yet again if one has any disease like the itch, or it
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may be worse, and applies a small quantity of this gall he
shall speedily be cured. So you see why it sells at such
a high price.
They also sell the flesh of this serpent, for it is excellent
eating, and the people are very fond of it. And when these
serpents are very hungry, sometimes they will seek out the
lairs of lions or bears or other large wild beasts, and devour
their cubs, without the sire and dam being able to prevent
it. Indeed if they catch the big ones themselves they
devour them too ; they can make no resistance.'
In this province also are bred large and excellent horses
which are taken to India for sale. And you must know
that the people dock two or three joints of the tail from
their horses, to prevent them from flipping their riders,
a thing which they consider very unseemly. They ride
long like Frenchmen, and wear armour of boiled leather,
and carry spears and shields and arblasts, and all their
quarrels are poisoned.' [And I was told as a fact that
many persons, especially those meditating mischief, constantly carry this poison about with them, so that if by any
chance they should be taken, and be threatened with
torture, to avoid this they swallow the poison and so die
speedily. But princes who are aware of this keep ready
dog's dung, which they cause the criminal instantly to
swallow, to make him vomit the poison. And thus they
manage to cure those scoundrels.]
I will tell you of a wicked thing they used to do before
the Great Kaan conquered them. If it chanced that a
man of fine person or noble birth, or some other quality
that recommended him, came to lodge with those people,
then they would murder him by poison, or otherwise. And
this they did, not for the sake of plunder, but because they
believed that in this way the goodly favour and wisdom
and repute of the murdered man would cleave to the house
where he was slain. And in this manner many were murdered before the country was conquered by the Great
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Kann. But since his conquest, some 35 years ago, these
crimes and this evil practice has prevailed no more; and
this through dread of the Great Kaan who will not permit
such things.4

NOTE 1.-There can be no doubt, I believe, that this second chief
city of Carajan, is TALI-FU,
which was the capital of the Shan Kingdom
called by the Chinese Nan-Chao. This kingdom had subsisted in Yunnan since 738, and probably had embraced the upper part of the Irawadi
Valley. For the Chinese tell us it was also called Afaung, and it probably was identical with the Shan Kingdom of hfoung hfaorong or
of Pong, of which Capt. Pemberton procured a Chronicle. The city of
Tali was taken by Kublai in 1253-4 The circumstance that it was
known to the invaders (as appears from Polo's statement) by the name
of the province is probably an indication of the fact that it was the
capital of Carajan before the conquest. The distance from Yachi to
this city of Karajang is ten days, and this corresponds well with the
distance from Yunnan-fu to Tali-fu. For we find that. of the three Burmese
Embassies whose itineraries are given by Burney, one makes 7 marches
between those cities, specifying 2 of them as double marches, therefore
equal to g, whilst the bther two make I r marches. Tali-fu is a small
old city overlooking its large lake and an extensive plain devoid of trees.
Lofty mountains rise on the south side of the city. The Lake appears
to communicate with the Mekong, and the story goes, no doubt fabulous,
that boats have come up to Tali from the Ocean.
Tali-fu is now the capital of Sultan Suleiman. I t was reached by
Lieut. Gamier in a daring detour by the north of Yunnan, but his
party were obliged to leave in haste on the 2nd day after their arrival.
We see that Polo says the King ruling for Kublai at this city was
a son of the Kaan, called COGACHIN,
whilst he told us in the last chapter
that the King reigning at Yachi was also a son of the Kaan, called ESSENTIMUR.
I t is probably a mere lapsus or error of dictation calling the
latter a son of the Kaan, for in chap. li. irrfra, this prince is correctly
described as the Kaan's grandson. Relating there an action with the
Burmese which took place about 1277, he says this was before the Kaan
had sent any of his sons to rule the province, "'as he did at a later date,
when he made SENTEML'R
King there, the son of one of his sons who
was dead." Rashiduddin tells us that Kublai had given his son H U K ~ J I
(or perhaps W~tqfchi,i.e. Cogachin) the government of Karajang, and
that after the death of this Prince the government was continued to his
son ISENTIMUR.Klaproth gives the date of the latter's nomination
from the Chinese Annals as 1280. It is not easy to reconcile Marco's
statements perfectly with a knowledge of these facts; but we may suppose
that in speaking of Cogachin as ruling at Karajang (or Tali-fu) and Esen-
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timur at Yachi, he describes things as they stood when his visit occurred,
whilst in the second reference to " Sentemur's " being King in the province and his father dead, he speaks from later knowledge. This interpretation would confirm what has been already deduced from other
circumstances, that his visit to Yunnan was prior to 1280. (Penrberton's
Rgort on the Eastcm Frontier, I 08 seqq. ; Quat. Rashid. p. Luxxix-xc ;
j a m . Asiat. ser. 2, vol. i.)

NOTE2.-It cannot be doubted, I think, that Marco's serpents here
are alligators, in spite of his strange mistakes about their having only two
feet and one claw on each, and his imperfect knowledge of their aquatic
habits. H e may have seen only a mutilated specimen. But there is no
mistaking the hideous ferocity of the countenance, and the "eyes bigger
than a fourpenny loaf," as Ramusio has it. Though the actual eye of the
alligator does not bear this comparison, the prominent orbits do, and
form one of the most repulsive features of the reptile's physiognomy.
In fact its presence on the surface of an Indian river is often recognizable only by three dark knobs rising above the surface, viz. the snout
and the two orbits. And there is some foundation for what our author
says of the animal's habits, for the alligator does sometimes frequent
holes at some distance from water, of which a striking instance is $thin
my own recollection (in which the deep furrowed track also was a
notable circumstance).
The Cochin Chinese are very fond of alligator's flesh, and there is or
was a regular export of this dainty for their use from Kamboja. I have
known it eaten by certain classes in India. ( J R . G. S. XXX. 193.)
The term serpent is applied by many old writers to crocodiles and
the like, e.g. by Odoric, and perhaps allusively by Shakspeare (*' Where's
tny Serprnt of Old Nile?"). Mr. Fergusson tells me he was once much
struck with the make-like motion of a group of alligators hastily descending to the water from a high sand-bank, without apparent use of the limbs,
when surprised by the approach of a boat.
Matthioli mentions the gall of the crocodile as surpassing all medicines for the removal of pustules and the like from the eyes, Vincent
of Beauvais mentions the same, besides many other medical uses of the
reptile's carcase, including a very unsavoury cosmetic. (Afatt. p. 245 ;
Spec. Natur. Lib. XVII. c. 106,108.)

-

NOTE3.-I think the p a t horses must be an error, though running
through all the texts, ant1 that grant quantiti de charrs was probably
intenjed. Valuable ponies are produced in those regions, but I have
never heard of large horses, and Martini's testimony is to like effect
(p. 141). Nor a n I hear of any race in those regions in modem times
that use what we should call long stirrups. It is true that the Tartars
rode very short-" brevissimns halent strepas," as Carpini says (643).
Both Burmese and Shans ride what we should call short; and Major
Sladen observes of the people on the western border of Yunnan : " Ka-
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chyens and Shans ride on ordinary Chinese saddles. The stirrups are of
the usual average length, but the saddles are so constructed as to rise at
least a foot above the pony's back." H e adds with reference toanother
point in the text : " I noticed a few Shan ponies with docked fails. But
the more general practice is to loop up the tail in a knot, the object
being to protect the rider, or rather his clothes, from the dirt with which
they would otherwise be spattered from the flipping of the animal's tail."
(MS. Notes.)
A m o u r of boiled leather-'' armes nriracis dc cuir bouilli;" so Pauthier's text; the material so often mentioned in medieval costume, c.g.
in the leggings of Sir Thopas :"

His jambeux were of cuirbouly,
His swerdes sheth of ivory,
His helme of latow bright."

But the reading of the G. Text which is " cuir de bufe," is probably the
right one. Some of the Miautd of Kweichau are described as wearing
armour of buffalo-leather overlaid with iron plates (Riffer, 1V. 768-776).
Arblasts or crossbows are still characteristic weapons of many of the
wilder tribes of this region ; e. g of some of the Singphos, of the biishmis
of Upper Assam, of the Lutze of the valley of the Lukiang, of tribes of
the hills of Laos, of the Stiens of Cambodia, and of several of the Miautsd
tribes of the interior of China. We give a cut copied from a Chinese
Work on the Miautsd of Rweichau in Dr. Lockhart's possession, which
shows three little men of the Sang-Miau tribe of Kweichau combining
to bend a crossbow, and a chief with armes nriraxis.
NOTE4.-I have nowhere met with aprecise parallel to this rernarkable superstition, but the following piece of Folk-Lore has a considerable
analogy to it. This extraordinary custom is ascribed by Ibn Fozlan
to the Bulgarians of the JVolga : " If they find a man endowed with
special intelligence then they say: 'This man should serve our Lord
God ;' and so they take him, run a noose round his neck and hang him
on a tree, where they leave him till the corpse falls to pieces." This is
precisely what Sir Charles Qo' od did with the Indian Corps of Engineers ;
d o u b t l e s s on the same principle !
Archbishop Trench, in a fine figure, alludes to a belief prevalent
among the Polynesian Islanders, "that the strength and valour of the
warriors whom they have slain in battle passes into themselves, as their
rightful inheritance." (Fraehtz, IFo(ya-BuZgaren, p. 50 ; Studies in the
Gospels, p. 2 2 ; see also Lubbock, 457.)
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C H A P T E R L.
CONCERNINGTHE PROVINCEOF ZARDANDAN.

WHEN
you have left Carajan and have travelled five days

westward, you find a province called ZARDANDAN.he
people are Idolaters and subject to the Great Kaan. T h e
capital city is called VOCHAN.
The people of this country all have their teeth gilt;
or rather every man covers his teeth with a sort of golden
case made to fit them, both the upper teeth and the under.
The men do this, but not the women.' [The men also
are wont to gird their arms and legs with bands or fillets
pricked in black, and it is done thus ; they take five needles
joined together, and with these they prick the flesh till the
blood comes, and then they rub in a certain black colouring
stuff, and this is perfectly indelible. I t is considered a piece
of elegance and the sign of gentility to have this black
band.] The men are all gentlemen in their fashion, and
do nothing but go to the wars, or go hunting and hawking.
T h e ladies do all the business, aided by the slaves who have
been taken in war.'
And when one of their wives has been delivered of a
child, the infant is washed and swathed, and then the woman
gets up and goes about her household affairs, whilst the
husband takes to bed with the child by his side, and so
keeps his bed for 40 days ; and all the kith and kin come
to visit him and keep up a great festivity. They do this
because, say they, the woman has had a hard bout of it, and
'tis but fair the man should have his share of suffering.'
They eat all kinds of meat, both raw and cooked, and
they eat rice with their cooked meat as their fashion is.
Their drink is wine made of rice and spices, and excellent it
is. Their money is gold, and for small change they use
pig-shells. And I can tell you they give one weight of
gold for only five of silver; for there is no silver-mine
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within five months' journey. And this induces merchants
to go thither carrying a large supply of silver to change
among that people. And as they have only five weights of
silver to give for one of fine gold, they make immense
profits by their exchange business in that country.'
These people have neither idols nor churches, but
worship the progenitor of their family, " for 'tis he," say
they, " from whom we have all sprung." 5 They have no
letters or writing; and 'tis no wonder, for the country is
wild and hard of access, full of great woods and mountains
which 'tis impossible to pass, the air is so impure and
unwholesome ; and any foreigners attempting it would die
for certain. When these people have any business transactions with one another, they take a piece of stick, round or
square, and split it, each taking half. And on either half
they cut two or three notches. And when the account is
settled the debtor receives back the other half of the stick
from the creditor!
And let me tell you that in all those three provinces
that I hare been speaking of, to wit Carajan, Vochan, and
Yachi, there is never a leech. But when any one is ill they
send for the Devil-conjurors who are the keepers of their
idols. When these are come the sick man tells what ails
him, and then the conjurors incontinently begin playing
on their instruments and singing and dancing; and the
conjurors dance to such a pitch that at last one of them will
fall to the ground lifeless, like a dead man. And then the
devil entereth into his body. And when his comrades see
him in this plight they begin to put questions to him about
the sick man's ailment. And he will reply: "Such or
such a spirit hath been meddling with the man,' for that he
hath angered the spirit and done it some despite." Then
they say : " W e pray thee to pardon him, and to take of his
blood or of his goods what thou wilt in consideration
of thus restoring him to health." And when they have so
prayed, the malignant spirit that is in the body of the pros-
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trate man will (mayhap) answer : " T h e sick man hath also
done great despite unto such another spirit, and that one is
so ill-disposed that it will not pardon him on any account ;"
-this at least is the answer they get if the patient be like to
die. But if he is to get better the answer will be that they
are to bring two sheep, or may be three ; and to brew ten
or twelve jars of drink, very costly and abundantly spiced.'
Moreover it will be announced that the sheep must be all
black-faced, or of some other particular colour as it may
happen; and then all those things are to be offered in
sacrifice to such and such a spirit whose name is given.9
And they are to bring so many conjurors, and so many
ladies, and the business is to be done with a great singing of
lauds, and with many lights and store of good perfumes.
That is the sort of answer they get if the patient is to get well.
And then the kinsfolk of the sick man go and procure all
that has been commanded, and do as has been bidden, and
the conjuror who had uttered all that gets on his legs again.
So they fetch the sheep of the colour prescribed, and
slaughter them, and sprinkle the blood over such places as have been enjoined, in honour and propitiation of the spirit.
And the conjurors come, and the ladies, in the number
that was ordered, and when all are assembled and everything
is ready, they begin to dance and play and sing in honour
of the spirit. And they take flesh-broth, and drink, and
lign-aloes, and a great number of lights, and go about
hither and thither, scattering the broth and the drink and
the meat also. And when they have done this for a while,
again shall one of the conjurors fall flat and wallow there
foaming at the mouth, and then the others will ask if he
have yet pardoned the sick man ? And sometimes he shall
answer yes! and sometimes he shall answer no ! And if
the answer be no, they shall be told that something or other
has to be done all over again, and then he shall be pardoned ;
so this they do. And when all that the spirit has commanded has bcen done with great ceremony, then it will be
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announced that the man is pardoned and shall be speedily
cured. So when they at length receive such a reply, they
announce that it is all made up with the spirit, and that he
is propitiated, and they fall to eating and drinking with
great joy and mirth, and he who had been lying lifeless on
the ground gets up and takes his share. So when they have
all eaten and drunken, every man departs home. And presently the sick man gets sound and well.'"
Now that I have told you of the customs and naughty
ways of that people, we will have done talking of them and
their province, and I will tell you about others, all in
regular order and succession.
NOTE 1.-Ramusio says that both men and women use this gold case.
There can be no better instance of the accuracy with which Polo is
generally found to have represented Oriental names, when we recover his
rcal representation of them, than this name Zardantian. I n the old
Latin editions the name appeared as Artlandan, Arcladam, 8rc ; in
Ramusio as Cardandan, correctly enough, only the first letter should
have been printed C. Marsden, c~rryingout his systematic conversion
of the Ramusian spelling, made this into Kara'armhn, and thus the name
became irrecognizable. Klaproth, I believe, first showed that the word
was simply the Persian ZXR-DAND.~N
'' Gold-Teeth," and produced quotations from Rashiduddin mentioning the people in question by that
identical name. Indeed that historian mentions them several times.
Thus : " North-west of China is the frontier of Tibet, and of the ZARDANDAN, who lie between Tibet and Varijing.
These people cover
their teeth with a gold case, which they take off when they eat." They
are also frequently mentioned in the Chinese annals about this period
under the same name, viz., Kin-chi, " Gold-Teeth," and some years after
Polo's departure from the Fast they originated a revolt against the
Mongol yoke, in which a great number of the imperial troops were
massacred. (Dctnai/ln, I X. 47 8-9.)
Vochan seems undoubtedly to be, as Martini pointed out, the city
called by the Chinese YUNG-CHANG-FU.
Some of the old printed editions
read Unciatrr, it. Uncham or Unchan, and it is probable that either this
or l4 cian, i.e. VONCHAN
\\.as the true reading, coming very close to the
proper name, which is WL-N.TSIIEN
(see/ A. S. B. VI. 547). This city
has been a Chinese one for several centuries, and previous to the late
Mahonledan revolt its population was almost exclusively Chinese, with
only a small mixture of Shnns. It is now noted for the remarkable
beauty and fairness of the women. But it is mentioned 1). Chinese
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authors as having been in the middle ages the capital of the GoldTeeth. These people, according to Martini, dwelt chiefly to the north
used to go to worship a huge stone, roo feet high, at
of the city.
Nan-ngan, and to cover it annually with gold-leat Some additional
particulars about the Kinchi, in the time of the Mongols, will be found
in Pauthier's notes (p. 398).
I t has not been determined who are the representatives of these
Cmld-Teeth, who were evidently distinct from the Shans, not Buddhist,
and without literature. I should think it probable that they were either
KaKhy~tl~
or Singphos, the two largest tribes apparently in that quarter
(and closely akin to each other, indeed essentially identical in race) ;*
probably Singphos. For the Kakhyens, or Kmhyms (as I observe
Major Sladen calls them), are probably represented by the Go-&harig or
H o - t h n g of Pauthier's extracts, who are named as distinct from
the Kinchi (pp. 397, 4x1). The Singphos have now extended widely
to the west of the Upper Irawadi and northward into Assam, but their
traditions bring them from the borders of Yunnan. The original and still
most populous seat of the Kakhyen or Singpho race is pointed out by
Col. Hannay in the Gulansigung mountains and the valley of the eastern
source of the Irawadi. This agrees with Martini's indication of the seat
of the Kinchi as north of Yunchang. One of Hannay's notices of
Singpho customs should also be compared with the interpolation from
Ramusio about tattooing : "The men tattoo their limbs slightly, and all
married females are tattooed on both legs from the ankle to the knee, in
broad horizontal circular bands. Both sexes also wear rings below the
knee of fine shreds of rattan varnished black " (p. 18).
The only other wild tribe spoken of by Major Sladen as attending
the markets on the frontier is that of the Lisaus (already mentioned by
Lieut. Gamier supra, ch. xlvii. note 6). The latter officer also mentions
the Mossos, who are alleged once to have formed an independent
kingdom about Likiangfu. Possibly further knowledge may connect
one of these with the Gold-Teeth.
The characteristic of casing the teeth in gold should identify the tribe
did it still exist. But I can learn nothing of the continued existence of
such a custom among any tribe of the Indo-Chinese continent. The insertion of gold studs or spots, which Biirck confounds with it, is common
enough among Indo-Chinese races, but that is quite a different thing.
The actual practice of the Zardandan is however followed by some of
the people of Sumatra, as both Marsden and Raffles testify : " The great

he^

" Singpho," says Colonel Hannay, " signifies in the Kakhyen language ' a man,'
and all of this race who have settled in Hookong or Assam are thus designated ; the
reason of their change of name I could not ascertain, but so much importance seems
to be attached to it, that the Singphos, in talking of their eastern and southern
neighbours, call them Kakhyens or Kakoos, and consider it an insult to be called so
themselves."-Sketch of thr Si~z~pIws,m the A'ikhyem of Burnza, Calcutta, 1847,
P. 3-4.
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men sometimes set their teeth in gold, by casing with a plate of that
metal the under row . . . it is sometimes indented to the shape of the
teeth, but more usually quite plain. They do not remove it either to
eat or sleep." The like custom is mentioned by old travellers at Macassar,
and with the substitution of silver for gold by a modem traveller as
existing in Timor ; but in both, probably, it was a practice of hfalay
tribes, as in Sumatra (Marsden's Sumatra, 3rd ed. p. 5 2 ; Rafles'sjava,
I. I 05 ; Bickmor2s Ind. Archipelago.)

.

NOTE2.-This is precisely the account which Lt. Gamier gives of the
people of Laos : " The Laos people are very indolent, and when they
are not rich enough to possess slaves they make over to their women the
greatest part of the business of the day; and 'tis these latter who not
only do all the work of the house, but who husk the rice, work in the
fields, and paddle the canoes. Hunting and fishing are almost the only
occupations which pertain exclusively to the stronger sexn (Notice sur
Ie Voyage SEX-lorafion, Src, p. 34.)
NOTE3.-This highly eccentric practice has been ably illustrated and
explained by Mr. Tylor, under the name of the Couvade, or " Hatching,"
by which it is known in some of the Beam districts of the Pyrenees, in
which it formerly existed, as it does still or did recently, in certain parts
of Biscay.
I n certain valleys of Biscay," says Francisque-Michel, "in
which the popular usages carry us back to the infancy of society,
the woman immediately after her delivery gets up and attends to the
cares of the household, whilst the husband takes to bed with the
tender fledgeling in his arms, and so receives the compliments of his
neigh bours."
The nearest people to the Zardandan of whom I find this custom
elsewhere recorded, is one called L a n p i , a small tribe of aborigines in the
department of Weining, in Kweichau, but close to the border of Yunnan :
"Their manners and customs are very extraordinary. For example,
when the wife has given birth to a child. the husband remains in the
house and holds it in his arms for a whole month, not once going out of
c!oors. The wife in the mean time does all the work in doors and out,
and provides and serves up both the food and drink for the husband, she
only giving suck to the child." I am informed also that, among the
Miris on the Upper Assam border, the husband on such occasions
confines himself strictly to the house for forty days after the event.
The custom of thecouvade has been found among the Carib aborigines
of the West Indies, among the Abipones of Central South America, among
the aborigines of California, among some of the tribes of Guiana, in West
Africa, in the Island of Bouro in the Indian Archipelago, & c According
to Diodorus it prevailed in ancient Corsica, according to Strabo among
the Iberians of Northern Spain (where we have seen it has lingered to
recent times), according to Apollonius Rhodius anlong the Tibareni of
Pontus. Modifietl traces of a like practice, not carried to the same
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extent of oddity, are also found in a variety of countries besides those
that have been named, as in Borneo, in Kamtchatka, and in Greenland.
I n nearly all u s e s some particular diet, or abstinence from certain kinds
of food and drink, and f&m exertion, is prescribed to the father ; in some,
more positive and trying penances are inflicted.
Butler had no doubt our Traveller's story in his head when he
made the widow in Hudibras allude in a iibald speech to the supposed
fact that

-" Chineses go to bed
And lie in, in their ladies' stead."

The custom is humorously introduced, as Pauthier has noticed, in
the Medieval Fabliau of Awnsin and Nico/ctc. Aucasin amving at the
castle of Torelore asks for the king and is told he is in child-bed. Where
then is his wife ? She is gone to the wars and has taken all the people
with her. Aucasin, greatly astonished, enters the palace and wanders
through it till he comes to the chamber where the king lay :"

En le canbre entre Aucasins
I,i cortois et li gentis ;
11 est Venus dusqu'au lit
Alec b li Rois se gist.
I'ardevant lui s'arestit
Si parla, O h que dist ;
Diva fau, que fais-tu ci ?
Ilist le Rois, Je gis d'un fil,
(2uant mes mois sera complis,
Et pe serai bien garis,
Dont irni le messe oir
Si comme mes ancessor fist," kc.

Aucasin pulls all the clothes off him, and cudgels him soundly, making
hinl promise that never a man shall lie in again in his country.
This strange custom, if it were unique, would look like a coarse practical joke, but appearing as it does among so many different races and
in every quarter of the world, it must have its root somewhere deep in
the psychology of the uncivilized man. It would be difficult to abridge
Mr. Tylor's interesting remarks on the rationale of the custom ; but we
may say briefly that he traces it to two distinct sentiments found to
prevail among various savage nations : one, that which assigns the
parentage entirely to the father, leaving the mother out of the question ;
the other, the belief" that the connexion between father and child is not
only, as we think, a mere relation of parentage, affection, duty, but that
their very bodies are joined by a physical bond, so that what is done
to the one acts directly upon the other."
( Icjt/or, Rcscarr/res into the E a r & History of Manbind, 2 88-296 ;
Aficti~~',Lc Pays B~zsqrrc, p. 2 0 1 ; Sk~~tchts
of the Afcau-tsze, transl. by
Dr. Brir/'nan in j. of North China Br. OJ R. As. Sol., p. 2 7 7 ; MS.
~Votcsby A f i ~ o rS/atlen; H~trlibr(~s,
Pt. I 1I., canto I. 707 ; I;;z!./lorts
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ct Conics p a r Barbasan, cd. MLm, I. 408-9 ; also f i g r a n d cfAussy, 111.
App. p. 2 I scqq. ;many other references in TYLOR).

NOTE4.-'' The abundance of gold in Yunnan is proverbial in China,
so that if a man lives very extravagantly they ask if his father is governor
of Yunnan." (Martini, p. 140.)
Polo has told us that in Eastern Yunnan the exchange was 8 of silver
for one of gold (chap. xlviii.), that in the Western division of the province
it was 6 of silver for one of gold (chap. xlix.), and now still nearer the
borders of Ava it was only 5 of silver for one of gold. Such discrepancies
within 15 days' journey would be inconceivable, but that in both the
latter instances at least he appears to speak of the rates at which the
gold was purchased from secluded, ignorant, and uncivilized tribes. I t is
difficult to reconcile with other facts the reason which he assigns for the
high value put on silver at Vochan, viz., that there was no silvermine within five months' journey. In later days at least hfartini speaks
of many silver-mines in Yunnan, and the " Great Silver Mine " (Bau-dwm
Gyi of the Burmese) or group of mines, which affords a chief supply to
Burma in modern times, is not far from the territory of our Traveller's
Zardandaa
I n another work I have remarked at some length on the relative
values of gold and silver about this time. I n Western Europe these seem
to have been as 1 2 to I, and I have shewn grounds for believing that in
Jndia, and generally over civilized Asia, the ratio was 10 to I. I n Pauthier's
extracts from the Yucn-ssc or Annals of the Mongol Dynasty there
is an incidental but precise confirmation of this, of which I was not then
aware. This states (p. 32 I) that on the issue of the paper currency of
1287 the official instructions to the local treasuries were to issue notes of
the nominal value of two strings, it., 2000 wen or cash, for every ounce
of flowered silver, and 20,000 cash for every ounce of gold. 10 to I
must have continued to be the relation in China down to about the end
of the 17th century if we may believe Lecomte ; but when Milburne
states the same value in the beginning of the 19th he must have fallen
into some great error. I n I 781 Sonnerat tells us thatfwmcrly gold had
been exported from China with a profit of 25 per cent., but at that time
a profit of 18 to 2 0 per cent. was made by importing it. At present the
relative values are about the same as in Europe, viz, I to 154 or I to 16;
but in Canton, in I 844, they were I to I 7 ; and Tinlkowski states that
at Pekin in 1821 the finest gold was valued as at 18 to I. And as
regards the precise territory of which this chapter speaks I find in Lt.
Bower's Commercial Report on Sladen's Mission that the price of pure
gold at Momien in 1868 was 13 times its weight in silver (p. I 22).
Does not Shakespere indicate at least a memory of ro to I as the
traditional relation ofgold to silver when he makes the Prince of Morocco,
balancing over Portia's caskets, argue :-
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"

Or shall I think in silver she's immured,
Being ten times undervalued to tried gold ?
0 sinful thought I "

In Japan, at the time trade was opened, we know from Sir R. Alcock's
work the extraordinary fact that the proportionate value set upon gold
and silver currency by authority was as 3 to I.
(Cathay, &c., p. ccl. and p. 442 ; Lccomtc, 11. gr ; Milhme's
OrictrtaZ Commerce, 11. 5 I o ; Sonncrat, 11. I 7 ; Hcddc, Etude Prafigrrc,
&c., p. I 4 ; Williams, Chinese Commercial Guide, p. I 2 9 ; Timkmuski,
11. 2 0 2 ; AfCoCk, I. 281, 11. 411, &c)
NOTE5.-hfr. Lay cites from a Chinese authority a notice of a tribe
of '' Western Miautsze," who "in the middle of autumn sacrifice to the
Great Ancestor or Founder of their Race." ( T h Chincsc as t h y arc,
P. 321.)
NOTE6.-" Whereas before," says Jack Cade to Lord Say, "our
forefathers had no books but score and tally, thou hast caused printing
to be used." The use of such tallies for the record of contracts among
the aboriginal tribes of Kweichau is mentioned by Chinese authorities,
and the French missionaries of Bonga speak of the same as in use among
the simple tribes in that vicinity. But, as Marsden notes, the use of such
rude records was to be found in his day in higher places and much
nearer home. They continued to be employed as records of receipts in
the British Exchequer till 1834, "and it is worthy of recollection that
the fire by which the Houses of Parliament were destroyed was supposed
to have originated in the over-heating of the flues in which the discarded
tallies were being burnt" I remember often to have seen, when a child,
the tallies of the colliers in Scotland, and possibly among that class they
may survive. They appear to be still used by bakers in various parts of
England and France, in the Canterbury hop-gardens, and locally in some
other trades. (Martini, 135 ; BriJgman, 259, 262 ; En& Ocl@., sub V.
T i ; ~Votcsand Queries, 1st ser. X. 485.)
" In illustration of this custom I have to relate what follows. In the
year 1863 the Tsaubwa (or Prince) of a Shan Province adjoining Yunnan
was in rebellion against the ~ u r m e s eGovernment. H e wished to enter
into communication with the British Government. H e sent a messenger to
a British Officer with a letter tendering his allegiance, and accompanying
this letter was a piece of bamboo about five indhes long. This had been
split down the middle, so that the two pieces fitted closely together,
forming a tube in the original shape of the bamboo. A notch at one
end included the edges of both pieces, showing that they were a pair.
The messenger said that if the reply were favourable one of the pieces
was to be returned and the other kept. I need hardly say the messenger
received no written reply, and both pieces of bamboo were retained."
(MS. tzotc by Sir Arthur Phnyrc.)
NOTE7.-Compare

Mr. Hodgson's account of the sub-Himalayan
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Bodos and Dhimals : I' All diseases are ascribed to supernatural agency.
The sick man is supposed to be possessed by one of the deities, who
racks him with pain as a punishment for impiety or neglect of the god
in question. Hence not the mediciner, but the exorcist, is summoned
to the sick man's aid." (J.A. S. B., XVIII. 728.)
NOTE 8.-Mr.
Hodgson again : "1,ibations of fermented liquor
always accompany sacrifice-becaust, to confess the whole truth, sacrifice
and feast are commutable words, and feasts need to be crowned with
copious potations." (Ibid)
NOTE 9.-And again : "The god in question is asked what sacrifice
ne requires ? a buffalo, a hog, a fowl, or a duck, to spare the sufferer ;
. . . . anxious as I am fully to illustrate the topic, I will not try the
patience of my readers by describing all that vast variety of black victims
and white, of red victims and blue, which each particular deity is alleged
to prefer." (/hiti. and p. 732.)
NOTE 10.-The same system of devil-dancing is prevalent among
the tribes on the I,u-Kiang, as described by the R. C. Missionaries. The
conjurors are there called firnos. (An. dc la Foi, XXXVI. 323, and
XXXVII. 3 12-13.)
" Marco's account of the exorcism of evil spirits in cases of obstinate
illness exactly resembles what is done in similar cases by the Burmese,
except that I never saw animals sacrificed on such occasions." (Sir A.
Phayrc.)
Mouhot says of the wild people of Cambodia called Sfiens: ' I When
any one is ill they say that the Evil Spirit torments him; and to deliver
him they set up about the patient a dreadful din which does not cease
night or day, until some one among the bystanders falls down as if in a
syncope, crying out, ' I have him,-he is in me,-he is strangling me!'
Then they question the person who has thus become possessed. They
ask him what remedies nil1 save the patient; what remedies does the
Evil Spirit require that he may give up his prey? Sometimes it is
an ox or a pig; but too often it is a human victim." (J R. G. S.,
XXXII. 147.)
In fact these strange rites of Shamanism, devildancing, or what not,
are found with wonderful identity of character among the non-Aryan races
over parts of the earth most remote from one another, not only among
the vast variety of Indo-Chinese Tribes, but among the Tamulian tribes
of India, the Veddahs of Ceylon, the races of Siberia. and the red nations
of North and South America. Hinduism has assimilated these " prior
superstitions of the sons of T u r " as Mr. Hodgson calls them, in the
form of Tantrika mysteries, whilst, in the wild performance of the
1)ancing Dervishes at Constantinople, we see perhaps again the infection of Turanian blood breaking out from the very heart of Musulman
orthodoxy.
Dr. Caldwell has given a striking account of the practice of devil-
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dancing among the Shanars of Tinnevelly, which forms a perfect parallel
in modern language to our Traveller's description of a scene of which he
also had manifestly been an eye-witness : " When the preparations are
conlpleted and the devildance is about to commence, the music is at first
comparatively slow; the dancer seems impassive and sullen, and he
either stands still or moves about in gloomy silence. Gradually, as the
music becomes quicker and louder, his excitement begins to rise. Sometimes, to help him to work himself up into a frenzy he uses medicated
draughts, cuts and lacerates himself till the blood flows, lashes himself
with a huge whip, presses a burning torch to his breast, drinks the blood
which flows from his own wounds, or drains the blood of the s~crifice,
putting the throat of the decapitated goat to his mouth. Then, as if he
had acquired new life, he begins to brandish his staff of bells, and to
dance with a quick but wild unsteady step. Suddenly the afflatus
descends ; there is no mistaking that glare, or those frantic leaps. H e
snorts, he stares, he gyrates. The demon has now taken bodily possession of him, and though he retains the power of utterance and motion,
both are under the demon's control, and his separate consciousness is in
abeyance. The bystanders signalise the event by raising a long shout,
attended with a peculiar vibratory noise, caused by the motion of the
hand and tongue, or the tongue alone. The devil-dancer is now
worshipped as a present deity, and every bystander consults him respecting his diseases, his wants, the welfare of his absent relatives, the offerings
to be made for the accomplishment of his wishes, and in short everything
for which superhuman knowledge is supposed to be available." (Nod'on,
j; R. As. Soc. XVIII. 397 ; T/re nitmelo Shanars, by the Rev. R.
Cald'~urU,23.A., Madras, r 849, p. r 9-20.)

C H A P T E R LI.
WHEREINIS

RELATED HOW T H E KINGOF MIEN A N D BANGALA
VOWED VENGEANCE AGAINST T H E GREATKAAN.

BUT I was forgetting to tell you of a famous battle that
was fought in the kingdom of Vochan in the Province of
Zardandan, and that ought not to be omitted from our
Book. So we will relate all the particulars.
You see, in the year of Christ, I 272,' the Great Kaan
sent a large force into the kingdoms of Carajan and Vochan,
to protect them from the ravages of illdisposed people;
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and this was before he had sent any of his sons to rule the
country, as he did afterwards when he made Sentemur king
there, the son of a son of his who was deceased.
Now there was a certain king called the king of M I E N
and of BANGALA,W~O
was a very puissant prince, with much
territory and treasure and people ; and he was not as yet
subject to the Great Kaan, though it was not long after
that the latter conquered him and took from him both the
kingdoms that I have named.' And it came to pass that
when this king of Mien and Bangala heard that the host of
the Great Kaan was at Vochan, he said to himself that it
behoved him to go against them with so great a force as
should insure his cutting off the whole of them, insomuch
that the Great Kaan would be very sorry ever to send an
army again thither [to his frontier].
So this king prepared a great force and munitions ofwar ;
and he had, let me tell you, 2000 great elephants, on each
of which was set a tower of timber, well framed and strong,
and carrying from twelve to sixteen well-armed fightingmen.' And besides these, he had of horsemen and of footmen good 60,000 men. In short he equipped a fine force,
as well befitted such a puissant prince. It was indeed a
force capable of doing great things.
And what shall I tell you i When the king had completed these great preparations to fight the Tartars, he
tarried not, but straightway marched against them. And
afier advancing without meeting with anything worth
mentioning, they arrived within three days of the Great
Kaan's host, which was then at Vochan, in the territory of
Zardandan, of which I have already spoken. So there the
king pitched his camp, and halted to refresh his army.
NOTE1.-This

date is no doubt conupt.

See note 2, chap. lii.

NOTE 2.-MIEN is the name by which the kingdom ofBum1n or Ava
was and is known to the Chinese. M. Gamier informs me that Mi~nKwi or Afien-tisong is the name always given in Yunnan to that kingdom,
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whilst the Shans at Kiang Hung call the Burmese J l h n (pronounced
like the English word).
The title given to the sovereign in question of king of BENGAL,as
well as of Mien, is very remarkable. We shall see reason hereafter to
conceive that Polo did more or less confound Bengal with P e p , which was
subject to the Burmese monarchy up to the time of the Mongol invasion.
But apart from any such misapprehension, there is not only evidence
of rather close relations betwe& Burma and Gangetic India in the ages
immediately preceding that of our author, but also some ground for
believing that he may be right in his representation, and that the king of
Burma may have at this time arrogated the title of "king of Bengal "
which is attributed to him in the text.
Anaurahta, one of the most powerful kings in Burmese history (10171059) extended his conquests to the frontiers of India, and is stated
to have set up images within that country. H e also married an Indian
princess, the daughter of the king of J.Vefhali (i.e. VaifaZi in Tirhbt).
There is also in the Burtizest Chronicle a somewhat confused story
regarding a succeeding king, Kyan-tsittha (A.D. 1064), who desired
to marry his daughter to the son of the king of Patteik-Kard, a part
of Bengal." The marriage was objected to by the Burmese nobles, but
the princess was already with child by the Bengal prince; and their son
eventually succeeded to the Burmese throne under the name of Alaungtsi-thu. When king he travelled all over his dominions, and visited the
images which Anaurahta had set up in India H e also maintained
intercourse with the king of Patteik-Kara and married his daughter.
Alaungtsi-thu is stated to have lived to the age of I O I years, and to have
reigned 75. Even then his death was hastened by his son Narathu, who
smothered him in the temple called ShwC-Ku ("Golden Cave "), at
Pagin, and also put to death his Bengali step-mothkr. The father of the
latter sent eight brave nlen disguised as Brahmans, to avenge his
daughter's death. Having got access to the royal presence through
their sacred character, they-slew king Narathu and then themselves.
Hence king Narathu is known in the Burmese history, as the Ka/d-Kya
APeng, or "King slain by the Hindus." H e was building the great
Temple at Pagin called Dhammnyangyi, at the time of his death, which
occurred about the year I 171. The great grandson of this king was
Narathihapade (presunlably Narasing/u PatzJ the king reigning at the
time of the Mongol invasion.
All these circumstances shew tolerably close relations between Burma
and Bengal, and also that the d ~ ~ n a stthy n reigning in Burma was desreded

Sir A. l'hayre thinks this may have been Kkrnntprir, for some time the capital
of Eastern Ben@ before the Mahomedan conquest. Vikrampur was some miles east
of Dacca, and the dynasty in question was that called Vai<~,a(see Lassnr, 111. 749).
PdIn'k-Rard is apparently an attempt to represent some Hindi name such as Z'atfhnr- ,
qarh, " The Stone-Fort."
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from a Brngal stock. Sir Arthur Phayre, after noting these points remarks : " From all these circumstances, and from the conquests attributed
to h a u r a h t a , it is very probable that, after the conquest of Bengal by
the Mahomedans in the 13th century, the kings of Burma would assume
the title of Kings of BmgaZ. This is nowhere expressly stated in the
Burmese history, but the course of events renders it very probable.
We know that the claim to Bengd was asserted by the kings of Burma in
long after years. In the Journal of the Marquis of Hastings, under the
date of Sept. 6th, 1818, is the following passage: ' T h e king of Burma
favoured us early this year with the obliging requisition that we should
cede to him Moorshedabad and the provinces to the east of it, which he
deigned to say were all natural dependencies of his throne.' And at the
time of the disputes on the frontier of Arakan, in 1823-24, which led
to the war of the two following years, the Governor of Arakan made
a similar demand. We may therefore reasonably conclude that at the
close of the 13th century of the Christian era the kings of Pagin called
themselves kings of Burma and of Bengala." (MS. Note by Sir Arthur
Phayre; see also his paper inJ A. S. B., vol. XXXVII. part I.)

NOTE3.-It is very difficult to know what to make of the repeated
assertions of old writers as to the numbers of men carried by warelephants, or, if we could admit those numbers, to conceive how the
animal could have carried the enormous structure necessary to give them
space to use their weapons. The Third Book of Maccabees is the most
astounding in this way, alleging that a single elephant carried 32 stout
men, besides the Indian Mahaut. Bochart indeed supposes the number
here to be a clerical error for 12, but even this would be extravagant.
Friar Jordanus is no doubt building on the Maccabees rather than on his
own oriental experience when he says that the elephant " carrieth easily
more than 30 men." Philostratus, in his Lifc ofApollanius, speaks of
10 to 15 ; Ibn Batuta of about 2 0 ; and a great elephant sent by Timur
to the Sulti)n of Egypt is said to have camed 20 drummers. Christopher
Barri says that in Cochin China the elephant did ordinarily carry 13 or
14persons, 6 on each side in two tiers of 3 each, and 2 behind. On
the other hand, among the ancients, Strabo and Aelian speak of three
soldiers only in addition to the driver, and Livy, describing the Battle of
Magnesia, of four. These last are reasonable statements.
(Borhrf, Hicrozoiron, ed. 3rd, p. 266 ; Jord., p. 26 ; Philast. trad.
par A. Chaxsaing, liv. 41. c ii. ; Ibn. Bat. 11. 2 23 ; N and B. XIV. 5 10 ;
Cochin China, &c., London, 1633, ed. 3 ; Armandi, Nist. Militairt des
El+Rants, 259 srqq., 442.)
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C H A P T E R LII.
OF T H E BATTLE THAT
A N D HIS

WAS FOUGHT BY THE GREATKAAN'SHOST
THE KING OF MIEN.

SENESCHAL,
AGAINST

ANDwhen the Captain of the Tartar host had certain news
that the king aforesaid was coming against him with so
great a force, he waxed uneasy, seeing that he had with him
but 12,000 horsemen. Natheless he was a most valiant
and able soldier, of great experience in arms and an excellent
Captain ; and his name was NESCRADIN.'
His troops too
were very good, and he gave them very particular orders and
cautions how to act, and took every measure for his own
defence and that of his army. And why should I make
a long story of it ? T h e whole force of the Tartars, consisting of I 2,000 well-mounted horsemen, advanced t o
receive the enemy in the Plain of Vochan, and there they
waited to give them battle. And this they did through the
good judgment of the excellent Captain who led them ; for
hard by that plain was a great wood, thick with trees. And
so there in the plain the Tartars awaited their foe. Let
us then leave discoursing of them a while ; we shall come
back to them presently; but meanwhile let us speak of
the enemy.
After the King of Mien had halted long enough to
refresh his troops, he resumed his march, and came to the
Plain of Vochan, where the Tartars were already in order of
battle. And when the king's army had arrived in the
plain, and was within a mile of the enemy, he caused all
the castles that were on the elephants to be ordered for
battle, and the fighting-men to take up their posts on them,
and he arrayed his horse and his foot wirh all skill, like
a wise king as he was. And when he had completed all his
arrangements he began t o advance to engage the enemy.
T h e Tartars, seeing the foe advance, showed no dismay, but
came on likewise with good order and discipline to meet
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them. And when they were near and nought remained but
to begin the fight, the horses of the Tartars took such
fright at the sight of the elephants that they could not be
got to face the foe, but always swerved and turned back;
whilst all the time the king and his forces, and all his
elephants, continued to advance upon them.
And when the Tartars perceived how the case stood, they
were in great wrath, and wist not what to say or do ; for
well enough they saw that unless they could get their horses
to advance, all would be lost. But their Captain acted like
a wise leader who had considered everything beforehand.
H e immediately gave orders that every man should dismount
and tie his horse to the trees of the forest that stood hard
by, and that then they should take t o their bows, a weapon
that they know how to handle better than any troops in the
world. They did as he bade them, and plied their bows
stoutly, shooting so many shafts at the advancing elephants
that in a short space they had wounded or slain the greater
part of them as well as of the men they carried. T h e
enemy also shot at the Tartars, but the Tartars had the
better weapons, and were the better archers to boot.
And what shall I tell you ? Understand that when the
elephants felt the smart of those arrows that pelted them
like rain, they turned tail and fled, and nothing on earth
would have induced them to turn and face the Tartars. So
off they sped with such a noise and uproar that you would
have trowed the world was coming t o an end! And then
too they plunged into the woocl and rushed this way and
that, dashing their castles against the trees, bursting their
harness and smashing and destroying everything that was
on them.
So when the Tartars saw that the elephants had turned
tail and could not be brought to face the fight again, they
got to horse at once and charged the enemy. And then the
battle began to rage furiously with sword and mace. Right
fiercely did the two hosts rush together, and deadly were
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the blows exchanged. T h e king's troops were far more in
number than the Tartars, but they were not of such quality,
nor so inured to war; otherwise the Tartars who were
so few in number could never have stood against them.
Then might you see swashing blows dealt and taken from
sword and mace; then might you see knights and horses
and men-at-arms go' down ; then might you see arms and
hands and legs and heads hewn off: and besides the dead
that fell, many a wounded man, that never rose again, for
the sore press there was. The.din and uproar were so great
from this side and from that, that God might have thundered
and no man would have heard it ! Great was the medley,
and dire and parlous was the fight that was fought on both
sides ; but the Tartars had the best of it.2
In an ill hour indeed, for the king and his people, was
that battle begun, so many of them were slain therein. And
when they had continued fighting till midday the king's
troops could stand against the Tartars no longer; but felt
that they were defeated, and turned and fled. And when
the Tartars saw them routed they gave chase, and hacked
and slew so mercilessly that it was a piteous sight to see.
But after pursuing a while they gave up, and returned
to the wood to catch the elephants that had run away, and
to manage this they had to cut down great trees to bar their
passage. Even then they would not have been able to
take them without the help of the king's own men who had
been taken, and who knew better how to deal with the
beasts than the Tartars did. T h e elephant is an animal that
hath more wit than any other; but in this way at last they
were caught, more than zoo of them. And it was from
this time forth that the Great Kaan began to keep numbers
of elephants.
So thus it was that the king aforesaid was defeated by
the sagacity and superior skill of the Tartars, as you have
Ileard.
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NOTE 1.-Nescmdin for Nesradin, as we had Bascra for Basra.
Perhaps Nescradin was the true reading.
This N ~ R U D Dwas
~ N apparently an officer of whom Rashiduddin
speaks, and whom he c d s governor (or perhaps commander) in Kadjing.
H e describes him as having succeeded in that command to his father
the Sayad Ajil of Bokhara, one of the best of Kublai's chief Ministers.
Nasruddin retained his position in Yunnan till his death, which Rashid,
writing about 1300, says occurred five or six iears before. His son
Bayan, who also bore the grandfather's title of Sayad Ajil, was Minister
of Finance under Kublai's successor; and another son, HBIA, is also
mentioned as one of the governors of the province of Fuchau (see
Cafhay, p. 265, 268, and D'Ohsson, 11. 507-8).
Nasruddin (Nasulating) is also frequently mentioned as employed on
this frontier by the Chinese authorities whom Pauthier cites.
NOTE2.-We are indebted to Pauthier for very interesting illustrations
of this narrative from the Chinese Annalists (p. 41osegq.). These latter
fix the date to the year 1277, and it is probable that the 1272 or
MCCLXXII of the Texts was a clerical error for MCCLXXVII. The
Annalists describe the people of Mien as irritated at calls upon them to
submit to the Mongols (whose power they probably did not appreciate, as
their descendants did not appreciate the British power in 1824)~and as
crossing the frontier of Yungchang to establish fortified posts. The force
of Mien, they say, amounted to50,000 men, with 800 elephants and
~ o , o o ohorses, whilst the Mongol Chief had but seven hundred men.
"When the elephants felt the arrows (of the hiongols) they turned tail
and fled with the platforms on their backs into a place that was set
thickly with sharp bamboo-stakes, and these their riders laid hold of to
prick them with." This threw the Burmese army into confusion ; they
fled, and were pursued with great slaughter.
The Chinese author does not mention Nasruddin in connexion with
this battle. H e names as the chief of the Mongol force fitf/ruRh
(Kutuka ?), conlnlandant of Tali-fu. Nasrudtiin is mentioned as advancing, a few months later (about December, 1277), with nearly 4000 men
to Kiangtheu (which appears to have been on the Irawadi somewhere
near Bamo, and is perhaps the Kaungtaung of the Burmese), but effecting
little (p. 415).
These affairs of the battle in the Yungchang territory, and the
advance of Nasruddin to the Irawadi are, as Polo clearly implies in the
beginning of chap. li., quite distinct from the invasion and conquest of
Mien some years later of which he speaks in chapter liv. They are not
mentioned in the Burmese Annals at all.
Sir Arthur Phayre is inclined to reject altogether the story of the
battle near Yungchang in consequence of this absence from the Burnrcse
Chronicle, and of its inconsistency with the purely defensive character
which that record assigns to the action of the Burmese Government in
regard to China at this time. With the strongest respect for my friend's
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opinion I feel it impossible to assent to this. We have not only the
concurrent testimony of Marco and of the Chinese Official Annals of
the Mongol Dynasty to the facts of the Burmese provocation and of the
engagement within the Yungchang or Vochan temtory, but we have in
the Chinese narrative a consistent chronology and tolerably full detail of
the relations between the two countries.
Between I 2 7 7 and the end of the century the Chinese Annals record
three campaigns or expkditions against MIEN; viz. ( I ) that which Marco
has related in this chapter ; (2) that which he relates in chapter liv. ;and
(3) one undertaken in 1300 at the request of the son of the legitimate
Burmese King who had been put to death by an usurper. The Burmese
Annals mention only the two latest, but, concerning both the date and
the main circumstances of these two, Chinese and Burmese Annals are in
almost entire agreement Surely then it can scarcely be doubted that
the Chinese authority is amply trustworthy for thelirJt campaign also,
respecting which the Burmese book is silent ; even were the former not
corroborated by the independent authority of Marco.
Indeed the mutual correspondence of these Annals, especially as to
chronology, is very remarkable, and is an argument for greater respect to
the chronological value of the Burmese Chronicle and other Indo-Chinese
records of like character than we should otherwise be apt to entertain.
Compare the story of the expedition of 1300 as told after the Chinese
Annals by Demailla, and after the Burmese Chronicle by Bumey and
Phayre. (See DemaiZla, IX 476 sepy. ; and J A. S. B. vol. VI.
p. 121-2,and vol. XXXVII. Pt. I. p. 102 and 110.)

CHAPTER LIII.
OF T H E GREATDESCENTTHAT LEADS
OF MIEN.

TOWARDS T H E

KINGDOM

AFTERleaving the Province of which I have been speaking
you come to a great Descent. I n Fact you ride for two
days and a half continually down hill. O n all this descent
there is nothing worthy of mention except only that there
is a large place there where occasionally a great market is
held ; for all the people of the country round come thither
on fixed days, three times a week, and hold a market there.
They exchange gold for silver; for they have gold in
abundance ; and they give one weight of fine gold for five
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weights of fine silver; so this induces merchants to come
from various quarters bringing silver which they exchange
for gold with these people: and in this way the merchants
make great gain. As regards those people of the country
who dispose of gold so cheaply, you must understand that
nobody is acquainted with their places of abode, for they
dwell in inaccessible positions, in sites so wild and strong
that no one can get at them to meddle with them. Nor
will they allow anybody to accompany them so as to gain a
knowledge of their abodes.'
. After you have ridden those two days and a half down
hill, you find yourself in a province towards the south
which is pretty near to India, and this province is called
AMIEN. YOU travel therein for fifteen days through a
very unfrequented country, and through great woods
abounding in elephants and unicorns and numbers of other
wild beasts. There are no dwellings and no people, so we
need say no more of this wild country, for in sooth there is
nothing to tell. But I have a story to relate which you
shall now hear.'
-

.-

NOTE].--In all the Shan towns visited by Major Sladen on this
frontier he found markets held evcryjffh day. This custom he says is
borrowed from China, and is general throughout Western Yunnan. The
Kakhyens attend in great crowds. They do not now bring gold for sale
to Momien, though it is found to some extent in their hills, more especially in the direction of Mogaung, whence it is exported towards
Assam.
Major Sladen saw a small quantity of nuggets in the possession of
a Kakhyen who had brought them from a hill two days north of Bamd.
(MS. Notes by Major Slhden.)
NOTE2.-I confess that the indications in this and the beginning ofthe
following chapter are, to me, full of difficulty. According to the general
style of Polo's itinerary, the zfr days should be reckoned from Yungchang ;
the distance therefore to the capital city of Mien would be 1 7 5 days. The
real capital of Mien or Burma at this time was however PagAn, in lat.
zrO 13', and it is impossible that that city could have been reached by a
land traveller in any such time. \ire shall see that something may be
said in behalf of the supposition that the point reached was Ez~aun,qor
Old Pa&n on the Upper Irawadi, in lat. 23' 30'.
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On the whole however I incline to suppose that the 15 days' journey
extends to Pagdn, and represents a journey by u1atr.r. Visdelou gives a
curious extract from the story of a large body of Chinese who fled from
Yunnan in 1687 in consequence of the Manchu conquest, and sought
refuge in Ava, Pegu, and Siarn. This party went from Yungchang to
Tdng-Yud or Momien in 4 days, and in 5 days more to a village on the
Burmese frontier where they embnrkcd and dr~cendrdby watcr to Azm.
This took them zo days; but they were a very large body; it could
certainly have been done in much less time. Their first embarcation, if
the time be correct, must have been on the waters of the Bamd River
near Muang-La or Sanda. I should rather put Polo's supposed en~barcation on the Shweli, which might be reached in 2 4 days from Yungchang, and this may be the descent of which he speaks, though the fact
that the Salwen river and valley intervenes between Yungchang and fie
Shweli is a difficulty. We do not know the height of Yungchang. That
of Momien is estimated in Sladen's Report at 5800 feet above the sea.
The only serious difficulty in this view of the Itinerary is the representation of the country travelled through as so wild and uninhabited,
whilst the banks of the Iraaadi, at least between 23' and ~ I O ,are the
most thickly peopled region of Burma The Chinese fugitives of 1687
say, that during the f i s t j z v days of their descent of the rivers '' they
saw only desert and uninhabited tracts," but in the remaining 15 they
passed towns and villages. (J A. ser. 2, tom. x. p. 422.)

CHAPTER LIV
CONCERNING
T H E CITYOF MIEN, AND
THEREIN, ONE OF

GOI.D AND

T H E TWOTOWERS
THAT ARE
T H E OTHER OF SII.VER.

AND when you hare travelled those 15 days through such
a difficult country as I have described, in which travellers
have to carry provision for the road because there are no
inhabitants, then you arrive at the capital city of this
Province of Mien, and it also is called AMIEN,and is a very
great and noble city.' T h e people are Idolaters and have a
~eculiarlanguage, and are subject to the Great Kaan.
And in this city there is a thing so rich and rare that
I must tell you about it. You see there was in former
days a rich and puissant king in this city, and when he
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was about to die he commanded that by his tomb they
should erect two towers [one at either end] one of gold
and the other of silver, in such fashion as I shall tell you.
T h e towers are built of fine stone; and then one of them
has been covered with gold a good finger in thickness, so
that the tower looks as if it were all of solid gold ; and the
other is covered with silver in like manner so that it seems
t o be all of solid silver. Each tower is a good ten paces in
height and of breadth in proportion. T h e upper part of
these towers is round, and girt all about with bells, the top
of the gold tower with gilded bells and the silver tower
with silvered bells, insomuch that whenever the wind blows
among these bells they tinkle. [The tomb likewise was plated
partly with gold, and partly with silver.] T h e King caused
these towers to be erected to commemorate his magnificence and for the good of his soul ; and really they do
form one of the finest sights in the world; so exquisitely
finished are they, so splendid and costly. And when they
are lighted up by the sun they shine most brilliantly and
are visible from a vast distance.
Now you must know that the Great Kaan conquered
the country in this fashion.
You see at the Court of the Great Kaan there was a
great number of gleemen and jugglers; and he said to
them one day that he wanted them to go and conquer the
aforesaid province of Mien, and that he would give them a
good Captain to lead them and other good aid. And they
replied that they would be delighted. So the Emperor
caused them to be fitted out with all that an army requires,
and gave them a Captain and a body of men-at-arms to
help them; and so they set out, and marched until they
came to the country and province of Mien. And they did
conquer the whole of it! And when they found in the
city the two towers of gold and silver of which I have been
telling you, they were greatly astonished, and sent word
thereof to the Great Kaan, asking what he would have
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them do with the two towers, seeing what a great quantity of wealth there was upon them. And the Great Kaan,
being well aware that the King had caused these towers t o
be made for the good of his soul, and to preserve his
memory after his death, said that he would not have them
injured, but would have them left precisely as they were.
And that was no wonder either, for you must know that no
Tartar in the world will ever, if he can help it, lay hand on
anything appertaining to the dead.'
They have in this province numbers of elephants and
wild oxen ;I also beautiful stags and deer and roe, and other
kinds of large game in plenty.
Now having told you about the province of Mien,
I will tell you about another province which is called Bangala, as you shall hear presently.
-

NOTE1.-The name of the city appears as Amien both in Pauthiefs
text here, and in the G. Text in the preceding chapter. In the Ben1
MS. it is Aarnicn. Perhaps some form like Amicn was that used by the
Mongols and Persians. I fancy it may be traced in the Arman or
Uman of Rashiduddin, probably corrupt readings (in Elliot, I. 72).
NOTE2.-M.
Pauthier's extracts are here again very valuable. We
gather from them that the first Mongol communication with the King of
Mien or Burma took place in 1271, when the Commandant of Tali-fu
sent a deputation to that sovereign to demand an acknowledgment of the
supremacy of the Emperor. This was followed by various negotiations
and acts of offence on both sides, which led to the campaign of 1277,
already spoken of. For a few years no further events appear to be
recorded, but in 1282, in consequence of a report from NBsruddin of the
ease with which Mien could be conquered, an invasion was ordered
under a Prince of the Blood called Siangtaur. This was probably Singfur,
great grandson of one of the brothers of Chinghiz, who a few years later
took part in the insurrection of Nayan (see D'OAsson, 11. 461). The
army started from Yunnanfu, then called Chungkhing, (and in my view
the Ymhi of Polo) in the autumn of 1283. We are told that the arnly
mzde use of boats to descend the River 'Oh0 (perhaps the Bhamd
River, called by the Kakhyens Ta-Khokha) to the fortified city of Kiangtheu (see supm, note 2, chap. lii.) which they took and sacked ; and as
the King still refused to submit, they then advanced to the "primitive
capital," Zhikung, which they captured. Here Pauthiefs details stop.
(pp. 405, 416; see also D'Ohsson, 11. 444).
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It is curious to compare these narratives with that from the Burmese
Royal Annals given by Col. Burney, and again by Sir A. Phayre in the
J A. S. B. (IV. 401, and'XXXVI1. Pt. I. p. 101). Those annals afford

The I'alace of the King of Mien in 185s.

no mention of transactions with the Mongols previous to 1281. In that
year they relate that a mission of ten nobles and 1000 horse came from
the Emperor to demand gold and silver vessels as symbols of homnge, on
VOL. 11.
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the ground of an old precedent. The envoys conducted themselves
disrespectfully (the tradition was that they refused to take off their boots,
an old grievance at the Burmese court) and the Ring put them all to
death. The Emperor of course was very wroth, and sent an army of
6 millions of horse and 2 0 millions of foot (!) to invade Burma The
Burmese generals had their poinf cfoppzri at the city of Nga-tshnur~gg,nn, apparently somewhere near the mouth of the Bam6 River, and
after a protracted resistance on that river they were obliged to retire.
They took up a new point of defence on the Hill of hlald, which they
had fortified. Here a decisive battle was fought, and the Burmese were
entirely routed. The King on hearing of their retreat from Bam6 at
first took measures for fortifying his capital Pagin, and destroyed 6000
temples of various sizes to furnish material. But after all he lost heart
and embarking with his treasure and establishn~entson the Irawadi fled
down that river to Bassein in the Delta. The Chinese continued the
pursuit long past Pagin till they reached the place now called Tnrokmau or Chinese Point," 30 miles below Prome. Here they were forced
by want of provisions to return. The Burmese -4nnals place the abandbnment o f ~ a g f r nby the King in r 284, a most satisfactory synchronism
with the Chinese record. It is a notable point in Burmese history, for
it marked the fall of an ancient dynasty which was speedily followed by
its extinction, and the abandonment of the capital. The King is known
in the Burmese Annals as TarokfitMeng, " The King who fled from
the Tnrok." *
I n Dr. Mason's abstract of the Pegu Chronicle we find the notable
statement with reference to this period that "the Emperor of China,
having subjugated Pagin, his troops with the Burmese entered Pegu
and invested several cities."
We see that the Chinese annals, as quoted, mention only the '' capitale primitive" Taikun,~which I have little doubt Pauthier is right in
identifying with Tagautzg traditionally the most ancient royal city of
Burma, and the remains of which stand side by side with those of Old
Pagfrn, a later but still very ancient capital, on the east bank of the
Irawadi in about lat. 23O 28'. The Chinese extracts give no idea of the
temporary completeness of the conquest, nor do they mention Great
Pagin (Lat. 21" 13'), a city whose vast remains I have endeavoured
partially to describe.+ Sir Arthur Phayre, from a careful perusal of the
Burmese Chronicle, assures me that there can be no doubt that this was
at the time in question the Burmese Royal Residence, and the city
alluded to in the Burmese narrative. M. Pauthier is mistaken in supposing that 'Tarok-Mau, the turning-point of the Chinese Invasion, lay
north of this city; he has not unnaturally confounded it with Tarok-Myo
This is the name now applied in Burma to the Chinese. Sir A. Phayre supposes
it to be Tdrk, in which case its use probably began at this time.
t In the Narrative of Phayre's hfission, chap. ii.
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or " China-Town," a district not far below Ava. Moreover Mal~:,the
position of the decisive victory of the Chinese, is itself much to the
south of Tagaung (about 22' 55').
Both Pagdn and Male are mentioned in a remarkable Chinese notice
extracted in Amyot's MCmoires (XIV. 292) : " Mien-Tien . . . . had five
chief towns, of which the first was Kiangthe~r(szqra, pp. 69, 74), the
second Taikung, the third M a h i , the fourth Ngan-cheng-kwC (?perhaps the
Aka-tshaun~gyanof the Burmese Annals), the fifth P U R A N
MIEN-WANG
(Pagdn of the Mien King ?). 'I'he Yuen carried war into this country,
particularly during the reign of Shunti, the last Mongol Emperor, who,
after subjugating it, erected at Pukan-Mien-Wang a tribunal styled
Hwen-wei-she-si, the authority of which extended over Pang-ya and all
its dependencies." This is evidently founded on actual knowledge, for
pany; was the capital of Burma during part of the 14th century, between
the decay of P a g h and the building of Ava. But none of the translated
extracts from the Burmese Chronicle afford corroboration. From Sangermano's abstract, however, we learn that the King of Panya from
1323 to 1343 was the son of a daughter of the Emperor of China (p. 42).
I may also refer to Pernberton's abstract of the Chronicle of the Shan
State of Pong in the Upper Irawadi valley, which relates that about the
middle of the 14th century the Chinese invaded Pong and took Maung
Maorong the capital. The Shan King and his son fled to the King of
Burma for protection, but the Burmese surrendered them and they were
carried to China (Rcjort on E. Frontier of Bengd, p. I I 2.)
I see no sufficient evidence as to whether ~arco-himselfvisited the
" city of Mien." I think it is quite clear that his account of the conquest,
is from the merest hearsay, not to say gossip. Of the absurd story of
the jugglers we find no suggestion in the Chinese extracts. We learn from
them that Nisruddin had represented the conquest of Mien as a very
easy task, and Kublai may have in jest asked his gleemen if they would
undertake it. The haziness of Polo's account of the conquest contrasts
strongly with his graphic description of the rout of the elephants at
Vochan. Of the latter he heard the particulars on the spot (I conceive)
shortly after the event ;whilst the conquest took place some years later
than his mission to that frontier. His description, however, of the gold
and silver pagodas with their canopies of tinkling bells (the ~ u r m e s e
Hi),
certainly looks like a sketch from the life ;"and it is quite possible
that some negotiations between 127 7 and I 281 may have given him the
opportunity of visiting Burma.
I t is worthy of note that the unfortunate King then reigning in

Compare the old Chinese Pilgrims Hwui Seng and Seng Yun, in their admiration of a vast pagoda erected by the great King Kanishka in Gantlhnra (at I'eshnwur
in fact) : " A t sunrise the gilded disks of tlle vane are lit u p with dulling glory,
whilst the gentle breeze of morning causes the precious bells to tinkle with a pleasing
sound " (Bml, p. 204).
ti L
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Pagin, had in I 2 7 4 finished a magnificent Pagoda called Mengnla-dzedi
(Mangala Chaitya) respecting which ominous prophecies had been
diffused. In this pagoda were deposited, besides holy relics, golden
images of the Disciples of Buddha, golden models of the holy places,
golden images of the King's 5 1 predecessors in Pagin, and of the King
and his Family. I t is easy to suspect a connexion of this with Marco's
story. " I t is possible that the King's ashes may have been intended
to be buried near those relics, though such is not now the custom ; and
Marco appears to have confounded the custom of depositing relics of
Buddha and ancient holy men in pagodas with the supposed custom of
the burial of the dead. Still even now, monuments are occasionally
erected over the dead in Burma, although the practice is considered a
vain folly. I have known a miniature pagoda with a hti complete,
erected over the ashes of a favourite disciple by a P'hungyi or Buddhist
monk" (Notes by Sir A. Phayre; J A. S. B. IV. as above, also V.
164, VI. 25 1 ;Mason's Burmah, 2d ed. p. 26.)
NOTE 3.-The
Gaur-Bos
Gaurus, or B. (Bibos) Cmyrons of
Hodgson--exists in certain forests of the Burmese territory ; and, in the
south at least, a wild ox nearer the domestic species, Bos Sondaiczrs.
Mr. Gouger, in his book The Prisoner in Burma, describes the rare
spectacle which he once enjoyed in the Tenasserim forests of a herd of
wild cows at graze. H e speaks of them as small and elegant, without
hump and of a light reddish dun colour (p. 326-7).

CHAPTER LV
CONCERNING
THE PROVINCE
OF BANGALA.

BANGALA
is a Province towards the south, which up t o the
year 1290, when the aforesaid Messer Marco Polo was still
at the Court of the Great Kaan, had not yet been conquered ;
but his armies had gone thither to make the conquest.
You must know that this province has a peculiar language,
and that the people are wretched Idolaters. They are
tolerably close to India. There are numbers of eunuchs
there, insomuch that all the Baroris who keep them get
them from that Province.'
The people have oxen as tall as elepliants, but not so
big.' They live on flesh and milk and rice. They grow
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cotton, in which they drive a great trade, and also spices
such as spikenard, galingale, ginger, sugar, and many other
sorts. And the people of India also come thither in search
of the eunuchs that I mentioned, and of slaves, male and
female, of which there are great numbers, taken fiom other
provinces with which those of the country are at war; and
these eunuchs and slaves are sold to t h e Indian and other
merchants who carry them thence for sale about the world.
There is nothing more to mention about this country,
so we will quit it, and I will tell you of another province
called Caugigu.

NOTE 1.-I do not think it probable that Marco even touched at any
port of Bengal on that mission to the Indian Seas of which we hear in
the prologue ; but he certainly never reached it from the Yunnan side, and
he had, as we shall presently see (infra, chap. lix note 6), a wrong
notion as to its positioa Indeed, if he had visited it at all, he would
have been aware that it was essentially a part of India, whilst in fact he
evidently regarded it as an Indo-Chinese region like Zardandan, Mien,
and Caugigu.
There is no notice, I believe, in any history, Indian or Chinese, of an
attempt by Kublai to conquer Bengal. The only such attempt by the
hfongols that we hear of is one mentioned by Firishta, as made by
way of Cathay and Tibet, during the reign of Aliuddin Musa'dd king of
Dehli, in 1 2 4 4 and stated to have been defeated by the local officers in
Bengal. But Mr. Edward Thomas tells me he has most distinctly
ascertained that this statement, which has misled every historian " from
Badauni and Firishtah to Briggs and Elphinstone," is founded purely on
an erroneous reading.
The date 1290 in the text would fix the period of Polo's final
departure from Peking, if the dates were not so generally corrupt.
The subject of the last part of this paragraph, recurred to in the
next, has been misunderstood and corrupted in Pauthier's text, and
partially in Kamusio's. 'I'hese make the escuilljs or cscoi/liez (vide
Ducatzge in v. Escorfafrrs, and Rnynouar, Lex. Rom. VI. I I) into s~/ro/ars
and what not. But on comparison of the passages in those two editions
with the Geographic Text one cannot doubt the correct reatling. As
to the fact that Bengal had an evil notoriety for this traffic, especially
the province of Silhet, see the Ayeen Akber-8,II. 9-1 I , Bnrbos~z'schapter
on Bengal, and D e Barros (Ralrrtrsio I. 3 I 6 ant1 39 1).
On the cheapness of slaves in Rengal, see Ibrt Bnflrfn, IV. 2 1 1 - 1 2 .
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H e says people from Persia used to call Bengal Dtiwkhpur-i nr'amat,
';a hell crammed with good things."
NOTE 2.-'' Big as elephants" is only a fa(on & p a r k , but Marsden
quotes modern exaggerations as to the height of the A m or wild
buffalo, more specific and extravagant. The unimpeachable authority
of Mr. Hodgson tells us that the Arna in the Nepal Tarai sometimes
does reach a height of 6 f t 6 in. at the shoulder, with a length of
10ft. 6 in. (excluding tail), and horns of 6 ft. 6 in. (J A. S. B., XVI.
7 I 0). Marco, however, seems to be speaking of domestic cattle. Some
of the breeds of Upper India are very tall and noble animals, far surpassing in height any European oxen known to me ; but in modem
times these are rarely seen in Bengal, where the cattle are poor and
stunted. The Airr Akbari, however, speaks of Sharifabad in Bellgal,
which appears to have corresponded to modem Burdwan, as producing
very beautiful white oxen of great size, and capable of carrying a load
of 15 mans, which at Prinsep's estimate of Akbar's man would be about
Goo lbs.

C H A P T E R LVI.
DISCOUR~ES
OF

THE

PROVINCE
OF

CAUCIGU.

CAUG~G
is Ua province towards the east, which has a king.'
The people are Idolaters, and have a language of their own.
They have made their submission to the Great Kaan, and
send him tribute every year. And let me tell you their
king is so given to luxury that he hath at the least 300
wives ; for whenever he hears of any beautiful woman in
the land, he takes and marries her.
They find in this country a good deal of gold, and
they also have great abundance of spices. But they are
such a long way from the sea that the products are of
little value, and thus their price is low. They have
elephants in great numbers, and other cattle of sundry
kinds, and plenty of game. They live on flesh and milk
and rice, and have wine made of rice and good spices.
The whole of the people, or nearly so, have their skin
marked with the needle in patterns representing lions,
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dragons, birds, and what not, done in such a way that it
can never be obliterated. This work they cause to be
wrought over face and neck and chest, arms and hands,
and belly, and, in short, the whole body; and they look
on it as a token of elegance, so that those who have the
largest amount of this embroidery are regarded with the
greatest admiration.
NOTE 1.-NO province mentioned by Marco has given rise to wider
and wilder conjectures than this, Cangr'Jru as it has been generally
printed. John de Barros shows some acumen in identifying it with ":he
country of the Gueoni, a people who are found to the north of the Laosn
(Dec. 111. 1. ii. cap. 5). Gtrion is however, according to the Abbd Desgodins of the French missions, the Tibetan name of the Mossos, a people
who formerly had an independent kingdom about Likiangfu.
M. Pauthier, who sees in it Laos, or rather one of the states of
Laos, which is called in the Chinese histories Pajesifir, seems to have
formed the most probable opinion hitherto propounded by any editor
of Polo. I have no doubt that Laos or some part of that region is
meant to be describe, and that Pauthier is right regarding the general
direction of the course here taken as being through the regions east of
Burma, in a north-easterly direction up into Kwei-chau. But we shall
be able to review the geography of this tract better, as a whole, at a
point more advanced. I shall then speak of the name CAUGIGU,
and
why 1 prefer this reading of it.
I do not believe, for reasons which will also appear further on, that
Polo is now following a route which he had traced in person, unless it
be in the latter part of it.
M. Pauthier, from certain indications in a Chinese work, fixes on
Chiangmai or Kiang-mai, the Zimmc! of the Burmese (in about Latitude
18' 48' and Long. 99O 30') as the capital of the I'apesifu and of the
Caugigu of our text. It can scarcely however be the latter, unless we
throw over entirely all the intervals stated in Polo's itinerary; and M.
Gamier informs me that he has evidence that the capital of the Papesifu
at this time was M~ang- Yong, a little to the southeast of Kiang-Tung,
where he has seen its ruins., That the people called by the Chinese
Papesifu were of the great race of Laotians, Shans, or Thai, is very certain
from the vocabulary of their language published by Klaproth.
Pauthier's Chinese authority gives a puerile interpretation of PapPsvu
'

Indeed documents in Klaproth's Asia Polyglotfa show that the Pap/ state was
I observe that the River running to the east of
Pu-eul and Ssemao (Puer and Esmok) is called Papi.#-Kiang.

also called ilfitang Yong (p. 364-5).
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as signifying " the kingdom of the 800 wives," and says it was called so
because the Prince maintained that establishment This may be an indication that there were popular stories about the numerous wives of the
King of I,aos, such as Polo had heard ; but the interpretation is doubtless
rubbish, like most of the so-called etymologies of proper names applied by
the Chinese to foreign regions. At best these seem to be merely a kind
of Memmia Technics, and often probably bear no more relation to the
name in its real meaning than Swift's All-eggs-undr-f~1~-graie
bears to
Alexander Magnus. How such " etymologies" arise is obvious from the
nature of the Chinese system of writing. If we also had to express
proper names by combining monosyllabic words already existing in
English, we should in fact be obliged to write the name of the Macedonian hero much as SwiR travestied it. As an example we may give the
Chinese name of Java, Kwawa, which signifies L L g ~ ~ r d - ~and
~ ~was
nd,h
given to that Island, we are told, because the voice of its inhabitants is
very like that of a dry gourd rolled upon the ground ! The explanation
that Tungking was called Kiaochi, meaning " crossed-toes," because the
people exhibited that phenomenon, is probably equally puerile. As
another example, less ridiculous but not more true, Chin-fan, representing the Indian name of China, Chinasfhcfna, is explained to mean
" Eastem-Dawn " (Aurore Orienfnle.) (Amyot, XIV. I O I ;Klopr. Mim.
111. 268.)
The states of Laos are shut out from the sea in the manner indicated;
they abound in domestic elephants to an extraordinary extent : and the
pedple do tattoo themselves in various degrees, most of all (as M. Garnier
tells me) about Kiang Hung. The sole of tattooing which the text
describes is quite that of the Burmese, in speaking of whom Polo has
omitted to mention the custom : " Every male Burman is tattooed in his
boyhood from the middle to the knees; in fact he has a pair of breeches
tattooed on him. The pattern is a fanciful medley of animals and arabesques, but it is scarcely distinguishable, save as a general tint, except on
a fair skin." (Mission to Ava, I 5 r .)

C H A P T E R LVII.
CONCERNING
T H E PROVINCE
OF ANIN.

ANINis a Province towards the east, the people of which
are subject to the Great Kaan, and are Idolaters. They live
The
women wear on the legs and arms bracelets of gold and
silver of great value, and the men wear such as are even yet

by cattle and tillage, and have a peculiar language.
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more costly. They have plenty of horses which they sell
in great numbers to the Indians, making a great profit
thereby. And they have also vast herds of buffaloes and
oxen, having excellent pastures for these. They have likewise all the necessaries of life in abundance.'
Now you must know that between Anin and Caugigu,
which we have left behind us, there is a distance of [zs]
days' journey;' and from Caugigu to Bangala, the third
province in our rear, is 30 days*journey. W e shall now
leave Anin and proceed to another province which is some
8 days*journey further, always going eastward.
NOTE 1.-Ramusio, the printed text of the Soc de Gographie, and
most editions have Amu; Pauthier reads Aniu, and considers the name
to represent Tungking or Annam, called also N a n y d . The latter
word he supposes to be converted into any^, Anirr. And accordingly
he carries the traveller to the capital of Tungking.
Leaving the name for the present, according to the scheme of the
route as I shall try to explain it below, I should seek for Amu or Aniu
or Anin in the extreme southeast of Yunnan. A part of this region has
for the first time been traversed by the officers of the recent French
expedition up the Mekong, who visited Sheu-ping, Lin-ngan and the
upper valley of the River of Tungking on their way to Yunnan-fu. T o
my question whether the description in the text, of Aniu or Anin and its
fine pastures, applied to the tract just indicated, Lieut. Gamier replied
on the whole favourably (see further on), proceeding : " The population
about Sheuping is excessively mixt. On market days at that town one
sees a gathering of wild people in great number and variety, and whose
costumes are highly picturesque, as well as often very rich There are the
Pa-iswho are also found again higher up, the No-nhi, the Khfo, the
Lopi, the Shenfsnr. These tribes appear to be allied in part to the Iaotians, in part to the Kakhyens. . . . . The wilder races about Sheuping
are remarkably handsome, and you see there types of women exhibiting
an extraordinary regularity of feature, and at the same time a complexion
surprisingly white. The Chinese look quite an inferior race beside
them. . . I may add that all these tribes, especially the Ho-nhi and
the Pai, wear large amounts of silver ornament ; great collars of silver
round the neck, as well as on the legs and arms."
Though the whiteness of the people of Anin is not noticed by Polo,
the distinctive manner in which he speaks in the next chapter of the
dark complexion of the tribes described therein seems to indicate the
probable omission of the opposite trait here.

.

.
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The prominent position assigned in M. Gamier's remarks to a race
called Hmhi first suggested to me that the reading of the text should be
ANINinstead of Aniu. And as a matter of fact this seems to my eyes
to be clearly the reading of the Paris Livrc des Mcnaiffes (Pauthier's
MS. B), while the Paris No. 563 1 (Pauthier's A) has Auin, and what may
be either Aniu or Anin. Anyn is also found in the Latin Brandenburg
MS. of Pipino's version collated by Andrew Miiller, to which however
we cannot ascribe much weight. But the two words are so nearly identical in medieval writing, and so little likely to be discriminated by
scribes who had nothing to guide their discrimination, that one need not
hesitate to adopt that which is supported by argument. In reference to
the suggested identity of Anin and Honhi, M. Garnier writes again :
" All that Polo has said regarding the country of Aniu, though not containing anything very characteristic, may apply perfectly to the different
indigenous tribes, at present subject to the Chinese, which are dispersed
over the country from Talon to Sheuping and Lin-ngan. These tribes
bearing the names (given above) relate that they in other days formed
an independent state, to which they give the name of APirang Shung.
Where this Muang was situated there is no knowing. These tribes
have langag p a r euLr as Marco Polo says, and silver ornaments are
worn by them to this day in extraordinary profusion ; more however by
the women than the men. They have plenty of horses, buffaloes and
oxen, and of sheep as well. I t was the first locality in which the latter
were seen. The plateau of Lin-ngan affords pasture-grounds which are
exceptionally good for that part of the world.
" Beyond Lin-ngan we find the Honhi, properly so called, no longer.
But ought one to lay much stress on mere names which have undergone
so many changes, and of which so many have been borne in succession
by all those places and peoples? . . I will content xnyself with
reminding you that the town of Homi-cherr near Lin-ngan in the days of
the Yuen bore the name of Np-ning"
Notwithstanding M. Gamier's caution, I am strongly inclined to
believe that ANINrepresents either HONHIor NGONING,
if indeed these
names be not identical. For on reference to Biot I see that the first
syllable of the modem name of the town which M. Garnier writes Homi,
is expressed by the same character as the first syllable of Nconing.

. .

NOTE2.-All
the French MSS. and other texts except Ramusio's
read 15. We adopt Ramusio's reading, 2 5 , for reasons which will
appear below.
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C H A P T E R LVIII.
CONCERNING
THE PROVINCE
OF COLOMAN.

COLOMAN
is a province towards the east, the people of
which are Idolaters and have a peculiar language, and are
subject to the Great Kaan. They are a [tall and] very
handsome people, though in complexion brown rather than
white, and are good soldiers.' They have a good many
towns, and a vast number of villages, among great mountains, and in strong positions.'
When any of them die, the bodies are burnt, and then
they take the bones and put them in little chests. These
are carried high up the mountains, and placed in great
caverns, where they are hung up in such wise that neither
man nor beast can come at them.
A good deal of gold is found in the country, and for
petty traffic they use porcelain shells such as I have told
you of before. All these provinces that I have been speaking of, to wit Bangala and Cauggu and Anin, employ for
currency porcelain shells and gold. There are merchants
in this country who are very rich and dispose of large
quantities-of goods. The people live on flesh and rice and
milk, and brew their wine from rice and excellent spices.

NOTE 1.-The only MSS. that afford the reading Coloman or Choloman instead of Toloman or Tholoman, are the Bern MS., which has Cobman in the initial word of the chapter, Paris MS. 5649 (Pauthier's C)
which has Coloman in the Table of Chapters, but not in the text, the
Bodleian, and the Brandenburg MS. quoted in the last note. These vari
ations in themselves have little weight. But the confusion between c and
f in medieval MSS. when dealing with strange names is so constant that I
have ventured to make the correction, in strong conviction that it is the
right reading. M. Pauthier indeed, after speaking of tribes called Lo on the
south-west of China adds, "on les nommait To-lo-man (' les nornbreux Barbares Lo')." Were this latter statement founded on actual evidence we
might retain that form which is the usual reading. But I apprehend from
the manner in which M. Pauthier produces it, without corroborative quo-
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tation, that he is rather hazarding a conjecture than speaking with a u t h e
rity. Be that as it may, it is impossible that Polo's Toloman or Coloman
should h a ~ ebeen in the south of Kwangsi where Pauthier locates it.
On the other hand we find tribes of both Kolo and Kihlau Barbarians
(i.e. Mdn, whence KOLO-MXNor Kihlau-mdn) very numerous on the
frontier of Kweichau (see Bn'dgman's t r a d of Truct on 1Whautsze, pp.
265, 269, 270, 272, 273, 274, 275, 278, 279, 280). Among these the
Kolo, described as No. 38 in that Tract, appear to me from various particulars to be the most probable representatives of the Coloman of Polo,
notwithstanding the sentence with which the description opens : " Kolo
originally called Luluh; the modem designation Kolo is incorrect."*
They are at present found in the prefecture of Tating (one of the
departments of Kweichau towards the Yunnan side). " They are t 4 of
a rinrk complexion, with sunken eyes, aquiline nose, wear long whiskers,
and have the beard shaved off above the mouth. They pay great
deference to demons, and on that account are sometimes called 'Dragons
of Lo.' . . . . At the present time these Kolo are divided into 48 clans,
the elders of which are called Chieftains (lit. ' Head-and-Eyes 3 and are
of nine grades. . . . T'ne men bind their hair into a tuft with blue cloth
and make it fast on the forehead like a horn. Their upper dresses are
short, with large sleeves, and their lower garments are fine blue. \%'hen
one of the chieftains dies, all that were under him are assembled together
clad in amour and on horseback. Having dressed his corpse in silk
and woollen robes, they bum it in the open country ; then, invoking the
departed spirit, they inter the ashes. Their attachment to him as their
sole master is such that nothing can drive or tempt them from their
allegiance. Their large bows, long spears, and s h a 6 swords, are strong
and well-wrought. They train excellent horses, love archery and hunting ; and so expert are they in tactics that their soldiers rank as the best
anrorzg all the umivilizelt tribes. There is this proverb : ' The Lo
Dragons of Shwui-si rap the head and strike the tail' which is intended
to indicate their celerity in defence." ( B r i d p a n , p. 272-3.)
The character Lo, here applied in the Chinese Tract to these people,
is the same as that in the name of the Kwangsi Lo of M. Pauthier.
I append a cut (next page) from the drawing representing these
Kolo-man in the original work from which Bridgman translated, which
is in the possession of Dr. Lockhart.

.

NOTE 2.-Magaillans, speaking of the semi-independent tribes of
Kweichau and Kwangsi says : "Their towns are usually so girt by high
mountains and scarped rocks that it seems as if nature had taken a
pleasure in fortifying them" (1). 43).

* On the other hand M.Gamier writes: " I do not know any name at all like
Ablu, cxcept Lolu, the generic name given I)y the Chinese to the wild tribes of Yunnan."
Does not this look as if Ablu were really the old name, Lt~lrtlror Lolo the later ?
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The Koloman, after a Chinese drawing.
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CHAPTER LIX.
CONCERNING
THE

PROVINCE OF CUIJU.

CUIJUis a province towards the East. After leaving Coloman you travel along a river for 1 2 days, meeting with a
good number of towns and villages, but nothing worthy of
particular mention. After you have travelled those twelve
days along the river you come to a great and noble city
.
which is called FUNGUL.'
T h e people are Idolaters and subject to the Great Kaan,
and live by trade and handicrafts. You must know they
manufacture stuffs of the bark of certain trees which form
very fine summer clothing.' They are good soldiers, and
have paper-money. For you must understand that henceforward we are in the countries where the Great Kaan's
paper-money is current.
T h e country swarms with lions to that degree that
no man can venture to sleep outside his house at night.'
Moreover when you travel on that river, and come to a halt
at night, unless you keep a good way from the bank the
lions will spring on the boat and snatch one of the crew
and make off with him and devour him. And but for a
certain help that the inhabitants enjoy, no one could
venture to travel in that province, because of the multitude
of those lions, and because of their strength and ferocity.
But you see they have in this province a large breed of
dogs, so fierce and bold that two of them together will
attack a lion.' So every inan who goes a journey takes
with him a couple of those dogs, and when a lion appears
they have at him with the greatest boldness, and the lion
turns on them, but can't toucll them for they are very
deft at eschewing his blows. So they follow him, perpetually giving tongue, and watching their chance to give
him a bite in the rump or in the thigh, or wherever they
may. The lion makes no reprisal except now and then to
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turn fiercely on them, and then indeed were he to catch the
dogs it would be all over with them, but they take good care
that he shall not. So, to escape the dogs' din, the lion makes
off, and gets into the wood, where mayhap he stands at bay
against a tree to have his rear protected frotn their annoyance. And when the travellers see the lion in this plight they
take to their bows, for they are capital archers, and shoot their
arrows at him till he falls dead. And 'tis thus that travellers
in those parts do deliver themselves from those lions.
They have a good deal of silk and other products
which are carried up and down, by the river of which we
spoke, into various quarters.'
You travel along the river for twelve days more, finding a good uiany towns all along, and the people always
Idolaters, and subject to the Great Kaan, with paper-money
current, and living by trade and handicrafis. There are
also plenty of fighting men. And after travelling those
I z days you arrive at the city of Sindafu of which we spoke
in this book some time ago.b
From Sindafu you set out again and travel some 70
days through the provinces and cities and towns which we
have already visited, and all which have been already
particularly spoken of in our Book. At the end of those
70 days you come to Juju where we were before.
From Juju you set out again and travel four days
towards the south, finding nlany towns and villages. The
people are great trader; and craftsmen, are all Idolaters,
and use the paper money of the Great Kaan their Sovereign.
At the end of those four days you come to the city of
Cacanfu belonging to the province of Cathay, and of it I
shall now speak.
NOTE1.-In spite of difficulties which beset the subject (see note 6
below) the view of Pauthier, suggested doubtingly by Marsden, that this
is the province of KWEICHAU,
seems the only admissible one. As the
latter observes, the re:lppearance of paper-moncy shows that we have got
back into a province of China Proper. Such, Yunnan, recently concluered
from n Shan prince, could not be consitlered.
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The city of F u n p l is by Pauthier identified with one which stood
about 30 m. north of Kweiyangfu the present capital, and which was
the head of a district called TAWANKOLO,
of which he supposes Fungul
to be a corruption.
The name is, however, even more suggestive of Phungun, which
under the Mongols was the head of a district called PHUNGAN-LU.I t
was founded by that dynasty, and was regarded as an important position
for the command of the three provinces Kweichau, Kwangsi and
Yunnan. (Biof, p. I 68 ; Martini, p. 137.)
NOTE2.-Several Chinese ~ l a n t safford a fibre from the bark. and
some of these are manufactured into what we call pss-cloths. The
light smooth textures so called are termed by the Chinese Wiapu or
' I summer cloths."
Kweichau produces such. But perhaps that specially
intended is a species of hemp (Urfica Nivea 1) of which M. Perny of the
R. C. Missions says, in his notes on Kweichau : " It affords a texture
which may be compared to batiste. This has the notable property of
keeping
- - so cool that many people cannot wear it even in the hot
weather. Generally it is used only for summer clothing." (Dirf. des
Tisnrs, VI I. 404 ; Chin. Repos. XV I I I. 2 I 7 and 5 2 9 ; Ann. de la Prof.
de la Foi, XXXI. 137.)
NOTE 3.-Tigers of course are meant (see srrpm, vol. i. p. 352).
M. Perny speaks of Tigers in the mountainous parts of Kweichau.
(Ibid.139.)
NOTE4.-These great dogs were noticed by Lieut. (now General)
Macleod, in his journey to Kiang Hung on the great River Mekong, as
accompanying the caravans of Chinese traders on their way to the
Siamese territory (see JPaclcoZs journal, p. 66).
NOTE5.-Martini says silk is not produced in Kweichau. But M.
Perny writes that the trade in silk is an important branch of commerce
in Upper Kweichau ; it is however the silk of the oak-leaf silkworm
(14. s. 136).
NOTE6.-lye have now got back to Sindafu, i.e. Chingtufu in
Ssechuen, and are better able to review the geography of the track we
have been following. I do not find it possible to solve all its difficulties.
'The different provinces treated of in the chapters from Iv. to lix are
strung by Marco upon an easterly, or, as we must interpret, north-easterly
line of travel, real or hypothetical. Their names and intervals are as
follows : (I) Bangala; whence 30 marches to (2) Carlgigu ; 25 marches
to (3) Anin ; 8 marches to (4) Toloman or Coloman ; 1 2 days along a
river to the city of Fungul, Sinugul (or what not) ill (5) Cuiju ; 12 days
further, on or along the same river, to (6) Chingtufu. Total from & ~ n gala to Chingtufu 87 days.
I have said that the line of travel is real or hypothetical, for no douljt
a large part of it was only founder1 on hearsay. We last left our traveller
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pcr saltunr with no indication of the interval, and its position is entirely
misapprehended. Marco conceives of it, not as in India, but as being,
like Mien, a province on the confines of India, as being under the same
King as Mien, as lying to the south of that kingdom, and as being at the
(south) western extremity of a great traverse line which runs (north)
east into Kweichau and Ssechuen. All these conditions point consistently
to one locality; that however is not Bengal but P e p . On the other
hand the circumstances of manners and products, so far as they go, do
belong to Bengal. I conceive that Polo's information regarding these
was derived from persons who had really visited Bengal by sea, but that
he had confounded what he so heard of the Delta of the Ganges with
what he heard on the Yunnan frontier of the Delta of the Irawadi. It
is just the same kind of error that is made about those great Eastern
Rivers by Fra Mauro in his Map. And possibly the name of Pegu
(in Burmese Ba@h) may have contributetl to his error, as well as the
probable fact that the Kings of Burma did at this time claim to be
Kings of Bengal, whilst they actually were Kings of Pegu.
Cauggu.-We have seen reason to agree with M. Pauthier that the
description of this region points to Laos, though we cannot with him
assign it to Kiang-mai. Even if it be identical with the Papesifu of the
Chinese, we have seen that the centre of that state may be placed at
Muang Yong not far from the Mekong. But I am not convinced of
this identity, and pcssibly Caugigu is to be placed still nearer the Chinese
and Tungking territory, say at Kiang Hung.
As regards the name, it is possible that it may represent some specific
name of the Upper Laos territory. But I am inclined to believe that
we art: dealing with a case of erroneous geographical perspective like
that of Bangala ;and that whilst the circumstances belong to Upper Laos,
the name, read as I read it CaugiSu (or Cavgigu), is no other than the
Kafchihie of Rashiduddin, the name applied by him to Tungking, and
representing the K I A O C H I - ~ w
off the Chinese. D'Anville's Atlas brings
Kiaochi up to the Mekong in immediate contact with Chcli or Kiang
Hung. I -had come to the conclusion that Caugigu was probab(y the
correct reading before I was aware that it is an actual reatling of the
Geog. Text more than once, of Pauthier's A more than once, of Pauthier's C a t least once and possibly twice, and of the Bern MS. ; all which
I have ascertained from personal examination of those manuscripts..
Anin or Aniu.-I
have already pointed out that I seek this in the
territory about Lin-ngan and Homi. In relation to this hf. Garnier
writes : " I n starting from hf. Yong, or even if you prefer it from Xieng
Hung (Kiang Hung of our Maps) . . . it wo~lldbe physically impossible in 25 days to get beyond the arc which I have laid down on your
map (viz., extending a few miles N.E. of Homi). ahere are scarcely

.

* A passing suggestion of the identity of Kafche Kue nnd Cnugiy is made l>y
D'Ohsson, and I formerly objected (see Cofhn,~,p. 272).
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any roads in those mountains, and easy lines of communication begin
only aftrr you have got to the Lin-ngan territory. In Marco Polo's
days things were certainly not better, but the reverse. All that has been
done of consequence in the way of roads, posts, and organisation in the
part of Yunnan between Lin-ngan ant1 Xieng Hung, dates in some
degree from the Yuen, but in a far greater degree from Kanghi." Hence
even with the Ramusian reading of the itinerary we cannot place Anin
much beyond the position indicated already.
Koloman.-We have seen that the position of this region is probably
near the western frontier of Kweichau. Adhering to Homi as the representative of Anin, and to the 8 days' journey of the text, a probable
position of Koloman would be about Lo-ping, which according to Petermann's map lies about loo English miles in a straight line N.E. from
Homi. The first character of the name here is again the same as the
Lo of the Kolo tribes.
Beyond this point the difficulties of devising an interpretation, consistent at once with facts and with the text as it stands, become very
serious, perhaps insuperable.
The narrative demands that from Koloman we should reach FunpZ,
the chief city of Cuiju, by travelling 1 2 days along a river, and that
Fungul should be within I z days' journey of Chingtufu, along the same
river, or at least along rivers connected with it.
It does not seem possible to reconcile M. Pauthier's Tawankolo,
which otherwise has a good deal to recommend it, with these conditions.
Having referred the difficulty to M. Gamier, that officer favoured me
with a note, in which he fully discusses the question, and rejects the route
by the U-kiang or River of Kweichau as impossible in the time stated.
H e then proceeds : "There are three navigable rivers to the west of the
U-kiang. 'That one which enters the Kiang a little above Siu-cheu-fu,
the River of L o u r a t o ~ which
~ ~ ~ ~ ,was descended by our party, has a branch
to the eastward which is navigable up to about the latitude of Chao-tong.
Is not this probal~lyhiarco Polo's route? It is to this day a line much
frequented, and one on which great works have been executed ; among
others two iron suspension bridges, works truly gigantic for the country
in which we find them.
" T o allow of this solution we must indeed . . . . suppose that the
journey from Toloman to Fungul is trot by the river, and that only some
little way after leaving the latter point the traveller falls in with the
eastern branch of the Lowatong River. The ramifications of the rivers
between \Veining, Loping, and Kweiyang are very obscure. That space
includes lakes, rivers which lose themselves and reappear, and a tableland of considerable extent above Weining. Water travelling is often
easy, and even when interrupted can be resumed after a single day's
journey or less. Marco Polo's 1 2 days' journey might be of this kind."
An extract from a Chinese Itinerary of this route, which M. Garnier
has since communicated to me, shows that at a point 4 days from
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Weining the traveller may embark and continue his voyage to any
point on the great Kiang.
In this direction then it is probable that Polo's route to Chingtufu
should be sought. And I may point out another river (Ngiu Lan Kiang)
to the west of Weining, which hl. Garnier states to be navigable, and which
would afford a still more direct route to the Kinsha Kiang. The latter
indeed is not now navigated in that quarter, but this is I believe owing to
no natural obstacle, but to the dread of the savage tribes upon the banks.
My theory of Polo's actual journey would be that he returned from
Yunnanfu to Chingtufu through some part of the province of Kweichau,
perhaps only its western extremity, but that he spoke of Caugigu, and
probably of Anin, as he did of Bangala, from report only. And, in
recapitulation, I would identify provisionally the localities spoken of in
this difficult itinerary as follows : Caugigu with Kiang Hung ; Anin with
Homi ; Culuman with Loping ; Fungul with Phungan-Iu on the western
border of Kweichau, which is Cuiju.
NOTE7. Here the Traveller gets back to the road-bifurcation near
Juju, i.c. Chochau (ante, p. 4), and thence commences to travel southward.

C r o s on the Slonument at Singanfu (actual \ile). (rrrpra, p. th'.

H 2

PAKT111.-JOURNEY
SOUTHWARD THROUGH
E A S T E R N PROVINCES O F CATHAY A N D
MANZI.
--

-

-

C H A P T E R LX.
CONCERNING
THE CITIES OF CACANFUA N D OF CHANGLU.

CACANFU
is a noble city. The people are Idolaters and
burn their dead; they have paper-money, and live by
trade and handicrafts. For they have plenty of silk from
which they weave stuffs of silk and gold, and sendals in
large quantities. [There are also certain Christians at this
place, who have a church.] And the city is at the head
of an important territory containing numerous towns and
villages. [A great river passes through it, on which much
merchandize is carried to the city of Cambaluc, for by
many channels and canals it is connected therewith.']
W e will now set forth again, and travel three days
towards the south, and then we come to a town called
CHANGLU.This is another great city belonging to the
Great Kaan, and to the province of Cathay. T h e people
have paper-money, and are Idolaters and burn their dead.
And you must know they make salt in great quantities at
this place ; I will tell you how 'tis done?
A kind of earth is found there which is exceedingly
salt. This they dig up and pile in great heaps. Upon
these heaps they pour water in quantities till it runs out
at the bottom ; and then they take up this water and boil it
well in great iron cauldrons, and as it cools it deposits a
fine white salt in very small grains. This salt they then
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carry about for sale to many neighbouring districts, and
get great profit thereby.
There is nothing else worth mentioning, so let us go
forward five days' journey, and we shall come to a city
called Chinangli.
NOTE 1.-In the greater part of the journey which occupies the
remainder of Book II., Pauthier is a chief authority, owing to his
industrious Chinese reading and citation. Most of his identifications
seem well founded, though sometimes we shall be constrained to dissent
from them widely. A considerable number have been anticipated.by
former editors, but even in such cases he is often able to bring forward
new grounds.
CACANFU
is HOKIANFU
in Pecheli, 52 m. in a direct line south by
east of Chochau. This is recognized by Marsden and Murray. I t
was the head of one of the Lu or circuits into which the Mongols
divided China. (Paufhicr.)
NOTE 2.-Marsden
and Murray have identified Changlu with
THSANG-CHAU
in Pecheli, about 30 m. east by south of Hokianfu. This
seems substantially right, but Pauthier shows that there was an old
town actually called CHANGLU,
separated from Thsangchau only by the
great canal.
The manner of obtaining salt described in the text is substantially
the same as one described by Duhalde, and by one of the missionaries,
as being employed near the mouth of the Yangtse-kiang. There is a
town of the third order some miles south-east of Thsangchau, called
Yen-s/wn or "salt-hill," and according to Pauthier Thsangchau is the
mart for salt produced there. (Duhaldt in Astllgr, IV. 3 10; L t t t r e ~
Ed$ XI. 2 6 7 scqp. ;Biot, p. 283.)
Polo here introduces a remark about the practice of burning the
dead, which with the notice of the idolatry of the people, and their use
of paper-money, constitutes a formula which he repeats all through the
Chinese provinces with wearisome iteration.
A great change seems to have come over Chinese custom since the
middle ages, in regard to the disposal of the dead. Cremation seems
to be now entirely disused except in two cases ; one, that of the obsequies of a Buddhist priest, and the other that in which the coffin instead
of being buried has been exposed in the fields, and in the lapse of time
has become decayed. But it is impossible to reject the evidence that
it was a common practice in Polo's age. H e repeats the assertion that
it was the custom at every stage of his journey through Eastern China ;
though perhaps his taking absolutely no notice of the practice of burial
is an instance of that imperfect knowledge of strictly Chinese peculiarities which has been elsewhere ascribed to him. It is the case, how-
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ever, that the author of the Book of the Estate of the Great Kaan (circa
1330) also speaks of cremation as the usual Chinese practice, and that
Ibn Batuta says positively : " The Chinese are infidels and idolaters,
and they bum their dead after the manner of the Hindus." This is all
the more curious, because the Arab Relafiurrs of the 9th century say
distinctly that the Chinese buried their dead, though they often kept the
body long (as they do still) before doing so ; and there is no mishking
the description which Conti (15th century) gives of the Chinese mode
of sepulture. Mendoza, in the 16th century, alludes to no ciisposal of
the dead except by burial, but Semedo in the early part of the 17th says
that bodies were occasionally burnt, especially in Ssechuen.
And it is very worthy of note that the Chinese envoy to Chinla
(Katboja) in 1295, an individual who may have personally known Marco
Polo, in speaking of the custom prevalent there of exposing the dead,
adds : " There are some however who bum their dead. These are all
desrcrm'anfs of Chinese emigrants."
(BuoZiffle, 190 ; D e g u e e s , I. 69 ; Cathay, p. 247, 479 ; Rcinaud,
I. 56 ; India in XVfh Cerzfury, p. 23 ; Semc~io,p. 95 ; R2nr. AfeL Asiaf.
I. 128.)

C H A P T E K LXI.
CONCERNING
THE CITY O F CAINANGLI,
AND THAT
T H E REBELLION
OF LITAN.

OF

TAI)INFU,
ANI)

CHINANGLI
is a city of Cathay as you go south, and it
belongs to the Great Kaan ; the people are Idolaters, and
have paper-money. There runs through the city a great
and wide river, on which a large traffic in silk goods and
spices and other costly merchandize passes up and down.
W h e n you travel south from Chinangli for five days,
you meet everywhere with fine towns and villages, the
people of which are all Idolaters, and burn their dead, and
are subject to the Great Kaan, and have paper-money, and
live by trade and handicrafts, and have all the necessaries
of life in great abundance. But there is nothing particular
t o mention on the way till you come, at the end of those
five days, to T l i ~ r ; u ~ u . '
This, you must know, is a very great city, and in oltl
times was the seat of a great kingdom ; but the Great
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Kaan conquered it by force of arms. Nevertheless it is
still the noblest city in all those provinces. There are very
great merchants here, who trade on a great scale, and the
abundance of silk is something marvellous. They have
also most charming gardens abounding with fruit of large
size. This city of Tadinfu hath also under its rule eleven
imperial cities of great importance, all of which enjoy a
large and profitable trade, owing to that immense produce
of silk.'
brow you must know that in the year of Christ 1273
the Great Kaan had sent a certain Baron called LI;TAN
SANGON,'
with some 80,000 horse, to this province and city
to garrison them. And afier the said captain had tarried
there a while, he formed a disloyal and traitorous plot, and
stirred up the great men of the province to rebel against
the Great Kaan. And so they did; for they broke into
revolt against their sovereign lord, and refused all obedience
to him, and made this Liytan, whom their sovereign had
sent thither for their protection, to be the chief of their
revolt.
When the Great Kaan heard thereof he straightway
despatched two of his Barons, one of whom was called
;4 giving them ~oo,ooo
AGUILand the other MONGOTAY
horse and a great force of infantry. But the &air was a
serious one, for the Barons were met by the rebel Liytan
with all those whom he had collected from the province,
mustering more than ~oo,ooohorse and a large force of
foot. Nevertheless in the battle Liytan and his party were
utterly routed, and the two Barons whom the Emperor had
sent won the victory. When the news came to the Great
Kaan he was right well pleased, and ordered that all the
chiefs who had rebelled, or excited others to rebel, should
be put to a cruel death, but that those of lower rank should
receive a pardon. And so it was done. T h e two Barons
had all the leaders of the enterprise put to a cruel death,
ancl all those of lower rank were pardoned. And thence-
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forward they conducted themselves with loyalty towards
their lord.'
Kow having told you all about this affair, let us have
done with it, and I will tell you of another place that you
come to in going south, which is called SINJU-MATU.
NOTE 1.-There seems to be no solution to the difficulties attaching
to the account of these two cities (Chinangli and Ihdinfu) except that
the two have been confounded, either by a lapse of memory on the
traveller's part or by a misunderstanding on that of Rusticiano.
and name of CHINANGLI
point, as Pauthier has shown,
The
to THSINAN-FU,
the chief city of Shantung. The second city is called
in the G. Text and Pauthier's MSS. Candinfu, Condinfu, and Cundinftc,
names which it has not been found possible to elucidate. But adopting
the reading Tadinjrr of some of the old printed editions (supported by
the fidinfu of Ramusio and the Tandrifu of the Riccardian MS.),
Pauthier shows that the city now called Yencharr bore under the Kin the
name of TAITINGFU,
which may fairly thus bc recognized.
It was not however Yencheu, but Thsinanfi, which was " the noblest
city in all those provinces," ant1 had been "in old times the seat of a
kingdom," as well as recently the scene of the episode of Litan's rebellion. Thsinan-fu lies in a direct line 86 miles south of Thsangchau
(Changlc), near the banks of the Tathsing-ho, a large river which communicates with the great canal near Thsiningchau, and which was, no
doubt, of greater importance in Polo's time than in the last six centuries.
For up nearly to the origin of the Mongol power it appears to have
been one of the main discharges of the Hoang-Ho. The recent changes
in that river have again brought its main stream into the same channel,
and the " New Yellow River" passes three or four miles to the north of
the city. Thsinanfu has only recently been revisited by European
travellers, who report it as still a place of importance, with a considerable display of life, several fine temples, and all the furniture of a provincial capital. (Rezl. A. JViifiamson in J N: China BY.R. As. Soc. for
Dec. 1867, p. 58.)
NOTE 2.-The
older modern accounts speak only of the wildsilk
of Shantung. But hIr. 1Villiarnson points out that there is an extensive
produce from the genuine mulberry silkworm, and anticipates a very
important trade in Shantung silk. The Chinese annals more than aoob
years B.C. speak of silk as an article of tribute from Shantung. Evidently
in the middle 'ages it was one of the provinces most noted for that
article. Compare the quotation in note on next chapter from Friar
Odoric ( Wiiiiamson irr J. N Ch. Br. R. A. S., Dec. 1866, p. 24.)

NOTE3.-The

title Sn~~gotr
is, as Pauthier points out, the Chinese
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John Bell calls an officer bearing

NOTE4.-AGUL was the name of a distant cousin of Kublai who was
the father of Nayan (srrpra, ch. ii. and Genealogy of the House of Chinghiz
in Appendix A.). MANGKUTAI,
under Kublai, held the command of
the third Hazara of the right wing, in which he had succeeded his
father Jedi Noyan. H e was greatly distinguished in the invasion of
South China under Bayan. (Bmdmann's Tmrudwiin, p. 220, 455 ;
GaubiZ, p. 160.)
NOTE 5.-LITAN, a Chinese of high military position and reputation under the Mongols, in the early part of Kublai's reign commanded
the troops in Shantung and the conquered parts of Kiangnan. In the
beginning of 1262 he carried out a design that he had entertained since
~ u b l a i ' saccession, declared for the Sung Emperor to whom he gave up
several important places, put detached Mongol garrisons to the sword,
and fortified Thsinan and Thsingchau. Kublai despatched Prince Apichc!
and the General Ssetienchd against him. Litan, after some partial
success, was beaten and driven into Thsinan, which the Mongols immediately invested. After a blockade of four months the garrison was
reduced to extremities Litan in despair put his women to death and
threw himself into a lake adjoining the city; but he was taken out
alive and executed. Thsingchau then surrendered. ( GnubiZ, I 39-1 40 ;
Demailfa, IX. zg8 seqq. ;D'Ohsson, 11. 381.)
Pauthier gives greater detail from the Chinese Annals, which confirm the amnesty granted to all but the chiefs of the rebellion. I t will
be seen that the names of the generals sent by Kublai do not correspond with those in the text.
The date in the text is wrong or corrupt as is generally the case.

CHAPTER LXII.
CONCERNING
THE

NOBLE

CITYOF SINJUMATU.

ON leaving Tadinfu you travel three days towards the
south, always finding numbers of noble and populous
towns and villages flourishing with trade and manufactures.
There is also abundance of game in the country, and everything in profusion.
When you have travelled those three days you come
to the noble city of SINJUMATU,
a rich and fine place,
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with great trade and manufactures. T h e people are Idolaters and subjects of the Great Kaan, and have papermoney, and they have a river which I can assure you
brings them great gain, and I will tell you about it.
You see the river in question flows from the south to
this city of Sinjumatu. And the people of the city have
divided this larger river in two, making one half of it flow
east and the other half flow west ; that is to say, the one
branch flows towards Manzi and the other towards Cathay.
And it is a fact that the number of vessels at this city is
what no one would believe without seeing them. T h e
quantity of merchandize also which these vessels transport
to Manzi and Cathay is something marvellous; and then
they return loaded with other merchandize, so that the
amount of goods borne to and fro on those two rivers is
quite astonishing.'

NOTE 1.-Friar Odoric, proceeding by water northward to Cambaluc about 1324-5, says : " As I travelled by that river towards the
east, and passed many towns and cities, I came to a certain city which
is called SUNZUMATU,
which hath a greater plenty of silk than perhaps
any place on earth, for when silk is at the dearest you can still have
40 Ibs. for less than eight groats. There is in the place likewise great
store of merchandize," &c. When commenting on Odoric I was inclined
to identify this city with Linthsingchau, but its position with respect to
the two last cities in Polo's itinerary renders this inadmissible; and
Murray and Pauthier seem to be right in identifying it with THSINING
CHAU.
The affix Mafu (Ma-theu, a jetty, a place of river trade) might
easily attach itself to the name of such a great dep8t of commerce on
the -canal as Marco here describes, though no Chinese authority has
been produced for its being so styled. The only objection to the
identification with Thsiningchau is the difficulty of making three days'
journey of the short distance between Yenchau and that city.
Polo, according to the route supposed, comes first upon the artificial
part of the Great Canal here. The rivers Wen and Sse united flow
from the side of Shantung, striking the canal line at right angles on the
water-shed near Thsiningchau, and have been thence diverted north-west
and south-east so as to form the canal. There is a little confusion in
Polo's account owing to his describing the river as coming from the south,
which according to his orientation would be the side towards Honan.
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In this respect his words would apply more accurately to the W k river
at Linthsing (see Biot in J As. ser. 3, tom. xiv. I gq, and j.N: C. B.
R. A. S., 1866, p. I I). Duhalde calls Thsiningchau " one of the most
considerable citles of the empire;" and Nieuhoff speaks of its large
trade and population.

CHAPTER LXIII.
CONCERNINGT H E CITIESOF LINJUAND PIJU.

ON leaving the city of Sinju-matu you travel for eight
days towards the south, always coming to great and rich
towns and villages flourishing with trade and manufactures.
T h e people are all subjects of the Great Kaan, use papermoney, and burn their dead. At the end of those eight
days you come to the city of LINJU,
in a province of the
same name of which it is the capital. I t is a rich and
noble city, and the men are good soldiers, natheless they
carry on great trade and manufactures. There is great
abundance of game in both beasts and birds, and all the
necessaries of life are in profusion. The place stands on
the river of which I told you above. And they have here
great numbers of vessels, even greater than those of which
I spoke before, and these transport a great amount of
costly merchandize.'
So, quitting this province and city of Linju, you travel
three days more towards the south, constantly finding
numbers of rich towns and villages. These still belong to
Cathay ; and the people are all Idolaters, burning their dead,
and using paper-money, that I mean of their Lord the Great
Kaan, whose subjects they are. This is the finest country
for game, whether in beasts or birds, that is anywhere to
be found, and all the necessaries of life are in profusion.
At the end of those three days you find the city of
PIJU,a great, rich, and noble city, with large trade and
manufactures, and a great production of silk. This city
stands at the entrance to the great province of Manzi, and
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there reside at it a great number of merchants who despatch
carts from this place loaded with great quantities of goods
to the different towns of Manzi. The city brings in a
great revenue to the Great Kaan.'
NOTE 1.-There is a difficulty about this Linju or Linchau (L~~IQ'I~).
Pauthier will have it to be I-chau, which at one time bore the name of
Lin-i, and suits as to distance. But Ichau is far from the canal, which
Polo appears to intend by the river of Sinjumatu ; it seems to be out of
his way; nor is there evidence of its great trade. Lecomte and his
party seem to speak of it as a place of small importance.
Murray suggests that Lingiu is a place which appears in Arrowsmith's map (also in those of Berghaus and Keith Johnston) as Litdinghien. I t does not appear either in D'Anville's map or in Klaproth's,
nor can I find it in Biot. The position assigned to it, however, on the
west bank of the canal, nearly under the 35th degree of latitude, would
agree fairly with Polo's data.
I n any case I imagine Lingiu (of which, perhaps, Lingin may be the
correct reading) to be the Lenzin of Odoric, which he reached in travelling
by water from the south, before arriving at Sinjumatu (Cathay, p. 125).
NOTE2.-There can be no doubt that this is PEICHAUon the east
bank of the canal. The abundance of game about here is noticed by
Nieuhoff (in Astlty, 111. 417).

C H A P T E R LXIV.
CONCERNING

THE

CITYOF SIJU,A N D

THE

GREATRIVERCARAMORAN.

WHENyou leave Piju you travel towards the south for
two days, through beautiful districts abounding in everything, and in which you find quantities of all kinds of
game. At the end of those two days you reach the city
of SIJU,a great, rich, and noble city, flourishing with trade
and manufactures. T h e people are Idolaters, burn their
dead, use paper money, and are subjects of the Great
Kaan. They possess extensive and fertile plains producing
abundance of wheat and other grain.' But there is nothing
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else to mention, so let us proceed and tell you of the
countries hrther on.
On leaving Siju you ride south for three days, constantly falling in with fine towns and villages and hamlets
and farms, with their cultivated lands. There is plenty of
wheat and other corn, and of game also; and the people
are all Idolaters and subjects of the Great Kaan.
At the end of those three days you reach the great
river CARAMORAN,
which flows hither from Prester John's
country. I t is a great river, and more than a mile in
width, and so deep that great ships can navigate it. I t
abounds in fish, and very big ones too. You must know
that in this river there are some 15,000 vessels, all belonging to the Great Kaan, and kept to transport his troops to
the Indian Isles whenever there may be occasion ; for the
sea is only one day distant from the place we are speaking
of. And each of these vessels, taking one with another,
will require 20 mariners, and will carry 15 horses with the
men belonging to them, and their provision, arms, and
equipments.'
Hither and thither, on either bank of the river, stands
a town ; the one facing the other. T h e one is called
COIGANJU
and the other CAIJU; the former is a large place,
and the latter a little one. And when you pass this river
you enter the great province of MANZI. SO now I must
tell you how this province of Manzi was conquered by the
Great Kaan.'
NOTE I.--SIJU can scarcely be other than Su-thsian (Swfsi~~
of
Keith Johnston's map), as Murray and Pauthier have said. The latter
states that one of the old names of the place was Si-rhau, which corresponds to that given by Marco. Biot does not give this name.
The town stands on the flat alluvial of the Hoang-Ho, and is
approached by high embanked roads. (Asfliy, 111. 524-5.)
NOTE 2.-We have again arrived on the banks of the Hoang-Ho,
which was crossed higher up on our traveller's route to KarAjang.
No accounts, since China became known to modem Europe, at-

tribute to the Hoang-Ho the great utility for navigation which Polo
here and elsewhere ascribes to it. Indeed, we are told that its current
is so rapid that its navigation is scarcely practicable. This rapidity
also, bringing down vast quantities of soil, has so raised the bed that
in recent times the tide has not entered the river, as it probably did in
our traveller's time, when, as it would appear from his account, seagoing craft used to ascend to the ferry north of Hwainganfu, or thereabouts. Another indication of change is his statement that the passage
just mentioned was only one day's journey from the sea, whereas it is
now about 50 miles in a direct line. But the river has of late years
undergone changes much more material.
In the remotest times of which the Chinese have any record, the
Hoang-Ho discharged its waters into the Gulf of Pecheli by two
branches, the most northerly of which appears to have followed the
present course of the Pei-ho below Tientsing. In the time of the Shang
Dynasty ending,^.^. 1078) a more southerly branch flowed towards
Thsining, and combined with the T ' i river, which flowed by Tsinanfu,
the same in fact that was till recently called the Ta-thsing. In the time
of Confucius we first hear of a branch being thrown off south-east towards the Hwai flowing north of Hwaingan, in fact towards the embouchure which our maps still display as that of the Hoang Ho. But up
to the Mongol era or nearly so, the mass of the waters -of this great
river continued to flow into the Gulf of Pecheli. They then changed
their course bodily towards the Hwai, and followed that general direction to the sea which they had adopted by the time of our traveller,
and which they retained till a very recent period.
During the reign of the last Mongol emperor a project was adopted
for restoring the Hoang-Ho to its former channel, discharging into the
Gulf of Pecheli ; and discontents connected with this scheme promoted
the movement for the expulsion of the dynasty (1368).
A river whose regimen was liable to such vast changes was necessarily a constant source of danger, inson~uchthat the Emperor Kiaking in
his will speaks of it as having been "from the remotest ages China's
sorrow." Some idea of the enormous works maintained for the control
of the river may be obtained from the following description of their
character on the north bank, some distance to the west of Kaifungfu :
" In a village, apparently bounded by an earthen wall as large as
that of the Tartar city of Peking, was reached the first of the outworks
erected to resist the Hwang-ho, and on arriving at the top that river
and the gigantic earthworks rendered necessary by its outbreaks burst
on the view. On a level with the spot on which I was standing stretched
a series of embankments, each one about 7 0 feet high, and of breadth
sufficient for four railway trucks to run abreast on them. The mode of
their arrangement was on this wise : one long bank ran parallel to the
direction of the stream; half a mile distant from it ran a similar one;
these two embankments were then connected by another series exactly
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similar in size, height, and breadth, and running at right angles to
them right down to the edge of the water."
About the years 185 1-3 the Hoang-Ho burst its embankments nearly
30 miles to the east of Kaifungfu, and after six centuries resumed t h e
ancient direction of its discharge into the Gulf of Pecheli. Soon after
leaving its late channel it at present spreads, without defined banks, over
the very low lands of South-Western Shantung, till it reaches the Great
Canal, and then enters the Ta-thsing channel, passing north of Thsinan to
the s e a The old channel crossed by Polo in the present journey is quite
deserted. The greater part of the bed is there cultivated ; it is dotted
with numerous villages; and the vast trading town of Chinkiangpu is
extending so rapidly from the southern bank that a recent traveller says
he expects that in two years it will have reached the northern bank.
The same change has destroyed the Grand Canal as a navigable
channel, for many miles south of Linthsingchau. (J R . G . S., XXVIII.
294-5 ;Esrayrac de Lauture, Mim. sur /a Chine ; Cufhay, p. I 25 ;R+oris
ofjourneys in China, &c. [by Consuls Alabaster, Oxenham, &c., Parl. Blue
Book, I 8691, pp. 4-5, 14 ; Afr. Glias in Proc. R. G. S., XIV. 20 seqq.)
NOTE3.-Coiganju will be noticed below. Caljir does not seen1 to
be traceable, having probably been carried away by the changes in the
river. But would seem to have been at the mouth of the canal on the
north side of the Hoang-Ho, and the name is the same as that given
below (ch Ixxii.) to the town (Kwdcru) occupying the corresponding
position on the Kiang.
" Khatai," says Rashiduddin, "is bounded on one side by the country
of Mdchin, which the Chinese call MANZI.. . . In the Indian language
Southern China is called Mahi-chin, i.e. ' Great China,' and hence we
derive the word Muhin. The Mongols call the same country NangiaJs.
I t is separated from Khatai by the river called KARAMORAN,
which
comes from the mountains of Tibet and Kashmir, and which is never
fordable. The capita1 of this kingdom is the city of Khinptri, which is
40 days' journey from Khanbalik." (Quai. Rashid xci-xciii.)
MANZI(or Mangi) is a name used for Southern China, or more
properly for the territory which constituted the dominion of the Sung
Dynasty at the time when the Mongols conquered Cathay or Northern
China from the Kin, not only by Marco, but by Odoric and John
Marignolli, as well as by the Persian writers, who however more commonly
I
it M i . I imagine that some confusion between the two words
led to the appropriation of the latter name also to Southertr China
The term Matlizu or Matrize signifies " Barbarians" ('.Sons of k r barians "), and was applied, it is said, by the Northern Chinese to their
neighbours on the south, whose civilization was of later date. The name
is now specifically applied to a wild race on the banks of the Upper Kinng.
Though both Polo and Rashiduddin call the Karamoran the
boundary between Cathay and Manzi, it was not so for any great
distance. Honan belonged essentially to Cathay.
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CHAPTER LXV
HOW THE GREAT KAAN CONQUERED THE PROVINCE
OF MANZI.

You must know that there was a king and sovereign lord
of the great territory of Manzi who was styled FACFUR,
so great and puissant a prince, that for vastness of wealth
and number of subjects and extent of dominion, there was
hardly a greater in all the earth except the Great Kaan
himself.' But the people of his land were anything rather
than warriors ; all their delight was in women, and nought
but women ; and so it was above all with the king himself,
for he took thought of nothing else but women, unless it
were of charity to the poor.
In all his dominion there were no horses ; nor were the
people ever inured to battle or arms, or military service of
any kind. Yet the province of Manzi is very strong by
nature, and all the cities are encompassed by sheets of
water of great depth, and more than an arblast shot in
width; so that the country never would have been lost,
had the people but been soldiers. But that is just what
they were not ; so lost it was.'
Now it came to pass, in the year of Christ's incarnation,
1268, that the Great Kaan, the same that now reigneth,
despatched thither a Baron of his whose name was BAYAN
CHINCSAN,
which is as much as to say "Bayan HundredEyes." And you must know that the King of Manzi had
found in his horoscope that he never should lose his kingdom except through a man that had an hundred eyes ; so
he held himself assured in his position, for he could not
believe that any man in existence could have an hundred
eyes. There, however, he deluded himself, in his ignorance
of the name of Bayan.'
This Bayan had an immense force of horse and foot
entrusted to him by the Great Kaan, and with these he
entered Manzi, and he had also a great number of boats to
I
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carry both horse and foot when need should be. And
when he, with all his host, entered the territory of M a n z i
and arrived at this city of C o ~ ~ ~ N ~ u , - w h i t hwe
e r now are
got, and of which we shall speak presently,-he summoned
the people thereof to surrender to the Great Kaan; b u t
this they flatly refused. On this Bayan went on to another
city, with the same result, and then still went forward ;
acting thus because he was aware that the Great Kaan was
despatching another great host to follow him up.4
W h a t shall I say then ? H e advanced to five cities i n
succession, but got possession of none of them ; for he did
not wish to engage in besieging them, and they would not
give themselves up. But when he came to the sixth city
he took that by storm, and so with a second, and a third,
and a fourth, until he had taken twelve cities in succession.
And when he had taken all these he advanced straight
against the capital city of the kingdom, which was called
KINSAY,and which was the residence of the King and
Queen.
And when the King beheld Bayan coming with all his
host, he was in great dismay, as one unused to see such
sights. So he and a great company of his people got on
board a thousand ships and fled to the islands of the Ocean
Sea, whilst the Queen who remained behind in the city took
all measures in her power for its defence, like ' a valiant
lady.
.Now it came to pass that the Queen asked what was
the name of the captain of the host, and they told her
that it was Bayan Hundred-Eyes. So when she wist that
he was styled Hundred-Eyes, she called to mind how their
astrologers had foretold that a man of an hundred eyes
should strip them of the kingdom.5 Wherefore she gave
herself u p to Bayan, and surrendered to him the whole
kingdom and all the other cities and fortresses, so that no
resistance was made. And in sooth this was a goodly conquest, for there was no realm on earth half so wealthy.'
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T h e amount that the King used to expend was perfectly
marvellous ; and as an example I will tell you somewhat
of his liberal acts.
In those provinces they are wont to expose their newborn babes ; I speak of the poor, who have not the means
of bringing them up. But the King used to have all those
foundlings taken charge of, and had note made of the
signs and planets under which each was born, and then put
them out to nurse about the country. And when any rich
man was childless he would go to the King and obtain from
him as many of these children as he desired. Or, when the
children grew up, the King would make up marriages
among them, and provide for the couples from his own
purse. In this manner he used to provide for some 20,000
boys and girls every year.'
I will tell you another thing this King used to do. If
he was taking a ride through the city and chanced to see
a house that was very small and poor standing among
other houses that were fine and large, he would ask why
it was so, and they would tell him it belonged to a poor
man who had not the means to enlarge it. Then the King
would himself supply the means. And thus it came to
pass that in all the capital of the kingdom of Manzi,
Kinsay by name, you should not see any but fine houses.
This King used to be waited on by more than a thousand young gentlemen and ladies, all clothed in the richest
fashion. And he ruled his realm with such justice that no
malefactors were to be found therein. T h e city in fact
was so secure that no man closed his doors at night, not
even in houses and shops that were full of all sorts of rich
merchandize. N o one could do justice in the telling to
the great riches of that country, and to the good disposition of the people. Now that I have told you about the
kingdom, I will go back to the Queen.
You must know that she was conducted to the Great
Kaan, who gave her an honourable reception, and caused
1 2
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her to be served with all state, like a great lady as she was.
But as for the King her husband, he never more did quit
the isles of the sea to which he had fled, but died there.
So leave we him and his wife and all their concerns, and
let us return to our story, and go on regularly with our
account of the great province of Manzi and of the manners
and customs of its people. And, to begin at the beginning,
we must go back to the city of Coiganju, from which we
diverged to tell you about the conquest of Manzi.

NOTE1.-Fn&frSr
or Baghbrir was a title applied by old Persian
and Arabic writers to the Emperor of China, much in the way that we
used to speak of the Great Mogul, and our fathers of the Sojhy. It is,
as Neurnann points ouf an old Persian translation of the Chinese title
Tien-ise, " Son of Heaven "; BagJI-Prir = " The Son of the Divinity," as
Sapor or ShdA-Pzir = I' The Son of the King."
Faghfur seems to have been used as a proper name in Turkestan
(see B&, 423).
There is a similar word Takfrir, applied by the Mahomedans to the
Greek emperors both of Byzantium and Trebizond (and also to the
Kings of Cilician Armenia), which was perhaps adopted as a jingling
match to the former term ; Faghfur, the great infidel king in the East ;
Takfur, the great infidel king in the West. Redhouse thinks it is a corruption of TOG wplw,but Defrdmdry says it is Armenian, T a p o r , 'I n
king." ( I B. 11. 393, 427.)
NOTE2.-Nevertheless the history of the conquest shows instances
of extraordinary courage and selfdevotion on the part of Chinese
officers, especially in the defence of fortresses.
NOTE3.-Bayan (signifying " great " or " noble ") is a name of very
old renown among the Nomade nations, for we find it as that of the
haga an of the Avars in the 6th century. The present BAYAN,Kublai's
most famous lieutenant, was of princely birth, in the Mongol tribe called
Barin. In his youth he served in the West under Hulaku. According
to Rashiduddin, about 1265 he was sent to Cathay with certain ambassadors of the Kaan's who were returning thither. H e was received
with great distinction by Kublai, who was greatly taken with his prepossessing appearance and ability, and a command was assigned him.
In 1273, after the capture of Siang-Yang (infra, chap. lxx.), the Kaan
named him to the chief co~nrnandin the prosecution of the war against
the Sung dynasty. Whilst Bayan was in the full tide of success, Kublai,
alnnned by the ravages of Kaidu on the Mongolian frontier, recalled
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him to take the command there, but on the general's remonstrance he
gave way, and made him a minister of state (CHINGSIANG).The
essential part of his task was completed by the surrender of the capital
K i q s s i (Linggan, now Hangchau) to his arms in the beginning of 1276.
H e was then recalled to court, and immediately despatched to Mongolia, where he continued in command for 17 years, his great business
being to keep down the restless Kaidu.
In 1293 enemies tried to poison the emperor's ear against Bayan,
and they seemed to have succeeded ; for Kublai despatched his heir
the Prince Teimur to supersede him in the frontier command. Bayan
beat Kaidu once more, and then made over his command with characteristic dignity. On his arrival at court Kublai received him with the
greatest honour, and na~nedhim chief minister of state and commandant
of his guards and the troops about Cambaluc. The emperor died in
the beginning of the next year (1294), and Bayan's high position enabled
him to take decisive measures for preserving order, and maintaining
Kublai's disposition of the succession. Bayan was raised to still higher
dignities, but died at the age of 59, within less than a year of the master
whom he had served so well for 30 years (about January, 1295). After
his death, according to the peculiar Chinese fashion, he received yet
further accessions of dignity.
The language of Chinese historians in speaking of this great man is
thus rendered by Demailla; it is a noble eulogy of a Tartar warrior,
and might have been written, in great part, as the character of a soldier
of our own day. I need not name him ; all readers who know the man
will recognize the likeness :" H e was endowed with a lofty genius, and possessed in the highest
measure the art of handling great bodies of troops. When he marched
against the Sung, lie directed the movements of 200,000 men with as
much ease and coolness as if there had been but one man untler his
orders. All his officers looked up to him as a prodigy; ant1 having
absolute trust in his capacity, they obeyed him with entire submission.
Nobody knew better how to deal with soldiers, or to moderate tlleir
ardour when it carried them too hr. H e was never seen sad except
when forced to shed blood, for he was sparing even of the blood of his
He
enemy. . . His modesty was not inferior to his ability. .
would attribute all the honour to the conduct of his officers, and he
was ever ready to extol their smallest feats. H e merited the praises of
Chinese as well as Mongols, and both nations long regretted the loss
of this great man." Demaill~gives a different account from Kashiduddin
and Gaubil, of the mwner in which Bayan first entered the Kaan's
service. (Gnubif, 145, r59, 169, 179, 183, 2 2 I , 223-4 ; E r ~ f ~ r ~ a222-3
t ~ n ,;
Dcnmilla, IX. 335, 458, 461-3.)

.

..

NOTE4.-As regards Bayan personally, and the main body under
his command, this seems to be incorrect. His advance took place fro111
Siangyang along the lines of the Han River ant1 of the Great Kiang.
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Another force indeed advanced direct upou Yangchau, a n d therefore
probably by Hwainganchau ; and it is noted that Bayan's orders t o the
generals of this force were to spare bloodshed. (Gaubil, I 5 9 ; D' Ohson,
11. 398.)
NOTE5 . 4 0 in our own age ran the Hindu prophecy that Bhartplir
should never fall till there came a great alligator against it ; a n d w h e n
it fell to the English assault, the Brahmans found that the name of t h e
leader was COMBERMERE
= K u m h i r - ~ i rthe
, Crocodile Lord !

-" Be those juggling fiends no more believed
That palter with us in a double sense ;
That keep the word of promise to our ear
And break it to our hope ! "

I t would seem from the expression, both in Pauthier's text and in t h e
G. 'r., as if Polo intended to say that Chincsan (Cinqsan) meant " O n e
Hundred Eyes ;" and if so we could have no stronger proof of his
ignorance of Chinese. It is Pe-yen, the Chinese form of Bayan, that
means, or rather may be punningly rendered, " One Hundred Eyes."
Chincsan, i.e. Chingsiat~g,was the title of the superior ministers of state
at Khanbalik, as we have already seen. The title occurs pretty frep e n t l y in the Persian histories of the Mongols, and frequently as a
Mongol title in Sanang Setzen. Ifre find it also disguised as Chyansarn
in a letter from certain Christian nobles at Khanbalik, which Wadding
quotes from the Papal archives (see Cathay, p. 314-15).
But it is right to observe that in the Ramusian version the mistranslatidn which we have noticed is not so inclubitable : " Yolendo
sapere come avea nome il Capitano nemjco, le fu detto, Chinsambaim,
ciok Cc?zfocchi."
A kind of corroboration of Marco's story, but giving a different f o m
to the pun, has been recently found by Mr. W. F. Mayers, of the Consular Department in China, in a Chinese compilation dating from the
latter part of the 14th century. Under the heading, r' A Kiangaatr
prophecy," this book states that prior to the fall of the Sung a prediction
ran through Kiang-nan : " If Kiang-nan fall, a hundred wild geese (P2yetr) will make their appearance." This, it is added, was not understood
till the generalissimo
Chingsiang made his appearance on the
scene. " Punning prophecies of this kind are so common in Chinese
history, that the above is only worth noticing in connexion wit11 Marco
,
ii. 1). 1(j2.)
polo's story." ( N and Q. China a r t d l a j a r ~ vol.
But I should suppose that the Persian historian Wass&- had also
heard a bungled version of the sanie story, which he tells in a l>ointless
mnnner of the fortress of Sinlffjir (evidently a cleric11 error for ~ ~ i
see below, chap. lxx.) : " Payan ordered this fortress to be assaulted.
The garrison had heard how the capital of China had fallen, and the
army of Payan was dr~wingnear. The commandant was an experienced
yetsr.ln who hnd tasteti all the sweets allcl bitters of fortune, and had
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borne the day's heat and the night's cold; he had, as the saw goes,
milked the world's cow dry. So he sent word to Payan : ' In my youth
(here we abridge bVas&s rigmarole) I heard my father tell that this
fortress should be taken by a man called Paynn, and that all fencing
and trenching, fighting and smiting, would be of no avail. You need
not therefore bring an army hither ; we give in; we surrender the fortress and all that is therein.' So they opened the gates and came
down." ( Wassrif, Hammer's ed., p. 41.)
NOTE6.-There continues in this narrative, with a general truth as
to the course of events, a greater amount of error as to particulars than
we should have expected The Sung Emperor Tutsong, a debauched
and effeminate prince, to whom Polo seems to refer, had died in 1 2 7 4
leaving young children only. Chaohien, the second son, a boy of four
years of age, was put on the throne, with his grandmother ~ i e c h ias
regent The approach of Bayan caused the greatest alarm; the Sung
Court made humble propositions, but they were not listened to. The
brothers of the young emperor were sent -off by sea into the southern
provinces; the empress regent was also pressed to make her escape
with the young emperor, but after consenting she changed her mind and
would not move. The Mongols arrived, and the empress sent the great
seal of the empire to Bayan. H e entered the city without resistance in
the third month (say April), 1276, riding at the head of his whole staff
with the standard of the general-in-chief before him. It is remarked that
he went to look at the tide in the river Tsien Tang, which is noted for
its Bore. H e declined to meet the regent and her grandson, pleading
that he was ignorant of the etiquettes proper to such an interview.
lkfore his entrance Bayan had nominated a joint commission of Mongol
and Chinese oficers to the government of the city, and appointed a
committee to take charge of all the public documents, maps, drawings,
records of courts, and seals of all public offices, and to plant sentinels
at necessary points. The emperor, his mother, and the rest of the Sung
princes and princesses, were despatched to the Mongol capital. -4 desperate attempt was made at Kwachsu (irgra, chap. Ixxii.) to recapture the
young emperor, but it failed. On their arrival at Tatu, Kublai's chief
queen Jamui Khatun treated them with delicate consitleration. This
amiable lady, on being shown the spoils that came from Linggan, only
wept and said to her husband, "So also shall it be with the Mongol
empire one day ! " The eldest of the two boys who had escaped was
proclaimed emperor by his adherents at Fuchau, in Fokien, but they
were speedily driven from t h ~ tprovince, and the young emperor died
on a desert island off the Canton coast in 1278. His younger brother
took his place, but a battle in the beginning of 1279 finally extinguished
these efforts of the expiring dynasty, and the minister jumped with his
young lord into the sea. It is curious that Kashiduddin, with all his
opportunities of knowledge, writing at least 2 0 years later, was not
aware of this, for he speaks of the I'rince of Manzi as still a fugitive in
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the forests between Zayton and Canton. (GavbiZ; DOArzon; Bemailla;
Cafhy, p. 2 7 2.)

NOTE7.-There is much about the exposure of children and about
Chinese foundling hospitals in the fiffrcs ~dz@zn&s, especially in
Recueil xv. 83 scqq. It is t h m stated that frequently a person not in
circumstances to pay for a wife for his son, would visit the foundling
hospital to seek one. The childless rich also would sometimes get
children there to pass off as their own, adoptul children being excluded
from certain valuable privileges.

C H A P T E R LXVI.
CONCERNINGTHE CITY

OF

COIGANJU.

COIGANJU
is, as I have told you already, a very large city
standing at the entrance to Manzi. The people are Idolaters
and burn their dead, and are subject to the Great Kaan.
They have a vast amount of shipping, as I mentioned before
in speaking of the River Caramoran. And an immense
quantity of merchandize comes hither, for the city is the
seat of government for this part of the country. Owing to
its being on the river, many cities send their produce thither
to be again thence distributed in every direction. A great
amount of salt also is made here, furnishing some forty
other cities with that article, and bringing in a great revenue
to the Great Kaan.'
NOTE 1.--Coiganju is HWAI-NGAN-CHAU,
now -A.on the canal, some
miles south of the channel of the Hoang-Ho ; but apparently in Polo's
time the great river passed close to it. Indeed the city takes its name
from the river Nroai, into which the Hoang-Ho sent a branch when it
first began to seek a discharge further south than the Gulf of Pecheli
The city extends for about three miles along the canal and much
below its level (see D a v i s , I. 120).
The head-quarters of the salt manufacture of Hwaingan is a place
called Yenching (" Salt-Town ") some distance to the S. of the former
city (see I'urrthit-r in loco).

CHAP.

LXVI I.

PAUKIN A N D CAYU.

.CHAPTER LXVII.
OF T H E CITIES OF PAUKINA N D CAYU.

WHENyou leave Coiganju you ride south-east for a day
along a causeway laid with fine stone, which you find
at this entrance to Manzi. O n either hand there is a great
expanse of water, so that you cannot enter the province
except along this causeway. At the end of the day's
journey you reach the fine city of PAUKIN.T h e people
are Idolaters, burn their dead, are subject to the Great'
Kaan, and use paper money. They live by trade and manufactures and have great abundance of silk, whereof they
weave a great variety of fine stuffs of silk and gold. Of
all the necessaries of life there is great store.
When you leave Paukin you ride another day to
the south-east, and then you arrive at the city of CAYU.
The people are Idolaters (and so forth). They live by
trade and manufactures and have great store of all necessaries, including fish in great abundance. There is also
much game, both beast and bird, insomuch that for a
Venice groat you can have three good pheasants.'
NOTEI. -Paukin is P A O - y ~ c H i e;nCayu is -0-~uchau, both
cities on the east side of the canal. At Kao-yu the country east of the
canal lies some 2 0 feet below the canal level; so low indeed that the
walls of the city are not visible from the further bank of the canaL T o
the west is the Kao-yu Iake, one of the expanses of water spoken of by
Marco, and which threatens great danger to the low country on the east
(see Mr. A(aba.s/erls Journey in the Consular R@orts above quoted,
P. 5).

MARC0 POLO.

CHAPTER LXVIII.
OF THE CITIES OF TIJU, TINJU, AND YANJU.

WHEN
you leave Cayu, you ride another day to the southeast through a constant succession of villages and fields and
which is a city of n o
fine farms until you come to TIJU,
great size but abounding in everything. T h e people are
Idolaters (and so forth). There is a great amount of trade,
and they have many vessels. And you must know that on
your left hand, that is towards the east, and three days'
journey distant, is the Ocean Sea. At every place between
the sea and the city salt is made in great quantities. And
there is a rich and noble city called TINJU,
at which there
is produced salt enough to supply the whole province, and
I can tell you it brings the Great Kaan an incredible
revenue. The people are Idolaters and subject to the
Kaan. Let us quit this, however, and go back to Tiju.'
Again, leaving Tiju, you ride another day towards the
south-east, and at the end of your journey you arrive at
the very great and noble city of YANJU,which has sevenand-twenty other wealthy cities under its administration ;
so that this Yanju is, you see, a city of great importance.'
I t is the seat of one of the Great Kaan's Twelve Barons,
for it has been chosen to be one of the Twelve Skgs.
T h e people are Idolaters and use paper-money, and are
subject to the Great Kaan. And Messer Marco Polo
himself, of whom this book speaks, did govern this city
for three full years, by the order of the Great Kaan.' The
people live by trade and manufactures, for a great amount
of harness for knights and men-at-arms is made there.
And in this city and its neighbourhood a large number
of troops are stationed by the Kaan's orders.
There is no more to say about it. So now I will tell
you about two great provinces of Manzi which lie towartfs
the west. And first of that called Nanghin.

CHAP.LXVIII. MARCO'S GOVERNMENT OF YANJU.
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NOTE 1.-Though
the text would lead us to look for n
ju on the
direct line between Kaoyu and Yangchau, and like them on the canal
bank (indeed one MS., C. of Pauthier, specifies its standing on the same
river as the cities already passed, i.e. on the canal) we seem constrained
to admit the general opinion that this is TAI-CHAU,
a town lying some
five-and-twenty miles at least to the eastward of the Canal. Though our
maps do not show that navigation extends to Taichau, it probably does
so, for there are many branches of the canal not shown in our maps.
Tinju or Chinju (for both the G. T. and Ramusio read Cingui)
cannot be identified with certainty. But I should think it likely from
Polo's " geographical style," that when he spoke of the sea as three days
distant he had this city in view, and that it is probably TUNGCHAU
on
the northern shore of the estuary of the Yangtse, which might be fairly
described as three days from Taichau. Mr. Kingsmill identifies it with
Ichin-hien, the great port on the Kiang for the export of the Yangchau
salt. This is possible ; but Ichin lies west of the canal, and though
the form Chinju would really represent Ichin as then named, such a
position seems scarcely compatible with the way, vague as it is, in which
Tinju or Chinju is introduced. Moreover we shall see that Ichin is
spoken of hereafter. (Kingsmill, in N ; a n d Q. Ch. andJapan, I. 53.)
- NOTE2.-Happily there is no doubt that this is YANGCHAU,
one of
the oldest and most famous great cities of China. Some five-and-thirty
years after Polo's departure from China, Friar Odoric found at this city
a House of his own Order (Franciscans), and three Nestorian churches.
The city also appears in the Catalan Map as langio. Yangchau suffered
greatly in the Taeping rebellion, but its position is an " obligatory point"
for commerce, and it appears to be rapidly recovering its prosperity. It
is the head-quarters of the salt manufacture, and it is also now noted for a
great manufacture of sweetmeats (see AZabaster's Repmt as above, p. 6).
I have rendered "Twelve Sings" is in the G. T.
NOTE&--What
douze snjrs," and in Pauthier's text " silges." I t seems to me a reasonable conclusion that the original word was Singr (see note I to chap.
xxv. supra) ; anyhow that was the proper term for the thing meant.
In his note on this chapter Pauthier produces evidence that Yangchau was the seat of a Sing or government-general, but only for the first
year after the conquest of the Sung territory, viz. 1276-77, and he seems
(for his argument is obscure) to make from this the unreasonable deduction that at this period Kublai placed Marco Polo--who could not be
more than 23 years of age, and had been but two years in Cathayin charge either of the general government, or of an important district
government in the most important province of the empire.
In a later note M. Pauthier speaks of 1284 as the date at which the
Sing of the province of Kiang-chd was transferred from Yangchau to
Kingsse or Hangchau ; and this is probably to be taken as a correction
of the former citations. It also justifies Polo's statement to a much
greater degree than they had done (see I'authier, pp. 467, 492).
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I do not think itiis: certain or even probable that we are to regard
Marco as having held at any time the important post of Governor-general
of Kiang-chC.
The expressions in the G. T. are : "Meser Marc Pol
meisme, cclui a2 m i frnfe cesfe livre, seirr~neuriecesfe cilh pour frois anr."
Pauthier's MS. A appears to read : E t ot scigneurie Marc Pol, en cestt
titi, trois am." These expressions need not point to more than the
government of the city alone, just as we find in chapter lxxiii another
Christian, Mar Sarghis, mentioned as Governor of Chinkiang-fu for the
same term of years; and it is remarkable that in Pauthier's MS. C,
which often contains readings of peculiar value, the passage runs (and
also in the Bern MS.) : " E f si VOW dy gut ledit Messire Marc Pol, ceZZui
meismc de qui nosfre~livrepark, sejourna en cafe cifi de J a n p y iii ans
accmpIiz, par & cornmnndetnent du Grant Kann," in which the nature of
his employment is not indicated at all (though srjmrrna may be an error
for s e i p u r a ) . T h e impression of his having been Governor.genera1 of
the province is mainly due to the Ramusian version, which says distinctly
indeed that " Af. Afarco Polo di commisswne del Gratr Can n' cbbc i l
p e r n o tre anni continui in luogo di un dei detti Baroni," but it is very
probable that this is a gloss of the translator. I should conjecture his
tenure of office at Yangchau to have been between 1282,when we know
he was at the capital (vol. i. p. 375), and 1287-8, when he must have
gone on his first expedition to the Indian Seas.

CHAPTER L X I X
CONCERNING
THE CITY OF NANGHIN.

NANGHIN
is a very noble Province towards the west. T h e
people are Idolaters (and so forth) and live by trade and
manufactures. They have silk in great abundance, and they
weave many fine tissues of silk and gold. They have all
sorts of corn and victuals very cheap, for the province is
a most productive one. Game also is abundant, and lions
too are found there. The merchants are great and opulent,
and the Emperor draws a large revenue from them, in the
shape of duties on the goods which they buy and sell.'
And now I will tell you of the very noble city of
Saianfu, which well deserves a place in our book, for there
is a matter of great moment to tell about it.

CHAP. LXX.

CAPTURE OF

SAIANFU.
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NOTE1.-Though the attributes of this district are the merest generalities, the name and direction from Yangchau are probably sufficient
to indicate (as Pauthier has said), that it is NCANKINC
on the Kiang, the
capital of the modern province of Ngan-hwai. The more celebrated
city of Nanking did not bear that name in our traveller's time.
Nganking was the scene of a frightful massacre by the Imperialists
in I 86 I, when they recovered it from the Taiping. They are said to
have left neither man, woman, nor child alive in the unfortunate city.
(Blakiston, p. 55.)

C H A P T E R LXX.
CITY OF SAIANFU,
AND
CAPTUREW A S EFFELTED.

CONCERNING T H E VERY NOBLE

HOW ITS

SAIANFU
is a very great and noble city, and it rules over
twelve other large and rich cities, and is itself a seat of
great trade and manufacture. T h e people are Idolaters
(and so forth). They have much silk, fiom which they
weave fine silken stuffs ; they have also a quantity of game,
and in short the city abounds in all that it behoves a noble
city to possess.
Now YOU must know that this city held out against the
Great Kaan for three years after the rest of Manzi had
surrendered. The Great Kaan's troops made incessant
attempts to take it, but they could not succeed because
of the great and deep waters that were round about it, so
that they could approach from one side only, which was
the north. And I tell you they never would have taken it,
but for a circumstance that I am going to relate.
You must know that when the Great Kaan's host had
lain three years before the city without being able to take
it, they were greatly chafed thereat. Then Messer Nicolo
Polo and Messer MafEeo and Messer Marco said : " W e
could find you a way of forcing the city to surrender
speedily ;" whereupon those of the army replied, that they
woultl be right glad ro know how that shoultl Ix. AH this
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talk took place in the presence of the Great Kaan- For
messengers had been despatched from the camp to tell
him that there was no taking the city by blockade, for it
continually received supplies of victual from those sides
which they were unable to invest; and the Great Kaan
had sent back word that take it they must, and find a way
haw. Then spoke up the two brothers and Messer Marco
the son, and said ; " Great Prince, we have with us among
our followers men who are able to construct mangonels
which shall cast such great stones that the garrison will
never be able to stand them, but will surrender incontinently, as soon as the mangonels or trebuchets shall have
shot into the town."'
The Kaan bade them with all his heart have such mangonels made as speedily as possible. Now Messer Nicolo
and his brother and his son immediately caused timber to
be brought, as much as they desired, and fit for the work
in hand. And they had two men among their followers,
a German and a Nestorian Christian, who were masters of
that business, and these they directed to construct two or
three mangonels capable of casting stones of 300 Ibs.
weight. Accordingly they made three fine mangonels, each
of which cast stones of 300 lbs. weight and more.' And
when they were complete and ready for use, the Emperor
and the others were greatly pleased to see them, and caused
several stones to be shot in their presence ; whereat they
marvelled greatly and greatly praised tlie work. And the
Kaan ordered that the engines should be carried to his
army which was at the leaguer of Saianfu.'
And when the engines were got to the camp they were
forthwith set up, to the great admiration of the Tartars.
And what shall I tell you ? When the engines were set up
and put in gear, a stone was shot from each of them into
the town. These took effect among the buildings, crashing
and smashing through everything with huge din and coinmotion. And when the townspeople witnessed this new
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and strange visitation they were so astonished and dismayed
that they wist not what to do or say. They took counsel
together, but no counsel could be suggested how to escape
from these engines, for the thing seemed to them to be
done by sorcery. They declared that they were all dead
men if they yielded not, so they determined to surrender
on such conditions as they could get.4 Wherefore they
straightway sent word to the commander of the army that
they were ready to surrender on the same terms as the other
cities of the province had done, and to become the subjects
of the Great Kaan; and to this the captain of the host
consented.
So the men of the city surrendered, and were received
to terms ; and this all came about through the exertions of
Messer Nicolo, and Messer Maffeo, and Messer Marco ;
and it was no small matter. For this city and province is
one of the best that the Great Kaan possesses, and brings
him in great revenues.'
NOTE I.-Pauthier's
MS. C here says : "When the Great Kaan,
and the Barons about him, and the messengers from the camp, . . .
heart1 this, they all marvelled greatly; for I tell you that in all those
parts they know nothing of n1angonels or trebuchets ; and they were so
far from being accustomed to employ them in their wars that they had
never even seen them, nor knew what they were." The MS. in question
has in this narrative several statements peculiar to itself,. as indeetl it
has in various other passages of the book; and these often look very
like the result of revision bv Polo himselt Yet I have not introduced
the words just quoted into our text, because they are, as we shall see
presently, notoriously contrary to fact.

.

NOTE2.-The
same MS. has here a passage which I am unable to
understand. After the words " 300 lbs. and more," it goes on : " Et la
veoit Yen voler moult loing, desquelles pierres i l e n y a v o i t ~ l u rde lx
ro~rtesqtri tant montoit l'ul~ecotlrme rautre." The Bern has the same.
NOTE3.-I propose here to enter into some detailed explaliation
regarding the military engines that were in use in the Middle Ages.7
Anll to the I3em hIS. whicll sccms to I J a~ copy of it, as is also I think (in
su1)stance) the Bodleian.
f In this note I am ~,articulnrlyindebted to the Emperor Napoleon's researches
on this sul>jcct.
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None of these depended for their motive force on torsion like the chief
engines used in classic times. However numerous the names applied
to them, with reference to minor variations in construction or differences
in power, they may a11 be reduced to two classes, viz. p a t slings and
great crossbmus. And this is equally true of all the three great branches
of medieval civilization-European, Saracenic, and Chinese. T o the
first class belonged the Trehchct and M a n p e l ; to the second the
Winch-Arblasf (Arbalcte Tour), Springold, &&c
Whatever the ancient Balisfa may have been, the word in medieval
Latin seems always to mean some kind of crossbow. The heavier
crossbows were wound up by various aids, such as winches, ratchets, kc.
They discharged stone shdt, leaden bullets, and short square arrows
called quarrels, and these with such force we are told as to pierce a
six-inch post But they were worked so slowly in the field that they
were no match for the long-bow, which shot five or six times to their
once. The great machines of this kind were made of wood, of steel,
and very frequently of horn;* and the bow was sometimes more than
30 feet in length. Dufour calculates that such a machine could shoot
an arrow of half a kilogram in weight to a distance of about 860 yards.
The Trehc/rci consisted of a long tapering shaft or beam, pivoted at
a short distance from the butt end on a pair of strong pyramidal trestles.
At the other end of the shaft a sling was applied, one cord of which was
firmly attached by a ring, whilst the other hung in a loop over an iron
hook which formed the extremity of the shaft. The power employed to
discharge the sling was either the strength of a number of men, applied
to ropes which were attached to the short end of the shaft or lever, or
the weight of a heavy counterpoise hung from the same, and suddenly
released.
Supposing the latter force to be employed, the long end of the
shaft was drawn down by a windlass: the sling was laid forward in
a wooden trough provided for it, and charged with the shot. The counterpoise was of course now aloft, and was so maintained by a detent
provided with a trigger. On pulling this the counterpoise falls and the
shaft flies upwards drawing the sling. i n e n a certain point is reached
the loop end of the sling releases itself from the hook and the sling flies
abroad whilst the shot is projected in its parabolic f1ight.t T o secure
the most favourabIe result the shot should have acquired its maximum
velocity, and shouId escape, at an angle of about 45". The attainment
of this required certain proportions between the different dinlensions of

Thus Joinville mentions the journey of Jehan li Ennin the king's artillerist, from
Acre to Damascus, @tr arh& corfus ct glz/s pourfaire arbalr~trcs-to buy horns and
glue to make crosshws withal (p. 134).
t I l l e construction is k t seen in Figs. 17 nnd 19. Figs. I , 2 , 3, 4, 5 in the cut
nre from Chinese sources ; Figs 6 , 7, 8 from Arabic works ; thc rest from European
sources.
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the machine and the weight of the shot, for which doubtless traditional
rules of thumb existed among the medieval engineers.
The ordinary shot consisted of stones carefully rounded. Rut for
these were substituted on occasion rough stones with fuses attached,'
pieces of red-hot iron, pots of fused metal, or casks full of Greek fire or
of foul matter to corrupt the air of the besieged place. Thus carrion
was shot into Negropont from such engines by Mahomed 11. The Cartlinai Octavian besieging Modena in I 249, slings a dead ass into the
town. Froissart several times mentions such measures, as at the siege
of Thin I'EvCque on the Scheldt in 1340,when " the besiegers by their
engines flung dead horses and other carrion into the castle to poison
the garrison by their smell." In at least one instance the same author
tells how a living man, an unlucky messenger from the Castle of
Auberoche, was caught by the besiegers, thrust into the sling with the
letters that he bore hung round his neck. and shot into Auberoche,
where he fell dead among his llorrified comrades. And Lipsius quotes
from a Spanish Chronicle the story of a virtuous youth Pelagius, who by
order of the Tyrant Abderramin was shot across the Guadalquivir, but
lighted unharmed upon the rocks beyond. Ramon de Muntaner relates
how King James of Aragon besieging Majorca in 1228,vowed vengeance
against the Saracen King because he shot Christian prisoners into the
besiegers' a m p with his trebuchets (p. 223-4). \Ve have mentioned
one kind of corruption propagated by these engines; the historian
\VassAf tells of another. When the garrison of Delhi refused to open
the gates to Ali'uddin Khilji after the murder of his uncle Firuz (1296),
he loaded his mangonels with bags of gold and shot them into the fort,
a measure which put an end to the opposition.
Some old drawings represent the shaft as discharging the shot from a
kind of spoon at its extremity, without the aid of a sling ( e . ~fig. 13),
but it may be doubted if this was actually used, for the sling was essential
to the efliciency of the engine. The experiments and calculations of
Dufour show that without the sling, other things remaining the same, the
range of the shot woultl be reduced by more than a half.
In some of these engines the counterpoise, consisting of a timber case
filled with stones, sand, or the like, was permanently fixed to the butt-end
of the shaft. 'I'his seems to have been the Trcd~uhrtproper. In others
the counterpoise hung free on a pivot from the yard ; whilst a third kind
(as in fig. I 7) conlbined both arrangements. The first kind shot most
steadily ant1 truly ; the second with more force.
Those machines in which the force of men pulling cords took the
place of the counterpoise could not discharge such weighty shot, but
they could be worked more mpitlly, and no doubt could be made of lighter
scantling. hIr. Hewitt points out the curious resemblance between this
-

*
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Christine de Pisan says that when keeping up n discharge by night lighted
brands should bc attached to the stones in order to observe and correct the practice.
(LI;,YC
d ~ f i r t s kc.,
,
lilr sas4rtrRoy (%arCcs, I't. 11. ch. x x ~ v . )
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kind of Trebuchet and the apparatus used on the Thames to raise the
cargo from the hold of a collier.
The Emperor Napoleon deduces from certain passages in medieval
writers that the M a n g o 4 was similar to the Trebuchet, but of lighter
structure and power. But often certainly the term Mangonel seems
to be used generically for all machines of this class. Marino Sanuto
uses no word but Machinn, which he appears to employ as the Latin
equivalent of Mangonel, whilst the machine which he describes appears
to be a Trebuchet with moveable counterpoise. The history of the
word appears to be the following. The reek word polwvov, L L a piece
of witchcraft " came to signify a juggler's trick, an unexpected contrivance
(in modern slang " a j i m "), and so specially a military engine. I t seems
to have reached this specific meaning by the time of Hero the Younger,
who is believed to have written in the first half of the 7th century. From
the form I*Qw~utlv the Orientals got Maltganik and Ma@fnik,* whilst
the Franks adopted Mangona and Mangonclh. Hence the verbs manpnarc and amanganarc, to batter and crush with such engines, and
eventually our verb "to mangle." Again, when the use of gunpowder
rendered these warlike engines obsolete, perhaps their ponderous counterweights were utilized in the peaceful arts of the laundry, and hence
gave us our substantive " the Mangle" (It. Mangano) !
The Emperor Napoleon when Prince President caused some interesting experiments in the matter of medieval artillery to be carried out at
Vincennes, and a full-sized trebuchet was constructed there. With a
shaft of 33 ft. 9 in. in length, having a permanent counterweight of
3300 lbs. and a pivoted counterweight of 6600 lbs. more, the utmost
effect a t ~ ~ i n ewas
d the discharge of an iron 24-kilo. shot to a range of
191 yds., whilst a 123-in. shell, filled with earth, ranged to 131 yds.
The machine suffered greatly at each discharge, and it was impracticable to increase the counternoise to 8000 kilos. or 17.600
., Ibs. as the
Prince desired. I t was evident that the machine was not of sufficiently
massive structure. But the officers in charge satisfied themselves that,
with practice in such constructions and the-use of very massive timber,
even the exceptional feats recorded of medieval engineers might be
realized.
Such a case is that cited by Quatremere from an Oriental author of
the discharge of stones weighing 400 mans, certainly not less than
800 Ibs. and possibly much more ; or that of the Men of Bern, who are
reported, when besieging Nidau in 1388, to have employed trebuchets
which shot daily into the town upwards of 2 0 0 blocks weighing 1 2 cwt.
apiece.t Stella relates that the Genoese armament sent against Cyprus
u

Professor Sprenger informs me that the first mention of the Mat,jonik in Mnhomednn history is nt the siege of TByif by Mahomed himself, A.D. 630 (and see
S ~ C Y I ~ Jfohamn~cd
~Y'S
[Gcrmai~],111. 330).
t Dufour mentions that stone sliot of the medieval engincs exist at Zurich, of
twenty and twenty-two inches diameter. The largest of these would however scarcely
exceed 500 lbs. in weight.
K 2
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in 1373, among other great machines had one called T r q a (Truial),
which cast stones of 12 to 18 hundredweight; and when the Venetians were
besieging the revolted city of Zara in 1346, their Engineer, Master Francesco delle R~rche,shot into the city stones of 3000 Ibs. weight* In
this case the unlucky Engineer was "hoist with his own petard;" for while
he stood adjusting one of his engines, it went off, and shot him into the
town.
With reference to such cases the Emperor calculates that a stone of
3000 lbs. weight might be shot 77 yds. with a counterpoise of 36,000 Ibs.
weight, and a shaft 65 ft. long. The counterpoise, composed of stone
shot of 5 5 Ibs. each, might be contained in a cubical case of about 54 ft.
to the side. The machine would be preposterous, but there ig nothing
impossible about it. Indeed in the Album of Villard de Honnecourt, an
architect of the 13th century, which was published at Paris in 1858, in
the notes acconlpanying a plan of a trebuchet (from which Prof. \\'illis
restored the machine as it is shown in our fig. 19), the artist remarks :
" It is a great job to heave down the beam, for the counterpoise is very
heavy. For it consists of a chest full of earth which is 2 great toises in
length, and 8 ft. in breadth, 1 2 ft. in depthw! (p. 203.)
Such calculations enable us to understand the enormous auantities
of material said to have been used in some of the larger medieval
machines. Thus Abulfeda speaks of one used at the final capture of
Acre, which was intrusted to the troops of Hamath, and which formed a
load for loo carts, of which one was in charge of the historian himself.
The romance of Richard Cceur de Lion tells how in the King's Fleet
an entire ship was taken up by one such machine with its gear :"

Another schyp was ladcn yet
With an engyne hyghte Robinet,
(It was Kichardys o mangonel)
And all the takyl that thereto fel."

Twenty-four machines, captured from the Saracens by St. Lewis in his
first partial success on the Nile, afforded material for stockading his
whole camp. A great machine which cumbered the Tower of St. Paul
at Orleans, and was dismantled previous to the celebrated defence
against the English, furnished 26 cart-loads of timber. (Abrrlf: Ann.
M~lslem,V. 95-97 ; IVcber, 11. 56 ; Michefs Joinvillt, -4pp. p. 278 ;
.
Jollois, H; drr Sike d'Or/cnrls, 1833, p. I 2.)
The number of such engines employed was sometimes very great
IVe have seen that St. Lewis captureti 24 at once, and these had been
employed in the field. Villehardouin says that the fleet which went
from Venice to the attack of Constantinople carried more than 300
pcrriers and mangonels, besides quantities of other engines required for
a siege (ch. xxxviii.). At the siege of Acre in 1291, just referred to, the
C'vrj'. SSILls Arrtr. in .1/ura/ori, XVII. I 105 ; and U'zn,, Bk. viii.
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Saracens according to Makrizi set 92 engines in battery against the
city, whilst Abulfaraj says 300. The larger ones are said to have shot
stones of " a kantar and even more." (Makrizi, 111. 125 ; Reitmud,
Chroniqlrcs Arabes, &c., p. 5 70.)
How heavy a n r a n p a d e was sometimes kept up may be understood
from the account of the operations on the Nile, already alluded to. The
King was trying to run a dam across a branch of the River, and had
protected the head of his work by "cat-castles" or towers of timber
occupied by archers, and these again supported by trebuchets, kc. in
battery. "And," says Jean Pierre Sarrasin the King's Chamberlain,
" when the Saracens saw what was going on, they planted a great number
of engines against ours, and to destroy our towers and our cxuseway they
shot such vast quantities of stones, great and small, that all men stood
amazed. They slung stones, and discharged arrows, and shot quarrels
from winch-arblasts, and pelted us with Turkish darts and Greek fire,
and kept up such a harassment of every kind against our engines and
our men working at the causeway, that it was horrid either to see or to
hear. Stones, darts, arrows, quarrels, and Greek fire came down on
them like rain."
The Emperor Napoleon observes that the direct or grazing fire of
the great arblasts may be compared to that of guns in more modern war,
whilst the mangonels represent mortar-fire. And this vertical fire was
by no means contemptible, at least against buildings of ordinary construction. At the sieges of Thin 1'Evtclue in 1340, and Auberoche in
1344, already cited, Froissart says the French a s t stones in night and
day so as in a few days to demolish all the roofs of the towers, and none
within durst venture out of the vaulted basement.
The Emperor's experiments showed that these machines were capable
of surprisingly accurate direction. And the medieval histories present
some remarkable feats of this kind. Thus, in the attack of hlortagne
by the men of Hainault and Valenciennes (1340), the latter had an
engine which was a great annoyance to the garrison ; there was a clever
engineer in the garrison who set up another machine against it, and
adjusted it so well that the first shot fell within 1 2 paces of the enemy's
engine, the second fell near the box, and the third struck the shaft and
split it in two.
Already in the first half of the 13th century, a French poet (quoted
by Weber) looks forward with disgust to the supersession of the feats of
chivalry by more nlechanical methods of war :"

Chevaliers sont esperdus,
Cil ont nuclues lcur tens perdus ;
Arl~alestieret mineor
Et perrier et engigneor
Seront dorenavnnt plus chier."

When Ghazan Khan was about to besiege the castle of Ilainascus in
1300, SO much importance \\.as attached to this art that whilst his
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Engineer, a man of reputation therein, was engaged in preparing the
machines, the Governor of the castle offered a reward of 1000 dinars for
that personage's head And one of the gamson was daring enough to
enter the Mongol camp, stab the Engineer, and cany back his head into
the cqstle !
Marino Sanuto, about the same time, speaks of the range of these
engines with a prophetic sense of the importance of artillery in war ::' On this object (length of range) the engineers and experts of the
army should employ their very sharpest wits. For if the shot of one
army, whether engine-stones or pointed projectiles, have a longer range
than the shot of the enemy, rest assured that the side whose artillery
hath the longest range will have a vast advantage in action. Plainly, if
the Christian shot can take effect on the Pagan forces, whilst the Pagan
shot cannot reach the Christian forces, it may be safely asserted that the
Christians will continually gain ground from the enemy, or in other words
they will win the battle."
The importance of these machines in war, and the efforts made to
render them more effective went on augmenting till the introduction of
the still more i6villanous saltpetre," even then however coming to no
sudden halt. Several of the instances that we have cited of machines of
extraordinary power belong to a time when the use of cannon had made
some progress. The old engines were employed by Timur ;in the wars
of the Hussites as late as 1422 ; and, as we have seen, up to the middle
of that century by Mahomed 11.
(Etudes sur le Pad et fAvenir de fdrtil'erie, par L. N Bonaparte,
kc,tom. 11. ; Marino Sanuto, Bk. 11. Pt. 4, ch. xxi. and xxii ;Kin@n's
Fred. III., 11. 488; Froissart, I. 69, 81, 182; Elliot, 111. 41, &c.;
Hewitt's Ancient Armorrr, I. 350; P e ~ t a ,Scn$twes, XVIII. 420, 751;
Q. R. 135-7 ; Weber, 111. 103 ; Nanrmer, Ilch. 11. 95.)
NOTE4.-Very like this is what the Romance of Coeur de Lion tells
of the effects of Sir Fulke Doyley's mangonels on the Saracens of
Eberiy :"

Sir Fouke brought good engynes
Swylke knew but fewe Sarazynes-

*

A prys tour stood ovyr the Gate ;
IIe bent his engynes and threw thereate
A great stone that harde dmff,
That the Tour a1 to roff

And slough the folk that thcrinne stood ;
The other fledde and wer nygh wood,
And sayde it was the devylys dent," &c.-bK..brr, 11.

172.

NOTE6.-This chapter is one of the most perplexing in the whole
book, owing to the chronological difficulties involved.
SAIANFU
is SIANCYANGFU,
upon the River Han, in the west of
IIonan (now in Hupd), and commantling one of the great military
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approaches to South China, viz., that from Shensi. The name given to
the city by Polo is precisely that which it bears in Rashiduddin, and
there is no room for doubt as to its identity.
The Chinese historians relate that Kublai was strongly advised to
make the capture of Siangyang and Fanching, the city which stood on
the other side of the Han, a preliminary to his intended attack upon the
Sung. The siege was undertaken in the latter part of 1268, and it held
out till the spring of 1273. Nor did Kublai apparently prosecute any
other operations against the Sung during that long interval.
Now Polo represents that the long siege of Saianfu, instead of being
a prologue to the subjugation of Manzi, was the protracted epilogue of
that enterprize ;and-he also represents the fall of the place as caused by
advice and assistance rendered by his father, his uncle, and himself, a
circumstance consistent only with the siege's having really been such an
epilogue to the war. For, according to the narrative as it stands in all
the texts, the Polos co~rMnot have reached the Court of Kublai before
the end of 1274, i.e. a year and a half after the fall of Siangyang as
represented in the Chinese histories.
The difficulty is not removed, nor, it appears to me, abated in any
degree, by omitting the name of Marco as one of the agents in this
affair, an omission which occurs both in Pauthier's MS. B and in Ramusio. Pauthier suggests that the father and uncle may have given the
advice and assistance in question when on their first visit to the Kaan,
and when the siege of si&gyang was first contemplated. But this
would be quite inconsistent with the assertion that the place had held
out three years longer than the rest of Manzi, as well as with the idea
that their aid had abridged the duration of the siege, and in fact with the
spirit of the whole story.
I t is certainly very difficult in this case to justify Marco's veracity,
but I am very unwilling to believe that there was no justification in
the facts.
I t is a very curious circumstance that the historian Wasskf also
appears to represent Saianfu (see note 5, chap. Ixv.) as holding out after
all the rest of Manzi had been conquered. Yet the Chinese annals are
systematic, minute, and consequent, and it seeins impossible to attribute
to them such a misplacement of an event which they represent as the
key to the conquest of Southern China.
In comparing Marco's story with that of the Chinese, we find the
same coincidence in prominent features, accompanying a discrepancy in
details, that we have had occasion to notice in other cases where his
narrative intersects history. The Chinese account runs as follows :In 1271, after Siangyang and Fanching had held out alrecltly nearly
three years, an Uighur General serving at the siege, whose name was
Alihaiya, urged the Emperor to send to the West for engineers expert at
the construction and working of machines casting stones of 150 Ibs.
weight. With such aid he assured Kublai the l~lacewould speedily be
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taken. Kublai sent to his nephew Abaka in Persia for such engineers,
and two were accordingly sent post to China, Alawating of Mufali and
his pupil Ysemain of Huli or Hiulie (probably Ala'udnin of Minfnrakain
and Ismael of Hcri or Herat). Kublai on their anival gave them military rank. They exhibited their skill before the Emperor at Tatu, and
in the latter part of 1272 they reached the camp before Siangyang, and
set up their engines. The noise made by the machines, and the crash
of the shot as it broke through everything in its fall, caused great alarm
in the garrison. Fanching was first taken by assault, and some weeks
later Siangyang surrendered.
The shot used on this occasion weighed 125 Chinese pounds (if
cattics, then equal to about 166 lbs. avoirri.), and penetrated 7 or 8 feet
into the earth.
Rashiducldin also mentions the siege of Siangyang, as we learn from
D'Ohsson. H e states that as there were in China none of the Manjnlrib or hfangonels called Kumga, the Kaan caused a certain engineer
to be sent for from Damascus or Balbek, and the three sons of this
person, Abubakr, Ibrahim, and Mahorned, with their workmen, constructed seven great PIlanjanIks which were employed against SAYANFU,
a frontier fortress and bulwark of Manzi.
We thus see that three different notices of the Siege of Siangyang,
Chinese, Persian and Venetian, all concur as to the employment of
foreign engineers from the West, but all differ as to the individuals.
\Ve have seen that one of the MSS. Gakes Polo assert that till this
event the Mongols and Chinese were totally ignorant of mangonels and
trebuchets. This however is quite untrue, and it is not very easy to
reconcile even the statement, implied in all versions of the story, that
mangonels of considerable power were unknown in the far East, with
other circumstances related in Mongol history.
The Persian History called Tuhu!dt-i-Ndsiri speaks of Aikah Nowin
the Mztinrrfki Khds or Engineer-in-Chief to Chinghiz Khan, and his
corps of ten thousand il4nnjanikis or Mangonellers. The Chinese histories used by Gaubil also speak of these artillery-battalions of Chinghiz.
At the siege of Kaifungfu on the Hoang-Ho, the latest capital of the Kin
Emperors, in I 232, the Mongol General Subutai threw from his engines
great quarters of millstones which smashed the battlements and watchtowers on the ramparts, and even the great timbers of houses in the city.
In 1236 we find the Chinese garrison of Chincheu (I-chin-him on the
Great Kiang near the Great Canal) repelling the Mongol attack, partly
by means of their stone shot. When Hulaku was about to march against
Persia (1253) his brother the Great Kaan Mangu sent to Cathay to fetch
thence 1000 families of Mangonellers, naphtha-shooters, and arblasteers.
Some of the crossbows used by these latter had a range, we are told, of
2500 paces ! European History bears some similar evidence. One of
the Tartar characteristics reported by a fugitive Russian archbishop in
Matt. Paris (p. 570 under I 244) is : " Machinas halvnt trzrcZt$lirfs, rccfc
ctfortiferjncicr~tcs."
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It is evident therefore that the Mongols and Chinese had engines
of war, but that they were deficient in some advantage possessed by
those of the Western nations. Rashiduddin's expression as to their
having no Kunlgha Mangonels, seems to be unexplained. Is it perhaps
an error for Farcibughd, the name given by the Turks and Arabs to a
kind of great mangonel ? This was known also in Europe as Carabaga,
Calabm, &c. I t is mentioned under the former name by Marino Sanuto,
and under the latter, with other quaintly-named engines, by William
of Tudela, as used by Simon de Montfort the Elder against the Albi"

E clressa sos Cnlabrer, et foi Afal L'nina
E sas autras pereiras, e Dona, e Rdna ;
Pessia l a autz murs e la sala peirina."*

(" IIe set up his Caidbc~s,and likewise his Iff-m~iS/rborrrr,

With many a more machine, this the L d v , that the Qtrrctr,
And breached the lofty walls, and smashed the stately Halls.")

Now in looking at the Chinese representations of their ancient mangonels, which are evidently genuine, and of which I have given some
specimens (figs. I, 2, 3), I see none worked by the counterpoise; all
(and there are 6 or 7 different representations in the work from which
these are taken) are shown as worked by man-ropes. Hence probably
the improvement brought from the \Vest was essentially the use of the
counterpoised lever. And after I had come to this conclusion I found
it to be the view of Captain FavC (see Du Fcu Grigcois, by MM. Reinaud and F a d , p. 193).
I t is worthy of note that in the campaigns of Alaudin Khilji and his
generals in the Deccan, circa 1300, frequent mention is made of the
Western MarvaaiRs and their great power (see Elliot, 111. 75, 78, kc.).
Before quitting this subject I will quote a curious passage from the
History of the Sung Dynasty contributed to the French work just quoted
by hI. Stanislas Julien : " I n the 9th year of the period Hien-shun (A.D.
1273) the frontier cities had fallen into the hands of the enemy (Tartars).
The Pao (or engines for shooting) of the Hwei-Hwei (Mahomedans) were
imitated, but in imitating them very ingenious improvements were introduced, and Pao of a different and very superior kind were constructed.
hloreover an extraordinary method was invented of neutralizing the
effects of the enemy's Pao. Ropes were made of rice-straw 4 inches
thick, and 34 feet in length. Twenty such ropes were joined, applied to
the tops of buildings, and covered with clay. I n this manner the firearrows, fireyao, and even the Pao casting stones of I O O Ibs. weight, could
cause no damage to the towers or houses" (1b. 196 ; also for previous
parts of this note, Visdclorr, 188; Gaubil, 34, 155 seqp. and 70; DcmaiZZa,
329 ; Pnuthicr in loco and Introduction ; D'Ohsson, 11. 35, and 391 ;
Note by hlr. Edward Thomas; Q. Rashid, p. 132, 136).
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Singyang has been twice visited by Mr. A. Wylie. Just before his
first visit (I believe in 1866) a discovery had been made in the city
of a quantity of treasure buried at the time of the siege. One of the
local officers gave Mr. Wylie one of the copper coins, not indeed in
itself of any great rarity, but worth engraving here on account of its
connexion with the Siege commemorated in the text ; and a little on the
principle of Smith the Weaver's evidence ;-" the bricks are alive at this
day to testify of it ; therefore deny it not"

G i n from a ~rruurchidden at S i - y a n g during the siege in 1-3,

lately discuvered

CHAPTER LXXI.
CONCERNING
THE CITY OF SINJU AND THE GREATRIVER KIAN.

You must know that when you leave the city of Yanju,
after going 15 miles south-east, you come to a city called
SINJU,
of no great size, but possessing a very great amount
of shipping and trade. The people are Idolaters and subject
to the Great Kaan, and use paper-money.'
And you must know that this city stands on the greatest
river in the world, the name of which is KIAN. I t is in
some places ten miles wide, in others eight, in others six,
and it is more than IOO days' journey in length from one
end to the other. This it is that brings so much trade
to the city we are speaking of; for on the waters of that
river merchandize is perpetually coming and going, from
and to the various parts of the world, enriching the city,
and bringing a great revenue to the Great Kaan.
And I assure you this river flows so far and traverses so
many countries and cities that in good sooth there pass
and repass on its waters a greater number of vessels, and

I
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more wealth and merchandize than on all the rivers and all
the seas of Christendom put together! I t seems indeed
more like a Sea than a River.' Messer Marco Polo said
that he once beheld at that city 15,000 vessels at one time.
And you may judge, if this city, of no great size, has such
a number, how many must there be altogether, considering
that on the banks of this river there are more than sixteen
provinces and more than zoo great cities, besides towns and
villages, all possessing vessels ?
Messer Marco Polo aforesaid tells us that he heard
from the officer employed to collect the Great Kaan's
duties on this river that there passed up stream zoo,ooo
vessels in the year, without counting those that passed
down! [Indeed as it has a course of such great length,
and receives so many other navigable rivers, it is no wonder
that the merchandize which is borne on it is of vast amount
and value. And the article in largest quantity of all is
salt, which is carried by this river and its branches to all
the cities on their banks, and thence to the other cities in
the interior.']
The vessels which ply on this river are decked. They
have but one mast, but they are of great burthen, for I can
assure you they carry (reckoning by our weight) from 4000
u p to 12,000 cantars each.'
Now we will quit this matter and I will tell you of
another city called CAIJU. But first I must mention a
point I had forgotten. You must know that the vessels
on this river, in going up stream have to be tracked, for
the current is so strong that they could not make head
in any other manner. Now the tow-line, which is some
300 paces in length, is made of nothing but cane. 'Tis
in this way: they have canes of some fifteen paces in
length; these they take and split from end to end [into
many slender strips], and then they twist these strips
together so as to make a rope of any length they please.
And the ropes so made are stronger than if they were made
of hemp.'

.
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[There are at many places on this river hills and rocky
eminences on which idol-monasteries and other edifices are
built ; and you find on its shores a constant succession of
villages and inhabited places.h]
NOTE 1. - The traveller's diversion from his direct course-sceloc
or south-east, as he regards it - towards Fokien, in order to notice
Nganking (as we have supposed) and Siangyang, has sadly thrown out
both the old translators and transcribers and the modern commentators.
Though the G. Text has here " quarit ren se p a r t de la cifl. lie Angui,"
I cannot doubt that I a n p i (Yanju) is the reading intended, and that
Polo here comes back to the main line of his journey.
I have little doubt that Sinju is the city which was then called
CHIN-CHAU,
but now I-CHIN-HIEN,*
and which stands on the Kiang as
near as may be r g miles from Yangchau. It is indeed south-west
instead of south-east, but those who have noted the style of Polo's
orientation will not attach much importance to this. I-chin-hien is still
the great port of the Yangchau salt manufacture, for export by the Kiang
and its branches to the interior provinces. I t communicates with the
Grand Canal by two branch canals. Admiral Collinson in r 842 remarked
the great numbers of vessels lying in the creek off Ichin (see note 1 to
chap. lxviii. above; and J R. G. S. XVII. 139).
NOTE %.-The river is of course the Great Kiang or Yangtse-Kiang
(already spoken of in chapter xliv. as the Kiarrsui), which Polo was
justified in calling the greatest river in the world, whilst the New i$7~rld
was yet hidden. The breadth seems to be a good deal exaggerated, the
length not at all. His expressions about it were perhaps accompanied
by a mental reference to the term Dalai, " The Sea," which the Mongols
appear to have given the river (see Fi: Odaric, p. 121). The ~ h i i e s e
have a popular saying " H n i vrr pirzg, Kiartg z~uti," " Boundless is the
Ocean, bottomless the Kiang !"
NOTE3.-" The assertion that there is a greater amount of tonnage
belonging to the Chinese than to all other nations combined, does not
appear overcharged to those who have seen the swarms of boats on
their rivers, though it might not be found strictly true." (Mid Kinfir'.
11. 398.) Barrow's picture of the life, traffic, and population on the
Kiang, excepting as to specific numbcrs, quite bears out Xlarco's account. This part of China suffered so long from the wars of the
Taiping rebellion that to recent travellers it has presented an aspect
sadly belying its old fame. Now again, however, prosperity is reviving,
and European navigation is beginning to make an important figure on

*

Scc Gatd~il,11. 93, ~ i o t c4, and niof,p. 275.
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the Kiang. At present (May, 1869) four steamers of
weekly either way between Shanghai and Hankau.

1200

tons ply

NOTE4.-12,000
cantars would be more than 500 tons, and I do
not know if this can be justified by the burthen of Chinese vessels on the
'river, though we see it is more than doubled by that of British and
American steamers. In the passage referred to under note 1, Admiral
Collinson speaks of the salt-junks at Ichin as "very remarkable, being
built nearly in the form of a crescent, the stem rising in some of them
nearly 30 feet and the prow 2 0 , whilst the mast is go feet high." These
dimensions imply large capacity. Oliphant speaks of the old rice-junks
for the canal traffic as transporting zoo and 300 tons (I. 197).
NOTE5.-The tow-line in river-boats is usually made (as here described) of shavings or strips of bamboo twisted. Hawsers are also
made of bamboo. Ramusio in this passage says the boats are tracked
by horses, 10 or 12 to each vessel. I do not find this mentioned anywhere else.
NOTE6 . S u c h eminences as are here alluded to are the Little
Orphan Rock, Silver Island, and Golden Island, which is mentioned in
the following chapter. We give on the preceding page illustrations of
those three picturesque islands; the Orphan Rock at the top, Golden
Island in the middle, Silver Island below.

CHAPTER LXXII.
CONCERNINGTHE CITY OF CAIJU.

CAIJUis a small city towards the south-east.

T h e people
are subject to the Great Kaan and have paper-money. I t
stands upon the river before mentioned.' At this place are
collected great quantities of corn and rice to be transported
to the great city of Cambaluc for the use of the Kaan's
Court ; for the grain for the Court all comes from this part
of the country. You must understand that the Emperor
hath caused a water-communication to be made fiom this
city to Cambaluc, in the shape of a wide and deep channel
dug between stream and stream, between lake and lake,
forming as it were a great river on which large vessels
can ply. And thus there is a comm~lnication all the
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way from this city of Caiju to Cambaluc; so that great
vessels with their loads can go the whole way. A land
road also exists, for the earth dug from those channels
has been thrown up so as to form an embanked road on
either side.'
Just opposite to the city of Caiju, in the middle of the
River, there stands a rocky island on which there is an
idol-monastery containing some zoo idolatrous friars, and
a vast number of idols. And this Abbey holds supremacy
over a number of other idol-monasteries, just like an archbishop's see among Christians.'
Now we will leave this and cross the river, and I will
tell you of a city called Chinghianfu.

NOTE 1.-NO place in Polo's travels is better identified by his local
indications than this. It is on the Kiang ; it is at the extremity of the
Great Canal from Cambaluc; it is opposite the Golden Island and
Chinkiangfu. Hence it is KWACHAU,
as Murray pointed out. Marsden
here misunderstands his text, and puts the place on the south side of the
Kiang.
Here Van Braam notices that there passed in the course of the day
more than 50 great rice-boats, most of which could easily carry more
than 300,000 lbs. of rice. And Mr. Alabaster in 1868 speaks of the
canal from Yangchau to Kwachau as "full of junks."
NOTE 2.-Rashiduddin gives the following account of the Grand
Canal, spoken of in this passage. The river of Khanbalig had, he says,
" in the course of time become so shallow as not to admit the entrance
of shipping, so that they had to discharge their cargoes and send them
up to Khanbalig on packcattle. And the Chinese engineers and men
of science having reported that the vessels from the provinces of Cathay,
from hfachin, and from the cities of Khingsai and Z a i t h , could no
longer reach the court, the Kaan gave them orders to dig a great canal,
into which the waters of the said river, and of several others, should be
introtluced. This a n a l extends for a distance of 40 days' navigation
from Khanbalig to Khingsai, and Zzitdn, the ports frequented by the
ships that come from India, and from the city of Machin (Canton).
The Canal is provided with many sluices . . and when vessels arrive
at these sluices they are hoisted up by means of machinery, whatever be
their size, and let down on the other side into the water. The canal has
a width of more than 30 ells. Kublai caused the sides of the embank-

.
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ments to be revetted with stone, in order to prevent the earth giving
way. Along the side of the Canal runs the high road to Machin,
extending for a space of 40 days' journey, and this has been paved
throughout, so that travellers and their animals may get along during
the rainy season without sinking in the mud. . . . . Shops, taverns, and
villages line the road on both sides, so that dwelling succeeds dwelling
without intermission throughout the whole space of 40 days' journey."
(Cathay, 2 59-60).
The canal appears to have been completed in 1289, though large
portions were in use earlier. Its chief object was to provide the capital
with food. Pauthier gives the statistics of the transport of rice by this
canal from 1283 to the end of Kublai's reign, and for some subsequent
years up to 1329. In the latter year the quantity reached 3,522,163 shi
or 1,247,633 quarters. As the supplies of rice for the capital and for
the troops in the Northern Provinces always continued to be drawn
from Kiangnan, the distress and derangement caused by the recent rebel
occupation of that province must have been enormous. (Rnrthi~r,p.
48 r - 2 ; Denrailla, p. 439.)
NOTE3.-'' On the Kiang, not far from the mouth, is that remarkably beautiful little island called the 'Golden Isle,' surmounted by
numerous temples inhabited by the votaries of Buddha or Fo, and re&
correctly described so many centuries since by Marco Polo" (Dazris's
Chincse, I. 149). The monastery, according to Pauthier, was founded
in the 3rd or 4th century, but the name Kin-Shnn, or "Golden Isle,"
dates only from a visit of the Emperor Kang-hi in 1684.
The monastery contained one of the most famous Buddhist libraries
in China This was in the hands of our troops during the first China
war, and as it was intended to remove the books there was no haste
made in examining their contents. Meanwhile peace came, and the
library was restored. It is n pity nmrl that the jus hcZZi had not been
exercised promptly, for the whole establishment was destroyed by the
l'aipings in 1860, and with the exception of the Pagoda at the top of
the hill, which was left in a dilapidated state, not one stone of the
buildings remained upon another. The rock had also then ceased to
be an island ; and the site of what not many years before had been
a channel with four fathoms of water, separating it from the southern
shore, was covered by flourishing cabbage-gardens. (G~rfzhrf in _/: R.
A. S. X I I. 57 ; Afid. XingI. I. 84, 86 ; Oliphnnt's Narrafivt, 11. 30 I ;
A? ~ t r dQ. Ch. ar~dJnp.No. 5, p. 58.)
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CHAPTER LXXIII.
OF THE CITY OF CHIN(;HIANFI:.

CHINGHIANFU
is a city of Manzi. T h e people are Idolaters
and subject to the Great Kaan, and have paper-money, ant1
live by handicrafts and trade. They have plenty of silk,
from which they make sundry kinds of stuffs of silk and
gold. There are great and wealthy merchants in the place ;
plenty of game is to be had, and of all kinds of victual.
There are in this city two churches of Nestorian Christians which were established in the year of our Lord 1278 ;
and I will tell you how that happened. You see, in the
year just named, the Great Kaan sent a Baron of his whose
name was MAR SAKGHIS,a Nestorian Christian, to be
governor of this city for three years. And during the
three years that he abode there he caused these two Christian churches to be built, and since then there they are.
But before his time there was no church, neither were
there any Christians.'
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NOTE1.-CHINKIANGFUretains its name unchanged. It is one
which became well known in the war of 1842. On its capture on the
21st July in that year, the heroic Manchu commandant seated himself
among his records and then set fire to the building, making it his
funeral pyre. The city was totally destroyed in the Taiping wars, but
is rapidly recovering its position as a place of native commerce.
f i r Sarghis (or Dominus Sergius) appears to have been a common
name among Armenian and other Oriental Christians. As Pauthier
mentions, this very name is one of the names of Nestorian priests inscribed in Syriac on the celebrated monument of Singanfu.
From this second mention of three Itcars as a term of government,
we may gather that this was the usual period for the tenure of such
oflice. (Mid. KinCcd.I. 86 ; Cathay, p. xciii.)

CHAPTER LXXIV.
OF T H E CITY O F

CHINGINJU A N D T H E
A L A NTHERE.
~

SLAUGHTER
OF CERTAIN

LEAVINGthe city of Chinghianfu and travelling three
days south-east through a constant succession of busy and
thriving towns and villages, you arrive at the great and
noble city of CHISGINJU. T h e people are Idolaters, use
paper-money, and are subject to the Great Kaan. They
live by trade and handicrafts, and they have plenty of silk.
They have also abundance of game, and of all manner
of victuals, for it is a most productive territory.'
Now I must tell you of an evil deed that was done,
once upon a time, by the people of this city, and how
dearly they paid for it.
You see, at the time of the conquest of the great
province of Manzi, when Bayan was in command, he sent
a company of his troops, consisting of a people called
Alans, who are Christians, to take this city.' They took
it accordingly, and when they had made their way in, they
lighted upon some good wine. Of this they drank until
they were all drunk, and then they lay down and slept like
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so many swine. So when night fell, the townspeople,
seeing that they were all dead-drunk, fell upon them and
slew them all ; not a man escaped.
And when Bayan heard that the townspeople had thus
treacherously slain his men, he sent another Admiral of his
with a great force, and stormed the city, and put the whole
of the inhabitants to the sword; not a man of them escaped
death. And thus the whole population of that city was
exterminated.'
Now we will go on, and I will tell you of another city
called Suju.
NOTEI.--Both
the position and the story which follows identify this
city with CHANGCHAU.
The name is written in Pauthier's MSS. Chit;,qi n p y , in the G. T. Cingi~rrlriand Cir~~~hingui,
in Ramusio Titipi~fi.
The capture of Changchau by Gordon's force, I rth hlay, 1864,was
the final achievement of that L L Ever Victorious Army."

NOTE2.-The relics of the Alans were settled on the northern skirts
of Caucasus, where they made a stout resistance to the Mongols, but
eventually became subjects of the Khans of Sarai. The name by which
they were usually known in Asia in the middle ages was Ans, and by
this name they are spoken of by Carpini, Rubruquis, and Josafat Barbaro,
as well as by Ibn Batuta The Alans are mentioned by the Byzantine
historian Pachymeres among nations whom the Mongols had assinlilatcd
to themselves and adopted into their military service. Gaul~il,without
being aware of the identity of the Asu (as the name Ans appears to be
expressed in the Chinese Annals), beyond the fact thit they dwelt somewhere near the Caspian, observes that this people, after they were conquered, furnished many excellent officers to the Mongols; and he mentions SO that when the Mongol army was first equipt for the conquest
of Southern China, many officers took service therein from among the
Uighurs, Persians, and Ambs, Kincha (people of Kipchak), the Asu antl
other foreign nations. IVe find also, at a later period of the Mongol
history (1336), letters reaching Pope Benedict XII. from several Christian Alnns holding high office at the court of Cambnluc-one of them
bring a C'hingsnttg or Minister of the First Rank, and another a finchang
or Minister of the Second Order-in which they conveyed their urgent
request for the nomination of an Archbishop in succession to the tleceased John of Monte Corvino. John Marignolli speaks of those Alans
as "the greatest and noblest nation in the world, the fairest and bravest
of men," and asserts that in his day there were 30,000 of them in the
Great Kaan's service, antl all, at least nominally, Christians. Rashitl-
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uddin also speaks of the Alans as Christians; though Ibn Batuta certainly mentions the Aas as Mahomedans. We find Alans about the same
time (in 1306) fighting well in the service of the Byzantine Emperors
(M~~nfaner,
p. 449). All these circumstances render Marco's story of
a corps of Christian Alans in the army of Bayan perfectly consistent
with probability. (Car-itli, p. 707 ; Rub. 243 ; Ranrusio, 11. 92 ; 1. B.
11. 428 ; GaubiZ, 40, I 47 ; Cafhay, 3 14 srqq.)

NOTE 3.-The Chinese histories do not mention the story of the
Alans and their fate ; but they tell how Changchau was first taken by
the Mongols about April, 1275, and two months later recovered by the
Chinese ; how Bayan some months afterwards attacked it in person,
meeting with a desperate resistance ; finally, how the place was stormed,
and how Bayan ordered the whole of the inhabitants to be put to the
sword. Gaubil remarks that some grievous provocation must have been
given, as Bayan was far from cruel. Pauthier gives original extracts on
the subject, which are interesting. They picture the humane and
chivalrous Bayan on this occasion as demoniacal in cruelty, sweeping
together all the inhabitants of the suburbs, forcing them to construct his
works of attack, and then butchering the whole of them, boiling down
their carcases, and using the fat to grease his mangonels ! Perhaps
there is some misunderstanding as to the use of this barbarous lubricant.
For Carpini relates that the Tartars when they cast Greek fire into a
town shot with it human fat, for this caused the fire to rage inextinguishably.
Cruelties, like Bayan's on this occasion, if exceptional with him,
were common enough among the Mongols generally. Chinghiz, at an
early period in his career, after a victory, ordered 70 great caldrons to
be heated, and his prisoners to be boiled therein. And the "evil deed"
of the citizens of Changcl~aufell far short of Mongol atrocities. Thus
Hulaku, suspecting the 'Turkoman chief Nasiruddin who had just quitted
his camp with 300 men, sent a body of horse after him to cut him off.
The Mongol officers told the Turkoman they had been ordered to give
him and his men a parting feast; they made them all drunk and then
cut their throats. (Gaubif, 166-5, 170; Carpini, 696 ; Brtimanrr, 262 ;
Quaf. Rashid. 357.)
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SUJUis a very great and noble city. T h e people are Idolaters, subjects of the Great Kaan, and have paper money.
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They possess silk in great quantities, from which they make
gold brocade and other stuffs, and they live by their manufactures and trade.'
The city is passing great, and has a circuit of some
60 miles; it hath merchants of great wealth and an incalculable number of people. Intleed, if the men of this city
ant1 of the rest of Manzi had but the spirit of soldiers they
would conquer the world ; but they are no soldiers at all,
only accomplished traders and most skilful craftsmen.
There are also in this city many philosophers and leeches,
diligent students of nature.
And you must know that in this city there are 6000
bridges, all of stone, and so lofty that a galley, or even two
galleys at once, could pass underneath one of them.'
In the mountains belonging to this city, rhubarb and
ginger grow in great abundance ; insomuch that you may
get some 40 pounds of excellent fresh ginger for a Venice
groat.' Ant1 the city has sixteen other great trading cities
under its rule. T h e name of the city, Suju, signifies in our
tongue " Earth," and that of another near it, of which we
shall speak presently, called Kinsay, signifies " Heaven ;
and these names are given because of the great splendour
of the two cities.'
Now let us quit Suju, and go on to another wliich is
called VUJLT,
one clay's journey distant; it is a great and fine
city, rife with trade and manufactures. But as there is
nothing more to say of it we shall go on and I will tell you
of another great and noble city called VUGHIN. T k e
people are Idolaters, &c., and possess much silk and other
merchandize, and they are expert traders and craftsmen.
Let us now quit Vughin and tell you of another city called
CHANGAN,
a great anrl rich place. T h e people are Idolaters,
&c., and they live by tratle and nianufactures. They make
great quantities of Sendal of different kinds, and they have
much game in the neighbourhood. There is however
nothing more to say about the place, so we shall now
~~roceed.~
31

NOTE1.-SUJU is of course the celebrated city of S u c ~ a uin Kiangnan-before the rebellion brought ruin on it, the Paris of China. " Every
thing remarkable was alleged to come from it ; fine pictures, fine carved
work, fine silks, and fine ladies !" (Fortune, I. 186.) When the Emperor Kang-hi visited Suchau the citi~enslaid the streets with carpets
and silk stuffs, but the Emperor dismounted and made his train do the
like. (Davis, I. I 86.)
NOTE 2.-I believe we must not bring hfarco to book for the literal
accuracy of his statements as to the bridges; but all travellers have
noticed the number and elegance of the bridges of cut stone in this part
of China ; see for instance Van Braatn, 11. 107, I I 9-20, I 24, 126 ; and
Dtguipts, I. 47, who gives a particular account of the arches. These
are said to be often 50 or 60 feet in span.
NOTE3.-This statement about the abundance of rhubarb in the
mountains adjoining Suchau is believed by the most competent authorities to be quite erroneous. Rhubarb is exported from Shanghai, but
it is brought thither from Hankau on the Upper Kiang, and Hankau
receives it from the further west Indeed hir. Hanbury, in a note on
the subject, adds his disbelief also that ginger is produced in Kiangnan.
And I see in the Shanghai trade-returns of 1865, that there is NO ginger
among the exports.

NOTE4.-The meanings ascribed by Polo to the names of Suchau
and Kingsd (Hangchau) show plainly enough that he was ignorant of
Chinese. Odoric does not mention Suchau, but he gives the same
explanation of Kinsay as signifying the." City of Heaven," and \Vassif
also in his notice of the same city has axi obscure passage about Paradise
and Heaven, which is not improbably a corrupted reference to the same
interpretation..
I suspect therefore that it was a "Vulgar Error" of the
foreign Residents in China, probably arising out of a misunderstanding
of the Chinese adage quoted by fihalde and Davis :-

"S
"

~ ~ Z I thim
I ~ ~tlrung,
C I I H i a ynr SU HANG! "
There's Paradise above 'tis true,
But here below we've HANGand Su 1"

These two neighbouring cities, in the middle of the beautiful tea and
silk districts, and with every advantage of inland navigation and foreign
trade, combined every source of wealth and prosperity, and were often
thus coupled together by the Chinese. They are I believe rapidly recovering from the effects of devastation by Taiping occupation and Imperialist recapture.

NOTE5.-The Geographic Text only, at least of the principal Texts,
has distinctly the three cities I'rrgui, Yughin, Ciangan. Pauthier idenSee Qualrcm&re'sRash~d.p. I~xxvii,and ~ianirner's LVassriJ; p. q.
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tifies the first and third with HUCHAUFU
and Sungkiangfu. I n favour
of Vuju's being Huchau is the fact mentioned by Wilson that the latter
city is locally called \VUCHU.* If this be the place, the Traveller does
not seem to be following a direct and consecutive route from Suchau to
Hangchau. Nor is Huchau within a day's journey of Suchau. Mr.
Kingsnlill observes that the only town at that distance is 1Vtikitzrtg-hien,
once of some little importance but now much reduced. ~ V U K I A N C ,
however, is suggestive of VUCHIN
; and in that supposition Huchnu must
be considered the object of a digression from which the Traveller returns
would then
and takes up his route to Hangchau via \Vukiang. it)a/ri~~g
best answer to Ciangan, or Cuiitgatr, as it is written in the following
chapter of the G. T.

CHAPTER LXXVI.
DESCRIPTION
OF THE GREATCITY OF KINSAY,
W H I C H IS
CAPITALOF THE WHOLE COUNTRYOF MANZI.

THE

WHEN
you have left the city of Changan and have travelled for three days through a splendid country, passing a
number of towns and villages, you arrive at the most noble
city of KINSAY,a name which is as much as to say in our
tongue " T h e City of Heaven," as I told you before.'
And since we have got thither I will enter into particulars about its magnificence ; and these are well worth the
teliing, for the city is beyond dispute the finest and the
noblest in the world. In this we-shall speak according to
the written statement which the Queen of this Realm sent
to Bayan the conqueror of the country for transmission to
the Great Kaan, in order that he might be aware of the
surpassing grandeur of the city and might be moved to
save it from destruction or injury. I will tell you all the
truth as it was set down in that document. For truth it
was, as the said Messer Marco Polo at a later date was able
to witness with his own eyes. And now we shall rehearse
those particulars.
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First and foremost, then, the document stated the city of
Kinsay to be so great that it hath an hundred miles of compass. Ant1 there are in it twelve thousand bridges of stone,
for the most part so lofty that a great fleet could pass
beneath them. And let no man marvel that there are so
many bridges, for you see the whole city stands as it were
in the water and surrounded by water, so that a great many
bridges are required to give free passage about it. [And
though the bridges be so high the approaches are so well
contrived that carts and horses do cross them.']
T h e document aforesaid also went on to state that there
were in this city twelve guilds of the different crafts, and
that each guild had 12,ooo houses in the occupation of its
workmen. Each of these houses contains at least I 2 men,
whilst some contain 20 and some 40,-not
that these are all
masters, but inclusive of the journeymen who work under
the masters. And yet all these craftsmen had full occupation, for many other cities of the kingdom are supplied
from this city with what they require.
T h e document aforesaid also stated that the number
and wealth of the merchants, and the amount of goods that
passed through their hands was so enormous that no man
could form a just estimate thereof. And I should have
told you with regard to those masters of the different crafts
who are at the head of such houses as I have mentioned,
that neither they nor their wives ever touch a piece of
work with their own hands, but live as nicely and delicately
as if they were kings and qucens. T h e wives indeed are
no st dainty and angelical creatures ! Moreover it was an
ordinance laid down by the King that every man should
follow his father's business and no other, no matter if he
possessed I oo,ooo bezants.'
Inside the city there is a Lake which has a compass
of some 30 miles; and all round it are erected beautiful
palaces and mansions, of the richest and most exquisite
structure that you can imagine, belonging to the nobles of'
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the city. There are also on its shores many abbeys and
churches of the Idolaters. In the middle of the Lake are
two Islands, on each of which stands a rich, beautiful and
spacious edifice, furnished in such style as to seem fit
for the palace of an Emperor. And when any one of the
citizens desired to hold a marriage feast, or to give any
other entertainment, it used to be done at one of these
palaces. And everything would be found there ready to
order, such as silver plate, trenchers and dishes, [napkins
and table-cloths], and whatever else was needful. T h e
King made this provision for che gratification of his people,
and the place was open to every one who desired to give an
entertainment. [Sometimes there would be at these palaces
an hundred different parties ; some holding a banquet,
others celebrating a wedding ; and yet all would find good
accommodation in the different apartments and pavilions,
and that in so well ordered a manner that one party was
never in the way of another.41
T h e houses of the City are provided with lofty towers
of stone in which articles of value are stored for fear of fire ;
for most of the houses themselves are of timber, and fires
are very frequent in the city.
T h e people are Idolaters; and since they were conquered by the Great Kaan they use paper-money. [Both
men and women are fair and comely, and for the most
part clothe themselves in silk, so vast is the supply of that
material, both from the whole district of Kinsay, and from
the imports by traders from other provinces.*] And you
must know they eat every kind of flesh, even that of dogs
and other unclean beasts, which nothing would induce a
Christian to eat.
Since the Great Kaan occupied the city he has ordained
that each of the 12,ooo bridges should be provided with a
guard of ten men, in case of any disturbance, or of any
being so rash as to plot treason or insurrection against him.
[Eacli guard is provided with a hollow instrument of wood
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and with a metal basin, and with a time-keeper to enable
them to know the hour of the day or night. And so when
one hour of the night is past the sentry strikes one on tlie
wooden instrument and on the basin, so that the whole
quarter of the city is made aware that one hour of the
night is gone. At the second hour he gives two strokes,
and so on, keeping always wide awake and on the look out.
In the morning again, from the sunrise, they begin to
count anew, and strike one hour as they did in the night,
and so on hour after hour.
Part of the watch patrols the quarter, to see if any light
or fire is burning after the lawful hours ; if they find any
they mark the door, and in the morning the owner is summoned before the magistrates, and unless he can plead a
good excuse he is punished. Also if they find any one
going about .the streets at unlawful hours they arrest him,
and in the morning they bring him before the magistrates.
Likewise if in the daytime they find any poor cripple
unable to work for his livelihood, they take him to one
of the hospitals, of which there are many, founded by the
ancient kings, and endowed with great revenue^.^ Or if he
be capable of work they oblige him to take up some trade.
If they see that any house has caught fire they immediately
beat upon that wooden instrument to give the alarm, and
this brings together the watchmen from the other bridges
to help to extinguish it, and to save the goods of the
merchants or others, either by removing them to the towers
above mentioned, or by putting them in boats and transporting them to the islands in the lake. For no citizen
dares leave his house at night, or to come near the fire;
only those who own the property, and those watchmen
who flock to help, of whom there shall come one or two
thousand at the least.]
Moreover, within the city there is an eminence on
which stands a Tower, and at the top of the tower is hung
a slab of wood. Whenever fire or any other alarm breaks
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out in the city a man who stands there with a mallet in his
hand beats upon the slab, making a noise that is heard to a
great distance. So when the blows upon this slab are heard,
everybody is aware that fire has broken out, or that there is
some otlier cause of alarm.
T h e Kaan watches this city with especial diligence
because it forms the head of all Manzi ; and because he
has an immense revenue from the duties levied on the
transactions of trade therein, the amount of which is such
that no one would credit it on mere hearsay.
All the streets of the city are paved with stone or brick,
as indeed are all the highways throughout Manzi, so that
you ride and travel in every direction without inconvenience. Were it not for this pavement you could not do
so, for the country is very low and flat, and after rain 'tis
deep in mire and water.' [But as the Great Kaan's couriers
could not gallop their horses over the pavement, the side
of the road is left unpaved for their convenience. T h e
pavement of the main street of the city also is laid out in
two parallel ways of ten paces in width on either side,
leaving a space in the middle laid with fine gravel, under
which are vaulted drains which convey the rain water into
the canals ; and thus the road is kept ever dry.]
You must know also that the city of Kinsay has some
3000 baths, the water of which is supplied by springs.
They are hot baths, and the people take great delight in
them, frequenting them several times a month,.for they are
very cleanly in their persons. They are the finest and
largest baths in the world ; large enough for IOO persons to
bathe together!
And the Ocean Sea comes within 25 miles of the city
where there is a town and an
at a place called GANFU,
excellent haven, with a vast amount of shipping which is
engaged in the traffic to and from India and other foreign
parts, exporting and importing many kinds of wares, by
which the city benefits. And a great river flows from the
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city of Kinsay to that sea-haven, by which vessels can come
up to the city itself. This river extends also to other places
further inland.9
Know also that the Great Kaan hath distributed the
territory of Manzi into nine parts, which he hath constituted into nine kingdoms. T o each of these kingdoms
a king is appointed who is subordinate to the Great Kaan,
and every year renders the accounts of his kingdom to the
fiscal office at the capital.'" This city of Kinsay is the
seat of one of these kings, who rules over 140 great and
wealthy cities. For in the whole of this vast country of
Manzi there are more than 1200 great and wealthy cities,
without counting the towns and villages, which are in great
numbers. And you may receive it for certain that in each
of those 1200 cities the Great Kaan has a garrison, and
that the smallest of such garrisons musters 1000 men,
whilst there are some of ~o,ooo,20,000, and 30,000; so
that the total number of troops is something scarcely calculable. T h e troops forming these garrisons are not all
Tartars. Many are from the province of Cathay, and good
soldiers too. But you must not suppose they are by any
means all of them cavalry ; a very large proportion of them
are foot-soldiers, according to the special requirements of
each city. And all of them belong to the army of the
Great Kaan."
I repeat that everything appertaining to this city is on
so vast a scale, and the Great Kaan's yearly revenues therefrom are so immense, that it is not easy even to put it in
writing, and it seems past belief to one who merely hears it
told. But I will write it down for you.
First, however, I must mention another thing. T h e
people of this country have a custom, that as soon as a
child is born they write down the day and hour and the
planet and sign under which its birth has taken place; so
that every one among them knows the day of his birth.
And when any one intends a journey he goes to the astro-
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logers, and gives the particulars of his nativity in order to
learn whether he shall have good luck or no. Sometimes
they will say no, and in that case the journey is put off till
such day as the astrologer may recommend. These astrologers are very skilful at their business, and often their
words come to pass, so the people have great faith in them.
They burn the bodies of the dead. And when any one
dies the friends and relations make a great mourning for
the deceased, and clothe themselves in hempen garments,"
and follow the corpse playing on a variety of instruments
and singing hymns to their idols. And when they come
to the burning place, they take representations of things cut
out of parchment, such as caparisoned horses, male and
female slaves, camels, armour, suits of cloth of gold (and
money), in great quantities, and these things they put on
the fire along with the corpse, so that they are all burnt
with it. And they tell you that the dead man shall have
all these slaves and animals of which the effigies are burnt,
alive in flesh and blood, and the money in gold, at his
disposal in the next world; and that the instruments which
they have caused to be played at his funeral, and the idol
hymns that have been chaunted, shall also be produced
again to welconle him in the next worltl; and that the itlols
themselves will come to do him l~onour.'~
Furthermore there exists in this city the palace of the
king who fled, him who was Emperor of Manzi, and that
is the greatest palace in the world, as I shall tell you more
particularly. For you must know its demesne hath a
compass of ten miles, all enclosed with lofty battlemented
walls; and inside the walls are the finest and most delectable gardens upon earth, and filled too with the finest
fruits. Tliere are numerous fountains in it also, ant1 lakes
full of fish. In the middle is the palace itself, a great and
splenditl building. It contains zo great and handsome
halls, one of which is more spacious than the rest, and
afYords room for a vast multitude to dine. I t is all painted
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in gold, with many histories and representations of beasts
and birds, of knights and dames, and many marvellous
things. It forms a really magnificent spectacle, for over
all the walls and all the ceiling you see nothing but paintings in gold. And besides these halls the palace contains
1000 large and handsome chambers, all painted in gold
and divers colours.
Moreover, I must tell you that in this city there are
160 tomans of fires, or in other words 160 tomans of
houses. Now I should tell you that the toman is ~o,ooo,
so that you can reckon the total as altogether 1,600,000
houses, among which are a great number of rich palaces.
There is one church only, belonging to the Nestorian
Christians."
There is another thing I must tell you. I t is the
custom for every burgess of this city, and in fact for every
description of person in it, to write over his door his own
name, the name of his wife, and those of his children, his
slaves, and all the inmates of his house, and also the
number of animals that he keeps. And if any one dies in
the house then the name of that person is erased, and if
any child is born its name is added. So in this way the
sovereign is able to know exactly the population of the
city. And this is the practice also throughout all Manzi
and Cathay.''
And I must tell you that every hosteler who keeps an
hostel for travellers is bound to register their names and
surnames, as well as the day and month of their arrival
and departure. And thus the sovereign hath the means
of knowing, whenever it pleases him, who come and go
throughout his dominions. And certes this is a wise order
and a provident.
NOTE 1.-KINSAY represents closely enough the Chinese tern1
Zi-it?qsse, "capital," which was then applied to the great city, the proper
name of which was at that time Lin-ngan, and is now HANGCHAU,
as
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being since 1 x 2 7 the capital of the Sung dynasty. 'The same term
Kingssc is now on Chinese maps generally used to designate Peking.
It would seem, however, that the term adhered long as a quasi-proper
name to Hangchau, for in the Chinese atlas, dating from 1595, which
the traveller Carletti presented to the Magliabecchian Library, that city
appears to be still marked with this name, transcribed by Carletti as
Camse.
NOTE2.-The
Ramusian version says : " Messer Marco Polo was
frequently at this city, and took great pains to learn everything about
it, writing down the whole in his notes." The information being originally derived from a Chinese document, there might be some ground for
supposing that I O O miles of circuit stood for I O O Zi. Yet the circuit of
the modern city is stated in the Imperial Geography, quoted by Pauthier,
at only 35 Zi, and the book called Hang-chau-fir-Chi, or topographical
history of Hangchau (examined for me by the kindness of Mr. R. K.
Douglas) gives the measurement of the walls as 36 Zi and go paces.
I learn, however, from a lecture on the city by the Rev. D. D. Green,
an American missionary at Ningpo, that the wall, as reconstructed by
Chaotsung, one of the last emperors of the Thang dynasty (894),
cmbraced the Iio-ho-ta pagoda, 15 Zi distant from the present south
gate, and had a circuit of 70 Zi. hloreover, in 1130, hfter the city
became the capital of the Sung emperors, some further extension was
given to it, so that even exclusive of the suburbs the circuit of the city
may have been not far short of I O O Zi. I cannot learn when the walls
were contracted to their present compass.' Whatever may have been
the facts, ant1 whatever the origin of the estimate, I imagine that the
ascription of loo miles of circuit to Kinsay had become popular among
wtsterns. Otloric makes the same statement. Wassfif calls it 24 parasangs, which will not be far short of the s a n e amount. Ibn Ratuta cnlls
the Ze~~gth
of the city 3 days' journey. Rashitluddin ssys the enceinte
had a dianz~tcrof I I parasangs, and that there were three post stages
between the two extremities of the city, which is probably what Ibn
Batuta had heard. 'I'he 1WnsdZak-nl-Allscir calls it one day's journey in
length, and half a day's journey in breadth. The enthusiastic Jesuit
Martini goes far to justify Polo in this as in other points of his description. \Ve shall quote the whole of his remarks at the end of the chapter
on Kinsny.
'I'he I 2,000 bridges have been much carped at, and modern accounts
of Hangchau (desperately mesgre as they are) do not speak of its bridges
as notable. There is, indeed, says hlr. Kingsmill, speaking of changes
in the hytlrography about Hangchau, no trace in the city of the magnifi-
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cent canals and bridges described by Marco Polo. The number was
no doubt in this case also a mere popular saw, and Friar Odoric repeats
it. The sober and veracious John Marignolli, alluding apparently to
their statements, and perhaps to others which. have not reached us,
says : "When authors tell of its ten thousand noble bridges of stone,
adorned with sculptures and statues of armed princes, it passes the
belief of one who has not been there, and yet peradventure these authors
tell us no lie." Wasdf speaks of 360 bridges only, but they make up
in size what they lack in number, for they cross canals as big as the
Tigris! Marsden aptly quotes in reference to this point excessively
loose and discrepant statements from modem authors as to the number
of bridges in Venice. The great height of the arches of the canal bridges
in this part of China is especially noticed by travellers. Barrow, quoted
by Marsden, says : "Some have the piers of such an extraordinary
height that the largest vessels of zoo tons sail under them without
striking their masts."

NOTE 3.-There is, I I~elieve,no trace of such an ordinance in
modem China. Pere Parrenin, speaking of the surmised connexion of
China and Egypt, says : "As to the hereditary perpetuation of trades, it
has never existed in China. On the contrary, very few Chinese will
learn the trade of their fathers; and it is only necessity that ever constrains them to do so." (Lett.&Iff: XXIV. 40.)

NOTE4.-This sheet of water is the celebrated SI-HU or " Westem
Lake," the fame of which had reached Abulfeda, and which has raised
the enthusiasm even of modem travellers, such as Barrow and Van
Braam. The latter speaks of three islands (and this the Chinese maps
confirm), on each of which were several villas, and of causeways across
the lake, paved and bordered with trees, and provided with numerous
bridges for the passage of boats. Elrrow gives a bright description of
the lake, with its thousands of gay, gilt, and painted pleasure boats, its
margins studded with light anci fanciful buildings, its gardens of choice
flowering shrubs, its monuments, and beautiful variety of scenery. None
surpasses that of Martini, whonl it is always pleasant to quote, but here
he is too lengthy. The most recent description that I have met with is
that of Mr. C. Gardner, and it is as enthusiastic as any. It concludes :
" Even to us foreigners . . . the spot is one of peculiar attraction, but
to the Chinese it is as a paradise." The Emperor Kien 1,ung had
erected a palace on the shores of the lake ; it was ruined by the Taipings.
Many of the constructions about the lake date from the flourishing days
of the Thang dynasty, the 7th and 8th centuries.
Polo's ascription of a circumference of 30 miles to the lake corroborates the supposition that in the compass of the city a confusion
had been made between miles ant1 /i, for Semetlo gives the circuit of the
lake really as 30 /i. l'rol~ablythe docu~nentto which Marco refers at the
beginning of the chapter was seen by him in a Persian tr,lnslation, in
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which li had been rendered by mil. A Persian work of the same age,
quoted by Quatremkre, (the Nuzhdf nl-&nllib), gives the circuit of the
lake as six parasangs, or some 24 miles, a statement which probably
had a like origin.
.
Polo says the lake was within the city. This might be merely a
loose way of speaking, but it may on the other hand be a further indication of the former existence of an extensive outer wall. The Persian
author just quoted also speaks of the lake as within the city. (B(zrrmfi's
Autobiog., p. 104 ; K Branm, 11. 154 ; G a r h e r in Proc. of tAc R. Gcofi
Soc. vol. xiii p. 178; Q. Rashid p. lxxxviii.)
NOTE5.-This is still the case : " The people of Hangchow dress
gaily, and are remarkable among the Chinese for their dandyism. All,
except the lowest labourers and coolies, strutted about in dresses composed of silk, satin, and crape. . . . 'Indeed' (said the Chinese servants) ' one can never tell a rich man in Hang-chow, for it is just possible that all he possesses in the world is on his back.' " (Fortune, 11.
20.) "The silk manufactures of Hangchau are said to give employment to 60,000 persons within the city walls, and Huchau, Kiahing,
and the surrounding villages, are reputed to employ ~oo,ooomore "
(Mngpo Trade Report, Jan. 1869, comm. by Mr. N. B. Dennys). The
store-towers, as a precaution in case of fire, are still common both in
China and Japan.
NOTE 6.-It is interesting to observe that hir. Gardner found in this
very city in 1868 a large collection of cottages covering several acres,
which were "erected after the taking of the city from the rebels by a
Chinese charitable society, for the refuge of the blind, sick, ant1 infirm."
This asylum sheltered 2 0 0 blind men with their families, amounting
to 800 souls ; basket-making and such work was provided for then1 ;
there were also I 2 0 0 other inmates, aged and infirm ; and a staff of
doctors was maintained to look after them. " None are allowed to be
absolutely idle, but all help towards their own sustenance." (Proc. R. G.
SOL.
XIII. 176-7.)
NOTE7.-The
paved roads of Manzi are by no means extinct yet.
Thus, Mr. Fortune, starting from Changshan (see below, chap. lxxix ) in
the clirection of the Black-Tea mountains, says : The road on which
we were travelling was one of the broadest and best I had met with
in the country. It was well paved with granite, about I 2 feet in width,
and perfectly free from weeds" (11. 148). Ant1 Lieut. Ciarnier tells me
the roads in the remote south of Yunnan are also paved ; such too were
found by Major Sladen in the extreme west of the same province.
NOTE 8.-There is a curious discrepancy in the account of these
baths. Pauthier's text says briefly thnt there are 3000 baths supplied
by springs, but does not say whether they are hot baths or cold. 'rhe
latter sentence, beginning, '' They are hot baths " (esfrrz~es),is from the
VOL. 11.
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G. T e x t And Ramusio's account is quite different : " There are numerous baths of cold water, provided with plenty of attendants, male and
female, to assist the visitors of the two sexes in the bath For the
people are used from their childhood to bathe in cold water at all seasons, and they reckon it a very wholesome custom But in the h t h houses they have also certain chambers furnished with hot water, for
foreigners who are unaccustomed to cold bathing, and cannot bear it.
The people are used to bathe daily, and do not eat without having
done so."
A note from Mr. C. Gardner says : "There are numerous public
baths at Hangchau, as at every Chinese city I have ever been in. I n
my experience natives always take hot baths. But only the poorer
classes go to the public baths ; the tradespeople and middle classes are
generally supplied by the bath-houses with hot water at a moderate
charge."
NOTE 9.-The estuary of the Tsien Tang, or river of Hangchau,
has undergone great changes since Polo's day. The sea now conles up
almost to the walls of the city ; and the upper part of the Bay of Hangchau is believed to cover what was once the site of the port and town
of KANPU,the Ganpu of the text A modem representative of the
name still subsists, a walled town, and one of the dep6ts for the salt
which is so extensively manufactured on this coast; but the present
port of Hangchau, and till recently the sole seat of Chinese trade with
Japan, is at Chafrr, some 2 0 miles further seaward.
I t is supposed by Klaproth that KANPUwas the port frequented by
the early Arab voyagers, ant1 of which they speak under the name of
Khcinfrii, confounding in their details Hangchau itself with the port.
Neumann dissents from this, maintaining that the Khanfu of the Arabs
was certainly Canton. Abulfeda, however, states expressIy that Khanfu
was known in his day as Khans& (i.e. Kinsay), and he speaks of its lake
of fresh water called Sikhu (Si-hu). There seems to be an indication in
Chinese records that a southern branch of the Great Kiang once entered
the sea at Kanpu ; the closing of it is assigned to the 7th century, or a
little later.
(KingstniZZ, u. s. p. 53 ; Chin. Rt-fos. 111. I 18 ; Middle Kingdofn,
I. 95-106 ; Biirrk, p. 483 ; Cathay, p. cxciii ;J. N Ch. BY. R . A. S.,
D e c 1865, p. 3 srqq.)
NOTE 10.-Pauthier's text has : " Chascun Roy fait c h a s m an &
cornptr de son royaume aux comptes du p n t si2g4" where I suspect the
last word is again a inistake for sing or scieng, see sujra, Book 11. ch. xxv.,
note 1. It is interesting to find Polo applying the term Ring to the
viceroys who ruled the great provinces ; Ibn Batuta uses a corresponding
expression, su/t,in. I t is not easy to make out the nine kingdoms or
great provinces into which Polo considered Manzi to be divided. Perhaps his nine is after all merely a traditional number, for the " Nine

'
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Provincesw was an ancient synonyme for China Proper (see Cafhn~~,
p. cxxxix, nofr).
NOTE11.-We have in Ramusio : " The men levied in the province
of Manzi are not placed in garrison in their own cities, but sent to others
at least 20 days' journey from their homes; and there they serve for
four or five years, after which they are relieved. This applies both to
the Cathayans and to those of Manzi.
" The great bulk of the revenue of the cities, which enters the exchequer of the Great Kaan, is expended in maintaining these garrisons.
And if perchance any city rebel (as you often find that under a kind of
madness or intoxication they rise and murder their governors), as soon
as it is known, the adjoining cities despatch such large forces from their
garrisons that the rebellion is entirely crushed. For it would be too
long an affair if troops from Cathay had to be waited for, involving perhaps a delay of two months."
NOTE 12.-Lb The sons of the dead, wearing hempen clothes as
badges of mourning, kneel down," &c (Doolittlc, p. I 38).
NOTE13.-These practices have been already noticed, supra Book I.
ch. xl.
NOTE 14.-Mr. Gardner (u. s. p. 176) says : b'Outside the residence
of Signor Ricci" (a R. C. missionary at Hangchau, with whom the
traveller put up), <'originally a Nestorian Church, is the same magnificent facade which was admired 'by Marco Polo." Though there is
nothing in Marco but the bare mention of a Nestorian church, it is
very interesting to know that some tradition even of an ancient church
exists. " The facade in question," Mr. Gardner writes to me, "is of
stone elaborately carved, over and by the side of the massive gates,
themselves covered with elegantly-wrought iron." The position of the
church is shown in the map of Hangchau, inserted from an indication
of Mr. Gardner's.
NOTE15.-This custom has come down to modem times. I n Pauthier's Chine Modrre, we find extracts from the statutes of the reigning
dynasty and the comments thereon, of which a passage runs thus:
" T o determine the exact population of each province the governor and
the 1ieut.-governor cause certain persons who are nominated as Pno-kin,
or Tithing Men, in all the places under their jurisdiction, to add up the
figures inscribed on the wooden tickets attached to the doors of houses,
and exhibiting the number of the inmates" (p. 167).
Friar Odoric calls the number of fires 89 fomnns; but says 10 or 1 2
househoIds would unite to have one fire only !
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[FURTHER
PARTICUI~ARS
CONCERNING

THE

GREATCITY OF KINSAY.'
]

[THEposition of the city is such that it has on one side
a lake of fresh and exquisitely clear water (already spoken
of), and on the other a verylarge river. T h e waters of the
latter fill a number of canals of all sizes which run through
the different quarters of the city, carry away all impurities,
and then enter the Lake; whence they issue again and
flow to the Ocean, thus producing a most excellent atmosphere. By means of these channels, as well as by the streets,
you can go all about the city. Both streets and canals are
so wide and spacious that carts on the one and boats on
the other can readily pass to and fro, conveying necessary
supplies to the inhabitants.'
At the opposite side the city is shut in by a channel,
perhaps 40 miles in length, very wide, and full of water
derived from the river aforesaid, which was made by the
ancient kings of the country in order to relieve the river
when flooding its banks. This serves also as a defence to
the city, and the earth dug from it has been thrown inwards,
forming a kind of mound enclosing the city.'
In this part are the ten principal markets, though
besides these there are a vast number of others in the
different parts of the town. T h e former are all squares of
half a mile to the side, and along their front passes the main
street, which is 40 paces in width, and runs straight from
end to end of the city, crossing many bridges of easy and
commodious approach. At every four miles of its length
comes one of those great squares of 2 miles (as we have
mentioned) in compass. So also parallel to this great
street, but at the back of the market places, there runs
a very large canal, on the bank of which towards the squares
are built great houses of stone, in which the merchants from
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India and other foreign parts store their wares, to be handy
for the markets. I n each of the squarcs is held a market
three days in the week, frequented by 40,000 or 50,000
persons, who bring thither for sale evcry possible necessary
of life, so that there is always an ample supply of every kind
of meat and game, as of roebuck, red-deer, fallow-deer,
hares, rabbits, partridges, pheasants, francolins, quails, fowls,
capons, and of clucks and geese an infinite quantity ; for so
many are bred on the Lake that for a Venice groat of silver
you can have a couple of geese and two couple of ducks.
T h e n there are the shambles where the larger animals are
slaughterecl, such as calves, beeves, kids, and lambs, the
flesh of which is eaten by the rich and the great clignitaries.4
Those markets make a daily display of every kincl of
vegetables and fruits; and among the latter there are in
particular certain pears of enormous size, weighing as much
as ten pounds apiece, and the pulp of which is white and
fragrant like a confection ; besides peaches in their season,
both yellow and white, of very delicate flavour.'
Neither grapes nor wine are produced there, but very
good raisins are brought from abroad, and wine likewise.
T h e natives, however, do not much care about wine, being
used to that kind of their own made from rice and spices.
F r o m the Ocean Sea also come daily supplies of fish in
great quantity, brought 25 miles u p the river, and there is
also great store of fish from the Lake, which is the constant
resort of fishermen, who have n o other business. Their
fish is of sunclry kinds, changing with the season; and,
owing t o the impurities of the city which pass into the lake,
it is remarkably fat and savoury. Any one who should see
the supply of fish in the market would suppose it impossible
that such a quantity could ever be sold ; and yet in a few
hours the whole shall be cleared away; so great is the
number of inhabitants who are accustomed to delicate
living. Indeed they eat fish and flesh at the same meal.
All the ten market places are encompassed by lofty
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houses, and below these are shops where all sorts of crafts are
carried on, and all sorts of wares are on sale, including spices
and jewels and pearls. Some of these shops are entirely
devoted to the sale of wine made from rice and spices, which
is constantly made fresh and fresh, and is sold very cheap.
Certain of the streets are occupied by the women of the
town, who are in such a number that I dare not say what
it is. They are found not only in the vicinity of the market
places, where usually a quarter is assigned to them, but all
over the city. They exhibit themselves splendidly attired
and abundantly perfumed, in finely garnished houses, with
trains of waiting women. These women are extremely
accomplished in all the arts of allurement, and readily adapt
their conversation to all sorts of persons, insomuch that
strangers who have once tasted their attractions seem to get
bewitched, and are so taken with their blandishments and
their fascinating ways that they never can get these out of
their heads. Hence it comes to pass that when they return
home they say they have been to Kinsay or the City of
Heaven, and their only desire is to get back thither again!
Other streets are occupied by the Physicians, and by the
Astrologers, who are also teachers of reading and writing;
and an infinity of other professions hare their places round
about those squares. In each of the squares there are two
great palaces facing one another, in which are established
the officers appointed by the King to decide differences
arising between merchants, or other inhabitants of the
quarter. I t is the daily duty of these officers to see that
the guards are at their posts on the neighbouring bridges,
and to punish them at their discretion if they are absent.
All along the main street that we have spoken of, as
running from end to end of the city, both sides are lined
with houses and great palaces and the gardens pertaining to
them, whilst in the intervals are the houses of tradesmen
engaged in their different crafts. T h e crowd of people
that you meet here at all hours, passing this way and that
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on their different errands, is so vast that no one would believe
it possible that victuals enough could be provided for their
consumption, unless they should see how, on every marketday, all those squares are thronged and crammed with purchasers, and with the traders who have brought in stores of
provisions by land or water; and everything they bring in
is disposed of.
T o give you an example of the vast consumption in this
city let us take the article of pepper; and that will enable
you in some measure to estimate what must be the quantity
of victual, such as meat, wine, groceries, which have to be
provided for the general consumption. Now Messer Marco
heard it stated by one of the Great Kaan's officers of customs
that the quantity of pepper introduced daily for consumption
into the city of Kinsay amounted to 43 loads, each load
being equal to 223 lbs.?
T h e houses of the citizens are well built and elaborately
finished ; and the delight they take in decoration, in painting
and in architecture, leads them to spend in this way sums
of money that would astonish you.
T h e natives of the city are men of peaceful character,
both from education and from the example of their kings,
whose disposition was the same. They know nothing of
handling arms, and keep none in their houses. You hear
of no feuds or noisy quarrels or dissensions of any kind,
among them. Both in their commercial dealings and in
their manufactures they are thoroughly honest and truthful,
and there is such a degree of good will and neighbourly attachment among both men and women that you would take
the people who live in the same street to be all one family.
And this familiar intimacy is free from all jealousy or
suspicion of the conduct of their women. These they treat
with the greatest respect, and a man who should presume to
make loose proposals to a married woman would be regarded
as an infamous rascal. They also treat the foreigners who
visit them for the sake of trade with great cordiality, and
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entertain them in the most winning manner, affording them
every help and advice on their business. But on the other
hand they hate to see soldiers, and not least those of the
Great Kaan's garrisons, regarding them as the cause of their
having lost their native kings and lords.'
On the Lake of which we have spoken there are numbers of boats and barges of all sizes for parties of pleasure.
These will hold 10, 15, 20, or more persons, and are from
15 to 20 paces in length, with flat bottoms and ample
breadth of beam, so that they always keep their level. Any
one who desires to go a-pleasuring with the women, or with
a party of his own sex, hires one of these barges, which are
always to be found completely furnished with tables and
chairs and all the other apparatus for a feast. T h e roof
forms a level deck, on which the crew stand, and pole the
boat along whithersoever may be desired, for the lake is not
more than 2 paces in depth. The inside of this roof and
the rest of the interior is covered with ornamental painting
in gay colours, with windows all round that can be shut
or opened, so that the party at table can enjoy all the
beauty and variety of the prospects on both sides as they
pass along. And truly a trip on this lake is a much more
charming recreation than can be enjoyed on land. For on
the one side lies the city in its entire length, so that the
spectators in the barges, from the distance at which they
stand, take in the whole prospect in its full beauty and
grandeur, with its numberless palaces, temples, monasteries,
and gardens, full of lofty trees, sloping to the shore. And
the lake is never without a number of other such boats,
laden with pleasure-parties ; for it is the great delight of the
citizens here, after they have disposed of the day's business,
to pass the afternoon in enjoyment with the ladies of their
families, or perhaps with others less reputable, either in
these barges or in driving about the city in carriages.9
Of these latter we must also say something, for they
affortl one ~llotleof recreation to the citizens in going about
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the town, as the boats afford another in going about the
Lake. I n the main street of the city you meet an infinite
succession of these carriages passing to and fro. They are
long covered vehicles, fitted with curtains and cushions, and
affording room for six persons ; and they are in constant
request for ladies and gentlemen going on parties of pleasure.
In these they drive to certain gardens, where they are entertained by the owners in pavilions erected on purpose, and
there they divert themselves the livelong day, with their
ladies, returning home in the evening in those same

carriage^.'^
(FURTHER
PARTICULARS

OF T H E

PALACEO F

THE

KINGFACFUR.)

T h e whole enclosure of the Palace was divided into
three parts. T h e midtile one was entered by a very lofty
gate, on each side of which there stood on the ground-level
vast pavilions, the roofs of which were sustained by columns
painted and wrought in gold and the finest azure. Opposite
the gate stood the chief Pavilion, larger than the rest, and
painted in like style, with gilded columns, and a ceiling
wrought in splendid gilded sculpture, whilst the walls were
artfully painted with the stories of departed kings.
O n certain days, sacred t o his gods, the King Facfur *
used to hold a great court and give a feast to his chief
lords, dignitaries, and rich manufacturers of the city of
Kinsay. O n such occasions those pavilions used t o give
ample accommodation for ~ o , o o opersons sitting at table.
This court lasted for ten or twelve days, and exhibited an
astonishing and incredible spectacle in the magnificence of
the guests, all clothed in silk and gold, with a profusion of'
precious stones ; for they tried to outdo each other in the
splendour and richness of their appointments. Behind this
great Pavilion that facecl the great gate, there was a wall with
a passage in it shutting off the inner part of the Palace. O n
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entering this you found another great edifice in the form of
a cloister surrounded by a ~ o r t i c owith columns, from which
opened a variety of apartments for the King and the Queen,
adorned like the outer walls with such elaborate work as we
have mentioned. From the cloister again you passed into
a covered corridor, six paces in width, of great length, and
extending to the margin of the lake. On either side of
this corridor were ten courts, in the form of oblong cloisters
surrounded by colonnades; and in each cloister or court
were fifty chambers with gardens to each. In these chambers
were quartered one thousand young ladies in the service of
the King. T h e King would sometimes go with the Queen
and some of these maidens to take his diversion on the
lake, or to visit the idol-temples, in boats all canopied
with silk.
The other two parts of the enclosure were distributed in
groves, and lakes, and charming gardens planted with fruittrees, and preserves for all sorts of animals, such as roe, reddeer, fallow-deer, hares, and rabbits. Here the king used to
take his pleasure in company with those damsels of his;
some in carriages, some on horseback, whilst no man was
permitted to enter. Sometimes the King would set the
girls a-coursing after the game with dogs, and when they
were tired they would hie to the groves that overhung the
lakes, and leaving their clothes there they would come forth
naked and enter the water and swim about hither and
thither, whilst it was the King's delight to watch them ; and
then all would retilrn home. Sometimes the King would
have his dinner carried to those groves, which were dense
with lofty trees, and there would be waited on by those
young ladies. And thus he passed his life in this constant
dalliance with women, without so much as knowing what
a r m s meant. And the result of all this cowardice and
effeminacy was that he lost his dominion to the Great
Kaan in that base and shameful way that you have heard."
All this account was given me by a very rich merchant
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of Kinsay when I was in that city. H e was a very old
man, and had been in fimiliar. intimacy with the King
Facfur, and knew the whole history of his life ; and having
seen the Palace in its glory was pleased to be my guide over
it. As it is occupied by the King appointed by the Great
Kaan, the first pavilions are still maintained as they used to
be, but the apartments of the ladies are all gone to ruin and
can only just be traced. So also the wall that enclosed the
groves and gardens is fallen down, and neither trees nor
animals are there any longer."]
NOTE 1.-I have, after some consideration, followed the example of
Mr. H. Murray, in his edition of Marco Polo, in collecting together
in a separate chapter a number of additional particulars concerning the
Great City, which are only found in Ramusio. Such of these as could
be interpolated in the text of the older form of the narrative have been
introduced between brackets in the last chapter. Here I bring together
those particulars which could not be so interpolated without taking
liberties with one or both texts.
The picture in Ramusio, taken as a whole, is so much more brilliant,
interesting, and complete than in the older texts, that I thought of substituting it entirely for the other. But so much doubt and difficulty hangs
over some passages of the Ramusian version that I could not satisfy myself of the propriety of this, though I feel that the dismemberment inflicted
on that version is also objectionable.
NOTE 2.-The tides in the Hangchau estuary are now so furious,
entering in the form of a bore, and running, according to Admiral
Collinson's measurement, 114 knots, that it has been necessary to close
the communication which formerly existed between the River Tsien-tang
on the one side and the Lake Sihu and internal waters of the district on
the other, so that all traffic between the two is subject to ajortage. Mr.
Ringsmill, to whose notices I am indebted for part of this information, is
however mistaken in supposing that in Polo's time the tide stopped some
20 miles below the city.
We have seen (note 6, chapter Ixv. suprcr)
that the tide in the river before Kinsay was the object which first
attracted the attention of Bayan, after his triumphant entrance into the
city. ( N and Q., China ntrd]ajan, vol. I. p. 53 ;Mid. Kkd I. 95, 106 ;
J A? Ch. B r . R . A . S.,Dec. 1865 p. 6.)
NOTE3.-For satisfactory elucidation as to what is or may have been
authentic in these statements. we shall have to wait for a correct survev
of Hangchau and its neighbourhood. We have already seen strong
reason to suppose that 7rtiZes may have been substituted for li in the
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circuits assigned both to the city and to the lake, and it is'fair to conclude
that the same substitution has been made here in regard to the canal on
the east of the city, and in regard to the streets and market-places spoken
of in the next paragraph
The Chinese plan of Hangchau, respecting the scale of which I unfortunately can get no satisfaction, does show a large canal encircling the
city on the south, east, and north, i.c. on the sides away from the lake.
And the position of the main street, with its parallel canal, does answer
well to the account in the next paragraph, setting aside the extravagant
dimensions.
The existence of the squares or market-places is alluded to by Wasdf
in a passage that we shall quote below ; and the Masdlak-al-Absdr spealis
of the main street running from end to end of the city.

NOTE4.-There is no mention ofpork, the characteristic animal food
of China, and the only one specified by Friar Odoric in his account of
the same city. Probably Mark may have got a little S a r m i d among
the Mahomedans at the Kaan's Court, and doubted if 'twere good
manners to mention i t It is perhaps a relic of the same feeling, gendered by Saracen rule, that in Sicily pigs are called i neri.
NOTE5.-Van B r a m , in passing through Shantung Province speaks
of very large pears. L L The colour is a beautiful golden yellow. Before
it is pared the pear is somewhat hard, but in eating it the juice flows,
the pulp melts, and the taste is pleasant enough." Williams says these
Shantung pears are largely exported, but he is not so complimentary to
them as Polo : "The pears are large and juicy, sometimes weighing 8 or
ro pounds, but remarkably tasteless and coarse." (I/: Braum, 11. 33-4 ;
Mid. Kingd., I. 78 and 11. 44.) In the beginning of 1867 I saw pears
in Covent Garden nifarket which I should guess to have weighed 7 or
8 lbs. each. They were priced at 18 guineas a dozen !
As regards the " yellow and white " peaches, hfarsden needlessly
supposes the former to be apricots. The two kinds so described are
both common in Sicily, where I write ;--and both are, in their raw state,
equally good food for i neri/
NOTE6.-The original words do not seem to me to make sense as
they stand : " c non veggono rnai I'ora d e di nuovo possnno rifortzarvi."
I have assumed another version.
NOTE7.-It would seem that the habits of the Chinese in reference
to the use of pepper and such spices have changed. Besides this
passage, implying that their consumption ofpepper was large, Marco tells
us below (ch. Ixxxii.) that for one shipload of pepper carried to Alexandria
for the consumption of Christendom, a hundred went to Zayton in Manzi
At the present day, according to IVilliams, the Chinese use little spice;
pepper chiefly as a febrifuge in the shape of prpper-tea, and that even
less than they did some years ago. (See Afid. Kingd, 11. 46, 408.)
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NOTE8.-Marsden, after referring to the ingenious frauds commonly
related of Chinese traders, observes : In the long continued intercourse
that has subsisted between the agents of the European Companies and
the more eminent of the Chinese Merchants . . . . . complaints on the
ground of commercial unfairness have been extremely rare, and on the
contrary their transactions have been marked with the most perfect good
faith and mutual confidence." The favourable opinions of Chinese
dealing among the nations on their frontiers, as expressed to Wood and
Burnes in Turkestan, and to Macleod and Richardson in Laos, have been
quoted by me elsewhere in reference to the old classical reputation of
the Seres for integrity. Indeed, Marco's whole account of the people
here might pass for an expanded paraphrase of the Latin commonplaces
regarding the Seres.
NOTE 9.-Semedo and Martini in the 17th century give a very
similar account of the Lake Sihu, the parties of pleasure frequenting it,
and their gay barges. (Scmcdo, p. 20-21 ; Mart. p. 9.)
NOTE 10.-Public carriages are still used in the great cities of the
north, such as Peking. ,Possibly this is a revival. At one time w r riages appear to have been much more general in China than they were
afterwards, or are now. Semedo says they were abandoned in China
just about the time that they were adopted in Europe, riz., in the 16th
century. And this disuse seems to have been either cause or effect of
the neglect of the roads, of which so high an account is given in old
times. (Semcdo, p. 9 ; N and Q. Ch. andJap. I. 94.)
Deguignes describes the public camages of Peking. as L'shaped like
a palankin, but of a longer form, with a rounded top, lined outside and
in with coarse blue cloth, and provided with black cushions " (I. 372).
This corresponds with our author's description, and with a drawing by
Alexander among his published sketches. The present Peking cab is
evidently the same vehicle, but smaller.
NOTE 11.-The character of the King of Manzi here given corresponds to that which the Chinese histories assign to the Emperor Tutsong, in whose time Kublai commenced his enterprise against Southern
China, but who died two years before the Ell1 of the capital. H e is
described as given up to wine and women, ancl indifferent to a11 public
business, which he committed to unworthy ministers.
NOTE 12.-The statement that the palace of Kingsso' was occupietl
by the Great Kaan's lieutenant seems to be inconsistent with the notice
in Demailla that Kublai made it over to the Buddhist priests.
Mr. H. Murray argues, from this closing passage especially, that
Marco never could have been the author of the Rnmusian interpolations; but -4th this I cannot agree. Did this passnge stand alone we
might doubt if it were Marco's ; but the interpolations must be considered
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as a whole. Many of them bear to nly mind clear evidence of being
his own, and I do not see that the present one ?nay not be his. The
picture conveyed of the ruined walls and half-obliterated buildings
does indeed give the impression of a long interval between their abandonment and the traveller's visit, whilst the whole interval between the
capture of the city and Polo's departure from China was not more than
1 5 0 r 16 years. But this is too vague a basis for theorizing.
I have not been able to ascertain whether the site of the Sung Palace
is known. Perhaps the enclosure at the N. W. part of the city, called
in some accounts the 'I Manchu City," may represent it.
Before quitting KINSAY,the description of which forms the most
striking feature i n Polo's account of china, it is worth while to quote
other notices from authors of nearly the same age. However exaggerated some of these may be, there c a n be little doubt that it was the
greatest city then existing in the world.
F r i a r Odmic (in China about 1324-27) :-'I Departing thence I came
unto the city of CANSAY,
a name which signifieth the ' City of Heaven.'
And 'tis the greatest city in the whole world, so great indeed that I
should scarcely venture to tell of it, but that I have met at Venice
people in plenty who have been there. It i S a good hundred miles in
compass, and there is not in it a span of ground which is not well
peopled. And many a tenement is there which shall have 10 or 12
households comprised in it. And there be also great suburbs which
contain a greater population than even the city itself. . . . This city
is situated upon lagoons of standing water, with canals like the city of
Venice. And it hath more than 12,000 bridges, on each of which are
stationed guards, guarding the city on behalf of the Great Kaan. And
at the side of this city there flows a river near which it is built, like
Ferrara by the Po, for it is longer than it is broad," and so on. (Cathay,
'13 setlq.)
Th Archbishop of Soltania (circa 1330) :-ILAnd so vast is the
number of people that the soldiers alone who are posted to keep ward
in the city of Cambalec are 40,000 men by sure tale. And in the city
of CASSAYthere be yet more, for its people is greater in number, seeing
that it is a city of very great trade. And to this city all the traders of
the country come to trade; and greatly it aboundeth in all manner of
merchandize." (16. 244-5.)
john njrarigxblti (in China 1342-47) :--'I Now Manzi is a country
which has countless cities and nations included in it, past all belief to
one who has not seen them. . . . And among the rest is that most
famous city of CAMPSAY,
the finest, the biggest, the richest, the most
populous, and altogether the most marvellous city, the city of the greatest
wealth and luxury, of the most splendid buildings (especially idoltemples, in some of which there are 1000 and 2000 monks dwelling
together) that exists now upon the face of the earth, or mayhap thrrt
ever did exist" (II,. p. 354.)
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Turning now to Asiatic writers, we begin with IVmsdf (A.D.1300) :" KHANZAI
is the greatest of the cities of Chin,
' Stretching 2il.t l"zrdise fhrorcgh ffir brcadfh of //en;vtr.'
Its shape is oblong, and the measurement of its perimeter is about 24
parasangs. Its streets are paved with burnt brick and with stone.
The ~ u b l i cedifices and the houses are built of wootl, and adorned
with a profusion of paintings of exquisite elegance. Between one end
of the city and the other there are three Ezn~s(post-stations) rstddished.
The length of the chief streets is three parasangs, and the city contains 64 quadrangles corresponding to one another in structure, and
with parallel ranges of columns. The salt excise brings in daily
700 balish in paper-money. The number of craftsmen is so great that
32,000 are enlployed at the dyer's art alone; from that fact you may
estimate the rest. There are in the city 70 fomntrs of soldiers and 70
tomans of mayats, whose number is registered in the books of the Dewlin.
There are 700 churches (Kalisili) resembling fortresses, and every one
of them overflowing with presbyters without faith, and monks without
religion, besides other officials, wardens, servants of the idols, and this,
that, and the other, to tell the names of which would surpass number
and space. All these are exempt from taxes of every kind. Four tomans of the garrison constitute the night-patrol. . . . . Amid the city
there are 360 bridges erected over canals ample as the Tigris, which
are ramifications of the great river of Chin ; and different kinds of
vessels and ferry-boats, adapted to every class, ply upon the waters in
such numbers as to pass all powers of enumeration. . . . . The concourse of all kinds of foreigners from the four quarters of the world,
such as the calls of trade and travel bring together in a kingdom like this,
may easily be conceived." (Raised on Nutrrtner's Tmnslntion, p. 42-3.)
The Persian work Ni/zhat-al-Kttlrjb :-"KHINZAI
is the capital of the
country of hllichtn. If one may believe what some travellers say, there
exists no greater city on the face of the earth ; but anyhow, all agree
that it is the greatest in all the countries of the East. Inside the place
is a lake which has a circuit of six parasangs, and all round which houses
are built. . . . The population is-so numerous that the watchmen are
some ro,ooo in number." (Quaf. Rash. p. lxxxviii.)
Two routes lead from KhanThe Arabic work fisdlak-al-Absdr
balik to K H I N S one
~ , by land, the other by water ; and either way takes
40 days. The city of Khinsli extends a whole day's journey in length
and half a day's journey in breadth. In the midtlle of it is a street
which runs right from one end to the other. The streets and squares
are all paved ; the houses are five-storied (?), and are built with planks
nailed together," kc. (/hi(/.)
Ibn Bntlrtn c-'~ \Ve arrived at the city of KHANS.(.. . . This city is
the greatest I have ever secn on the surface of the earth. It is three
tl~ys'journey in length, so that a traveller passing througli the city has
to make his marches and his h;~lts! . . . It is sul)tlividetl into six towns,
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each of which has a separate enclosure, while one great wall surrounds
the whole," &c. (Cathay, p. 496 scqq.)
Let us conclude with a writer of a later age, the worthy Jesuit
Martin Martini, the author of the Atlas Sinensis, one whose honourable
zeal to maintain Polo's veracity, of which he was one of the first intelligent advocates, is apt, it must be confessed, a little to colour his own
spectacles :-'' That the cosmographers of Europe may no longer make
such ridiculous errors as to the Q U I N ~ of
A IMarco Polo, I will here give
you the very place. (He then explains the name.) . . . And to come
to the point ; this is the very city that hath those bridges so lofty and
so numberless, both within the walls and in the suburbs; nor will they
fall much short of the 10,000 which the Venetian alleges, if you count
also the triumphal arches among the bridges, as he might easily do
because of their analogous structure, just as he calls tigers Iiotrs; . . or
if you will, he may have meant to include not merely the bridges in the
city and suburbs, but in the whole of the dependent territory. In that
case indeed the number which Europeans find it so hard to believe
might well be set still higher, so vast is everywhere the number of
bridges and of triumphal arches. Another point in confirmation is that
lake which he mentions of 40 Italian miles in circuit. This exists under
the name of Sihu; it is not, indeed, as the book says, inside the walls,
but lies in contact ~ 4 t hthem for a long distance on the west and southwest, and a number of canals drawn from it do enter the city. Moreover, the shores of the lake on every side are so thickly studded with
temples, monasteries, palaces, museums, and private houses, that you
would suppose yourself to be passing through the midst of a great city
rather than a country scene. Quays of cut stone are built along the
banks, affording a spacious promenade ; and causeways cross the lake
itself, furnished with lofty bridges to allow of the passage of boats ; and
thus you can readily walk all about the lake on this side and on that.
'Tis no wonder that Polo considered it to be part of the city. This,
too, is the very city that hath within the walls, near the south side, a
hill called Chirrg-hoang, on which stands that tower with the watchmen,
on which there is a clepsydra to measure the hours, and where each
hour is announced by the exhibition of a placard, with gilt letters of a
foot and a half in height. This is the very city the streets of which are
paved with scluared stones : the city which lies in a swampy situation,
and is intersected by a number of naviga1)le canals; this, in short, is
the city from which the emperor escaped to seaward by the great river
l'sien-tang, the breadth of which exceeds a German mile, flowing on
the south of the city, exactly corresponding to the river described by
the Venetian at Quinsai, and flowing eastward to the sea which it enters
precisely at the distance ~vhichhe mentions. I will add that the compass of the city will be xoo Italian miles and more, if you include its
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vast suburbs, which run out on every side an enormous distance; insomuch that you may walk for 50 Chinese li in a straight line from north
to south, the whole way through crowded blocks of houses, and without
encountering a spot that is not full of dsvellings and hll of people ;
whilst from east to west you can do very nearly the same thing." (Atlas
Sinmsis, p. 99.)

CHAPTER LXXVIII.
TREATING
OF

T H E GREAT YEAKLYREVENUE
THAT T H E
HATH FROM K I N S A Y .

GREATKAAN

Now I will tell you about the great revenue which the
Great Kaan draweth every year from the said city of Kinsay
and its territory, which forms a ninth part of the whole
country of Manzi.
First there is the salt, which brings in a great revenue.
For it produces every year, in round numbers, fourscore
tmzans of gold; and the toman is worth 70,000 saggi of
gold, so that the total value of the fourscore tomans will be
five millions and six hundred thousand saggi of gold, each
saggio being worth more than a gold florin or ducat; in
sooth, a vast sum of money ! [This province, you see,
adjoins the ocean, on the shores of which are many lagoons
or salt marshes, in which the sea-water dries u p during the
summer time ; and thence they extract such a quantity of
salt as suffices for the supply of five of the kingdoms of
Manzi besides this one.]
Having told you of the revenue from salt, I will now
tell you of that which accrues to the Great Kaan from the
duties on merchandize and other matters.
You must know that in this city and its dependencies
they make great quantities of sugar, as indeed they do in
the other eight divisions of this country ; so that I believe
the whole of the rest of the world together does not produce such a quantity, at least, if that be true which many
VOI,. 11.
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people have told me; and the sugar alone again produces
an enormous revenue.--However,
I will not repeat the
duties on every article separately, but tell you how they
go in the lump. Well, all spicery pays three and a third
per cent. on the value ; and all merchandize likewise pays
three and a third per cent. [But sea-borne goods from
India and other distant countries pay ten per cent.] T h e
rice-wine also makes a great return, and coals, of which
there is a great quantity; and so do the twelve guilds of
craftsmen that I told you of, with their 12,ooo stations
apiece, for every article they make pays duty. And the silk
which is produced in such abundance makes an immense
return. But why should I make a long story of it ? The
silk, you must know, pays ten per cent., and many other
articles also pay ten per cent.
And you must know that Messer Marco Polo, who
relates all this, was several times sent by the Great Kaan
to inspect the amount of his customs and revenue from
this ninth part of Manzi,' and he found it to be, exclusive
of the salt revenue which we have mentioned already, 2 1 0
fomans of gold, equivalent to 14700,000 saggi of gold;
one of the most enormous revenues that ever was heard of.
And if the sovereign has such a revenue from one-ninth part
of the country, you may judge what he must have from the
whole of it ! However, to speak the truth, this part is the
greatest and most productive; and because of the great
revenue that the Great Kaan derives from it, it is his
favourite province, and he takes all the more care to watch
it well, and to keep the people contented.'
Now we will quit this city and speak of others.
--

-

NOTEI.-Pauthier's text seems to be the only one which says that
Marco was sent by the Great Kaan. The G. Text says merely : " S i
qe jeo March Po2 ge Plusor foies hoifaire le conte de la rcncir cie tous c s k s
rouses,"-' had several times heard the calculation made.'
NOTE2.-Toman is 10,000. And the first question that occurs in
considering the statements of this chapter is as to the unit of these
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tomans, as intended by Polo. I believe it to have beell the fael(or
Chinese ounce) of gold.
We do not know that the Chinese ever made monetary calculations
in gold. Rut the usual unit of the revenue accounts appears from Pauthier's extracts to have been the fing, i.e. a money of account equal to
ten taels of silver, and we know (supra ch. 1. note 4) that this was in
those days the exact equivalent of one tael of gold.
The equation in our text is ~ o , o o ox = 70,000 saggi of gold, giving
x, or the unit sought, = 7 sagsi.
But in both Ramusio on the one
hand, and in the Geog. Latin and Crusca Italian texts on the other
hand, the equivalent of the toman is 80,000 sagsi; though it is true that
neither with one valuation nor the other are the calculations consistent
in any of the texts, except Ramusio's.'
This consistency does not give
any greater weight to Ramusio's reading, because we know that version
to have been edited, and corrected when the editor thought it necessary ;
but I shall adopt his valuation, because we shall find other grounds for
preferring it. The unit of the foman then is = 8 saggi.
The Venice saggio was one-sixth of a Venice ounce. The Venice
mark of 8 ounces I find stated to contain 3681 grains troy
hence the
sag& = 76 grains. But I imagine the term to be used by Polo here
and in other Oriental computations, to express the Arabic miskdl, the
real weight of which, according to Mr. Maskelyne, is 74 grains troy.
The mis@l of gold was, as Polo says, something more than a ducat or
sequin, indeed, weight for weight, it was to a ducat nearly as 1.4 : I.
Eight saggi or misKcfls would be 592 grains troy. The tael is 580,
and the approximation is as near as we can reasonably expect from a
calculation in such terms
Taking the silver tael at 6s. 7d., the gold tael, or rather the ting,
would be = 3f. 5s. ~ o ;d the fomnn = 32,916l. 13s. &.; and the whole
salt revenue (80 tomans) = 2,633,3331. ; the revenue from other sources
(210 tomans) = 6,9r2,500/. ; total revenue from Kinsay and its province (290 tomans) = 9,545,833f. A sufficiently startling statement,
and quite enough to account for the sobriquet of Marco Milioni.
Pauthier, in reference to this chapter, brings forward a number of
extracts regarding Mongol finance from the official history of that
dynasty. The extracts are extremely interesting in themselves, but I
cannot find in them that confirmation of Marco's accuracy which M.
Pauthier proclaims.
First as to the salt revenue of Kiangchd, or the province of Kinsay.
The facts given by Pauthier amount to these ; that in I 277, the year in

;t
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Pauthier's MSS. A and B are hopelessly corrupt here. His MS. C agrees with
the Geog. Text in making the toman = 70,000 saggi, but 210 tomans = 15,700,mo,
instead of 14,700,000. The Crusca and Latin have 80,000 saggi in the first place,
but IS,700,000 in the second. Ramusio alone has 80,om in the first place, and
16,800,0ooin the second.
t Eng. Cyclop., " Weights and Measures"

which the Mongol salt department was organized, the manufacture of
salt amounted to gz, 148yin, or 22,1 I 5,520 kilos. ;in 1286 it had reached
450,000 yin, or 108,ooo,ooo kilos. ;in 1289 it fell off by ~oo,oooyin.
The price was in 1277 18 Ziang or taels, in chao or paper-money of
the years I 260-64 (see ch. xxiv., note 1 supra) ; in I 282 it was raised to
2 2 taels ; in 1284 a permanent and reduced price was fixed, the amount
of which is not stated.
M. Pauthier assumes as means 400,000 yirr, at 18 ~%els,
which will give
7,200,000 fa&; or at 6s. 7d. to the tael, 2,370,oool. But this amount
being in chao or paper-currency, which at its highest valuation was worth
only 50 per cent. of the nominal value of the notes, we must halve the
sum, giving the salt revenue on Pauthier's assumptions = 1,185,oool.
Pauthier has also endeavoured to present a table of the whole
revenue of Riangchd under the Mongols, amounting to I 2,955.7 10
paper fads, or z,132,zg4Z., inrludingthe salt revenue. 'This would leave
only 947,294. for the other sources of revenue, but the fact is that
several of these are left blank, and among others one so important as
the seacustoms. However, even making the extravagant supposition
that the seacustoills and other omitted items were equal in amount to
the whole of the other sources of revenue, salt included, the total would
be only 4,264,588f.
Marco's amount, as he gives it, is, I think, unquestionably a huge
exaggeration, though I do not suppose an intentional one. In spite of
his professed rendering of the amounts in gold, I have little doubt that
his tomans really represent paper-currency, and that to get a valuation
in gold, his total has to be divided at the very &at by two. We may
then compare his total of 290 tomans of paper tin5 with Pauthier's
130 tomans of paper ting, excluding seacustoms and some other items
No nearer comparison is practicable, and besides the sources of doubt
already indiated, it remains uncertain what in either calculation are the
limits of the province intended. For the bounds of Kiangchd seem to
have varied greatly, sometimes including and sometimes excluding Fokien.
I may observe that Rashiduddin reports, on the authority of the
Mongol minister Pulad Chingsang, that the whole of Manzi brought in
a revenue of '' 900 tomans." This Quatrembre renders " nine million
pieces of gold," presumably meaning dinars. I t is unfortunate that
there should be uncertainty here again as to the unit. If it were the
dinar the whole revenue of Manzi would be about 5,85o,ooof., whereas
if the unit were, as in the a s e of Polo's toman, the ting, the revenue
would be nearly 30 millions sterling !
Even in China a toman of some denomination of money near the
dinar, appears to have been known in account. For Friar Odoric
states the revenue of Yangchau in fomarrs of Bafish, the latter unit being,
as he explains, a sum in paper-currency equivalent to a florin and a half
(or something more than a dinar) ; perhaps however only the Ziar~,~,
(see
Vol. I. 1). 380).
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CHAPTER LXXIX.
OF

THE

CITY OF T A N ~ ~ A
IJ
N DU OTHI.:KS.

WHEN
you leave Kinsay and travel a day's journey to the
south-east, through a plenteoils region, passing a succession
of dwellings and charming gardens, you reach the city of
TANPIJU,
a great, rich, ant1 fine city, under Kinsay. The
people are subject to the Kaan, and have paper-money, and
are Idolaters, and burn their dead in the way described
before. They live by trade and manufactures and handicrafts, and have all necessaries in great plenty and cheapness.'
But there is no more to be said about it, so we proceed,
and I will tell you of another city called VUJUat three days'
distance from Tanpiju. The people are Idolaters, &c., and
the city is under Kinsay. They live by trade and manufactures.
Travelling through a succession of towns and villages
that look like one continuous city, two days further on to
the south-east, you find the great and fine city of GHIUJU
which is under Kinsay. T h e people are Idolaters, &c.
They have plenty of silk, and live by trade and handicrafts,
and have all things necessary in abundance. At this city
you find the largest and longest canes that are in all
Manzi; they are full four palms in girth and 15 paces
in length.'
When you have left Ghiuju you travel four days S.E.
through a beautiful country, in which towns and villages
are very numerous. There is abundance of game both in
beasts and birds ; and there are very large and fierce lions.
After those four days you come to the great and fine city
of CHANSHAX.
I t is situated upon a hill which divides
the River, so that the one portion flows up country and the
other down." I t is still under the government of Kinsay.
--
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I should tell you that in all the country of Manzi they
have no sheep, though they have beeves and kine, goats
and kids and swine in abundance. T h e people are Idolaters
here, &c.
When you leave Changshan you travel three days
through a very fine country with many towns and villages,
traders and craftsmen, and abounding in game of all kinds,
and arrive at the city of CUJU. T h e people are Idolaters,
&c., and live by trade and manufactures. I t is a fine, noble,
and rich city, and is the last of the government of Kinsay
in this direction.' T h e other kingdom which we now
enter, called Fuju, is also one of the nine great divisions
of Manzi as Kinsay is.
NOTE1.-The traveller's route proceeds from Kinsay or Hang-chau
southward to the mountains of Fokien, ascending the valley of the Tsien
Tang River. The general line, directed as we shall see upon Kienningfu in Fokien, is clear enough, but some of the details are very
obscure, owing partly to vague indications and partly to the excessive
uncertainty in the reading of some of the proper names.
No name resembling 'l'anpiju (G I'.,Tatlpigui; Pauthier, Tarpig~y,
Carpiguy, Copiguy; Ram., Tapinzu) belongs, so far as has yet been
shown, to any considerable town in the position indicated. Both
Pauthier and Mr. Kingsmill will have it to be Shaohingfu, a large
and busy town, compared by Fortune, as regards population, to Shanghai
But I cannot think the identification probable. Shaohing is across the
broad river, and further down than Hangchau ; it is distinctly out of the
traveller's general direction ; and it seems unnatural that he shoultl commence his journey by passing this wide river, and yet not mention it.
I agree with Baldello in looking rather to FUYANG,
on the same bank
as Hangchau, and about 25 miles from it. Fuyang may not now be
" a great, rich, and fine city;" but we must remember, on one hand,
that Polo squanders such epithets, and on the other that the river towns,
in the vicinity of a centre of trade and population so vast as Kinsay was,
probably were greater and richer than now when trade is more diffused.
Mr. Fortune also favours this identification, remarking that the description of the country given does not apply to Shaohing. No name
however like Tanpiju (Tang-pe-chau? city north of the Tsien lizng?) is
traceable to Fuyang.'
..-

*

--

-

--

One of the ffitt1, forming the spccial district of Hangchnu itself, is 11ow called
Tsitrr-tnq, and !\.a^. formerly called Tang-zt~ri-fntrg.But it embraces the t r / r r n
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NOTE 2.-Chckiang produces bamboos more abundantly than any
province of Eastern China. Dr. Medhurst mentions meeting, on the
waters near Hangchau, with numerous rafts of bamboos, one of which
was one-third of a mile in length (Glance at In/. of China, p. 53).
With reference to the next paragraph I may add that Fortune speaks
of this valley in approaching Kiuchau, as "one vast and beautiful
garden " (11. 141).
NOTI;3.-Assuming Tanpiju to be Fuyang, the remaining places as
far as the Fokien Frontier run thus :3 days to Vuju (P. Yupti, G. T. V t r p i , Vuigtti, Ram. U&u).
2 ,, to Ghiuju (P. Guiguy, G. T . Chinpi, Chtngui, Chmgui, Ram. G t n p i ) .
4 , to Chanshan (P. Cianrian, G. T . Ciattsciarr, Ram. Zmgian).
3 ,, to Cujti or Chuju (P. Ciupty, G. T.Cttgtri, Ram. Gina).

First as regards Ctmnshan, which, with the notable circumstances about
the waters there, constitutes the key to the route, I extract the following
remarks from a note which Mr. Fortune has kindly sent me : " When we
get to Chanshan the proof as to the route is very strong. This is undoubtedly my C/mn,phan. 'The town is near the head of the Green
River (th; Tsien Tang) which flows in a N.E. direction and falls into
the Bay of Hangchau. At Changshan the stream is no longer navigable
even for small boats. Travellers going west or south-west walk or are
carried in sedan-chairs across country in a westerly direction for about
30 miles to a town named Yukshan. Here there is a river which flows
westward ('the other half goes down'), taking the traveller rapidly in
that direction, and passing cn routc the towns of Kwansinfu, Hokow or
Hokeu, and onward to the Poyang Lake." From the careful study of
Mr. Fortune's published narrative I had already arrived at the conclusioxl
that this was the correct explanation of the remarkable expressions about
the division of the waters, which are closely analogous to those used by
the traveller in ch. Ixii. of this book when speaking of the watershed of
the Great Canal at Sinjumatu. paraphrased the words might run : "At
Changshan you reach high ground, which interrupts the continuity of the
River ; from one side of this ridge it flows up country towards the north,
from the other it flows down towards the south." The expression "'The
River" will be elucidated in note 4 to ch. lxxxii. below.
This portage from Changshan to Yukshan was passed by the English
and Dutch enlbassies in the end of last century, on their journeys from
Hangchau to Canton, and by Mr. Fortune on his way from Ningpo to
the Bohea country of Fokien. I t is probable that Polo made this journey
in great part by water, and that this leads him to notice the interruption
of the navigation. His time, ten days from Hangchau to Changshan,
agrees well with Fortune's experience, for the latter, as well as I can
part of the district, and can, I think, have nothing to do with Tut@+zt (see B i d ,
p. 257, and Chin. Kcpos. for Feb. I @ , p. log).
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make out, was also ten days from Nechau near Shaohing to Changshan.
The intermediate stages are difficult to determine. As regards the
mere intervals, the best identifications would be Vugui with Ye,r~ch,
and Ghiugui or Chenguy with Khkzclufi. But in that case we must
suppose that they had changed places in the traveller's memory. For it
was Kinhwafu, as Pauthier has observed, which bore at this time the
name of WUCHAU
which Polo would write as Y11p.u.
From the head of the great Chekiang valley I find two roads across
the mountains into Fokien described.
One leads from Kian~qshnrr(not Changshan) by a town called Chinghu
and then, nearly due south, across the mountains to Puching in Upper
Fokien. This is specified by Martini (p. 113) : it seems to have been
followed by the Dutch Envoy, Van Hoorn, in 1665 (see A s t b , 111. 463),
and it was travelled by Fortune on his return from the Bohea country to
Ningpo (11. 247, 27 I).
The other route follows the portage spoken of above from ChngsAm
to Yukshan, and descends the river on that side to Hokeu, whence
it strikes south-east across the mountains to Tsung-ngan-hien i n Fokien.
This route was followed by Fortune on his way to the Bohea country.
Both from Puching on the former route, and from near Tsung-ngan
on the latter, the waters are navigable down to Kienningfu and so to
Fuchau.
Mr. Fortune judges the first to have been Polo's route. There does
not however seem to be on this route any place that can be identified
with his Cuju or Chuju. Chinghu seems to be insignificant and the
name has no resemblance. On the other route followed by Mr. Fortune
himself from that side we have Kwansinfu, Hokcu, Yenshan, and (last
town passed on that side) Chuchu. The latter, as to both name and
position, is quite satisfactory, but it is described as a small poor town.
Hokeu would be represented in Polo's spelling as Caghiu or Cughiu. It
is now a place of great population and importance as the entrep6t of
the Black Tea Trade, but not being even a hien it has no place either in
Euhalde or in Biot, and I cannot learn its age.
I t is no objection to this line that Polo speaks of Cuju or Chuju as
the last city of the government of Kinsay, whilst the towns just named
are in Kiangsi. For Kiun.ec/rC, the province of Kinsay, then included
the eastern part of Kiangsi (see C a t h y , p. 270).
Pauthier makes Vuju = Kinhwn, Ghiuju = Kiuchau, and then carries
the traveller off to the east, making Cianscian = ,S'~tichan&irtr and Ciugui
= Chuchau-fu ; very circuitous and missing the key of the whole line at
Changshan.
Martini makes Cugui = Kiu-chau, but this involves the traveller's
retrogression from Changshan.

CHAP.LXXX.

THE KINGDOM OF FUJU.

CHAPTER LXXX.

ON leaving Cuju, which is the last city of the kingdom of
Kinsay, you enter the kingdom of FUJLJ,
and travel six days
in a south-easterly direction through a country of mountains
and valleys, in which are a number of towns and villages
with great plenty of victuals and abundance of game.
Lions, great and strong, are also very numerous. T h e
country produces ginger and galingale in immense quantities,
insomuch that for a Venice groat you may buy fourscore
pounds of good fine-flavoured ginger. They have also
a kind of a fruit resembling saffron, and which serves the
purpose of saffron just as well.'
And you must know the people eat all manner of
unclean things, even the flesh of a man, provided he has
not died a natural death. So they look out for the bodies
of those that have been put to death and eat their flesh,
which they consider excellent.'
Those who go to war in those parts do as I am going
to tell you. They shave the hair off the forehead and
cause it to be painted in blue like the blade of a glaive.
They all go afoot except the chief; they carry spears and
swords, and are the most savage people in the world, for
they go about constantly killing people, whose blood they
drink, antl then devour the bodies.'
Now I will quit this and speak of other matters. You
must know then that after going three days out of the six
that I told you of you come to the city of KELINFU,
a very
great and noble city, belonging to the Great Kaan. This
city hath three stone bridges which are among the finest
and best in the world. They are a mile long and some
nine paces in width, and they are all decorated with rich
marble columns. Intleed they are such fine antl marvellous
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works that to build any one of them must have cost a
treasure.'
The people live by trade and manufactures, and have
great store of silk [which they weave into various stuffs],
and of ginger and galingale.5 [They also make much cotton
cloth of dyed thread, which is sent all over Manzi.] Their
women are particularly beautiful. And there is a strange
thing there which I needs must tell you. You must
know they have a kind of fowls which have no feathers, but
hair only, like a cat's fur.b They are black all over; they
lay eggs just like our fowls, and are very good to eat.
In the other three days of the six that I have mentioned
above,? you continue to meet with many towns and villages,
with traders, and goods for sale, and craftsmen. The people
have much silk, and are Idolaters, and subject to the Great
Kaan. There is plenty of game of all kinds, and there are
great and fierce lions which attack travellers. In the last
of those three days' journey, when you have gone r g miles
you find a city called UNKEN,where there is an immense
quantity of sugar made. From this city the Great Kaan
gets all the sugar for the use of his Court, a quantity worth
a great amount of money. [And before this city came
under the Great Kaan these people knew not how to make
fine sugar ; they only used to boil and skim the juice, which
when cold left a black paste. But after they came under
the Great Kaan some men of Babylonia who happened to be
at the Court proceeded to this city and taught the people
to refine the sugar with the ashes of certain trees!]
There is no more to say of the place, so now we shall
speak of the splendour of Fuju. When you have gone 15
miles from the city of Unken, you come to this noble city
which is the capital of the kingdom. So we will now tell
you what we know of it.
NOTEI.-The vague description does not suggest the root furmPrir
with which hlarsden and Pauthier identify this "fruit like saffron." It
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is probably one of the species of G a r h i a , the fruits of which are used
by the Chinese for their colouring properties. Their splendid yellow
colour '' is due to a body named crocine which appears to be identical
with the polychroite o i saffron." (Hanbury's Notes on Chinese Mat.
Medica, p. 21-22.) For this identification, I am indebted to Dr.
Fliickiger of Bern.
NOTE2.-See note 7 to Bk. I. ch. Ixi.
NOTE 3.-These particulars as to a race of painted or tattooed
caterans accused of cannibalism apparently apply to some aboriginal tribe
which still maintained its ground in the mountains between Fokien and
Chekiang or Kiangsi. Davis, alluding to the Upper part of the Province
of Canton, says : " The Chinese History speaks of the aborigines of this
wild region under the name of Afdn (Barbarians), who within a comparatively recent period were subdued and incorporated into the Middle
Nation. Many persons have remarked a decidedly Malay cast in the
features of the natives of this province; and it is highly probable that
the Canton and Fokien people were originally the same race as the
tribes which still remain unreclaimed on the east side of Formosa"
(Supply. Vol. p. 2Go). Indeed Martini tells us that even in the 17th
century this very range of mountains, farther to the south, in the Tingchau
department of Fokien, contained a race of uncivilized people who were
enabled by the inaccessible character of the country to maintain their independence of the Chinese Government (p. I 14; see also Stmedo, p. 19).
NOTE4-Padre Martini long ago pointed out that this Qrreli~dt~
is
KIENNINGFU,
on the upper part of the Min River, an important city of
Fokien. In the Fokien dialect he notices that I is often substituted for
n, a well-known instance of which is Liampoo, the name applied by
F. M. Pinto and the old Portuguese to Ningpo.
In Ramusio the bridges are only " each more than IOO paces long and
8 paces wide." In Pauthier's text each is a mile long, and 20 feet wide.
I translate from the G. T.
Martini describes orre beautiful bridge at Kienningfu ; the piers of cut
stone, the superstructure of timber, roofed in and lined with houses on
each side (p. I r 2-1 13).
NUTE 5.-Galat~<yn or Galangal is an aromatic root belonging to
a class of drugs once much Inore used than now. It exists of two kinds.
I. Great or j n z ~ aGalntp/, the root of the A@itrin Galaniya. This is
rarely imported and hardly used in Europe in modern times, but is
still found in the Indian 13azars. 2. Lesser or China Galdngnl is imported into London from Canton and is still sold by druggists in England.
Its botanical origin is unknown. It is produced in Shansi, Fokien, and
Kwantung, and is called by the Chinese Liang Kinng or '' Mild Ginger."
Galangal was much used as a spice in the middle ages. In a syrup
for a capon, ten* Rich. II., we find ground-ginger, cloves, cinnamon
and gizlingtzle. " Galingale " appears also as a growth in old English
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gardens, but this is believed to have been Cyperus Longus, the tubers of
which were substituted for the real article under the name of English
Galingale.
The name appears to be a modification of the Arabic K d j a n , and
that to be originally from the Sanskrit. (Mr. Hanbury; China CommGuide, I zo ; Eng. Cycl. ; Garcia, t 63 ; W r i ' t , p. 352.)
NOTE6.-The cat in question is no doubt the fleecy Persian. These
fowls, but white, are mentioned by Odoric at Fuchau ; and Martini speaks
of such a breed in Ssechuen. I believe they are well known to poultryfanciers in Europe.
NOTE7.-The times assigned in this chapter as we have given them
after the G. Text appear very short; but I have followed that text
because it is perfectly consistent and clear, though possibly wrong.
Starting from the last city of Kinsay government the traveller goes
6 days south-east ; three out of those 6 days bring him to Kelinfu ; he
goes on the other three days and at the 15th mile of the 3rd day reaches
Unken ; 15 miles further bring him to Fuju.
In Pauthier's text again we find : " Sachiez quc quntrd on cst ali: six
journees aprks ces trois que je vous ay dit, on treuvc la citi dc Ql~elifd.~
And on leaving Quelinfu : " S k h i a put es autres trois journdes oultre
et plus xv. milles trcuvc Pen unc citi gui a norrr Yugutn." This seems
to mean from Cugui to Kelinfu 6 days, and thence to Vuguen (or Unken)
34 days more. But evidently there has been interference with the text, for
the cs autrr trois jaurrrics belongs to the same conception of the distance
as that in the G. T. Pauthier's text does not say how far it is from Unken
to Fuju. Kamusio makes 6 days to Kelinfu, 3 days more to Unguem, and
then 15 miles more to Fuju (which he has erroneously as Cangiu).
The latter scheme looks probable certainly, but the times in the G. T.
are not impossible if we suppose that water conveyance was adopted
where possible. Indeed without the use of this, even Ramusio's
days
would be much too scant allowance.
But assuming that Cugiu was Fortune's Chuchu at the western base
of the Bohea mountains (see note 3, ch. Ixxix.), and that the traveller
reached Tsun-ngan-hien in 2 marches, I see that from Tsin-tsun near
Tsun-ngm-hien Fortune says he could have reached Fuchau in 4 days
by boat. Again Martini, speaking of the skill with which the Fokien
boatmen navigate the rocky rapids of the upper waters, says that even
from Puching the descent to the capital could be made in three days.
So the thing is quite possible, and the G. Text may be quite correct (see
Porfune 11. 17 1-183and 2 10 ; Mart. I 10).
NOTE8.-Pauthier supposes Unken, or Yupim as he reads it, to be
Huku~an,one of the hie~tsunder the immediate administration of Fuchau
city. It may be so, but the evidence for the place intended being
15 miles from the chief city is strong. The only place which the maps
show about that position is Mit~gtsin~rhi~~t.
And the Dutch mission of
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1664-5 names this as "Binkin, by some called Min-sing." (Astky, 111.
461.)
The Bnbylonia of the passage from Ramusio is Cairo, Babylon of
Egypt, the sugar of which was very famous in the middle ages. Zucchero
di Bambellonia is repeatedly named in Pegolotti's Handbook ( 2 1 0 , 31 I,
362, &c.).
The passage as it stands represents the Chinese as not knowing even
how to get sugar in the granular form; but perhaps the fact was that
they did not know how to r e h e it. It is a curious illustration of the
passage that in India coarse sugar is commonly called Chini, "the produce of China," and sugar candy or fine sugar Misri, the produce
of Cairo (Babylonia) or Egypt. Nevertheless the finest ~ l l i s r ihas
, long
been exported from China.

CHAPTER LXXXI.
CONCERNING
T H E GREATNESS
OF

THE

CITY OF FUJU.

Now this city of Fuju is the key of the kingdom which
is called CHONKA,
and which is one of the nine great divisions of Manzi.' T h e city is a seat of great trade and
great manufactures. The people are Idolaters and subject
to the great Kaan. And a large garrison is maintained
there by that prince to keep the kingdom in peace and
subjection. For the city is one which is apt to revolt on
very slight provocation.
There flows through the middle of this city a great
river, which is about a mile in width, and many ships are
built at the city which are launched upon this river.
Enormous quantities of sugar are made there, and there
is a great traffic in pearls and precious stones. For many
ships of India come to these parts bringing many merchants
who traffic about the Isles of the Indies.' For this city is,
you see, in the vicinity of the Ocean Port of ZAYTON,
which is greatly frequented by the ships of India with their
cargoes of various merchandize; and from Zayton the
vessels pass on to the city of Fuju by the river I have told
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you of; and 'tis in this way that the precious wares of India
come hither.'
The city is really a fine one and kept in good order,
and all necessaries of life are there to be had in great
abundance and cheapness.
NOTE1.-The name here applied to Fokien by Polo is variously
written as Chonch, Chonka, Concha, C h k a . I t has not been satisfactorily explained. Klaproth and Neumann refer it to Kiangchi, of'which
Fokien at one time of the Mongol rule formed a part. This is the more
improbable as Polo expressly distinguishes this province or kingdom
from that which was under Kinsay, viz. Kiangchd. Pauthier supposes
the word to represent Kien-Kwi, "the Kingdom of Kien," because in
the 8th century this territory had fornied a principality of which the
seat was at Kien-chau, now Kienningfu.
This does not seem very
probable either.
One might suppose that ChonZha represented the proper name of
the city of Zayton, or district attached to it, written by the French
Thiuan tchh, but by Medhurst Chwanchw, whilst Semedo says that
Fokien was sometimes called by this name (Chinchro, as he writes it),
were it not that Polo's practice of writing the term tchh4 or cAau by giu
is so nearly invariable, and that the soft ch is almost always expressed in
the old texts by the Italian n' (though the Venetian does use the soft ch).
It is again impossible not to be struck with the resemblance of
C h k a to C H U N G K W
" I'~the Middle Kingdom," though I can give no
ground for the application of such a title specially to Fokien. ChonRwi
occurs in the Persian Bistmia Cafhaica published by Miiller, but is there
specially applied to North China (see Quat. Rashid p. Ixxxvi.).
I t was visited also by Friar Odoric
The city of course is FUCHAU.
who calls it Fuxo, and it appears in duplicate on the Catalan Map as
F#),7'0 and as Fozo.
NOTE2.-The Min, the River of Fuchau, " varies much in width and
depth. Near its mouth, and at some other parts, it is not less than
a mile in width, elsewhere deep and rapid." I t is navigable for ships of
large size 20 miles from the mouth, and for good-sized junks thence to
the great bridge which connects the Fuchau suburb of Nantai with the
Island of Chungchau. The scenery is very fine, and is compared to
that of the Hudson. (Fortrrrre, I. 281 ; Chin. Rejos. XVI. 483.)
The River flows entirely to the south of the city and not through
the middle of it. But I suspect t h a t p m k mi de cestc citi is not meant
to be literal.
There is still a great deal of sugar grown and made about Fuchau ;
indeed nearly all the fine Chinese sugar candy is produced in Fokien.
NOTE3.-The (;. T. reads Caifon, presumably for Caiton or Zayton.
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I n Pauthier's text, in the following chapter, the name of Zayton is written
gaiton and Cayton, and,the name of that port appears in the same form
in the Letter of its Bishop Andrew of Perugia quoted in note 2, chap.
lxxxii. Pauthier however in this place reads Kayfcu which he developes
into a port at the mouth of the River Min, probably imaginary. The
Geog. Text, which I have followed here, is perfectly intelligible and
consistent. First the Traveller speaks of the ships of the Indies as if
coming direct to Fuchau; then he explains more accurately that from
the vicinity of this city to the Great Port of Zayton the India ships which
enter the latter either come on afterwards to Fuchau or transfer part
of their cargoes to vessels which do come thither.

CHAPTER LXXXII.
OF THE CITY AND

GREAT HAVENOF

ZAYTON.

Now when you quit Fuju and cross the River, you travel
for five days south-east through a fine country, meeting
with a constant succession of flourishing cities, towns, and
villages, rich in every product. You travel by mountains
and valleys and plains, and in some places by great forests
in which are many of the trees which give Camphor.'
There is plenty of game on the road, both of bird and
beast. The people are all traders and craftsmen, subjects
of the Great Kaan, and under the government of Fuju.
When you have accomplished those five days' journey you
arrive at the very great and noble city of ZAYTON,
which
is also subject to F~lju.
At this city you must know is the Haven of Zayton,
frequented by all the ships of India, which bring thither
spicery and all other kinds of costly wares. I t is the port
also that is frequented by all the merchants of Manzi, for
hither is imported the most astonishing quantity of goods
and of precious stones and pearls, and from this they are
distributed all over Manzi. And I assure you that for one
shipload of pepper that goes to Alexandria or elsewhere,
destined for Christendom, there come a hundred such,
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aye and more too, to this haven of Zayton ; for it is one of
the two greatest havens in the world fop commerce.'
T h e Great Kaan derives a very large revenue from the
duties paid in this city and haven ; for you must know that
on all the merchandize imported, including precious stones
and pearls, he levies a duty of ten per cent., or in other
words takes tithe of everything. Then again the ship's
charge for freight on small wares is 30 per cent., on pepper
4 per cent., and on lignaloes, sandalwood, and other bulky
goods 40 per cent. ; so that between freight and the Kaan's
duties the merchant has to pay a good half the value of his
investment [though on the other half he makes such a
profit that he is always glad to come back with a new
supply of merchandize]. But you may well believe from
what I have said that the Kaan hath a vast revenue from
this city.
There is great abundance here of all provision for every
necessity of man's life. [It is a charming country, and the
people are very quiet, and fond of an easy life. Many
come hither from Upper India to have their bodies painted
with the needle in the way we have elsewhere described,
there being many adepts at this craft in the city.']
Let me tell you also that in this province there is a
town called TYUNJU,
where they make vessels of porcelain
of all sizes, the finest that can be imagined. They make it
nowhere but in that city, and thence it is exported all over
the world. Here it is abundant and very cheap, insomuch
that for a Venice groat you can buy three dishes so fine
that you could not imagine better.'
I should tell you that in this city they have a peculiar
dialect. [For you must know that throughout all Manzi
they employ one language and one kind of writing only, but
yet there are local differences of dialect, as you might say
of Genoese, Milanese, Florentines, and Neapolitans, who
though they speak different dialects can understand one
an~ther.~]
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And I assure you the Great Kaan has as large customs
and revenues from this kingdom of Chonka as fiom Kinsay,
aye and more too.6
W e have now spoken of but three out of the nine
kingdoms of Manzi, to wit Yanju and Kinsay and Fuju.
W e could tell you about the other six, but it would be too
long a business ; so we will say no more about them.
And now you have heard all the truth about Cathay
and Manzi and many other countries, as has been set down
in this Book; the customs of the people and the various
objects of commerce, the beasts and birds, the gold and
silver and precious stones, and many other matters have
been rehearsed to you. But our Book as yet does not
contain nearly all that we purpose to put 'therein. For we
have still to tell you all about the people of India and the
notable things of that country, which are well worth the
describing, for they are marvellous indeed. W h a t we shall
tell is all true, and without any lies. And we shall set
down all the particulars in writing just as Messer Marco
Polo related them. And he well knew the facts, for he
remained so long in India, and enquired so diligently into
the manners and peculiarities of the nations, that I can
assure you there never was a single man before who learned
so much and beheld so much as he did.

NOTE1.-The Larrrus (or Cinnamonrum) Camphorn, a large timber
tree, grows abundantly in Fokien. A description of the inanner in which
camphor is produced at a very low cost, by sublimation from the chopped
twigs, &c, will be found in the Lctfrcs Edzyanfes, XXIV. 19 sepp.; and
more briefly in H c d h by Rondot, p. 35. Fokien alone has been known
to send to Canton in one year 400opekuIs (of 133t lbs. each), but the
average is 2500 to 3000 (Ib.).
NOTE2.-When
Marco s3ys Zayton is one of the two greatest commercial ports in the world, I know not if he has another haven in his
eye, or is only using an idiom of the age. For in like manner Friar
Odoric calls Java '' the second best of all Islands that exist ;" and Kansan
(or Shensi) the "second best province in the world, and the best popuVOL.
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lated." But apart from any such idiom Ibn Batuta pronounces Zayton
to be the greatest haven in the world.
Martini relates that when one of the Emperors wanted to make war on
Japan, the Province of Fokien offered to bridge the interval with their
vessels !
ZAYTON,
as Martini and Deguignes conjectured, is THSIUAN-CHAU-FU,
or as it is oftener called in our hfaps CHINCHAU,
in Fokien, a h u t go
miles in a straight line S.W. of Fuchau. Klaproth asserts that the name
by which it was known to the Arabs and other Westerns was a corrup
tion of an old Chinese name, 'I'SF.L~.HUNG.
Abulfeda had evidently heard the real name of Zayton, which he gives
as Shnjzr. Zzifiin commendecl itself to Arabian ears, being the Arabic
for an Olive-tree (whence Jerusalem is sometimes called hitrinzjn), but
the corruption must be of very old date, as the city appears to have
received its present name in the. 7th or 8th century.
Kashiduddin tells us that Zayton was at one time the seat of the Sing
or Great Provincial Government, which was afterwards transferred to
Fuchau.
Zayton was, as we see from this chapter and the 2nd and 5th of
Book Ill., in that age the great port of communication with India and
the Islands. From Zayton sailed Kublai's expeditions against Japan
and Java, and to Zayton returned his Missions with the tribute or curiosities of distant countries less refractory than those ttvo. From Zayton
Marco Polo seems to have sailed on his return to the \Vest, as did
John hlarignolli some halfcentury later. At Zayton too Ibn Batuta first
landed in China. In the 14th century Zayton became the seat of a
Idatin Bishopric ant1 of three Franciscan Houses, to one of which was
attached a Fun~iclcuor Factory for Frank merchants.
\\'hen the Portuguese in the 16th century recoveretl China to European knowletlge, they no longer used the name of Zayton, though the
port in question was well known and frequented by then1 under the name
of Chi,rch~o. Still the old name was not extinct among the mariners of
\Vestern Asia. Giovanni d'Empoli in 1515, writing about China from
Cochin, says : "Ships carry spices thither from these parts. Every year
there go thither from Sumatra 60,000 cantars of pepper, and 15,ooo or
20,000 from Cochin and hlalabar, worth 15 to 2 0 ducqts a cantilr;
besides ginger (?), inace, nutmegs, incense, aloes, velvet, European goldwire, coral, woollens, kc. The Grand Can is the King of China, and he
dwells at ZEI'I'ON." Giovanni hopetl to get to Zeiton before he died.
Also the way in which Botero in the latter part of the century speaks
of Zayton as between Clinton and Liampo (Ningpo), standing in 303
N. lat. (this indeed is 5" too much), and exporting immense quantities
of porcelain, salt, and sugar, shows th~lthe hat1 distinct information as
to the place. H e likewise says elsewl~erethat "a11 the moderns note
the port of Zaiton Itetween Canton and Liampo." Yet I know no other
modern allusion but Empoli's, which was printed only a few years ago.
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Andrew of Perugia, a Franciscan, who was Bishop of Zayton in 1326.
styles it " a great city on the shores of the Ocean Sea, which is called
in the Pcrsiari toq;.ue Cayton;" and speaks incidentally of the Genoese
merchants frequenting it. John hiarignolli, who was there about 1347,
calls it " a wondrous fine sea-port, and a city of incredible size, where our
Minor Friars have three very fine churches; . . . . ant1 they have a bath
also, and ajorzn'nco which serves as a dep6t for all the merchants." Ibn
Ratuta about the snmc time snys: " T h e first city that I reached after
crossing the sea was Z A I T ~ N.. . . . . I t is a great city, superb indeed; and in it they make damasks of velvet as well as those of satin
(Kitnkhd and Athis), which are called fro111 the name of the city Zzitliniah; they are superior to the stuffs of Khans4 and KMnbAlik. T h e
harbour of Zaitdn is one of the greatest in the world-I am wrong; it
is the greatest ! I have seen there about a n hundred first-class junks
together; as for small ones, they were past counting. T h e harbour is
formed by a n estuary which runs inland from the sea until it joins the
Great River." And the Turkish Geography quoted by Klaproth observes
that the city "has been famous even beyond Alexandria ; a great n u m l ~ e r
of ships come thither from India and from Cathay, and take in cargoes
of silk and sugar. ht old timcs they used to sell srrpr in this cozmtry
in skins, likc honey, not knowitzg hozrr lo rfjtzc i f ; more reccntfi t h q ha71c
learned this nrt." (Compare with Marco's statement in chap. Ixxx)
hlartini, in the first half of the 17th century, describes the city as
delightfully situated on a promontory between two branches of the
estuary which forms the harbour, and these so deep that the largest
ships could come up to the walls on either side. A great suburb,
Loyang, lay beyond the northern water, connected ~viththe city Ijy the
most celebrated bridge in China. Unless the river is greatly deteriorated,
this account could only apply in high titles. At least Collinson's Chart
in some points below the town gives only 1 3 fathom.
I regret to say that my endeavours to procure any recent information regarding this city have failed, and even in the Admiralty Chart of
the harbour there is no indication of the form o r exact position of the
city. I t is not a Treaty Port, and our merchants seem to know little
about it. I t is said that the native merchants of Chinchau are very
anxious to participate in foreign commerce.
Zayton, we have seen from I b n Ratuta's report, \\,as famed for rich
satins called &itr;trinh. I have suggestetl in another work (Cnt/mlr, 11.
486) that this may I)e the origin of our wort1 Sotin, through the Zttnni
of medieval Italian (or Accjvfu~li
of medieval Spanish). And I am more
strongly disposetl to support this, seeing that Franciscluc-hfichel in considering the origin of Sufilt hesitates bet\vcen .7(7f(rlitt from Sat:ilia in
Asia Minor and Sr7n,Azrzi1z from the Soutlnn or Sultnn ; ncithcr half so
probable as Zritrrtri. I may atltl that in a French list of chnrgcs of 1 3 5 2
we find thc intcrmctliate for111 A r t o ~ ~Satin
t.
in thc modern form occurs
in Chaucer :-

" In Surrie whilom dwelt a compagnie
Of chapmen rich, and therto sad and trewe,
That wide where senten their spicerie,
Clothes of gold, and sdins riche of hewe."
('Van of Lazi~r'sTalc, st. 6 . )

(Rkcherches, &c., 11. 229 seqq. ;Martini, circa p. I 10 ; K/aproth,
Mem. 11. 209-10; Cathay, cxciii, 268, 223, 355, 486 ; Bmpoli in A$pend. vol. 111. 87 to Archivio Skw-ico Italiano; Bofcro, Rel. Univ. pp. 97,
228 ; Dmcf d'Arrq, p. 342.)
NOTE3.-These tattooing artists were probably employed mainly
by mariners frequenting the port. We do not know if the Malays
practised tattooing before their conversion to Islam. But most IndoChinese races tattoo, and the Japanese still "have the greater part of
the body and limbs scrolled over with bright-blue dragons, and lions and
tigers, and figures of men and women, tattooed into their skins with the
most artistic and elaborate ornamentation." (Alcork, I. 191.) Probably
the Arab sailors also indulged in the same kind of decoration. It is
comnlon among Arab women now, and Ilella Valle speaks of it as in
his time so much in vogue among both sexes through Egypt, Arabia,
and Babylonia, that he had not been able to escape. (I. 395.)
NOTE4.-The divergence in Ramusio's version is here very notable :
" The River which enters the Port of Zayton is great and wide, running
with great velocity, and is a branch of that which flows by the city of
Kinsay. And at the place where it quits the main channel is the
city of Tingui, of which all that is to be said is that there they make
porcelain basins and dishes. The manner of making porcelain was
thus related to him. They excavate a certain kind of earth, as it were
from a mine, and this they heap into great piles, and then leave it undisturbed and exposed to wind, rain, and sun for 30 or 40 years. I n this
space of time the earth becomes sufficiently refined for the manufacture
of porcelain ; they then colour it at their discretion, and bake it in a
furnace. Those who excavate the clay do so always therefore for their
sons and grandsons. The articles are so cheap in that city that you get
8 bowls for a Venice groat."
Pauthier's text places the town of Tyunpi not merely in the province, but "near to Zayton." And he identifies it with a place called
Tekhum in the territory of Yungchun, and solne 30 miles N.W. of
Thsiuanchau, at which, according to the Imperial Geography, there
was in ancient times a manufacture of white porcelain vases, the best of
which were much sought after. I t is possible that Tyungui represents
Yungchun.
Ibn Batuta speaks of porcelain as manufactured at Zayton ; indeed
he says positively (and wrongly), '& Porcelain is made nowhere in China
except in the cities of Zaitun and Sinkalan" (Canton). China ware in
modern times is made in Fokien and Canton provinces, but only of a
very ordinary kind. Pakwiha, between Amoy and Changchau, is men-

tioned as now the place where the coarse blue ware, so largely exported
to India, &c., is largely manufactured. (Chin. Comnr. Guick, p. I 14.)
Looking however to the Ramusian interpolations, it is possible that
Murray is right in supposing the place intended to be really King-te-chiq
in Kiangsi, the great seat of the manufacture of genuine porcelain, or
rather its chief mart JAUCHAU-FU on the Poyang Lake.
The geographical indication of this city-of porcelain, as at the place
where a branch of the River of Kinsay flows off towarcls Zayton, points
to a notion prevalent in the Middle Ages as to the interdivergence of
rivers in general, and especially of Chinese rivers. 'This notion will
be found well embodied in the Catalan Map, and something like it in
the maps of the Chinese themselves ; it is a ruling idea with Ibn Batuta,
who, as we have seen (in note 2), speaks of the River of Zayton as connected in the interior with " the Great River," and who travels by this
waterway accordingly from Zayton to Kinsay, taking no notice of the
mountains of Fokien. With apparently the same idea of one Great
Kiver of China with many ramifications, Abulfeda places most of the
great cities of China upon "The River." The i i Great Kiver of China,"
and its branches to Kinsay, is alluded to in a like spirit by Wassif
(supra, p. 169). Polo has already indicated the same idea (p. 175).
Assuming this as the notion involved in the passage from Ramusio,
the position ofJauchau might be fairly described as that of Tyunju is
therein, standing as it does on the Poyang Lake, froin which there is
such a ramification of internal navigation, e.g. to Kinsay or Hangchau-fu
directly by Kwansin, the Changshan portage already referred to (strpm,
p. 177)~and the Tsien Tang (and this is the Kinsay River line to which
I imagine Polo here to refer), or circuitously by the Yangtse and Great
Canal ; to Canton by the portage of the Meiling pass; and to the cities
of Fokien either by the Kwansin River or by Kianchanfu, further south,
with a Dortage
., in each case across the ~ o k i e nmountains. None of our
maps give any idea of the extent of internal navigation in China (See
Kfajrofh, Mim. vol. 111.)
The story of the life-long period during which the porcelain clay
was exposed to temper long held its ground, and probably was only
dispelled by the publication of the details of the King-teching manufacture by P k e dlEntrecolles in the LeflreJ Edijinnfes.

.

NOTE5.-The meagre statement in the French texts shows merely
that Polo had heard of the Fokien dialect. The addition from Ramusio
shows further that he was aware of the unity of the written character
throughout China, but gives no indication of knowledge of its peculiar
principles, nor of the extent of difference in the spoken dialects. Even
different districts of Fokien, &cording to hfartini, use dialects so different
that they understand each other with difficulty (108).
Professor Kidd, speaking of his instructors in the Mandarin and
Fokien dialects respectively, says : " T h e teachers in 110th cases read
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the same books, composed in the same style, and attached precisely the
same ideas to the written symbols, but could not understand each other
in conversation." Moreover, besides these sounds attaching to the
Chinese characters when read in the dialect of Fokien, thus discrepant
from the sounds used in reading the same characters in the Mandarin
dialect, yet another class of sounds is used to express the same ideas in
the Fokien dialect when it is used colloquially ?nd without reference to
~
&c. pp. 21-23.)
written symbols! ( K i ~ a "China,
NOTE6.-This
is inconsistent with his former statements as to the
supreme wealth of Kinsay. But with hlarco the subject in hand is
always pro magnifico.
Ramusio says that the Traveller will now "begin to speak of the
territories, cities, and provinces of the Greater, Lesser, and Middle India,
in which regions he was when in the service of the Great Kaan, being sent
thither on divers matters of business ; and then again when he returned
to the same quarter with the queen of King Argon, and with his father
and uncJe, on his way back to his native land. So he will relate the
strange things that he saw in those Indies, not omitting others which he
heard related by persons of reputation ant1 worthy of credit, and things
that were pointed out to him on the maps of mariners of the Indies
aforeslid."

.

The Kaan's Fleet leaving the Port oTZaytos.
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C H A P T E R I.
OF

T H E MERCHANT

SHIPSOF M A N Z I THAT SAIL UPON T H E
INDIAN SEAS.

HAVING
finished our discourse concerning those countries
wherewith our Book hath been occupied thus far, we are
now about to enter on the subject of INDIA,and to tell
you of all the wonders thereof.
And first let us speak of the ships in which merchants
go to and fro amongst the Isles of India.
These ships, you must know, are of fir timber.' They
have but one deck, though each of them contains some
50 or 60 cabins, wherein the merchants abide greatly at
their ease, every man having one to himself. The ship
hath but one rudder, but it hath four masts ; and sometimes they have two additional masts, which they ship and
unship at pleasure?
[Moreover the larger of their vessels have some thirteen
compartments or severances in the interior, made with
planking strongly framed, in case mayhap the ship should
spring a leak, either by running on a rock or by the blow
of a hungry whale (as shall betide ofttimes, for when the
ship in her course by night sends a ripple back alongside
of the whale, the creature seeing the foam fancies there is
something to eat afloat, and makes a rush forward, whereby
it often shall stave in some part of the ship). In such
case the water that enters the leak flows to the bilge, which
is always kept clear ; and the mariners, having ascertained
where the damage is, empty the cargo from that compart-
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ment into those adjoining, for the planking is so well fitted
that the water cannot pass from one compartment to another. They then stop the leak and replace the lading.]]
The fastenings are all of good iron nails, and the sides
are double, one plank laid over the other, and caulked
outside and in. T h e planks are not pitched, for those
people do not have any pitch, but they daub the sides with
another matter, deemed by them far better than pitch ; it
is this. You see they take some lime and some chopped
hemp, and these they knead together with a certain woodoil ; and when the three are thoroughly amalgamated, they
hold like any glue. And with this mixture they do pay
their ships.4
Each of their great ships requires at least 200 mariners
[some of them 3001. They are indeed of great size, for
one ship shall carry 5000 or 6000 baskets of pepper [and
they used formerly to be larger than they are now]. And
aboard these ships, you must know, when there is no wind
they use sweeps, and these sweeps are so big that to pull
them requires four mariners to each.5 Every great ship
has certain large barks or tenders attached to it ; these are
large enough to carry 1000 baskets of pepper, and carry
and
50 or 60 mariners apiece [some of them 80 or
they are likewise moved by oars ; they assist the great ship
by towing her, at such times as her sweeps are in use [or
even when she is under sail, if the wind be somewhat on
the beam, not if the wind be astern, for then the sails of
the big ship would take the wind out of those of the tenders,
and she would run them down]. Each ship has two [or
three] of these barks, but one is bigger than the others.
There are also some ten [small] boats for the service of
each great ship, to lay out the anchors, catch fish, bring
supplies aboard, and the like. W h e n the ship is under
sail she carries these boats slung to her sides. And the
large tenders have their boats in like manner.
When the ship lias been a pear in work and they wish
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to repair her, they nail on a third plank over the first two,
and caulk and pay it well; and when another repair is
wanted they nail on yet another plank, and so on year by
year as it is required. Howbeit, they do this only for a
certain number of years, and till there are six thicknesses
of planking. W h e n a ship has come to have six planks on
her sides, one over the other, they take her no more on the
high seas, but make use of her for coasting as long as she
will last, and then they break her up:
Now that I have told you about the ships which sail
upon the Ocean Sea and among the Isles of India, let us
proceed to speak of the various wonders of India; but
first and foremost I must tell you about a number of Islands
that there are in that part of the Ocean Sea where we now
are, I mean the Islands lying to the eastward. So let us
begin with an Island which is called Chipangu.

NOTE 1.-Pine is the staple timber for ship-builtling both at Canton
and in Fokien. There is a very large export of it from Fuchau, and
even the chief fuel at that city is from a kind of fir. Several varieties of
pine-wood are also brought down the rivers for sale at Canton. (N. anti
Q. China arrrijapan, I. I 70 ; Furfurre, I. 2 86 ; Doulifflc.)
NOTE2.-Note the orre ru(iric.r again (supra, Bk. I. ch. xix. note 3).
One of the shifting masts was probably a bowsprit, which according to
1,ecomte the Chinese occasionally use, very slight, and planted on the
larboard bow.
NOTE3.-The system of water-tight compartments, for the description of which we have to thank Kan~usio'stext, in our own time introduced into European construction, is still maintained by the Chinese,
not only in sea-going junks, but in the larger river craft. (See Mid Kin&.
11. 25 ; Blakisfun, 88 ; D E ~ I L ~ ~I.~ 204-6.)
IES,

NOTE 4.-This still remains quite correct, except that in place of
hemp an oakum of bamboo-fibre is used. The woo(i-ail is derived from
a tree called Z?>t~g-s/ru,
I do not know if identical with the wood-oil trees
of Arakan ant1 Pegu (Dipferurnrfrls kzezis).
NOTE5.-'l'hc junks that visit Singapore still use these sweeps (J
Inti. Arch. 11. 607) I l ~ nBatuta puts R nli~clllargcr number of men to
each. It will he seen from his account I~elotvthat great ropes were
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attached to the oars to pull by, the bulk of timber being too large to
grasp, as in the old French galleys wooden mancftes, or grips, were
attached to the oar for the same purpose.
NOTE 6.-The
Chinese sea-going vessels of those days were apparently larger than was at all common in European navigation. Marco
herespeaks of 2 0 0 (or in Ramusio up to 300) mariners, a large crew
indeed for a merchant vessel, but not so great as is implied in Odoric's
statement, that the ship in which he went from India to China had 700
souls on board. The humbers carried by Chinese junks are occasionally still enormous. " In February, 1822, Captain Pearl of the English
ship Indiana, coming through Gaspar Straits, fell in with the cargo and
crew of a wrecked junk, and saved 198 persons, out of 1600 with whom
she had left Amoy, whom he landed at Pontianak. This humane act
cost him I 1,oool." (Quoted by WiUiatns from Chin. Rep. vi. 149.)
The following are some other medieval accounts of the China shivping, all unanimous as to the main facts.
Friar]ordanus :-"The vessels which they navigate to Cathay be
very big, and have upon the ship's hull more than one hundred cabins,
and with a fair wind they cany ten sails, and they are very bulky, being
made of three thicknesses of lank. so that the first thickness is as in
our great ships, the second crosswise, the third again longwise. In
sooth, 'tis a very strong affair l " (55.)
Nicor'o Conti:-"
They build some ships much larger than ours,
capable of containing 2000 butts (vcgetcs), with five masts and five sails.
The lower part is constructed with triple planking, in order to withstand
the force of the tempests to which they are exposed. And the ships are
divided into compartments, so formed that if one part be shattered the
rest remains in good order, and enables the vessel to complete its
voyage."
Ibn Bafuta :-" Chinese ships only are used in navigating the sea of
China . . . There are three classes of these : (I) the Large, which are
called Jonrik (sing. Junk) ; (2) the Middling, which are called 220; and
(3) the Small, called Xakam. Each of the greater ships has from twelve
sails down to three. These are made of bamboo laths woven into a
kind of mat; they are never lowered, and they are braced this way and
that as the wind may blow. l a e n these vessels anchor the sails are
allowed to fly loose. Each ship has a crew of 1000 men, viz. 600
mariners and 400 soldiers, among whom are archers, target-men, and
crossbow-men to shoot naphtha Each large vessel is attended by three
others, which are called respectively ' The Half,' ' The Third,' and ' The
Quarter.' These vessels are built only at Zayton, in China, and at SfnkalAn or Sin-ul-Sin (i.e. Canton). This is the way they are built. They
construct two walls of timber, which they connect by very thick slabs of
wood, clenching all fast this way and that with huge spikes, each of
which is three cubits in length. When the two walls have been united
by these slabs they apply the bottonl planking, and then launch the
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hull before completing the construction. The timbers projecting from
the sides towards the water serve the crew for going down to wash and
for other needs. And to these projecting timbers are attached the oars,
which are like masts in size, and need from 10to 15 men* to ply each
of them. There are about 2 0 of these great oars, and the rowers at
each oar stand in two ranks facing one another. The oars are provided
with two strong cords or cables ; each rank pulls at one of these and
then lets go, whilst the other rank pulls on the opposite cable. These
rowers have a pleasant chaunt at their work, usually singing Ld'la!
Ld'la /t The three tenders whioh we have mentioned above also use
oars, and tow the great ships when required.
" On each ship four decks are constructed ; and there are cabins and
public rooms for the merchants. Some of these cabins are provided
kith closets and other conveniences, and they have keys so that their
tenants can lock them, and cany with them their wives or concubines.
The crew in some of the cabins have their children, and they sow kitchen
herbs, ginger, &c., in wooden buckets. The captain is a very great
D o n ; and when he lands, the archers and negro-slaves march before
him with javelins, swords, drums, horns, and trumpets." (IV. pp. 91 seqq.
and 247 seqq. combined.) Comparing this very interesting description
with Polo's, we see that they agree in all essentials except size and the
number of decks. It is not unlikely that the revival of the trade with
India, which Kublai stimulated, may have in its development under his
successors led to the revival also of the larger ships of former times to
which hlarco alludes.

C H A P T E R 11.
DESCRIPTION OF

ISLAND OF CHIPANGU,A N D THE GREAT KAAN'S
DESPATCHOF A HOST AGAINST IT.

THE

CHIPANGU
is an Island towards the east in the high seas,

1500 miles distant from the Continent; and a very great
'Island it is.'
The people are white, civilized, and well-favoured.
They are Idolaters, and are dependent on nobody. And I
can tell you the quantity of gold they have is endless ; for
Or even 30 (p. 248).
Corresponding to the " Hevelow and rumbelow" of the Christian oarsmen
(see Corur At Lion in IVtbm, 11. 99).

t
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they find it in their own Islands, [and the King does not
allow it to be exported. Moreover] few merchants visit
the country because it is so far from the main land, and
thus it comes to pass that their gold is abundant beyond
all measure.'
I will tell you a wonderful thing about the Palace of
the Lord of that Island. You must know that he hath a
great Palace which is entirely roofed with fine gold, just as
our churches are roofed with lead, insomuch that it would
scarcely be possible to estimate its value. Moreover, all
the pavement of the Palace, and the floors of its chambers,
are entirely of gold, in plates like slabs of stone, a good two
fingers thick ; and the windows also are of gold, so that
altogether the richness of this Palace is past all bounds and
all belief.'
They hare also pearls in abundance, which are of a
rose colour, but fine, big, and round, and quite as valuable
as the white ones. [In this Island some of the dead are
buried, and others are burnt. When a body is burnt they
put one of these pearls in the mouth, for such is their
custom.] They have also quantities of other precious
stones.4
Cublay, the Grand Kaan, who now reigneth, having
heard much of the immense wealth that was in this Island,
formed a plan to get possession of it. For this purpose
he sent two of his Barons with a great navy, and a great
force of horse and foot. These Barons were able and
valiant men, one of them called ABACAN
and the other
VONSAINCIIIN,
and they weighed with all their company
from the ports of Zayton and Kinsay, and put out to sea.
They sailed until they reached the Islantl aforesaid, and
there they landed, and occupied the open country and the
villages, but did not succeed in getting possession of ally
city or castle. And so a disaster befel tlicm, as I shall now
relate.
You must know that there \.\as much ill-will hetwccn
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those two Barons, so that one would do nothing to help
the other. And it came to pass that there arose a north
wind which blew with great fury, and caused great damage
along the coasts of that Island, for its harbours were few.
I t blew so hard that the Great Kaan's fleet could not
stand against it. And when the chiefs saw that, they came
to the conclusion that if the ships remained where they
were the whole navy would perish. So they all got on
board and made sail to leave the country. But when they
had gone about four miles they came to a small Island, on
which they were driven ashore in spite of all they could do ;
and a great part of the fleet was wrecked, and a great multitude of the force perishetl, so that there escaped only some
30,000 men, who took refuge on this Island.
These held themselves for dead men, for they were
without food, and knew not what to do, and they were in
great despair when they saw that such of the ships as had
escaped the storm were making full sail for their own
country, without the slightest sign of turning back to help
them. And this was because of the bitter hatred between
the two Barons in command of the force; for the Baron
who escaped never showetl the slightest desire to return to
his colleague who was left upon the Island in the way you
have heard; though he might easily have done so after
the storm ceased; and it endured not long. H e did nothing of the kind however, but made straight for home.
Ant1 you must know that the Island to which the soldiers
had escaped was uninhabited ; there was not a creature
upon it but themselves.
Now we will tell you what befel those who escaped on
the fleet, and also those who were left upon the Island.

NOTE 1.-CHIPANGU represents the ChineseJik$tir-r-kziit, the kingdom of Japan, the name Jih-pan being apparently a kind of translntion
of the native naiile .V$fnn,which is s ~ i dto mean "the origin of the
sun," or sun-rising, though that seems an in~probnblename for a people
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to give their own country. The name Chipangu is used also by Rashiduddin.
NOTE2.-The causes briefly mentioned in the text maintained the
abundance and low price of gold in Japan till the recent opening of the
trade (see B k 11. ch. 1. note 4). Edrisi had heard that gold in the
isles of Sila (or Japan) was so abundant that dog-collars were made
of i t
NOTE3.-This was doubtless an old "yarn," repeated from generation to generation. We find in a Chinese work quoted by Amyot :
" The palace of the king (of Japan) is remarkable for its singular construction. I t is a vast edifice, of extraordinary height ; it has nine
stories, and presents on all sides an exterior shining with the purest
gold." (MCm.conc. ks Chinois, XIV. 55.) See also a like story in
Kaempfer ( H du lapon, I. 139).

Ancient Japanese Emperor.

(After a Native Drawing ; from H u m k r t . )
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NOTE 4.-Kaempfer
speaks of pearls being found in considerable
numbers, chiefly about Satsuma, and in the Gulf of Omura, in Kiusiu.
From what -4lcock says they (lo not seem now to be abundant. (Ib. I.
95 ; AZcock, I. zoo.) No precious stones are mentioned by Kaempfer.
Rose-tinted pearls are frequent among the Scotch pearls, and according to Mr. King those of this tint are of late the most highly esteemed
in Paris. Such pearls were perhaps also most highly esteemed in old
India ; for red pearls (Lohifarnukti) form one of the seven precious
objects which it was incumbent to use in the adornment of Buddhistic
reliquaries, ant1 to distribute at the building of a Dagopa. (Not. Hisf. of
prtf. .Y~O?~CS,
&c., 2 63 ; K O @ ~ C
I. ~541
, .)

C H A P T E R 111.
HAT

GREATKAAN'S EXPEDITION
AGAINST
CHIPANCU.

FURTHER C A M E OF T H E

You see those who were left upon the Isl,and, some 30,000
souls as I have said, did hold themselves for dead men, for
they saw no possible means of escape. And when the King
of the great Island got news how the one part of the expedition had saved themselves upon that Isle, and the other
part was scattered and fled, he was right glad thereat, and
he gathered together all the ships of his territory and proceeded with them, the sea now being calm, to the little Isle,
and landed his troops all round it. And when the Tartars
saw them thus arrive, and the whole force landed, without
any guard having been left on board the ships (the act of
men very little acquainted with such work), they had the
sagacity to feign flight. [Now the Island was very high
in the middle, and whilst the enemy were hastening after
them by one road they fetched a compass by another and]
in this way managed to reach the enemy's ships and to get
aboard of them. This they did easily enough, for they
encountered no opposition.
Once they were on board they got under way immeVOL. 11.

I'
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diatelg far the great Island, and landed there, carrying with
them the standards and banners of the King of the Island :
and in this wise they advanced to the capital. T h e garrison of the city, suspecting nothing wrong, when they saw
their own banners advancing supposed that it was their
own host returning, and so gave them admittance. The
Tartars as soon as they had got in seized all the bulwarks
and drove out all who were in the place except the pretty
women, and these they kept for themselves. In this way
the Great Kaan's people got possession of the city.
When the King of the great Island and his army perceived that both fleet and city were lost, they were greatly
cast down ; howbeit, they got away to the great Island o n
board some of the ships which had not been carried off.
And the King then gathered all his host to the siege of the
city, and invested it so straitly that no one could go in o r
come out. Those who were within held the place for seven
months, and strove by all means to send word to the Great
Kaan; but it was all in vain, they never could get the
intelligence carried to him. So when they saw they could
hold out no longer they gave themselves up, on condition
that their lives should be spared, but still that they should
never quit the Island. And this befel in the year of our
Lord 1279.' The Great Kaan ordered the Baron who had
fled so disgracefully to lose his head. And afterwards he
caused the other also, who had b'een left on the Island, to
be put to death, for he had never behaved as a good soldier
ought to do.'
But I must tell you a wonderful thing that I had forgotten, which happened on this expedition.
You see, at the beginning of the affair, when the Kaan's
people had landed on the great Island and occupied the
open country as I told you, they stormed a tower belonging
to some of the islanders who refused'to surrender, and the)cut off the heads of all the garrison except eight ; on these
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eight they found it impossible to inflict any wound! Now
this was by virtue of certain stones which they had in their
arms inserted between the skin and the flesh, with such
skill as not to show at all externally. And the charm and
virtue of these stones was such that those who wore them
could never perish by steel. So when the Barons learned
this they ordered the men to be beaten to death with clubs.
And after their death the stones were extracted from the
bodies of all, and were greatly prized.' But now let us
have done with that matter, and return to our subject.

NOTE 1.-Kublai had long hankered after the conquest of Japan,
or had at least, after his fashion, desired to obtain an acknowledgment
of supremacy from the Japanese sovereign. H e had taken steps in this
view as early as 1266, but entirely without success. The fullest accessible particulars respecting his efforts are contained in the Japanese
Annals translated by Titsing ; and these are in complete accordance
with the Chinese histories as given by Gaubil, L>emailla, and in Pauthier's
extracts, so far as these three latter enter into particulars. But it seems
clear from the comparison that the Japanese chronicler had the Chinese
Annals in his hands.
In 1268, 1269, 1270, and 1271, Kublai's efforts were repeated
to little purpose, and, provoked at this, in 1274, he sent a fleet of 300
vessels with 15,ooo men against Japan. This was defeated near the
Island of Tsiusima with heavy loss.
Nevertheless Kublai seems in the following years to have renewed
his attempts at negotiation. The Japanese patience was exhausted, and
in 1280 they put one of his ambassadors to death.
'I AS soon as the Moko (Mongols) heard of this, they assembled a
considerable army to conquer Japan. \Vhen informed of their prepara.
tions the Dairi sent ambassadors to Ize and other temples to invoke the
gods. Fosiono Toki Mune, who resided at Kama K u n , ordered troops
to assemble at Tsukuzi (Tsikmdzen of Alcock's Map), and sent . . .
numerous detachments to hliynko to guard the Dairi and the Togou
(Heir Apparent) against all danger.
In the first moon (of 1281)
the Mongols named Asikan (Ngo-tsa-han*), Fan-bunko (Fan-wen-hu),
Kinto (Hintu), and Kosakio (Hung-chn-Khieu) Generals of their army,

.

.. .

These names in parentheses are the Chinese forms; t l ~ eotlirra, the Japanese
modes of rcncling them.
1' 2
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which consisted of ~oo,ooomen, and was embarked on numerous ships
of war. Asikan fell ill on the passage, and this made the second General
(Fan-wen-hu) undecided as to his course.
" 7th Month. The entire fleet arrived at the Island of Firando
(P'hing-hu), and passed thence to Goriosan (Ulungshan). The troops

Anc~entJapanese Archer.

(From n native d n w i n g . )

of Tsukuzi were under arms. 1st of 3 d Month. A frightful storm arose;
the Mongol ships foundered or were sorely shattered. The General
(Fan-wen-hu) fled with the other Generals on the vessels that had least
suffered; nobody has ever heard what became of them. The army of
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~oo,ooomen, which had landed below Goriosan, wandered about for
three days without provisions ; and the soldiers began to plan the building of vessels in which they might escape to China.
" 7th day. The Japanese army invested and attacked them with
great vigour. The Mongols were totally defeated. 30,000 of them were
made prisoners and conducted to Fakata (the Pakouoka of Alcock's Map,
but Fakatta in Kaempfer's), and there put to death. Grace was extended
to only (three men) who were sent to China with the intelligence of the
fate of the army. The destruction of so numerous a fleet was considered the most evident proof of the protection of the godsn (Titsingh,
p. 264-5). At p. 259 of the same work Klaproth gives another account
from the Japanese Encyclopaedia ; the difference is not material.
The Chinese Annals, in Demailla, state that the Japanese spared
~ o , o o oor I 2,000 of the Southern Chinese, whom they retained as slaves.
Gaubil says that 30,000 hlongols were put to death, whilst 70,000 Coreans and Chinese were made slaves.
Kublai was loth to put u ~ w i t hthis huge discomfiture, and in 1283
he made preparations f& ahother expedition; but the project excited
strong discontent, and he eventually gave it up. (Dernaih, IX. 409,
418, 428; Caubil, 195.)
'I'he Abacan of Polo is probably the Asikan of the Japanese, whom
Gaubil calls Argan. Vonsainchin is pcrhaps Fan-Wen-hu with the
Chinese title of Tsiang-Kiun or General (elsewhere represented in Polo
by S~?I~J),-FAN-TSIANGKIUN.
We see that, as usual, whilst Marco's account in some of the main
features concurs with that of the histories, he gives a good many additional particulars, some ofwhich, such as the ill-will between the Generals,
are n o doubt genuine. But of the story of the capture of the Japanese
capital by the shipwrecked army we know not what to make; we can't
accept it certainly.
NOTE 2.-Rum. says he was sent to a certain Island called Zorza
(Chorchn l ) where men who have failed in duty are put to death in this
manner. 'I'hey wrap the arms of the victim in the hide of a newly
flayed buffalo, i n d sew it tight. As this dries it compresses him so
terribly that he cannot move, and so, finding no help, his life ends in
misery.
'I'he same kind of torture 'is reported of different countries in the
Last: c . ~ see
, MaRrizi, Pt. 111. 1). 108, and Pottinger as quoted by
llarsden irr /oco. It also appears among the tortures of a Buddhist
hell as represented in a temple at Canton. (Oliphiztrt's L ~ a r ~ a t i Z ~ e ,
1. 168.)

NO.I.E3.-Like devices to procure invulnerability are common in
the Indo-Chinese countries. ?'he Burmese sometimes insert pellets of
gold under the skin with this vlew. .At a meeting of thc Asiatic Society
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of Bengal in 1868, gold and silver coins were shown, which had been
extracted from under the skin of a Burmese convict at the Andarnan
Islands. Friar Odoric speaks of the practice in one of the Indian Islands
(apparently Borneo), and the stones possessing such virtue were according to him found in the bamboo, presumably the siliceous concretions
called Tnbashir. Conti ako describes the practice in Java of inserting
such amulets under the skin. The Malays of Sumatra too have great
faith in the efficacy of certain "stones which they pretend are extracted
from reptiles, birds, animals,&c., in preventing them from being wounded."
(See Mission to Ava, p. 208 ; Cathay, 94; Conti, p. 32 ; Friendof India,
May 7th, 1868 ; Anderson's Mission to Surrratra, p. 323.)

C H A P T E R IV.
CONCERNINGTHE FASHION
OF

THE

IDOLS.

Now you must know that the Idols of Cathay, and of
Manzi, and of this Island, are all of the same class. And
in this Island as well as elsewhere, there be some of the
Idols that have the head of an ox, some that have the
head of a pig, some of a dog, some of a sheep, and some of
divers other kinds. And some of them have four heads,
whilst some have three, one growing out of either shoulder.
There are also some that have four hands, some ten, some
a thousand ! And they do put more faith in those Idols
that have a thousand hands than in any of the others.'
And when any Christian asks them why they make their
Idols in so many different guises, and not all alike, they
reply that just so their forefathers were wont to have them
made, and just so they will leave them to their children,
and these to the after generations. And so they will be
handed down for ever. And you must understand that
the deeds ascribed to these Idols are such a parcel of devilries as it is best not to tell. So let us have done with the
Idols, and speak of other things.
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But I must tell you one thing still concerning that
Island (and 'tis the same with the other Indian Islands), that
if the natives take prisoner an enemy who cannot pay a
ransom, he who hath the prisoner summons all his friends
and relations, and they put the prisoner to death, and then
they cook him and eat him, and they say there is no meat
in the world so good !-But
now we will have done with
that Island and speak of something else.
You must know the Sea in which lie the Islands of
those parts is called the SEAOF CHIN,which is as much
as to say " T h e Sea over against Manzi." For, in the language of those Isles, when they say C'/rilt, 'tis Manzi
they mean. And I tell you with regard to that Eastern
Sea of Chin, according to what is said by the experienced
pilots and mariners of those parts, there be 7459 Islands in
the waters frequented by the said mariners; and that is
how they know the fact, for their whole life is spent in
navigating that sea. And there is not one of those Islands
but produces valuable and odorous woods like the lignaloe,
aye and better too ; and they produce also a great variety of
spices. For example in those Islands grows pepper as white
as snow, as well as the black in great quantities. In fact the
riches of those Islands is something wonderful, whether in
gold or precious stones, or in all manner of spicery; but
they lie so far off from the main land that it is hard to get
to them. And when the ships of Zayton and Kinsay do
voyage thither they make vast profits by their venture.'
I t takes them a whole year for the voyage, going in
winter and returning in summer. For in that Sea there
arc but two winds that blow, the one that carries them outward and the other that brings them homeward; and the
one of these winds blows all the winter, and the other all
the summer. And you must know these regions are so far
from Intlia that it takes a long time also for the voyage
thence.
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Though that Sea is called the Sea of Chin, as I have
told you, yet it is part of the Ocean Sea all the same. But
just as in these parts people talk of the Sea of England
and the Sea of Rochelle, so in those countries they speak
of the Sea of Chin and the Sea of India, and so on, though
they all are but parts of the Ocean.'
Now let us have done with that region which is very
inaccessible and out of the way. Moreover, Messer Marco
Polo never was there. And let me tell you the Great Kaan
has nothing to do with them, nor do they render him any
tribute or service.
So let us go back to Zayton and take up the order
of our book from that point.'

NOTE I.-" Several of the (Chinese) gods have horns on the forehead,
o r wear animals' heads; some have three eyes. . . . Some are represented in the Indian mdnner with a multiplicity of arms. We saw a t
Yangcheufu a goddess with thirty arms." ( D C ~ I I ~ ~I.C 364-6.)
S,
T h e reference to any particular form of idolatry here is vague. But
in Tibetan Buddhism, with which Marco was familiar, all these extmvagances are prominent, though repugnant to the more orthodox Bud(1hism
of the South.
When the Dalai Lam1 came to visit the Altun Khan, to secure the
reconversion of the Mongols in I 5 7 7 , he appeared a s a man~festembodiment of the Bodhisatwa Avalokite~vara,withfour hatms, of which two
were always folded across the breast ! 'I'he same Bodhisatwa is sometimes represented with eleven heads. Manjushri manifests himself in a
golden body with rooo hands ant1 1000 l'trtras or vessels, in each of
which were 1000 f i p r e s of Sakya vis~ble,k c . (Korppm, I I. 137 ; Chss i ~ c v ,200.)
NOTE2.-Polo
seems in this passage to be speaking of the inore
easterly Islands of the Archipelago, such as tlir Philippines, the Moluccas, kc., but with vague ideas of their position.
NOTE:%-In this passage alone Polo mlkes use of the now familiar
name of CHINA. " Chin," as he says, '. in thc language of those Isles
me.lns Afirnzi." l n fact, though the form C.'hirr is more correctly Persian,
we (lo get the exact for111 Chimz Iron1 " the language of those Isles." i.r..
fro111the i71tr/rlrs. C'hirrtr is also used in Jal);unese.
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What he says about the Ocean and the various names of its parts is
nearly a version of a passage in the geographical Poem of Dionysius,
ending :-

NOTE &-The Ramusian here inserts a short chapter, which from
the awkward way in which it comes in is a very manifest interpolation,
though possibly still an interpolation by the Traveller's hand :" Leaving the Port of Zayton you sail westward and something southwestwartl for 1500 miles, passing a gulf called CHEINAN,
having a length
of two months' sail towards the north. Along the whole of its south-east
side it borders on the province of Manzi, and on the other side with
Anin and Coloman, and many other provinces formerly spoken of.
Within this Gulf there are innumerable Islands, alrnost all well-peopled ;
and in these is found a great quantity of gold-dust, which is collected from
the sea where the rivers discharge. There is copper also, and other
things; and the people drive a trade with each other in the things that are
peculiar to their respective Islands. 'I'hey have also a traffic with the
people of the mainland, selling them gold and copper and other things ;
and purchasing in turn what they stand in need of. In the greater part
of these Islands plenty of corn grows. 'I'his gulf is so great, and inhabited by so many people, that it seems like a world in itself."
'I'his passage is translated by Marsden with much forcing, so as tb
describe the China Sea. embracing the Philippine Islands, k c . ; I,ut it
seems clearly to indicate the writer's conception (which I have embodied
in my hlap of Marco Polo's Own Geography) as of a Great Gulf running
up into the continent between Southern China ancl Tongking for a
length equal to two months' journey.
'I'hc name of the gulf, Clieinan, i.e., Uuirmtr, may either be that of
the Island so called, or, as I rather incline to suppose, 'An-t~nrr,ix.,
'L'ongking. But even in the days of Camoens, who lived and wrote at
Macao in 1559-60, the Gulf of Tongking or Hainan was still an
unknown sea :" VCs, corre a costa, clue Cl~ampase chama,
Cuja mata he rlo ])no chriroso ornatla :
Vis, Caucliichina esti de eacura fama,
L 1fc .+li~~citl it / I / < O ~ J I J / <*~z~~.ir,/iz
U
" (X.
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You must know that on leaving the port of Zayton you
sail west-south-west for 1500 miles, and then you come to
a country called CHAMBA,'a very rich region, having a
king of its own. The people are Idolaters and pay a yearly
tribute to the Great Kaan, which consists of elephants and
nothing but elephants. And I will tell you how they came
to pay this tribute.
I t happened in the year of Christ 1278 that the Great
Kaan sent a Baron of his called Sagatu, with a great force
of horse and foot against this King of Chamba, and this
Baron opened the war on a great scale against the King
and his country.
Now the King [whose name was Accambale] was a
very aged man, nor had he such a force as the Baron had.
And when he saw w b t havoc the Baron was making with
his kingdom he was grieved to the heart. So he bade
messengers get ready and despatched them to the Great
Kaan. And they said to the Kaan : " Our Lord the King
of Chamba salutes you as his liege-lord, and would have
you to know that he is stricken in years and long hath
held his realm in peace. And now he sends you word by
us that he is willing to be your liege-man, and will send
you every year a tribute of as many elephants as you
please. And he prays you in all gentleness and humility
that Y O U would send word to your Baron to desist from
harrying his kingdom and to quit his territories. These
shall henceforth be at your absolute disposal, and the
King shall hold them of you."
When the Great Kaan had heard the King's ambassage
he was moved with pity, and sent word to that Baron of his
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to quit that kingdom with his army, and to carry his arms
to the conquest of some other country ; and as soon as this
command reached them they obeyed it. Thus it was then
that this King became vassal of the Great Kaan, and paid
him every year a tribute of 20 of the greatest and finest
elephants that were to be found in tlie country.
But now we will leave that matter, and tell you other
particulars about the King of Chamba.
You must know that in that kingdom no woman is
allowed t a marry until the King shall have seen her ; if the
woman pleases him then he takes her to wife; if she does
not, he gives her a dowry to get her a husband withal. In
the year of Christ 1285, Messer Marco Polo was in that
country, and at that time the King had, between sons and
daughters, 326 children, of whom at least 150 were men fit
to carry arms.'
There are very great numbers of elephants in this kingdom, and they have lignaloes in great abundance. They
have also extensive forests of the wood called Bo?ztis, which
is jet black, and of which chessmen and pen-cases are made.
But there is nought more to tell, so let us proceed.'

NOTE1.-The name CHAMPAis of Indian origin, like the adjoining
Kamboja and many other names in Indo-China, and was probably taken
from that of an ancient Hindu city and state on the Ganges, near modern
Bhigalpfir.
The title of Champa down to the 15th century seems to have been
applied by western Asiatics to a kingdom which embraced the whole
coast between Tongking and Kamboja including all that is now called
Cochin China It was termed by the Chinese Chen-ching. l'owards
the end of the 15th century the King of 'Tongking conquered the country,
and the genuine people of Champa were reduced to a small number
occupying the n~ountainsof the province of Bin11 'Thuan at the extreme
south-east of the C. Chinese territory. T o this part of the coast the
name Champa is often applied in maps. (Seej. A. ser. 2, tom. xi. 1).
31.) The people of Chsmpa in this restricted sense are said to exhibit
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Malay affinities, and also to profess Mahornedanism. The last fact,
entirely new to me, I learn from Lieut. Garnier.
The prominent position of Champa on the route to China made its
l~ortsplaces of call for many ages, and in the earliest record of the
Arab navigation to China we find the cou~ltrynoticed under the identical
name (allowing for the deficiencies of the Arabic Alphabet) of SanJ
The Sagatu of Marco appears in the Chinese history as Soh, the
military governor of the Canton districts, which he had been active in
reducing. The conversion of Sagatu into Sotu is another example
of that ~ o n ~ elision
o l of gutturals which we have before noticed more
than once.
In 1278 Sotu sent an envoy to Chenching to claim the king's submission, which was rendered, and for some years he sent his tribute
to Kublai. But when the Kaan proceeded to interfere in the internal
affairs of the kingdom by sending a Resident ant1 Chinese officials, the
king's son (1282) resolutely opposed these proceedings, and threw the
Chinese officials into prison. The Kaan in great wrath at this insult,
(coming also so soon-after his discomfiture i n Japan), ortlered Sotu
and others to Chenching to take vengeance. The prince in the
following year made a pretence of submission, and the army (if indeed
it had been sent) seems to have been withdrawn. The prince, however,
renewed his attack on the Chinese establishments and put I O O of their
officials to death. Sotu then despatched a new force, but it was quite
unsuccessful and had to retire. In 1284 the king sent an embassy,
including his grandson, to beg for pardon and reconciliation. Kublai
however refused to receive then], and ordered his son Tughan to advance
through Tonking, an enterprise which led to a still more disastrous war
with that country, in which the Mongols had much the worst of it. We
are not toltl more.
Here we have the difficulties usual with Polo's historical anecdotes.
Certain names and circumstances are distinctly recognizable in the
Chinese Annals ; others are dificult to reconcile with these. The
embassy of 1284 seems the most likely to be the one spoken of by Polo,
though the Chinese History does not give it the favourable result which
he ascribes to it. The date in the text we see to be wrong, and as
usual it varies in different MSS. I suspect the original date was
MCCI.XXXII1.

One of the Chinese notices gives one of the king's names as Sinhojalu,
and no doubt this is Kaniusio's Accnttrba/e (i\ya~nbale); a proof at bnce
of the authentic character of that interpolation, a~ltlof the identity of
Champa and Chenching.
'I'here are notices of the events in Demailla (IX. 420-22) and Ciaubil
( 1 9 4 , but Pauthier's extracts which we have ~narleuse of are niuch
fuller.
Elephants have generally fvrllietl n c.lliel' llart uf the 1)rebents or
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tribute sent periotlically by the various Indo-Chinese states to the Court
of China.

NOTE2.--The date of hIarco's visit to Chainpa varies in the hfSS. :
Pauthier h,as I 280, as has also Ramusio ; the (;. T. has 1285 ; the
Geographic Latin 1288. I incline to adopt the last. For we know that
about 1290, Mark returned to court from a mission to the Indian Seas,
which might have included this visit to Champa.
The large family of the king was one of the stock marvels. Odoric
says : " ZAMPAis a vcry fine country, having great store of victuals and
all good things. Tile king of the country, it was said when I was there
[circa 13231 had, what with sons and with daughters, a good two hundred
children; for he hath many wives and other women whom he keepeth.
This king hath also 14,000 tame elephants. . . . And other folk keep
elephants there just as commonly as we keep oxen here " (p. 95-6). 'The
latter point illustrates what Polo says of elephants, ant1 is scarcely an
exaggeration in regard to all the southern Indo-Chinese States. (See
note to Odoric u. s.)
NOTE 3.-Champa Proper and the adjoining territories have been
from time irnmelnorial the chief seat of the production of lign-aloes
or eagle-wood. Both names are misleading, for the thing has nought to
do either with aloes or eagles; though good Bishop Pallegoix derives
the latter n ~ m efrom the wood's being speckled like an eagle's plumage.
It is in f . ~ tthrough Aquiln, A@, from A p r u , one of the Sanskrit
names of the article ; whilst 'AALrl is probably a corruption of the term
which the Arabs apply to it, viz., Al-'fiil " T h e Wootl."
'The Bor~rrsof the G. T. here is another example of Marco's use,
probably unconscious, of an Oriental word. It is Persian Abntis, Ebony,
which has passed almost unaltered into the Spanish Aber~uz. We find
fbct~us also in a French inventory (Douet d'Arcg, p. 134), but the
Borrrrs seems to indicate that the word as usecl hy the 'I'raveller was
strange to Rusticiano. The word which he uses for pencases too,
Cnlnmanz, is more suggestive of the Persian &nlarnddn than of the
Italian CaltrmcyL.
" Ebony is very commgn in this country (Champa), but the wood
which is the most precious, and which is sufficiently abundant, is called
' F~gle-wood,' of which the first quality sells for its weight in gold ; the
native name is A-irmrrr." (Bishd Louis in./. A. S R. VI. 742).
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C H A P T E R VI.
CONCERNING
THE

GREAT I S L A N D OF

WHENyou sail from Chamba,

JAVA.

miles in a course
between south and south-east, you come to a great Island
called JAVA. And the experienced mariners of those
Islands who know the matter well, say that it is the greatest
Island in tlie world, and has a compass of more than 3000
miles. I t is sul>ject to a great King and tributary to no
one else in the world. The people are Idolaters. The
Island is of surpassing wealth, producing black pepper, nutmegs, spikenard, galingale, cubebs, cloves, and all other
kinds of spices.
This Island is also frequented by a vast amount of s h i p
ping, and by merchants who buy and sell costly goods from
which they reap great profit. Indeed the treasure of this
Island is so great as to be past telling. And I can assure
you the Great Kaan never could get possession of this
Island, on account of its great distance, and the great
expense of an expedition thither. The merchants of Zayton
and Manzi draw annually great returns from this country.'
1500

NOTE 1.-Here Marco speaks of that Pearl of Islands, JAVA. The
chapter is a digression from the course of his voyage towards India, but
possibly he may have touchetl at the island on his previous expedition
alluded to in note 2, chap. v. Not more, for the account is vague, and
where particulars are given not accurate. Java does not product nutmegs or cloves, though doubtless it was a great mart for these and all
the products of the Archipelago. And if by frrasure he means gold, as
indeed Ramusio reads, no gold is found in J a v a Barbosa, however,
has the same story of the great amount of gold drawn from Java.
(Ram.I. 3 I 8-3 I 9.)
l'he circuit ascribed to Java in Pauthier's Text is 5000 miles. Even
the 3000 which we take from the Geog. Text is about double the truth ;
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but it is exactly the same that Odoric and Conti assign. No doubt it
was a tradition among
- the Arab seamen. Thev never visited the south
coast, and probably had extravagant ideas of its extension in that
direction, as the Portuguese had for long. Even at the end of the
16th century Linschoten says : " Its breadth is as yet unknown ; some
conceiving it to be a part of the Terra Australis extending from opposite
the Cape of Good Hope. Nmcver i t is cotnrnonly h f d to be an island"
(ch XX).
The history of Java previous to the rise of the Empire of Majspahit,
in the age immediately following our traveller's voyage, is very obscure.
But there is some evidence of the existence of a powerful dynisty in the
island about this time, and in an inscription of ascertained date (A.D.
1294) the King Uttungadewa claims to have subjectedjivc kings, and to
be sovereign of the whole Island of Java (Ja7r~a-~i?oipa;see Lassen, IV.
482). It is true that as our traveller says, Kublai had not yet attempted
the subjugation of Java, but he did make the attempt almost immediately
after the departure of the Venetians. It was the result of one of his
unlucky embassies to claim the homage of distant states, and turned out
as badly as the attempts against Champa and Japan. His ambassador,
a Chinese called Mengki, was sent back with his face branded like
a thiefs. A great armament was assembled in the ports of Fokien to
arrenge this insult; it started about January, 1293, but did not effect
a landing till autumn. After some temporary success the force was constrained to re-embark with a loss of 3000 men. The death of Kublai
prevented any renewal of the attempt, and it is mentioned that his
successor gave orders for the re-opening of the Indian Trade which the
Java war had interrupted. (See Gaubif, p. 2x7 scqq., 224.) T O this
failure Odoric, who visited Java about 1323, alludes: " Now the Great
Kaan of Cathay many a time engaged in war with this king ; but the
king always vanquished and got the better of him." Odoric speaks in
high terms of the richness and population of Java, calling it "the second
best of all Islands that exist," and describing a gorgeous palace in tenns
similar to those in which Polo speaks of the Palace of Chipangu.
(Cothay, p. 87 scqq.)

C H A P T E R VII.
WHEREINTHE ISLES OF SONDUR
AND CONDURARE
A N D T H E KINGDOMOF LOCAC.

SPOKEN

OF;

WHENyou leave Cliamba' and sail for 700 miles on a
course hetween south ant1 south-west, you arrive at two

Islands, a greater and a less. T h e one is called SONDUR
and the other CONDUR.' AS there is nothing about them
worth mentioning, let us go on five hundred miles beyond
Sondur, and then we find another country which is called
L o c ~ c . I t is a good country and a rich; [it is on the
mainland] ; and it has a king of its own. T h e people are
idolaters and have a peculiar language, and pay tribute to
nobody, for their country is so situated that no one can
enter it to do them ill. Indeed if it were possible to get
at it, the Great Kaan would soon bring them under subjection to him.
In this country the brazil which we make use of grows
in great plenty; and they also have gold in incredible
quantity. They have elephants likewise, and much game.
In this kingdom too are gathered all the porcelain shells
which are used for small change in all those regions, as
I have told you before.
There is nothing else to mention except that this is
a very wild region, visited by few people ; nor does the king
desire that any strangers should frequent the country, and
so find out about his treasure and other resources.' W e
will now proceed, and tell you of something else.

the MSS. and texts I believe without exception read
But, as Marsden has indicated, the point of
departure is really Champa, the introduction of Java being a digression ;
and the retention of the latter name here would throw us irretrievably
into the Southern Ocean. Certain old geographers, we may observe,
did follow that indication and the results were curious enough, as we
shall notice in next note but one. Marsden's observations are so just
that I have followed Pauthier in substituting Champa for Java in the
text.
NOTE 1.-All

" when you kave Java," &c.

NOTE 2.-There
is no reason to doubt that these islands are the
; in old times an important
group now known as that of PULOCONDORE
landmark, and occasional point of call, on the route to China. The group
is termed Sundar EijMt (F~ilcft
representing the Malay Ptdo or Island,
VOL. 11.

(d

in the 1)lural) in the Arab Rcfnfions of the 9th century, the last point of
departure on the voyage to China, from which it was a month distant.
'I'his old record gives us the name Sarrrior; in modern times we have it
as Conrijr; Polo combines both names. The group consists of a larger
island about 1 2 miles long, two of 2 or 3 miles, and some half dozen
others of insignificant dimensions. The large one is now specially called
Pulo Condore. It has a fair harbour, fresh water, and wood in abundance. Dampier visited the group and recolllmendecl its occupation.
The E. I. Company did establish a post there in 1702, but it came to a
speedy end in the massacre of the Europeans by their Macassar garrison.
About the year 1720 some attempt to found a settlement there was also
made by the French, who gave the island the name of Isle d'Orl2ans.
'I'he celebrated Pere Gaubil spent 8 months on the island and wrote an
interesting letter about it (Feb. 1722 ; see also Lctfms &dijantrs, Rec.
xvi). \!'hen the group was visited by hir. John Crawfurd on his mission
to Cocliin China the inhabitants numberetl about 800, of Coch. Chinese
descent. The group is now, I believe, held by the French under Saigon.
'I'he chief island is known to the Chinese as the mountain of Kunlun.
'l'here is another cluster of rocks in the same sea, called the Seven Cheu,
and respecting these two groups Chinese siiilors have a kind of htririitin .Yrj~f/nmsaw :"

.Y%III~-fa
fsi Chru, hi~r-ffl
Ar~(n-Z~t~~,
C'/rryt nri luo shr, jitr rhtrrn mu ISIIJI."

" With

Kunlun to starl)oartl, ant1 larboard the Chcu,
Keep conning your cornpass, whatevcr you do,
Or to Davy Jones' Locker go vessel ant1 crew."

(Ritfcr, IV. ror 7 ; Rrirrarm,
Chirrois, XIV. 53).
NOTE 3.-Pauthier

I. I 8 ;A. Hfzmilfon, I I. 402 ; AI2rn. Carrc.

/CT

reads the name of the kingdom Sormcat, but

I adhere to the readings of the G. T., Lochac and Locac, which are s u p
ported by Raniusio. Pauthier's C and the Bern MS. have fe char and fc
that, which indicate the same reading.
Distance and other particulars point, as Hugh Murray discerns, to
the east coast of the hIulay Peninsula, or (as I conceive) to tlie kingdom
of Siam, inclucling the said coast, as subject or tributary from time
immemorial.
The kingdom of Siam is known to the Chinese by the name of SiertLa. 'I'he Sup1)lement to hfnttvanlin's Encyclopadia describes Sien-Lo
as on the sea-board to the extreme south of Chenching. " It originally
consisted of two kingdoms, S i ~ r ranrl Lo-hoh. The Sien people are tlie
remains of a tribe which in the year (A.D. 1341)begm to come down
u11on the Lo-11011, and united with the latter into one nation. . . . . .
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The land of the Lo-hoh consists of extended plains, but not much
agriculture is done." *In this Lo or LO-HOHwhich apl)arently formed the lower part
of what is now Siam, previous to the middle of the fourteenth century, I believe that we have our Traveller's Locac. The latter half
of the name may be either the second syllable of Lo-hoh, for Polo's
c often represents A; or it may be the Chinese K 7 ~ 5or
'"inngdom," in the Canton and Fokien pronunciation (ie., the pronunciation
of Polo's mariners) kok; Lo-kok, "the kingdom of Lo." Sien-LoKOK is the exact form of the Chinese name of Siam which is used by
Bastian.
What was this kingdom of I,o which occupied the northern shores of
the Gulf of Siam ? Chinese scholars generally say that Sien-Lo means
Siam and Laos; but this I doubt greatly, if Laos is to bear the sense
that we usually give it, LC., of a country bordering Siam on the frorth-mst
and north. It is true that the Chinese character indicating this kingdom
of Lo, is the same which is used to indicate the Laotian tribes of Kwangsi
and Kweichau called Lo, of whom we have spoken forn~erly(Bk. 11.
Ch. 58, Note 1). But I am informed on excellent authority that this
does not by any means necessarily imply any identification. The name
of Lophabrrri, otherwise Louvo and L a d , one of the ancient capitals
of Lower Siam before the foundation of Ayuthia has suggested itself as
one interpretation of the kingdom of LO. But I suspect the true
explanation is to be gathered from the following extract of a paper by
the late intelligent King of Siam : " Our ancient Capital Ayuthia, before
the year A.D. 1350, was but the ruin of an ancient place belonging
to Kambujn, formerly called L A U ~ KW,~ O S Cinhabitants theft ~ossessed
So~rthernSinm or Wrstcrn Kamblrjn.
. . There were other cities,
not far remote, also possessed by the Kambujans; but their precise
locality or much of their history cannot now be satisfactorily ascertained," &c.
The name La7rlek is indeed applied by some writers of the 16th and
17th centuries to the capital of what was thm Kamboja, but this was
perhaps only an instance of the familiar Arab practice of transferring
the name of the cozrtrtry to whatever city happened to be the capital.
La7treik is mentioned along with the other Siamese countries of Yuthia,
Tennasserim, Sukkothai, Pichalok, Lagong, Lanchang (or Luang Prabang), and ZimmC (or Kiang-mai), in the vast list of states claimed by
the Burmese Chronicle as tributary to Pagin before its fall. We find in
the Ain-i-Akburi a kind of aloes-wood called Lawdki, no doubt because
it came from this region. Lnl.rrtk, as it was in the 13th century, La7cvik,

..

.

* The extract of which this is the substance I owe to the kindness of Professor J.
Summers, of King's College.
U
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the Lo-hoh of Matwanlin's continuator, and the Locnc of our Author, are
then, 1 have little doubt, the same.*
The G. T. indeed makes the course from Sondur to Locac sccloc or
S.E. ; but Pauthier's text seems purposely to correct this, calling it
" v . c. miZZes oultre Sandur." This would bring us to the Peninsula
somewhere about what is now the Siamese province of Ligor, and this is
the only position accurately consistent with the next indication of the
route, viz., a run of 500 miles soz~thto the Straits of Singapore. Let us
keep in mind also Ramusio's specific statement that Locac was on Terra
Firma
As regards the products named : ( I ) gold is mined in the northern
part of the Peninsula and is a staple export of Kalantan, Tringano, and
Pahang, further down. Barbosa says gold was so abundant in Malacca
that it was reckoned by Bahars of 4 cwt. Though Mr. Logan has
estimated the present produce of the whole Peninsula at only 20,000
ounces, Hamilton, at the beginning of last century, says Pahang alone in
some years exported above 8 cwt. (2) Brazil-wood, now generally
known by the Malay term S w a n , is abundant on the coast. Ritter speaks
of three small towns on' it as entirely surrounded by trees of this kind.
And higher up, in the latitude of Tavoy, the forests of Sappan-wood find
a prominent place in some maps of Sian~. In medieval intercourse
between the courts of Siam and China we find Brazil-wood to form the
bulk of the Siamese present. (3) Elephants are abundant. (4) Cowries,
according to Marsden and Crawfurd are found in those seas largely only
on the Sulu Islands ; but Bishop Pallegoix says distinctly that they are
found in abundance on the sand-banks of the Gulf of Siam.
For some centuries after this time Siam was generally known to traders
by the Persian name of Shahr-i-nno or New City. This seems to be the
name generally applied to it in the Shijarat Malayu (or Malay Chronicle),
and it is used also by Abdurrazdk. It appears among the early navigators of the I 6th century, as Da Gama, Varthema, Giovanni d'Empoli
and Mendez Pinto, in the shape of Sornau, Xarnau. Whether this name
was applied to the new city of Ayuthia, or was a translation of that of
the older Lojhaburi (which appears to be the Sansc. or Pali Nava-purd =
New-City) I do not know.
(Bastinn, I. 357, 111. 433; Ramus., I. 318; Amyot, XIV. 266, 269;
PaZZegvix, I. 196; Bowring, I. 41, 72 ; Phayre i n / A. S. B., XXXVII.
pt. i. p. 1 0 2 ; Ain Akb., 80 ; Mot~hot,I. 70).
Some geographers of the 16th century, following the old editions
which carried the travellers S.E. or S.W. of Java to the land of Boeach

* Marsden has also identified Latvek, but taken in the sense of the present Kamboja, with Locac. I may suggest the possibility that the Kakuhr of Ibn Batuta is a
transposed form of Locar. The bbnrdrah, Ajnrar of the same traveller and other
Arab writers, I have elsewhere suggested to be Arh'lrnw, or Kamhoja Proper. (See
1.h'. I \'. 240 ; C~~fl//lr!~,
469, 5 19.)
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(for Locac), introduced in their maps a continent in that situation (see
e.g., the map of the world by P. Plancius in Linschoten). And this has
sometimes been adduced to prove an early knowledge of Australia.
Mr. Major has treated this question ably in his interesting essay on the
early notices of Australia.

CHAPTER VIII.
OF T H E ISLANUCALLED PENTABI,
AND

THE

CITY MAI.AIUK.

WHEN
you leave Locac and sail for 500 miles towards the
a very 1~ild
south, you come to an Island called PENTAM,
place. All the wood that grows thereon consists of odoriferous trees.' There is no more to say about i t ; so let us
sail about sixty miles further between those two Islands.
Throughout this distance there is but four paces' depth
of water, so that great ships in passing this channel have
to lifi their rudders, for they draw nearly as much water
as that.'
And when you have gone these 60 miles, and again
about 30 more, you come to an Island which forms a
The people have a
Kingdom, and is called MALAIUR.
King of their own, and a peculiar language. T h e city is a
fine and noble one, and there is great trade carried on there.
All kinds of spicery are to be found there, and all other
necessaries of life.3
NOTE1.-Pentam, or as in Ram. Pcntan, is no doubt the Bintang
of our maps, more properly BENTXN,a considerable Island at the
eastern extremity of the Straits of Malacca. I t appears in the list,
published by Dulaurier from a Javanese Inscription, of the kingdoms
conquered in the 15th century by the sovereigns reigning at Majapahit
in Java ( J A. ser. 4, tom. xiii. 532). Bintang was for a long time
after the Portuguese conquest of Malacca, the chief residence of the
Malay sultans who had been expelled by that conquest, and it still
non~inallybelongs to the Sultnn of Joliore, the clescentlnnt of tliose
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princes, though in fact ruled by the Dutch, whose port of Rhio stands
on a n island close to its western shore. It is the Binfio of the Portuguese, whereof Camoens speaks as the persistent enemy of Malacca
(X. 57).
NOTE2.-There
is a good deal of confusion in the text of this
chapter. Here we have a passage spoken of between "those two
Islands," when only one island seems to have been mentioned. But I
imagine the other "island " in the traveller's mind to be the continuation
of the same Locac, i.e., the hlalay Peninsula which he has coasted for
500 miles. And this is confirmed by Ralnusio : "between the Kingdom
of Locac and the Island of Pentan." The old Latin editions (as Muller's)
have the same. The passage in question is the Strait of Singapore, or
as the old navigators called it, the Straits of Gobernador, having the
mainland of the Peninsula and the Island of Singapore on the one side,
and the Islantls of Bintang and Batang on the other. The length of the
strait is roughly 60 geographical miles, or a little more ; and I see in a
route given in the Lcffres &d$iatrtes (11. p. I 18) that the length of navigation is so stated : " L e dPtroit de Gobernador a vingt lieues de long,
et est fort difficile quand on n'y a jamais pass&"
The Venetian passo was 5 feet. Marco here alludes to the wellknown practice with the Chinese junks of raising the rudder, for which
they have a special arrangement, which is indicated in the cut at p. 194.
NOTE3.-There is a difficulty here about the indications, carrying
us, as they do, first Go miles through the Strait, and then 30 miles further
to the Island Kingdom and city of Malaiur. There is also a singular
variation in the readings as to this city and island. The G. T. has " Unc
islc qc cst roitznte, cf s'apelle Malanir e I'isle Pentam." The Crusca has the
same, only reading Malaair. Pauthier : Unt. isle qui est rojaumc, et
a trottt Maliur." The Geog. Latin : " I b i irivenifur una insrrla in pua cst
z~nzrsrcx quem vocant Lamovich. Civitas ct insula aocantur Pontavich."
Ram. : " Chiiznrasi la ciffd Malaiur, e cosi I'isola Malaiur."
All this is very perplexed, and it is difficult to trace what may have
been the true readings. The 30 miles beyond the straits, whether we
give the direction sozrth-east as in G. T. or no, will not carry us to the
vicinity of any place known to have been the site of an important city.
As the point of departure in the next chapter is from Pcntam and not
from Malaiur, the introduction of the latter is perhaps a digression from
the route, on information derived either from hearsay or from a former
voyage. But there is not information enough to decide what place is
meant by Malaiur. Probabilities seem to me to be divided between
Pale~rbang,and its colony Singhnp~rra. Palembang, according to the
commentaries of Alboquerque, was called by the Javanese ~ ~ . & L . % u oThe
.
List of Sumatran Kingdoms in De Barros makes TANA~ ~ A I . A Ythe
U next
to Palembang. On the whole, I incline to this interpretation.
Singhapura was foundcd by an emigration from Palernbang, itself a
Javanese colony. It became the site of a flourishing kingdom, and was
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then, according to the tradition recorded by Ile Rarros, the n~ostinlportant centre of population in those regions, " whither used to gather
all the navigators of the Eastern Seas, from both East and West ; to this
great city of Singapura all flocked as to a general market" (Dec. 11.
G, I ) . his suits the description in our text well ; but as Singhapura was
in sight of any ship passing through the straits, mistake could hardly
occur as to its position, even if it had not been visited.
I omit A4alacca entirely from consideration because the evidence
appears to me conclusive against the existence of Malacca at this time.
The Malay Chronology, as published by Valentyn, ascribes the
foundation of that city to a King called Iskandar Shah, placing it in
A.D. 1252, fixes the reign of Mahomed Shah, the third King of Rialacca
and first hlussulman in^, as extending from 1276 to 133; (not s ~ ~ t i n g
whnz his conversion took place), and gives 8 kings in all between
the foundation of the city and its capture by the Portuguese in 15 I I,
a space according to those data of 259 years. As Sri Iskandar Shah,
the founder, had reigned 3 years in Singhapura before founding Malacca,
and Mahomed Shah, the loser, reigned 2 years in Johore aflcr the loss
of his capital, we have 264 years to divide among 8 kings, giving 33
years to each reign. This certainly indicates that the period requires
considerable curtailment.
Again, both De Barros and the Commentaries of Alboquerque
ascribe the foundation of Malacca to a Javanese fugitive from Palembang called Paramisura, and Alboquerque ;lakes ~skandarShah (Xaqtlt-??I
liarxn) the son of Par~misura,and the first convert to Mahometlanism.
Four other kings reign in succession after him, the last of the four being
Mahomed Shah, expelled in I 5 I I .
The historian De Couto, whilst giving the same number of reigns
from the conversion to the capture, ma laces the former event about
1384. And the Commentaries of Alboquerque allow no more than
some ninety years from the foundation of Malacca to his capture of
the city.
~ h ; r eis another approximate check to the chronology afforded by
a Chinese record in the XIVth volume of Amyot's collection. This
informs us that Malacca first acknowletlged itself as tributary to the
Ernpire in 1405. In 141 I the King of Malacca himself, called PciZinrisrrla (Paramisura), came in person to the court of China to render
1 ~ ~ i e e n - h i o t h e rof hlalacca came to court
homage: And in ' 1 ~ the
bringing her son's tribute.
Now this notable fact of the visit of a King of hlalacca to the court
of China, and his acknowledgment of the Emperor's supremacy, is also
recorded in the Commentaries of Alboquerque. This work, it is true,
attributes the visit, not to Paramisura, the founder of hfalacc-a, but to
his son and successor Iskandar Shah. This may be a question of a title
only, perhaps borne by both; but we seem entitled to conclude with
confidence that Rlalacc-a was founded by a prince whose son ~vasreigning,
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and visited the court of China, in 141I.* And the real chronology will
be about midway between the estimates of De Couto and of Alboquerque.
Hence Malacca did not exist for nearly a century after Polo's voyage.
Mr. Logan supposes that the form Maluyu-r may indicate that the
Malay language of the 13th century " had not yet replaced the strong
naso-guttural terminals by pure vowels." We find the same form in a
coiltemporary Chinese notice. This records that in the 2nd year of the
Yuen, tribute was sent from Siam to the Emperor. " The Siamese had
, both nations laid
long been at war with the MaIQi or M A L I U R Hbut
~ ~p.
~ ,352 ; Crawaside their feud and submitted to China" ( V a l e r r ~ 'V.
furd's Desc. Dicf. art. Mal~cca; Lasserr, IV. 541 seqq. ;lourn. Ind.
Archip. V . 572, 11. 608-9; B e Burros, Dec. 11. 1. vi. c. I ; Comentarios
do gat& Afonro d'dlboguergue, part 111. cap. xvii. ; Couto, Dec. IV.
liv. ii. ; Buwrinds Kingdom and People of Siam, I . 7 2.)

C H A P T E R IX.
CONCERNING
THE

JAVAT H E LESS. THEKINGDOblS
FERLEC
A N D BASMA.

ISLAND OF

OF

WHEN
you leave the Island of Pentam and sail about I O O
miles, you reach the Island of JAVA
T H E LESS. For all its
name 'tis none so small but that it has a compass of two
thousand miles or more. Now I will tell you all about
this Island.'
You see there are upon it eight kingdoms and eight
crowned kings. The people are all idolaters, and every
kingdom has a language of its own. The Island hath great
abundance of treasure, with costly spices, lign-aloes and
spikenard and many others that never come into our parts.'
Now I am going to tell you all about these eight
kingdoms, or at least the greater part of them. But let
me premise one marvellous thing, and that is the fact that
this Island lies so far to the south that the North Star,
little or much, is never to be seen!
* There is a professed reconstruction of the Malay chronology in Lassen's IVth
volume. It gives some useful references, but is not otherwise of value.

Now let us resume our subject, and first I will tell you
of the kingdom of FERLEC.
This kingdom, you must know, is so much frequented
by the Saracen merchants that they have converted the
natives to the Law of Mahommet-I mean the townspeople
only, for the hill-people live for all the world like beasts,
and eat human flesh, as well as all other kinds of flesh,
clean or unclean. And they worship this, that, and the
other thing; for in fact the first thing that they see on
rising in the morning, that they do worship for the rest
of the day.'
Having told you of the kingdom of Ferlec, I will now
tell of another which is called BASMA.
When you quit the kingdom of Ferlec you enter
upon that of Basma. This also is an independent kingdom,
and the people hare a language of their own; but they
are just like beasts without laws or religion. They call
themselves subjects of the Great Kaan, but they pay him
no tribute ; indeed they are so far away that his men could
not go thither. Still all these Islanders. declare themselves
to be his subjects, and sometimes they send him curiosities
as presents.4 There are wild elephants in the country, and
numerous unicorns, which are very nearly as big. They
have hair like that of a buffalo, feet like those of an
elephant, and a horn in the middle of the forehead, which
is black and very thick. They do no mischief, however,
with the horn, but with the tongue alone; for this is
covered all over with long and strong prickles [and when
savage with any one they crush him under their knees and
then rasp him with their tongue]. T h e head resembles that of
a wild boar, and they carry it ever bent towards the ground.
They delight much to abide in mire and mud. 'Tis a
passing ugly beast to look upon, and is not in the least
like that which our stories tell of as being caught in the
lap of a virgin ; in fact 'tis altogether different from what
we fancied.' There are also monkeys here in great numbers
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and of sundry kinds; and goshawks as black as crows.
These are very large birds and capital for fowling6
I may tell you moreover that when people bring home
pygmies which they allege to come from India, 'tis all a lie
and a cheat. For those little men, as they call them, are
manufactured on this Island, and I will tell you how. You
see there is on the Island a kind of monkey which is very
small, and has a face just like a man's. They take these,
and pluck out all the hair except the hair of the beard and
on the breast, and then they dry them and stuff them and
daub them with saffron and other things until they look
like men. But you see it is all a cheat; for nowhere in
India nor anywhere else in the world were there ever men
seen so small as these pretended pygmies.
Now I will say no more of the kingdom of Basrna,
but tell you of the others in succession.
NOTE1.-Java the Less is the Island of SUMATRA.Here there is
no exaggeration in the dimension assigned to its circuit, which is about
2300 miles.
The old Arabs of the 9th century give it a circuit of 800
parasangs, or say z700'miles, and Barllosa reports the estimate of the
hiahomedan seamen as 2100 miles. Compare the more reasonable
zccuracy of these estimates of Sumatra, which the navigators knew in its
entire compass, with the wild estimates of Java Proper, of which they
knew but the northern coast.
Polo by no means stands alone in giving the name of Java to the
island now called Sumatra. The terms jawn, Jizsui, were applied by the
Arabs to the islands and protluctions of the archipelago generally (e.6,
Lrrbdn Jdwi, "Java frankincense," whence by corruption Brrlzain), but
also specificalIy to Sumatra. Thus Sumatra is the j d ~ i ~ aboth
h of Abulfeda and of Ibn Batutii, the latter of whom spent some time on the island,
both in going to China and on his return. The Java also of the Catalan
Map appears to be Sumatra. Jazfaku again is the name applied in the
Singalese chronicles to the AIalays in general. Jdu and Da7i~nare the
names still applied by the Battaks and the people of Nias respectively
to the Malays, showing probably that these were looked on as Javanese
by those tribes which did not partake of the civilization diffused from
Java In Siamese also the Malay language is called Cha7bvz; and even
on the Malay peninsula a half-breed born from a Kling (or Coromantlel)
father and a hlalay mother is nicknamed J;i7gi P(iktirt, " a Jawi (it.,
hIalay) of the market."
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There is some reason to believe that the application of the name
Java to Sumatra is of very old date. For the oldest inscription of
ascertained date in the Archipelago which has yet been read, a Sanscrit
one from Pagaroyang, the capital of the ancient Malay state of Menangkabau in the heart of Sumatra, bearing a date equivalent to AD. 656,
entitles the monarch whom it commemorates, Adityadharma by name,
the king of "the First Java" (or rather Yava). This hir. Friedrich
interprets to mean Sumatra.
An accomplished Dutch Orientalist suggests that the Arabs originally
.applied the terms Great Java and Little Java to Java and Sumatra
respectively, not because of their imagined relation in size, but as indicating the former to be Java Projr~r. Thus also, he says, there is a
Great Acheh (Achin), which does not imply that the place so called is
greater than the coast state of &\chin, but because it is Ache11 Propcr.
A like feeling may have suggested the Great Bulgaria, Great Hungary,
Great Turkey of the medieval travellers. These were, or were supposed
to be, the original seats of the Bulgarians, Hungarians, and Turks. And
it would account for the term of Little Thni, formerly applied to the
Siamese in distinction from the Great Thai, their kinsmen of Laos.
In after-days, when the name of Sumatra for the Great Island had
established itself, the traditional term " Little Java" sought other applications. Barbosa seems to apply it to Sioribawa; Pigafetta and Cavendish apply it to Bali, and in this way Raffles says it was still used in his
o\+nday. Geographers were sometimes puzzled about it. Magini says
Java Minor is almost incognita.
(T//rnour's Efitonze, p. 45 ; Van dcr Tuuk, 13latI1uijzL.r tot cic drie
Stzdkktrr van Aft Bataksche Lcesbock, p. 43, kc. ; Fricdrich in Bat.
Transnctiorzs, XXVI.)

NOTE 2.-As regards the trtasurc, Sumatra was long famous for its
produce of gold. The export is estimated in Crawfurd's History at
35,530 ounces; but no doubt it was nluch more when the native states
were in a condition of greater wealth and civilization, as they undoubtedly were some centuries ago. Valentyn says that in some years Achin
had exported 80 bnhars, equivalent to 3z,ooo or 36,000 1bs. avoirdupois(!). Of the other products named, lign-aloes or eagle-wood is a
product of Sumatra, and is or was very abundant in Campar on the
eastern coast. The Airr-i-Akbari says this article was usually brought to
India from Achirr and Tenasserim. Both this and spikerrard are mentioned by Polo's contemporary Kazwini among the products of Java
(probably Sumatra), viz., jn7,a Z<q~i
aloes ((7l-'U(l al-Jriwi), camphor,
sjikctrnni (Stmrbirl), kc. AZrhonstil is the name of a grass with fragrant
roots much used as a perfume in the archipelago, and I see this is
rendered spiktnnrd in a translation fro111 the Malay Annals in the
/orrrrral of the Arch$z/ago.
With regard to the kingtloms of the island \vhich hIarco proceeds to
tlescribc, it is well to prcnlise that all the six which he specifies are to be
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looked for towards the north end of the island, viz., in regular succession
up the northern part of the east coast, along the north coast, and down
the northern part of the west coast. This will be made tolerably clear
in the details, and Marco himself intimates at the end of the next chapter
that the six kingdoms he describes were all at this side or end of the
island : " O r vos avon confie a'e cesfi roiames quc srrtrf a'e ceste parfie de
ceste ysle, d a'es aufres roiamcs tic l'autre pnrfie ne voz conteron-troz rien."
Most commentators have made confusion by scattering them up and
down, nearly all round the coast of Sumatra. The best remarks on the
subject I have met with are by Mr. Logan in his Journal of the hid.
Arch. 11. 610.
The " kingdoms" were certainly many more than eight throughout
the island. At a later day De Barros enumerates 29 on the coast alone.
Crawfurd reckons 15 different nations and languages on Sumatra and
its dependent isles, of which I I belong to the great island itselE
(Hisf.of Id.Arch. 111. 482 ; Z'a/enfyn, V. (Sumatra), p. 5 ; Dm.
Dicf. p. 7, 4 I 7 ; Gildemeisfcr, p. I 93 ; Crawf: Malay Dicf. I I g ; J Id.
Arch. V. 313.)

NOTE3.-The kingdom of PARLAKis mentioned in the Shijnraf
Malayu or Malay Chronicle, and also in a hlalay History of the Kings
of Pasei, of which an abstract is given by Dulaurier, in connexion with
the other states of which we shall speak presently. I t is also mentioned (Barlak) as a city of the Archipelago by Rashiduddin. Of its
extent we have no knowledge, but the position (probably of its northern
extremity) is preserved in the native name, Tanjong (i. e., Cape) Parldk,
of the N.E. horn of Sumatra, called by European seamen " Diamond
Point," whilst the river and town of Perla, about 32 miles south of that
point, indicate, I have little doubt, the site of the old capital.* Indeed
in Malombra's Ptolemy (Venice, 1574), I find the next city of Sumatra
beyond Pacen marked as PtlZacn.
The form EerlPc shows that Polo got it from the Arabs, who having
no p often replaced that letter by f: I t is notable that the Malay
alphabet, which is that of the Arabic with necessary modifications,
represents the sound p not by the Persian p e ,),(
but by the Arabic
with three dots instead of one (2).
fe (3),
A Malay chronicle of Achin dates the accession of the first Mahomedan king of that state, the nearest point of Sumatra to India and
Arabia, in the year answering to A.D. 1205, and this is the earliest conversion among the Malays on record. It is extremely doubtful, however,
whether there 71lere Kings of Achin in 1205, or for centuries after, so
it must also be doubtful whether this date applies to any real event
or not.
* See Atrric~sotr's ;I/z"siotr lo East Consf oJS~nmtra,pp. 229, 233, and map.
Firlrc of Polo was itlcntified Iiy Vale~ityn(.Yr~,mtm,in vol. v., 1). 21).
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The notice of the Hill-people, who lived like beasts and ate human
flesh, presumably attaches to the Battas or Bataks, occupying high tablelands in the interior of Sumatra. They do not now extend north beyond
lat. 3 O . The interior of northern Sumatra seems to remain a t m
incognita, and even with the coast we are far less fan~iliarthan our
ancestors were 250 years ago. 'I'he Battas are remarkable among cannibal nations as having attained or retained some degree of civilization.
and as being possessed of an alphabet and documents. Their anthro:
pophagy is now professedly practised according to precise laws and only
in prescribed cases. Thus: ( I ) A commoner seducing a Raja's wife
nust be eaten ; (2) Enemies taken in battle outside thrir villngc must be
eaten alizfe; those taken in storming a village may be spared; (3)
Traitors and spies have the same doom, but may ransom themselves for
60 dollars a-head. There is nothing more horrible or extraordinary in
all the stories of medieval travellers than the facts of this institution.
(See Jur?e/ru/m, Die Batfahinder, 11. 158.) And it is evident that
human flesh is also at times kept in the houses for food. Junghuhn,
himself a great admirer of the Battas, tells how after a perilous and
hungry flight he arrived in a friendly village, and the food that was
offered by his hosts was the flesh of two prisoners that had been
slaughtered the day before (I. 249). Anderson was also told of one of
the most powerful Batta chiefs who would eat only such food, and took
care to be supplied with it (225).
The story of the Battas is that in old times their communities lived
in peace and knew no such custoln ; but a Devil, A:~na/airr, came bringing strife, and introduced this man-eating, at a period which they spoke
of (in 1840) as "three men's lives ago," or about 2 1 0 years previous
to that date. Junghuhn, with some enlargement of the time, is disposed to accept their story of the practice being con~parativelymodem.
This seems unlikely, for their hideous custonl seems to be alluded to
by a long chain of early authorities. Ptolemy's anthropophagi may
perhaps be referred to the smaller islands. But the Arab Relations of
the gth century speak of man-eaters in Al-Ramni, undoubtedly Sumatra.
Then comes our traveller, followed by Odoric, and in the early part
of the 15th century by Conti, who names the B a t h cannibals. Barbosa
describes then1 without naming them ; Galvano (p. 108) speaks of them
by name.
'I'he practice of worshipping the first thing seen in the morning is
related of a variety of nations. Pigafetta tells it of the people of <;ilolo,
ant1 Varthema in his account of Java (which I fear is fiction) ascribes
it to some people of that island. Richard Eden tells it of the Laplanders (b"iteson Russia, Hak. Soc. 11. 224).
NOTE4.-Bnsnra, as Valentyn indicated, is the ~ ' A S E Iof the Malays,
which the Arabs probnl~lycalled Btrsc~tlror the like, for the Portuguese
wrote it PACEM. I'asei is mentioned in the hIalay Chronicle as founded
by Malik-al-qdlih, the first Mussulman sovereign of Samudra, the next of
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Marco's kingdoms. H e assigned one of these states to each of his two
sons, Malik al-Dhghir and hIalik al-Mansdr ; the former of whom was
reigning at Samudra, and apparently over the whole coast, when Ibn
Batuta was there (about 1346-47). There is also a Malay History of
the Kings of Pasei to which reference has already been made.
Somewhat later Pasei was a great and famous city: Majapahit,
Malacca, and Pasei being reckoned the three great cities of the Archipelago. The stimulus of conversion to Islam had not taken effect on
those Sumatran states at the time of Polo's voyage, but it did so soon
afterwards, and low as they have now fallen, their power at one time
was no delusion. Achin, which rose to be the chief of them, in 1615
could send against Portuguese Malacca an expedition of more than 500
sail, 100 of which were galleys larger than any then constructed in
Europe, and carried from 600 to 800 men each.
NOTE5.-The elephant seems to abound in the forest-tracts throughout the whole length of Sumatra, and the species is now determined to
be a distinct one (E. St~mnfm~rrrs)
from that of continental India, and
identical with that of Ceylon. The Sumatran elephant in fonner days
was caught and tamed extensively. Ibn Batuta speaks of roo elephants
in the train of Al Dhahir, the King of Sumxtra Proper; and in the
I 7th century Beaulieu says the K. of Achin hnd always goo.
Giov.
d' Empoli also mentions them at Pedir in the beginning of the 16th
century ; and see Pasei Chronicle quoted in J. As. ser. 4, tom. ix.
b. 258-9.
As Polo's account of the rhinoceros is evidently from nature, it is
notable that he should not only call it unicorn, but speak so precisely of
its one horn, for the characteristic, if not the only, species on the island,
is a two-horned one (Rh. S~rrrmfmt~trs),+
and his mention of the buffalolike hair applies only to this one. This species exists also on the
Indo-Chinese continent and, it is believed, in Borneo. I have seen it
in the Arakan forests as high as 1 9 O 20' ; one was taken not long since
near Chittagong; and Mr. Blyth tells me a stray one has been seen in
Assa~nor its borders.
JVhat the Traveller says of the animal's love of mire and mud is well
illustrated by the manner in which the Scmangs or Negritoes of the
Malay Peninsula are said to destroy him: "This animal . . . is found
frequently in marshy places, with its whole body immersed in the mud,
and part of the head only visible. . . . Upon the dry weather setting in
. . . . the mud becomes hard and crusted, and the rhinoceros cannot effect
his esc.lpe without considerable difficulty and exertion. The Semnngs
prepare themselves with large quantities of combustible materials, with
which they quietly approach the animal, who is aroused from his reverie
by an immense fire over him, which being kept well supplied by the
- -- -
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* Mnrsclen, however, does say that a one-horned species (RR. sorrdaictrs p) is also
found on Sumatra (3d ed. of his I/: of Srrrntlfro, p. I 16).

ASIATIC KHINOCEKOSES.

Senlangs with fresh fuel, soon completes his destruction, and renders
him in a fit state to make a meal of" (J. hd. Arrh. IV. 426):
There
is a great difference in aspect between the one-homed species (Rh.
Soridairus and Rh. INI~~CIIS)
and the two-horned. The Malays express
what that difference is admirably, in calling the last Bcfilak-Karbcilr, '' the
HutTi~lo-Rl~inoceros,"
and the Sondaicus Blfrl'nR-Ghjczh, "the ElephantRhinoceros."
'I'he belief in the formidable nature of the tongue of the rhinoceros
is very old and wide-spread, though I can find no foundation for it but

The three Asiatic Rhinoccroxs : (upper) Indicos, (middle! Sondaicus, iluwer) Sumatranus.

the rocgh nPj+tarance of the organ. The Chinese have the belief, and
the Jcsuit Leconlte attests it from professed observation of the animal
in confinement. (Chin. 1ftpo.r. \\'I. 137 ; Lcron~te,11. 406.)
'I'he legend, to which Marco alludes, about the unicorn allo~ving
itself to be ensnared 11y a maiden (and of which hfarsden has made an

* An American writer professes to have disco\.errd in blibsouri the fossil rcmains
of a Imgged mastodon, which had becn killed precisely in this way by human conteolporarics (see I.#rhh~cL*.P r ~ 3 Tintr~,
.
211 cd. 279).
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odd perversion in his translation, whilst indicating the true meaning in
his note) is also an old and general one. It will be found, for example,
in Brunetto Iatini, in the Image du Monde, in the Mirabilia of Jordanus,
and in the verses of Tzetzes.' The latter represents Monoceros as
attracted not by the maiden's charms but by her perfumery. So he
is inveigled and blindfolded by a stout young knave, disguised as a
maiden and drenched with scent :-

" 'Tis

then the huntsmen hasten up, abandoning their ambush ;
Clean from his head they chop his horn, prized antidote to poison I
And let the docked and luckless beast escape into the jungles!'
-v. 399, Jrpp.

In the cut which we give of this from a medieval source the horn of
the unicorn is evidently the tusk of a narwhal, a mistake which may
be traced in the illustrations to Cosmas Indicopleustes from his own
drawings, and which long endured, as may be seen in P. della Valle

Monoccms and the Maiden.

(11. 491). And to this popular error is no doubt due the reading in
Pauthier's text, which makes the horn white instead of black We may
quote also the following quaint version of the fable from the Bestiary
of Philip de Thaun, published by Mr. Wright (Popular Treatises on
Scicncc, &c. p. 8 I ) :-

" Monosceros est Beste, un come ad en la teste,
Purceo ad si a nun, de buc ad fagun ;
Par Pucele est prise ; or vez en quel guise.
Quant hom le volt cacer et prendre et enginner,
Si vent hom a1 forest h sis riparis est ;
Lh met une Pucele hots de sein sa mamele,
Et par odurement Monosceros la sent ;
Dunc vent A la Pucele, et si baiset la mamele,
En sein devant se dort, issi vent A sa mort ;
Li horn suivent atant ki l'ocit en dormant
U trestout vif le prent, si fais puis sun talent.
Grant chose signifie."

. . .. .

And so goes on to moralize the fable.
T M , p. 253 ; N.and E., V . 263 ; 30rdorrtrs, p. 43.
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NOTE 6.-In the j; I d i a n Archip. V. 285 there is mention of the
M o MaIaiensis, black, with a double white-and-brown spotted tail,
said to belong to the ospreys, "but does not disdain to take birds and
other game."

C H A P T E R X.
THE KINGDOMS
OF S A ~ I A RAND
A DAGROIAN.

So you must know that when you leave the kingdom of
Basma you come to another kingdom called Samara, on the
same Island.' And in that kingdom Messer Marco Polo was
detained five months by the weather, which would not allow
of his going on. And I tell you that here again neither the
Pole-star nor the stars of the Maestro' were to be seen,
much or little. T h e people here are wild idolaters; they
have a king who is great and rich ; but they also call themselves subjects of the Great Kaan. When Messer Mark
was detained on this Island five months by contrary winds,
[he landed with about 2 0 0 0 men in his company ; they dug
large ditches on the landward side to encompass the party,
resting at either end on the sea-haven, and within these
ditches they made bulwarks or stockades of timber] for
fear of those brutes of man-eaters ; [for there is great store
of wood there; and the islanders having confidence in the
party supplied them with victuals and other things needful].
There is abundance of fish to be had, the best in the world.
T h e people have no wheat, but live on rice. Nor have
they any wine except such as I shall now describe.
You must know that they derive it from a certain kind
of tree that they have. When they want wine they cut a
branch of this, and attach a great pot to the stem of the
tree at the place where the branch was cut; in a day and a
night they will find the pot filled. This wine is excellent
drink, and is got both white and red. [It is of such surpassing virtue that it cures dropsy and tisick and spleen.]
TOL. 11.
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T h e trees resemble small date-palms; . . . and when cutting a branch no longer gives a flow of wine, they water
the root of the tree, and before long the branches again
begin to give out wine as before.' They have also great
quantities of Indian nuts [as big as a man's head], which are
good to eat when fresh; [being sweet and savoury, and
white as milk. T h e inside of the meat of the nut is filled
with a liquor like clear fresh water, but better to the taste,
and more delicate than wine or any other drink that ever
existed].
Now we have done telling you about this kingdom, let
us quit it and we will tell you of Dagroian.
When you leave the kingdom of Samara you come to
another which is called DAGROIAN.I t is an independent
kingdom, and has a language of its own. T h e people are
very wild, but they call themselves the subjects of the
Great Kaan. I will tell you a wicked custom of theirs.'
When one of them is ill they send for their sorcerers,
and put the question to them, whether the sick man shall
recover of his sickness or no. If they say that he will
recover, then they let him alone till he gets better. But
if the sorcerers foretell that the sick man is to die, the
friends send for certain judges of theirs to put to death him
who has thus been condemned by the sorcerers to die.
These men come, and lay so many clothes upon the sick
man's mouth that they suffocate him. And when he is
dead they have him cooked, and gather together all the
dead man's kin, ant1 eat him. And I assure you they do
suck the very bones till not a particle of marrow remains
in them ; for they say that if any nourishment remained in
the bones this would breed worms, and then the worms
would die for want of food, and the death of those worms
would be laid to the charge of the deceased man's soul.
And so they eat him up stump and rump. And when
they have thus eaten him they collect his bones and put
them in fine chests, and carrv thetn away, and place them
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in caverns among the mountains where no beast nor other
creature can get at them. And you must know also that
if they take prisoner a man of another country, and he cannot pay a ransom in coin, they kill hinl and eat him
straightway. I t is a very evil custom and a parlous.'
Now that I have told you about this kingdom let us
leave it, and I will tell you of Lambri.
--

NOTEI.-I have little doubt that in Marco's dictation the name was
really Samatm, and it is possible that we have a trace of this in the
Samarcha (for Samartha) of the Crusca hlS.
The Shijarat Afu/aj0u has a legend, with a fictitious etymology, of
the foundation of the city and kingdom of Samutlm or SUMATRA,
by
h'Iarah Silu, a fisherman near Pasangnn, who had acquired great wealth,
as wealth is got in fairy tales. 'l'he name is probably the Snnscrit
Samudra, l L the sea." Possibly it may have been imitated from Dwara
Samudra, at that time a great state and city of Southern India. Mara
Silu having become King of Samudra was converted to Islam, and took
the name of Malik-al-Slilih. H e married the daughter of the King of
Pnrljk, by whom he had two sons, and to have a principality for each
he founded the city and kingdom of Pasti. Thus we have hlarco's
three first kingtloms, Ferlec, Basma, and Samara, connected together in
a satisfactory manner in the Malayan stoly. I t goes on to relate the
history of the two sons A1 Ilhdhir and Al hlansdr. Another version is
given in the history of Pasei already alluded to, with such differences as
might be expected when the oral traditions of several centuries came to
be written down.
Ibn Batuta, about 1346, on his way to China, spent fifteen days at
the court of Samudra, which he calls SZtrrZthrah or Sinrlithrah. The
king whom he found there reigning was the Sultan A1 Malik Al-Dhihir,
a most zealous Mussulman, surrounded by doctors of theology, and
greatly addicted to religious discussions, as well as a great warrior and a
powerful prince. The city was four miles from its port, which the
traveller calls Sa'rha; he describes the capital as a large and fine town,
surrounded with an enceinte and bastions of timber. The court displayed a11 the state of Mahomedan royalty, and the Sultan's dominions
extended for many days along the coast. In accordance with Ibn
B a t u ~ ? 'picture,
~
the hlnlay Chronicle represents the court of Pasei
(which we have seen to be intimately connected with Samudra) as a
great focus of theological studies about this time.
'I'here can be little doubt that Ibn Batuta's Malik Al DhBhir is the
prince of the Malay Chronicle, the son of the first Mahomedan king.
\Ye find in 1 2 9 2 that R I ~ r r osays nothing of Mahomedanisrn ; the
people are still wild itlolaters; but the king is nlreatly a rich and powerR 3
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ful prince. This may have been Malik Al Salih before his conversion ;
but it may be doubted if the Malay story be correct in representing him
as theforrrzdcr of the city. Nor is this apparently so represented in the
Book of the Kings of Pasei.
Before Ibn Batuta's time, Sumatra or Samudra appears in the travels
of Fr. Odoric. After speaking of Lamori (to which we shall come presently), he says: " I n the same island, towards the south, is another
kingdom, by name SUMOLTRA,
in which is a singular generation of
people, for they brand themselves on the face with a hot iron in some
twelve place:," &c. This looks as if the conversion to Islam was still
(circa 1323) very incomplete. Rashiduddin also speaks of Stimritra as
lying beyond Lamuri (E//iot, I. p. 70).
'The power attained by the dynasty of hialik Al Salih, and the
number of Mahomedans attracted to his c o u ~ t ,probably led in the
course of the 14th century to the extension of the name of Sumatra to
the whole island. For when visited early in the next century by Nicolo
Conti, we are told that he "went to a fine city of the island of Taprobana, which island is called by the natives Shamtrfhcra." Strange to
say he speaks of the natives as all itlolaters. Fra Mauro, who got much
from Conti, gives us " /so/a Siamofra over Tirobana ;"and it shows at
once his own judgment and want of confidence in it, when he notes elsewhere that " Ptolemy, professing to describe Taprobana, has really only
described Saylan."
\Ye havd no means of settling the exact position of the city of
Sumatra, though possibly an enquiry among the natives of that coast
might still detennine the point. hlarsden and Logan indicate Samarlanga, but I should look for it nearer Pasei. As pointed out by hIr. Braddell
in thej. Inti. Arch., RIalay tradition represents the site of Pasei as selected
on a hunting expedition from Samudra, which seems to imply tolerable
proximity. Antl, in the account of the mamage of the Princess of Parlak
to hialik Al Salih, we are told that the latter went to receive her on
landing at Jamlju Ayer, and thence conducted her to the city of Samudra
It seems improbable that the bride should have been landed by her
father's fleet so far from Samarlanga if that had been the place. I should
seek Samudra near the heat1 of the estuary-like Gulf of Pasei, called in
the charts 3>/0Sarr~aztt-; a place very likely to have been sought as a
shelter to the Great Kaan's fleet during the south-west monsoon.
\\'hen the Portuguese first reached thosc regions certainly no state
cal/rci Sumatra continued to exist. Pedir was then the leading state
upon the coast; and this t n q have been the representative of Sumatra,
w'ith a new capital. \Vhether the riQ continued to exist even in decay
is not e'uy to discern. The Air/-i-Akbnri says that the best civet is
that which is brought from fht sctzport to7orr of Sumatra, in fhr territory of
Achin, and is called Sumatra Zzbtid; 11ut this may have been based on
old information. Valentyn seems to recognize the existence of a place
of note called Samarira or San~ofrr'ara,thoigh it is not entered on his
nlal). The most distinct mention that I know of the city so called, in
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the Porttiguese period, occurs in the sni-disntzt "Voyage which Juan
Seraao made when he fled from Malacca," in 15 I 2, published by Lord
Stanley of Alclerley, at the end of his translation of Harbosa. This man
speaks of the " island of Samatra " as named from '' a cifY of this northern
port." And on leaving Pedir, having gone down the northern coast, he
says, " I drew towards the south and south-east direction, and reached to
another country and city which is called Samatra," and so on. Now this
describes the position in which the city of Sumatra should have been if it
existed. But all the rest of the tract is mere pluntler from Varthema.*
There is, however, a like intimation in a curious letter respecting the
Portuguese discoveries, written from Lisbon in I 5 I 5, 1)y a German, Valentine hIoravia, who was probably the same Valentyn Fernandez the German,
who published the early Portuguese edition of hlarco Polo at I i s b o n in
1502, and who shows an extre~nelyaccurateconceptionof Indiangeography.
H e says : " L a maxima insula la quale k chiamata d a hlarcho Polo
Veneto Iava hlinor, et a1 presente si chianla Sumotm, da un ctrijorio cii
dicfn instr/n " (printed by B r Gubcrnntis, %rginton' Itn/inni, Src., p. I 70).
Among the Indian states which were prevailed on to send tribute
(or presents) to Kublni in 1286, we find Sunrrrta/n, or Stmont~r. Probably this was the rising state of Sumatra, of which we have been
speaking; for it will be observed that hlarco snys the people of that
state called themselves the Kaan's subjects. Kashidudilin makes the
same statement regarding the people of Java ( i . ~ the
. , islnnd of Sumatra),
and even of Nicobar : " they are all subject to the Kaan." I t is curious
to find just the same kind of statements about the princes of the hialay
Islands acknowledging then~selvessubjects of ~ h a r l e V.,
s in the report of
the surviving commander of hlagellan's ship to that emperor (printed by
Baldello-Boni, I. Ixvii).
Pauthier's Chinese extracts also contain a
notable passage respecting the disappearance of Sumatra Proper from
history. I t is stated that in the years Wen-chi ( I 5 73-1 6 I 5), the kingdom
of Sumatra divided in two, and that the new state took the name of
Achi (.%chin). After that Sumatra was n o more heard of. This looks
as if Znttcr/y Sumatra had been identical with Pedir. (Gaubil, 2 0 5 ;
Dctnai//a, I X . 429 ; EZiiof, I. 7 I ;f i r ~ f h i e ~p., 605, and 567).

NOTE 2.--" VOS d i qe /cl Tr~~monfuine
7re purf. E t encore zlos cii que
I'estoi//cs (iot4 Meistre ne aparetrf ntporr rzc grunt" (G. T.). T h e Tramonthine is the Pole star :"

D e nostre Pkre I'Apostoille
Volsisse qu'il semblast I'estoile
Qui ne se muet . . .
Par cele estoile vont et viennent
Et lor sen el lor voie tiennent
I1 I'apelent la /n,s n~o~rfa<'~r~."
-La Bib/r (>riot lie Yrovitrr in Barba:atr, by .l/Lorr, 11. 377.

. .

* It might be supposed that Varthema had stolen from Serano ; but thc book of
the former wa5 pt~,trb/irlmfin I 5 lo.
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The Meistrt is explained by Pauthier to be Arcturus ; but this makes
Polo's error greater than it is. Brunetto Latini says : " Devers la tramontane en a il i. autre (vent) plus debonaire, qui a non Chorus. Cestui
apelent li marinier MATSTRE
$or vy. estoiks qui sont en cefui meisme feu,"
&c. (Li Tresors, p. 122). APngstcr or Alagisfrn in medieval Latin,
L a Afaistre in old French, signifies " the beam of a plough." Perhaps
this accounts for the application of Afaistre to the Great Bear, or Pfough.

NOTE3.-The
tree here intended, and which gives the chief supply
of toddy and sugar in the Malay Islands, is the A r q q Socchari&era (from
the Javanese name), called by the Malays Gomrrti, and by the Portuguese S n p m . I t has some resemblance to the date-palm, to which
Polo compares it, but it is a much coarser and wilder-looking tree, with a
general raggedness, " irrconrjta et adspecfu trisfis." as Rumphius describes
it. It is notable for the number of plants that find a footing in the joints
of its stem. On one tree in ~ a v aI have counted 13 species of such
parasites, nearly all ferns. The tree appears in the foreground of the
cut at p. 216.
Crawfurd thus describes its treatment in obtaining toddy : " One of
the spnthae, or shoots of fructification, is, on the first appearance of the
fruit, beaten for three successive days with a small stick, with the view
of determining the sap to the wounded part. The shoot is then cut off,
a little way from the root, and the liquor which pours out is received in
pots. . . The Gonruh' palm is fit td yield toddy at g or 10 years old,
and continues to yield it for z years at the average rate of 3 quarts a
day." (Hisf. of1nd Arch. I. 398.)

.

NOTE4.-No one has been able to identify this name, ~vhichlooks
like the Malay word Dargahaj-tr, " Good Fortune." Its position, however, must have been near P E ~ I Rand
, perhaps it was the same. Pedir
was the most flourishing of tilose Sumatran states at the appearance of
the Portuguese.
Rashidudtlin names among the towns of the Archipelago Dalmiatr,
which may perhnps I)e a corrupt transcript of Dagroian.
NOTE5.-G~spnro Balbi (I 579-87) heard the like story of the Battas
under Achin. 'True or false, tlle charge against them has come down to
our times. The like is told by Herodotus of the Paddaei in India ; by
the Chinese of one of the wild tribes of Kweichau; and was told to
lt'allace of some of the Aru Islantl tribes near New Guinea, and to
Rickmore of a tribe on the south coast of Floris, called Rnkka (probably
a form of Hindu Rakshosn, or ogre-goblin). Similar charges are made
against sundry tribes of the New World, from Brazil to Vancouver
1sl:lntl. Odoric tells precisely Marco's story of a certain island called
Dondin. And in " King Alisaunder," the custom is related of a people
of India, called most inappropriately Orphnni :--

CHAP. XI.
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Another Folk woneth there beside ;
Orphani he hatteth wide.
When her eldrynges beth elde,
And ne mowen hemselven welde
Hy hem sleeth, and bidelve
And," kc., kc.
-Webcr, I. p. 206.

Benedetto Bordone, in his Isolario ( I 5 2 I and I 547), makes the same
charge against the Irish, but I an1 glad to sly that this seems only
copied from Strabo. Such stories are still rife in the East, like those of
men with tails. I have myself heard the tale told, nearly as Raffles
tells it of the Battas, of some of the wild tribes adjoining Arakan. (BaZbi,
t 130 ; Rapes, Mem. p. 427 ; 1t7al/acc, Malay Archip. 11. 281 ; Bickmore's Travels, p. I I I ; Cathay, p. 25, 100.)
The Blttas now bury their dead, after keeping the body a considerable time. But the people of Nias and the Batu Islands, whom Junghuhn considers to be of common origin with the Battas, do not bury,
but expose the bodies in coffins upon rocks by the sea. And the small
and very peculiar people of the Paggi Islands expose their dead on
bamboo platforms in the forest. It is quite probable that such customs
existed in the north of Sumatra also; indeed they may still exist, for
the interior seems unknown. We do hear of pagan hill-people inland
from Pedir who make descents upon the coast. Cjrtnghir/rrr, 11. 140;
~ d s c h r i fvoor
t
Indische TaaZ, kc., 2nd year, No. 4 ; Abrrtz!. Ann des K ,
XVIII.)

C H A P T E R XI.
OF T H E

KINGDOMSOF LAMBRIA N D FANSUR.

WHEN
you leave that kingdom you come to another which
is called LAMBRI.'T h e people are Idolaters, and call themselves the subjects of the Great Kaan. They have plenty of
Camphor and of all sorts of other spices. They also have
Brazil in great quantities. This they sow, and when it is
grown to the size of a small shoot they take it up and
transplant i t ; then they let it grow for three years, after
which they tear it u p by the root. You must know that
Messer Marco Polo aforesaid brought some seed of the
brazil, such as they sow, to Venice with him, and had it
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sown there; but never a thing came up. And I hncy it
was because the climate was too cold.
Now you must know that in this kingdom of Lambri
there are men with tails ; these tails are of a palm in length,
and have no hair on them. These people live in the
mountains and are a kind of wild men. Their tails are
about the thickness of a dog's.' There are also plenty of
unicorns in that country, and abundance of game in birds
and beasts.
Now then I have told you about the kingdom of
Lambri.
You then come to another kingdom which is called
FANSUR.
T h e people are Idolaters, and also call themselves subjects of the Great Kaan ; and, understlind, they are
still on the same Island that I have been telling you of.
In this kingdom of Fansur grows the best Camphor in the
world, called Ca?zfora Fansari. I t is so fine that it sells
for its weight in fine gold.'
T h e people have no wheat, but have rice which they
eat with milk and flesh. They also have wine from trees
such as I told you of. And I will tell you another great
marvel. They have a kind of trees that produce flour,
and excellent flour it is for food. These trees are very
tall and thick, but hare a very thin bark, and inside
the bark they are crammed with flour. And I tell you
that Messer Marco Polo, who witnessed all this, related
how he and his party did sundry times partake of this
flour made into bread, and found it excellent.'
There is now no more to relate. For out of those
eight kingdoms we have told you about six that lie at this
side of the Island. I shall tell you nothing about the
other two kingdoms that are at the other side of the Island,
for the said Messer Marco Polo never was there. Howbeit
we have told you about the greater part of this Island of
the Lesser Java; so now we will quit it, and I will tell you
of a very sn~allIsland that is called GAUENISPOLA.'
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NOTE1.-The name of Lambri is not now traceable on our maps,
nor on any list of the ports of Sumatra that I have met with ; but in old
times the name occurs frequently under one form or another, and its
position can be assigned generally to the north part of the west coast,
commencing from the neighbourhood of Achin Head.
I)e Barros, detailing the 29 kingdoms whicll divided the coast of
Sumatra at the beginning of the Portuguese conquests, begins with
D a p , and then passes round by the north. H e names as next in order
LAMRRIJ,
and then Achern. This would make Lambri lie between Daya
and Achin, for which there is but little room. But there is an apparent
inconsistency, or else 1,ambri enclosed Daya. For in coming round
again from the South, his 28th kingdom is Quitrchcl (SitrgK~lof our
motlern 'maps), the 29th Mancopa, " which f;zCls upon Larnbrij, which
adjoins Daya the first that we named." The mention by Polo of Camphor as a product also points to this situation.
The name of Lambri occurs in the Malay Chronicle, in the account
of the first hiahomedan mission to convert the Island. We shall quote
the passage in a following note.
The position of Lambri would render it one of the first points of
Sumatra made by navigators from Arabia and India ; and this seems at
one time to have caused the name to be applied to the whole Island.
Thus Rashiduddin speaks of the very large Island I , . ~ ~ I C lying
R I beyond
Ceylon, and adjoining the country of Szmiutro; Odoric also goes from
India across the Ocean to a certain country called L ~ a r o ~ where
r,
he began to lose sight of the North Star. H e also speaks of the camphor, gold, and lign-aloes which it produced, and proceeds thence to
Sumoltru in the same Island. Indeed, I have little doubt that the
names Al-Rami, Al-Rutrritr, A l Ramtii, Src. applied by the oldest Arabian Geographers to Sumatra, are mere corruptions of Lambri. And it is
possible that the 71trzitro or brazil-wood of Arncri (L'Ameri?) which appears
in the mercantile details of Pegolotti was from this part of Sumatra.
I t is probable also that the country called il;nrrrouli, which the Chinese
Annals report, with Sumuntula and others, to have sent tribute to the
Great Kaan in 1286, was this same Lambri which Polo tells us called
itself subject to the Raan. According to Mr. Bennett the conspicuous
mountain between Achin and Pedir, known on charts as the Golden
Mountain, is called by the natives Yamori. Can this be a trace of
Lambri or Lamori ?
(Bc Barros, Dec. 111. Bk. V. ch. i. ; Blliof, I. 7 0 ; Cathay, 84 seqq.;
Pep6wZ.p. 361 ; Pauthicr, p. bog ; Brnnttt's Wandcrin,p, 1834, I. 443.)
NOTE2.--Stories of tailed or hairy men are common in the Archipelago, as in many other regions. Kazwini tells of the hairy little men,
that are found in Rdrnni (Sumatra) with a language like birds' chirping.
hIarsden was told of hairy people called Omrig G u , p in the interior of
the Island, who differed little, except in the use of speech, from the
Orang utang. Since his time a French writer, giving the same name
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and same description, declares that he saw " a group" of these hairy
people on the coast of Andragiri, and was told by them that they inhabited the interior of Menangkabau and formed a small tribe. I t is
rather remarkable that this writer makes no allusion to Marsden though
his account is so nearly identical (L'Ockanic in L'U~zivtrsPiftorcspc,
I. 24). Mr. Anderson says there are " a few wild people in the Siak
country, very little removed in point of civilization above their companions the monkeys," but he says nothing of hairiness nor tails. For the
earliest version of the tail story we must go back to Ptolemy and the
Isles of the Satyrs in this quarter ; or rather to Ctesias who tells of
tailed men on an Island in the Indian Sea. Tordanus also has the
story of the hairy men. Galvano heard that there were on the Island
certain people called Daraquc D a r a (?),which had tails like unto sheep.
And the King of Tidore told him of another such tribe on the Isle of
Batochina. Mr. St. John in Borneo met with a trader who had seen
and felt the tails of such a race inhabiting the north-east coast of that
island. l'he appendage was 4 inches long and very stiff; so the people
all used perforated seats. This Borneo story has lately been brought
forward in Calcutta, and stoutly maintained, on native evidence, by a n
English merchant. The Chinese also have their tailed inen in the
mountains above Canton. I n Africa there have been many such
stories. of some of which an account will be found in the Bul/etin dt
la Soc. de Gkos ser. 4, tom. iii. p. 31. It was a story among medieval
Mahomedans that the members of the Imperial House of Trebizond
were endowed with short tails, whilst medieval Continentals had like
stories about Englishmen, as Matthew Paris relates. Thus we find in
the Romance of Coeur de Lion, Richard's messengers addressed by the
" Emperor of Cyprus :"-

-

" Out,

Tcylords, of my palys !
Now go, and say your I a ~ ~ l King
ni
That I owe him nothing."
- JfGbm, 11. 83.

(Elhi's A5zz7i~irri,p. 22 I ; d ~ d c r s o ?p.~ ,2 10; Sf. ]oh#, ~ o r c s f sof f h
F a r East, I. 40 ; Galz~ono, Hak. Soc. 108, I 2 0 ; Gi/(lcmeister, 194 ;
Alltn's Itllliun Mail, July 28, I 869 ; Mid. King(. I. 293 ; X ct Exf.
XIII. i. 380; Mat. Paris under A.D. 1250.)

NOTE 3.-The
Camphor called E;7trsrit-f is celebrated by Arab
writers at least as old as the 9th century, e.s, by the author of the first
part of the Relations, by hlas'udi in the next century, also by Avicenna,
by Abulfeda, by Kazwini, and by Abul Fnzl, kc. I n the second and
third the name is miswritten &r~rsrir, and by the last &'nistiri, but there
can be no doubt of the correction required. (Rcirmtrti, I. 7 ; Mas.
I. 338 ;Liber Canonis, Ven. I 544, I. I I 6 ; Riisching, IV. 2 7 7 ; G~/IIC?II.
p. 209; din-i-Akb. p. 78.) In Serapion we find the same camphor
described as that of Parzso~,;and when, leaving Arab authorities and the
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Middle Ages we come to Garcias, he speaks of the same article under
the name of Camphor of Bnrros. And this is the name-Ktgrir-Bdrtis,
d e r i v e d from the port which has been the chief shipping-place of Sumatran camphor for a t lenst three centuries, by which the native camphor is
still known in eastern trade, a s distinguished from the Ktfjtir-Chind or
K d p d r - m u " , a s the Malays term the article derived in those countries
by distillation from the Lntrrtrs Catqhara. T h e earliest western mention
of camphor is in the same prescription by the physician Aetius (circa
A.D. 540) that contnins one of the earliest mentions of musk (slrpra,
I. p. 245.) T h e prescription ends : "and ifyorr hnzs a sr@f(yof cnr~zfhor
atlcl two ounces of that." (ActiiAPcrr'ici Gracci Tetrabiblos. kc., Froben,
1549, D. 9'0.)
I a m inclined to think that Fnnsrir and Borris may be not only the
same locality but mere variations of the same name. T h e place is called
in the Shijarnt Jfn/aj-u, Pasuri, a name which the Arabs certainly made
into Fnnsrrri in one direction, and which might easily in another, by a
very common kind of Oriental metathesis, pass into Bnrzisi. IVhether
Ptolemy's hzsu/nc Bnrrrssne have to d o with the same name I will not
venture to say. T h e legend in the Shijarat Malayu relates to the first
Mahomedan mission for the conversion of Sumatra, sent by the Sherif of
Mecca zjia India. After sailing from Malul~arthe first place the party
arrived a t was PASURI,the people of which embraced Islam. They then
proceeded to LAMHRI,
which also accepted the Faith. Then they sailed
on till they reached H a r u (see on my map Arzr on the East Coast) which
did likewise. At this last place they enquired for SAMUDRA,
which seems
to have been the special object of their mission, and found that they had
passed it. Accordingly they retraced their course to PERLAK,and after
converting that place went o n to SAMUDRA
where they converted Mara
Silu the King (see note 1, chap. x. above). This passage is of extreme
interest as naming four out of hlarco's six kingdoms, and in positions
quite accordant with his indications. As noticed by bir. Bratlclell, from
whose abstract I take the passage, the circumstance of the party having
passed Samudra unwittingly is especially consistent with the site we
have assigned to it at the head of the Bay of Pasei, as a glance at the
map will show.
Son~ewhatagainst what I have said of the identity of Barus and
Fansur is a n interesting remark of Valentyn's : " Fiz~lsurcan be nought
else than the famous Y ~ ~ n t s u nr ,o longer known indeed by that name,
but a kingdom which we become accluainted with through iihnrzn P n ~ r t suri, a celebrated Poet, and native of this Pantsur. I t lay in the north
angle of the Island, and a little west of Achin ; it formerly was rife with
trade and population, but would have been utterly lost in oblivion had
not Hamza I'antsuri made us again acquainted with it." Nothing indeed
could well be " a little west of ilchin ;" this is tlou1)tless a slip for " a
little down the west coast from Achin." \Ve can scarcely say that
Arch. V. 3 1 2 seqq.;
Harus is only a /itl/E in that direction. ( J IJI~.
~b/err/lvJl,Slinlatra, in Val. V., p. 2 I . )
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Mas'udi says that the Fansur Camphor was found most plentifully in
years rife with storms and earthquakes. Ibn Batuta gives a jumbled and
highly incorrect account of the product, but one circumstance that he
mentions is possibly founded on a real superstition, viz., that no camphor
was formed unless some animal had been sacrificed at the root of
the tree, and the best quality only then when a human victim had been
offered. Nicolo Conti has a similar statement : " The Camphor is found
inside the tree, and if they do not sacrifice to the gods before they cut
the bark, it disappears and is no more seen." These superstitions
hinged on the great uncertainty of finding camphor in any given tree,
after the laborious process of cutting it down and splitting it, an uncertainty which also helps to account for the high price. By far the best
of the old accounts of the product is that quoted by Kazwini from
g number of marvellous
Mahomed Ben Zakaria Al-RAzi : L L A n ~ o nthe
things in this Island" (.Zf+ for Zabnj, LC., Java or Sumatra) " is the
Camphor Tree, which is of vast size, insomuch that its shade will cover
loo persons and more.
They bore into the highest part of the tree
and thence flows out the Camphor Water, enough to fill many pitchers.
Then they open the tree lower down about the middle, and extract the
camphor in lumps." Compare this with what is probably the best
modem account, Junghuhn's : " Among the forest trees (of Tapanuli
adjoining Barus) the Camphor Tree (Drynbnnalo]~ Cart@Aora) attracts
beyond all the traveller's observation, by its straight columnar and
colossal grey trunk, and its mighty crown of foliage, rising high above the
canopy of the forest. It exceeds in dimensions the Rasatnnlo, the
loftiest tree of Java, and is probably the greatest tree of the Archipelago,
if not of the world,* reaching a height of 200 feet. One of middling
size which I had cut down measured at the base, where the camphor
leaks out, 73. Paris feet in diameter (about 8 feet English) ; its trunk rose
to IOO feet, with an upper diameter of 5 feet before dividing, and the
height of the whole tree to the crown was rso feet. The precious consolidated camphor is found in small quantities, Ib. to I lb. in a single
tree, in fissure-like hollows in the st-em. Yet many are cut down in
vain, or split up the side without finding camphor. The camphor oil is
prepared by the natives by bruising and boiling the twigs." The oil
however appears also to be found in the tree, as Crawfurd and Collingwood mention, corroborating the ancient Arab.
I t is well known that the Chinese attach an extravagantly superior
value to the hialay camphor, and probably its value in Marco's day was
higher than it is now, but still his estimate as worth its weight in gold
looks like hyperbole. Forrest, a century ago, says Barus Camphor was
in the Chinese market worth nearly its weight in silver, and this is true
still. The price is commonly estimated at I O O times that of the Chinese
camphor. The whole quantity exported from the Barus territory goes

*

*

The Californian and Australian giants were not then known.
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to Cliina. D e Vriese reckons the average annual expsrt from Sumatra
between 1839 and 1844 at less than 400 kilogrammcs. T h e following table shows the wholesale rates in the Chinese mirket as given by
Rontlot in 1848 :Q ~ l n / ~ t i rofs Curnplror.
Ordinary Cliina, 1st quality . . . . . .
......
r,
,, 2nd ,,
Formosa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Japan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
China t z p ~ ; '(ext. from an Artemisia)
............
Barus, 1st quality
,, 2nd ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

P~Y
pihul of I 331 Z6s.
. . . . . . . . . 20 dollars.
. . . . . . . . . I4 ,,
. . . . . . . . . 25 ,,

.........

30

. . . . . . . . . 250
. . . . . . . . . 2000
. . . . . . . . . 1000

I,

,,
,,
,,

'I'he Chinesecall the Sumatran (or Borneo) Camphor P i ~ ~ ~ c i p"Icicle
ien
flakes," and Lung-t~nu"Dragon's Brains." I t is just to remark however
that in the Ain Akhari we find the price of the Sumatran Camphor
?), varying fro111 3 rupees as high as 2 mohurs
known as Bhim S e ~ l (why
i
(or 2 0 rupees) for a rupee's weight, which latter price would be froice
the weight in gold. Abul Fazl says the worst camphor went by the
name of Bdlris. I should suspect some mistake, as we know from Garcias
that the fine camphor was already known as B n r u s (Ah-i-AM. 75-79).
(Afnskrii, I. 338 ; I. B . IV. 241 ;J A. ser. 4, tom. viii. 2 I 6 ; BntfnIrindzr, I. I 07 ; Crc~7ilJ:Hist. I 1 I. 4 18, and Dcsc. Dict. 8 I ; Httd~iet Rmidot, C'om. de /a Chine, 36-37 ; Chin. Cotnm. Guide; Dr. R A. F / i i c k i ~ r ,
Zur Grschichfe tics Carn$hers, in Schwciz. ~Vochctischr.fiir Pharnlacie,
Sept., Oct., 1867.)
NOTE 4.-An interesting notice of the Sago-tree, of which Odoric also
gives an account. Ramusio is however here fuller and more accurate :
I' Removing the first bark, which is but thin, you come o n the wood of
the tree which forms a thickness all round of some three fingers, but all
insitle this is a pith of flour, like that of the Carvo/o. T h e trees are so
big that it will take two men to span them. 'I'hey put this flour into
tubs of water, and beat it up with a stick, and then the bran and other
impurities come to the top, whilst the pure flour sinks to the bottom.
T h e water is then thrown a\vay, and the cleaned flour that remains is
taken and made intopnsta in strips and other forms. These Messer Marco
often partook of, and brought some with him to Venice. It resembles
barley breatl and tastes much the same. T h e wood of this tree is like
iron, for if thrown into the water it goes straight to the bottom. I t can
be split straight from end to end like a cane. When the flour has been
removed the wood remains as has been said, three inches thick. Of this
the people make short lances, not long ones, Lecause they are so heavy
that no one could carry or handle them if long. One end is sharpened
ant1 charred in the fire, and when thus prepared they will pierce any
armour, and much better than iron woultl do.'' Marsden points out
that this heavy lance-wootl is not that of the true Sago-l~alm,but of the
~\7h(,o1<~r
o r C i ~ r y o tU~r r n s ; which does indced give sollle amount of
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NOTE5.-In
quitting the subject of these Sumatran Kingdoms it
may appear to some readers that our explanations compress them too
much, especially as Polo seems to allow only two kingdoms for the rest
of the Island. In this he was doubtless wrong, and we may the less
scruple to say so as he had not visited that other portion of the Island.
We may note that in the space to which we assign the six kingdoms
which Polo visited, De Barros assigns t?ueZvc, viz. : Bara (corresponding
generally to FerZcc), Pacem (Basma), Pirada, Lide, Pedir, Biar, Achin,
Ilaya, Lanrbri, Mancopa, Quinchel, Barros (Fansur). (Dec. 111. v. I.)

C H A P T E R XII.

WHESyou leave the Island of Java (the less) and the kingdom of Lambri, you sail north about 150 miles, anci then
you come to two Islands, one of which is called NECUVEKAN.
In this Island they have no king nor chief, but live like
beasts. And I tell you they go all naked, both men and
women, and do not use the slightest covering of any kind.
They are idolaters. Their woods are all of noble and
valuable kinds of trees ; such as Red Sanders and Indian-nut
and Cloves and Brazil and sundry other good spices.'
There is nothing else worth relating ; so we will go on,
and I will tell you of an Island called Angamanain.
NOTE I .-The

end of the last chapter and the commencement of this

I have taken from the G. Text. There has been some confusion in the
notes of the original dictation which that represents, and corrections
have made it worse. Thus Pauthieis text runs : " I will tell you of two
small Islands, one called Gauenispola and the othcr Necouran," ant1
then : " You sail north about 1 5 0 miles and find two Islands, one called
Necouran and the other Gauenispola." Kamusio does not mention
(;auenispola, but says in the former passage : " I wi!l tell you of a slnall
Island called Nocurran "-and then : "You find two islr~nds,one called
Nocueran and the other Angaman."
Knowing the position of Gauenispola there is no tlifficulty in seeing
how the passxge shoulrl be explainetl. Something has interrupted the
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dictation after the last chapter. Polo asks Rusticiano " where were w e ? "
" Leaving the Great Island." Polo forgets the " very small Island called
Gauenispola," and passes to the north where he has to tell us of two
islands, "one called Necuveran and the other Angamanain." So, I d o
not doubt, the passage should run.
Let us observe that his point of departure in sailing north to the
Nicobar Islands was the K i ~ ~ g i o rofn LamBri. This seeIns to indicate
that 1,arnbt-i includetl Achin Head o r came very near it, a n indication
which we shall presently see confirmed.
As regards Gauenispola, of which h e promised t o tell us and forgot
his promise, its name has disappeared from pur modem maps, but it is
easily traced in the maps of the 16th and 17th centuries, and in the
1)ooks of navigators of that time. T h e latest in which I have observed
it is the AGjfrrrtc Oriental, Paris 1775, which calls it Prtlo Gonrntes. 'I'he
name is there applied to a small island off .\chin Head, outside of which
lie the somewhat larger Islands of Pulo Nankai and Pulo Bras, whilst
Pulo Wt! lies further cast. I imngine, however, that the name was by
the older navigators applied to the larger Island of Pulo Bras, or to the
whole group. Thus Alexander Hariiilton, who calls it Gomtrs and Prtlo
Gonruis, says that " from the Island of Gomus and Pulo \Vey . . . the
southernmost of the Nicobars may be seen." Dampier most precisely
applies the name of Pulo Gomez to the larger island which modern
charts call Pulo Bras. So also Beaulieu couples the islands of " Gnniispods and Pulo \Yay" in front of the roadstead of Achin. Giovanni
B3tero mentions that tiaspar tl':\costa was lost on the Island of Gumispola. Linschoten, tlescril~ingthe course from Cochin to Malacca, sclys :
"You take your course towards the small Isles of GOMESPOLA,
~vhich
are in 6', n e i r the corner of Achin in the Island of Sumatra." And the
'Turkish author of the Afohif, in speaking of the same navigation, saps :
" I f you wish to reach hialacca, guard against seeing J ~ ~ I I S F U L A H
( d j * ~ ) , because the mountains of L ~ M Radvance
I
into the sea,
and the flood is there very strong." T h e editor has misunderstood the
geography of this passage, which evidently means " Don't g o near enough
to Achin Head to see even the islands in front of it." And here we see
again that I.ambri is made to extend to ilchin Head. (A'$/.
Oricnf.
Charts 38 and 39, and pp. 126-7 ; Hamilton, 11. 66 and hIap ; DanQier,
ed. I 699, 11. I 2 2 ; f/; Gm. (z'es Vcg~l,q?s,XII. 3 10 ; Linschofen, Routier,
p. 3 0 ; Bnf. Re/. Utiiv., 1597 11. 3 ; j. A. S. B., \'I. 807.)
'The two islantls (or rather groups of islands) i\%cu7'eran and At(gzma/rni~zare the Nicol~arand Andaman groups. A nearer trace of the
form Necuvenn, o r il;ior~rrz~ras it stands in some hlSS., is perhaps preserved in ,lirncouri the existing name of one of the islands. They are
perhnr;s the A"a/u-hi/(,-ihh (ilnrikr/cz-dz*+n) o r Coco-nut Islands of which
Hwen Thsang speaks as esisting some thousand li to the south of
Ceylon. T h e men, he hat1 heard, were but 3 feet high, and had the
l)enks of birds. They had no cultivation and lived on coco-nuts. 'I'he
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islands are also believed to be the Lania bdl12s or Lankha bdllis of the
old Arab navigators : I' These Islands support a numerous population.
Both men and women go naked, only the women wear a girdle of the
leaves of trees. When a ship passes near, the men come out in boats of
various sizes and barter ambergris and coco-nuts for iron," a description
which has applied accurately for many centuries. Rashiduddin writes of
them nearly h the same terms under the name of Ldkudrarn (but read
NAKWARAM)
opposite LAMURI.Odoric also has a chapter on the island
of Mcmman, but it is one full of fable. (H Thsang, 111. 144 and 517 ;
Relations, p. 8 ; Elhi, p. 7 I ; Cathay, p. 97.)
The chief part of the population is believed to be of race akin to the
Malays, but they seem to-be of more than one race, and there is great
variety in dialect. There have long been reports of a black tribe with
woolly hair in the unknown interior of the Great Nicobar, and my friend
Col. H. Man, the Superintendent of our Andaman Settlements, lately
received spontaneous corroboration of this from natives of the former
island, who were on a visit to Port Blair. On seeing the Andaman
aborigines they said at once that there was a similar race on their island.
The natives do not now go quite naked ; the men wear a narrow cloth ;and
the women a grass girdle. They are very skilful in management of their
canoes. Of late years there have been frightful disclosures regarding the
massacres of the crews of vessels touching at these islands, and these
have led to their being visited by ships of war and eventually to their
occupation by the Indian Government. Trinkat and Nancouri are the
islands which have been guilty. A woman of Trinkat who could speak
Malay was examined by ~ o l . h . l a n and
,
she acknowledged having seen
19 vessels scuttled, after their cargoes had been plundered and their crews
massacred. "The natives who were captured at Trinkat," says Col.
Man in another letter, "were a most savage-looking set, with remarkably
long arms, and very projecting eye-teeth."
The islands have always been famous for the quality and abundance
of their " Indian Nuts," i.e., cocos. The tree of next importance to the
natives is a kind of Pandanus, from the cooked fruit of which they express
an edible substance called hlelori, of which you may read in Dampier;
they have the areca; and they grow yams, but only for barter. As
regards the other vegetation mentioned by Polo, I will quote what Col.
Man writes to me from the Andamans, which
is in great
measure applicable to the Nicobars also : " Our woods are very fine, and
doubtless resemble those of the Nicobars. Sapan wood (i.c., Polo's
Brazil) is in abundance ; coco-nuts, so numerous in the Nicobars, and to
the north in the Cocos, are not found naturally with us, though they
grow admirably when cultivated. There is said to be sandal-wood in
our forests, and camphor, but I have not yet come across them. I do not
believe in clones, but we have lots of the wild nutmeg." A detail of the
various European attempts to colonize the Nicobar Islands, with other
particulars, will be found in the Voyage of the rVm!ara, vol. 11. (see also
j; A. S. B., XI'. 344, wyq.).

CHliP.

XIII.

T H E I S L A N U OF ANGAAIL\NAIN.

C H A P T E R XIII.
CONCERNING
THE

ISLAND OF

ANGAYANAIN.

ANGAMANAIN
is a very large Island. T h e people are without a king- and are idolaters, and no better than wild beasts.
And I assure you all the men of this Island of Angamanain
have heads like dogs, and teeth and eyes likewise ; in fact,
in the face they are all just like big mastiff dogs ! They
have a quantity of spices ; but they are a most cruel generation, and eat everybody that they can catch, if not of their
own race.' They live on flesh and rice and milk, and have
fruits different from any of ours.
Now that I have told you about this race of people, as
indeed it was highly proper to do in this our book, I will
go on to tell you about an Island called Seilan, as you shall
hear.
-

- -

-

- -

-

NOTE1.-Here Marco speaks of the remarkable population of the
Andaman Islands,-Oriental negoes in the lowest state of barbarism,\vho have remained in their isolated and degraded condition, so near the
shores of great civilized countries, for so many ages.
I imagine our traveller's form Atzgarnanain to be an Anbic (oblique)
dual-" The Two ANDAIIANS,"viz., The Great ant1 The Little, the
former being in truth a chain of three islancls, but so close and nearly continuous as to form apparently one, which they were long believed to be.
The origin of the name seems to be unknown. The only person to
my knowledge who has given a meaning to it is Nicolo Conti, who says
it means " Island of Gold ;" probably a mere sailor's yam. The
name however is very old, and may perhaps be traced in Ptolemy once
if not twice. Thus the most northerly island in the Bay of Bengal
which he mentions is called Bazacata. It produces quantities of shells ;
its inhabitants go naked, and are called A p a t n c , in which we seem
to trace our author's form Anganmn. But Ptolemy has in the same sea
also an island of cannibals called that of Good Fortune, ' A y d o i Galpovos.
I t seems probable enough that this was ' A y S a ~ p d ~ oor~ the like, " T h e
Agdamans," misunderstood..
It is quite possible (r.g.)that the Isles of the Agnlatae, Sindae, and Iabadiu on
one hand, ant1 the Agathou Daimonos Island, Bomssae and S~badibneon the other,
relwesent the reports of two logs, but the same series of islands. Such duplicates are
not uncommon in modern map-making.
VOI,, 11.
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'I'he description of the natives of the Andaman Islands in the early
-4rab Relations has been often quoted, but it is too like our traveller's
account to be omitted : "The inhabitants of these islands eat men alive.
They are black with woolly hair, ant1 in their eyes and countenance there
is something quite frightful. . . . They go naked, and have no boats
If they had they would devour all who passed near them. Sometimes
ships that are wind-bound, and have exhausted their provision of water,
touch here and apply to the natives for it ; in such cases the crew sometimes fall into the hands of the latter, and most of them are massacred "
(11- 9).
The traditional charge of cannibalism against these people has been
very persistent, though generally rejected since our recent settlement upon
the group. Of their murdering the crews of wrecked vessels, l ~ k etheir
Nicobar neighbours, I believe there is no doubt; and it has happened
in our own day. Cesare E'ederici in Ramusio, speaks of the terrible fate
of crews wrecked on the Andamans ; all such were killed and eaten by
the natives, who refused all intercourse with strangers. A. Hamilton
mentions a friend of his who was wrecked on the islands ; nothing more
was ever heard of the ship's company, "which gave ground to conjecture
that they were all devoured by those savage cannibals."
They tlo not in modern times, I believe, in their canoes, quit their
own immediate coast, but Hamilton says they used, in his time, to come
on forays to the Nicobar Islands. They have retained all the aversion to
intercourse anciently ascribed to them, and they still go naked as of old,
the utmost exception being a leaf-apron worn by the women near the
British Settlement.
The Dog-head feature is at least as old as Ctesias. The story
originated, I imagine, in the disgust with which "allophylian " types of
countenance are regarded, kindred to the feeling which makes the
Hindus and other eastern nations represent the aborigines whom they
superseded as demons. The Cubans described the Caribs to Colun~bus
as man-eaters with dog's nluzzles ; and the old Danes had tales of Cynocephnli in Finland. Ibn Rltuta describes an Indo-Chinese tribe or1
the coast of Arnkan or I'egu as having dogs' mouths, but says the ulonrc~r
were beautiful. Friar Jordanus had heard the same of the dog-headed
islanders. And one odd form of the story, found, strange to say, both in
China and diffused over Ethiopia, represents the males as actual dogs
whilst the females are women. Oddly too, PPre Barbe tells us that
a tradition of the Nicobar people themselves represents them as of
canine descent, but on the female side ! The like tale in early Portuguese
days was told of the Peguans, viz., that they sprang from a dog and
a Chinese woman. It is mentioned by Camoens (X. 122). Note however that in Col. hlan's notice of the wilder part of the Nicobar people
the projecting canine teeth are spoken of.
Abraham Roger tells us that the Coromandel Hrahinins used to say
that the Rakshclsos or Ijemons had their abode "on the Island of
.lntlaman lying on the route from Puliut to Pegu," ant1 also that they
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were man-eaters. This would be very curious if it were a genuine old
Brahminical Saga; but I fear it may have been gathered from the Arab
seamen. Still it is remarkable that a strange weird-looking island, which
rises coveretl with forest, a steep and regular volcanic cone, straight
out of the deep sea to the eastward of the Andaman group, bears the
LVarak,
name of ~Varkanliam,in which one cannot but recognize qv,
"Hell." Can it be that in old times, but still contemporary with Hindu
navigation, this volcano was active, and that some Brahmin St. Brandon
recognized in it the mouth of Hell, congenial to the Rakshasas of the
adjacent group ? *
(Ramusio, 111. 391 ; Ham., 11. 65 ; N a v a r r t t ~(Fr. El.), 11. I or ;
Cafhay, 467 ; Buffet. de la SOL.
dt Gbog., ser. 4, tom. iii. 36-7 ; j. A.
S. B., u. s. ; La Porte Ouvert~,p. 188.)

C H A P T E R XIV.

W I I E Nyou leave the Island of Angamanain and sail about
a thousand miles in a direction a little south of west, you
come to the Island of SEILAN,
which is in good sooth the
best Island of its size in the world. You must know that
it has a compass of 2400 miles, but in old times it was
greater still, for it then had a circuit of about 3600 miles,
as you find in the charts of the mariners of those seas. But
the north wind there blows with such strength that it has
caused the sea to submerge a large part of the Island ; and
that is the reason why it is not so big now as it used to be.
For you must know that on the side where the north wind
strikes the Island is very low and flat, insomuch that in
approaching on board ship from the high seas you do not
see the land till you are right upon it.' Now I will tell you
all about this Island.
They have a king there whom they call SENDEMAIN,
and are tributary to nobody.'
T h e people are idolaters,
I cannot trace any probable meaning of Andam ; yet it lcloks as if Narak-a~rdd/rr
ant1 Att(la'nr-drr were akin.

s
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and go quite naked except that they cover the middle.
They have no wheat, but have rice, and sesamum of which
they make their oil. They live on flesh ant1 milk, and have
tree-wine such as I have told you of. And they have
brazil-wood, much the best in the world.'
Now I will quit these particulars, and tell you of the
most precious article that exists in the world. You must
know that rubies are found in this Island and in no other
country in the world but this. They find there also
sapphires and topazes and amethysts, and many other stones
of price. And the King of this Island possesses a ruby
which is the finest and biggest in the world ; I will tell you
what it is like. I t is about a palm in length, and as thick
as a man's arm ; to look at, it is the most resplendent object
upon earth; it is quite free from flaw and as red as fire.
Its value is so great that a price for it in money could hardly
be named at all. You must know that the Great Kaan
sent an embassy and begged the King as a favour greatly
desired by him to sell him this ruby, offering to give for it
the ransom of a city, or in fact what the King would. But
the King replied that on no account whatever would he sell
it, for it had come to him from his ance.itors.4
T h e people of Seilan are no soltliers, but poor cowardly
creatures. And when they have neeti of soldiers they get
Saracen troops from foreign parts.
NUTE1.-Valentyn appears to be repeating a native tradition when
h e says : I n oltl tinies the iiland had, as they loosely say, a good 400
miles (it., llutch, say 1600 miles) of compass, but a t the north end the
sea has from time to time carried away a large part of i t " (Cejlun, in
vol. V., p. 18). Curious particulars touching the exaggerated ideas of the
ancieiits, inherited by the Arabs, as to the dimensions of Ceylon, will be
found in Tcnrretlf's Ceylon, chap. i. \ire see from Marco's curious notice
of the old charts (G. 'T. '' scZonc qc sc treuve en l a maprmonlii cies mariner
tie ccl nlcr ") that travellers had begun to find that the di~liensionswerc
exaggerated. T h e real circuit is under 700 miles !
All the derivations of the name S A I L A N
o r CI.:YI.ONfrom the old
Si/~htrhr,.S~-r711'fi(,,and what not, seen] forced. \'an der l'uuk suggests

that the name is originally Javanese, being formed (he says) according
to the rules of that language from Stla,* " a precious stone," so that Ptdo
ScZan would be the "Island of Gems." The Island is really called I)y an
Arab Historian of the 9th centuryJazirat t r l YkJtif, " 'l'he Isle of Rubies."
As a matter of fact we derive originally from the hialays nearly 311 the
forms we have adopted for names of countries reached by sea to the enst
of the Bay of Bengal, c.6, Awn, Barma, f ' a i r ~ ~.Soam,
,
Chitm, Kochi
(Cochin China), Champa, KambM, Tanasari, Martaz~im,kc. I t is less
obvious how ckylon should have acquired a name from the same quarter,
but the very fact that between the loth and the 13th centuries the name
of Sarandib should have been practically dropt by the Arabs, and that of
Sailcfrr aclopted, requires to be accounted for. That accidents in the
history of marine affairs in those seas should have led to the adoption of
the Malay and Javanese name is at least conceivable. Tennent (Ceylon,
I. 549) and Crawfurd (iKalay Dicf. p. 171) ascribe the name Selan,
Zeilan, to the Portuguese, but this is quite unfounded, as our author
sufficiently testifies. l'he name Sailcitr also occurs in Rashiduddin, in
Hayton, and in Jortlanus (see next note). (See Yatz o'er Turrk, work
quoted above (p. 229), 1). 118; J AS., ser. 4, tom. viii. 145 ; J. Inti.
Arch., IV. I 87 ; E/liof, I. 70.)
NOT>;2.-The native king at this time was Pandita Prakrama Bahu
III., who reigned from 1267 to 1301 at Ilambadenia, about 50 m. N.N.W.
of Columbo. But the Tarnuls of the continent had recently been
in possession of the whole northern half of the island. The ~inghalese
Chronicle represents Prakrama to have recovered it from them, but they
are so soon again foul~tlin full force that the completeness of this recovery
may be doubted. There were also two invasions of Malays (Javaku)
during this reign, under the lead of a chief called ChantIra Banrr. On
the second ocEasion this invader was joined by a large Tamul reinforcement. Sir E. Tennent suggests that this Chandra &nu may be Polo's
Sentic-main or Srrz,Iernaz as Ramusio has it. Or he may have been the
Tamul chief in the north ; the first part of the name may have been
either Chandra or Strrdara.
NOTE 3.-I do not find Ceylonese Brazil, i.e., Sapan-wood, recently
meiltioned, but Kazwini names it, Ibn Batuta speaks of its abundance
(IV. 166), ant1 Ribeyro does the like (ed. of Columbo, 1847, p. 16) ;
see also Ritfer, VI. 39, I 22.
Sir E. Tennent has ohservetl that I1)n B.1tuta is the first tFspeak of
the Ceylon cinnamon. It is, however, mentioned by Kazwini (circa A.D.
1275)~and in a letter written from Mabar by John of Montecorvino
about the very time that Marco was in these seas. (See Efhe's Kaz~~titli,
2 29, and C'afhqiv,2 13.)
The inflexion .Yt./n'rr is, I presume, Javanese ; lhe word Scln' seems to he also
Malay ; and in hoth no douht from Sanskrit, Si/n', " a stone."
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NOTE4.-There seems to have been always afloat among Indian travellers, at least from the time of Cosmas (6th century), some wonderful
story about the ruby or rubies of the King of Ceylon. With Cosmas, and
with the Chinese Hwen Thsang, in the following century, this precious
object is fixed on the top of a pagoda, " a hyacinth, they say, of great size
and brilliant ruddy colour, as big as a great pinecone ; and when 'tis seen
from a distance flashing, especially if the sun's rays strike upon it, 'tis
a glorious and incomparable spectacle." Our author's contemporary,
Hayton, had heard of the great ruby : " The king of that Island of Celan
hath the largest and finest ruby in existence. When his coronation
takes place this ruby is placed in his hand, and he goes round the city on
horseback holding it in his hand, and thenceforth all recognize and obey
him as their king." Odoric too speaks of the great ruby and the Kaan's
endeavours to get it, though by some bungle the circumstance is referred
to Nicoveran instead of Ceylon. Ibn Batuta saw in the possession of
Arya Chakravarti, a Tamul chief ruling at Patlam, a ruby bowl as big
as the palm of one's hand. Friar Jordanus speaks of two great rubies
each so large that when grasped in the
belonging to the king of SYLEN,
hand it projected a finger's breadth at either side. The fame, at least, of
these survived to the 16th century, for Andrea Corsali (15 I 5) says :
"They tell that the king of this island possesses two rubies of colour
so brilliant and vivid that thev look like a flame of fire."
Sir E. Tennent, on this subject, quotes from a Chinese work a statement that early in the 14th century the Emperor sent an ofticer to Ceylon
to ~urchasea carbuncle of unusual lustre: This was fitted as a bail to
the Emperor's cap ; it was upwards of an ounce in weight and cost
roo,ooo strings of cash. Every time a grand levee was held at night the
red lustre filled the palace, and hence it was designated "The Red
Palace-Illuminator." (1B., IV. 174-5 ; Cathay, p. clxxvii ; fhqton,
ch. vi. ; Jord. p. 3 0 ; Rarnrrs. I. 180; Ctylon, I. 568.)

C H A P T E R XV.
THESAMECONTINUED. THEHISTORYOF SAGAMONI
ORC CAN

AND

T H E BEGINNING OF IDOLATRY.

FURTHERMORE
you must know that in this Island of Seilan
there is an exceeding high mountain; it rises right up so
steep and precipitous that no one could ascend it, were it
not that they have taken and fixed to it several great and
massive iron chains, so disposed that by help of these men
are able to mount to the top. And I tell you they say
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that on this mountain is the sepulchre of Adam our first
parent; at least that is what the Saracens say. But the
Idolaters say that it is the sepulchre of SAGAMONI
BOKCAN,
before whose time there were no idols. They hold him to
hare been the best of men, a great saint in fact, according to
their fashion, and the first in whose name idols were made.'
H e was the son, as their story goes, of a great and
wealthy king. And he was of such an holy temper that he
would never listen to any worldly talk, nor would he consent to be king. And when the father saw that his son
would not be king, nor yet take any part in affairs, he took
it sorely to heart. And first he tried to tempt him with
great promises, offering to crown him king, and to surrender all authority into his hands. T h e son, however,
would none of his offers ; so the father was in great trouble,
and all the more that he had no other son but him, to
whom he might bequeath the kingdom at his own death.
So, after taking thought on the matter, the King caused a
great palace to be built, and placed his son therein, and
caused him to be waited on there by a number of maidens,
the most beautiful that could anywhere be found. And
he ordered them to divert themselves with the prince, night
and day, and to sing and dance before him, so as to draw
his heart towards worldly enjoyments. But 'twas all of no
avail, for none of those maidens could ever tempt the
king's son to any wantonness, and he only abode the firmer
in his chastity, leading a most holy life, after their manner
thereof. And I assure you he was so staid a youth that
he had never gone out of the palace, and thus he had never
seen a dead man, nor any one who was not hale and sound ;
for the father never allowed any man that was aged or infirm
to come into his presence. I t came to pass however one
day, that the young gentleman-took a ride, and by the roadside he beheld a dead man. T h e sight dismayed him
greatly, as he never had seen such a sight before. Incontinently he demanded of those who were with him what

.
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thing that was ? and then they told him it was a dead man.
"HOW,then," quoth the king's son, "do all men die ?"
" Yea, forsooth," said they. Whereupon the young gentleman said never a word, but rode on right pensively. And
after he had ridden a good way he fell in with a very aged
man who could no longer walk, and had not a tooth in his
head, having lost all because of his great age. And when
the king's son beheld this old man he asked what that
might mean, and wherefore the man could not walk?
Those who were him replied thas it was through old age
the man could walk no longer, ant1 had lost all his teeth.
And so when the king's son had thus learned about the
dead man and about the aged man, he turned back to his
palace and said to himself that he woulcl abide no longer
in this evil world, but would go in search of Him W h o
dieth not, and W h o liad created him.'
So what did he one night but take his departure from
the palace privily, and betake himself to certain lofty and
pathless mountains. And there he did abide, leading a life
of great hardship and sanctity, and keeplng great abstinence,
just as if he had been a Christian. Indeed, if he had but
been so, he would have been a great saint of Our Lord
Jesus Christ, so good and pure was the life he led.' And
when he died they found his body and brought it to his
father. And when the father saw dead before him that son
whom he loved better than himself, he was near going distraught with sorrow. And he caused an image in the
similitude of his son to be wrought in gold and precious
stones, and caused all liis people to adore it. And they all
declared him to be a god; and so they still say.4
They tell moreo~~er
that he hath died fourscore and
four times. The first time he died as a man, and came to
life again as an o x ; and then he died as an ox and came to
life again as a horse, and so on until he had died fourscore
and four times; and every time he became some kind of
animal. But when he died the eighty-fourth time they
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say he became a god. And they do hold him for the
greatest of all their gods. And they tell that the aforesaid
image of him was the first idol that the idolaters ever had ;
and from that have originated all the other idols. And
this befel in the Island of Seilan in Inciia.
The idolaters come thither on pilgrimage from very
long distances and with great devotion,-just as Christians
go to the shrine of Messer Saint James in Gallicia. And
they maintain that the monument on the mountain is that
of the king's son, according to the story I have been telling
you; and that the teeth, and the hair, and the dish that
are there were those of the same king's son, whose name
was Sogomoni Borcan, or Sogomoni the Saint. But the
Saracens also come thither on pilgrimage in great numbers,
and they say that it is the sepulchre of Adam our first
father, and that the teeth, and the hair, and the dish were
those of Adam.'
Whose they were in truth, God knoweth ! Howbeit,
according to the Holy Scripture of our Church, the
sepulchre of Adan1 is not in that part of the world.
Now it befel that the Great Kaan heard how on that
mountain there was the sepulchre of our first father Adam,
and that some of his hair and of his teeth, and the dish
fiom which he used to eat, were still preserved there. So
he thought he would get hold of them somehow or another,
and despatched a great embassy for the purpose, in the year
of Christ 1284. The ambassadors, with a great company,
travelled on by sea and by land until they arrived at the
island of Seilan, and presented themselves before the king.
And they were so urgent with him that they succeeded in
getting two of the grinder teeth, which were passing great
and thick ; and they also got somc of the hair, and the
dish from which that personage used to eat, which is of a
very beautiful green porphyry. And when the Great Kaan's
ambassadors had attained the object for which they had
come they were greatly rejoiced, and returned to their lord.
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And when they drew near to the great city of Cambaluc
where the Great Kaan was staying, they sent him word that
they had brought back that for which he had sent them.
On learning this the Great Kaan was passing glad, and
ordered all the ecclesiastics and others to go forth to meet
these reliques, which he was led to believe were those of Adam.
And why should I make a long story of i t ? In sooth,
the whole population of Cambaluc went forth to meet those
reliques, and the ecclesiastics took them over and carried
them to.the Great Kaan, who received them with great joy
and re~erence.~And they find it written in their Scriptures
that the virtue of that dish is such that if food for one
man be put therein it shall become enough for five men;
and the Great Kaan averred that he had proved the thing
and found that it was really true.'
So now you have heard how the Great Kaan came by
those reliques ; and a mighty great treasure it did cost
him ! T h e reliques being, according to the iciolaters, those
of that king's son.
NOTE 1.-Saprnoni
Borcan is, as Marsden points out, SAKYAMUNI, or Gautama-Buddha, with the affix BURKHAN,
or "Divinity,"
which is used by the Mongols as the synonym of Buddha.
"The Dewa of SamantakJta (Adam's Peak), Samana, having heard
of the arrival of Budha (in Lanka o r Ceylon) . -. . presented a request
that he woulcl leave an impression of his foot upon the mountain of
which he was guardian. . . . In the midst of the assembled Dewas,
Budha, looking towards the East, made the impression of his foot, in
length three inches less than the cubit of the carpenter; and the irnpression remained as a seal to show that Lanka is the inheritance of Budha,
and that his religion will here flourish." (ITirdy's Manual, p. 212.)
L C The veneration with which this majestic mountain has been regarded
for ages, took its rise in all probability amongst the aborigines of Ceylon.
. . . . In a later age, . . . the hollow in the lofty rock that crowns
the summit was said by the Brahmans to be the footstep of Siva, by the
Buddhists of Buddha, . . . by the Gnostics of Ieu, by the Mahometans
of Adam, whilst the I'ortuguese authorities were divided between the
conflicting claims of St. Thomas aud the eunuch of Cantlace, Queen of
Ethiopia." (Trrmmf, 11. 133.)
Polo, lio\vever, snys nothing of the f i f ; he speaks only of the

.
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scpukhrc of Adam, or of Sakya-muni. I have been unable to find any
modem indication of the monument that was shown by the Mahomedans
as the tomb, and sometimes as the house, of Adam ; but such a structure
there certainly was, perhaps an ancient Kist-vm, or the like. John
Marignolli, who was there about 1349, has an interesting passxge on
the subject : That exceeding high mountain hath a pinnacle of surpassing height, which on account of the cloutls can rarely be seen. But
God, pitying our tears, lighted it up one morning just before the sun
rose, so that we beheld it glowing with the brightest flame. In the way
down from this mountain there is a fine level spot, still at a great height,
and there you find in order: first, the mark of Adam's foot; secondly,
a certain statue of a sitting figure, with the left hand resting on the knee,
and the right hand raised and extended towards the west; lastly, there
is the house (of Adam) which he made with his own hands. It is of an
oblong quadrangular shape like a sepulchre, with a door in the middle,
and i s formed of great tabular slabs of marble, not cemented, but merely
laid one upon another." (Cathay, 358.) A Chinese account, translated
in Amyot's Mtmoircs, says that at the foot of the mountain is a Monastery of Bonzes, in which is seen the veritable body of Fo, in the attitude
of a man lying on his side" (XIV. 25). Osorio, also, in his history of
Emanuel of Portugal, says : "Not far from it (the Peak) peol)le go to
see a small temple in which are two sepulchres, which are the objects of
an extraordinary degree of superstitious devotion. For they believe
that in these were buried the bodies of the first man and his wife"
(f. 129 71.). A German traveller (Danicl Parthcy, Niirnberg, 1698)
also speaks of the tomb of Adam and his sons on the mountain (see
Pabricius, Cod Pscudcf. Vet. Tcst. 11. 31 ; also what is said in Ousc/cy's
Travch, I. 59).
It is a perplexing circumstance that tliere is a double set of indications about the footinark. 'I'he Ceylon traditions, quoted above from
Hardy, call its length 3 inches less than a carpenter's cubit. Modem
observers estimate it at 5 feet or 54 feet. Hardy accounts for this by
supposing that the original footmark was destroyed in the end of the
16th century. But Ibn Batuta, in the 14th, states it at I I spans, or
morc than the modern report. Marignolli, on the other hand, says that
he measured it and found it to be z+ palms, or about half a Prague ell,
which correspontls in a general way with Hardy's tradition. Valentyn
calls it I + ell in length ; Knox, I think, 2 feet ; Herman Bree (De Hry?),
quoted by Fabricius, 89 spans ; a Chinese account, quoted below, 8 feet.
These discrepancies remind one of the ancient Buddhist belief regarding
such footmarks, that they seemed greater or smaller in proportion to the
faith of the visitor ! (See A'bepjcn, I. 529, and Beal's FaA-Aian, p. 27.)
The chains are still maintained. Ibn Batuta gives a particular
account of them. The highest was called (he says) the chain of the
Shahidat, or Credo, because the fearful abyss below made pilgrims
recite the profession of belief. Ashraf, a Persian poet of the 15th
-
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century, who has written a poem on'the conquests of Alexander, ascribes
the establishment of these chains to the great conqueror, who devised
them, with the assistance of the philosopher BoZinas (?), in order to
scale the mountain, and reach the seju/chrc ofA(lnnz. (See Ousc/cy, I .

NOTE2.-The general correctness with which hlarco has here reIated
the legendary history of Sakya's devotion to an ascetic life, as the preliminary to his becoming the Buddha or Divinely Perfect Being, shows
what a strong impression the tale had made upon him. H e is, of
course, wrong in placing the scene of the history in Ceylon, though
probably it was so told him, as the vulgar in all Buddhist countries do
seem to localize the legends in regions known to them.
Sakya Sinha, Sakya Muni, or Gautama, originally called SitldhPrta,
was the son of Suddhodhana, the Kshatripn prince of Kapilavastu, a
small state north of the Ganges, near the borders of Oudh. His high
destiny had been foretold, as well as the objects that would move him to
adopt the ascetic life. T o keep these from his knowledge, his father
caused three palaces to be built, within the limits of which the prince
should pass the three seasons of the year, whilst guards were posted to
bar the approach of the dreaded objects. But these precautions were
defeated by inevitable destiny and the power of the Devas.
When the prince was 16 he was married to the beautiful Yasodhara,
daughter of the King of Koli, and 40,000 other princesses also became
the inmates of his harem.
" FVhilst living in the midst of the full enjoyment of every kind of
pIeasure, Sitldhfirta one day commanded hi.; principal charioteer to prepare his festive chariot; and in obedience to his commands four lilywhite horses were yoked. The prince leaped into the chariot, and proceeded towards a garden at a little distance from the palace, attended
by a great retinue. On his way he saw a decrepid old man, with broken
teeth, grey locks, and a form bending towards the ground, his trembling
steps supported by a staff (a lleva had taken this form). . . . The prince
enquired what strange figure it was that he saw; and he was informed
that it was an old man. He then asked if the man was born so, and
the charioteer answered that he was not, as he was once young like
themselves. '.4re there,' said the prince, 'many such beings in the
world 2' ' Your highness,' snid the charioteer, ' there are many.' The
prince '?gain enquired, ' Shall I become thus old and decrepid 2' and he
was told that it was a state at which all beings must arrive."
The prince returns home and informs his father of his intention to
become an ascetic, seeing how undesirable is life tentling to such decay.
His father conjures him to put away such thoughts, ant1 to enjoy himself
with his princesses, and he strengthens the guards about the palaces.
Four months later like c.ircumstnnces recur, and the prince sees a leper,
and after the same interval a tiead hotly in corruption. I,lstly, he sees
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a religious recluse, radiant with peace and tranquillity, and resolves to
delay no longer. H e leaves his palace at night, after a look at his wife
Yasodhara ancl the boy just born to him, and betakes himself to the
forests of Magadha, where he passes seven years in extreme asceticism.
At the end of that time he attains the Buddhahood (see Hardy's AIanual,
p. 151, seqg.). The latter part of the story told by Marco, about the
body of the prince being brought to his father, kc., is erroneous. Sakya
was 80 years of age when he died under the Sfil trees in KusinAra.
In ignorance that the matter had been previously handled, I had prepared a long note upon the extraordinary conversion of the story of the
youthful Buddha into the Christian didactic romance of Barlaam and
Josaphat, written by St. John of Damascus in the 8th century, and
the still more extraordinary conversion which the popularity of that
romance brought about of BUDDHA
himself into a saint of the Greek and
Roman calendars, under the name of Saint Josaphat. But I have been
anticipated in this by Professor Max Miiller, who has treated the subject with characteristic learning and grace. (See Contemporary Revicic,
for July, 1870, On t/u APigrafion of Fables.)*
NOTE3.-Marco is not the only eminent person who has expressed
this view of Sakyamuni's life in such words. Prof. Max Miiller, in concluding his luminous exposition of the story just referred to, says : $'And
whatever we may think of the sanctity of saints, let those who doubt
the right of Buddha to a place among them, read the story of his life as
it is told in the Buddhistic canon. If he lived the life which is there
described, few saints have a better claim to the title than Buddha; ancl
no one either in the Greek or the Roman Church need be ashamed of
having paid to his memory the honour that was intended for St. Josaphat, the prince, the hermit, and the saint."
NOTE4.-This is curiously like a passage in the Wisdom of Solomon:
"Neque enim erant (idola) ab initio, neque erunt in perpetuum .
acerbo enim luctu dolens pater cito sibi rapti filii fecit imaginem : et
illum qui tunc quasi homo mortuus fuerat nunc tamquam deum colere
coepit, et constituit inter servos suos sacra et sacrificia" (xiv. 13-15).
The same story seems to be alluded to by Gower, though I know not
whence he takes it :-

..

"

Of CiropAarrrs seeth the h o k e
That he for sorow which he toke
Of that he sigh his sonne dede
Of comfort knewe none other rede

* Besides the many versions of the story itself, extending geographically from the
Icelandic to the Tagal of the Philippines, the episodes and apoloyes with which it is
rife have directly or indirectly furnished material to Poets and Story-tellers in various
ages and of very divers characters, r a g . , to Cower and to Boccaccio, to the compiler
of the Gesta Romanorum, to Shakspeare, and to the late W. Adams (author of Thr
Ai'rrg's i l f r s s c ~ ~ g ~I~recently
~).
saw in the Lil~raryof Monte Casino
a long French
I'oem on t l ~ cStory, ill a MS. of our T~.aveller'sape.
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But lete do make in remembrance
A faire image of his semblance,
And set it in the market place,
Whiche openly tofore his face
Stood every day to done him ease ;
And thei that than wolden please
'The Fader, shuld it obeye,
IVhen that thei comen thilke weye."
- I ~ u ~ t / ; . ~ s iAma,tlis,
o
lib. v. fol. xci. z.,
in London Ed. of 1544-

NOTE5.-Adam's Peak has for ages been a place of pilgrimage to
Buddhists, Hindus, and Mahomedans, and appears still to be so. Ibn
Hatuta says the hfussulman pilgrimage was instituted in the 10th century.
Maribmolli, on his visit to the mountain, mentions "another pilgrim, a
Saracen of Spain ; for many go on pilgrimage to Adam."
NOTE 6.-'I'he
Pdtm, or alms-pot, was the most valued legacy of
Buddha. It had served the three previous Buddhas of this world-period,
and was destined to serve the future one, Maitreya. The Great Asoka
sent it to Ceylon. Thence it was carried off by a Tamul chief in the
1st century, A.D., but brought back we know not how, and is still shown
in the Malagawa Vihara at Kandy. As usual in such cases, there were
rival reliques, for Fahian found the alms-pot preserved at Peshawar.
Hwen Thsang says in his time it was no longer there, but in Persia
(Korpperr, I. 5 26 ; Fah-hian, 11. 36 ; N; Thsang, 11. I 06.)
Sir J. Tennent, through Mr. Wylie of Shanghai, obtained the following curious extract refemng to Ceylon, from a Chinese work written in
1350 : <' In front of the image of Buddha there is a sacred bowl, which
is neither made of jade nor copper, nor iron ; it is of a purple colour,
and glossy, and when struck it sounds like glass. At the commencement of the Yuen dynasty (i.e., under Kublai) three separate envoys were
sent to obtain it." Sanang Setzen also corroborates Marco's statement :
" Thus did the Khaghan (Kublai) cause the sun of religion to rise over
the dark land of the Mongols ; he also procured from India images and
reliques of Buddha ; among others the Pdfra of Buddha, which was presented to him by the four kings (of the cardinal points), and also the
chandana chu" (a miraculous sandal-wood image). (Tennenf, I. 622 ;
Schmidt, p. I 19.)
'I'he text also says that several feefh of Buddha were preserved in
Ceylon, and that the Kaan's embassy obtained two molars. Doubtless
the envoys were imposed on ; no solitary case in the amazing history of
that relique, for the Llalada, or tooth-relique, seems in all historic times
to have been unique. This, '' the left canine tooth " of the Buddha, is
related to have been preserved for 800 years at Dantapura (" Oriontopolis"), in Kalinga, the modem Pliri or JaganPth. Here the Brahmins
once captured it and carried it off to Palibothra, where they tried in
vain to destroy it. Its n1iraculous resistance converted the king, who
sent it back to Kalinga. -4bout A.D. 31 I the daughter of King Guhasiva
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fled with it to Ceylon. In the beginning of the 14th century it was
captured by the 'Tamuls and carried to the Panclya country on the continent, but recovered some years later by King Parakrama III., who
went in person to treat for it. In 1560 the Portuguese got possession
of it ant1 took it to h a . 'The King of Pegu who then reigned, probably
the most powerful and wealthy monarch who has ever ruled in Further
India, nlade unlimited offers in exchange for the tooth; but the archbishop prevented the viceroy from yielding to these temptations, and it
was solen~nly pounded to
atoms by the prelate, then
cast into a charcoal fire, and
finally its ashes thrown into
the river of Goa.
. . ... The King of Pegu was,
I
however, infornled by a
crafty minister of the King
of Ceylon that only a sham
tooth had been destroyetl
by the Portuguese, and that
the real relique was still
safe. This he obtained by
extraordinary presents, and
the account of its reception
at Pegu, as quoted by Tennent from L)e Couto, is a
curious parallel to Marco's
narrative of the Great Kaan's
reception of the Ceylon reliclues at Cambaluc. 'The
-.- -_- .- -extraordinary object still so
.
.
- -..-A
.solemnlypreserved at Kandy
-- -. . --..
is another forgery, set up
a
Teeth of Buddha.
tin'e' So I. At Candy, after Tmnent.
about the
2 . At Puchal~,fmnl F o n u ~ ~ c .
the immediate result of the
viceroy's virtue was that two reliques were worshipped instead of one !
The possession of the tooth has always been a great object of desire
to Buddhist sovereigns. In the I I th century Ring Anarauhta, of Burmah, sent a mission to Ceylon to endeavour to procure it, but he could
obtain only a umiraculous emanation" of the relique. A tower to
contain the sacred tooth was (1855), however, one of the buildings in
the palace court of Amarapura. A few years ago the present King
of Burma repeated the mission of his remote predecessor, but obtained
only a model; and this has been deposited within the walls of the palace
at MandalC, the new capital. (Turnour in j. A. S. B., VI. 856, seyq. ;
Koeppen, I. 5 2 1 ; Tentrent, I. 388, 11. 198, seqg. ; MS. NYtr by Sir
A. Phayre; Missiou to Azw, 136.)

h
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Of the four eye-teeth of Sakya, one, it is related, passed to the heaven
of Indra ; the second to the capital of Gandhira ; the third to Kalinga ;
the fourth to the snake-gods. The Gandhfira tooth was perhaps, like
the almsbowl, camed off by a Sassanitl invasion, and may be identical
with that tooth of Fo, which the Chinese annals state to have been
brought to China in A.D. 530 by a Persian embassy. A tooth of Buddha
is now shown in a monastery at Fuchau ; but whether this be either the
Sassanian present, or that got from Ceylon by Kublai, is unknown.
Other teeth of Buddha were shown in Hwen Thsang's time at Balkh,
and at Kanauj. (Ko@rrr, u. s. ; Forfune, 11. 108 ; H Thsarrg, 11. 31,
2'53.)
NOTE7.-Fahian writes of the alms-pot at Peshfiwar, that poor people
could fill it with a few flowers, whilst a rich man should not be able to
d o so with loo, nay, with rooo or ~ o , o o obushels of rice ; a parable
doubtless originally carrying a lesson like Our Lord's remark on the
widow's mite, but which hardened eventually into some foolish story like
that in the text.
This Pdtra is the Holy Grail of Buddhism. Mystical powers of
nourishment are ascribed also to the Grail in the European legends.
German scholars have traced in the romances of the Grail remarkable
indications of Oriental origin. It is not impossible that the almspot of
Buddha was the prime source of them. Read the prophetic history of
the Pdtra as Fahian heard it in India ; its mysterious wanderings over
Asia till it is taken up into the Heaven Tusita, where Maitreya the Future
Buddha dwells. \\:hen it has disappeared from earth the Law gradually
perishes, and violence and wickedness more and more prevail :

-" What is i t ?
The phantom of a cup that comes and goes?
*
* * * Ifaman
Could toucll or see it, he was healed at once
By faith of all his ills. But then the times
Grew to such evil, that the holy cup
Was caught away to heaven and disappeared."
-Ttntryson's Huly Cruil.

C H A P T E R XVI.
CONCERNING
T H E GREAT PROVINCE
OF MAABAK,
WHICH IS CqLLEL,
I N D I A T H E GKEATEK,
A N D IS O N THE MAINLAND.

WHENyou leave the Island o f Seilan and sail westward
about 60 miles, you come to the great province o f

MAABAK
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which is styled INDIA
T H E GREATER;
it is the best of all
the Indies and is on the mainland.
You must know that in this province there are five
kings, who are own brothers. I will tell you about each in
turn. T h e Province is the finest and noblest in the
world.
A t this end of the Province reigns one of those five
Royal Brothers, who is a crowned King, and his name is
SONDER
BANDIDAVAR.In his kingdom they find very
fine and great pearls ; and I will tell you how they are got.'
You must know that the sea here forms a gulf between
the Island of Seilan and the main land. And all round this
gulf the water has a depth of no more than 1 0 gr 12
fathoms, and in some places no more than two fathoms.
T h e pearl-fishers take their vessels, great and small, and proceed into this gulf where they stop from the beginning of
April till the middle of May. They go first t o a place
called BETTELAR,and (then) go 60 miles into the gulf.
Here they cast anchor and shift from their large vessels into
small boats. You must know that the many merchants
who go divide into various companies, and each of these
must engage a number of men on wages, hiring them for
April and half of May. Of all the produce they have first
to pay the King, as his royalty, the tenth part. And they
must also pay those men who charm the great fishes to prevent them from injuring the divers whilst engaged in seeking
pearls under water, one twentieth part of all that they take.
These fish-charmers are termed Abraiaman; and their
charm holds good for that day only, for at night they
dissolve the charm so that the fishes can work mischief at
their will. These Abraiaman know also how to charm
beasts and birds and every living thing. When the men
have got into the small boats they jump into the water and
dive to the bottom, which may be at a depth of from 4 to
1 2 fithorns, and there they remain as long as they are able.
And theie they find the shells that contain the pearls [and
VOL. 11.
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these they put into a net bag tied round the waist, and
mount up to the surfice with them, and then dive anew.
When they can't hold their breath any longer they come
up again, and after a little down they go once more, and so
they go on all day].'
T h e shells are in fashion like oysters
or sea-hoods. And in these shells are found pearls, great
and small, of every kind, sticking in the flesh of the shellfish.
In this manner pearls are fished in great quantities, for
thence in fact come the pearls which are spread all over the
world. And I can tell you the King of that State hath
a very great receipt and treasure from his dues upon those
pearls.
As soon as the middle of May is past no more of those
pearl-shells are found there.
I t is true, however, that a
long way fiom that spot, some 300 miles distant, they are
also found; but that is in September and the first half of
October.

.

NOTE1.-MAABAR (Ma'ba'r) was the name given by the Mahomedans
at this time (13th and 14th centuries) to a tract corresponding in a
general way to what we call the Coronlandel Coast. The word in
Arabic signifies the Passage or Ferry, and may have referred either to
the communication with Ceylon, or, as is more probable, to its being in
that age the coast most frequented by travellers from Arabia and the
Gulf.* The name does not appear in Edrisi, nor I believe in any of the
older geographers, and the earliest use of it that I am aware of is in
Abdallatif s account of Egypt, a work written about I 203-4 (De S q Re[
dc Z'ERJiPt, p. 31). Abulfeda distinctly names Cape Comorin as the
point where Malabar ended and Ma'bar began, and other authority to
be quoted presently informs us that it extended to Nildwar, i.e., Nellore.
There are difficulties as to the particular locality of the port or city
which Polo visited in the territory of the Prince whom he calls Sondar
Bandi Llavar ; and there are like doubts as to the identification, from the
dark and scanty Tamul records, of the Prince himself, and the family to
which he belonged; though he is mentioned by more than one foreign
writer besides Polo.

*

So the Barbary coast from Tunis westward was called by the Arabs R ~ Y - u l As. for
Jan. 1846, p. 228).
'Adz~aA,"Terra 'I'ransitb," because thence they used to pass into Spain J('
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Thus Wasdf: " Ma'bar extends in length from Kaulaln to Niliwar,
nearly 300 parasangs along the seacoast; and in the language of that
country the king is called Dewar, which signifies, "the Lord of Empire."
The curiosities of Chin and Michin, and the beautiful products of Hind
and Sind, laden on large ships which they call jurtks, sailing like mountains
with the wings of the wind on the surface of the water, are always
arriving there. The wealth of the Isles of the Persian Gulf in particular,
and in part the beauty and adornment of other countries, from 'Irak and
K h u d d n as far as Rbm and Europe, are derived from Ma'bar, which is
so situated as to be the key of Hind.
" A few years since the DEWARwas SUNDARPANDI,who had three
brothers, each of whom established himself in independence in some
different country. The eminent prince, the Margrave (iWhrzbrfn) of
Hind, Taki-uddin Abdu-r Rahmin, son of Muhammad-ut-Tibi, whose
virtues and accomplishments have for a long time been the theme of
praise and admiratiori among the chief inhabitants of that beautiful
country, was the Dewar's deputy, minister, and adviser, and was a man
of sound judgment. Fattan, Malifattan and Kiil * were made over to
his possession.
. . . I n the months of the year 692 H. (A.D. 1293)
the above-mentioned Dewar, the ruler of Ma'bar, died and left behind
him much wealth and treasure. I t is related by Malik-ul-Islim Jam&
uddln, that out of that treasure 7000 oxen laden with precious stones
and pure gold and silver fell to the share of the brother who succeeded
him. Malik-i 'Azam Taki-uddin continued prime minister as before, and
in fact ruler of that kingdom, and his glory and magnificence were
raised a thousand times higher." t

..

* Wassaf has Fiton, Mali Filan, Agbil, and meant the names so, as he shows by
silly puns. For my justification in presuming to correct the names, I must refer to
A'. As.
for 1869, on Rashiduddin's Geography.
an article, in the
f The same information is given in almost the same terms by Rashiduddin (see
Elliot, I. 69). But he (at least in Elliot's translation) makes S h a d h 3maaIuddin the
successor of the Dewar, instead of merely the narrator of the circumstances. This is
evidently a mistake, probably of transcription, and Wassaf gives us the true version.
The members of the Arab family bearing the surname of Al-Thaibi (or Thibi)
appear to have been powerful on the coasts of the Indian Sea at this time. I. The
Malik-ul-Islam Jumaluddin Ibrahim A1 Thaibi was Farmer-General of Fars, besides
k i n g quasi-independent Prince of Kais and other Islands in the Persian Gulf, and
at the time of his death (1306) governor of Shiraz. H e had the horse trade with
India greatly in his hands, as is mentioned in a note (7) on next chapter. 2. The
son of Jumaluddin, Fakhruddin Ahmed, goes ambassador to the Great Kaan in 1297,
and dies near the wast of Ma'bar on his way back in 1305. A Fakhruddin Ahmed
Bin Ibalrim al-Thaibi also appears in Hammer's extracts as ruler of Hormuz about
the time of Polo's return (see ante vol. I. p. 114) ; and though he is there represented as opposed by Shaikh Jumaluddin (perhaps through one of Hammer's too
frequent confusions), one should suppose that he must be the son just mentioned.
3. Takiuddin AbdurrahmQn, the Wnzir and hfarzMn in Ma'bar ; who was succeeded
in that position by his son Surajuddin, and his grandson Nilamuddin. (rfchnn. 11.
49-j0, 197-8, 205-6 ; Ell&, 111. 32, 34-5, 45-7.)
T 2
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Seventeen years later ( I 3 KO)Wasdf introduces another king of Ma'bar
called Kales Dnuar, who had ruled for 40 years in prosperity, and had
accumulated in the treasury of Shahr-Mandi (i.c., as Dr. Caldwell informs
me MADURA,entitled by the Mahomedan invaders Shahr-Pandi, and
still occasionally mispronounced Shahr-Malmi) 1 2 0 0 crores (!) in gold.
H e had two sons, SUNDAR
BANDIby a lawful wife, and Pirabandi (Vira
I'andi ?) illegitimate. H e designated the latter as his successor. Sundar
Randi, enraged at this, slew his father and took forcible possession of
Shahr-Mandi and its treasures. Pirabandi succeeded in driving him out ;
Sundar Bandi went to AlAuddin, Sultan of Delhi, and sought help. T h e
Sultan eventually sent his general Hadrdinlri (alias Malik Kafdr) to
conquer hfa'bar.
In the 3rd (as yet unpublished) volume of Elliot we find some of the
same main facts, with some differences and greater details, as recounted
by Amir Khusnt Bir Pandiya and Sundara Pandiya are the Rais of
hia'bar, and are at war with one another, when the army of Alabddin,
after reducing Biliil Deo of Dwara Samudra, descends upon Ma'bar
in the beginning of 131I (p. 87, scqq.).
We see here two rulers of Ma'bar, within less than 20 years, bearing
the name of Sundara Pandi.
In a note with which Dr. Caldwell has favoured me he considers
that the Sundar Bandi of Polo and the Persian Historians is undoubtedly
to be identified with Sundara Pandi Devar, in the Tamul catalogues the
last king of the ancient Pandya line, and who was (says Dr. Caldwell)
"succeeded by Mahomedans, by a new line of Pandyas, by the NAY&
Kings, by the Nabobs of Arcot, and finally by the English. H e became
for a time a Jaina, but was reconverted to the worship of Siva, when his
name was changed from Kurt or Kubja, '' Crook-backed," to Sundarn
"Beautiful," in accordance with a change which then took place, the
Saivas wy, in his personal appearance. Probably his name, from the
beginning, was Sundara . . . In the illscriptions belonging to the
period of his reign he is invariably represented, not as a joint king
or viceroy, but as an absolute monarch ruling over a n extensive tract of
country, including the Chola county or Tanjore, and Conjeveram, and as
the only possessor for the time being of the title Pandi Dmar. I t is
clear from the agreement of Rashiduddin with Marco Polo that Sundara
Pandi's power was shared in some way with his brothers, but it seems
certain also from the inscriptions that there was a sense in which h e alone
was king."
I do not give the whole of Dr. Caldwell's remarks on this subject
because he had not before him the whole of the information from the Musulman historians which shows so clearly that t w o princes bearing the name
of Sundara Pandi are mentioned by them, and because I cannot see my
\vay to adopt his view, great as is the weight due to his opinion on any
such question.
Estri~ordinarydarkness hangs over the chronology of the South

.
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Indian kingdoms, as we may judge from the fact that Dr. Cnldwell would
thus place at the end of the 13th century, on the evidence of Polo and
Rashiduddin, the reign of the last of the genuine Pandya kings, whom
other calculations place earlier even by centuries. Thus, to omit views
more extravagant, Mr. Nelson, the learned official historian of Madura,
supposes it on the whole most probable that Kun Pandya, alias Sundara,
reigned in the latter half of the 11th century. "The Sri Tala Book,
which appears to have been written about 60 years ago, and was probably
complied from brief Tamil chronicles then in existence, shtes that the
Pandya race became extinct upon the death of Kdn Pandya; and the
children of concubines and of younger brothers who (had) lived in former
ages, fought against one another, split up the country into factions, and
got themselves crowned, and ruled one in one place, another in another.
But none of these families succeeded in getting possession of Madura,
the capital, which consequently fell into decay. And further on it tells
us, rather inconsistently, that up to A.D. 1324 the kings, ' who ruled the
Madura country were part of the time Pandyas, at other times foreigners.' "
And a variety of traditions referred to by Mr. Nelson appear to interpose
such a period of unsettlement and shifting and divided sovereignty,
extending over a considerable time, between the end of the genuine
Pandya Dynasty and the Mahomedan invasion ; whilst lists of numerous
princes who reigned in this period have been handed down. Now we
have just seen that the Mahomedan invasion took place in 13 I I, and we
must throw aside the traditions and the lists altogether if we suppose
that the Sundara Pandi of 1292 was the last prince of the Old Line.
Indeed, though the indication is faint, the manner in which WassAf
speaks of Polo's Sundara and his brothers as having established themselves in different territories, and as in constant war with each other, is
suggestive of the s h t e of unsettlement which the Sri Tala and the traditions describe.
There is a difficulty in co-ordinating these four or five brothers at
constant war, whom Polo found in possession of different provinces
of Ma'bar about 1290, with the Devar Kalesa, of whom Wassdf speaks as
slain in 1310 after a prosperous reign of 40 years. Possibly the brothers
were adventurers who had divided the coast districts, whilst Kalesa still
.reigned with a more legitimate claim at Shahr-Mandi or Madura And
it is worthy of notice that the Ceylon Annals call the Pandi king whose
army carried off the sacred tooth in 1303 KulaFaikera, a name which we
may easily believe to represent W a s d f s Kalesa. (NeIsm's Maduro, 55,
67, 71-75 ; Turnmcr's E ' i h e , p. 47.)
As regards the position of the port of Ma'bar visited, but not named,
by Marco Polo, and at or near which his Sundara Pandi seems to have
resided, I am inclined to look for it rather in Tanjore than on the Gulf
of Manar south of the Rarneshwaram shallows. The difficulties in this
view are the indication of its being " 60 miles west of Ceylon," and the
special mention of the Pearl Fishery in connexion with it. We cannot
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however lay much stress upon Polo's orientation. When his general
direction is from east to west, every new place reached is for him v c s f of
that last visited; whilst the Kaveri Delta is as near the north point of
Ceylon as Ramnad is to Aripo. The pearl difficulty may be solved by
the probability that the dominion of Sonder Bandi exfenncd to the coast
of the Gulf of hfanar.
On the other hand Polo, below (chap. xx.), calls the province of
Sundara Pandi Soli, which we can scarcely doubt to be Chola or Soladtsnm, i.e., Tanjore. H e calls it also "the best and noblest Province of
India," a description which even with his limited knowledge of India he
would scarcely apply to the coast of Ramnad, but which might be justifiably applied to the well-watered plains of Tanjore, even when as yet
Arthur Cotton was not. Let it be noticed too that Polo in speaking
(chapter xix.) of Mutfili (or Telingana) specifies its distance from
Ma'bar as if he had made the run by sea from one to the other; but
afterwards when he proceeds to speak of Cnil, which stands on the Gulf
of Manar, he does not specify its position or distance in regard to
Sundara Pandi's territory; an omission which he would not have been
likely to make had both lain on the Gulf of Manar.
Abulfeda tells us that the capital of the Prince of Ma'bar, who was
the great horse-importer, was ~zlleclB;yyardd7r~al.* The name is perplexing, but it now appears in the extracts from Amir Khusru (Elliot, 111.
go-gx), as Birri/ltil the capital of Bir Pandi mentioned above, whilst
Madura was the residence of his brother, the later Sundara Pandi.
And from the indications in those extracts it can be gathered, I think,
that Rirdhul was not far from the Raveri (called KBnobari), not far from
the sea, and 5 or 6 days' m y h from Madura. These intlications point
to Tanjore or some other ~ ~ int the
y Kaveri Delta. I should suppose
that this Rirdhdl was the capital of Polo's Sundara Pandi, and that the
port visited was either Negapatam or Kaveripatam. The latter uvs
a great sea-port at one of the mouths of the Kaveri, which is said to have
been destroyed by an inundation about the year 1300.
Some corroboration of the supposition that the Tanjore ports were
those frequented by Chinese trade may be found in the fact that a
remarkable Pagoda of uncemented brickwork, about a mile to the N.W.
of Negapatam, popularly bears (or bore) the name of the Chines: Pagoda I do not mean to imply that the building was Chinese, but that the
application of that name to a ruin of strange character pointed to some
tradition of Chinese visitors. Sir Walter Elliott, to whom I am indebted
for the sketch of it given on next page, states that this building differed
essentially from any type of Hindu architecture with which he was
acquainted, but being without inscription or sculpture it was impossible
to assign to it any authentic origin. Negapatam was, however, cele-
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brated as a seat of BuaWiisf worship, and this may have been a remnant
of their work. In 1846 it consisted of 3 stories divided by cornices of
stepped brickwork. The interior was open to the top, and showed the
marks of a floor about 20 feet from the ground. Its general appearance
is shown by the cut. This interesting building was reported in 1859to
be in too dilapidated a state for repair, and I believe it now exists no
longer. Sir W. Elliott also tells me that collectors employed by him
picked up in the sand, at several stations on this coast, numerous Byzantine and Chime as well.as Hindu coins. The brickwork of the pagoda,
as described by him, very fine and closely fitted but without cement, corresponds to that of the Burmese and Ceylonese medieval Buddhist buildings. The archifecft~rehas a slight resemblance to that of Pollanarua in
Ceylon (see F'gusson, 11. p. 5I 2). (Abulf: in G i l d e r ~ f e r ,p. I 85 ;
NcIson, part 11. p. 27, seqq.; Taylor's Cataiogae Raisonni, 111. 386-89.j

Chinese P a g d (so called) at Negapatam. From a sketch tak, n in 1 8 4 by Sir Walter EUbtt.

Ma'bar is mentioned (Maparh) in the Chinese Annals as one of the
foreign kingdoms which sent tribute to Kublai in I 286 (supra, p. 239) ;
and Pauthier has given some very curious and novel extracts from
Chinese sources regarding the diplomatic intercourse with Ma'bar in
1280 and the following years. Among other points these mention the
" five brothers who were Sultans " ( S d a n ) , an envoy Chamalatirrg
(Jumaluddin) who had been sent from Ma'bar to the Mongol Court, kc.
(see pp. 603, seqq.).
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NOTE 2.-Marco's
account of the pearl-fishery is still substantially
correct. Marsden has identified BcHElur the rendezvous of the fishery
with Vedala or V&lay
on the spit near Rameshwaram. But it seems
to me highly probable that the place intended may have been PATLAM
on
the coast of Ceylon, called by Ibn Batuta Baffhctla. Though the centre
of the pearl-fishery is now at Aripo and Kondachi further north, its site
has varied sometimes as low as Chilaw, the name of which is, according
to Tennent, a corruption of that given by the Tamuls, Salabham, " T h e
Sea of Gain." (Ceylon, I. 440; PriXhrn, 409; Ibn Baf. IV. 166 ;
Ribeyro, ed. Columbo, 1847, App. p. 196.)
The sharkcharmers do not now seem to have any claim to be called
Abraiaman or Brahmans, but they may have been so in former days. A t
the diamond-mines of the northern Circars Brahmans are employed
in the analogous ofice of propitiating the tutelary genii. The sharkcharmers are called in Tamul Kalial-Katti, and in Hindustani Hki-bandu
or " Shark-binders." At Aripo they belong to one family, supposed t o
have the monopoly of the charm. The chief operator is (or was, not
many years ago) paid by Government, and he also received ten oysters
from each boat daily during the fishery. Tennent, on his visit, found
the incumbent of the office to be a Roman Catholic Christian, but that
did not seem to affect the exercise or the validity of his functions. It is
remarkable that, when Tennent wrote, not more than one authenticated
accident from sharks had taken place, during the whole period of the
British occupation.
The time of the fishery is a little earlier than Marco mentions, viz.,
in March and April, just between the cessation of the N.E. and commencement of the S.W. monsoon. His statement of the depth is quite
correct ; the diving is carried on in water of 4 to 10 fathoms deep, and
never in a greater depth than thirteen.
I do not know what is the site of the other fishery to which h e
alludes as practised in September and October, but it may have been on
the east side of the island, for I see that in 1750 there was a fishery a t
Trincomalee. (Stewart in Trans. R. A. S., 111. 456, seqq.; Pn./ram,
u. s. ; Tenmf, I I. 564-5 ; Ribeyro, as above, Ap. p. I 96.)

CHAPTER XVII.
CONTINUES
TO

SPEAK O F T H E

PROVINCE
OF MAABAR.

Y o u must know that in all this Province o f Maabar there
is never a Tailor to cut a coat or stitch it, seeing that
everybody goes naked I For tlecency only they tfo wear a
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scrap of cloth ; and so 'tis with men and women, with rich
and poor, aye, and with the King himself, except what
I am going to mention.'
I t is a fact that the King goes as bare as the rest, only
round his loins he has a piece of fine cloth, and round his
neck he has a necklace entirely of precious stones,-rubies,
sapphires, emeralds and the like, insomuch that this collar
is of great value.' H e wears also hanging in front of his
chest from the neck downwards, a fine silk thread strung
with 104 large pearls and rubies of great price. T h e reason
why he wears this cord with the 104great pearls and rubies,
is (according to what they tell) that every day, morning
and evening, he has to say 104prayers to his idols. Such
is their religion, and their custom. And thus did all the
Kings his ancestors before him, and they bequeathed the
string of pearls to him that he should do the like. [The
prayer that they say daily consists of these words, Pacauta !
Pacauta ! Pacauta ! And this they repeat 104 time^.^]
The King aforesaid also wears on his arms three golden
bracelets thickly set with pearls of great value, and anklets
also of like kind he wears on his legs, and rings on his toes
likewise. So let me tell you, what this King wears, between
gold and gems and pearls, is worth more than a city's
ransom. And 'tis no wonder; for he hath great store of
such gear; and besides they are found in his kingdom.
Moreover nobody is permitted to take out of the kingdom
a pearl weighing more than half a saggio,unless he manages
to do it secretly.' This order has been given because the
King desires to reserve all such to himself; and so in fact
the quantity he has is something almost incredible. Moreover several times every year he sends his procla~nation
through the realm that if any one who possesses a pearl or
stone of great value will bring it to him, he will pay for it
twice as much as it cost. Everybody is glad to do this,
and thus the King gets all into his own hands, giving every
man his price.
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Furthermore, this King hath some five hundred wives,
for whenever he hears of a beautiful damsel he takes her to
wife. Indeed he did a very sorry deed as I shall tell you.
For seeing that his brother had a handsome wife, he took
her by force and kept her for himself. His brother, being a
discreet man, took the thing quietly and made no noise
about it. T h e King hath many children.
And there are about the King a number of Barons in
attendance upon him. These ride with .him, and keep
always near him, and have great authority in the kingdom ;
they are called the King's Trusty Lieges. And you must
know that when the King dies, and they put him on the
fire to burn him, these Lieges cast themselves into the fire
round about his body, and suffer themselves to be burnt
along with him. For they say they hale been his comrades
in this world, and that they ought also to keep him company in the other worltl.'
When the King dies none of his children dares to
touch his treasure. For they say, "as our father did gather
together all this treasure, so we ought to accumulate as
much in our turn." And in this way it comes to pass that
there is an immensity of treasure accumulated in this
king~lom.~
Here are no horses bred ; and thus a great part of the
wealth of the country is wasted in purchasing horses ; I will
tell you how. You must know that the merchants of Krs
and HORMES,
DOFAKand SOERand ADEN collect great
numbers of destriers and other horses, and these they bring
to the territories of this King, and of his four brothers, who
are kings likewise as I told you. For a horse will fetch
among them 500 saggi of gold, worth more than IOO
marks of silver, and vast numbers are sold there every year.
Indeed this King wants to buy more than zooo horses
every year, and so do his four brothers who are kings
likewise. T h e reason why they want so many horses every
year is that by the end of the year there shall not be one
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hundred of them remaining, for they all die off. And this
arises from mismanagement, for those people do not know
in the least how to treat a horse; and besides they have
no farriers. The horse-merchants not only never bring
any farriers with them, but also prevent any farrier from
going thither, lest that should in any degree baulk the sale
of horses, which brings them in every year such vast gains.
They bring these horses by sea aboard ship.'
They have in this country the custom which I am
going to relate. When a man is doomed to die for any
crime, he may declare that he will put himself to death in
honour of such or such an idol ; and the government then
grants him permission to do so. His kinsfolk and friends
then set him up on a cart, and provide him with twelve
knives, and proceed to conduct him all about the city,
proclaiming aloud : " This valiant man is going to slay
himself for the love of (such an idol)." And when they
be come to the place of execution he takes a knife and
sticks it through his arm, and cries : " I slay myself for the
love of (such a god) !" Then he takes another knife and
sticks it through his other arm, and takes a third knife
and runs it into his belly, and so on until he kills himself
outright. And when he is dead his kinsfolk take the body
and burn it with a joyfill celebration.'
Many of the
women also, when their husbands die and are placed on
the pile to be burnt, do burn themselves along with the
bodies. And such women as do this have great praise
from all.9
The people are Idolaters, and many of them worship
the ox, because (say they), it is a creature of such excellence. They would not eat beef for anything in the world,
nor would they on any account kill an ox. But there is
another class of people who are called Govy, and these are
very glad to eat beef, though they dare not kill the animal.
Howbeit if an ox dies, naturally or otherwise, then they
eat him."
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And let me tell you, the people of this country have
a custom of rubbing their houses all over with cow-dung."
Moreover all of them, great and small, King and Barons
included, do sit upon the ground only, and the reason they
give is that this is the most honourable way to sit, because
we all spring from the Earth and to the Earth we must
return; so no one can pay the Earth too much honour,
and no one ought to despise it.
And about that race of Govis, I should tell you that
nothing on earth would induce them to enter the place
where Messer St. Thomas is-I mean where his body lies,
which is in a certain city of the province of Maabar.
Indeed, were even 20 or 30 men to lay hold of one of these
Govis and to try to hold him in the place where the Body
of the Biessed Apostle of Jesus Christ lies buried, they
could not do it ! Such is the influence of the Saint ; for it
was by people of this generation that he was slain, as you
shall presently hear."
N o wheat grows in this province, but rice only.
And another strange thing to be told is that there is no
possibility of breeding horses in this country, as hath often
been proved by trial. For even when a great blood-mare
here has been covered by a great blood-horse, the produce
is nothing but a wretched wry-legged weed, not fit to
ride.''
T h e people of the country go to battle all naked, with
only a lance and a shield ; and they are most wretched
soldiers. They will kill neither beast nor bird, nor anything that hath life ; and for such animal food as they eat,
they make the Saracens, or others who are not of their own
religion, play the butcher.
I t is their practice that every one, male and female, do
wash the whole body twice every day ; and those who do
not wash are looked on much as we look on the Patarins.
[You must know also that in eating they use the right
hand only, and would on no account touch their food with
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the left hand. All cleanly and becoming uses are ministered to by the right hand, whilst the lefi is reserved for
uncleanly and disagreeable necessities, such as cleansing the
secret parts of the body and the like. So also they drink
only From drinking vessels, and every man hath his own;
nor will any one drink from another's vessel. And when
they drink they do not put the vessel to the lips, but hold
it aloft and let the drink spout into the mouth. N o one
would on any account touch the vessel with his mouth,
nor give a stranger drink with it. But if the stranger have
no vessel of his own they will pour the drink into his hands
and he may thus drink from his hands as from a cup.]
They are very strict in executing justice upon criminals,
and as strict in abstaining from wine. Indeed they have made
a rule that wine-drinkers and seafaring men are never to be
accepted as sureties. For they say8that to be a seafaring
man is all the same as to be an utter desperado, and that
his testimony is good for nothing. Howbeit they look on
lechery as no sin.
[They have the following rule about debts. If a debtor
. shall have been several times asked by his creditor for payment, and shall have put him off from day to day with
promises, then if the creditor can once meet the debtor
and succeed in drawing a circle round him, the latter must
not pass out of this circle until he shall have satisfied the
claim, or given security for its discharge. If he in any
other case presume to pass the circle he is punished with
death as a transgressor against right and justice. And the
said Messer Marco, when in this kingdom on his return
home, did himself witness a case of this. I t was the King,
who owed a foreign merchant a certain sum of money, and
though the claim had often been presented, he always put
it off with promises. Now, one day when the King was
riding through the city, the merchant found his opportunity and drew a circle round both King and horse. T h e
King, on seeing this, halted, and would ride no further;
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nor did he stir from the spot until the merchant was
satisfied. And when the bystanders saw this they marvelled
greatly, saying that the King was a most just King indeed,
having thus submitted to justice.'+]
You must know that the heat here is sometimes so
great that 'tis something wonderful. And rain falls only
for three months in the year, viz., in June, July, and
August. Indeed but for the rain that falls in these three
months, refreshing the earth and cooling the air, the drought
would be so great that no one could exist.''
They have many experts in an art which they call Physiognomy, by which they discern a man's character and
qualities at once. They also know the import of meeting
with any particular bird or beast; for such omens are
regarded by them more than by any people in the world.
'I'hus if a man is going along the road and hears some one
sneeze, if he deems it (say) a good token for himself he
goes on, but if otherwise he stops a bit, or peradventure
turns back altogether from his journey.16
As soon as a child is born they write down his nativity,
that is to say the day and hour, the month, and the moon's.
age. This custom they observe because every single thing
they do is done with reference to astrology, and by advice
of diviners skilled in Sorcery and Magic and Geomancy, and
such like diabolical arts; and some of them are also
acquainted with Astrology.
[All parents who have male children, as soon as these
have attained the age of 13, dismiss them from their home,
and do not allow them further maintenance in the hmily.
For they say that the boys are then of an age to get their
living by trade; so off they pack them with some 20 or
four and twenty groats, or at least with money equivalent
to that. And these urchins are running about all day from
pillar to post, buying and selling. At the time of the
pearl-fishery they run to the beach and purchase, from
the fishers or others, five or six pearls, according to their
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ability, and take these to the merchants, who are keeping
indoors for fear of the sun, and say to them : " These cost
me such a price; now give me what profit you please
on them." So the merchant gives something over the cost
price for their profit. They do in the same way with many
other articles, so that they become trained t o be very dexterous and keen traders. And every day they take their
food to their mothers to be cooked and serveci, but do not
eat a scrap at the expense of their fathers.]
In this kingdom and all over India the birds and beasts
are entirely different from ours, all but one bird which
is exactly like ours, and that is the Quail. But everything
else is totally different. For example they have bats,I mean those birds that fly by night and have no feathers
of any kind ;-well their birds of this kind are as big as a
goshawk I Their goshawks again are as black as crows,
a good deal bigger than ours, and very swift and sure.
Another strange thing is that they feed their horses with
boiled rice and boiled meat, and various other kinds of
cooked food. That is the reason why all the horses die oK'7
They have certain abbeys in which are gods and goddesses t o whom many young girls are consecrated ; their
fathers and mothers presenting them to that idol for which
they entertain the greatest devotion. And when the [monks]
of a convent * desire to make a feast to their god, they
send for all those consecrated damsels and make them sing
and dance before the idol with great festivity. They also
bring meats to feed their idol withal, that is to say the
damsels prepare dishes of meat and other good things and
put the food before the idol, and leave it there a good
while, and then the damsels all go to their dancing and
singing and festivity for about as long as a great Baron
might require to eat his dinner. By that time they say

* The ( G . T.). has rrtdns, " Li ~rosnairrdo nrostz2r." Bnt in Rnmusio it is n ~ ~ n k s ,
which is Inore probable, and I have adopted it.
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the spirit of the idols has consumed the substance of the
food, so they remove the viands t o be eaten by themselves with great jollity.
This is performed by these
damsels several times every year until they are married.'"
[The reason assigned for summoning the damsels to
these feasts is, as the monks say, that the god is vexed and
angry with the goddess, and will hold no communication with
her; and they say that if peace be not established between
them things will go from bad to worse, and they never will
bestow their grace and benediction. So they make those
girls come in the way described, to dance and sing, all but
naked, before the god and the goddess. And those people
believe that the god often solaces himself with the society
of the goddess.
The men of this country have their beds made of very
light canework, so arranged that, when they have got in
and are going to sleep, they are drawn up by cords nearly
to the ceiling and fixed there for the night. This is done
to get out of the way of tarantulas which give terrible
bites, as well as of fleas and such vermin, and at the same
time to get as much air as possible in the great heat which
reva ails in that region. Not that everybody does this,
but only the nobles and great folks, for the others sleep on
the streets.'9]
Now I have told you about this kingdom of the province of Maabar, and I must pass on to the other kingdoms
of the same province, for I have much to tell of their peculiarities.
NOTE 1.-Ibn Batuta describes the King of Calicut, the great a Zamorin," coming down to the beach to see the wreck of certain Junks ;"his clothing consisted of a great piece of white stuff rolled about him
from the navel to the knees, and a little bit of a turban on his head ;
his feet were bare, and a young slave camed an umbrella over him."
(IV. 97.)
NOTE2.-The necklace taken from the neck of the Hindu King
Jaipil, captured by Mahmdd in AD. 1001, was composed of large pearls,
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rubies, kc., and was valued at 200,ooo riintfrs, or a good deal more than
100,0002. (Elliott, 11. 26.) Compare Correa's account of the King of
Calicut, in Stanley's K cia G a r a , 194.
N o . ~ E3.-'l'he
word is printed in Ramusio Pacauca, but no tloubt
Pacauta is the true reading. Dr. Caldwell has favoured me with a note
on this : " 'I'he word . . . . was probably Bagaz*lior Ayzotf, the Tamil
form of the vocative of Bhagazmta, " Lord," pronouncetl in the 'I'an~il
manner. This wor&lis frequently repeated by Hindus of all sects in
the utterance of their sacred formula, especially by Vaishnava devotees,
some of whom go about repeating this one word alone. When I mentioned Marco Polo's word to two learned Hindus at different times, they
said, ' No doubt he meant Bagzzva.'* The Saiva Rosary contains 32
beads ; the doubled form of the same, sometimes used, contains 64 ; the
Vaishnava Rosary contains 108. Possibly the latter may have heen
meant by Marco."
\\'ard says : "The Hindds believe the repetition of the name of God
is an act of adoration . . . . JZ@i (as this act is callcdj makes an essen. The worshipper, taking a string of
tial part of the daily worship.
beads, repeats the name of his guardian deity, or that of any other god,
counting by his beads 10, 28, 108, 208, adding to every 108 not less
than roo more. (Madras ed. 1863, p. 217-18.)
No doubt the number in the text should have been 108, which is npparently a mystic number among both Brahmans and Buddhists. Thus at
Gautama's birth 108 Brahmans were summoned to foretell his destiny ;
round the great IVhite Pagoda at Peking are 108 pillars for illumination ;
108 is the number of volumes constituting the Tibetan scripture called
K a h ~ u r ;the merit of copying this work is enhanced by the quality of
the ink used, thus a copy in red is 108 times more meritorious than one
in black, one in silver 108%times, one in gold loga times ; according
to the Malabar Chronicle Parasurama established in that country 108
Iswars, 108 places of worship, and 108 Durga images; 108 rupees is
frequently a sum devoted to alms ; the rules of the Chinese Triad Society
assign 1d8 blows as the punishment for certain offences, &c., &c. I find
a Tibetan 'I'ract quoted (by Ki~pprti,11. 284) as entitled "The Entire
Victor over all the 104 Devils," and this is the only example I have met
with of 104 as a mystic number.
NOTE 4.-The
Saggio, here as elsewhere, probably st:ul~ls for the
~Ifi++dZ.
NOTE5.-This is stated also by Abu &id in the beginning of the
loth century. And Reinaud in his note refers to Rlas'udi, who has a
like passage in which he gives a name to these companions exactly correspon(1ing to Polo's Fioilz or 'Trusty Lieges : "\Vhen a King in India
dies, marly persons voluntarily burn themselves with him. These are
cailetl Ba2drrjnrij.ah (sing. Baln't~jor),as if you shoultl say ' Faithfill

..

hl. l'authier has suggested thc same explanation in his notes.

Friends' of the deceased, whose life was life to them, and whose death
was death to them." (Anc. Rr/. I. 1 2 1 and note ; Mas. 11. 85.)
Rarbosa briefly notices a like institution in reference to the King of
Narsinga, i.e., Vijayanagnr (Rarn. I. f. 302). Another form of the same
I~ondseems to be that mentionetl by other travellers as prevalent in
hlalabar, where certain of the Nairs bore the name of Amuki, and were
bound not only to defend the King's life with their own, but, if he fell,
to sacrifice themselves by dashing among the enemy and slaying until
slain. Even Christian cl1urc:hes in h1alal)ar had such hereditary Anruki.
(See P. Yir~c.Maria. T3k. IV. ch. vii. and Cesarc Federici in Ham. 111.
390.) There can I,e littledoubt thnt this is the Xlalay Amrrk, which
would therefore appear to be of Indian origin, both in name and practice. I see that I)e Gubernatis, without noticing the hialay phmse,
traces the tern1 applied to the Malabar champions to the Sanskrit
Arnokhyn, I' indissoluble," and Anrukfrz, " not free, bound " (I'icc. Bruic.
h/.
I. 88). ?'he same practice by which the followers of a defe;tted
prince devote themselves in arrtuk, (71u/gu running a-trtuck), is called in
the island of Dali Rela, a term applied also to one kind offemale Suttee,
])robably from S. Ba/, " a sacrifice." (See 3t-ictl'rich in Bafaoian Trans.
XXIII.) In the Baldnjnr of hlas'udi we have probably the same word,
conlpountled perhaps with arrsir '&fire,"or with ariug, 'la follower." The
King of the Russians in the 10th century, according to Ibn Fozlan, had
400 followers bound by the like bond; and so, at an earlier date,
according to a quotation in Athenaeus, had the king of a Celtic tribe
called Sotiani. His 600 Fioi/z were called Sil(71z'trri. or " I3ound under
a Vow," to live and die with him. (Ei-arhr~,1). 2 2 ; Yor~ge'sAfhrti. VI.
54.) The Likantanhilns of the Abyssinian kings, who in battle wear
the salne dress with their master to mislead the enemy-"Sin
Richm o n d ~in the field "--form apparently a kindred institution.
NOTE6.-However frequent may have been wars between adjoining
states, the south of the peninsu!a appears to have been for ages free
from foreign invasion until the 1)elhi expeditions, which occurred a few
years later than our traveller's visit; and there are many testimonies
to the enormous accumulations of treasure. (;old, according to the
il4nsa'lnR-al-Absdr, had been flowing into India for 3000 years, and had
never been exported. Firishta speaks of the enormous spoils carrietl
off by Aliuddin, every soldier's share amounting to 25 lbs. of gold !
Some years later Mahomed Tughlak loads 2 0 0 elephants and several
thousand bullocks with the precious spoil of a single temple. \Ve have
quoted a like statement from IVassfif as to the wealth found in the
treasury of this very Sundara Pandi Dewar, but the same author goes
far beyond this when he tells that Kales Ilewar, Raja of Ma'abar about
1309, had accumulateti 1 2 0 0 crores of gold, i . ~ . , 1 2 , 0 0 0 millions of
dinars, enough to girdle the earth with a fourfold belt of bemnrs !
(,Y anti E. XIII. 2 I 8, 220-1 ; B r i m ' s Firishfa, I. 373-4 ; Har~trncr's
Z/khffrls, 11. 205.)
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NOTE7.-Of
the ports mentioned as exporting horses to India we
h a \ e alre.1dy made acquaintance with K A I S and HORMUZ;of DOFAR
and ADEN\\e shall hear further on ; Soer is S U H ~ Rthe
, former capital
of Oman, and st111 a place of some little trade. Etlrisi calls it 'lone of
the oldebt cities of Oman, and of the richest. Anciently it was frequented
by merchants from all parts of the world ; and voyages to China used to
be made from it." (I. 152.)
Rashiduddin and \\'assif have identical statements about the horsetrade, and so similar to Polo's in this chapter that one almost suspects that Ile nlust have been their authority. \\.'assAf says: " I t was
a matter of agreement that Malik-ul-IslQm Jamdluddin and the merchants should embark every year from the island of K A I and
~ land a t
MA'RAR1400 horses of his own breed. . . . . I t was also agreed that
he should embark as many as he could procure from all the isles of
Persia, such as KAtif, Lahsri, Bahrein, Hurmuz, and KalhQtd. T h e
price of each horse was fixed from of old a t 2 2 0 dinars of red goltl, on
this condition, that if any horses shoulrl happen to die, the value of
them should be pait1 from the royal treasury. I t is related by authentic
writers that in the reign of A t i l ~ e kAbu Bakr (of Fars) ro,ooo horses
were annually esportetl from these places to RIa'bar, Kambdyat, and
other ports in their neighbourhood, ant1 the sum total of their value
amounted to 2,200,000 tlinars. . . . . 'I'hey bind them for 40 days in a
st3blc with ropes and pegs, in order that they may get D t ; and afterwards, without taking measurcs for training, and \r.itllout stirrups and
other appurtenances of riding, the Indian soldiers ride upon them like
demons. . . . . I n a short time the most strong, swift, fresh, and active
horzcs become weak, slow, useless, and stupid. I n short, they all bec o ~ n ewretched and good for nothing. . . . . There is, therefore, a cons t m t necessity of getting new horses annually." (Elliot, 111. 34.)
T h e price mentioneti I)y Polo appears to be intentled for 500 dinars,
which in the then existing relations of the precious metnls in 11si;~would
be worth just about roo marks of silver. \VassAf's price, 220 dinars of
red gold, seems very inconsistent with this, but is not so materially,
for i t would appear t h t the dirrnr of rcdgolii (so called) was worth tzjo
~iilrars.*
NOTE8.-I have not found other mention of a condemned criminal
being allon-ed thus to sacrifice himself; but such suicides in perforlnance
of religious vows have occurred in almost 311 parts of India in all ages.
Friar fordanus, after giving a similar account to that in the text of t h e
parade of the victim, represents him as rutfitq of his mum h a d before
the idol, with a peculiar two-handled knife "like those used in currying
leather." Ant1 strange as this sounds, it is undoubtedly true. I b n
B,~tutawritnessetl the suicidal feat at the court of the Pagnn King of
hful-Java (somewhere o n the coast of the Gulf of Siam), and hIr. \Vard,

*

See 3ot1t.n. Asinf. ser. 6, tcln. xi. pp. 505 and

512.
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without any knowledge of these authorities, had heard that an instrument for this purpose was formerly preserved at Kshfra, a village of
Bengal near ~ i d i h . The thing was called K a r a ~ ~ a fit: was a crescentshaped knife, with chains attached to it forming stirrups, so adjusted
that when the fhnatic placed the edge to the back of his neck and his
feet in the stinups, by giving the latter a violent jerk his hend was cut
OK According to a wild legend told at Ujjain, the great king Vikramajit was in the habit of cutting off his own head dai/y, as an offering
to Devi. On the last performance the head failed to reattach itself as
usual ; and it is now preserved, petrified, in the temple of Harsuddi at
that place.
I never hearti of anybody in Europe performing this extraordinary
feat except Sir Jonah Barrington's Irish mower, who made a dig at a
sallnon with the butt of his scythe-handle and dropt his own head in the
pool ! (Jorc/. 33 ; 1.B. IV. 246 ; IVarci, Madras ed. 249-50 ;J A. S. B.
xvrr. 833.)
NOTE 9.-On
the former prevalence of Suttee in certain parts
at least of the South of India, see a note in Cathay, p. 80. I n 1815
there are said to have been one hundred in Tanjore alone. (Riffcr,
VI. 303.)

NOTE 10.-"The
people in this part of the country (Southern
Mysore) consider the ox as a living god, who gives them bread ; and in
every village there are one or two bulls to whom weekly or nlonthly
worship is performed." (E: Buciianan, 11. 174.)
'L
The low-aste Hindus, ~ ~ l l eGazji
d by Marco Polo, were probably
the caste now called Parazjar (by the English, Pariahs). The people of
this caste do not venture to kill the cow, but when they find the carcase
of a cow which has died from disease, or any other cause, they cook and
eat it. The name P a r u ~ j ~ uwhich
r,
means ' D~ummers,'does not appear
to be ancient. The name given to this class in the ancient poems is
xz~az~ar,which means ' lo\\. people.' Possibly this was the name which
Marco meant to denote when he said they were cdled Gavi." (~l&
by fhc Rev.L'r. Cal1/7~rell.)
Foreigners niay have imagined the name mentioned by Dr. C. to
be connected with the beef-eating which distinguished the caste, and so
conupted it into Gnrri or Gazd (Pers. Gdo, " an ox "). The low castes
are often styled from their unrestricted diet, e.g. Hakfl-Khor (Pers. " t o
whom all food is lawful "), Sab-kha7ila' (Hind. " omnivorous ").
NOTE 11.-'l'he word in the G. 'I'. is losci cle brref, which Pauthier's
text has converted into slrif dc buPf--in reference to Hindus a preposterous statement. Yet the very old Latin of the Soc. Geog. also has
ping~eriitzcm,and in a parallel passage about the Jogis (infra, chap. xx.),
Ramusio's text describes them as daubing themselves with ~ ~ o w d eofr
ox-botlrs (Ibssa). A1)parently L'osci was not understood (It. usrifo).
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NOTE 12.-Later travellers describe the descendants of St. Thomas's
murderers as market1 by having one leg of immense size, i.e., by elMantiasis. The disease was therefore called by the Portuguese Pejo de
Sarrto Torna.
NOTE13.-Mr. Nelson says of the Maclura country : The horse is
a miserable, weedy, and vicious pony; having but one good quality,
endurance. The breed is not indigenous, but the result of constant
importations and a very limited amount of breeding." (The Madlrra
Country, pt. ii. p. 94.) The ill success in breeding horses was exaggerateil to impossibility, and made to extend to all India. Thus a
Persian historian, speaking of an elephant that was born in the stables
of Khosru Parviz, observes that "never till then had a she-elephant
borne young in IrBn, any more than a lioness in Rlim, a tabby-cat in
China (!), or n marc in In~l'ia." ( J . A. S. ser. 3, tom. iii, p. 127.)
nor^ 114.-This custonl is described in much the same way by the
Arabo-Persian Zakariah Kazwini, by Ludovico Varthema, and by Alexander Hamilton. Kazwini ascribes it to Ceylon. &'If a debtor does
not pay, the King sends to him a person who draws a line round him,
wheresoever he chance to be; and beyond that circle he dares not to
move until he shall have paid what he owes, or come to an agreement
with his creditor. For if he should pass the circle the King fines him
three times the amount of his debt ; one-third of this fine goes to the
creditor and two-thirds to the King." Pkre Bouchet describes the strict
regard paid to the arrest, but does not notice the symbolic circle.
(Gildem. 197 ; Varthema, 147 ; Ham. I. 3 I 8 ; Left. Ed13 XIV. 3 70.)
The custom undoubtedly prevailed in this part of India at a former
time. It is said that it still survives amongst the poorer classes in outof-the-way parts of the country, but it is kept u p by schoolboys in a
serio-comic spirit as vigorously as ever. Marco does not mention a very
essential part of the ceremony. The person who draws a circle round
another imprecates upon him the name of a particular divinity, whose
curse is to fall upon him if he breaks through the circle without satisfying
the claim." (MS. Note by the Rcv. BY.Cnhhilell.)
'

NOTE15.-The statenlent about the only rains falling in June, July,
and August, is perplexing. It is entirely inal~l~licable
to every part of the
Coromantlel coast, to which alone the name Ma'bar seems to have been
given, but it is quite true of the western coast generally." (Rex Dr. C.)
One can only suppose that Polo inadvertently applietl to k1aal)ar that
which he knew to be true of the regions both west of it and east of it.
The Coronlandel coast derives its chief supply of rain from the N.E.
monsoon beginning in October, whereas both eastern and western India
have theirs from the S.\V.monsoon hetween June and September.
NOTEIG.--Abraha~n Roger says of the Hindus of the Coronlandel
coast : " They judge of lucky hours and moments also by trivial accidents, to which they pay great heed 'I'hus 'tis held to be a goocl omen
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to everybody when the bird Garuda (which is a red hawk with a white
ring round its neck) or the bird Pafa flies across the road in front of the
person from right to left; but as r e e r d s other birds they have just
the opposite notion. . . . . If they are in a house anywhere, and have
moved to go, and then any one should sneeze, they will go in 'again,
regarding it as an ill omen," Src. (Abr. Roger, p. 75-6.)
NOTE 17.-Quoth \\'assif: " It is a strange thing that when these
horses arrive there, instead of giving them raw barley, they give the111
roasted barley and grain dressed with butter, and boiled cow's milk to
tlrink :"

\\'ho gives hugar to an owl or a crow ?
Or who freds a parrot with a carcase?
:\ crow should 1.r fetl with carrion,
And n parrut with candy anrl supar.
\Vho loads jewels on the back of an ass?
Or who woulcl approve of giving dl.essetl alnionrls to a cow?"
-E//iof, 111. 33.

'& Horses," says Athanasius Nikitin, " are fed on peas ; also on
Kichcri, boiled with sugar and oil ; early in the morning they get shishenivo." This last word is a mystery. (India in XVth Century, p. 10.)
" Rice is frequently given by natives to their horses to fatten them,
and a sheep's head occasionally to strengthen them." (ilbfe by Dr.
Cafdweff.)
The sheep's head is peculiar to the Deccan, but ghee (boiled butter)
is given by natives to their horses, I believe, all over India. Even in
the stables of Akbar an imperial horse drew daily 2 lbs. of flour, I $ Ib.
of sugar, and in winter 4 Ib. of ghte/ (Ain AR6. 134.)
It is told of Sir John Malcolm that at an English table where he was
present, a brother officer from India had ventured to speak of the sheep'shead custom to an unbelieving audience. He appealed to Sir John,
who only shook his head deprecatingly. After dinner the unfortunate
story-teller remonstrated, but Sir John's answer was only, " My dear
fellow, they took you for one Munchausen; they would only have taken
me for another !*
NOTE18.-The nature of the institution of the Temple dancing-girls
seems to have been scarcely understood by the Traveller. The like
existed at ancient Corinth under the name of IcpdSovAo~,which is nearly
a translation of the Hindi name of the girls, Data-ddsi (Strabo, VIII. 6,
8 2 0 ) . " Each (Dlisi) is married to an idol when quite young. 'I'he
female children are generally bought up to the trade of the mothers.
I t is customary with a few castes to present their superfluous daughters
to the Pagodas." (i%fson's Jifadura Countrjl, pt. ii. 79.) A full account
of this matter appears to have been recently read by Dr. Shortt of
Madras before the .4nthropological Society. But I have only seen a
newspaper notice of it.

THE f'KOVINCE O F .\l;\.\Ilhl<.
NOTE19.-The

first part of this paragral~his rendered by Marstlen :
a kind of 1)edsteatl or cot of very light canework, so ingeniously contrived that when they repose on them and are
inclined to sleep, thty cfzn drnirir c i o s ~the ctdrfairrs nhor/t then/ q ~ ' p t ~ / i i ~ ~ , ~ r
a string." This is not translation. .4n approximate illustration of the
real statement is found in Pyrard de la Val, who says (of the hfnldive
Islanders) : " 'l'heir betls are hung up by four cords to a I>nr supportetl
by two pillars. . . . The beds of the king, the grandees, ant1 rich folk
are made thus that they liiny hc s\vung anrl rocket1 with farility."
(C/mr/ort. I IT.
2 7 7.)

" The natives make use of

.
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CHAPTER XVIII.
DISCOURSING
O F T H E PLACEWHERE
THE

APOSTLE;A N D

I.IETH T H E BODYO F ST. THOMAS
OF THE MIRACLESTHEREOF.

THEBody of Messer St. Thonlas the Apostle lies in this
province of Maabar at a certain little town having no great
population ; 'tis a place whither few traders go, because there
is very little merchandize to be got there, and it is a place
not very accessible.' Both Christians and Saracens, however, greatly frequent it in pilgrimage. For the Saracens
also do hold the Saint in great reverence, and say that he
was one of their own Saracens and a great prophet, giving
him the title of Avarian, which is as much as to say
"Holy Man."' T h e Christians who go thither in pilgrimage take of the earth from the place where the Saint
was killed, and give a potion thereof to any one who is
sick of a quartan or a tertian fever ; and by the power of
God and of St. Thomas the sick man is incontinently
cured.' The earth, I should tell you, is red. A very fine
miracle occurred there in the year of Christ, 1288, as I will
now relate.
A certain Baron of that country, having great store of
a certain kind of corn that is called rice, had filled up with
it all the houses that belonged to the church, and stood
round about it. T h e Christian people in charge of the
church were much distressed by his having thus stuffed
their houses with his rice; the pilgrims too had nowhere
to lay their heads ; and they often begged the pagan Baron
to remove his grain, but he would do nothing of the kind.
So one night the Saint himself appeared with a fork in his
hand, which he set at the Baron's throat, saying : " If thou
void not my houses, that my pilgrims may have room, thou
shalt die an evil death," and therewithal the Saint pressed
him so hard with the fork that he thought himself a dead
man. Ancl when morning came he caused all the houses
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to be voided of his rice, and told everybody what had
befallen him at the Saint's hands. So the Christians were
greatly rejoiced at this grand miracle, and rendered thanks
to God and to the blessed St. Thomas. Other great
miracles do often come to pass there, such as the healing
of those who are sick or deformed, or the like, especially
such as be Christians.
[The Christians who have charge of the church have
a great number of the Indian N u t trees, whereby they get
their living; and they pay to one of those brother Kings
six groats for each tree every month."]
Now, I will tell you the manner in which the Christian
brethren who keep the church relate the story of the
Saint's death.
They tell that the Saint was in the wood outside his hermitage saying his prayers ; and round about him were many
peacocks, for these are more plentiful in that country than
anywhere else. And one of the itlolaters of that country,
being of the lineage of those called Govi that I told you
of, having gone with his bow and arrows to shoot peafowl,
not seeing the Saint, let fly an arrow at one of the
peacocks ; and this arrow str~lckthe holy man in the right
side, insomuch that he died of the wound, sweetly addressing himself to his Creator. Before he came to that place
where he thus died he had been in Nubia, where he converted much people to the faith of Jesus Christ.'
T h e children that are born here are black enough, but
the blacker they be the more they are thought of; wherefore from the day of their birth their parents do rub them
every week with oil of sesami, so that they become as black
as devils. Moreover, they make their gods black and their
devils white, and the images of their saints they do paint
black all over.5
They have such faith in the ox, and holtl it for a thing
*

Shoultl Iw: "year" no doubt.
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so holy, that when they go to the wars they take of the
hair of the wild-ox, whereof I have elsewhere spoken, and
wear it tied to the necks of their horses ; or, if serving on
foot, they hang this hair to their shields, or attach it to
their own hair. And so this hair bears a high price, since
without it nobody goes to the wars in any good heart. For
they believe that any one who has it shall come scatheless
out of battle.'
NOTE 1.-The little town where the body of St. Thomas lay was
MAILAP~R
the
, name of which is still applied to a suburb of Madras
about 34 miles South of Fort St. George.

Thc Little

Mount of St. Thomas, near Madras.

NOTE2.-The title of Aznnria/r, given to St. 'i'homas by the Saracens,
is judiciously esplained by Joseph Scaliger to be the Arabic F ~ T ~
(pl. @avlcft-[v~irt), "An Apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ." Scaliger
somewhat hypercritically for the occasion finds fault with hlarco for
saying the word means " a holy man." (De Etnt/rrjcrtionc T2ntjorttnt,
l i b . VIL, Geneva, 1629, p. 680.)

NOTE3.-The use of the earth from the tomb of St. 'i'homas for
miraculous cures is mentioned also by John Marignolli who was there
about 1348-49. Assemani gives a special formula of the Nestorians for
use in the application of this (lust which was administered to the sick in
place of the unction of the Catholics. I t ends with the words : " Sipn/rtr

U~Y~
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rt sanctifirafur hic Hanana (pulvis) cum h 'Taibutha (grab&) Sancti
Thomac AjostoZi i n sanitcriem el mcddam corporis et attimat, in nonrcn
P. et F. ct S.S." (111. Pt. 2, 278). T h e Abyssinians make a similar
use of the earth from the tomb of their national Saint Tekla Haimanot.
( J H. G. S., X. 483.)
Fahian tells that the people of Magadha did the like, for the cure of
headache, with earth from the place where lay the body of Kasyapa a
former Uuddha. (Beal, p. 133).
NOTE4.-Vague as is Polo's indication of the position of the Shrine
of St. 'l'l~omas, it is the first geographical identification of it that I know
of. About the very time of Polo's homeward voyage, John of Monte
Corvino on his way to China spent 1 3 months in hlaabar. H e also
speaks of the church of St. Thomas there, and buried in it the companion
of his travels, Friar Nicholas of Pistoia.
But the tradition of 'l'homas's preaching in India is very old, so old
that it probably is in its simple form true. St. Jerome accepts it, speaking
of the L)i\ine LVortl as being everywhere present in His fulness : "cum
Thorn$ in Zrmin, cum Petro Romae, cum Paulo in Illyrico," &c. (Scti.
IIztt-O
EpisfoZae,
N.
LIX., a d Marcellam). I d o not know if the date is
ascertained of the very remarkable legend of St. Thomas in the apocryphal
Acts of the Apostles, but it is presumably very old, though subseqient
to the translation of the relics (real o r supposed) to Edessa, in the year
334, which is allutled to in the story. And it is worthy of note that this
legend places the martyrdom and original burial-place of the Saint upon
n mnrrnt. Gregory of Tours (A.D. 544-595) relates that " in that place
in India where the body of Tllomas lay before it was transported to
Edessn, there is a monastery and a templc of great size and excellent
structure and ornament. I n it God sho~vsa wonderful miracle ; for the
lamp that stancls alight before the place of sepulture keeps burning perpetually, night and day, by divine influence, for neither oil nor wick are
ever renewed by human hands;" and this Gregory learned from one
'Theodorus who had visited the spot.
T h e Roman hlartyrology calls the city of martyrdom CaZn~~titm,
but
there is (I think) a f;lir presumption that the spot alluded to by Gregory
was Afailapfir, and that the Shrine visited by King Alfred's envoy,
Sighelm, was the same.
hIarco, as \re see, speaks of certain houses belonging to the church,
and ofcertnin Christians who kept it. Ocloric, some 30 years later, found
beside the church " some 15 houses of Nestorians," 1)ut the church itself
filled with itlols. Conti, in the following century, speaks uf the church
in which St. Thomas lay burietl, as large and beautiful, ant1 says there
were 1000 Nestorinns in the city. J o s ~ of
~ JCranganorc,
~
the k1alal)nr
Christian who canlc to Eurolje in 1501, speaks like our traveller of the
worship pnitl to the Saint even Ily the l~e;ttllen,and compares the church
to that of St. John and St. Paul at Venice. Certain Syrian bishops sent
to India in 1504, whose report is given by Asseniani, heard that the
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church had begun to be occupied by some Christian people. But Rarbsa,
a few years later found it half in ruins, and in the charge of a Mahomedan
Fakir, who kept a lamp burning.
There are two St. Thomas's Mounts in the same vicinity, the Great
and the Little Mount. A church was built upon the former by the
Portuguese and some sanctity attributed to it, but I believe there is n o
doubt that the Little Mount was the site of the ancient church.
The Portuguese ignored the ancient translation of the Saint's remains
to Edessa, and in 1522, under the Viceroyalty of Duarte Menezes, a commission was sent to hIailapdr, or San Tom6 as they called it, to search
for the body. The narrative states circumstantially that the Apostle's
bones were found, besides those of the king ~vhornhe had converted, kc.
The supposed relics were transferred to Goa, where they are still preseneti in the Church of St. Thomas in that city. The question appears to have become a party one among Romanists in India, in connexion with other differences, and I sec that the authorities now ruling
the Catholics at Madras are strong in disparagement of the special
sanctity of the localities, and of the whole story connecting St. Thomas
with Mailapdr. (Grcfi Turon. Lib. Jfirac., I. p. 85 ; Assetnani, 111.
pt. ii. p. 32, 450; ilb7,u.s Orbis (ed. 1555), p. 2 1 0 ; JPafci, Bk. VIII. ;
Cathay, pp. 81,197, 374-7, kc.)
The account of the Saint's death was no doubt that current among
the native Christians, for it is told in much the same way by Marignolli
and by R~rbosa,and was related also in the same manner by one Diogo
Fernandes, who gave evidence before the comlnission of Iluarte Menezes,
and who clainled to have been the first Portuguese visitor of the site (see
extract from De Couto in Valentyn, V. p. 382). Camoens again substitutes the old legend from the hlartyrologia (X. 1x7).
NOTE5.-Dr. Caldwell, speaking of the devil-worship of the Shanars
of Tinnevelly (an important part of Ma'bar), says : " 1Vhere they erect
an image in imitation of their Brahman neighbours, the devil is generally
of Brahmanical lineage. Such images generally accord wit11 those
nlonstrous figures with which all over India orthodox Hindus depict the
enemies of their gods, or the terrific forms of Siva or Durga. They are
generally made of earthenware, and jairrfed7rlhite to look horrihle in Hindu
ryes." (The Tinrre7lel(y Shanars, Madras, 1849, p. 18).
NOTE 6.-The
use of the Yak's tail as a military ornament had
nothing to do with the sanctity of the Brahmani ox, but is one of the
Pan-Asintic usages of which there are so many. A striking account
of the extravagant profusion with which swaggering heroes in South
Intlia used those ornaments will be found in P. dells Yal/e, 11. 662.
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CHAPTER XIX.
CONCERNING
THE: K I N G D O ~OF
I ~IUTFILI.

WHEN
you leave Maabar and go about

1000 miles in a
northerly direction you come to the kingdom of M U . ~ P I L I .
This was formerly under the rule of a King, and since his
death, some forty years past, it has been under his Queen,
a lady of much discretion, who for the great love she bore
him never would marry another husband. And I can
assure you that during all that space of forty years she had
administered her realm as well as ever her husband did, or
better ; and as she was a lover of justice, of equity, and of
peace, she was more beloved by those of her kingclom than
ever was Lady or Lord of theirs before. T h e people are
idolaters, and are tributary to nobody. They live on flesh,
and rice, and milk.'
I t is in this kingdom that diamonds are got ; and I will
tell you how. There are certain lofty mountains in those
parts ; and when the winter rains fall, which are very heavy,
the waters come roaring down the mountains in great
torrents. W h e n the rains are over, and the waters from the
mountains have ceased to flow, they search the beds of the
torrents and find plenty of diamonds. In summer also
there are plenty to be found in the mountains, but the heat
of the sun is so great that it is scarcely possible to go
thither, nor is there then a drop of water to be found.
Moreover in those mountains great serpents are rife to a
marvellous degree, besides other vermin, and this owing to
the great heat. T h e serpents are also the most venomous
in existence, insomuch that any one going to that region
runs fearful peril ; for many have been destroyed by those
evil reptiles.
Now, among these mountains there are certain grcat
ant1 deep valleys, to the bottom of which there is no access.
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Wherefore the men who go in search of the diamonds take
with them pieces of tlesh, as lean as they can get, and these
they cast into the bottom of a valley. Now there are
numbers of white eagles that haunt those mountains and
feed upon the serpents. When the eagles see the meat
thrown down they pounce upon it and carry it up to some
rocky hill-top where they begin to rend it. But there are
men on the watch, and as soon as they see that the eagles
have settled they raise a loud shouting to drive them away.
And when the eagles are thus frightened away the men
recover the pieces of meat, and find them full of diamonds
which have stuck to the meat down in the bottom. For
the abundance of diamonds down there in the depths of
the valleys is astonishing, but nobody can get down; and
if one could, it would be only to be incontinently devoured
by the serpents which are so rife there.
There is also another way of getting the diamonds.
T h e people go to the nests of those white eagles, of which
there are many, and in their droppings they find plenty of
diamonds which the birds have swallowed in devouring the
meat that was cast into the valleys. And, when the eagles
thenlselves ale taken, diamonds are found in their stomachs.
So now I have told you three different ways in which
these stones are found. N o other country but this kingdom
of Mutfili produces them, but there they are found both
abundantly and of large size. Those that are brought to
our part of the world are only the refuse, as it were, of the
finer and larger stones. For the flower of the diamonds
and other large gems, as well as the largest pearls, are all
carried to the Great Kaan and other Kings and Princes of
those regions ; in truth they possess all the great treasures
of the world.'
I n this kingdom also are made the best and most delicate
buckrams, and those of highest price ; in sooth they look
like tissue of spider's web ! There is no King nor Queen
in the world but might be glad to wear them.' T h e people
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have also the largest sheep in the world, and great abundance
of all the necessaries of life.
There is now no more to say ; so I will now tell you
about a province called Lar from which the Abraiaman
come.
NOTE1.-There is no doubt that the kingdom here spoken of is that
of ' ~ E L I X G A N A (Tiling of the Mahomedan writers) then ruled by the
Kikateya or Ganapati dynasty reigningat Warangol, N.E. of Hyderabad.
But hfarco, according to a practice whicli he seems to have followed on
several occasions, gives the kingdom the name of that place in it which
is, with the usual
was visited by himself or his informants. MUTFILI
Arab modification (e..q., Perlec, Ferlec-Pattan,
Fattan) a port called
M O . ~ U P A Lin
L ~the
, Gantdr district of the Madras Presidency, about
170 miles north of Fort St. George. Though it has dropt out of most
of our modem Maps it still exists, and a notice of it is to be found in
W. Hamilton and in Milburne. 'The former says: "Mutapnli, a town
situated near the S. extremity of the northern Circars. A considerable
coasting trade is carried on from hence in the craft navigated by natives,"
which can come in closer to shore than at other ports on that coast.
(Desc. of Hind., 11. 94 ; see Mi(burne, 11. 85 ; Note by Mr. A. Burnell).
The proper territory of the kingdom of Warangol lay inland, but the
last reigning prince before Polo's visit to India, by name Kakateya
Pratapa Ganapati Rudra Ileva, had made extensive conquests on the
coast, including Nellore, and thence northward to the frontier of 0rissa.
This prince left no male issue, and his widow, RUDRAMA
DEVI,daughter
of the Raja of llevagiri, assumed the go~~ernment
and continued to liold
it for 28, or as another record states for 38, years, till the son of her
daughter had attained majority. This was in 1292, or by the other
account 1295, when she transferred the royal authority to this grandson
Pratapa Vira Rudra Deva, the "Luddur Deo" of Firishta, and the last
Ganapati of any political moment. H e was taken prisoner by the Delhi
forces about 1323. We have evidently in Rudrama Devi the just and
beloved Queen of our Traveller, who thus enables us to attach colour
and character to what was an empty name in a dynastic list. (Compare
JVilsun's Mackettzie, I. cxxx ; Taylor's Or. Hist. MSS., I. 18 ; Do.'s
Catalogue Raisontzi, 111. 483.)
1 may add that Mutfili appears in the Carts Catalana as Buhjis, and
is there by some mistake made the site of St. Thomas's Shrine.
The distance from Maabar is in Ramusio 500 miles instead of 1000 ;
this is a preferable reading.
NOTE2.-Sollie of the Diamond Mines once so famous under the
name of Golconda are in the alluviuin of the Kistna River, some
distance above the Delt.1, and others in the vicinity of Kadapah and
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Karndl, both localities being in the territory of the kingdom we have
been speaking of.
'I'he strange legend related here is very ancient and widely diffused.
Its earliest known occurrence is in the treatise of St. Epiphanius, Bishop
of Salamis in Cyprus, concerning the 1 2 Jewels in the R a f i o d c or
Breastplate of the Hebrew High Priest, a work written before the end of
the fourth century, wherein the tale is told of the Jarinth. It is distinctly
referred to by Edrisi who assigns its locality to the land of the Kirkhir
(probably Khirghiz) in Upper Asia. It appears in Kazwini's lVrmdmr
of Creation, and is assigned by him to the Valley of the bioon among
the Mountains of Serendib. Sindbad the Sailor relates the story, as is
well known, and his version is the closest of all to our author's. I Lis
found in the Chinese Narrative of the Campaigns of Hulaku, translated
by both Rdmusat and Pauthier. It is told in two different versions, once
of the Diamond, and again of the Jacinth of Serendib, in the work on
Precious Stones 11y Ahmed TaifAshi. Nicolo Conti relates it of a
mountain called Albenigaras, 1 5 days' journey in a northerly direction
from Vijayanagar ; and it is told again, apparently after Conti, by Julius
Caesar Scaliger. I t is related of diamonds and Balasses in the old
Genoese MS., called that of Usodimare. A feeble form of the tale
is quoted contemptuously by Garcias from one Francisco de Tamama. And Haxthausen found it as a popular legend in Armenia.
(S. Ej@/r. dc X I 1 Gcrntnis, &c., Romae, I 743 ; jarcbert, Etirisi, I. 500 ;
J. A. S. B., XIII. 657 ; Lane's Ar. Nignts, 111. 93; Rtnr. Nor/zt. Mil.
Asiat., I. 183 ; Raitzcri, Fior di Pensieri di Ahmed Teifascitc, pp. 13 and
30 ; India ilr X Yth Cent., p. 29-30 ;J C. ScaL de SuWilitafc, CXII I.
No. 3 ; An. des Voyages, VI I I. I 95 ; Gnrcim, p. 7 I ; Tmscaucmia,
P. 310.)
The story has a considerable resemblance to that which Herodotus
tells of the way in which cinnamon was got by the Arabs (111. I I I).
No doubt the two are ramifications of the same legend.
NOTE3.--Here htkrarrr is clearly applied to fine cotton stuffs. The
districts about hiasulipatam were long famous, both for muslins and for
colouretl chintzes.

C H A P T E R XX.
CONCERNING
THE

P R O V I N C E OF

LARW H E N C E

THE

B R A H M I N COME.
S

LARis a Province lying towards the west when you quit
the place where the Body of St. Thomas lies; and all the
Abvnianzan in the world come from that province.'
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You must know that these Abraiaman are the best
merchants in 'the world, and the most truthful, for they
would not tell a lie for anything on earth. [If a foreign
merchant who does not know the ways of the country
applies t o them and entrusts his goods to them, they will
take charge of these, and sell them in the most loyal
manner, seeking zealously the profit of the foreigner and
asking no commission except what he pleases to bestow.]
They eat no flesh, and drink no wine, and live a life of great
chastity, having intercourse with no women except with
their wives; nor would they on any account take what
belongs to another; so their law commands. And they are
all distinguished by wearing a thread of cotton over one
shoulder and tied under the other arm, so that it crosses
the breast and the back.
They have a rich and powerful King who is eager to
purchase precious stones and large pearls; and he sends
these Abraiaman merchants into the kingdom of Maabar
called SOLI, which is the best and noblest Province of
India, and where the best pearls'are found, to fetch him as
many of these as they can get, and he pays them double
the cost price for all. So in this way he has a vast treasure
of such valuables.'
These Abraiaman are Idolaters ; and they pay greater
heed to signs and omens than any people that exists. I will
mention as an example one of their customs. T o every
day of the week they assign an augury of this sort. S u p
pose that there is some purchase in hand, he who proposes
to buy, when he gets up in the morning takes note of his
own shadow in the sun, which he says ought to be on that
day of such and such a length ; and if his shadow be of the
proper length for the day he completes his purchase ; if not,
he will on no account do so, but waits till his shadow corresponds with that prescribed. For there is a length established for the shadow for every individual day of the
week; and the merchant will complete no business unless
VOL. It.
x
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he finds his shadow of the length set down for that particular day. [Also to each day in the week they assign o n e
unlucky hour, which they term CItoiach. For example,
on Monday the hour of Half-tierce, on Tuesday that of
Tierce, on Wednesday Nones, and so on.']
Again, if one of them is in the house, and is meditating
a purchase, should he see a tarantula (such as are very
common in that country) on the wall, provided it advances
from a quarter that he deems lucky, he will complete his
purchase at once; but if it comes from a quarter that he
considers unlucky he will not do so on any inducement.
Moreover, if in going out, he hears any one sneeze, if i t
seems to him a good omen he will go on, but if the reverse
he will sit down on the spot where he is, as long as he thinks
that he ought to tarry before going on again. Or, if in
travelling along the road he sees a swallow fly by, should
its direction be lucky he will proceed, but if not he will
turn back again; in fact they are worse (in these whims)
than so many Patarins 14
These Abraiaman are very long lived, owing to their
extreme abstinence in eating. And they never allow themselves to be let blood in any part of the body. They have
capital teeth, which is owing to a certain herb they chew,
which greatly improves their appearance, and is also very
good for the health.
There is another class of people called Chzlghi, who are
indeed properly Abraiaman, but they form a religious order
devoted to the Idols. They are extremely long-lived, every
man of them living to 150 or zoo years. They eat very
little, but what they do eat is good; rice and milk chiefly.
And these people make use of a very strange beverage ; for
they make a potion of sulphur and quicksilver mixt together and this they drink twice every month. This, they
say, gives then1 long life; and it is a potion they are used
to take from their childhood.'
There are certain members of this Ortier who lead the

most ascetic life in the world, going stark naked ; and these
worship the Ox. Most of them have a small ox of brass
or pewter or gold which they wear tied over the forehead.
Moreover they take cow-dung and burn it, and make a
powtler thereof; and make an ointment of it, and daub
themselves withal, tloing this with as great devotion as
Christians d o show in using Holy Water. [Also if they
meet any one who treats them well, they daub a little of
this powder on the middle of his forehead."]
They eat not from bowls or trenchers, but put their
victuals on leaves of the Apple of Paradise and other big
leaves; these however they use dry, never green. F o r they
say the green leaves have a soul in them, and so it would be
a sin. And they would rather die than d o what they deem
their Law pronounces t o be sin. If any one asks how it
comes that they are not ashamed t o g o stark naked as they
do, they say, " W e g o naked because naked we came into
the world, and we desire t o have nothing about us that is of
this world. Moreover we have no sin of the flesh to be
conscious of, and therefore we are not ashamed of our
nakedness, any more than you are to show your hand or
your face. You who are conscious of the sins of the flesh
(lo well t o have shame, ant1 to cover your nakedness."
They would not kill an animal on any account, not
even a fly, or a flea, or a I o ~ i s e o, ~r anything in fact that has
life ; for they say these have all souls, and it woultl be sin to
d o so. They eat n o vegetable in a green state, only such
as are dry. And they sleep on the ground stark naked,
without a scrap of clothing on them or under them, so that
it is a marvel they don't all die, in place of living so long as
I have told you. T h e y fast every day in the year, and
drink nought but water. And when a novice has to be
received among them they keep him awhile in their convent,
and make him follow their rule of life. And then, when
they desire to put him to the test, they send for some of
those girls who are devoted t o thc Idols, and makc them try
2
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the continence of the novice with their blandishments. If
he remains indifferent they retain him, but if he shows any
emotion they expel him from their society. For they say
they will have no man of loose desires among them.
They are such cruel and perfidious Idolaters that it is
very devilry! They say that they burn the bodies of the
dead, because if they were not burnt worms would be bred
which would eat the body ; and when no more food remained
for them these worms would die, and the soul belonging to
that body would bear the sin and the punishment of their
death. And that is why they burn their dead!
Now I have told you about a great part of the people of
the great Province of Maabar and their customs; but I have
still other things to tell of this same province of Maabar,
so i will speak of a city thereof which is called Cail.

.

NOTE 1.-The form of the word Abraiaman, -main or -mirr, by
which Marco here and previously denotes the Brahmans, is ascribed by
Pauthier to a phonetic practice in Tamul. There appears to be no
foundation for this. I suspect it represents an incorrect Arabic plural,
such as Abrdhanrin; the correct form is Bmihirnah.
What is said here of the Brahmans coming from " L a r , a province
west of St. Thomas's," of their having a special King, kc., is all very
obscure, and that I suspect through erroneous notions.
LAR-DESA,"The Country of Lar," was an early name for the territory of Guzerat and the northern Konkan, embracing Sninltrr (the
modern Chaul as I believe), Tana, and Baroch. I t appears in Ptolemy
in the form Larikc. The sea to the west of that coast was in the early
Mahomedan times called the Sea of Zar, and the language spoken on
its shores is called by Mas'udi Ldri. Abulfeda's authority, Ibn Said,
speaks of Lar and Guzerat as identical. That position would certaiiinly
be very ill described as lying west of Madras. 'The kingdom most nearly
answering to that description in Polo's age would be that of the BellBl
Rajas of Dwara Samudra, wliich corresponded in a general way to modern
Mysore. (Afas'lrdi, I. 330, 381 ; 11. 85 ; Gi(cirm. 185 ; Elliot, I. 66.)
'That Polo's ideas on this subject were incorrect seems clear from his
conception of the Brahmans as a class of nlerchznfs. Occasionally they
may have acted as such, and especially as agents; but the only case I can
find of Brahmans as a class adopting trade is that of the Konkani Bmllmans, and they are said to have taken this step when expelled from Goa,
which was their chief seat, by the Portuguese. hlarsden supposes that
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there has been confusion between Brahmans and Banyans; and, as Guzerat was the country from which the latter chiefly came, there is some
probability in this.
The high virtues ascribed to the Brahmans and Indian merchants
were perhaps in part matter of tradition, come down from the stories of
~ a l l a d i u s&d the like ; but similar testimony is so constant among
medieval travellers that it must have had sonle solid foundation, We
may also refer to the high character given to the Hindus by Abul Fazl
(Glariwin's Ayeen Akbcry, 111. 8). After r 50 years of European trade
we find a sad deterioration. Padre Vincenzo (1672) speaks of fraud as
greatly prevalent among the Hindu traders. It was then commonly
said at Surat that it took 3 Jews to make a Chinaman, and 3 Chinamen
to make a Banyan (p. I 14). But what shall be said on the other side ?
Does the character of English trade and English goods stand as high in
Asia as it did half a century ago?
NOTE2.-The kingdom of Maabar called Soli is CHOLAor SOLADESAM, of which Kanchi (Conjeveram) was the ancient capital.
I n the
Ceylon Annals the continental invaders are frequently termed Solli.
he high terms of praise applied to it as "the best a n d noblest province
of India," seem to point to the well-watered fertility of Tanjore; but
what is said of the pearls would extend the territory included to the
shores of the Gulf of Manaar.
NOTE 3.-Abraham
Roger gives from the Calendar of the Coromandel Brahmans the character, lucky or unlucky, of every hour of every
day of the week ; and there is also a chapter on the subject in Sonncrat
(I. 304, seqq.). For a happy explanation of the term Choimh I am
indebted to Dr. Caldwell: "This apparently difficult word can be iden.
tified much more easily than most others. Hindu astrologers teach that
there is an unlucky hbur every day in the month, i.e., during the period
of the moon's abode in every ndshatra, or lunar mansion, throughout
the lunation. This inauspicious period is called Tydjya, ' rejected.' Its
mean length is one hour and thirty-six minutes, European time. The
precise moment when this period commences differs in each nakshatra,
or (which comes to the same thing) in every day in the lunar month.
It sometimes occurs in the daytime and sometimes at night ;--see Col.
Warren's Kala Sankatila, Madras, 1825, p. 388. The Tamil pronunciation of the word is tiy&hm, and when the nominative case-termination
of the word is rejected, as all the Tamil case terminations were by the
Mahomedans, who were probably Marco Polo's informants, it becomes
tiydch, to which form of the word Marco's Choiach is as near as could be
expected" (MS. Note).*
The phrases used in the passage from Ramusio to express the tlme
of day are taken from the canonical hours of prayer. The following passage from Robert de Borron's Romance of Merlin illustrates these terms:
* 1 nlay atld that (luite ~mssiblythe real reading may have been f h o i ~ h .
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Gauvain "quand il se levoit le matin, avoit la force al millor chevalier
del n~onde; et quant vint heure de prime si li doubloit, et heure de
sa premiere
tierce aussi ; et quant il vint eure de midi si revenoit
toutes
i
force ou il avoit estd le matin ; et quant vint eure de nonne et ?
les eures de la nuit estoit-il toudis en sa premiere force." (Quoted in
introd. to 114rssirc Garrvairr, &c., edited by C. Hil,ptuu, Paris, 1862,
p. xii-xiii.) The term Hn/f-TKrre is frequent in medieval Italian, e.g.,
in ante :"

Lh~afi
$11,disse 'I ilfi~cstr~~,
in pi&,
La via 2 I I I ~t 'I
~ camnri~iu
,
> mah~agb,
Kgid iI So& a mezza term rinlr." (Inf. xxxiv.).

Definitions of these terms as given by Sir H. Nicolas and Mr. Thomas
Wright (Chrorr, of Hisf., p. 195, and Marco Poh, p. 392) do not agree
with those of Italian authorities; perhaps in the North they were applied
with variation. Dante dwells on the matter in two pAssages of his
Corrvifo (Tntt. 111. cap. 6, and Tratt. IV. cap. 23) ; and the following
diagram elucidates the terms in accordance with his words, and with
other Italian authority, oral and literary :-
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NOTE 4. -Valentyn mentions among what the Coromandel Hindus
reckon unlucky rencounters which will induce a nlan to turn back on
the road : an empty can, buffaloes, donkeys, a dog or he-goat zcdhouf food
in his mouth, a monkey, a loose hart, a goldsmith, a clrpenter, a barber,
u tailor, a cotton-cleaner, a smith, a witlow, a corpse, a person coming
from a funeral witllout having washed or changed, men carrying butter,
oil, sweet milk, molasses, acids, iron, or weapons of war. Lucky objects
to meet are an elephant, a camel, n laden cart, an unladen horse, a cow
or bullock laden with water (if unladen 'tis an ill omen), a dog or he-goat
7irith food in the mouth, a cat on the right hand, one carrying meat,
curds or sugar, &c., kc. (p. 91). See also Sotr~nrllt,I. 73.
-

~

NOTE 5.-C/ru$i
of course stands for JOGI, used loosely for any
Hindu ascetic. ilrghun Khan of Persia (see Prologue, ch. xvii.), who was
much given to alchemy and secret science, had asked of the I n d ~ ~ n
Bakhshis how they prolonged their lives to such an extent. They assured
him that a mixture of sulphur and mercury was the Elixir of Longevity.
Arghun accor~linglytook this precious potion for eight months :-and
died shortly after 1 (See H ~ r n t n r r //khtrrts,
,
1. ,391-3, ant1 Q. R. p. I 94.)
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Bernier mentions wandering Jogis who had the art of preparing mercury
so admirably that one or two grains taken ehery morning restored the
body to perfect health (11. 130). The Afcrcurius Vitae of Paracelsus,
which according to him renewed youth, was composed chiefly of mercury
and antimony (Opera, 11. 20). Sulphur and mercury, combined under
different conditions and proportions, were regarded by the Alchemists both
of East and West as the origin of all the metals. Quicksilver was called
the mother of the metals, and sulphur the father. (See Vincent. B c h .
Spec. Natur. VII. c. 60, 62, and BI. Ain-i-Akbari, p. 40.)
" The worship of the ox is still common enough, but I can find no
trace of the use of the effigy worn on the forehead. The two Tamil
Pundits whom I consulted, said that there was no trace of the custom
in Tanlil literature, but they added that the usage was so truly Hindu in
character, and was so particularly described, that they had no doubt it
prevailed in the time of the person who described i t n (MS. Xotc by the
Rm. Dr. CahiwclL)
I may add that the Jogis alluded to probably belonged to the Jangtzrnas, a Linga-worshipping sect of Southern India, who also pay spicial
worship to the Nandi or sacred bull. I t is stated in one of the Mackenzie documents that they wear a copper or silver linga either round the
neck or on the fordead; whilst they are particularly addicted to smearing
themselves with ashes. The name of fangama is stated to be derived from
fangam, " movable," owing to their wearing and worshipping the portable
symbol instead of the fixed one like the proper Saivas. (See Lasscn, IV.
623-4; W'i/son, Mack. COIL 11. 3 ; Athmeun~,June 25, 1870, p. 841.)
NOTE6.-In
G. T. proques, which the Glossary to that edition
absurdly renders porc; it is some form apparently ofpidocchio.
NOTE7.-It would seem that there is no eccentricity of man in any
part of the world for which a close parallel shall not be found in some
other part. Such strange probation as is here spoken of appears to have
had too close a parallel in the old Celtic Church, and perhaps even, at
an earlier date, in the Churches of Africa. See Todd's Life of St. Patrick,
p. 91, note and references, and Saturday Rmim of 13th July, 1867,
p. 65. The latter describes a system absolutely like that in the text,
but does not quote authorities.

CHAPTER XXI.

CAILis a great and noble city, and belongs to ASHAR,the
eldest of the five brother Kings. It is at this city that all
the ships touch that come from the west, as from Hormos and
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from Kis and from Aden, and all Arabia, laden with horses
and with other things for sale. And this brings a great
concourse of people from the country round about, and so
there is great business done in this city of Cail.'
T h e King possesses vast treasures, and wears upon his
person great store of rich jewels. H e maintains great state
and administers his kingdom with great equity, and extends
great favour to merchants and foreigners, so that they are
very glad to visit his city?
This King has some 300 wives ; for in those parts the
nian who has most wives is most thought of.
As I told you before, there are in this great province of
Maabar fire crowned Kings, who are all own brothers born
of one father and of one mother, and this King is one of
them. Their mother is still living. And when they disagree and go forth to war against one another, their mother
throws herself between them to prevent their fighting. And
should they persist in desiring to fight, she will take a knife
and threaten that if they will du so she will cut off the
paps that suckled them and rip open the womb that bare
them, and so perish before their eyes. In this way hath
she full many a time brought them to desist. But when
she dies it will most assuredly happen that they will fall
out and destroy one another.
[All the people of this city, as well as of the rest of
India, have a custom of perpetually keeping in the mouth
;I certain leaf called TembzcZ, to gratify a certain habit and
desire they have, continually chewing it and spitting out
the saliva that it excites. T h e lords and gentlefolks and
the King have these leaves prepared with camphor and other
aromatic spices, and also mixt with q~iicklime. And this
practice was said to be very good for the health.' If any
one desires to offer a gross insult to another, when he meets
him he spits this leaf or its juice in his face. T h e other
immediately runs before the King, relates the insult that
lias been offered him, and demands leave to fight the
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offender. The King supplies the arms, which are sword
and target, and all the people flock to see, and there the
two fight till one o f then1 is killed. They must not use
the point o f the sword, for this the King forbids.+]
NOTE1.--KAIL, now forgotten, was long a famous port on the coast
of what is now the Tinnevelly District of the Madras Presidency. It is
mentioned as a port of Ma'bar by our author's contemporary Rashiduddin, though the name has been perverted by careless transcription
into Bdwal and KdBal (see E//iut, I. pp. 69, 72). I t is also mistranscribed as Kdbil in QuatrenlSre's publication of Abdurrazdk, who
nlentions it as " a place situated opposite the island of Serendib, otherwise called Ceylon," and as being the extremity of what he was led to
regard as hialabar (p. 19). It is mentioned as Cahi/a, the site of the
pearl-fishery, by Nicolo Conti (p. 7). The Ruteiru of Vasco (la Gamn, in
the report of what was learned on his first voyage, notes it as CueZl, a
state having a Mussulman King and a Christian (for which read K a j r )
people. Here were many pearls. Giovanni d' Empoli notices it (Gad)
also for the pearl-fishery, as do Varthe~naand Barbosa. From the latter
we learn that it was still a considerable sea-port, having rich Mahomedan
merchants, and was visited by many ships from Malabar, Coromandel,
and Bengal. In the time of the last writers it belonged to the King of
Kaulam, who generally resided at Kail.
The real site of this once celebrated port has, I believe, till now
never been identified in any published work. I had, like others before
me, supposed the still existing Kayal Pattanam to have been in all
probability the place, and I am again indebted to the kindness of the
Rev. Dr. Caldwell for conclusive and most interesting information on
this subject. H e writes :
The identification of CAILwith Kayalpattanam is found on careful
examination to be inadmissible ; for there are no relics of ancient greatness in Rayalpattanam, and no traditions of foreign trade, and it is
admitted by its inhabitants to be a place of recent origin, which came
into existence after the abandonment of the true Kiiyal. They state
also that the name of Kiiyalpattanam has only recently been given to it,
as a reminiscence of the older city, and that its original name was
Shnagarpattanam..
"There is another small port in the same neighbourhood, a little
to the north of Kayalpattanam, called Pinna Cael in the maps, properly

* " Sbnngar or JGnagar is a Tamil corruption of Ymarrar, the Yavnnas, the name
11y which the Arabs were known, and is the name most commonly used in the Tamil
country to designate the mixed race descended from Arab colonists, who are called
.lf,fpilL~son the illalabar coast, and L116bzr~in the neighburhood of Madras"
( D r . C ' s note).
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Punnei-Kiyal, from Punnci, the Indian Laurel ; but this is also a place
of recent origin, and many of the inhabitants of this place, as of KAydpattanam, state that their ancestors came originally from m y a l , subsequently to the removal of the Portuguese from that place to Tuticorin
"The Cail of Marco Polo, commonly called in the neighbouhood
Old KdyaZ, and erroneously named Koil in the Ordnance Map of India,
is situated on the ~LmraparnfRiver, about a mile and a half from its
mouth. The Tamil word Kdyal means " a backwater, a lagoon," and
the map shows the existence of a large number of these Kdyals or backwaters near the mouth of the river. Many of these Kayals have now
dried up more or less completely, and in several of them salt-pans have
been established. The name of Kayal was naturally given to a town
erected on the margin of a Rdynl; and this circumstance occasioned
also the adoption of the name of Punnei KLyal, and served to give
currency to the name of myalpattanam assumed by Sonagarpattanam,
both those places being in the vicinity of kayals.
" KAYAI.stood originally on or near the sea-beach, but it is now
about a mile and a half inland, the sand carried down by the river
having silted up the ancient harbour, and formed a waste sandy tract
between the sea and the town. I t has now shrunk into a petty village,
inhabited partly by Mahommedans and partly by Roman-Catholic fishermen of the Parava caste, with a still snialler hamlet adjoining inhabited
by Brahmans and Vellalars ; but unlikely as the place may now seem t o
have been identical with '' the great and noble city" described by Marco
Polo, its identity is established by the relics of its ancient greatness which
it still retains. Ruins of old fortifications, temples, storehouses, wells,
and tanks, are found everywhere along the coast for two or three miles
north of the village of Kayal, and a mile and a half inland ; the whole
plain is covered with broken tiles and remnants of pottery, chiefly of
China manufacture, and several mounds are apparent, in which, besides
the shells of the pearl-oyster and broken pottery, mineral drugs (cinnabar,
brimstone, kc.) such as are sold in the bazaars of sea-port towns, and
a few ancient coins have been found. I send you herewith an interesting coin discovered in one of those mounds by Mr. R. Puckle, collector
of 'I'innevellv.*
" The people of the place have forgotten the existence of any trade
between Kayal and China, though the China pottery that lies all about
testifies to its existence at some former period ; but they retain a distinct
tradition of its trade with the Arabian and Persian coasts, as vouched
for by Marco Polo, that trade having in some degree sunived to comparatively recent times.+

*

*

* I am sony to say that the coin never reached its destination.
t Dr. Caldwell here goes at some length into the identity of

Kayal with the
Fdtan of Ibn Batuta, which he strongly maintains. I have put before him some
difficulties in reference to that view ; but in any case a full discussion of the subject
scarcely appertains to hIarco Polo, so I onlit it.
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" Captain Phipps, the Master Attendant at Tuticorin, says : ' The
roadstead of Old Cael (KSyal) is still used by native craft when upon
the coast and meeting with south winds, from which it is sheltered. The
depth of water is 16 to 14 feet ; I fancy years ago it was deeper. . . . .
'I'here is a surf on the bar at the entrance (of the river), but boats go
through it at all times.'
" 'The importance of Kayal in the tilnes of which we are treating, and
the probability of identity with the place which Ibn Batuta calls F a f h t ~ ,
or ' The City,' are further illustrated by a tradition preserved by the
Mahommedans in Ceylon Casie Chitty, a learned Singhalese Judge, in
a letter quoted in Sir Emerson Tennent's Ceylon (I. p. 631), speaking
of the ' Moors,' or half-Arab half-native ~ a h o m r n e d a n sof ceyloh, says~:
'Their first settlement in India was formed at Kailpatam (properly, as
we have seen, Kdj~af)to the east of Cape Comorin, and that place is
still regarded
as the "fatherland of the Moors." This settlement is slid
"
to have taken place in the early part of the 8th century.'
i)

" I am

.c

Q

Q

tempted to carry this long account of Kayal a little further,
so as to bring to light the Ko/R/1oi [KdAx0r i t r ~ d p l o v ]of the Greek merchants, the situation of the older city being nearly identical with that
of the more nlotlern one. Ko/R/roi, described by Ptolemy and the author
of the Periplus as an emporium of the pearl-trade, as situated on the
sea-coast to the east of Cape Comorin, and as giving its name to the
Kolkhic Gulf or Gulf of Manaar, has been identified by Lassen with
Keelkarei ; but this identification is merely conjectural, founded on
nothing better than a slight apparent rese~nblancein the names. Lassen
could not have failed to identify Kolkhoi with KORKAI,the mothercity of Kayal, if he had been acquainted with its existence and claims.
Korkai, properly KOLKAI(the l being changed into r by a modem
refinement-it is still calletl K . a in Malaydarn) holds an important
place in 'Tamil traditions, being regarded as the birthplace of the Pandyan dynasty, the place where the princes of that race ruled previously'
to their removal to hIadura. One of the titles of the Pandyan Kings
is ' Kuler of Korkai.' Korkai is situated two or three miles inland from
Kayal, higher up the river. It is not marked in the Ordnance Map of
India, but a village in the immediate neighbourhood of it, called Afdrama/~fiz/nnl,'the (;ootl-fortune of the I'andyas,' will be found in the map.
'This place, together with several others in the neighbourhood, on both
sides of the river, is proved by inscriptions and relics to have been
formerly included in Korkai, and the whole intervening space between
Korkai and Kayal exhibits traces of ancient dwellings. The people of
Kayal maintain that their city was originally so large as to include
Korkai, but there is much niore probability in the tradition of the
people of Korkai, which is to the effect that Korkai itselfwas originally a
sea-port ; that as the sea retired it became less and less suitable for trade,
that Kayal rose as Korkai fell, and that at length as the sea continued to
retire Kayal also was abantloned. They adtl that the trade for which
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the place was famous in ancient times was the trade in pearls" In an
article in the AladrasJour~zal (VII. 379) it is stated that at the great
Siva P a g d ~at Tinnevelly the earth used ceremonially at the annual
festival is brought from Korkai.
NOTE2.-Dr. Caldwell again brings his invaluable aid :" Marco Polo represents Kayal as Ixing governed by a king whom
he calls Asciar (a name which you suppose to be intended to be pronounced Ashar), and says that this king of Kayal was the elder
brother of Sonderbandi, the king of that part of the district of hfaabar
where he landed. There is a distinct tradition, not only amongst th'e
people now inhabiting Kayal, but in the District of Tinnevelly generally,
that Kayal, during the period of its greatness, was ruled by a king.
This king is sometimes spoken of as one of ' the Five Kings' who
reigned in various parts of Tinnevelly, but whether he was independent
of tlie King of Madura, or only a viceroy, the people cannot now say.
\Ye may conjecture that he was nominally subject to Madura, but that
he made himself at times virtually independent. The tradition of the
people of Kayal is that Sdrayiadtra-Raja was the name of the king by
whom the fortifications of the place were erected, and that S&r-Rnju
was the name of the last king of the place. They state that this 3ast
king was a Mahommedan, a statement which agrees with that of
Rashiduddin, but though SGr-Raja does not sound like the name of a
Mahommedan prince, they all agree in asserting that this was his name.
The priest of the small temple of Minikshi in Kayal asserts that there
is a copper plate preserved in the temple recording a grant mlde to it
by this SGr-Rij2. H e refused to show the plate, but as he also asserted
th:~tSar-Raja was a Mahommedan, and as grants of land from Mahommeclan princes to Hindu temples, though not unknown, are very rare,
there may be some truth in a story which is not in accordance with
orciinary events. Can this SCir be the person whom Marco calls Asciar?
Probably not, as Asciar seems to have k e n a Hindu by religion. I
have discovered what appears to be a more probable identification in
the name of a prince mentioned in an inscription on the walls of a
temple at Sri-vai-Kuntham, a town on the Tamraparni R, about 2 0
miles from Kayal. In the inscription in question a donation to the
te~npleis recorded as having been given in the time of ' A s a ~ i a d t v a
mZM also Srtq'a-(lapa.' This name 'Asaaia' is neither Sanscrit nor
'I'amil ; and as the hard 4 is often changed into r, Marco's A s h r may
have been an attempt to render this Asan. If this Asadia or Surya-deva
were really Sundara-pandideva's brother, he must have ruled over a narrow range of country, probably over Kayal alone, whilst his more eminent
brother was alive; for there is an inscription on the walls of a temple at
Sindamangalam, a place only a few miles from Kayal, which records a
donation made to the place ' in the reign of Sundara-pandi-tleva.' "

*

See above, 11.

270, as to

I)[.

Caldwell's view of Polo's Sonderbandi.
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NOTE 3.-7;,~~zb1il is the Persian name for the betel-leaf or pdn.
Marsden supposes the mention of camphor among the ingredients with
which the piin is prepared to be a mistake, and suggests as a possible
origin of the error that Kdplir in the Malay language means not only
camphor but quicklime. This is curious, but in addition to the fact
that the lime is mentioned in the text, there seems ample evidence that
his doubt about camphor is unfounded.
Garcias da Horta says distinctly : " I n chewing betrc. . . . they mix
areca with it and a little lime. . . Some add Licio (i.e., catechu), but
fire rich antigmndees adti some Borneo camphor, and some also lign-aloes,
musk, and ambergris " (3 I v. and 32). Abdurrazzak also says : " The
manner of eating it is as follows. They bruise a portion of fauffZ(areca)
otherwise called sipnri, and put it in the mouth. Moistening a leaf of
the betel, together with a grain of lime, they rub the one upon the other,
roll them together, and then place them in the mouth. They thus take
as many as four leaves of betel at a time and chew them. Somefinzes
thy adti camphor fo it" (p. 32). And Abdl Fazl : " They also put some
betel-nut and &nth(catechu) on one leaf, and some lime-paste on another,
and roll them up ; this is called a berah. Some pzrt camjhor and musk
into it, and tie both leaves with a silk thread," &c. (See Blochmann's
Trans(. p. 73.) Finally, one of the Chinese notices of Kamboja, translated by Abel Remusat, says : " When a guest comes it is usual to present
him with nreca, cantfhr, and 0 t h aromatics."
~
(Nozrv. 11421. I. 84.)

.

NOTE 4.--Barbaa, speaking of the Kingdom of Bnttecala in Canars,
says : " I n this kingdom it is a common custom for two men to defy
each other to mortal combat on account of any trifle about which they
may .have fallen out. The King immediately appoints the time, the
place, and the weapons, and likewise gives each a second who stands
by his principal. They engage without armour, only from the waist
upwards they wear a tight jacket, and have a quantity of cotton cloth
wrapt tight round the chest and shoulders. Their arms are sword and
target, of dinlensions prescribed by the King; and SO they commence
their sword-play, showing great dexterity therein, but making no use of
the point, for that is prohibited. The combat lasts till one or both be
left for dead in the presence of the King and all the people, and no one
dares say a word except the seconds, who are constantly cheering them
on." (Ham. I. t 300.)
This is the only passage of Ramusio's version, so far as I know, that
suggests the possibility of interpolntion from a recent author, as distinguished from mere editorial modification.

C H A P T E R XXTI.

WHENyou quit Maabar and g o 500 miles towards the
south-west you come to the kingdom of Corr.rl~. T h e
people are idolaters, but there are also some Christians and
some Jews. T h e natives have a language of their own,
and a King of their own, and are tributary to no one.'
A great deal of Brazil is got here which is called Brazil
Coilurnin from the country ~vhichproduces it ; 'tis of very
fine quality.' Good ginger also grows here, and it is known
by the same name of CoiLumin after the country.' Pepper
too grows in great abundance throughout this country, and
I will tell you how. You must know that the pepper-trees
are (not wild but) cultivated, being regularly planted and
watered ; and the pepper is gathered in the months of May,
June, and July. They have also abundance of very fine
indigo. This is made of a certain herb which is gathered,
and [after the roots have been removed] is put into great
vessels upon which they pour water and then leave it till the
whole of the plant is decomposed. They then put this
liquid in the sun, which is tremendously hot there, so that
it boils and coagulates, and becomes such as we see it.
[They then divide it into pieces of four ounces each, and in
that form it is exported to our parts.] 4 And I assure you
that the heat of the sun is so great there that it is scarcely
to be endured ; in fact if you put an egg into one of the
rivers it will be boiled, before you have had time to g o any
distance, by the mere heat of the sun!
T h e merchants from Manzi, and fro111 Arabia, and from
the Levant come thither with their ships and their merchandize and make great profits both by what they import
and by what they export.
There are in this country many and divers beasts quite
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different from those of other parts of the world. Thus
there are lions black all over, with no mixture of any other
colour; and there are parrots of many sorts, for some are
white as snow with red beak and feet, and some are red,
and some are blue, forming the most charming sight in the
world; there are green ones too. There are also some
parrots of exceeding small size, beautiful creatures.' They
have also very beautiful peacocks, larger than ours, and
different ; and they have cocks and hens quite different from
ours ; and what more sliall I say ? In short, everything they
have is different fiom ours, and finer and Setter. Neither is
their fruit like ours, nor their beasts, nor their birds; and
this difference all comes of the excessive heat.
Corn they have none but rice. So also their wine they
make from [palm-]sugar ; capital drink it is, and very
speedily it makes a man drunk. All other necessaries of
man's life they have in great plenty and cheapness. They
have very good astrologers and physicians. Man and
woman, they are all black, and go naked, all save a fine
cloth worn about the middle. They look not on any sin of
the flesh as a sin. They marry their cousins german, and
a man takes his brother's wife after the brother's death;
anti all the people of India have this c u s t o ~ n . ~
There is no more to tell you there ; so we will proceed,
and I will tell you of another country called Cornari.
NOTE1.-Futile doubts have been raised by Baldello Roni and Hugh
Murray as to the position of COII.UM,
because of Marco's mentioning it
before Comari, or Cape Comorin ; and they have insisted on finding
a Coilum to the cast of that promontory. There is however in reality
no room for any question on this sul~ject. For ages Coilum, Kaulam,
or, as we now write it, Quilon, and properly Kollam (the name means
' a Tank,') was one of the greatest ports of trade with Western Asia.
The earliest mention of it that I can indicate is in a letter written by the
Nestorian Patriarch, Jesujabus of Adiabene, who died A.D. 660, to Simon
Metropolitan of Fars, blaming his neglect of duty, through which he says,
not only is India. " which extends from the coast of the Kingtlom of
Fars to COI.ON,a distance of 1200 parasangs, tleprived of a regular
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ministry, but Fars itself is lying in darkness." (Assem. 111. pt. ii. 437.)
'The same place appears in the earlier part of the Arab Refations (A.D.
851) as Knufa~rr-APal2, the port of India made by vessels from Maskat,
and already frequented by great Chinese Junks.
Abulfeda defines the position of Kaulam as at the extreme end
of Baffdd-uf-Fdfaf, i.c., the Pepper Country or Malabar, as you go eastward, standing on an inlet of the sea, in a sandy plain, adorned with
rnany gardens. The Brazil-tree grew there, and the Mahommedans had
a fine mbsque and square. 11x1 Batuta also notices the fine mosque and
says the city was one of the finest in Malabar, with splendid markets
and rich merchants, and was the chief resort of the Chinese traders in
India Odoric describes it as " at the extremity of the Pepper Forest
towards the south,'' and astonishing in the abundance of its merchandize.
Friar Jordanus of Svdrac was there as a missionary some time previous
to 1 ~ 2 8in
, which year he was at home and was nominated
of the
See of Kaulam, 1,atinized as Cnlumbum or Columbus. Twenty years
later John hlarignolli visited I' the very noble city of Columbum, where
the whole world's pepper is produced," and found there a Latin church
of St. George, probably founded by Jordanus." Kaulanl or Coilon continued to be an important place to the beginning of the 16th century,
when Varthema speaks of it as a fine port, and Barbosa as " a very great
city," with a very good haven, and with many great merchants, Moors
and Gentoos, whose ships traded to all the Eastern ports as far as
Bengal, Pegu, and the Archipelago. But after this its decay must have
been rapid, and in the following century it had sunk into entire insignificance. Throughout the middle ages it appears to have been one
of the chief seats of the St. Thomas Christians.
Hmo Polo comes to mention Coilum before Colnari is a question
that will be treated further on. with other misplacements of like kind that
occvr in succeediilg chapters.
Kublai had a good deal of diplomatic intercourse of his usual kind
with Kaulam. Dcmailla mentions the arrival at Thsiuanchau (or Zayton)
in 1282 of envoys from KILILAN
an Indian State, bringing presents
of various rarities, including a black ape as big as a man. The Emperor
had three times sent thither an officer called Yangtingpi (IX. 415).
Some rather curious details of these missions are extracted by Pauthier
from the Chinese Annals. The royal residence is in these called
A-pu-'hula.t The king is styled Pinafi. I may note that Barbosa also
tells us that the King of Kaulam was called Benate-deri (dczfar?). And
Dr. Caldwell's kindness enables me to explain this title. Pinntior Benntc

m is hi^

There is still a .crian church of St. George at Quilon, and a mosque of some
importance ;-the representatives at least of those noted above. A vague tradition of
extensive trade with China yet survives.
f The translated passage about 'Ap~tAofnis a little obscure. The name looks like
A;rpui*odn, which was the site of a palace north of Cnlinif (not in Kaulnm), the
Lb/rrm/c of the Portuguese.
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represents VLttci{an, "the Lord of the Veniau," or Ynta.t.&, that being
the name of the district to which belonged the family of the old kings
of Kollam, and Ycfut(iatl being their regular dynastic name. The Kaja
of Travancore who inherits their titles is still poetically styled Veni+n.
(Ptruthier, p. 603, seqq.; Rnm. I. f. 304.)

NOTE2.-The Brazil-wood of Kaulam appears in the Commercial
Handbook of Pegolotti (circa 1340) as Vcrzino Colombitro, and under
the same name in that of Giov. d'Uzzano a century later. ~ e ~ o l o tint i
one passage details kinds of Brazil under the names of Ycrzino salvatico,
dirncstiro, and co/ombino. In another passage where he enters into some
detail as to the respective values of different qualities he names three
kinds, as Colotnni, Ameri, and Smi, of which the CoZomni (or Colombino)
was worth a sixth more than the Ameri and three times as much as the
Scni. I have already conjectured that Atntri may stand for Lameri
referring to Lambri in Sumatra (supra ch. xi., note 1); and perhaps
Scni is Sini or Chinese, indicating an article brought to India by the
Chinese traders, probably from Siam.
We have seen in the last note that the Kaulam Brazil is spoken of by
Abulfeda; and Ibn Batuta, in describing his voyage by the backwaters
from Calicut to Kaulam, says : "All the Trees that grow by this river
are either Cinnamon or Brazil Trees. They use these for firewood, and
we cooked with them throughout our journey." Friar Odoric makes the
same hyperbolic statement : " Here they burn Brazil-wood for fuel."
I t has been supposed popularly that the Brazil-wood of commerce
took its name from the great country so called ; but the Ymino of the
old Italian writers is only a form of the same word, and Brcsil is in fact
the word used by Polo. So Chaucer :"

Him nedeth not his colour for to dim
With Brazil, ne with gnin of Portingale."
--The N I ~PrGsf'r
J
Tale.

The Eastern-wood in question is now known in commerce by its Malay
name of Sappan (properly Snpang), which again seems to be identical
with the Tamil name Chapangam. I t is the wood of the CaesaQirria
Sapan, and is known in Arabic (and in Hindustani) as Bd&a'm. I t is
a thorny tree, indigenous in Western India from Goa to Trevandrum,
and growing luxuriantly in South Malabar. I t is extensively used by
native dyers, chiefly for common and cheap cloths, and for fine mats.
The dye is precipitated dark-brown with iron, and red with alum. The
tree is both wild ant1 cultivated, and is grown rather extensively by the
Mahommedans of hlalabar, called A4aplahs (AfnpiZfas, see p. 307), whose
custom it is to plant a number of seeds at the birth of a daughter.
The trees require fourteen or fifteen years to come to maturity, and
then become the girl's dowry.
Though to a great extent superseded by the kindred wood from
Brazil, the Sappan is still a substantial objcct of inlportation into England.
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That American dye-stuff which now bears the name of Brazil-wood
is believed to be the produce of two species of Caesalpinia, but the
question seems to partake of the singular obscurity which hangs over
the origin of so many useful drugs and dye-stuffs.
~ h name
k
of Brazil has had a curious history. Etymologists refer it
to the colour of braise or hot coals, and its first application was to this
dye-wood from the far East. Then it was applied to a newlydiscovered
tract of South America, perhaps because producing a kindred dye-wood
in large quantities : finally the original wood is robbed of its name, which
is monopolized by that imported from the new country. The Region of
Brazil had been originally styled Sancta Crue, and De Barros attributes
the change of name to the suggestion of the Evil One, " as if the name
of a wood for colouring cloth were of more moment than that of the
Wood which imbues the Sacranlents with the tincture of Salvation."
There may perhaps be a doubt if the Land of Brazil derive&its name
from the dye-wood. For the Isle of Brazil, long before the discovery of
America, was a name applied to an imaginary Island in the Atlantic.
This island appears in the map of Andrea Bianco and in many others,
down at least to Coronelli's splendid Venetian Atlas (1696) ; the Irish
used to fancy that they could see it from the Isles of A m n ; and I lately
have noted a curious instance of the persistence of nautical traditions
in a passage which shows that the legend of this Island of Brazil still
sunived among sailors in the last century.. The story was no doubt the
same as that of the Green Island, or Island of Youth, which Mr. C a m p
bell tells us the Hebrideans fancy to be sometimes seen to the west
of their own Islands. (See Once a Wee&, Nov. 16th, 1867 ; and Pop.
Tales of West Highlands, IV. 163. For previous references, Della
Becima, 111. 298, 361 ; IV. 60 ; I. B., IV. 99 ; Cathay, p. 77 ; Note by
Dr. H. Cleghorn; Marsh's ea'. of LVedp0o.f~ Born. Dirt., I. 123 ;
Southey, B. of Brazil, I. 22.)
NOTE 3.-This
is the Columbine ginger which appears not unfrequently in medieval writings. Pegolotti tells us that '' ginger is of
several sorts, to wit, Belktfi, Colombitio, and Mecchino. And these
names are bestowed from the producing countries, at least this is the
case with the Columbine and Mccchino, for the BclIcni is produced in
many districts of India. The Colombino grows in the Island of Colombo
of India, and has a smooth, delicate, ashcoloured rind ; whilst the
Mecchino comes from the districts about hlecca and is a small kind,
hard to cut," &c. (Dclla Dec. 111. 359.) A century later, in G. da
Uzzano, we still find the Colombino and Belladi ginger (IV. I I I , 2 r o,
kc.) The Baladi is also mentioned by Rashiduddin as an export of
Guzerat, and by Barbosa and others as one of Calicut in the beginning of
the 16th century. The Mecchi?zo too is mentioned again in that era by

* Indccd, IIu~nhlcltspeaks of Brazil Isle as appearing to the west of Ireland in a
m o d e r ~Englisli
~
tilap,- f ~ t r ~ r ) ' s ;but I do not know its date. (See Exanten, &c.,
11. 244.5.)
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a Venetian traveller as grown in the Island of Camran in the Red Sea.
Both Co1uml)ine (yigEmbre columbin), and Baladi ginger (gig. b a l d )
appear among the purchases for King John of France, during his captivity
in England. And we gather from his accounts that the price of the
former was 13d a pound, and of the latter 12d, sums representing three
times the amount of silver that they now indicate, with a higher value of
silver also, and hence equivalent to about 4. and 4. p'. a pound. The
term BaLzdi (Ar.), Indigenous or "Country" ginger, indicated ordinary
qualities of no particular repute. The word Baladi seems to have
become naturalized in Spanish with the meaning " of small value."
(Elliot, I. 67 ; Rlzmusio, I. f. 275 v. 323 ; Dozy and E n g e h . p. 232-3 ;
Duuet d'drcq, 1). 2 18 ; Phi/obib/otr Soc. iPfiscelZarties, vol. 11. p. I 16.)
NOTE 4.-In Bengal Indigo factories artificial heat is employed to
promote the drying of the precipitated dye; but this is not essential to
the manufacture. Marco's account, though grotesque in its baldness,
does describe the chief features of the manufacture of Indigo by fermentation. The branches are cut and placed stem upwards in the vat till it
is three parts full ; they are loaded, and then the vat is filled with water.
Fermentation soon begins and goes on till in 24 hours the corrtcnts of the
pat are so hot that the hand cannot be r ~ f a i n din if. This is what Marco
ascribes to the sun's heat. The liquor is then drawn off to another
cistern and there agitated; the indigo separates in flakes. A quantity
of lime-water then is added, and the blue is allowed to subside. The
clear water is drawn off; the sediment is drained, pressed, and cut into
small squares, Bc. (See Afiza'rasJ~urt~avol. VIII. 198.)
Indigo had been introtluced into Sicily by the Jews during the time
of Frederick II., in the early part of Polo's century. Jews and Indigo
have long vanished from Sicily. The dye is often mentioned in Pegolotti's
Book ; the finest quality being termed ha'aco Baccadeo, a corruption of
Baldaccheo or Bagdadeo (see p. 37 I). Probably it came from India by
way of Baghdad. In the Barcelona Tariffs it appears as Indigo de
Bagadel. Another quality often mentioned is Indigo di Golfo. (See
Capnrany, Ai5wzorias, 11. App. p. 73.) I n the by-laws of the London
Painters' Guild of the 13th century, quoted by Sir F. Palgrave from the
Liber Horne, it is forbidden to paint on gold or silver except with fine
(mineral) colours, "e niet~tde brasil, nc de inde de Baldas, nc de nul
autrc mauvcisc couleur." (The Merchant and the friar, p. xxiii).
There is now no indigo made or exported at Quilon, but there is still
some export of sappan-wood, ginger, and pepper, though all trade there is
now very feeble. These, and previous particulars as to the present Quilon,
I owe to the kindness of Mr. Ballard, British Resident at Trevandrum.
NOTE5.-The Lions black all over were probably black Leopards
which are met with occasionally, both in India and the hlalay countries.
NOTE6.-These last lines are probably founded on some local or
caste customs of maniage, several of which in South India are very
peculiar ; c.g., see Ne/sotr's Madura, pt. ii. p. 5 I.
Y

2

CHAPTER XXIII.

C ~ M A Ris Ia country belonging t o India, ant1 there you can
see something of the North Star which we had not been
able to see from the Lesser Java thus far. I n order t o see
i t you must g o some 30 miles out to sea, and then you see
it about a cubit above the water.'
This is a very wilt1 country, and there are beasts of all
kinds there, especially monkeys of such peculiar fashion
that you would take them for men! There are also gatpa2rI.s' in wonderful diversity, with bears, lions, and
leopards, in abundance.
KOTE 1.-Comari

can only be the country about Cape COMORIN,
the
of Ptolemy, a name derived from the Sanskrit Kunlciri,
" a Virgin," an appellation of the goddess Durga. T h e temple of the
goddess still exists, and the bathing in her honour, spoken of by the
author of the Periplus, is still continued, though now the pilgrims are
few. Abulfeda speaks of RJs Kutnhari as the limit between Malabar
and hla'bar. Ku111iri is the Tamul pronunciation of the Sanskrit word
and probably ComGri was Polo's pronunci a t'ion.
At the beginning of the Portuguese era in India we hear of a small
Kingdom of COMOKI,the prince of which had succeeded to the kingdom
of Kaulam. Kumari has been confounded by some of the Arabian
Geographers, o r their modern commentators, with Kutnnr one of the
regions supplying aloes-wood, and which was apparently Khmer or
Kamboja. ( Cah1'1~rell's Drazg. Gmmnmr, p. 67 ; Gildcm. I 85 ; Ram. I.
333.)
NOTE 2.-I have not been able t o ascertain with any precision what
animal is meant by Gnt-pnul. T h e term occurs again, coupled with
monkeys as here, a t p. 240 of the Geog. Text, where speaking of
Abyssinia it is said : " I/ont gat paulz et autrc gat-maittlon si divisn," &c.
Gatto mainronc for a n ape of some kind, is common in old Italian, the
latter part of the term, from the Pers. Afaif~zdn,being possibly connected
with our Baboon. And that the Gaf-paul was also some kind of ape is
confirmed by the Spanish Dictionaries. Cobarrubias gives : " Gato Paus,
a kind of tailed monkey. Gato paus, Gato pablo; perhaps as they call
a monkey " Martha," they lnay have called this particular monkey
" Paul." k c . (f. 43 I v.). So also the Di~1-io11.de /a Lcligun Castcllana
KopLpra &pov
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con@.$or la ReaZAcademia (1783)gives : " Gafo Paul, a kind of monkey
of a grey colour, black muzzle and very broad tail." I n fact, the word
is used by Columbus, who, in his own account of his third voyage, describes a hill on the coast of Paria as covered with a species of G&s
Paulns; (see A'bvarrete, Fr. ed. 111. 21, also 147-8). I t is worth noting
that the revisers of the text adopted by Pauthier have not understood the
word. For they substitute for the " I Z hi a gat paul s i dizlisrz qe ce fsfoit
nrcn~oillenof the Geog. Text, " ef s i a mouN degranz paluz el moult ,yrnr~s
pantnins a rnerveillcs "-wonderful swamps and marshes ! The Pipino
Latin has adhered to the correct rending-'I I b i s~rrrfcati qui dicuntur
pauli, r~nldcrlivrrsi nb aliis."

CHAPTER XXIV.

ELI is a kingdom towards the west, about 300 miles fiom
Comari. The people are idolaters and have a king, and
are tributary to nobody; and have a peculiar language.
W e will tell you particulars about their manners and their
products, and you will better understand things now because
we are drawing near to places that are not so outlandish.'
There is no proper harbour in the country, but there
are many great rivers with good estuaries, wide and deep.'
Pepper and ginger grow there, and other spices in quantities.' T h e King is rich in treasure, but not very strong in
forces. T h e approach to his kingdom however is so strong
by nature that no one can attack him, so he is afraid of
nobody.'
And you must know that if any ship enters their estuary
and anchors there, having been bound for some other port,
they seize her and plunder the cargo. For they say, " You
were bound for somewhere else, and 'tis God has sent you
hither to us, so we have a right to all your goods." And
they think it no sin to act thus. And this naughty custom
prevails all over these provinces of India, to wit, that if a
ship be driven by stress of weather into some other port
than that to which it was bound, it is sure to be plundered.
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But if a ship come bound originally to the place they
receive it with all honour, and give it due protection.' The
ships of Manzi and other countries that come hither in
summer lay in their cargoes in 6 or 8 days and depart as
fast as possible, because there is no harbour other than the
river-mouth, a mere roadstead and sandbanks, so that it is
perilous to tarry there. The ships of Manzi indeed are not
so much afraid of these roadsteads as others are, because
they have such huge wooden anchors, which hold in all
weather.'
There are many lions and other wild beasts here and
plenty of game, both beast and bird.

NOTE].-NO city or district is now known by the name of ELY,but
the name survives in that of Mount Dely, properly Monte ~ ' E L Ythe
,
Ydi-mala of the Malabar people, and called also in the legends of the
coast Sapfa-shaila, or the Seven Hills, an isolated and very conspicuous
hill, or cluster of hills, forming a promontory some 16 miles north of
Cananore, the first Indian land seen by Vasco da Gama, on that memorable August morning in 1498, and formerly very well known to navigators, though it has been allowed to drop out of some of our most
ambitious modem maps.* Abulfeda describes it as " a great mountain
projecting into the sea, and descried from a great distance, called Ras
Naili;" and it appears in Fra Mauro's map as Cavo dc Eli. This part
of Malabar was noted for the export of cardamoms; and as the great
cardamom was called by the Arabs flil or Hail,-in Sanskrit Ela,-it
seems possible that the name is connected with this.
There is, perhaps, a trace of ELI in the Ela-Barake of the Periplus,
but the passage is defective and obscure. There is a clearer one in the
Elimn of the Ravenna geographer, who mentions it next below Nelcinna
or Nelcynda, generally supposed to be Nileshweram, some miles north
of Mount d'Ely. Rashidudclin mentions simply "the country of Hili,"
between dPonjatlir (Mangalore) and Fandaraina (miswritten in Elliot's
copy Sadarsa). Ibn Batuta speaks of Hili, which he reached on leaving
Manjardr, as " a great and well-built city, situated on a large estuary
accessible to great ships. The vessels of China come hither; this,
Kaulam, and KaIikut, are the only ports that they enter." From Hili
I have to apologize for having in another work included the Atlas of India in
this charge ; it does not apply to that work.
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he proceeds 12 miles further down the coast to forfattan, which probably corresponds to Baliapatan. ELLYappears in the C a r h Catalans.,
and is marked as a Christian city. Nicolo Conti is the last to speak
distinctly of the city. Sailing from Carnbay, in 2 0 days he arrived a t
two cities on the sea-shore, Pacarnuria (Faknrir, of Rashid and Firishta,
probably Baaanor) and HELLI. But we read that in 1527 the Portuguese under Simon de Melo burned the cities of Marabia and Afontc
3~lli.When Da Gama on his second voyage was on his way from
Baticala (in Canara) to Cananor, a squall having sprung his mainmast
just before reaching M t d'Ely, " the captain-major anchored in the Bay
bf Marabia, because he saw there several Moorish ships, in order to get
a mast from them." I t seems clear that this was the bay just behind
Mt. cl'Ely.
Indeed the name of Marabia or Marawi is still meserved in Afatiaoi
or MBdai, corruptly termed Afaudoy in some of our maps, a township upon
the river which enters the bay about 7 or 8 miles south-east of Mt. d'Ely,
and which is called by De Barros the Rio Marabia.'
Mr. Ballard informs me that he never heard of ruins of importance at Madai, but there
is a place on the river just mentioned, and within the hfadai township,
called Payangddi ("Old Town"), which has the remains of an old fort of
the Kolastri (or Kolatiri) Rajas. A palace at Madai (perhaps this fort)
is alluded to by Dr. Gundert in the Madras Journal, and a Buddhist
Vihara is spoken of in an old hialayalim poem as having existed at the
same place. The same paper speaks of "the famous emporium
of Cachilpatnam near Mt. d'Ely," which may have been our city of
Hili, as the cities Hili and Marawi were apparently separate though
very near.
The state of flili-Marawi is also mentioned in the Arabic work on
the early history of the Mahomedans in Malabar, called Tuhfat-aGMujdRidin, ahd translated by Rowlandson ; and as the prince is-there called
Kolfuree, this would seem to identify him either in family or person with
the Raja of Cananor, for that old dynasty has always borne the name of
Koiafiri. t
The Ramusian version of Barbosa is very defective here, but in
Stanley's version (Hak. Soc. Bast African and Mafabnr Coasts, p. 149)
we find the topography in a passage from a Munich MS. clear enough :
" After passing this place " (the river of Nirapura or Nileshweram) " along
the coast is the mountain Dely (of Ely) on the edge of the sea; it is a
I had unfortunately not recognized this when the map was engraved, and
Maudoy has been omitted. Its position is on thc right bank of the river just at the
top of the H in " Hili hlarawi!'
t As p i u t e d by Howlandson, the name is corrupt (like many others in the book),
being given as Ifibizu Jftrrawer. But suspecting what this pointed to, I exnmined
the MS. in the R. A. Society's Library. The knowledge of the Arabic rharartrr was
&J,
IM fifdrdwi.
quite sufficient to enable me to trace the name as G,~L
(See Rr&latrdson, pp. 54, 58-59, and MS. pp. 23 and 26.)
"
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round mountain, very lofty, in the midst of low land ; all the ships of
the Moors and Gentiles that navigate in this sea of India, sight this
mountain when conling from without, and make their reckoning by it ;
. . after this, at the foot of the mountain to the south, is a town
called Marave, very ancient and well off, in which live hfoors and
Gentiles and Jews; these Jews are of the language of the country; it is
a long time that they have dwelt in this place."
(Stanley's Corrca, Hak. SOC. p. 145, 3 12-13 ; Gildctn. p. 185 ;
Elliot, 1. 68; /. B., IV. 81; Conli, p. 6 ; U; Gcn. dcs Yoyaps (~zmo.),
11. 9 ; Mudras fo~rnal,XIII. NO. 3 r, p. 14, 99, 102, 104 ; Dc Barns,
111. 2, cap. 5 , and IV. 2, cap. 13.)

. .

Mount

d'Ely, from the Sea, in last centtlry.

NOTE2.-This is from Pauthiefs text, and the map illustrates the
fact of the many wide rivers. The G. T. has " a goml river with a very
good estuary" or mouth. The latter word is in the G. T. fcrccs, afterwards niore correctly fuces (and in Pauthierfouis), equivalent, I believe,
to the Italian focc froill f c r ~ m . \Ve have seen that Ibn Batuta also
speaks of the estuary or inlet at Hili, I t may have been either that
immetliately cast of Mount d'Ely, communicating with the Nileshweram
River, or the Madai River alluded to above. Neither could be entered
by vessels now, but there have been great littoral changes.
NOTE3.-Barbosa SRYS that throughout the kingdom of Cananor the
pepper \\.as of excellent quality, though not in great qusntity. There
was much ginger, not first-rate, which was called Hc& from its growing
about Mount d'Elp, with cardamoms, mirobolans, cassia fistula, zerumbet, and zedoary. The two last items are two species of ctrrcurma, for-
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merly in much demand as aromatics; the last is, I believe, the s d m ~ a l c
of Chaucer :"

There was eke wexing many a spice,
As clowe gildre and Licorice,
Ginger and grein de Paradis,
Canell and setewale of pris,
And many a spice delihble
To eaten when men rise from table."-R. of tk Ro~t.

The Hely ginger is also mentioned by Conti.
NOTE 4.-This piratical practice is noted by Abdumzzak also : 6 L I n
other parts (than Calicut) a strange practice is adopted. When a vessel
sets sail for a certain point, and suddenly is driven by a decree of Divine
Providence into another roadstead, the inhabitants, under the pretext
that the wind has driven it thither, plunder the ship. But at Calicut
every ship, whatever place it comes from, or wherever it may be bound,
when it puts into this port, is treated like other vessels, and has no
trouble of any kind to put up withn (p. 14).
NOTE 5.-It
is interesting to compare the notice in the Periplus of
the ports immediately adjoining Mount d'Ely : " There is another town
called Barake (or Ela-Barake) at the mouth of the river, at which the
ships touch on leaving Nelcynda, and ride at anchor in the roads (hrl
o&v)
to take in their cargo. . . . Many ships visit these ports for
pepper and Malabathrum." I t is not impossible that Barake (or ElaBarakc) was Marawi or Hili-Afarawi.
With regard to the anchors, Pauthier's text has just the opposite of
the G. T. which we have preferred : "Lcs rrcfs du Manzi portent si
p a n s ancrcs dcfrrsf que il seufTrent moult de gram fortunes auspla+s."
Demailla says the Chinese consider their ironwood anchors to be much
better than those of iron, because the latter are subject to strain (Lctl.
Ed$ XIV. 10). Capt. Owen has a good word for wooden anchors
( N a n . of ?%yap, &c. I. 385).

.

C H A P T E R XXV.
CONCERNINGTHE KINGDOMOF MELIBAR.

MELIBAR
is a great kingdom lying towards the west. The
people are idolaters; they have a language of their own,
and a king of their own, and pay tribute to nobody.'
In this country. you see more of the North Star, for it
shows two cubits above the water. And you must know
that from this kingdom of Melibar, and from another near
it called Gozurat, there go forth every year more than a
hundred corsair vessels on cruize. These pirates take with
-
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them their wires and children, and stay out the whole
summer. Their method is to join in fleets of zo or 30 of
these pirate vessels together, and then they form what they
call a sea cordon,' that is, they drop off till there is an
interval of 5 or 6 miles between ship and ship, so that
they cover something like an hundred miles of sea, and no
merchant ship can escape them. F o r when any one corsair sights a vessel a signal is made by fire or smoke, and
then the whole of then1 make for this, and seize the merchants and plunder them. After they have plundered them
they let them go, saying: " G o along with you and get
more gain, and that mayhap will fall to us also !" But
now the merchants are aware of this, and go so well manned
and armed, and with such great ships, that they don't fear
the corsairs. Still mishaps do befal them at times.'
There is in this kingdom a great quantity of pepper,
and ginger, and cinnamon, and turbit, and of nuts of India.'
They also manufacture very delicate and beautiful buckrams. T h e ships that come from the east bring copper
in ballast. They also bring hither cloths of silk and gold,
and sendals ; also gold and silver, cloves and spikenard, and
other fine spices for which there is a demand here, and
exchange them for the products of these countries.
Ships come hither from many quarters, but especially from the great province of Manzi.5 Coarse spices are
exported hence both to Manzi and to the west, and that
which is carried by the merchants to Aden goes on to
Alexandria, but the ships that go in the latter direction are
not one to ten of those that go to the eastward; a very
notable fact that I have mentioned before.
Now I have told you about the kingdom of Melibar ;
we shall now proceed and tell you of the kingdom of Gozurat. And you must understand that in speaking of these
kingdoms we note only the capitals ; there are great numbers of other cities and towns of which we shall say nothing,
because it would make too long a story to speak of all.
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NOTE 1.-Here is another instance of that confusion which dislocates
Polo's descriptions of the Indian coast; we shall recur to it under
Ch. 30.
Malabar is a name given by the Arabs, and varies in its form ; Ibn
Batuta and Kazwini write i t J & J I ,
al-Maliba'r, Edrisi and Abulfeda
al-Ahnibdr, &c., and like variations occur among the old European travellers. The country socalled corresponded to the Kcraln of the
Brahmans, which in its very widest sense extended from about lat. I 5 O
to Cape Cornorin. This, too, seems to be the extension which Abulfeda gives to Malabar, viz., from Hundwar to Kumhari ; Rashitluddin
includes Sinddbdr, i.e., G o a But at a later date a point between Mt.
d'Ely and Mangalore on the north, and Kaulam on the south, were the
limits usually assigned to Malabar.
NOTE2.-'' N fonf eschiel cn mer" (G. T.). Eschicl is the equivalent of the Italian schera or schiera, a troop or squadron, and thence
applied to order of battle, whether by land or sea.
NOTE3.-The
northern part of Malabar, Canara, and the Konkan,
have been nests of pirates from the time of the ancients to a very recent
date. Padre Paolino specifies the vicinity of Mount d'Ely as a special
haunt of them in his day, the latter half of last century. Somewhat
further north Ibn Batuta fell into their hands, and was stript to his
drawers.
NOTE4.-There is something to be said about these Malabar spices.
The cinnamon of Malabar is what we call cassia, the cnncl/a p s s a of
Conti, the cancla brava of the Portuguese. Notices of it will be found
in Rheerlc (I. 107) and in Gnrcirrs (f. 26, scqp.). The latter says the
Ceylon cinnamon exceeded it in value as 4 : I . Uzzano discriminates
canc//a lunga, Salami, and Mabari. The Sahrni, I have no doubt, is
Sailani, Ceylonese ; and as we do not hear of any cassia from Mabar,
probably the last was Malabar cinnamon.
Turbif: Radex Tt4rjcfhi is still known in pharmacy, at least in
some parts of the Continent and in India, though in England obsolete.
I t is mentioned in the Pharmacopaia of h d i a (1868) as derived from
1pornct.a Turpefhum.
But it is worthy of note that Ramusio has cuhbs instead of furbit.
The former does not seem now to be a product of Western India,
though Garcias says that a small quantity grew there. There is some
ambiguity in statelnents about it, because its popular name A7&b~zb-c/ri~ri
s e e m to be also applied to the cassia bud. Cul)eb pepper was much
used as a spice in the midtlle ages, ant1 imported into Europe as such.
But the importation had long ceased, when its inetlical uses beca~ne
known during the British occupation of Java, and the demand was
rerewed.
Budaeus and Salinasius have identified this drug with the r & p ~ o v ,
which Theophrastus joins with cinnamomum and cassia as an ingredient
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in aronlatic confections. 'The inducement to this identification was no
doubt the singular resem1)lance \vhicll the ivortl bears to the Javanese
n.lnle of cubeb pepper, v i ~ . Ktttnrrkus.
,
If the foundation were a little
firmer this would be curious evidence of intercourse and trade with
Java in a time earlier than that of Theophrastus, viz., the fourth
century B.C.
(Uuchnnnn's Mysore, 11. 3 I, 111. I 93, and App. p. v ; Gnrcins, Ital.
version, 1576, f. 39-40; Salmas. Exerc. Pin, p. 923 ; Bud. otr Theofi.
1004 and 10x0.)

NOTE5.-We see that Marco speaks of the merchants and ships of
hlanzi, or Southern China, frequenting Kaulam, Hili, and now Malabar,
of which Calicut was the chief port. This quite coincides with Ibn
Bntuta, who says those were the three ports of India which the Chinese
junks frequented, adding Fandaraina, i.c., Pandarani, as a port where
they used to moor for the winter when they spent that season in India.
By the winter it is clear that he means the rainy season, as Portuguese
writers on India constantly do by the same expression (1B., IV. 81,
88, 96). I have been unable to find anything definite as to the date of
the cessation of this Chinese navigation to Malabar, but 1 believe it may
Ije placed about the beginning of the 15th century. The most distinct
allusion to it that I am aware of is in the information of Joseph of
Crnnganor given in the Nmvs Orbis (Ed, of 1555, 11. 208). H e says :
" These people of Cathay are men of remarkable energy, and fornlerly
drove a first-rate trade at the city of Calicut. But the King of Calicut
having treated them badly, they quitted that city, and returning shortly
after inflicted no small slaughter on the people of Calicut, and after that
returned no more." There is also in Gaspar Correa's account of the
voyages of Da Gama a curious record of a tradition of the arrival in
hlalabar more than four centuries before of a vast merchant fleet " from
the parts of hlalaccn, and China, and the Lequeos" (Lewchew) ; many
from the company on board had settled in the country and left descendants. I n the space of a hundred years none of these remained, but
their sumptuous idol temples were still to be seen (Sfatrley's TransL,
Hak. Soc., p. 147). It is probable that both these stories must be
referred to those extensive expeditions to the western countries with the
object of restoring Chinese influence which were despatched by the
Ming Emperor Ching-tsu (or Yung-lo), about 1406, and one of which
seems actually to have brought Ceylon under a partial subjection to
China, which endured half a century. (See Tcnnent, I. 623, seqg. ; and
Lctfer of P. Gizubil ilrJ A. ser. 2, tom. x. p. 327-8.)
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;CHAPTER XXVI.
CONCERNING
T H E KINGDOM
OF GOZURAT.

GOZURAT
is a great kingdom. T h e people are Idolaters
and have a peculiar language, and a king of their own, and
are tributary to no one. I t lies towards the west, and the
North Star is here still more conspicuous, showing itself at
an altitude of about 6 cubits.'
T h e people are the most desperate pirates in existence,
and one of their atrocious practices is this. When they
have taken a merchant-vessel they force the merchants
to swallow a stuff called Tamnrindi mixed in sea-water,
which produces a violent purging. This is done in case the
merchants, on seeing their danger, should have swallowed
their most valuable stones and pearls. And in this way
the pirates secure the whole.
In this province of Gozurat there grows much pepper,
and ginger, and indigo. They have also a great deal of
cotton. Their cotton trees are of very great size, growing
full six paces high, and attaining to an age of 20 years. I t
is to be observed however that, when the trees are so old as
that, the cotton is not good to spin, but only to quilt or
stuff beds withal. U p to the age of 1 2 years indeed the
trees give good spinning cotton, but from that age to
20 years the produce is inferior.'
They dress in this country great numbers of skins of
various kinds, goat-skins, ox-skins, buffalo and wild oxskins, as well as those of unicorns and other animals. In
fact SO many are dressed every year as to load a number of
ships for Arabia and other quarters. They also work here
beautiful mats in red and blue leather, exquisitely inlaid
with figures of birds and beasts, and skilfully embroidered
with gold and silver wire. These are marvellously beautiful
things; they are used by the Saracens to sleep upon, and
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capital they are for that purpose. They also work cushions
embroidered with gold, so fine that they are worth six
marks of silver a piece, whilst some of those sleeping-mats
are worth ten marks.3

NOTE1.-Again we note the topographical confusion. Guzerat is
mentioned as if it were a province adjoining Malabar, and before arriving
at 'l'ana, Cambay, and Somnath ; though in fact it includes those three
cities, and Cambay was then its great mart.
NOTE2.-Marsden supposes here some confused introduction of the
silkcotton tree (Bornbax or Salmalia, the Semal of Hindustan), but the
ctescription would be entirely inapplicable to that great forest tree. It
is remarkable that nearly the same statement with regard to Guzerat
occurs in Rashiduddin's sketch of India, as translated in Sir H. Elliot's
H. of India (cd by ProJ:Bowson, I. 67) : " Grapes are produced twice
during the year, and the strength of the soil is such that cotton-plants
grow like willows and plane-trees, and yield produce ten years running."
An author of later date, from whom extracts are given in the same work,
viz., Mahommed Maslim in his History of Sind, in describing the
wonders of Sini (Sehwan) says : " In Korzamin and Chhatur, which are
districts of Siwi, cotton-plants grow as large as trees, insomuch that men
pick the cotton mounted " (p. 237).
These would appear to have been plants of the species of true cotton
called by Royle ~ossipiurnArlioreutn, and sometimes termed G. Rcli~ ~ O S U I I Zfrom
,
its being often grown in S. India near temples or abodes of
devotees ; though the latter name has been applied also to the Nankin
cotton. That of which we speak is however, according to Dr. Cleghorn,
termed in Mysore Beo Kaphs, of which G. Rrligiosum is a proper translation. I t is grown in various parts of India, but generally rather for
ornament than use. It is stated however to be specially used for the
manufacture of turbans, and for the Brahmanical thread. And one of
Royle's authorities (Mr. Vaupell) mentions that it was grown near large
towns of Eastern Guzerat, ant1 its wool regarded as the finest of any, and
only used in delicate muslins. This kind of cotton appears to be grown
in China, from a passage in Amyot's M?moires, 11. 606, which speaks of
the " Cotonniers Arbres, qui ne devoient etre fertiles qu'aprks un bon
nombre d'anndes."
The height appears to have been a difficulty with Marsden, who
refers to the G. Arbormm, but does not admit that it could be intended.
Yet I see in the Btz,q/is/i Cjvl~ykeriiathat to this species is assigned a
height of 1 5 to 2 0 feet. Polo's six paces therefore, even if it means 30
feet as I think, is not a great exaggeration. (Rojlt,, Cult. 0
1
Coftorr, 144,
115, I 5 2 ; Etrg Cycl. art. C'tvs~$irrm.)
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NOTE 3.-Embroidered
and inlaid leather-work for bed covers,
palankin mats and the like, is still a great manufacture in Rajkot and
other places of Kattiawar in Peninsular Guzerat, as well as in the adjoining region of Sind (Note from S i r Bart& Frcre). The embroidery of
Guzerat is highly commended by Barbosa, Linschoten, and A. Hamilton.
The G. T. adds at the end of this passage : " B qe vos en diroi?
Sac/riis touf voiremnnf qc en c& reingne se laboure roiaus dereusse de
cuir efplus sofilntent que N P faif en touf lo monde, et celz qe sunl de greignors vailancc."
The two words in Roman type I cannot explain ; qu royaur devises?

CHAPTER XXVII.
CONCERNING
THE KINGDOMOF TANA.

TANA
is a great kingdom lying towards the west, a kingdom
great both in size and worth. T h e people are Idolaters,
with a language of their own, and a king of their own, and
tributary to nobody.' N o pepper grows there, nor other
spices, but plenty of incense ; not the white kind however,
but brown.'
There is much traffic here, and many ships and merchants frequent the place ; for there is a great export of
leather of various excellent kinds, and also of good buckram
and cotton. The merchants in their ships also import
various articles, such as gold, silver, copper, and other
things in demand.
With the King's connivance many corsairs launch from
this port to plunder merchants. These corsairs have a
covenant with the King that he shall get all the horses
they capture, and all other plunder shall remain with them.
T h e King does this because he has no horses of his own,
whilst many are shipped from abroad towards India ; for no
ship ever goes thither without horses in addition to other
cargo. The practice is naught and unworthy of a king.
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INCENSE.

NOTE 1.-The city of TANA,
on the landward side of the island of
Salsette, still exists, almost as a suburb of Bombay. The Great Peninsular Railroad here crosses the strait which separates Salsette from the
continent.
The Konkan is no doubt what was intended by the kingdom of 'I'ana.
Albiruni speaks of that city as the capital of Konkan; Rashiduddin calls
it Konkan-Tina, Ibn Batuta Kikin-Tina, the last a form which appears
in the Carta Catalana as Cucintana. Abulfeda speaks of it as a very
celebrated place of trade, producing a kind of cloth which was called
Tanasi, bamboos, and Tabashir derived from the ashes of the bamboo.
In Polo's time Tana seems to have been still under-a Hindu
prince, but it soon afterwards became subject to the Delhi sovereigns ;
and when visited by Jordanus and by Odoric some 30 years after Polo's
voyage, a Mussulrnan governor was ruling there, who put to death four
Franciscans, the con~panionsof Jorilanus. Barbosa gives it the compound name of TANA-MAIAMBU,
the latter part being the first indication
1 know of the name of Bombay (APambai). It was still a place of many
mosques, temples, and gardens, but the trade was small. 'I'here were
still pirates doing business from the port, but on a reduced scale. Giovani Botero says that there were the remains of an immense city to be
seen, and that the town still contained 5000 velvet-weavers (p. 104).
Polo's dislocation of geographical order here has misled Fra Mauro
into placing 'I'ana to the west of Guzerat, though he has a duplicate Tana
nearer the correct position.

NOTE 2.-Marsden is scarcely justified in saying that the brown
incense, which Marco asserts to have been produccd in the region of
'Tana, must have been Benzoin imported from Sumatra. 'I'here are
several products of Western India. which might be meant, and one of
which probably is meant :
I. The Bosrr,ef/in T/rur$v-a, which is found plentifully in the mountains of Central India, and less so among the rocky hills and ravines of
the Deccan down to 18', produces a resin which is believed to be identical with the Llibdn of the Arabs, and the thus and Ai/3avos of the
ancients. The resin hkrdens into reddish or pale yellow tears, and
occurs also in dense opaque brittle masses. It is not now known to
have been collected for sale in the Bombay territory. And indeed
Garcias da Horta denies that it was produced in India at all, saying it
was brought from Arabia, though then very cheap in Western India,
and exported thence to India and China.
11. The Grigal, or BafsamociPflciron Mukuf, growing in Sind, Knttiawar and the Deesa district, the resin of which is used as an incense and
as a cordial medicine. It is believed to be the B~ieffir~m
of the ancients,
in the Periplus as exported from the Indus, and
mentioned (/38&)
brought down with costrrs through O u n t (Ujjain) and Rarygazn (RarochLsee AfiilWs Gcqq. Grarr. Mitt. I. 287, 293). It is mentioned also
VOI.. 11.

z
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(Mu.Ql) as a product of Cutch by AIbiruni (see Reinaud in j: As. ser.
4 tom. iv. 263 ; and Ilowson's note to Eliot, I. 66). " This substance
occurs in masses of variable size and shape, sometimes as large as a
walnut, in oblong or angular pieces of a yellow, red, or brownish colour "
(Eng. Cyc. art. Ba'eUium).
111. Vateria Indica, producing the Indian Copal or Guin Anim6
of the English market. The northern limit of this appears to be North
Canara, but it is now exported from Bombay and might have been from
T a n a I t is the Chlmaxylon Dupada of Buchanan, and I imagine the
Dupu or Incense Tree of Rheede (Hort. Malab. IV.). The Hindus
use it as incense, sometimes forming it into fragrant tapers. Garcias
thinks it is the Cancamurn of the ancients. It is used as a substitute for
pitch, and is probably the thus with which Joseph of Cranganor says the
Indian vessels were payed.
IV. Bomellia Glabra yields a fragrant resinous substance known in
Tamul a s Koona'ricum, which is much burnt as incense by the Hindus.
V. Cosfus of the Ancients, Ku?/r of the Hindus (Sansc. Kush!h) is
still exported from Western India as well as Calcutta to China, under
the name of Putchock, to be burnt as an incense in the Chinese temples.
Its identity has been ascertained in modem times by Drs. Royle and
Falconer, but this was known also to Garcias, who gives a drawing, and
mentions Pur/ro as the Malay name. Alex. Hamilton at the beginning
of last century calls it Lignurn Dulcis (sic). The Periplus mentions it
as just noted among exports from Sind and Guzerat. It was used by
the ancients for incense.
The produce of the Balsamodendron, Mt+f or Bdellium, answers
best to the slight indications, and it is that which appears pronlinently
in the Arab writers as a product of this coast.
(Rejort otr Indian Gum-Resins, &c., by Mr. DaQell, Sup. of the
Botanic Garden at Bombay; Buchanan, 11. 44, 335, 359; Garcias;
Drwy's Uscful Plants of India ;A. Hamilfon, I. I 2 7 ; Milburne, I. 2 go ;
Enfi Cyc. art. A4tcAuk.)

CHAPTER XXVIII.
CONCERNINGTHE KINGDOMOF CAMBAET.

CAMBAET
is a great kingdom lying further west. T h e
people are Idolaters, and have a language of their own,
and a king of their own, and are tributary to nobody.'
T h e North Star is here still more clearly visible:
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and henceforward the further you go west the higher you
see it.
There is a great deal of trade in this country. I t produces indigo in great abundance ; and they also make much
fine buckram. There is also a quantity of cotton which is
exported hence to many quarters ; and there is a great
trade in hides, which are very well dressed ; with many other
kinds of merchandize too tedious to mention. Merchants
come here with many ships and cargoes, but what they
chiefly bring is gold, silver, copper [and tutia.]
There are no pirates from this country ; the inhabitants
are good people, and live by their trade and manufactures.

NOTE 1.-CAMRAET is nearer the genuine name of the city than our
CAMBAY.Its proper Hindu name was, according to Colonel 'I'odtl,
KhumbavaCi, the City of the Pillar." The inhabitants write it Kumbdyaf. The ancient city is 3 miles from the existing Cambay, and is now
overgrown with jungle. I t is spoken of as a flourishing place by Mas'udi
who visited it in AD. 915. Ibn Batuta speaks of it also as a very fine
city, remarkable for the elegance and solidity of its mosques, and houses
built by wealthy foreign merchants Cambcth is mentioned by Polo's
contemporary Marino Sanuto, as one of the two chief Ocean Ports of
India ; and in the fifteenth century Conti calls it fourteen miles in circuit.
It was still in high prosperity in the early part of the 16th century,
abounding in commerce and luxury, and one of the greatest Indian
marts. Its trade was still considerable in the time of Federici, towards
the end of that century ; but it has now long disappeared, the local part
of it being transferred to Gogo and other ports having deeper water.
Its chief or sole industry now is in the preparation of ornamental objects
from agates, cornelians and the like.
The Indigo of Cambay was long a staple export, and is mentioned
by Conti, Nikitin, Santo Stefano, Federici, Linschoten and Abu'l Fazl.
'I'he independence of Cambay ceased a few years after Polo's visit;
for it was taken by the armies of Aliuddin Khilji of Dehli in the end of
the century.
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CHAPTER XXIX.
CONCERNING
T H E KINGDOM
OF SEMENAT.

SEMENAT
is a great kingdom towards the west. T h e
people are Idolaters, and have a king and a language of
their own, and pay tribute to nobody. They are not
corsairs, but live by trade and industry as honest people
ought. I t is a place of very great trade. They are to be
sure cruel Idolaters.'
NOTE 1. -SO~INATH
is the site of the celebrated Temple plundered
by Mahmud of Ghazni The term "great kingdom " is part of Polo's
formula But the place was at this time of some importance as a commercial port, and much visited by the ships of Aden, as Abulfeda tells us.
At an earlier date Albiruni speaks of it both as the seat of a great Mahadeo much frequented by Hindu pilgrims, and as a port of call for
vessels on their way from Sofala in Africa to China,-a remarkable incidental notice of departed trade and civilization! H e does not give
Somnath so good a character as Polo does; for he names it as one of
the chief pirate-haunts.
Somnath is properly the name of the Temple ; the City was and is
Deva-pattan, containing, when visited by Col. Todd some 40 or 50 years
ago, 5000 souls, but exhibiting fine tanks and other remains of prosperity,
and innumerable Mahommedan graves.
The temples and idols of Somnath were a second time destroyed, a
few years after our Traveller's visit, (in 1300)by the forces of Alauddin
Khilji of Dehli.
Srmenat appears in the Carta Catalana with fair accuracy as to position. (GilrtPm. 185; J As. 4, iv. 254; Todd's Travels, 335 ; Ellbf,
111. 74.)

CHAPTER XXX.
CONCERNING
T H E KINGDOJI
OF KESMACORAN.

KESMACORXN
is a kingdom having a king of its.own and
n

language.

[Some of] the people are Idolaters,
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[but the most part are Saracens]. They live by merchandize and industry, for they are professed traders and
carry on much traffic by sea and land in all directions.
Their food is rice [and corn], flesh and milk, of which
they have great store. There is no more to be said about
them.'
And you must know that this kingdom of Kesmacoran
is the last in India as you go towards the west and northwest. You see, from Maabar, this province is what is called
INDIA,
and it is the best of all the Indies. I
the GKEATEK
have now detailed to you all the kingdoms and provinces
and (chief) cities of this India the Greater, that are upon the
seaboard ; but of those that lie in the interior I have said
nothing, because that would make too long a story.2
And so now let us proceed, and I will tell you of some
of the Indian Islands. And I will begin by two Islands
which are called Male and Female.

NOTE1.-In spite of clouds raised by M. Pauthier there is no room
for doubt that fismnrorczn is the province of M E X R A N , known habitually
all over the East as KIJ-MAKRAN,
from the combination with the name
of the country of that of its chief town, just as we lately met with a
similar combination in Ko~~knn-tuna.This was pointed out to Marsden
I)y his illustrious friend Major Rennell. We find the term KQ-makra'n
used by Ibn Uatuta (111. 47) ; by the Turkish Admiral Sitli Ali (J A. S.,
ser. I , tom. ix. 72 ; and J A. S. B., V. 463); by Sharifuddin (P.dc la
Croix, I. 379, 11. 417-18) ; by Pietro della Valle (I. 724, 11. 358) ; and
see for other examples, J A. S. B., VII. 298, 305, 308; VIII. 764;
XIV. 158; XVII. pt. ii. 559; XX. 262, 263.
'I'he argument that Mekran was not a province of India only amounts
to saying that Polo has made a mistake. But the fact is that it often
70as reckoned to belong to India, from ancient down to comparatively
modem times. Pliny says : " Many indeed do not reckon the Indus to
be the western boundary of India, but inclutle in that term also four
satrapies on this side the river, the Getlrosi, the Arachoti, the Arii, and
the Parapomisatlae (i.c., Mekran, Kandaha~,Herat, and Kabul) . . .
whilst others class all these together under the name of Ariana" (VI.
23). Aelian calls Gedrosia a part of India (Hisf.Animal XVII. 6 ) .
In the 6th century the Nestorian Patriarch Jesujabus, as we have seen
(stQra, ch. xxii. note I), considered all to be India from the coast of

.
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Persia, i.c., of Fars, beginning from near the Gulf. According to Ibn
Khurdidbah the boundary between Persia and India was seven days'
sail from Horrnuz and eight from Daibul, or less than half way from
the mouth of the Gulf to the Indus (J As., ser. 6, tom. v. 283.) In
the Geography of h k u i we find it stated that "Hind is a great country
which begins at the province of Mekran." ( N and E. 11. gq) In the
map of Marino Sanuto India begins from Honnuz ; and it is plain from
what Polo says in quitting that city that he considered the next step
from it southeastward would have taken him to India (supra, I. p. 103).
We may add a Romance definition of India from KingAlisaundrr:"

Lordynges, also I fynde
A f Medc bcg;ynndh Yndr :
For sothe ich wote it stretcheth farest
Of alle the Londes in the Est ;
And 0th the South half sikerlyk
To the See taketh of Afryk ;
And the north half to a Mountayne
4824-4831.
That is ycleped Cauc-yne"-L.

It is probable that Polo merely coasted Mekran ; he seems to know
nothing of the Indus, and what he says of Mekran is vague.
NOTE 2.-As Marco now winds up his detail of the Indian coast, it
is proper to try to throw some light on his partial derangement of its
geography. I n the following tables the first shows the r e d geographical
order from east to west of the Indian provinces as named by Polo, and
the second shows the order as /rc puts them. The Italic names are brief
and general identific-tions.
Real order.
Mutfili ( T r l i ~ p n a )
2. St. Thomas's (Afadrar).
MAABAR, -j.hiaabar proper, Kingdom
of Sonder Bandi ( Tanjorc).
including
q Cail (Tinnn~clly).
5. Comari ( C . Cotnorirr).
6. Coilum ( Traz,ancorr).
~nclud~ng 7. Eli (Cannnorr).
I.

i

{

I I.

Kesmacoran (;lfckra~r).

Polo's wrlrr.
I . hfutfili.
12. St. Thomas's

(LPG
. .

Soli.

\+ Cail.

5. Coilurn.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Comari.
Eli.
(MELIBAR).
(GozuRAT).
10. Tana
I I . Canbaet.
12. Semenat.
I 3. Kesmacoran.

I t is dificult to suppose that the fleet carrying the bride of Arghun
went out of its way to Maabar, St. Thomas's, and l'elingana. And on
the other hand, what is slid in chapter xxiii. on Comari, about the
North Star not having been visible since they approached the Lesser
Java, aoulcl have been grossly inaccurate if in the interval the travellers
had been north as far as Matlras and Motupalle. That passage suggests
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to me strongly that Comari was the first Indian land made by the fleet
on arriving from the Archipelago (exclusive perhaps of Ceylon). Note
then that the position of Eli is marked by its distance of 300 miles from
Comari, evidently indicating that this was a run made by the traveller
on some occasion without an intermediate stoppage. Tana, Cambay,
Somnat would follow naturally as points of call.
In Polo's order, again, the positions of Comari and Coilu~nare transposed, whilst Melibar is introduced as if it were a country westward (as
Polo views it, northward we should say) of Coilunl and Eli instead of
including them, and Gozurat is introduced as a country lying eastward
(or southward, as we should say) of Tana, Cambaet, and Semenat, instead of including them, or at least the two latter. Moreover, he names
no cities in connexion with those two countries.
The following hypothesis, really not a complex one, is the most
probable that I can suggest to account for these confusions.
I conceive, ther,, that Cape Conlorin (Comari) was the first Indian
land made by the fleet on the homeward voyage, and that Hili, 'Tana,
Cambay, Somnath, were touched at successively as it proceeded towards
Persia.
I conceive that in 3 former voyage to India on the Great Kaan's
business Marco had visited Maabar and Kaulam, and gained either
from actual visits or from information the substance of the notices he
gives us of Telingsna and St. Thomas's on the one side and of Malabar
and Guzerat on the other, and that in combining into one series the
results of the information acquired on two different voyages he failed
rightly to co-ordinate the material, and thus those dislocations which
we have noticed, occurred, as they very easily might in days when
maps had practically no existence ; to say nothing of the accidents of
dictation.
The expression in this passage for " the cities that lie in the interior,"
is in the G. T. " c e h ye srrnt en fra terres;" see note 4 to Book I.
chap. i. Pauthier's text has " c e k s qui sent en ferme terre," which is
nonsense here.

CHAPTER XXXI.
I)ISCOURSETH
01:

T H E TWO ISI.ANUS CALLED

MALE A N D FEMALE,

A N D W H Y THEY ARE SO CALLED.

WHENyou leave tliis Kingdom of Kesmacoran, which is
on the mainland, you go by sea some 500 miles towards the
s o u t h ; and then you find the two Islands, MALI.:
and
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FEMALE,
lying about 30 miles distant from one another.
The <eople are all baptized Christians, but maintain the
ordinances of the Old Testament; thus when their wives
are with child they never go near them till their confinement, or for forty days thereafter.
In the Island however which is called Male, dwell the
Men alone, without their wives or any other women.
Every year when the month of March arrives the men all
set out for the other Island, and tarry there for three
months, to wit, March, April, and May, dwelling with their
wives for that space. At the end of those three months
they return to their own Island, and pursue their husbandry
and trade for the other nine months.
They find on this Island very fine ambergris. They
live on flesh and milk and rice. They are capital fishermen, and catch a great quantity of fine large sea-fish, and
these they dry, so that all the year they have plenty of
food, and also enough to sell to the traders who go thither.
They have no chief except a bishop, who is subject to the
archbishop of another Island, of which we shall presently
speak, called SCOTKA. They have also a peculiar language.
As for the children which tlieir wives bear to them, if
they be girls they abide with their mothers; but if they
be boys the mothers bring them up till they are fourteen,
and then send them to the Fathers. Such is the custom of
these two Islands. The wives do nothing but nurse their
children and gather such fruits as their Island produces;
for their husbands do furnish them with all necessaries.'

NO.I.E1.-It is not perhaps of much use to seek a serious identification of the locality of these Islands, or to rationalize it as Marsden has
done. The fable ran from time immemorial, and as nobody ever found
the Islands, their locality shifted with the horizon, though the legend long
hung about Socotra and its vicinity. Coronelli's Atlas (Venice, 1696)
identifies these islands with those called Abdul Kuri near Cape Gardafui,
ant1 the same notion finds favour with Marsden. No islands indeed
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exist in the position indicated by Polo if we look to his direction " south
of Kesmacoran," but if we take his indication of "half way between
hlekran and Socotra," the Kuria Muria Islands on the Arabian coast,
in which M. Pauthier longs to trace these veritable Male and Female
Isles, will be nearer than any others. Marco's statement that they had
a bishop subject to the metropolitan of Socotra certainly looks as if
certain concrete islands had been associated with the tale. Friar Jordanus (p. 44) also places them between India the Greater and India
'Tertia (LC.,with him Eastern Africa). Conti locates them not more than
five miles from Socotra, and yet I O O miles distant from one another.
"Sometimes the men pass over to the women, and sometimes the
women pass over to the men, and each return to their own respective
island before the expiration of six months. Those who remain on the
island of the others beyond this fatal period die immediately" (p. 21).
Fra Mauro places the islands to the south of Zanzibar and gives them
the names of Mangla and Nebila. One is curious to know whence
came these names, one of which seems to be Sanskrit, the other (also in
Ar., " Beautiful;" MangaZa, Sansk.,
Sanuto's map) Arabic; (Nubilah,
'' Fortunate.")
A savour of the story survived to the time of the Portuguese discoveries, and it had by that time attached itself to Socotra. (Faria y
Souza, I. I 18 ; Barfoli, i, delia Comp. di Gesu, Asia, I. p. 37 ; P. Vincmzo, P. 443.)
The story was, I imagine, a mere ramification of the ancient and
wide-spread fable of the Amazons, and is substalltially the same that
Palladius tells of the Brahmans ; how the men lived on one side of the
Ganges and the women on the other. The husbands visited their wives
for
days only in June, July, and August, "those bring their cold
months, as the sun was then to the north" And when a wife had once
borne a child the husband returned no more. (Aliiller's Ps.CnZZisfh.
105.) The Mahibhirata celebrates the Amazon country of Kind Paramiti, where the regulations were much as in Polo's islands, only male
children were put t o death, and men if they overstayed a month.
( LV/IeeZer's India, I. 400.)
Hwen Thsang's version of the legend agrees with Marco's in placing
the Woman's Island to the south of Persia. I t was called the Kingdom
of Wesfertr Ic.'c)mnr. There were none but women to be seen. It was
under Folin (the Byzantine Empire), and the ruler thereof sent husbands every year; if boys were born, the law prohibited their being
brought up. ( Vie ef Voyages, p. 268.)
The Chinese accounts, dating from the 5th century, of a remote
Eastern Land called Fusang, which Neumann fancies to have been
Mexico, mention that to the east of that region again there was a
Woman's Island, with the usual particulars. (Lasscn, IV. 751.) Oddly
enough, Columbus heard the same story of an island callcd hlatityna or
Matinino (apparently Martiniclue) which he sighted on his second voyage.
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The Indians on board " asserted that it had no inhabitants but women,
who at a certain time of the year were visited by the Cannibals (Caribs) ;
if the children born were boys they were brought up and sent to their
fathers, if girls they were retained by the mothers. They reported also
that these women had certain subterraneous caverns in which they took
refuge if any one went thither except at the established season," &c
(P.Martyr in Rnmusio, 111. 3 v. and see 85.)
Mendoza heard of the like in the vicinity of Japan (perhaps the
Fusang story), though he opines judiciously that " this is very doubtfull
to be beleeved, although I have bin certified by religious men that have
talked with persons that within these two yeares have beene at the
saide ilands, and have seene the saide women." ( H ; of Chi?/!,11. 301.)
The same story is related by a missionary in the Leffrcs Bdz$antcs of
certain unknown islands supposed to lie south of the Marian group.
Pauthier, from whom I derive this last instance, draws the conclusion :
"On voit que le rdcit de Marc Pol est loin d'Ctre imaginaire." Mine
from the premises would be different !
Sometimes the fable took another form ; in which the women are
entirely isolated, as in that which Mela quotes from Hanno (111. 9).
So with the Isle of Women which Kazwini and Bakui place to the
south of China They became enceintes by the Wind, or by eating a
particular fmit, or, as in a Chinese edition related by Magaillans, by
looking at their own faces in a well ! The like fable is localized by the
Malays in the island of Engano off Sumatra, and was related to Pigafetta
of an island under Great Java called Ocoloro, perhaps the same.
( M i i l . 76 ; Gildern, I 96 ; N ct Ex. I I. 398 ; Pigafeffa, I 73 ;
M a r s t h ' s Sumatra.)

CHAPTER XXXII.
CONCERNING
T H E ISLAND

O F SCOTRA.

WHEN
you leave those two Islands and go about

500 miles
further towards the south, then you come to an Island
called SCOTKA. T h e people are all baptized Christians;
and they have an Archbishop. They have a great deal
of ambergris; and plenty also of cotton stuffs and other
merchandize; especially great quantities of salt fish of a
large and excellent kind. They also eat flesh and milk
and rice, for that is their only kind of corn; and they all
go naked like the other Indians.
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[The ambergris comes from the stomach of the whale,
and as it is a great object of trade, the people contrive to
take the whales with barbed iron darts, which, once they
are fixed in the body, cannot come out again. A long
cord is attached to this end, t o that a small buoy which
floats on the surface, so that when the whale dies they
know where to find it. They then draw the body ashore
and extract the ambergris from the stomach and the oil
from the head.']
There is a great deal of trade there, for many ships
come from all quarters with goods to sell to the natives.
T h e merchants also purchase gold there, by which they
make a great profit; and all the vessels bound for Aden
touch at this Island.
Their Archbishop has nothing to do with the Pope of
Rome, but is subject to the great Archbishop who lives
at Baudas. H e rules over the Bishop of that Island, and
over many other Bishops in those regions of the world,
just as our Pope does in these.'
A multitude of corsairs frequent the Island ; they come
there and encamp and put up their plunder to sale; and
this they do to good profit, for the Christians of the Island
purchase it, knowing well that it is Saracen or Pagan gear.'
And you must know that in this Island there are the
best enchanters in the world. I t is true that their Archbishop forbids the practice to the best of his ability ; but
'tis all to no purpose, for they insist that their forefathers
followed it, and so must they also. I will give you a sample
of their enchantments. Thus, if a ship be sailing past
with a fair wind and a strong, they will raise a contrary
wind and compel her to turn back. In fact they make
the wind blow as they list, and produce great tempests and
disasters ; and other such sorceries they perform, which it
will be better to say nothing about in our Book.'
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NOTE 1.-Mr.
Blyth appears to consider that the only whale met
with now-a-days in the Indian Sea north of the liru is a great Rorqual or
Bnlaetroptcra, to which he gives the specific name of Intiica (seeJ; A. S.
B., XXVIII. 481). The statements in the text (from Ramusio) clearly
however point to the Spermaceti whale.
The best ambergris," says Mas'udi, " is found on the islands and
coasts of the Sea of Zinj (Eastern Africa) ; it is round, of a pale blue,
and sometimes as big as an ostrich egg. . . These are morsels which
have been swallowed by the fish called Awcfl. When the sea is much
agitated it casts up fragments of amber almost like lumps of rock, and
the fish swallowing these is choked thereby, and floats on the surface.
The men of Zinj, or wherever it be, then come in their canoes, and fall
on the creature with harpoons and cables, draw it ashore, cut it up, and
extract the ambergris " (I. 134).
Kazwini speaks of whales as often imprisoned by the ebb tide in the
channels about Basra The people harpooned them, and got much oil
out of thc brain, which they used for lamps and smearing their ships
This also points to the sperm whale. (Ethi, p. 268.)
After having been long doubted, scientific opinion seems to have
come back to the opinion that ambergris is an excretion from the whale.
"Ambergris is a morbid secretion in the intestines of the cachalot,
deriving its origin either from the stomach or biliary ducts, and allied in
its nature to gall-stones, . whilst the masses found floating on the
sea are those t h a t have been voided by the whale, or liberatedfrom the
dead animal by the process of putrefaction." (Bennett, Whaling Yoyap
Round t h Globe, I 840, 11. 32 6.)
NOTE 2.-Scotra
probably represented the usual pronunciation of
the name SOCOTRA,
which is traced to a Sanskrit original, Drripa-Sukatiara, " the Island Abode of Bliss," from which (contracted Diusmtra)
the Greeks made " the island of Dioscoridis."
So much painful interest attaches to the history of a people once
Christian, but now degenerated almost to savagery, that some detail
may be permitted on this subject.
The Periplus calls the island very large, but desolate; . . . the
inhabitants were few, and dwelt on the north side. They were of foreign
origin, being a mixture of Arabs, Indians, and ~ r e e k s iwho had come
thither in search of gain. . . The island was under the king of the
Incense Country. . . Traders came from Muoa and sometimes from
Limyrica and Barygaza (Canara and Cuzerat), bringing rice, wheat, and
Indian muslins, with female slaves, which had a ready sale. Cosmas
(6th century) says there was in the island a bishop, appointed fro111
Persia The inhabitants spoke Greek, having been originally settled
there by the Ptolemies. ' I There are clergy there also, ordained and
sent from Persia to minister among the people of the island, and a
multitude of Christians. We sailed past the island, but did cot lantl.
I met, however, with people from it who were on their way to Ethiopia,
and they spoke Greek."

.

. .

.
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The ecclesiashcal historian Nicephorus Callistus, seems to allude to
the people of Socotra, when he says that among the nations visited by
the missionary Theophilus, in the time of Constantius, were " the Assyrians on the verge of the outer ocean towards the East . . . . whom
Alexander the Great, after driving them from Syria, sent thither to settle,
and to this day they keep their mother tongue, though all of the blackest.
through the power of the sun's rays." The Arab voyagers of the 9th
century say that the island was colonized with Greeks by Alexander the
Great, in order to promote the culture of the Socotrine aloes ; when the
other Greeks adopted Christianity these did likewise, and they had continued to retain their profession of it. The colonizing by Alexander is
doubtless a fable, but invented to account for facts.
I n the list of the metropolitan sees of the Nestorian Church we
find one called Kotrobah, which is supposed to stand for Socotra. According to Edrisi, Kotrobah was an island inhabited by Christians ; he
speaks of Socotra separately, but no island suits his description of
Kotrobah but Socotra itself; and I suspect that we have here geography
in duplicate, such as we have alluded to at p. 251. Abulfeda says the
people of Socotra were Nestorian Christians and pirates. Nicolo Conti,
in the first half of the 15th century, spent two months on the island
(Sechutcra). H e says it was for the most part inhabited by Nestorian
Christians.
Some indications point rather to a connexion of the island's Christianity with the Jacobite or Al~yssinian Church. Thus they practised
circumcision, as mentioned by Maffei in noticing the proceedings of
Albuquerque at Socotra. Both he and Faria y Souza call them Jacobites. B3rbosa speaks of them as an olive-coloured people, Christian
only in name, having neither baptism nor Christian knowledge, and
having for many years lost aU acquaintance with the Gospel. Andrea
Corsali calls them Christian shepherds of Ethiopian race, like Abyssinian~. They lived on dates, milk, ant1 butter; some rice was imported. They had churches like mosques, but with altars in Christian
fashion.
When Francis Xavier visited the island there were still distinct traces
of the Church. The people reverenced the cross, placing it on their
altars, and hanging it round their necks. Every village hat1 its minister,
whom they called Kashis (Ar.for a Christian Presbyter), to whom they
paid tithe. No man could read. The Kashis repeated prayers in a
forgotten tongue, frequently scattering incense; a word like Alleluia
often recurred. For bells they used wooden rattles. They assembled
in their churches four times a (lay, and held St. Thomas in great veneration. 'The Kashises married, but were very abstemious. They had
two Lents, and then fasted strictly from meat, milk, and fish.
The last vestiges of Christianity in Socotra, so far as we know, are
those traced by P. Vincenzo, the Carmelite, who visited the island ahout
the middle of the I 7th century. The people still retained a profession
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of Christianity, but without any knowledge, and with a strange jumble
of rites ; sacrificing to the moon ; circumcising ; abominating wine and
pork. They had churches which they called Moguamc (Ar. Ma#dm,
'' IJocus, Statio "?), dark, low, and dirty, daily anointed with butter. On
the altar was a cross and a candle. The cross was regarded with ignorant reverence. and carried in ~rocessions. Thev assembled in their
churches three times in the day, and three times in the night, and in
their worship burned much incense, &c. The priests were called
Odambo, elected and consecrated by the people, and changed every
year. Of baptism and other sacraments they had no knowledge.
There were two races ; one, black with crisp hair; the other, less
black, of better aspect and with straight hair. Each family had a cave
in which they deposited their dead They cultivated a few palms, and
kept flocks; had no money, no writing, and kept tale of their flocks
by bags of stones They often committed suicide in age, sickness, or
defeat. When rain failed they selected a victim by lot, and placing him
within a circle actdressed prayers to the moon. If without success they
cut off the poor wretch's hands. They had many who practised sorcery.
The women were all called Maria, which the author regarded as a relic
of Christianity.
Now, not a trace of former Christianity can be discoveretl-unless
it be in the name of one of the villages on the coast, Colessecah, which
may faintly commemorate both the ancient religion and the ancient
language ( ~ K K A ~ U L I The
) . remains of one building, traditionally a place
of worship, were shown to Wellsted ; he could find nothing to connect
it with Christianity.
The social state of the people is much as Father Vincenzo described
i t ; lower it could scarcely be. Mahommedanism is now the universal
profession. The people of the interior are still of distinct race, with
curly hair, Indian complexion, regular features. The coast people are
a mongrel body, of Arab and other descent. Probably in old times the
case was similar, and the civilization and Greek may have been confined
to the littoral foreigners. (Miiller's Grog. Gr. Mittores, I. p. 280-1 ;
Rilafiom, I. 139-140 ; Cathay, clxxi, ccxlv, 169 ; Conti, zo ; Afaflci,
lib. 111. ; Biisching, IV. 278 ; Faria, I. 117-118; Ram. I, f. 181 v. and
2 92 ;Jarric, Th.Rer. h d u . I. r 08-9 ; P. l'irtc. I 3 2, 442 ;
R. G. S.,
V. I 2 9, scgq.)
NOTE3.-As far back as the 10th century Socotn was a noted
haunt of pirates Mas'udi says : " Socotra is one of the stations frequented by the Indian corsairs called Bawdrg, which 'chase the Arab
ships bound for India and China, just as the Greek galleys chase the
Mussulmans in the sea of Rdm along the coasts of Syria and Egypt"
(111. 37). The Ba70dr-ij were corsairs of Cutch and Guzerat, so calletl
from using a kind of war-vessel called Udrjn ( E l m , I. 65). Ibn b t u t a
tells a story of a friend of his, the Sl~aikhSa'id, superior of a conbent at
Mecca, who hat1 been to India ant1 got large l~resentsat the court of
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Dehli. With a comrade called Hajji Washl, who was also carrying a
large sum to buy horses, "when they arrived at the island of Socotra
. . . they were attacked by Indian corsairs with a great number of
vessels. . The corsairs took everything out of the ship, and then left
it to the crew with its tackle, so that they were able to reach Aden."
Ibn Batuta's remark on this illustrates what Polo has said of the Malabar
pirates, in chap. xxv. strpra: " T h e custom of these pirates is not to
kill or drown anybody when the actual fighting is over. They take all
the property of the passengers, and then let them go whither they will
with their vessel " (I. 362-3).

.

. .

NOTE 4 . W e have seen that P. Vincenzo alludes to the sorceries of
the people; as do Faria y Souza (I. I I ~ ) and
,
De Barros quoted by
Pauthier.

CHAPTER XXXIII.
CONCERNING
THE

ISLAND OF

MADEIGASCAR.

MADBIGASCAR
is an Island towards the south, about a
thousand miles from Scotra. T h e people are all Saracens,
adoring Mahommet. They have four Es/tcks, i.e., four
Elders, who are said to govern the whole Island. And you
must know that it is a most noble and beautiful Island,
and one of the greatest in the world, for it is about 4000
miles in compass. T h e people live by trade and handicrafts.
In this Island, and in another beyond it called ZANGHIBAR, about which we shall tell you afterwards, there are
more elephants than in any country in the world. T h e
amount of traffic in elephants' teeth in these two Islands is
something astonishing.
In this Island they eat no flesh but that of camels ; and
of these they kill an incredible number daily. They say it
is the best and wholesomest of all flesh ; and so they eat of
it all the year round.'
They have in this Island many trees of red sanders, of
excellent quality ; in fact, all their forests consist of it.'
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They have also a quantity of ambergris, for whales are
abundant in that sea, and they catch numbers of them;
and so are Oil-heads, which are a huge kind of fish, which
also produce ambergris like the whale.' There are numbers
of leopards, bears, and lions in the country, and other wild
beasts in abundance. Many traders, and many ships go
thither with cloths of gold and silk, and many other kinds
of goods, and drive a profitable trade.
You must know that this Island lies so far south that
ships cannot go further south or visit other Islands in that
direction, except this one, and that other of which we have
to tell you, called Zanghibar. This is because the seacurrent runs so strong towards the south that the ships
which should attempt it never would get back again.
Indeed, the ships of Maabar which visit this island of
Madeigascar, and that other of Zanghibar, arrive thither
with marvellous speed, for great as the distance is they
accomplish it in zo days, whilst the return voyage takes
them more than 3 months. This (I say) is because of t h e ,
strong current running south, which continues with such
singular force and in the same direction at all seasons.'
'Tis said that in those other Islands to the south, which
the ships are unable to visit because this strong current
prevents their return, is found the bird Gryphon, which
appears there at certain seasons. The description given of
it is however entirely different from what our stories and
pictures make it. For persons who had been there and
had seen it told Messer Marco Polo that it was for all the
world like an eagle, but one indeed of enormous size ; so
big in fact that its wings covered an extent of 30 paces,
and its quills were r z paces long, and thick in proportion.
And it is so strong that it will seize an elephant in its talons
and carry him high into the air, and drop him so that he
is smashed to pieces ; having so killed him the bird gryphon
swoops down on him and eats him at leisure. T h e people
of those isles call the bird Rtcc, and it has no other name.'
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So I wot not if this be the real gryphon, or if thete be
another manner of bird as great. But this I can tell you
for certain, that they are not half lion and half bird as
our stories do relate; but enormous as they be they are
fashioned just like an eagle.
T h e Great Kaan sent to those parts to enquire about
these curious matters, and the story was told by those who
went thither. He also sent to procure the release of an
envoy of his who had been despatched thither, and had
been detained; so both those envoys had many wonderful
things to tell the Great Kaan about those strange islands,
and about the birds I have mentioned. [They brought (as
I heard) to the Great Kaan a feather of the said Ruc, which
was stated to measure go spans, whilst the quill part was
two palms in circumference, a marvellous object! T h e
Great Kaan was delighted with it, and gave great presents
to those who brought it.6] They also brought two boar's
tusks, which weighed more than 14 Ibs. a piece; and you
may gather how big the boar must have been that had
teeth like that I They related indeed that there were some
of those boars as big as a great buffalo. There are also
numbers of giraffes and wild asses ; and in fact a marvellous
number of wild beasts of strange aspect.'

NOTE 1.-Marco is, I believe, the first writer, European or Asiatic,
by that name, but his information about it
who mentions MADAGASCAR
was very incorrect in many particulars. There are no elephants nor
camels in the island, nor any leopards, bears, or lions.
Indeed, I have no doubt that hlarco, combining information from
different sources, made some confusion between 1Wnkriashau (Magadoxo)
and ~ a d a ~ ~ and
m ~ that
a ~ particulars
,
belonging to both are mixed up
here. This accounts for angllibar being placed entirely beyorrti hiadagnscar, for the entirely hlahommedan character given to the population,
for the hippopotamus-teeth and staple trade in ivory, as well for the
lions, elephants, and other beasts. But above all the camel-killing indicates Somali Land and Magadoxo as the real locality of part of the
information. Says Ibn Batuta : " After leaving Zaila we sailed on the
sea for 15 days, and arrived at hfnkdnsh;lu, a n extremely large town.
TOT,. 11.

2 A
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The natives keep camels in great numbers, and they slaug/rtcr snvrof
hundreds daily" (11. 181). The slaughter of camels for food is still a
Sumali practice. (SeeJ R. G. S., VI. 28, and XIX. 55). Perhaps the
Shnikhs (Esccqe) also belong to the same quarter, for the A p b traveller
says that the Sultan of Makdashau had no higher title than Shaikh (183) ;
but see below.
I t is. however. true that there are traces of a considerable amount
of ancient Arab colonization on the shores of Madagascar. Arab descent
is 'ascribed to a class of the people of the province of hlatitinana on the
east coast, in lat. 2 1 ~ - 2 3and
~ , the Arabic writing is in use there. The
people of the St. Mary's Isle of our maps off the east coast, in lat. 17',
also call themselves the children of Ibrahim, and the island &siZbrahim. And on the north-west coast, at Bambeluka Bay, Capt. Owen
found a large Arab population, whose forefathers had been settled there
from time immemorial. The number of tombs here and in Magambo
Bay showed that the Arab population had once been much &eater.
The government of this settlement, till conquered by Radama, was vested
in three persons; one a Malagash, the second an Arab, the third as
guardian of strangers; a fact suggestive of Polo's four sheikhs (Ellis,
I. 131 ; Ou!en, 11. 102, 132. See also Sorlnrrat, 11. 56). The Arabs
were in the habit of navigating to Sofala, in about lat. 20" south, in the
time of Mas'utli (beginning of 10th century), and must have then known
Madagascar, but it is uot quite clear that the Kznddlri of which he speaks
was the latter island as the translator supposes. I should rather Aspect
Conroro. (SeePvairiesflOr, I. 205, 232, and 111. 31.)
NOTE 2.-There is, or used to be a trade in Sandal-wood from
Madagascar. (See Owerr, 11. 99.)
NOTE 3.-LLThe coast of this province" (Ivongo, the N.E. of the
Island) "abounds with whales, and during a certain period of the
year Antongil Bay is a favourite resort for whalers of all nations. The
inhabitants of Titingue are remarkably expert in spearing the \\,hales
from their slight canoes." (Lloyd in J R. G. S., XX. 56.) 2 4 description of the whalecatching process practised by the Islanders of St.
Mary's, cir Nusi Ibrahim, is given in the Qlrinta P a r s Irdiae Orientah
of D e Brv, p. 9. Owen gives a similar account (I. 170).
The word which I have rendered Oil-hmds is Capn'ailles or Clyhlols,
representing Capiih)gJio, the approprinte name still applied in I t d y to the
Spermaceti whale. The Vocub. Ital. Univ. quotes ~2riosto(VII. 36) :-

- " I Capidogli cu' zrrihi mnrini
I b r p n Itrrbafi dal lor p ~ p urormo."
The Spermaceti-whale is described under this name by Rondeletius, but
from his cut it is clear he had not seen the animal.
NOTE4.-De Barros, after describing the dangers of the Channel of
Mozambique, adds : "And as the Moors of this coast of Zanguehr
make their voyages in ships and sambuks sewn with coir, instead of being
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nailed like ours, and thus strong enough to bear the force of the seas
they,
in the cold antarctic region beyond the Cape of Good Hope, .
never dared to attempt the exploration of the regions to the westward
of the Cape of Currents, although they greatly desired to do so" (in
Ram. I. 387 v). Kazwini says of the Ocean, quoting A1 Biruni : "Then
it extends to the sea known as that of Berbera, and stretches from Aden
to the furthest extremity of Zanjibar ; beyond this goes no vessel on
account of the great current. Then it extends to what are called the
Mountains of the Moon, whence spring the sources of the Nile of Egypt,
and thence to Western Sudan, to the Spanish Countries and the
(Western) Ocean." ( E M , p. 214-15; see also Barbosa in Ram. I. 288 ;
Owen, I. 269; Stanlcy'J Corrta, p. 261 ; J. R. G. S., 11. gr ; FraMauro
in ZurIa, p. 61.)

...

'I'hr Hukh, :from Latie's 'Arabian Night.,': nficr n l'er.i.~n d r . ~ w i t ~ g .

NOTE5.-The fable of the RUKHwas old and widely sprentl, like
that of the Male and Female Islands, and, just as in that case. one
accidental circumstance or another would give it a local habitation, now
here now there. The Garuda of the Hindus, the Sinrlrrgh of the old
Persians, the 'AngRa of the Arabs, the Bnr llirchre of the Rabbinical
legends, the G r ~ p sof the Greeks, were probably all versions of the
same original fable.
Bochart quotes a bitter Arabic proverb which says, " Good-Faith,
the Ghul, and the Gryphon ('An*)
are three names of things that
exist nowhere." And hlas'udi, after having said that whatever country
he visited he always found that the people believed these monstrous
2 A 2

creatures to exist in regions as remote as possible fro111 their own,
observes : " I t is not that our reason a1,solutely rejects the possibility of
the existence of the flr~na's(see vol. i. p. 183) or of the 'Alz,yko, ancl
other beings of that rare and wondrous order : for there is nothing i n
their existence incompatible with the 1)ivine Power ; but we decllne to
believe in them because their existence has not been manifested to us o n
any irrefragable authority."
'I'he circu~nstancewhich for the time localized the Kukh in t h e
direction of Madagascar was perhaps sonle rumour of the great fossil
A@yorttis and its colossal eggs, found in that island. According to
Geoffrey-%-Hilaire, the Malagashes assert that the bird which laid those
great eggs st111 exists, that it has an immense power of flight, and preys
upon the greater quadrupeds. Indeed the continued existence of the
bird has been alleged as late as r 86 I and I 863 !
O n the great map of Fra hlauro (1459)near the extreme point
of Africa which he calls Ctrz~afie DDi, and which is suggestive of the
Cape of Good Hope, but was really perhaps Cape Corrientes, there is a
rubric inscribed with the following remarkable story : " About the year
of Our Lortl 1420a ship or junk of Intlia in crossing the Indlan Sea was
driven by way of the Islantis of hien and \\'omen beyond the Cape of
Diab, ant1 c ~ r r i e dbetween the Green Islands and the Darkness in a
~resterlyand south.\vesterly direction for 40 daj.s, without seeing anything but sky and sea, during which time they made to the best of their
judgment 2000 miles. T h e gale then ceasing they turned back, and
were 70 days in getting to the aforesaid Cape Diab. 'I'he d ~ i phaving
touched on the coast to supply its wants the mariners beheld there the
egg of a certain bird called Chrochu, which egg was as big as a l~utt.*
,\nd the bigness
of the bird is such that between the extremities of the
"
wings is said to be 60 paces. 'They say too that it carries away an
elephant or any other great a n i ~ u a with
l
the greatest ease, and does great
injury to the inhabitants of the country, and is most rapid in its flight."
G.-St.-Hilaire considered the Aepyornis to be of the Ostrich family ;
Prince C. Buonaparte classes it with the Incpfi o r Dodos ; L)uvemay of
Valenciennes with aquatic birds ! There was clearly therefore room for
difference of opinion, and Professor Bianconi of Bologna, who has written
much o n the subject, concludes that it was most probably a bird of the
vulture family. This would go far, he urges, to justify Polo's account of
the Ruc as a bird of prey, though the story of its ltjifi~z~e
any large animal
could have had no foundation, a s the feet of the vulture kind are unfit
for such efforts. Hulnboldt describes the habit of the condor of the
Andes as that of worrying, wearying, and frightening its four-footed prey
until it drops; sometimes the condor drives its victim over a precipice.
Bianconi concludes that on the same scale of proportion as the con-

* '' Dr In ~~~ilart~f/;a
L rrrro h o f , ~a"izl!/;zrtz." The lowcst estimate that I find of the
Venetian anfora mnkes it equal to nl~out108 imperial gallons, a little less than the
Knglish butt. Tl~iiseems intrnrleil. The nrrrn.rrt amphora woul~lhe more reasonable,
l ~ i l i gonly 5.66 gn11011\.
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tlor's, the great quills of the Aepyornis woultl be allout ro feet long, ant1
the spread of the wings about 32 feet, whilst the height of the bird would
be a t least four times that of the condor. These are indeed little more
than conjectures. And I must add that in Professor Owen's opinion
there is no reasonable tloubt that the Aepyornis was a bird allied to tlie
Ostriches.
\Ve give, in the frontispiece of this volume, a drawing of the grent
Aepyornis egg in the British Museum of its true size, as the nearest
approach we can make to an illustraticln of the Rrrkh from nature. 'rile
actual content of this egg will be about 2-35 gallons, which may I>e conipared with Fm hlauro's anforn! Except in this matter of size, his story
of the ship and the egg may be true.
A passage from 'l'e11q)le's Travels in Peru has been cluotetl as eshibiting exaggeration in the description of the condor surpassing anything that can be laid to Polo's charge here ; but that is, in fact, only
somewhat heavy banter directed against our traveller's own narrative.
(See Tm~telsin vnrious parts of Pevrr, 1830, 11. 414-417.)
Sind1)ad's adventures with the Kukh are too well known for quotation.
'l'he story takes a peculiar form in the 'l'mvels of Kabbi Benjanlin oi
Tudela. H e heard that when ships were in danger of being lost in tlie
stormy sea that led to China the sailors were wont to sew themselves up
in hides, ant1 so when cast upon the surfwe they were snatclletl u p l)y
great eagles called gryphons, which carried their supl)osetl prey ashore,
kc. It is curious that this very story occurs in a Latin poem stated to
be czt /c.~zs/ a s olil as the beginning of the 13th century, \vhich relates the
romantic adventures of a certain Duke Icmest of IJavaria; whilst the
story embodies more than one other adventure belonging to the History
of Sindbad. l'he Lhke ant1 his comrades, navigating in some unkno\\n
ra~lliticationof the Euxine, fall within the fatal attraction of the Magnet
hlountctin. Hurried by this augnlenting force, their ship is desc~.ibt.tl
a s crashing through the rotten forest of masts alreidy dra\vn to this
doon1 :"

I:t h i t i n ~ p u l w smajoris verbere montem
(Juan1 si diplosas impingat rnachina turrcs."

'l'here they starve, and the dead are tleposited on the loliy 1)ool) to I,(.
carried away by the daily visits of the gryphons : --

-" (Juar grifae rnembm Iconis
Et pcnnns aquilae simulantes un,ouil)u\ at1.i~
'l'ollcntrj ~niserandasuis tlant prandia ln~llis."
\\'hen o ~ ~ tlie
l y duke ant1 six others survive, the wisest of the 11arty
buggests tlie sche~iie\vliicli Knl)l)i Benjamin lins related :-" Quaerarnus tergora, et armis
Vestiti prius, oplatis volvamur in illis,
U Lnos Iollentes mentila cntlnvera Grifae
I'ulli:, ohjiciant, a qucis facientibus nrmis
l i t cult cliswri, nos, si volet, Illc Ileorum
Optimu, cri1)iet."
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Which scheme is successfully carried out. '1'11~ wantlerers then make
a raft on which they embark on a river which plunges into a cavern in
the heart of a mountain ; and after a time they emerge in the country of
Arimaspia inhabited by the Cyclops ; ant1 so on. The Gryphon story
also appears in the romance of Huon de Bordeaux.
It is in the China Seas that Ibn Bntuta 1)eheld the Rukh, first like
a mountain in the sea where no mountain should be, and then "when
the sun rose," says he, " we saw the mountain aloft in the air, and the
clear sky between it and the sen. JVe were in astonishment at this. and
I observed that the s i l o r s were weeping and bidding each other adieu,
so I called out, ' \Vhat is the matter ? ' They replied, * What we took for
a mountain is "the Rukh." If it sees us, it will send us to destruction.'
It was then some ro miles from the junk. But God Almighty was
gracious unto us, and sent us a fair wind,
turned us from the
direction in which the Rukh was ; so we ditl not see him well enough to
take cognizance of his real shape." In this story we have evidently
a case of abnormal refraction, causing an island to appear suspended in
the air.*
'The Archipelago was perhaps the legitimate habitat of the Rukh,
before circumstances localized it in the direction of Madagascar. In the
Indian Sea, says Kazwini, is a bird of size so vast that when it is dead
men take the half of its bill and make a ship of it ! And there too
Pigafetta heard of this bird, under its Hindu name of Garulla, so big that
it coultl fly away with an elephant. Kazwini also says that the 'An&
carries off an elephant as a hawk flies off with a mouse ;his flight is fike
the loud thunder. JVhilom he dwelt near the haunts of men, and
wrought them great mischief. But once on a time it had carried off
a bride in her bridal array, and Hamdallah, the Prophet of those days,
invoked a curse upon the bird. Wherefore the Lord banished it to an
inaccessible Island in the Encircling Ocean.
The Simurgh or 'Angka, tlwelling behind veils of Light and Darkness
on the inaccessible su~nlnitsof Caucasus, is in Persian mysticism an
emblenl of the Almighty.
I n Northern Siberia the people have a firnl belief in the former
existence of birds of colossal size, suggested apparently by the fossil
bones of great lx~chyderrnswhich are so abundant there. -4nd the compressed sabrc-like horns of Rhinoceros Tichori~rusare constantly called,
even by Russian merchants, Lirds' claws. Some of the native tribes
fancy the vaulted skull of the same rhinoceros to be the bird's head, and
the leg-bones of other pachyderms to be its quills; and they relate that

* An intelligc~ltwriter, speaking of such effects on the same sea, says: "The
h a t s floating on n calm sea, at a distance from the ship, were magnified to a p e a t
size ; the crew standing up in them appeared as masts or trees, and their arms in
motion as the wings of windmills ; whilst the surrour~(lingislands (especidy at their
low and tapcrctl.extrr~nitirb)sccmed to be surprnrlecl in the air, some feet above the
oceaii's lcvcl" ( / ; ~ I I I I ' Y / ' ~. ~ V ~ , I / 1;!1,:~~;~r,
I I I , ~ 11. 71-72).
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their forefathers used to fight wontlerful battles with this l~irtl. E r ~ n a n
ingeniously suggests that the Herodotean story of the Gryphons, fro~lr
zrtrc/rr zi~hichthe Xrialaspians drew their goltl, grew out of the legends
about these fossils.
I may add that the name of our rook in chess is taken from that of
this same bird ; though first perverted from (Sansc.) rath a chariot.
(Bor-ha,-/,
Ilerozoica. I I. 85 2, stqq. ;Mas'zrrii, 1V. I G ;Mcm. dc//' Amd.
111.
ttc2f'histif. tl'i B U / I I ~ C
I I ~I 74,
, sqq., V. r I 2, scqq. ;ZUr/a on F'a APtztrro,
1). 62 ; L~rr2sArabian r\.i'~/rfs,Notes on Sintlbaci ; B u n j . of Tt~ic/~7.
1). 1 I 7 ; U e Vnria firft~naEmesfi Bnvnriac Dtrcis, in Thtwzt~rrrsiVozv~s
of AIartene and Durand, vol. 111. col. 353, scqy.; I.B . , IV.
Af~tidotortrf)~
.;05 ; Gilr/rnr. 1). 2 2 0 ; i'<;rnfittn, 1). 1 74 ; Mq'oor's Privice Hcrrry, p. g I I ;
&rInart, I I . 8 8 ; Garcin cic Tassv, La Pu~sic~/li/os.
&c., chfz /C+S Prrsans,
30, seyq.)

NOTE(;.-Sir Thomas Brown says that if any man will say he desires
I~cforebelief to behold such 3 creature as is the Rukh in P.lulus Venetus,
for his o n n part he will not be angry with' his incredulity. But hl.
l'authirr i\ of no re liberal belief; for he considers that, alier all, the
dimensions which hIarco assigns to the wings and cluills of tl!r Rukh
are not so extravagrant that we shoulcl refuse to admit their possil)ility.
Ludolf will furnish him with corroborative evidence, that of Patlre
Bolivar a Jesuit, as con~municatedto Thdve'not ; the assigned positi,)u
will suit well enough \\.it11 hlarco's report : "'The I)irtl condor differs in
size in different parts of the world. T h e greater species was seen by
many of the Portuguese in their expedition against the Kingtloms of
Sofala and Cuama and the Tand of the Caffres from h I o n o m o t a ~ ~toa the
Kingdom of Angola and the hlountains of Teroa. I n some countries
I have myself seen the wing-feathers of that enormous fowl, although
the bird itself I never beheld. T h e feather in question, as coulti be
deduced from its form, was one of the middle ones, and it was 28 palms
in length and three in breadth. T h e quill part, from the root to tlic
extremity was 5 palms in length, of the thickness of a n average man's
arm, and of extreme strength and hardness. T h e fibres of the festhcr
were equal in length and closely fitted, so that they could scarcely I)e
parted without some exertion of force; and they were jet black, whilst
the cluill part was white. Those who had seen the bird stnted that
~t was bigger than the bulk of a couple of elephants, and that hitherto
nol~otlyhad succeeded in killing one. I t rises to the cloutls wit11 such
extraordinary swiftne5s that it seems scarcely to stir its wings. Irr form
it is likc an t.nj,/c,. Rut although its size and swiftness are so extraortlinary,
it 113s n ~ u c htrouble in procuring food, on account of the density of the
forests with which all that region is clothed. Its o\vn d~vellingis in
cold and desolate tracts such as the Mountains of 'l'eroa, i.e., of the
hloon ; untl in the valleys of that range it shows itself at certain periods.
Its black feathers are held in very high estimation, and it is with the
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greatest difliculty that one can be got from the natives, for orle such serves
to fan ten people, and to keep off the terrible heat from then], as well
as the wasps and flies." (Ludog Hist. Acthi@. Comment. p. 164.)
Abu hfahonled, of Spain, relates that a merchant arrived in Barbary
who had livetl long among the Chinese. H e had with him the quill of
a chick Rukh, and this held nine skins of water. H e related the story
of how he came by this,-a
story nearly the same as one of Sindbad's
about the Rukh's egg. (Barhart, 11. 854.)
Fr. Jordanus also says : " In this India Tertia (Eastern Africa) are
certain birds which are called Ref, so big that they easily carry an
elephant up into the air. I have seen a certain person who said that he
hat1 seen one of those birds, one wing only of which stretched to a length
of 80 palnls" (p. 42).
'I'he Japanese Encyclopaedia states that in the country of the Tsen,qrsu
in the S.W. Ocean, there is a bird calledpherlg, which in its flight eclipses
the sun. It can swallow a camel ; and its quills are used for water
casks. 'I'his wns prol~ablygot from the . i \ ~ ~ l ) s .TSL*~I,<~SPI/
seems to be
Z i t i or Znnjibar, as Klaproth notes V; As., ser. 2, tom. xii. 235-6).
I shoulrl note that the Gco,q. Text in the first passage where the
voe dirai etr nutre /~.lr,p a r c(
feathers are spoken of says : " e re geje err .r~i
ensi &ire d rrostre /ivre,"--" that which I h11~1eseen of tllem
ye i/ co~lz~itrlt
I will tell you elsewhere, as it suits the arrangement of our book." No
such other detail is found in that text, but we have in Ramusio this
passage about the quill brought to the Great Kaan, and I suspect that
the phrase, " ns I have heard," is an interpolation, and that Polo is here
telling ti. qc il' en ?,if. What are we to make of the story ? I have sonietimes thought that possibly some vegetable production, such as a great
frond of the Rnwtmla, may have been cooked to pass as a Rukh's quill.

NOTE7.-The giraffes are an error. The Elzg. C'c. says that wilt1
asses and zebras (?)do exist in hladagascar, but I cannot trace authority
for this.
'I'he great boars' teeth were indubitably hippopotamus-teeth, which
form a considerable article of export from Zanzibar* (not Madagascar).
Burton speaks of their reaching 1 2 Ibs. in weight. And Cosmas tells us :
"The hippopotamus I have not seen indeed, I~utI had some great
teeth of his thnf zi~ciS/lc~cithirt~.c*n~urrtmS,
which I sold liere (in Alexandria).
-4nd I have seen many such teeth in Ethiopia and in Egypt." (See
J. H. G. S., XXIX. 444; Cafhnt*, p. clxxv.)

* l'he I1:ime as pronounced seems to have Ixen Znrr,cihrrr (hard g),wl~ichpolilc
Arabic changed into Z c ~ r ~ j i h a whence
r,
the I'ortuguese ~ i i a ~Zl eo t t ~ i b n v .
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CHAPTER XXXIV.
CONCERKING
T H E ISLAXI) O F

LANGHIBAK.
I N GENERAL.

A

\VOKLI O N I N I J I . \

ZANGHIBAK
is a great and noble Island, with a compass of

-

some 2000 miles.' T h e people are ail Idolaters, and ha\-e
a king and a language of their own, and pay tribute t o
nobody. They are both tall and stout, but not tall in proportion t o their stoutness, for if they were, being so stout
and brawny, they would be absolutely like giants ; and they
are so strong that they will carry for four men antl eat for
five.
They are all black, ant1 g o stark naked, with onlv a little
covering for decency. Their hair is as black as pepper, anti
so frizzly that even with water you can scarcely straighten
it. And their mouths are so large, their noses so turned
up, their lips so thick, their eyes so big and bloodshot, that
they look like very devils; they are in fact so llideously
ugly that the world has nothing t o show more horrible.
Elephants are produced in this country in wonclerful
profusion. There are also lions that are black and quite
different from ours. And their sheep and wethers are all
exactly alike in colour ; the body all white and the head
black ; n o other kind of sheep is found there, you may rest
assured.' T h e y have also many giraffes. This is a beautiful creature, and I must give you a description of it. Its
body is short and somewhat sloped t o the rear, for its hindlegs are short whilst the fore-legs and the neck are both very
long, and thus its head stands about three paces from the
ground. T h e heat1 is small, and the animal is not at all
mischievous. Its colour is all red and white in round sl~ots,
and it is really a beautiful object.'
* * Tlie women of tliis Island are the ugliest in the
worltl, wit11 their grellt mouths and big eyes antl thick nose3 ;
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their breasts too are four time:, bigger than those of any
other women ; a very disgusting sight.
The people live on rice anti flesh and milk and dates;
and they make wine of dates and of rice and of good spices
and sugar. There is a great deal of trade, and many merchants and vessels go thither. But the staple trade of the
Island is in elephants' teeth, which are very abundant ; and
they have also much ambergris, as whales are plentiful.4
They have among them excellent and valiant warriors,
and have little fear of death. They have no horses, but
fight ~nountedon camels and elephants. On the latter they
set wooden castles which carry from ten to sixteen persons,
armed with lances, swords, and stones, so that they fight to
great purpose from these castles. They wear no armour,
but carry only a shield of hide, besides their swords and
lances, and so a marvellous number of them fall in battle.
When they are going to take an elephant into battle they
ply him well with their wine, so that he is made half drunk.
They do this because the drink makes him more fierce and
bold, and of more service in battle.5
As there is no more to say on this subject I will go
on to tell you about the Great Province of ABASH,which
I N D I A-but
;
I rnust first say someconstitutes the MIDDLE
thing about India in general.
You rnust understand that in speaking of the Indian
Islands we have described only the most noble provinces
and kingtfonls anlong them ; for no man on earth could
give you a true account of the whole of the Islands of India.
Still, what I hare described are the best, and as it were the
Flower of the Indies. For the greater part of the other
Indian Islands that I have omitted are subject to those that
I have described. It is a fact that in this Sea of India there
are I 2,700 Islands, inhabited and uninhabited, according
to the charts and documents of experienced mariners who
navigate that Intlian Sea.
is that which extends horn MaINDIATHE GREATER
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abar to Iiesnlacoran ; and it contains 13 great kingdoms,
of which we have describetl ten. These are all on the
mainland.
1 x 1 1 1T~I I E LESSER
extends from the Province of Champa
to Mutfili, and contains eight great kingdoms. These
are likewise all on the mainland. And neither of these
numbers includes the Islantls, among which also there are
very numerous kingdoms, as I have told

h ' o . ~ ~1.--ZASGIHAK,
;
"tlle Region of the Blacks," known to the
t . name was applied by the Arabs,
:111cientsas Zinnyis311(1 Z / i , ~ ~ i t / t ~
The
;~cc,urtlingto De B.lrros, to the whole strctch of coast from the Kilinlancl~i
Kivrr, which seems to be the Jubb, to Cape Corrientes beyond the
Southern Tropic, i.e., as far as Arab traflic extended ; Burton says now
from the Jubb to Cape 1)elgado. According to Abulfeda, the King of
the Zinjis dwelt at hfombasa. In recent times the name is by Europeans
almost appropriated to the Island on which resitles a Sultan of the
3Iaskat family. Our author's " Island" has no reference to this ; it is an
error simply.
Our traveller's information is here, I think, certainly at second hand,
though no doubt he had seen the negroes whom he describes with such
disbqst, and apparently the sheep and the giraffes.

NOTE2.-'l'l~ese sheep are common at Aden, whither they nre imported from the ol~positeAfrican coast. They have hair like smooth
goats, no wool. Varthelna also describes them (p. 87). I n the Cairo
Museum, anlong ornaments found in the mummy-pits there is a little
figure of one of these sheep, the head ant1 neck in some blue stone and
the body in white agate (iYotc by Atlfhor ofthe skcfch on nextpage).
NOTE 3.-'1 girafie-made into a seraph by the Italians-had been
frequently seen in Italy in the early part of the century, there being one
in the train of the Emperor Frederic 11. Another was sent by Bibars
to the Imperial Court in 1261, and several to Barka Khan at Sarai in
1263 ; whilst the King of Nubia was bound by treaty in 1275 to deliver
to the Sultan three elephants, three giraffes, and five she-panthers
(Kir~gbn.I. 47 I ; Makrizi, I. 2 16 ; 11. 106, I 08). 'The giraKe is sometimes wrought in the patterns of medieval Saracenic damasks, and in
Sicilian ones imitated from the former. Of these there are examples in
the Kensington Collection.
I here omit a pnbsnge about the elephant. It recounts an old and
long persistent fable, elploded by Sir T. Brown, and indeed before him
by the sensible tiarcias tla Horta.
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NOTE4.-The port of &nzibar is probably the chief ivory mart in
the world. Ambergris is mentioned by Burton anlong n~iscellaneous
exports, but it is not now of any consequence. Owen mentions it as
brought for sale at Delagoa Bay in the south.
NOTE5.-Mas'udi more correctly says : " T h e country abounds with
wild elephants, but you don't find a single tame one. The Zinjes employ them neither in war nor otherwise, and if they hunt them 'tis only
to kill them" (111. 7). It is difficult to conceive how Marco could have
got so much false information. The only beast of burden in Zanzibar.
at least north of hlozambiclue, is the ass. His particulars see111 junlbled
froill various parts of Africa. The camel-riders suggest the Bdos of the
Ketl Sen coast, of whom there were in hias'udi's time 30,000 ~varriors

1-thiupinn Shscp

so mounted, and armed with lances and bucklers (111. 34). The
ele1)llant stories may have arisen fro111 the occasional use of these
animals by the Kings of .Abyssinia. (See Note 4 to next chapter.)

NOTE6. -.An approximation to 12,000 as a round number seellls to
have been habitually used in reference to the Indian Islands; John of
Monttcorvino says they are many more than ~ z , o o o ;Jordai~ushaci
heard that there were 10,000 irr/mbiittd. Linschoten says soille estimated the Maldives at I 1,100. And we learn from Pyrard de Lava1
that the Sultan of the Maltlives called hiinself Ibrahim Sultan of l'hirteen
;Itollons (or coral groul~s)ant1 of 12,000 Islands ! 'I'his is probably the
origin of the proverbial number. l b n Ijatuta, in his excellent account
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of tlic hlalclives, csti~natesthem at only about 2000. I h t Captain Owen.
com~nentingon Pyrard, says that he I~elieves the actual number of
i\l,rncls to be treble o r fourfold of I 2,000. (P.N'c, Lnvn/ in Chnrfon, IV.
2 j j ; Z,R.IV. 4 0 ; J R. G. S., 11. 84.)
N o ~ e7.-'l'l~e term " India" became very vague from a n early date.
In fict Alcuin divides the \vhoIe world into three parts, Europe, Africa,
and India. Hence it was necessarv to tliscriminate different Indias;
but there is very little agreement among different authors as to this
tlisrrimination.
'I'he earlie5t use that I can find of tlie tenns India hlnjor ancl hlinor
is in the Libtar jurrioris I"/lnlosophi published by Hutlson, and rvl~ichis
I)elieved to be tmnslated from a Greek original of the lniddle of the
4th century. I n this author India hiinor adjoins Persia. So it does
wit11 Friar Jordanus. His Intlia hlinor appears to embrace Sind (110ssil)ly hIekran), and the western coast exclusive of h1al:tbar. Intlia.
Rl;~jorextends from hlalabar indefinitely eastward. His Ztrtiin Ttrficz is
Zanjibar. Conti divides India into three; ( I ) From Persia to the
Inclus (it., hlekran and Sind) ; (2) Fro111 the Indus to the Ganges ;
(3) 1\11 that is beyond Ganges (Indo-China ant1 China).
I n a I ~ X I ) of Andrea Rinnco at Venice (No. 12) the tlivisions are( I ) India Minor, extending westward to the Persian Gulf; (2) India
hletlia, '. containing 14 regions and I 2 nations ;" and (3) India Superior,
c,ontaining 8 regions ant1 24 nations.
hlarino Sanuto places immetliately east of tlie Persian Gulf " India
hlinor q141z(. ct Rthi(9icz."
John hInrignolli again has three Intlicis ; ( I ) hfanzi or India RIaxinia
(S. China) ; (2) hlyni1)ar (LInlabar) ; (3) hl:r:tbnr. I'he last two with
Guzerat are Abulfeda's divisions, exclusive of Sintl.
\Ve see that there was a traditional tentlency to make out T h r ~ r
Zl~~/it-s,
but little concord as to their identity. With regard to the
er1)ressions Grr(7fC-r and Lcssrr Intlia, I woul(1 recall attention to what
has been said a l ~ o u tGreater and 1,esser Java (srfllr(z, chap. ix. note 1).
Greater India was originally iutcntletl, I imagine, for tlie 1-cni India,
\vhat our maps call Hindustan. And the threefold division, with its
inclination to place one of the Intlies in .Africa, I think may have
originxted \\,it11 the i\mh Hind, Sirzci, and Zirrj. I nmay add that our
vernacular es1,ression " tlie Indies " is itself a vestige of the twofol(1 o r
threefolcl division uf tvllich we have been speaking.
I'olo's kno\vlctlge of India, as a zuhult., is so little exact, that it is
too intlefinite a proble~nto consider which are the three kingdoms that
he has r r d tlescribetl. 'She ten which he has clescrilxd appear to be( I ) hla:~l)ar,( 2 ) Coilum, (3) Con~ari,( 3 ) Eli, ( j ) hlalabar, (6) (iuzerat,
(7) 'I';ln;l, (8) Cantnet, (9) Scmenat. (10) Kesmacoran. On the one
hand this distril~utionin itself contains serious misnppreliensions, as we
have seen, and on tlie other there must have been Inany dozens of kingclon~s in Intlia hlajor instead of 13, if surh states as C o n i ~ r i .Hili,
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and Somnath were to be separately counted. Probably it was a common
saying that there were 12 kings in India, and the fact of his having
himself described so many, which he knew did not nearly embrace the
whole, may have made Polo convert this into 13. Jordanus says : " In
this Greater India are 1 2 idolatrous kings and more ;" but his Greater
India is much more extensive than Polo's. Those which he names are
Afoltbnr (probably the kingdom of the Zamorin of Calicut), Sirtgt~yZi
(Cranganor), CoZurnbtirtr (Quilon), MoZ@hafan (on the east coast, uncertain), Sylerz (Ceylon), Java, three or four kings, T c l m (Polo's
Mutfili), 11Pnrafha (Deogir), Badgala (in Canara), and in Chamnpa (apparently all Indo-China) many kings. According to Firishta there were
about a dozen irnjortanf principalities in India at the time of the hIahommedan conquest, of u'h~ch he mentions eleven, viz., ( I ) Kanauj, (2)
Miraf (or Dehli), (3) Mahdvan (Mathra), (4) Lahort, (5) Malaw, ( 6 )
Guzerat, (7) Ajnrir, (8) GwnZior, (9) Kalinjar, (10) Mzdfdr, (I I) g ~ a i n .
(Rifftr, V. 535.) This omits Bengal, Orissa, and all the Deccan.
Twelve is a round number which constantly occurs in such statements.
Ibn Batuta tells us there were I z princes in Malabar alone. Chinghiz,
in Sanang-Setzen, speaks of his vow to subdue the fwclve kings of the
human race (91). Certain figures in a temple at Anhilwara in Guzerat
are said by local tradition to be the effigies of the kveRvc great kings of
Europe. (Todd's Travels, p. I 07.)
The Marcflak-al-dbsdr of Shihabuddin Dimishki, written some forty
years after Polo's book, gives a list of the provinces into which India
was then considered to be divided. I t runs-(I) Dchli, (2) Dnuagir,
(3) Mdtan, (4) Keliran (?), (5) Sdmdn (Samina, N.W. of Llehli ?), ( 6 )
.S'i7~lasfdn (Sehwan), (7) v a h (Uchh), (8) Hasi (Hansi), (9) Sarsafi
(Sirsa), (10) Afa'bar, ( I I ) Tilimtk, (12) G~ljtraf,(13) Bnddrjn, (14) Audh,
(I 5) Kana~rj, ( I 6) Lakrtnofi ((Upper Uengal), (I 7) Bahdr, ( I 8) K a r r d ~
(in the Doab), (I 9) Adahi~ila (Ivllil\\.,~),(20) L a h u r , (2 I ) G7ivrlior, (2 2 )
&inagar (accortling to Elphinstone, Tipura in Bengal), (23) TilirG (a
repetition or error), (24) D~rrsnrnand(Dwnra Samudra, the kingdom of
the BellPls in hlysore.) Neither Malahar nor Orissa are accounted for.
(See Nof. t t Ext. XIII. 170.)

CHAPTER XXXV.
TREATING
OF

GREATPROVIXCZ
O F ARASHWHICH
INDIA,A N I ) IS O N TI-IF. MAINLANIX

THE

IS ~ ~ T D ~ I . E

ABASHis a very great Province, and you must know that
I N D I Aand
; it is on the main
it constitutes the MIDDLE
land. There are in it six great Kings with six great
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Kingdoms ; and of these six Kings there are three that
are Christians and three that are Saracens ; but the greatest
of all the six is a Christian, and all the others are subject
to him.'
T h e Christians in this country bear three marks on the
face;' one from the forehead to the middle of the nose,
and one on either cheek. These marks are made with a
hot iron, and form part of their baptism ; for after that
they have been baptised with water, these three marks are
made, partly as a token of gentility, and partly as the
completion of their baptism. There are also Jews in
the country and these bear two marks, one on either cheek ;
and the Saracens have but one, to wit, on the forehead
extending halfway down the nose.
T h e Great King lives in the middle of the country;
the Saracens towards Aden. St. Thomas the Apostle
preached in this region, and after he had converted the
people he went away to the province of Maabar where
he died; and there his body lies, as I have told you in a
former place.
T h e people here are excellent soldiers, and they go on
horseback, for they have horses in plenty. Well they may ;
for they are in daily war with the Soldan of ADEN,and
with the Piubians, and a variety of other nations.' I will
tell you a famous story of what befel in the year of
Christ, I 288.
You must know that this Christian King, who is the
Lord of the Province of Abash, declared his intention to
go on pilgrimage to Jerusalem to adore the Holy Sepulchre
of Our Lord God Jesus Christ the Saviour. But his Barons
said that for him to go in person would be to run too
great a risk; and they recommended him to send some
bishop or prelate in his stead. So the King assented to
the counsel which his Barons gave, and despatched a
certain Bishop of his, a man of very holy life. The Bishop
then departed and travelled by land and by sea till* he
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arrived at the Holy Sepulchre, and there he paid it such
honour as Christian man is bound to do, and presented a
great orering on the part of his King who had sent him
in his own stead.
And when he had done all that behoved him, he set
out again and travelled day by clay till he got to Aden.
Now that is a Kingdom wherein Christians are held in
great detestation, for the people are all Saracens, and
their enemies unto the death. So when the Soldan of
Aden heard that this lnan was a Christian ant1 a Bishop,
and an envoy of the Great King of Abash, he had him
seized and demanded of him if he were a Christian? T o
this the Bishop replied that he was a Christian indeed.
T h e Soldan then told him that unless he would turn to
the Law of Mahommet he should work him great shame
and dishonour. T h e Bishop answered that they might
kill him ere he woulcl deny his Creator.
W h e n the Soldan heard that he waxed wroth, and
ordered that the Bishop should be circumcised. So they
took and circumcised him after the manner of the Saracens.
And then the Soldan told him that he had been thus put
to shame in despite to the King his master. And so they
let him go.
T h e Bishop was sorely cut to the heart for the shame
that had been wrought him, but he took comfort because
it liad befallen him in holding fast by the Law of Our Lord
Jesus Christ; and the Lord God would recompense his
soul in the world to come.
So when he was healed he set out and travelled by
land and by sea till he reached the King his Lord in the
Kingdom of Abash. And when the King beheld him, he
welcomed him with great joy and gladness. And he asked
him all about the Holy Sepulchre ; and the Bishop related
all about it truly, the King listening the while as to a most
holy matter in all faith. But when the Bishop had told
all .about Jerbsalem, he then related the outrage done on

him by the Soldan of Aden in the King's despite. Great
was the King's wrath and grief when he heard that; and it
so disturbed him that he was like to die of vexation. And
at length his words waxed so loud that all those round
about could hear what he was saying. H e vowed that he
would never wear crown or hold kingdom if he took not
such condign vengeance on the Soldan of Aden that all
the world should ring therewithal, even until the insult
had been well and thoroughly redressed.
And what shall I say of it ? I-Ie straightway caused the
array of his horse and foot to be mustered, and great
numbers of elephants with castles to be prepared to accompany them;' and when all was ready he set out with his
army and advanced till he entered the Kingdom of Aden
in great force. T h e Kings of this province of Aden were
well aware of the King's advance against them, and went to
encounter him at the strongest pass on their frontier, with
a great force of armed men, in order to bar the enemy from
entering their territory. When the King arrived at tliis
strong pass where the Saracens had taken post, a battle
began, fierce and fell on both sides, for they were very
bitter against each other. But it came to pass, as it
pleased our Lord God Jesus Christ, that the Kings of the
Saracens, who were three in number, could not stand
against the Christians, for they are not such good soldiers
as the Christians are. So the Saracens were defeated, and
a marvellous number of them slain, and the King of Abash
entered the Kingdom of Aden with all his host. T h e
Saracens made various sallies on them in the narrow defiles,
but it availed nothing ; they were always beaten and slain.
And when the King had greatly wasted and destroyed the
kingdom of his enemy, ant1 had remained in it more than
a month with all his host, continually slaying the Saracens,
and ravaging their lands (so that great numbers of them
perished), he thought it time to return to his own kingdom,
which he could now do with great lionour. Indeed he
VOL. 11.
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could tarry no longer, nor could he, as he was aware, do
more injury to the enemy; for he would have had to force
a way by still stronger passes, where, in the narrow defiles, a
handful of men nlight cause him heavy loss. So he quitted
the enemy's Kingdom of Aden and began to retire. And
he with his host got back to their own country of Abash
in great triumph and rejoicing; for he had well avenged
the shame cast on him and on his Bishop for his sake.
For they had slain so many Saracens, and so wasted and
harried the land, that 'twas something to be astonished at.
And in sooth 'twas a deed well done! For it is not to be
borne that the dogs of Saracens should lord it over good
Christian people! Now you have heard the story.'
I have still some particulars to tell you of the same
province. I t abounds greatly in all kinds of victual; and
the people live on flesh and rice and milk and sesame.
They have plenty of elephants, not that they are bred in
the country, but. they are brought from the Islands of the
other India. They have however many giraffks, which are
produced in the country; besides bears, leopards, lions in
abundance, and many other passing strange beasts. They
have also numerous wild asses; and cocks and hens the
most beautiful that exist, and many other kinds of birds.
For instance they have ostriches that are nearly as big as
asses ; and plenty of beautiful parrots, with apes of sundry
kinds, and baboons and other monkeys that have countenances all but human!
Therc are numerous cities and villages in this province
of Abash, and many merchants; for there is much trade
to be done there. The people also manufacture very fine
buckrams and other cloths of cotton.
There is no Inore to say on the subject; so now let us
go forward and tell you of the province of Aden.
No.I.E;1.-Abash (At)clsct.) is a close enough representation of the
Arabic firbsh. i.c., .-1l)yssinia. H e gives as an alternative title Afi~f(ffc
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India. I am not aware that the term India is applied to Abyssinia by
any Oriental (Arabic or Persian) writer, and one feels curious to know
where our Traveller got the appellation. We find nearly the same
application of the term in Benjamin of Tudela :
" Eight days from thence is Middle India, which is Aden, and in
Scripture Eden in Thelasar. This country is very mountainous, and
contains many independent Jews who are not subject to the power of
the Gentiles, but possess cities and fortresses on the summits of the
mountains, from whence they descend into the country of Maatum, with
which they are at war. Maatum, called also Nubia, is a Christian kingdom and the inhabitants are called Nubians," &c. (p. I 17). Here the
Rabbi seems to transfer Aden to the west of the Red Sea (as Polo also
seems to do in this chapter) ; for the Jews warring against Nubian Christians must be sought in the Falasha strongholds among the mountains
of Abyssinia. His Middle India is therefore the same as Polo's or nearly
so., I n Jordanus, as already mentioned, we have India Terfia, which
combines some characters of Abyssinia and Zanjibar, but is distinguished
from the Ethiopia of Prester John, which adjoins it.
But for the occurrence of the name in R. Benjamin I should have
supposed the use of it to have been of European origin and current at
most among Oriental Christians and Frank merchants. The European
confusion of India and Ethiopia comes down from Virgil's time, who
I~ringsthe Nile from India. And Servius (4th century) commenting on
a more ambiguous passage-

says explicitly "Ittdiam omnem jlagam Athiojicz (~ccepimus." The Ecclesiastical Historians Sozomen and Socrates (I take these citations, like
the last, from Ludolf), in relating the conversion of the Abyssinians by
Interior
Frumentius, speaks of them only as of the 'Iv&v 71% iv&&w,
Indians," a phrase intended to imply remoter, but which might perhaps
give rise to the term Midtile India. St. Epiphanius (end of 4th century)
says Intiin was formerly divided into nine kingdoms, viz., those of the
(I) Alabnstri,( 2) Hofiteritac, (3) Azumiti, and DulikJ, (4) Bugmi, (5)
Taiani, (6) Isabeni, and so on, several of which are manifestly provinces
subject to Abyssinia,* and possibly all. Roger Bacon speaks of the
" Ethiopes de Nubil et ultimi illi gui z~ocanturIndi, jropter a m x i mntionem ad Indiam." The term India Minm is applied to some
Ethiopic region in a letter which occurs in Matthew Paris under
1237. And this confusion which prevailed more or less till the 16th
century was at the bottom of that other confusion, whatever be its exact
history, between Prester John in remote Asia and Prester John in
Abyssinia. I n fact the narrative by Damian de G&s of the Embassy
Thus

( 2 ) the

Homeritae of Yemen, (3) the people of Axum, and Adulis or Zulla,

(5) the Bugati or Bejahs of the Red Sea coast, (6) Taintti or Tiamo, appear in Salt's
rlxum Inscription as subject to the King of Axum in the middle of the 4th century.
1 H 2
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from the King of Abyssinia to Portugal in 1513, which was printed a t
Antwerp in 1532, bears the title " Lcgafio Mapi Indorum Imperotoris,"
&c. (Ltidolf, Comment. p. 2 and 75-76 ; EPiP/ranizrs tit Gcmmis, &c.,
p. 15 ; R. Bacon, Ojlrs Majus, p. I 48 ; Matt. Paris, p. 372.)
NOTE2.--The allegation against the Abyssinixn Christians, sometimes extended to the whole Jacobite Church, that they accompanied
the rite of Baptism by branding with a hot iron on the face, is pretty old
and persistent.
The letter quoted from Matt. Paris in the preceding note relates of
the Jacobite Christians "who occupy the kingdoms between Nubia and
India," that some of them brand the foreheads of their children before
Baptism with a hot iron" (p. 302). A quaint Low German account of
the k s t , in a MS. of the 14th century, tells of the Christians of India
that when a Bishop ordains a priest he fires him with a sharp and hot
iron from the forehead down the nose, and the scar of this wound
abides till the day of his death. And this they do for a token that the
Holy Ghost came on the Apostles with fire. Frescobaldi says those
called the Christians of the Girdle were the sect which baptized by
branding on the head and temples. Clavijo says there is such a sect
among the Christians of India, but they are despised by the rest. Barbosa, speaking of the Abyssinians, has this passage : "According to what
is said, their baptism is threefold, viz., by blood, by fire, and by water.
For they use circumcision like the Jews, they brand on the forehead
with a hot iron, and they baptize with water like Catholic Christians."
The respectable Pierre Belon speaks of the Christians of Prester John,
called Abyssinians, as baptized with fire and branded in three places,
it., between the eyes and on either cheek. Ariosto, referring to the
Emperor of Ethiopia, has :"

G l i ?, s'w n o n paiflo rrrmr, i n qrrrsfo loco
@ ~ ra f biztt~sirnoforo usarro iffiroru."

As late as 1819 the traveller Duprd published the same statement about
the Jacobites generally. And so sober and learned a man as Assemani,
himself an Oriental, says : 'Lfilthiopes vero, seu Abissini, praeter circumcisionem adhibent etiam fermm candens, quo pueris notam inurunt."
Yet Ludolr"~Abyssinian friend, Abba Gregory, denied that there was
any such practice among them. Ludolf says it is the custom of various
African tribes, both Pagan and Mussulman, to cauterize their children
in the veins of the temples, in order to inure them against colds, and
that this, being practised by some Abyssinians, was taken for a religious
rite. In spite of the terms " Pagan and Mussulman," I suspect that
Herodotus was the authority for this practice. H e states that many of
the nomad Libyans, when their children reached the age of four, used
to burn the veins at the top of the head with a flock of wool; others
burned the veins about the temples. And this they did, he says, to
prevent thcir being troubletl with rheuiil in after life.
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Indeed Andrea Corsali denies that the branding had aught to do
with Baptism, "but only to observe Solomon's custom of marking his
slaves, the King of Ethiopia claiming to be descended from him."
And it is remarkable that Salt mentions that most of the people of
Dixan had a cross marked (i.c., branded) on the breast, right am>, or
forehead. This he elsewhere explains as a mark of their attachment to
the ancient metropolitan church of Axum, and he supposes that such a
practice may have originated the stories of fire-baptism. And we find
it stated in Marino Sanuto that "some of the Jacobites and Syrians ~ t ~ h o
had crosses brarrdetf on them said this was done for the destruction of the
Pagans, and out of reverence to the Holy Rood." Matthew Paris, commenting on the letter quoted above, says that many of the Jacobites
GPfnre baptism brand their children on the forehead with a hot iron,
whilst others brand a cross upon the cheeks or temples. H e had seen
such marks also on the arms of both Jacobites and Syrians who dwelt
among the Saracens. I t is clear, from Salt, that such branding was practised by many Abyssinians, and that to a recent date, though it may have
been entirely detached from baptism.
(Orient unrl Occident, Gottingen, I 862, I. 453 ; Frescob. I I 4 ; Clnvijo,
163 ; Ramus. I. f. 290, v., f 184; Marin. Santrt. 185, and 111. pt.
viii. ch. iv. ; Clusius, Exotica, pt. ii. p. 142 ; Orland. f i r . XXXIII. st.
1 0 2 ; Voyage en Pcrse, [fans Its Annles I 807-9 ; Assemarri, 11. c ; Ludo&
111. 6, 4 I ; Salt, in Yalcntia's Trav. 11. p. 505, and his Sccontf Jozrrtrey,
French Tr., 11. 219; 114. Paris, p. 373.)

NOTE 3.-It is pretty clear from what follows (as hlarsden and others
have noted) that the narrative requires us to conceive of the Sultan of
Aden as dominant over the territory between Abyssinia and the sea, or
what was in former days called ADEL,between which and A(fctz confusion
seems to have been made. I have noticed in note 1 the appearance of
this confusion in R. Benjamin ; and I may add that also in the Map of
Marino Sanuto Aden is represented on the western shore of the Red Sea
But is it not possible that in the origin of the hIahonlmedan States of
.4del the Sultan of Aden had some power over them? For we find in
the account of the correspontlence between the King of Abyssinia and
Sultan Bibars, quoted in the next note but one, that the Abyssinian
letters and presents for Egypt were sent to the Sultan of Yemen or Aden
to be forwarded.
NOTE4.-This passage is not authoritative enough to justify us in
believing that the medieval Abyssinians or Nubians did use elephants in
war, for hlarco has already erred in ascribing that practice to the Blacks
of Zanjibar.
There can indeed be no doubt that elephants from the countries on
the west of the Red Sea were caught and tamed and used for war,
systematically and on a great scale, by the second and third Ptolemies,
and the latter (Kuergetes) has commenlorated this, and his own use of
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Trogladytic and Efhiopic elephants, and the fact of their encountering
the elephants of India, in the Adulitic Inscription recorded by Cosmas.
This author however, who wrote about A.D. 545, and had been at the
Court of Axum, then in its greatest prosperity, says distinctly : " T h e
Ethiopians do not understand the art of taming elephants ; but if their
King should want one or two for show they catch them young, and
bring them up in captivity." Hence, when we find a few years later
(A.D. 570) that there was one great elephant, and some say thirtrm
elephants,* employed in the army which Abraha the Abyssinian Ruler of
Yemen led against Mecca, an expedition famous in Arabian history as
the War of the Elephant, we are disposed to believe that these must
have been elephants imported from India There is indeed a notable
statement quoted by Ritter, which if trustworthy would lead to another
conclusion : "Already in the 20th year of the Hijra (AD. 640) had the
Nubas and Btjas hastened to the help of the Greek Christians of Oxyrhynchus (Batrriasa of the Arabs) . . . . against the first invasion of the
Mahommedans, and according to the exaggerated representations of the
Arabian Annalists, the army which they brought consisted of 50,000 men
and 1300 warilcphants." t The Nubians certainly must have tamed
elephants on some scale down to a late period in the middle ages, for
elephants,-in one case three annually,-formed a frequent part of the
tribute paid by Nubia to the Mahomn~edansovereigns of Egypt at
least to the end of the 13th century, but the passage quoted is too
isolated to be accepted without corroboration. The only approach to
such a corroboration that I know of is a statement by Poggio in the
matter appended to his account of Conti's Travels. H e there repeats
some information derived from the Abyssinian envoys who visited Pope
Eugenius IV. about 1440, and one of his notes is : "They have elephants
very large and in great numbers ; some kept for ostentation or pleasure,
some as useful in war. They are hunted ;the old ones killed, the young
ones taken and tamed." And the facts which this may have referred to
probably amounted to no more than what Cosmas had stated. I believe
no trustworthy authority since the Portuguese discoveries confirms the
use of the elephant in Abyssinia ;$ and Ludolf, whose information was
excellent, distinctly says that the Abyssinians did not tame them.
(Cathay, 1). clxxxi; Qtmf., i14i.m. s u r l'EDjte, 11. 98, 113; India in
.IT. crnt. 37 ; Ludog I. I o, 32 ; Armantti, H Militairt tips &l+hanfs,
P 547.)
NOTE5.-TO the tenth century at least tlle whole coast country of
the Red Sea, from near Berbera probably to Suakin, was still subject to

.
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.41rrir1s Li/r of ,/nfi~lrunut,I . cclxiii.
t Riltcr, Africn, p. 605. The statement appears to be taken from Burckhardt's
Ntrbia, but the reference is not quitc clear. _There is nothing about this army in
Quatrcmbre's Aft'm. sttr la 11'11bic(i1fJvn. S I I ~f &yf/c, vol. ii.).
f Armandi indeed quotes a statement from a Spaniard, dlcrrmol, who travelled
(he says) in Abyssinia in the beginning of the 16th century; but the passage seems
evidently borrowed from our traveller's statement a b u t anjibar (s~rpra,p. 356).
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Abyssinia. At this time we hear only of " Musalman families" residing
in Zaila' and the other ports, and tributary to the Christians (see Mas'udi,
111. 34).
According to Bruce's abstract of the Abyssinian chronicles, the royal
line was superseded in the 10th century by Falasha Jews, then by other
Christian families, and three centuries of weakness and disorder succeeded. I n 1268, according to Bruce's chronology, Icon Amlac of the
House of Solonlon, which had continued to rule in Shoa, regained the
empire, and was followed by seven other princes whose reigns come
down to 13I 2. The history of this period is very obscure, but Bruce
gathers that it was marked by civil wars, during which the Mahommedan
communities that had by this time grown up in the coastcountry became
powerful and expelled the Abyssinians from the sea-ports. Inland provinces of the low country also, such as Ifat and Llawaro, had fallen under
Mahommetlan governors, whose allegiance to the Negush, if not renounced, had become nominal.
One of the principal Mahommedan communities was called Add, the
name, according to modem explanation, of the tribes now called DanPkil. The capital of the Sultan of Adel was according to Bruce at
Aussa, some distance inland from the port of Zaila', which also belonged
to Adel.
Amda Zion, who succeeded to the Abyssinian throne, according to
Bruce's chronology, in 13I 2, two or three years later, provoked by the
Governor of Ifat, who had robbed and murdered one of his Mahommedan
agents in the Lowlands, descended on Ifat, inflicted severe chastisement
on the offenders, and removed the governor. A confederacy was then
formed against the Abyssinian King by several of the Mahommedan States
or chieftainships, among which Adel is conspicuous. Bruce gives a long
and detailed account of Amda Zion's resolute and successful campaigns
against this confederacy. It bears a strong general resemblance to
Marco's narrative, always excepting the story of the Bishop, of which
Bruce has no trace, and always admitting that our traveller has confounded Aden with Adel.
But the chronology is obviously in the way of identification of the
histories. Marco could not have related in ;z98 events that did not
occur till 1315-16. Mr. Salt however, in his version of the chronology,
not only puts the accession of Amda Zion eleven years earlier than
Bruce, but even then has so little confidence in its accuracy, and is so
much disposed to identify the histories, that he suggests that the Abyssinian dates should be carried back further still by some 2 0 years, on the
authority of the narrative in our text. M. Pauthier takes a like view.
I was for some time much disposed to do likewise, but after examining the subject more minutely, I am obliged to reject this view, and to
abide by Bruce's Chronology. T o elucidate this 'I must exhibit the
whole list of the Abyssinian Kings from the restoration of the line of
Solomon to the middle of the 16th century, at which period Bruce finds
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a check to the chronology in the record of a solar eclipse. The chronologies have been extracted independently by Bruce, Riippell, and Salt ;
the latter using a different version of the Annals from the other two.
I set down all three.

of reign.

Reigns.

.....I
.........
....
" ....
,, ....
5
azeb Araad ....
Kcdcm Segued ...
15
Wcdcm Arad .....
Amda Zion.. .....I
Sail Arad. ........
Wcdcm Asfcri ....
Dnrid 11. ........
Theodorus .......1
Isaac .............
Andrcas .........
Haseb Nanya ....'
Ssnvc Yaws .....
,$
Ameda Yarus.. ... j
Zqra Jacob .......
34
Rcda MarLm ....!
Islander .........
Amcda Zion ...... 1
N a d ..........
]>avid I l l . . .......
..
Claudius .........

of reign.

Icon Amlac..
Jgba Zion
Hahsr Segued

P"""

9
1291-"=79
1197-1311

1433-1434
1434-1468

.I

,

'540

5

'

15

. . . . ...
...
,
Sinfa
,. ...
! Bar
,, ...
I g b a Z i o n .......
....
.. .. .. ..
....
.. .. .. ..
Woodem Arad
Kudma Asgud

....
....
....
....
....
.. .. .. ..

14
15

3

5

.g.

30
28
10

32
1

15
7

5
5
34
10

16

'3
31

..

Bruce checks his chronology 1)y an eclipse which took place in 1553,
and which the Abyssinian chronicle assigns to the 13th year of Claudius
This alone would be scarcely satisfactory as a basis for the retrospective
control of reigns extending through nearly three centuries ; but we find
some other chicks.
'Thus in Quatremere's Makrizi we find a correspondence between
Sultan Bibars and the King of Habasha, or of Amhara, M+ar AMLLR,
which occurred in A.H. 672 or 673, i.e. A.D. 1273-74. This would fall
~
to Bruce's chronology, but
within the reign of Icon A h r r . ~according
not according-to Salt's, and d fortiori not according to any chronology
throwing the reigns further back still.
In Quatremkre's &gpfe we find another notice of a letter which came
to the Sultan of Egypt from the King of Abyssinia, IAKBA
SIUN,in Ramadhan 689, i.e., in the end of A.D. I 289.
Again, this is perfectly consistent with Bruce's order and dates, but
not with Salt's.
The same work contains a notice of an inroad on the Mussulman
territory of Assuan by David (11.) the son of Saif Arad, in the year 783
(A.D. 1381-2).
In Rink's translation of a work of Makrizi's it is stated that this
same King David died in A.H. 8 I 2, i.e., A . n . 1409; that he was succeeded
by Theodorus whose reign was very brief, and he again by Isaac, who
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died in Dhulkada 833, i.e., July-August 1430. These dates Ire in close or
substantial agreement with Bruce's chronology, but not at all with Salt's
or any chronology throwing the reigns further back. Makrizi goes on
to say that Isaac was succeeded by Andreas who reigned only 4 months,
and then by Hazbana who died in Rabadhan 834, i.e., May-June, 1431.
This last date does not agree, but we are now justified in suspecting an
error in the Hijra date,* whilst the 4 mo/rths' reign ascribed to Andreas
shows that Salt again is wrong in extending it to 7 years, and Bruce presumal~lyright in making it 7 months.
These coincidences seem to me sufficient to maintain the substantial
accuracy of Bruce's chronology, and to be fatal to the identification of
'farco's story with that of the wars of Amda Zion. The general identity
in the duration of reigns as given by Ruppell shows that Bruce did not
tamper with these. It is remarkable that in hfakrizi's report of the
letter of Igba Zion in 1289 (the very year when according to the text
this anti-Mahommedan war was going on), that Prince tells the Sultan
that he is a protector of the Mahommedans in Abyssinia, acting in that
respect quite drferent/y from his Eat/ur 7erho had been so hostile to them.
I suspect therefore that Icon Amlak must have been the true hero of
Marco's story, and that the date must be thrown back, probably to 1278.
Ruppell is at a loss to understand where Bruce got the long story of
Amtla Zion's heroic deeds, which enters into extraordinary detail, embracing speeches after the manner of the Roman historians and the like,
and occipies some Go pages in the (French) edition of Bruce which I
have been using. The German traveller could find no trace of this
story in any of the versions of the Abyssinian chronicle which he consulted, nor was it known to a learned Abyssinian whom he names.
Bruce himself says that the story which he has " a little abridged and
accommodated to our manner of writing, was derived from a workwritten
in very pure Gheez, in Shoa, under the reign of Zara Jacob;" and though
it is probable that his amplifications outweigh his abridgments, we cannot
doubt that he had an original groundwork for his narrative.
The work of Makrizi already quoted speaks of seven kingdoms in
Zaila' (here used for the Mahommedan low country) originallytributary
to the Hati (or Negush) of Amhara, viz., Aufat, Dawaro, Arababni,
Hadiah, Shirha, Bnli, Darah. Of these Ifat, Dawaro, and Hadiah
repeatedly occur in Bruce's story of the war. Bruce also tells us that
Amda Zion, when he removed fizkeda'in the Governor of Ifat, who had
murdered his agent, replaced him by his brother Sabrerhfin. Now we
find in Makrizi that about A.H. 700, the reigning governor of AuLlt under
the Hati was Sabredriirr hfahomed Valahui ; and that it was 'Ali the son
of this Sabredclin who first threw off allegiance to the Abyssinian King,
then Saif Arad (son of Amda Zion). 'I'he latter displaces 'Ali and gives
the government to his son Ahmed. After various vicissitudes Hakeddin,

*
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the son of Ahmed, obtains the mastery in Aufat, defeats Saif Arad completely, and founds a city in Shoa called Vahal, which superseded A u f a t
or Ifat. Here the Sabreddin of Makrizi appears to be identical w i t h
Amda Zion's governor in Bruce's story, whilst the Hakednins belong to two
different generations of the same' family. But Makrizi does not notice
the wars of Amda Zion any more than the Abyssinian Chronicles notice
the campaign recorded by Marco Polo.
(Brtue, vol. 111. and vol. IV., pp. 23-90, and Salt's SecondJourne_~,to
Abyssinia, 11. 270, &c. ; both these are quoted from French versions
which are alone available to me, the former by Castera, Londres, r 7 9 0 ,
the latter by P. Henry, Paris, I 8 I 6 ; Fr. Th. Rink, Al Mmrisi, HistRerum fslamitirarum in Abyssinia, &c., Lugd. Bat. 1798 ; Ri@pcll, Dissert. on Abyss. Hist. and Chronology in -his work on that country ;
Quat. Ma&. 11. r 22-3 ; Quat. Mkm. sur f E a p t e , 11. 268, 276.)
The residence of the Kings of Abyssinia was at this period in the
southern provinces, Shoa and Amhara. The following passage regarding the court of Abyssinia is quoted by Signor Berchet, as from Polo's
contemporary, hlarino Sanuto. I think there must be some accidental
error in the reference, which I cannot trace in Sanuto, but the passage is
too curious to be omitted. After stating that the King has not a fixed
residence, but moves about followed by an immense encampment, it
goes on : " The King goes on horseback with the crown on his head,
but encompassed with red curtains and great flags, borne by the soldiers
who surround him. Before him go pages, illustrious chiefs on horseback, and the foreign envoys if there be any. Of the vast numbers
that follow the King perhaps a tenth part are well clothed, and consist
of the rich men who have tents of great price, the remainder being poor
and clothed in skins only. H e often marches straight ahead, nobody
knows whither, and in that case his escort consists of a few, well
mounted, and with their faces covered so that one does not know the
other. The King usually takes with him, loaded on mules, the holy
stones for 13 ,altars, which are erected under white tents kept for that
purpose. ~ u i i cand song always indicate the monarch's quarters, but
still more do the libations and sacrifices to Venus and Bacchus." (Boll.
d<.//iz Soc. Geo5 ffal. Faxic. 11. p. 160.)

NOTE6.-The last words run in the G. T. : "ILont sirzgles deplosors mninerrs. fl on/ gat paulz (see note 2, chap. xxiii. supra), ct arrfrc
gat rnnimmr si devisrz qe $014 s'en farrt dr tiel hi a ge nc srnblent a 11i.r
Jomts." The beautiful cocks and hens are, I suppose, Guinea fowl.

CHAP.XXXVI.
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CHAPTER XXXVI.
CONCERNING
THE

PROVINCE OF

ADEN.

You must know that in the province of ADENthere is a
Prince who is called the Soldan. T h e people are all Saracens and adorers of Mahommet, and have a great hatred
of Christians. There are many towns and villages in the
country.
This Aden is the port to which many of the ships of
India come with their cargoes ; and from this haven the
merchants carry the goods a distance of seven days further
in small vessels. At the end of those seven days they land
the goods and load them on camels, and so carry them a
land journey of 30 days. This brings them to the river of
ALEXANDRIA,
and by it they descend to the latter city.
I t is by this way through Aden that the Saracens of Alexandria receive all their stores of pepper and other spicery;
and there is no other route equally good and convenient
by which these goods could reach that place.'
And you must know that the Soldan of Aden receives
a large amount in duties from the ships that traffic between
India and his country, importing different kinds of goods ;
and from the exports also he gets a revenue, for there are
despatched from the port of Aden to India a very large
number of Arab chargers, and palfreys, and stout nags
adapted for all work, which are a source of great profit
to those who export them.' For horses fetch very high
prices in India, there being none bred there, as I have told
you before ; insomuch that a charger will sell there for roo
marks of silver and more. On these also the Soldan of
Atlen receives heavy payments in port charges, so that 'tis
said he is one of the richest princes in the world.'
And it is a fact that when the Soldan of Babylon went
against the city of Acre and took it, this Soldan of Aden
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sent to his assistance 30,000 horsemen and full 40,000
camels, to the great help of the Saracens and the grievous
injury of the Christians. H e did this a great deal more
for the hate he bears the Christians than for any love he
bears the Soldan of Babylon; for these two do hate one
another heartily .4
Now we will have done with the Soldan of Aden, and
I will tell you of a city which is subject to Aden, called
Esher.
NOTE I.-This is from Pauthier's text, which is here superior to the
G. T. The latter has : "They put the goods in small vessels, which
proceed on a rizlcr about seven days." Ram. has, "in other smaller
vessels, with which they make a voyage on a gulf of the sea for 20 days,
more or less as the weather may be. On reaching a certain port they
load the goods on camels, and cany them a 30 days' journey by land to
the River Nile, where they embark them in small vessels called Zarvrs.
and in these dkscend the-current to Cairo, and thence by an artificial
cut, called Cnlizenc, to Alexandria." The last looks as if it had been
enitcd; Polo never uses the name Cairo. The canal, the predecessor
of the Afahrnlidiah, is also called /I Cali$rze in the journey of Simon
Sigoli (Frescobaldi, p. 168). Brunetto I,atini, too, discoursing of the
Nile, says :"

Cosi serva suo filo
Ed 6 chiamato h'ilo :
D' un suo wmo si dice
Ch' & chiamato Calicc."
-Teso+ctfo, p. 63.

Also in the Sfera of Dati :-

- Chiamasi Calipirc
E Cion e Nilo, e non si sa 1' origine."
The word is (Ar.) Khalii, applied specially to the canals drawn froni
the full Nile. The port on the Red Sea would be either Suakin or
Aidhib ; the 30 days' journey seems to point to the former. Polo's cow
temporary, Marino Sanuto, gives the following account of the transit,
omitting entire& the Red Sea navigation, though his line correctly represented would apparently go by Kosseir : "The fourth haven is called
AHADEN,
and stands on a certain little island joining, as it were, to the
main, in the land of the Saracens. 'I'he spices and other goods from
India are landed there, loaded on camels, and so carried by a journey
, ancient
of nine days to a place on the River Nilc, called Chus ( K ~ ; sthe
Cnr below Luksor), where they nre put into boats and conveyed in 1 5

r, .
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days to Babylon. But in the month of October and thereabouts the
river rises to such an extent that the spices, ~ L C . ,continue to descend the
stream from Babylon and enter a certain long canal, and so are conveyed
over the 2 0 0 miles between Babylon and Alexandria" (Book I.pt. i. ch. i.).
Makrizi relates that up to A. H. 725 (1325), from time iinmemorial
the Indian ships had discharged at Aden, but in that year the exactions
of the Sultan induced a shipmaster to pass on into the Red Sea, ant1
eventually the trade came to Jicl~la. (See De S u y , Crest. Arabe, 11.
556.)

NOTE 2.-The words describing the horses are (P.'s text) : "de bans
clestriers Arrabins et chevaux etgrans roncirrs h ij selles." The meaning
seems to be what I have expressed in the text, fit either for saddle or
packsaddle.
In one application the Deux sclles of the old riding-schools were
the two styles of riding, called in Spanish Montar d Za Gineta and Afonfar d z r i a . The latter stands for the old French style, with heavy
bit and s~ddle,and long stirrups just reached by the toes ; the former
the hloorish style, with short stirrups and lighter bit. But the phrase
would also seem to have meant sa,iri/e antipacksaddle. Thus Cobarruvias explains the phrase Hombre cle dos s i h s , " Conviene saber de la
gineta y brida, scr de siZZa y albarda (packsaddle), servir de todo," and
we find the converse expression, No serpara silZa tripara albarria, good
for nothing.
But for an example of the exact phrase of the French text I am
indebted to P. della Valle. Speaking of the Persian horses, he says :
" Few of them are of any great height, and you seldom see thorough-breds
among them ; probably because here they have no liking for such and
don't seek to breed them. For the most part they are of that very useful
style that we call horses for both saddles (che noi rhiarniamo da due
selle)," kc. (See Cobarrrn~im,under SilZa and Brida ;Dicc. de la Lengua
Castellana por la Rcal Academia EsjarioZa, under SiZla, Gineta, Britia;
1'. tielfa Valk, Let. XV. da Sciraz, 8 3, vol. ii. p. 240.)

NOTE8.-The supposed confusion between Adel and Aden does
not extend to this chapter.
The Soldan of Aden " was the Sultan of Yemen, whose chief residence was at 'ra'izz, N.E. of Mokha. The prince reigning in Polo's
Jay was Malik Muzaffar Shamsuddin Abul Mahasen Yusuf. His father,
hfalik Mansdr, a retainer of the Ayubite dynasty, had been sent by
Saladin as \.\'azir to Yemen, with his brother Malik Muazzam Turan
Shah. After the death of the latter, and of his successor, the Wazir
assumed the government and became the founder of a dynasty. Aden
was the chief port of his dominions. I t had been a seat of direct trade
with China in the early centuries of Islam.
Ibn Uatuta speaks of it thus correctly : " It is encloseti by mountains, ant1 you can enter by one side only. It is a large town, but has
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neither corn nor trees, nor fresh water, except from reservoirs made to
catch the rain water ; for other
drinking water is at a great disI
tance from the town. The Arabs
often prevent the townspeople
conling to fetch it until the latter
have come to terms with them,
and paid them a bribe in money
or cloths. The heat at Aden is
great. It is the port frequented
by the people from India, and
great ships come thither from
Runbiyat, Tina, Kaulam, Kilik6t, Fandariina, Shillit, Manjardr, Fikandr, Hinaur, Sinddbdr,"
&c. There are Indian merchants
residing in the city, and Egyptian
merchants as well."
The tanks of which the Moor
speaks had been buried by dCbris ;
of late years they have been cleared
and repaired. They are grand
works. They are said to have
been formerly 50 in aumber, with
a capacity of 30 million gallons.
There is a good account of
Aden in I 5 r 7 by Andrea Corsali.
He says that Aden, Malacca,
Calicut. and Honnuz had been
the chief ports and richest marts
of the East till the arrival of the
Portuguese, but their importance
was already sorely fallen. (Mdzi,
I V. 26-27 ;PZajfiir, H. of Yemen,
p. 7 ; Ibn Battrta, I I. I 7 7 ; Ram.
I. f. 182.)

NOTE4.-I have not been able
to trace any other special notice
of the part taken by the Sultan
of Yemen in the capture of Acre
by the Mameluke Sultan, Malik
Ashraf Khalil, in I 291. Ibn Ferat,
quoted by Reinaud, says that the

* All ports of Western India : Pandarani, Shalia (near Calicut), Mangalore,
Uaccanore, Onore, Coa.
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Sultan sent into all the provinces the most urgent orders for the supply
of troops and machines ; and there gathered from all sides the warriors
of I)amascus, of Hamath, and the rest of Syria, of Egypt, and of A t - d i n .
(Afichnud, Bibl. des Croisadts, I 829, IV. 5 69.)
" I oncen (says Joinville), "rehearsed to the Legate two cases of sin
that a priest of mine had been telling me of, and he answered me thus :
' No min knows as much of the heinous sins that are done in Acre as I
do ; and it cannot be but God will take vengeance on them, in such a
way that the City of Acre shall be washed in the blood of its inhabitants,
and that another people shall come to occupy after them.' The good
man's prophecy hath come true in part, for of a truth the city hath been
washed in the blood of its inhabitants, but those to replace them are not
yet come; may God send them good when it pleases Him !" (1). 192).

CHAPTEK XXXVII.
CVNCERNING

THE

CITY OF

ESHER.

ESHEK
is a great city lying in a north-westerly direction
from the last, and 400 miles distant from the Port of Aden.
It has a king, who is subject to the Soldan of Aden. H e
has a number of towns and villages under him, and administers his territory well and justly.
The people are Saracens. T h e place has a very good
haven, wherefore many ships from India come thither with
various cargoes; and they export many good chargers
thence to India.'
A great deal of white incense grows in this country, and
brings in a great revenue to the Prince; for no one dares
sell it to any one else ; and whilst he takes it from the people
at 10 livres of gold for the hundredweight, he sells it to the
merchants at 60 lirres, so his profit is immense.'
Dates also grow very abundantly here. T h e people
have no corn but rice, and very little of that ; but plenty
is brought from abroad, for it sells here at a good profit.
They hare fish in great profusion, and notably plenty of
tunny of large size ; so plentiful indeed that you may buy
two big ones for a Venice groat of silver. The natives
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lire on meat and rice and fish.
hare no wine of the
vine, but they make good wine from sugar, from rice, and
from dates also.
And I must tell you another very strange thing. You
must know that their sheep have no ears, but where the
ear ought to be they have a little horn ! They are pretty
little beasts.'
And I must not omit to tell you that all their cattle,
including horses, oxen, and camels, live upon small fish
and nought besides, for 'tis all they get to eat. You see
in all this country there is no grass or forage of any kind ;
it is the driest country on the face of the earth. T h e fish
which are given to the cattle are very small, and during
March, April, and May, are caught in such quantities as
would astonish you. They are then dried and stored, and
the beasts are fed on them from year's end to year's end.
The cattle will also readily eat these fish all alive and just
out of the water.4
The people here have likewise many other kinds of
fish of large size and good quality, exceedingly cheap ;
these they cut in pieces of about a pound each, and dry
them in the sun, and then store them, and eat them all
the year through like so much biscuit?
NOTE1.-S/li!r
or She+-, with the article, Es-SHEHR,still exists on
the Arabian coast, as a town and district about 330 m. east of Aden.
In 1839 Captain Haines described the modem town as extending in a
scattered manner for a mile along the shore, the population about 6000,
and the trade considerable, producing duties to the amount of 500ol.
a year. It was then the residence of the Sultan of the Hamdm tribe of
Arabs. There is only an open roadstead for anchorage. Perhaps, however, the oltl city is to be looked for about ten niiles to the westward,
where there is another place bearing the same name, " once a thriving
town, but now a desolate group of houses with an old fort, formerly the
residence of the chief of the Kasaidi tribe." ( J R. G. S., IX. 151-2.)
Shehr is spoken of by Barbosa (Xaer in Lisbon ed. ; P e c h r in Ramusio ;
Xehu in Stanley ; in the two last misplaced to the east of Dhofar) : " I t
is a .very large place, and there is a great traffic in goods iniported by
the Rioors of Canlbaia, Chaul, Dabul, Batticala, and the cities of hfala-
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bar, such as cotton-stuffs . . . . strings of garnets, and many other
stones of inferior value ; also much rice and sugar, and spices of all
sorts, with coco-nuts; . . . . their money they invest in horses for
India, which are here verylarge and good. Every one of them is worth
in India 500 or 600 ducats." (Rnm. t 292.)
NOTE 2.-The hills of the Shehr and Dhafdr districts were the great
source of produce of the Arabian frankincense. Barbosa says of Shehr :
" They carry away much incense, which is produced at this place and
in the interior; . . . . it is exported hence all over the world, and here
it is used to pay ships with, for on the spot it is worth only I 50 farthings
the hundredweight." See note 2, ch. xxvii. strpra.
NOTE 3.-This
was no doubt a breed of four-horned sheep, and
Polo, or his informant, took the lower pair of horns for abnormal ears.
Probably tlie breed exists, but we have little information on details in
reference to this coast. My friend the Rev. G. P. Badger writes :
"There are sheep on the eastern coast of Arabia, and as high up as
Mohammerah on the Shatt-al-Arab, 7uith very small cars it~det-d; so
small as to be alniost imperceptible at first sight near the projecting
horns. I saw one at Mohammerah having six horns."
NOTE 4.-This custom holds more or less on all the Arabian coast
from Shehr to tlie Persian Gulf, and on the coast east of the Gulf also.
Edrisi mentions it at Shehr (printed Shajr, I. 152)~and tlie Admiral Sidi
Ali says : '' On the coast of Shehr, men and animals all live on fish."
( J A. S. B., V. 461). Ibn Batuta tells the same of Dhafrir, the subject
of next chapter : "The fish consist for the most part of sardines, which
are here of the fattest. The surprising thing is that all kinds of cattle
are fed on these sardines, and sheep likewise. I have never seen anything like that elsewhere " (11. I 97). Compare erabo's account of the
Ichthyophagi on the coast of Mekran (XV. I I), and the like account in
the life of Apollonius of Tyana (111. 56).
NOTE 5.-At HAsik, east of Dhafrir, Ibn Batuta says : 'I The people
here live on a kind of fish called A/-Lukhntn, resembling that called
the sea-dog. They cut it in slices and strips, dry it in the sun, salt it,
and feed on it. l'heir houses are made with fish-bones, and their roofs
with camel-hides " (11. 2 14).

CHAPTEK XXXVIII.
C O N C E R N I N GT H E C I T Y

DUFAK
is

OF

DUFAK.

great and noble and fine city, and lies 500
miles to the north-west of Esher. T h e people are Saracens,
3

.
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and have a Count for their chief, who is subject to the
Soldan of Aden ; for this city still belongs to the Province
of Aden. I t stands upon the sea and has a very good haven,
so that there is a great traffic of shipping between this and
India ; and the merchants take hence great numbers of
Arab horses to that market, making great profits thereby.
This city has under it many other towns and villages.'
Much white incense is produced here, and I will tell
you how it grows. The trees are like small fir-trees ; these
are notched with a knife in several places, and from these
notches the incense is exuded. Sometimes also it flows
from the tree without any notch ; this is by reason of the
great heat of the sun there.
NOTE1.-Dufar.
The nameJ& is variously pronounced DhafAr,
DHOFAR,Zhafir, and survives attached to a well-watered and fertile
plain district opening on the sea, nearly 400 miles east of ShPhr, though
accortling to Haines there is now no tmm of the name. Ibn Batuta
speaks of the city as situated at the extremity of Yemen ( ' L the province
of Aden "), and mentions its horse-trade, its unequalled dirt, stench, and
flies, and consequent diseases. (See 11. 196, scqq.) What he says of
the desert character of the tract round the town is not in accordance
with modern descriptions of the plain of Dhafdr, nor seemingly with his
own statements of the splendid bananas grown there, as wk~ias other
Indian products, betel, and coco-nut. His account of the Sultan of
Zhafir in his time corroborates Polo's, for he says that prince was the son
of a cousin of the King of Yemen, who had been chief ofUafdr undcr the
suzcmit;efi of fhaf King atid tribzrtar)' lo him. The only ruins mentioned
by Haines are extensive ones near Haffer, towards the wcstm part of the
plain ; and this Fresnel considers to be the site of the former city. A
lake which exists here, on the landward side of the ruins, was, he says,
formerly a gulf, and formed the port, " the very good haven " of which
our author speaks. Professor Sprenger, however, is satisfied that the
city was in the eastern part of the plain.
This Dhafir is supposed to he the S e h a r of Genesis (X. 30), and,
perhaps, the Sajphara mcfropoli~of Ptolemy. There was, however,
another Dhafir about halhay between Aden and Sanaa, which was one
of the royal residences of the Himyarite kings. (P/ajfair's Yctnm, p.
3 1 ; Haincs in J R. G. S., XV. I I 6, scqq. : Frisr~cfin J: As., ser. 3,
tom. v. 517, scqq.). D&r is noted 11yCamocns for its fragrant, incense
(X. 1 0 1 ) .

CHAP. XXXIX.

T H E C I T Y OF C A L A T U .

CHAPTER XXXIX.
CONCERNING THE GULF OF CALATU AND THE CITY

SO

CALLED.

CALATU
is a great city, within a gulf which bears the name
of the Gulf of Calatu. It is a noble city, and lies 600 miles
from Dufar towards the north-west, upon the sea-shore.
T h e people are Saracens, and are subject to Hornlos. And
whenever the Melik of Hormos is at war with some prince
more potent than himself, he betakes himself to this city of
Calatu, because it is very strong, both from its position and
its fortifications.'
They grow no corn here, but get it from abroad ; for
every merchant-vessel that comes brings some. The haven
is very large and good, and is frequented by numerous
ships with goods from India, and from this city the spices
and other merchandize are distributed among the cities and
towns of the interior. They also export many good Arab
horses from this to India.' For, as I have told you before,
the number of horses exported from this and the other
cities to India yearly is something astonishing. One reason
is that no horses are bred there, and another that they die
as soon as they get there, through ignorant handling; for
the people there do not know how to take care of them,
and they feed the horses with cooked victuals and all sorts
of trash, as I have told you fully heretofore; and besides
all that they have no farriers.
This City of Calatu stands at the mouth of the Gulf, so
that no ship can enter or go forth without the will of the
chief. And when the Melic of Hormos, who is Melic of
Calatu also, and is vassal to the Soldan of Kerman, fears
anything at the hand of the latter, he gets on board his
ships and comes from Hormos to Calatu. And then he
prevents any ship from entering the Gulf. This causes
great injury to the Soldan of Kerman ; for he thus loses
all the duties that he is wont to receive from mercllants
2 C 2

'
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frequenting his territories from India or elsewhere ; for ships
with car&es of merchandize come in great numbers, and
a very large revenue is derived from them. In this way he
is constrained to give way to the demands of the Melic o f
Hormos.
This Melic has also a castle which is still stronger than
tlie city, and has a better command of the entry to the
Gulf.'
T h e people of this country live on dates and salt fish,
which they have in great abundance; the nobles, however,
have better fare.
There is no more to say on this subject. So now let
us go on and speak of the City of Hormos, of which we
told you before.
NOTE I.-FaZhbt,
the Calaiate of the old Portuguese writers, is
about 5 0 0 m. by shortest sea-Zinc north-east of DhafAr. "The city of
~ a l h d t - 'says Ibn Batuta, "stands on the shore ; it has fine bazaars,
and one of the most beautiful, mosques that you could see anywhere, the
walls of which are covered with enamelled tiles of Kkhdn. . . The
city is inhabited by merchants, who draw their support from Indian
illlport trade. . . . . Although they are Arabs, they don't speak correctly.
~ f i e every
r
phrase they have a habit of adding the particle no. Thus
they will say, 'You are eating, no !' ' You are walking, no 1' ' You are
doing this or that, no !' Most of them are schismatics, but they cannot
openly practise their tenets, for they are under the rule of Sultan Kutbuddin Tehemten Malik, of Hormuz, who is orthodox " (XI. 226).
Calaiate, when visited by d'Albuquerque, showed by its buildings and
ruins that it had been a noble city. Its destruction was ascribed to a n
earthquake. (Dc Barrus, 11. ii. I.) It seems to exist no longer. Wellsted says its remains cover a wide space ; but only one building, an old
mosque, has escaped destruction. Near the ruins is a small fishingvillage, the people of which also dig for gold coins. Cj. R. G. S.,VII.

. .

I 04.)

\\'hat is said about the Prince of Hormuz betaking himself to Kalhat
in times of trouble is quite in accordance with what we read in Teixeira's
abstract of the Honnuz history. \Vhen expelled by revolution at Hormuz or the like, we find the princes taking refuge at Kalhat.
NOTE 2.-"Of the interior." Here the phrase of the G. T, is again
en fra tere a rnairrtc cifi et c a ~ f i ~ z ~ ~(See
s . " srrpra, Bk. I. ch. i. note 2.)
'There was still a large horse-trade from Kalhat in 15x7, but the
Portuguese compelled all to enter the port of (ioa, where according to

I'

Andrea Corsali they had to pay a duty of 40 sarufii per head. If these
ashrojs were pagodas, this would be about 1 5 L a head ; if they were
d k f r s , it would he more. The term is no7u conlmonly applied in Hindustan to the gold mohr.

NOTE3.-This

no doubt is hlaskat.

C H A P T E R XL.

WHENYOU leave the City of Calatu, and go for 300 miles
between north-west and north, you come to the City of
Hormos; a great and noble city on the sea.' I t has a
Melic, which is as much as to say a King, and he is under
the Soldan of Kerman.
There are a good many cities and towns belonging to
Mormuz, and the people are Saracens. T h e heat is tremendous, and on that account their houses are built with
ventilators to catch the wind. These ventilators are placed
on the side from which the wind comes, and they bring the
wind down into the house to cool it. But for this the
heat would be utterly unbearable.'
I shall sap no more about these places, because I formerly told you in regular order all about this same city of
Hormos, and about Kerman as well, But as we took one
way to go, and another to come back, it war proper that we
should bring you a second time to this point.
Now, however, we will quit this part of the world, and
tell you about Great Turkey. First, however, there is a
p i n t that I have omitted ; to wit, that when you leave the
City of Calatu and go between west and north-west, a distance of 500 miles, you come to the city of Kis.3 Of
that, however, we shall say no more now, but pass it with
this brief mention, and return to the subject of Great Turkey, of which you shall now hear.
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NOTE1.-The distance is very correct ; and the bearing fairly so for
the first time since we left Aden. I have tried in my map of Polo's Geography to realize what seems to have been his idea of the Arabian coast.
NOTE2.-These ventilators are a kind of masonry windsail, known
as Ba'd-gfr, or " wind-catchers," and in general use over Oman, Kerman,
the province of Baghdad, Mekran, and Sind. A large and elaborate
example, from Hommaire de Hell's work on Persia, is given in the cut
which follows. Very particular accounts of these ventilators will be
found in P. della Valle, and in the embassy of Don Garcias de Silva
Figueroa (Della Val. 11. 333-5 ; Fiqucroa, Fr. Trans. I 667, p. 3 8 ;
Ramus. I. 293 v. ; Macd Kinneir, p. 69). A somewhat different arrange
ment for the same purpose is in use in Cairo, and gives a very peculiar
character to the city when seen from a moderate height.
NOTE3.-On Kish see Book I . ch. vi. note 2.
The Turkish Admiral Sidi 'Ali, who was sent in 1553 to command
the Ottoman fleet in the Persian Gulf, and has written an interesting
account of his disastrous command and travels back to Constantinople
from India, calls the island Kais, or " t h old Hmmrra." This shows
that the traditions of the origin of the island Hormuz had grown dim.
Kid had preceded Hormuz as the most prominent port of Indian trade,
but Old Hormuz, as we have seen (Bk. I. ch. xix.), was quite another
place. ( J As. ser. I , tom. ix. 67.)

BOOK FOURTH.
W A R S AMONG T H E T A R T A R P R I N C E S
AND

SOME ACCOUNT O F T H E N O R T H E R N COUNTRIES.

BOOK IV.
C H A P T E R I.

I N GKEAT
TURKEY
there is a King called CAIDU,
who is the
Great Kaan's nephew, for he was the grandson of CHAGATAI,
the Great Kaan's own brother. H e hath many cities and
castles, and is a great Prince. H e and his people are Tartars alike; and they are good soldiers, for they are constantly engaged in war.'
Now this King Caidu is never at peace with his uncle
the Great Kaan, but ever at deadly war with him, and he
hat11 fought great battles with the Kaan's armies. The
quarrel between them arose out of this, that Caidu demanded from the Great Kaan the share of his father's
conquests that of right belonged to him ; and in particular
he demanded a share of the Provinces of Cathay and Manzi.
The Great Kaan replied that he was willing enough to give
him a share such as he gave to his own sons, but that he
must first come on summons to the Council at the Kaan's
Court, and present himself as one of the Kaan's liegemen.
Caidu, who did not trust his uncle very far, declined 'to
come, but said that where he was he would hold himself
ready to obey all the Kaan's commands.
* A considerable number of the quasi-historical chapters in this section (which I
have followed h.1. Pauthier in niaking into a Fourth Book) are the merest verbiage
and repetition of narrative formulae without the slightest value. I have therefore
thought it undesirable to print all at length, and have given merely the gist (marked
t l ~ ~ ~ or
s t nn
) , extract of sucli c11al1tt.r.. l'l~ey will 1x found in Ihglish in 11. Murray's
a11,l \\'rigl~t'b eclitiuns, and in 111~original Fre11c11in the eclition uf the Soci61; de
;<o6ral~l~ic,
i l l IL~rtoli,ancl in I'nuthicr.
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In truth, as he had several times been in revolt, he
dreaded that the Kaan might take the opportunity to destroy him. So, out of this quarrel between them, there
arose a great war, and several great battles were fought by
the host of Caidu against the host of the Great Kaan his
uncle. And th.e Great Kaan from year's end to year's end
keeps an army watching all Caidu's frontier, lest he should
make forays on his dominions. He, natheless, will never
cease his aggressions on the Great Kaan's territory, and
maintains a bold face to his enemies.'
Indeed, he is so potent that he can well do so; for he
can take tlie field with ~oo,ooo horse, all stout soldiers and
inured to war. H e has also with him several Barons of the
imperial lineage ; i.e., of the family of Chinghis Kaan, who
was the first of their lords, and conquered a great part of
the world, as I have told you mnre particularly in a former
part of this Book.
Now you must know that Great Turkey lies towards
the north-west when you travel from Hormos. I t begins
on the further bank of the River Jow," and extends northward to the territory of the Great Kaan.
Now I shall tell you of sundry battles that the troops
of Caidu fought with the armies of the Great Kaan.

NOTE1.-We see that Polo's error as to the relationship between
Kublai and Kaidu, and as to the descent of the latter (see Vol. I. p. I 7 2)
was not a slip, but persistent. The name of Kaidu's grandfather is here
in'the G. 'r. written precisely Chagatai (Cingatai).
Kaidu was the son of Kashin, son of Okkodai, who was the third
son of Chinghiz and his successor in the Kaanate. Kaidu never would
acknowledge the supremacy of Kublai, alleging his own superior claim
to the Kaanate, which Chinghiz was said to have restricted to the house
of Okkodni as long as it should have a representative. From the vicinity
of Kaidu's position to the territories occupied by the branch of Chagatai
he exercised great influence over its priuces, and these were often his
allies in the constant hostilities that he maintained against the Kaan.
-

.--

'l'hc Jihun or Oxus.

-
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Such circumstances may have led Polo to confound Kaidu with the
house of Chagatai Indeed, it is not easy to point o i t the mutual limits
of their territories, and these must have been somewhat complex, for we
find Kaidu and Borrak Khan of Chagatai at one time exercising a kind
of joint sovereignty in the cities of Bokhara and Samarkand. Probably,
indeed, the limits were in a great measure tribrzl rather than tei~itorial.
But it may be gathered that Kaidu's authority extended over Kashgar
and the cities bordering the south slopes of the Thian Shan as far east
as Kara Khoja, also the valley of the Talas River, and the country north
of the 'I'hian Shan from Lake Balkhash eastward to the vicinity of Barkul, and in the further north the country between the Upper Yenisei
and the Irtish.
Kaidu died in 1301 at a very great age. H e had taken part, it was
said, in 41 pitched battles. He left 14 sons (some accounts say 40), of
whom the eldest, called Shabar, succeeded him. H e joined Dua Khan
of Chagatai in making submission to Teimur Kann, the successor of
Kublai ; but before long, on a quarrel occurring between the two former,
Uua seized the territory of Shabar, and as far as I can learn no more is
heard of the house of Kaidu.

NOTE2.-'' T O the N.N.W. a desert of 40 days' extent divides the
states of Kublai from those of Kaidu and Dua. This frontier extends
for 30 days' journey from east to west. From point to point are posted
bodies of troops under the orders of princes of the blood or other
generals, and they often come to blows with the troops of Kaidu. Five
of these corps are cantoned on the verge of the desert; a sixth in the
territory of Tangut near Chagan Ndr,"' a seventh in the vicinity of Karakhojx, a city of the Uigurs, which lies between the two states and maint:li:ls neutrality." (Knshi//rrc(llirr.see Cathay, p. 274.)

C H A P T E R 11.
OF C E R T A I N B A ~ ' ~ ' L ET SH A T
THE:

ARMIESOF

W E R E FOUGHT
BY

H I S UNCI.F: T H E

KING C A I U U

AGAINST

GREATK A A N .

N o w it came t o pass in the year of Christ's incarnation,
I 266, that this King Caidu and another prince called YESUD X K who was his cousin, assembletl a great force and made
an expedition to attack two of the Great Kaan's Barons
Sot the C l ~ n p X
l ~i ~ rof llook I. ch. lx. ; I ~ u tprobably
of K~IIIUI.

a

lahc of that name N.E.
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who held lands under the Great Kaan, but were Caidu's
own kinsmen, for they were sons of Chagatai who was a
baptized Christian, and own brother to the Great K a a n ;
one of them was called CHIBAI,and the other CHIBAN.'
Caidu with all his host, amounting to 60,000 horse,
engaged the Kaan's two Barons, those cousins of his, w h o
had also a great force amounting to more than 60,000
horsemen, and there was a great battle. In the end t h e
Barons were beaten, and Caidu and his people won the day.
Great numbers were slain on both sides, but the two brother
Barons escaped, thanks to their good horses. So K i n g
Caidu returned home swelling the more with pride a n d
arrogance, and for the next two years he remained at peace,
and made no further war against the Kaan.
However, at the end of those two years King Caidu
assembled an army composed of a vast force of horsemen.
H e knew that at Caracoron was the Great Kaan's son NoMOGAN, and with him GEORGE
the grandson of Prester
John. These two princes had also a great force of cavalry.
And when King Caidu was ready he set forth and crossed
the frontier. After marching rapidly without any adventure, he got near Caracoron, where the Kaan's son and
the younger Prester John were awaiting him with their
great army, for they were well aware of Caidu's advance in
force. They made them ready for battle like valiant men,
and all undismayed, seeing that they had more than 60,000
well-appointed horsemen. And when they heard Caidu was
so near they went forth valiantly to meet him. When they
got within some 10 miles of him they pitched their tents
and got ready for battle, and the enemy who were about
equal in numbers did the same; each side forming in six
columns of ro,ooo men with good captains. Both sides
were well equipped with swords and maces and shields, with
bows and arrows and other arms after their fashion. You
must know that the practice of the Tartars going to battle
is to take each a Imw ant1 60 arrows. Of these, 30 are
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light with small sharp points, for long shots and following
up an enemy, whilst the other 30 are heavy, with large
broad heads which they shoot at close quarters, and with
which they inflict great gashes on face and arms, and cut
the enemy's bowstrings, and commit great havoc. This
every one is ordered to attend to. And when they have
shot away their arrows they take to their swords and maces
and lances, which also they ply stoutly.
So when both sides were ready for action the Naccaras
began to sound loudly, one on either side. For 'tis their
custom never to join battle till the Great Naccara is beaten.
And when the Naccaras sounded, then the battle began in
fierce and' deadly style, and furiously the one host dashed
to meet the other. So many fell on either side that in an
evil hour for both it was begun ! T h e earth was thickly
strown with the wounded and the slain, men and horses,
whilst the uproar and din of battle was so loud you wo.uld
not have heard God's thunder ! Truly King Caidu himself did many a deed of prowess that strengthened the
hearts of his people. Nor less on the other side did the
Great Kaan's son and Prester John's grandson, for well
they proved their ralour in the medley, and did astonishing
feats of arms, leading their troops with right good judgment.
And what shall I tell y o u ? The battle lasted so long
that it was one of the hardest the Tartars ever fought.
Either side strove hard to bring the matter to a point and
rout the enemy, but to no avail. And so the battle went
on till vesper-tide, and without victory on either side.
Many a man fell there; many a child was made an orphan
there; many a lady widowed ; and many another woman
plunged in grief and tears for the rest of her days, I mean
the mothers and the araines of those who fell.'
So when they had fought till the sun was low they left
off, and retired each side to its tents. Those who were unhurt were so dead tired that they were like to drop, and
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the wounded, who were many on both sides, were m o a n i n g
in their various degrees of pain ; but all were more fit f o r
rest than fighting, so gladly they took their repose t h a t
night. And when morning approached, King Caidu, w h o
had news from his scouts that the Great Kaan was sending
a great army to reinforce his son, judged that it was t i m e
to be off; so he called his host to saddle and mounted his
horse .at dawn, and away they set on their return to their
own country. And when the Great Kaan's son and t h e
grandson of Prester John saw that King Caidu had retired
with all his host, they let then1 go unpursued, for they were
themselves sorely fatigued and needed rest. So King Caidu
and his host rode and rode, till they came to their own
realm of Great Turkey and to Samarcand; and there t h e y
abode a long while without again making war.'

NOTE 1.-The names are uncertain. The G. T. has "one of whom
was called Tibai or Ciban ;" Pauthier, as in the text.
The phrase about their being Kaidu's kinsmen is in the G. T., " qc
zinzinz (7) meisnre esfoienf dc Cairlrr roi."
NOTE 2.-Araincs for Harems I presume. In the narrative of n
merchant in Ramusio (11. 84, 86) we find the same word represented by
A r i n and Arino.
NOTE3.-The date at the beginning of the chapter is in G. T., and
Pauthier's hIS. A. as we have given it. Pauthier substitutes 1276, as
that seems to be the date approximately connecting Prince Numughan
with the wars against Kaidu. In 1275 Kublai appointed Numughan to
the command of his N.W. frontier, with Ngantung or 'Antung, an able
general, to assist him in repelling the aggressions of Kaidu. In the
same year Kaitlu and Dun Khan entered the Uigur country (\V. and
N.W. of Kamul), with more than ~oo,ooomen. Two years later, viz..
in r 2 7 7, Kaidu and Shireglii, a son of Mangu Khan, engaged near Almalik (on the Ili) the troops of Kublai, commanded by Nutnughan and
'Antung, and took both of them prisoners. The invaders then marchetl
towards Kankorum. But Bayan who was in Mongolia marchetl to
attack them, and completely defeated them in several engagements.
(Gnrrbi/, 69, 168, 182.)
Pauthier gives n little more detail from the Chinese ;~nnals.but
throws no new light on the discrepancies which we scc between Polo's
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account and theirs. 'Antung, who was the grandson of Mokli the Jelair,
one of Chinghiz's Orlok or Marshals, seems here to take the place assigned to Prester John's grandson, and Shireghi perhaps tllat of Yesudar.
The only prince of the latter name that I can find is a son of Hulaku's.
The description of the battle in this chapter is a Inere formula again
and again repeated. The armies are always exactly or nearly equal,
they are always divided into corps of 10,000, (tomans), they always halt
to prepare for action when within 10 miles of one another, and the terms
used in describing the fight are the same. We shall not inflict these
tiresome repetitions again on the reader.

C H A P T E R 111.
WHATTHE GREATKAANSAID
HIS

TO THE MISCHIEF DONE BY

KAIDU

NEPHEW.

+ ( T H A T were Caidu not of his own Imperial blood, he
would make an utter end of him, &c.)

C H A P T E R IV.
OF

THE

EXPLOITS
OF KING CAIDU'SVALIANT DAUGHTER.

Now you must know that King Caidu had a daughter
whose name was AIJARUC,
which in the Tartar is as much
as to say " T h e Bright Moon." This damsel was very
beautiful, but also so strong and brave that in all her
father's realm there was no man who could outdo her in
feats of strength. In all trials she showed greater strength
than any man of them.'
Her father often desired to give her in marriage, but
she would none of it. She vowed she would never marry
till she fount1 a man who coultl vanquish her in every trial;
him she wol~ldwed and none else. And when her father
saw how resolute she was, he gave a formal consent in their
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fashion, that she should marry whom she list and w h e n she
list. The lady was so tall and muscular, so s t o u t and
shapely withal, that she was almost like a giantess, S h e
had distributed her challenges over all the kingdoms, declaring that whosoever should come to try a fall w i t h her,
it should be on these conditions, viz.,that if she vanquished
him she should win .from him roo horses, and if h e vanquished her he should win her to wife. Hence many a
noble youth had come to try his strength against her, but
she beat them all; and in this way she had won more t h a n
I 0,000 horses.
Now it came to pass in the year of Christ 1280 t h a t
there presented himself a noble young gallant, the s o n of
a rich and puissant king, a man of prowess and valiance
and great strength of body, who had heard word o f t h e
damsel's challenge, and came to match himself against h e r
in the hope of vanquishing her and winning her t o wife.
That he greatly desired, for the young lady was passing fkir.
H e too was young and handsome, fearless and strong i n
every way, insomuch that not a man in all his father's
realm could vie with him. So he came full confidently,
and brought with him 1000 horses to be forfeited if s h e
should vanquish him. Thus might she gain rooo horses
at a single stroke ! But the young gallant had such confidence in his own strength that he counted securely t o
win her.
Now ye must know that King Caidu and the Queen
his wife, the mother of the stout damsel, did privily beseech
their daughter to let herself be vanquished. For they
greatly desired this prince for their daughter, seeing what a
noble youth he was, and the son of a great king. But the
damsel answered that never would she let herself be vanquished if she could help it ; if, indeed, he should get the
better of her then she would gladly be his wife, according
to the wager, but not otherwise.
So a day was named for a great gathering at the Palace
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of King Caidu, and the King and Queen were there. And
when all the company were assembled, for great numbers
flocked to see the match, the damsel first came forth in a
strait jerkin of sammet; and then came forth the young
bachelor in a jerkin of sendal; and a winsome sight they
were to see. When both had taken post in the middle of
the hall they grappled each other by the arms and wrestled
this way and that, but for a long time neither could get
the better of the other. At last, however, it so befel that
the damsel threw him right valiantly on the palace pavement. And when he found himself thus thrown, and her
standing over him, great indeed was his shame and discomfiture. H e gat him up straightway, and without more
ado departed with all his company, and returned to his
father full of shame and vexation, that he who had never
yet found a man that could stand before him should have
been thus worsted by a girl ! And his rooo horses he lefi
behind him.
As to King Caidu and his wife they were greatly annoyed, as I can tell you; for if they had had their will this
~ o u t hshould have won their daughter.
And ye must know that after this her father never went
on a campaign but she went with him. And gladly he
took her, for not a knight in all his train played such feats
of arms as she did. Sometimes she would quit her fither's
side, and make a dash at the host of the enemy, and seize
some man thereout, as deftly as a hawk pounces on a bird,
and carry him to her father; and this she did many a
time.
Now I will leave this story and tell you of a great
battle that Caidu fought with Argon the son of Abaga,
Lord of the Tartars of the Levant.
N 0 . r ~1.-The name of the lady is in Pauthier's MSS. A,qhrilt, Agp
onit; in the Fkm, A,qynnic; in the M S . of the (;. T., tlistinrtly Ai$ut-rtr,
though ~~rinteclin the edition of 1824 as Aie'or~i~.It is Oriental
V U L . 11.
L 11
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Turkish, AI-YXR~K,
signifying precisely Lucent Lutrc, as Marco explains
it. For this elucidation I am indebted to the kindness of Professor
VBmbCry, who adds that the name is in actual use among the U z k k
women.
Kaidu had many sons, but only one daughter, whom Rashiduddin
(who seems to be Hammer's authority here) calls Rufufun H e r father
loved her above all his sons ; she used to accompany him to the field,
and aid in state affairs. Letters were exchanged between . h e r and
Ghazan Khan, in which she assured him she would marry no one else :
but her father refused her hand to all suitors. After Kaidu's death,
this ambitious lady made some attempt to claim the succession (Hammer's ZfJhnns, 11. 143-4.)
The story has some resemblance to what Ibn Batuta relates of another warlike princess, Urddja, whom he professes to have visited in t h e
questionable kingdom of TawBlisi on his way to China : " I heard . . .
that various sons of kings had sought Urduja's hand, but she always
answered, ' I will marry no one but him who shall fight and conquer
me ' ; so they all avoided the trial, for fear of the shame of being beaten
by her." (I: B. IV., 253-4). I have given reasons (Cafhay,p. 520) f o r
suspecting that this lady with a Turkish name in the Indian Archipelago
is a bit of fiction. Possibly Ibn Batuta had heard the legend of King
Kaidu's daughter.
The story of Kaidu's daughter, and still more the parallel one from
Ibn Batuta, recall what Herodotus tells of the Sauromatae, who h a d
mamed the Amazons ; that no girl was permitted to marry till she h a d
killed an enemy (IV. I I 7).

C H A P T E R V.
HOW

ARAC;AS E N T HIS SON ARGON IN COMMAND AGAINST
KING C A I ~ U .

ABAGAthe Lord of the Levant had many districts and provinces bordering on King Caidu's territories. These lay
in the direction of the Arbre Sol,which the book of Alexander calls the Arbre See, about which I have told you
before. And Abaga, to watch against forays by Caidu's
people, sent his son Argon with a great force of horsemen,
to keep the marches between the Arbre Sec and the River
Jon. So there'tarried Argon with all his host.'
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ARBRE SEC."

Now it came to pass that King Caidu assembled a great
army and made captain thereof a brother of his called
Barac, a brave and prudent man, and sent this host under
his brother to fight with Argon.'
-f (Barac and his army cross the Jon or Oxus and are
totally routed by Argon, to whose history the traveller now
turns.)
NOTE 1.-The government of this frontier, from Kazwin or Rei to
the banks of the Oxus, was usually, under the Mongol sovereigns of
Persia, confided to the heir of the throne. Thus, under Hulaku it was
held by Abaga, under Abaga by Arghun, and under Arghun by Ghazan.
(See Nammcr, passim.)
We have already spoken amply of the .4rbre Sol (Vol. I. p. I 20, scgg.).
Since that long note was printed, I have met with a very learned and
interesting paper by Signor Adolfo Mussafia, On the Legend of the
Wood of the Cross " ( S d a Lcgenda a2Z Legno dclla Crocc, Vienna, I 870),
which, though not touching on many of the curious ramifications of the
myth of the " Arbrc Sec " which we have indicated, gives a very full
account of that fundamental legend which we have alluded to at the
bottom of p. I 28, Vo1. I., and of its numerous versions, and throws great
light on the idea of the Cross as at the base of them all. Adam, drawing
near his end, sends Seth to the Gate of Paradise to seek the Oil of
Mercy which had been promised to his penitence. Seth is allowed to
put his head in at the Gate.
In the midst of Paradise he beheld a
glorious fountain, from which flowed forth four Rivers. . . . . And over
the Fountain rose a Great Tree. with vast roots. but bare of bark and
leaves." A great Serpent is coiled about the denuded stem ; the upper
branches reach to Heaven, and bear at the top a new-born wailing
infant swathed in linen; whilst (as the legend proceeds in a p e t i c d
French version, from a MS. in the Vienna I,ibrary, given by Mussafia) :" Les larmes qui de lui issoient
Contreval 1'Arbre en avaloient.
Adonc regarda I'enfant Seth
Tout contreval de L'ARBRE
SKCQ;
Les rachines qui le tenoient
Jusrlues en Enfer s'en aloient,
Les lames qui de lui issirent
Juslues dedens Enfer che'irent."

The Angel of the Gate gives Seth three seeds from the fruit of the
Tree. Seth returns in time to see his Father (lie. H e buries him in
the VaZlcy of Ncbron, and places the three grains under his tongue. A
triple shoot springs up, of Cedar, Cypress, and Pine. symbolizing the
2 L) 2
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three Persons of the Trinity. The three eventually unite into one stem,
and this Tree survives in various forms, and through various adventures
in connection with the Scripture history, till it is found at the b o t t o m of
the Pool of Bethesda (to which it had communicated the healing virtue),
and is taken to form the Cross on which Our I a r d suffered.

NOTE2.-Barac
or Borrak, who has been already spoken of in
chap. iii. of the Prologue (Vol. I. p. g), was no brother of Kaidu's
H e was the head of the house of Chagatai, and in alliance u-ith K a i d u
The invasion of Khorasan by Borrak took place in the early p a r t of
1269. Arghun was only about I S , and his father Abaka came t o take
the command in person. The battle seems to have been fought somewhere near the upper waters of the Murghab, in the territory of Badghis
(north of Herat). Borrak was not long after driven from power, and
took refuge with Kaidu. H e died, it is said from poison, in 1270.

C H A P T E R VI.
HOW

ARGONAFTER T H E BATTLEHEARD THAT HIS FATHER
WAS D U D ,
AND WENT TO ASSUME T H E SOVEREIGNTY
AS WAS HIS RIGHT.

AFTERArgon had gained this battle over Caidu's brother
Barac and his host, no long time passed before he h a d
news that his father Abaga was dead, whereat he was sorely
grieved.' H e made ready his army and set out for his
father's Court to assume the sovereignty as was his right;
but he had a march of 40 days to reach it.
Now it befel that an uncle of Argon's whose name was
ACOMATSOLDAN
(for he had become a Saracen), when he
heard of the death of his brother Abaga, whilst his nephew
Argon was so fir away, thought there was a good chance
for him to seize the government. So he raised a great
force and went straight to the Court of his late brother
Abaga, and seized the sovereignty and proclaimed himself
King; and also got possession of the treasure, which was
of vast amount. All this, like a crafty knave, he divided
among the Barons and the troops to secure their hearts
and favour to his cause. These Barons and soldiers accord-
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ingly, when they saw what large spoil they had got from
him, were all ready to say he was the best of kings, and
were full of love for him, and declared they would have
no lord but him. But he did one evil thing that was
greatly reprobated by all ; for he took all the wives of his
brother Abaga, and kept them for himself.'
Soon after he had seized the government, word came to
him how Argon his nephew was advancing with all his
host. Then he tarried not, but straightway summoned
his Barons and all his people, and in a week had fitted out
a great army of horse to go to meet Argon. And he went
forth light of heart, as being confident of victory, showing
no dismay, and saying on all occasions that he desired
nought so much as to take Argon, and put him to a cruel
death.'
NOTE 1.-Abaka died at Hamadan 1st April, 1282, twelve years
after the defeat of Borrak.
NOTE2.-This
last sentence is in Pauthier's text, but not in the
The thing was a regular Tartar custom (Vol. I. pp. 221, 222),
and would scarcely be " reprobated by all."

G. T.

NOTE3.-Acomat Soldan is AHMAD,a younger son of Hulaku, whose
Mongol name was T i ~ d a r and
, who had been baptized in his youth by
the name of Nicolas, but went over to Islam, and thereby gained favour
in Per~ia. On the death of his brother Abaka he had a strong party
and seized the-throne. Arghun continued in sullen defiance, gathering
means to assist his claim.

C H A P T E R VII.
How ACOMAI.SOLUAN
SET

OUT WITH HIS HOST.AGAINST HIS NEPHEW
WHO WAS COMING TO CLAIM T H E THRONE
T H A T BELONGED TO HIM.

-f(RELATES
how Acomat marches with 60,000 horse, and
on hearing of the approach of Argon summons his chiefs
together and addresses them.)
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CHAPTER VIII.
HOW

ARGONTOOK COUNSELWITH H I S FUI.I.OWEKS
ABOUT
H I S UNCLEACOMAT
SOLIIAN.

A'lTACKING

-)- (ARGON,uneasy at hearing of Acomat's approach, calls
together his Barons and counsellors and addresses them.)

C H A P T E R IX.
HOW THE

BARONSOF ARGONANSWERED

HIS ADDRESS.

+ ( A N old Baron, as the spokesman of the rest, expresses
their zeal and advises immediate advance. On c o m i n g
within ten miles of Acomat, Argon encamps and sends t w o
envoys to his uncle.)

C H A P T E R X.
THE MESSAGES E N T

-)- (A

KEMON~TKANCE

BY

ARGONTO

ACOI)IA.I..

and summons to surrender t11c

throne.)
--

C H A P T E R XI.
HOW

ACOMATREPLIEI)

1'0

ARGON'SMESSAGE.

ANDwhen Acomat Soldan had heard the message of Argon
his nephew, he thus replied : "Sirs and Envoys," quoth
he, " my nephew's words are vain; for the land is mine,
not his, and I helped to conquer it as much as his father
did. So go and tell my nephew that if he will I will make
llim a great I'rince, and give liim ample lands, and he shall
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be as my son, and the greatest lord in the land after myself.
But if he will not, let him be assured that I will do my
best to bring him to his death! That is my answer to
my nephew, and nought else of concession or covenant
shall you ever have from me !" W i t h that Acomat ceased,
and said no word more. And when the Envoys had heard
the Soldan's words they asked again : " Is there no hope
that we shall find you in different mind ? " " Never," quoth
he, " never whilst I live shall ye find my mind changed."
-f (Argon's wrath at the reply. Both sides prepare for
battle.)

C H A P T E R XII.
O F T H E BATTLE BETWEEN ARGONAND ACOMAT,
AND

THE

CAPTIVITY

OF ARGON.

-f (THERE
is a prolix description of a battle almost identical
with those already given in chapter ii. of this Book and
previously. I t ends with the rout of Argon's army, and
proceeds :)
And in the pursuit Argon was taken. As soon as this
happened they gave up the chase, and returned to their
camp full of joy and exultation. Acomat first caused his
nephew to be shackled and well guarded, and then, being
a man of great lechery, said to himself that he would go
and enjoy himself among the fair women of his court.
H e left a great Melic ' in command of his host, enjoining
him to guard Argon like his own life, and to follow to the
Court by short marches, to spare the troops. Antl so
Acomat departed with a great following, on his way to the
royal residence. Thus then Acomat had lefi his host in
command of that Melic whom I mentioned, wliilst Argon
remained in irons, and in such bitterness of heart that Iic
tlcsil-ed to die.'
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NOTE1.-This is in the original BcZic, for Melic, i.t., Ar. M4R,
chief or prince. (See remark at p. 2 I supra.)

I

a

NOTE2.-In the spring of 1284.4hmad marched against his nephew I
Arghdn, and they encountered in the plain of A k Khoja near Kazw-in
.irghun's force was very inferior in numbers, and he was defeated. He
fed to the Castle of Kala'at beyond Tds, but was persuaded t o surrender. Ahmad trented him kindly, and though his principal followers
urged the execution of the prisoner, he refused, having then. it is said.
no thought for anything but the charms of his new wife 'I'udai.

CHAPTEK XIII.
HOW

ARGONW A S DELIVERED FROM PRISON.

Now it befel that there was a great Tartar Baron, a very
aged man, who took pity on Argon, saying to himself t h a t
they were doing an evil and disloyal deed in keeping their
lawful lord a prisoner, wherefore he resolved to do all in his
power for his deliverance. So he tarried not, but went
incontinently to certain other Barons and told them his
mind, saying that it would be a good deed to deliver Argon
and make him their lord, as he was by right. And when
the other Barons had heard what he had to put before
them, then both because they regarded him as one o f
the wisest men among them, and because what he said
was the truth, they all consented to his proposal and said
that they would join with all their hearts. So when the
Barons had assented, BOGA(which was he who had set
TOGAN,
the business going), and with him ELCHIDAI,
TEGANA,
TAGACHAH,
ULATAI,
and SAY AGAR,-all those
to the tent where
whom I have now named,-proceeded
Argon lay a prisoner. When they had got thither, Buga,
who was the leader in the business, spoke first, and to this
effect : "Good my Lord Argon," said he, " we are well
aware that we !lave done ill in making you a prisoner, ant!

1
1

,
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we come to tell you that we desire to return to Right and
Justice. W e come therefore to set you free, and to make
you our Liege Lord as by right you are!" Then Boga
ceased and said no more.

C H A P T E K XIV.
How ARGONGOT

THE

SOVEREIGNTY
AT LAST.

WHEN
Argon heard the words of Boga he took them in
truth for an untimely jest, and replied with much bitterness of soul : " Good my Lord," quoth he, " you do ill to
mock me thus! Surely it suffices that you have done me
so great wrong already, and that you hold me, your lawful
Lord, here a prisoner and in chains! Ye know well, as I
cannot doubt, that you are doing an evil and a wicked
thing, so I pray you go your way, and cease to flout me."
"Good my Lord Argon," said Boga, "be assured we are
not mocking you, but are speaking in sober earnest, and
we will swear it on our Law." Then all the Barons swore
fealty to him as their Lord, and Argon too swore that he
would never reckon it against them that they had taken
him prisoner, but would hold them as dear as his father
before him had done.
And when these oaths had passed they struck o f
Argon's fetters, and hailed him as their lord. Argon then
desired them to shoot a volley of arrows into the tent of
the Melic who had held them prisoners and who was in
command of the army, that he might be slain. At his
word they tarried not, but straightway shot a great number
of arrows at the tent, and so slew the Melic. When that
was done Argon took the supreme command and gave his
orders as sovereign, and was obeyed by all. And yo11 ~llilst
know that tlie naille uf l i i ~ l lwlio was slain, wliorll we havc
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called the Melic, was SOLDAN;and he was the greatest
Lord after Acomat himself. In this way that you have
heard, Argon recovered his authority.

C H A P T E R XV
HOW

ACOMATWAS TAKEN PRISONER.

+-

(A MESSENGER breaks in upon Acomat's festivities with
the news that Soldan was slain, and. Argon released and
marching to attack him. Acomat escapes to seek shelter
with the Sultan of Babylon, i.e., of Egypt, attended by a
very small escort. The Officer in command of a Pass by
which he had to go, seeing the state of things, arrests him
and carries him to the Court (probably Tabriz), where
Argon was already arrived.)

C H A P T E R XVI.
H O W ACOMAT
WAS SLAIN BY ORDER OF HIS

NEPHEW.

AND SO when the Officer of the Pass came before Argon
bringing Acomat captive, he was in a great state of exultation, and welcomed his uncle with a malediction," saying
that he should have his deserts. And he straightway ordered
the army to be assembled before him, and without taking
counsel with any one, commanded the prisoner to be put
to death, and his body to be destroyed. So the officer
appointed to this duty took Acomat away and put him to
death, and threw his body where it never was seen again.

l

:

l
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CHAPTER XVII.
HUWARGONWAS RECOGNIZEI)

AS

SOVEREIGN.

ASD when Argon had done as you have heard, and remained in possession of the Throne and of the Royal Palace,
all the Barons of the digerent Provinces, who had been
subject to his father Abaga, came and performed homage
before him, and obeyed hitn, as was his due.' And after
Argon was well established in the sovereignty he sent
CASANhis son with 30,000 horse to the Arbre Sec, I mean
to the region so called, to watch the frontier. Thus then
Argon got back the government. And you must know
that Argon began his reign in the year 1286 of the
Incarnation of Jesus Christ. Acomat had reigned two
years, and Argon reigned six years; and at the end of
those six years he became ill and died ; but some say 'twas
of poison.'

NO.I.E1.-Arghun, a prisoner (see last note), and looking for the
worst, was upheld by his courageous wife BUI.UGH.~N
(see Prologue,
chap. xvii.), who shared his confinement. The order for his execution,
as soon as the camp should next move, had been issued.
BUKAthe Jelair, who had been a great chief under .4baka, and had
resentments against Ahmad, got up a conspiracy in favour of Arghun,
and effected his release as well as the death of ALINAK,Ahmad's commander-in-chief. Ahmad fled towards Tabriz, pursued by a band of the
Karaunas, who succeeded in taking him. When Arghun came near
and saw his uncle in their hands he called out in exultation APorio!an exclamation, says \i7asdf, which the Mongols used when successful
in archery,-and with a gesture gave the signal for the prisoner's death
(loth August, I 284).
Buka is of course the Boga of Polo; Alinak is his Sofdan. The
conspirators along with Buka, who are named in the history of IVassAf,
are Yesuduka, Gur#qnn, Aruk, Kurmishi, and Arkasutr Noiczrr. Those
named by Polo are not mentioned on this occasion, but the names are
id1 Mongol. 'I'AGXJAR,
ILCHIDAI,
'I'UGHAN,
SAMA(;HAK
a11 appear in the
Pcrsian history of those times. 'I'agajar appears to have hatl the honour
of a letter from the I'ope (Nico1;ls IV.) in 1 2 9 1 , sl)ecinlly exhorting hini
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to adopt the Christian faith ; it was sent along with letters of like tenor
addressed to Arghun, Ghazan, and other members of the imperial
family. 'Tagajar is also mentioned by the continuator of Abulfaraj as
engaged in the conspiracy to dethrone Kaikhitu. ULATAIwas probably
the same who went a few years later as Arghun's ambassador to Cambaluc (see Prologue ch. xvii.); and Polo may have heard the story from
him on board ship.
(Assertz. 111. pt. 2, I 18 ; Mosheitn, p. 80 ; IZcha~t.,passim.)
NOTE2.-Arghun obtained the throne on Ahmad's death, as just
related, and soon after named his son GM& (born in 1 2 7 1 ) to the
government of Khorasan, Mazanderan, Kumis, and Rei. Buka was
made Chief Minister. 'The circumstances of Arghun's death have been
noticed already (sr/pra, p. 304).

CHAPTER XVIII.
HOW KIACATU
SEIZED

THE

SOVEREIC;NTY
AFTER ARGON'S DEATH.

ANI)immediately on Argon's death, an uncle of his who
was own brother* to Abaga his father, seized the throne,
as he found it easy to do owing to Casan's being so far
away as the Arbre Sec. When Casan heard of his father's
death he was in great tribulation, and still more when he
heard of KIACATU'Sseizing the throne. H e could not
then venture to leave the frontier for fear of his enemies,
but he rowed that when time and place should suit he
would go and take as great vengeance as his father had
taken on Acornat. And what shall I tell y o u ? Kiacatu
continued to rule, and all obeyed him except such as were
along with Casan. Kiacatu took the wife of Argon for his
own, and was always dallying with women, for he was a
great lechour. H e held the tllrone for two years, and at
the end of those two years he died; for you must know
he was poisonet!.'
- -

*

fij.r.r r U l ' l l t l N J (see

I. p.

I 72).
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NOTE 1 . - K A I K H ~ T ~of~ ,whom we heard in the Prologue (VoL I.
p. 33), was the brother, not the uncle, of Arghun. On the death of
the latter there were three claimants, viz., his son Ghazan, his brother
Kaikhatu, and his cousin Baidu, the son of Tarakai one of Hulaku's
sons. The party of Kaikhatu was strongest, and he was raised to the
throne at Akhlath, 23rd July, 1291. H e took as wives out of the Royal
Tents of Arghun the Ladies Bulughin (the znd, not her named in the
Prologue) and Uruk. All the writers speak of Ihikhatu's character in
the same way. Hayton calls him " a man without law or faith, of no
valour or experience in arms, but altogether given up to lechery and
vice, living like a brute beast, glutting all his disordered appetites ; for
his dissolute life hated by his own people, and lightly regarded by
foreigners." (Ram. 11. ch. xxiv.) The continuator of Abulfaraj, and
Abulfeda in his Annals, speak in like terms. (Asscm. 111. Pt. znd,
119-120; Rciskc, Ann. A h & 111. 101.)
Baidu rose against him ; most of his chiefs abandoned him, and he
was put to death in March-April, 1295. H e reigned therefore nearly
four years, not f w o as the text says.

C H A P T E R XIX.
HOW

B.4lDU

SEIZED T H E

SOVEREIGNTY
AFTER

THE

DEATHOF KIACATU.

WHENKiacatu was dead, BAIDU,who was his uncle, and
was a Christian, seized the throne.' This was in the year
1294 of Christ's Incarnation. So Baidu held the government, and all obeyed him, except only those who were
with Casan.
And when Casan heard that Kiacatu was dead and
Baidu had seized the throne, he was in great vexation,
especially as he had not been able to take his vengeance on
Kiacatu. As for Baidu, Casan swore that he would take
such vengeance on him that all the world should speak
thereof; and he said to himself that he would tarry no
longer, but would go at once against Baidu and make an
end of him. So he addressed all his people, and then set
out to get possession of his throne.
And when Baidu had intelligence thereof he' assembled
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a great army and got ready, and marched ten days to meet
him, and then pitched his camp, and awaited the advance
of Casan to attack him ; meanwhile addressing many prayers
and exhortations to his own people. H e had not been
halted two days when Casan with all his followers arrived.
And that very day a fierce battle began. But Baidu was
not fit to stand long against Casan, and all the less that
soon after the action began many of his troops abandoned
him and took sides with Casan. Thus Baidu was discomfited and put to death, and Casan remained victor and
master of all. For as soon as he had won the battle
ancl put Baidu to death he proceeded to the capital and
took possession of the government; and all the Barons
performed homage and obeyed him as their liege lord.
Casan began t o reign in the year 1294 of the Incarnation
of Christ.
Thus then you have had the whole history from Abaga
to Casan, and I should tell you that Alaii the conqueror
of Baudac, ancl the brother of the Great Kaan Cublay, was
the progenitor of all those I have mentioned. For he
was the father of Abaga, and Abaga was the father of
Argon, and Argon was the father of Casan who now
reigns.'
Now as we have told you all about the Tartars of the
Levant, we will quit them and go back and tell you more
about Great Turkey-But
in good sooth we have told
you all about Great Turkey and the history of Caidu, and
there is really no more to tell. So we will go on and tell
you of the Provinces and nations in the far North.
NOTE 1.-The Christian writers often ascribe Christianity to various
princes of the Mongol dynasties without any good grounds. Certain
coins of the Ilkhans of Persia, u p to the time of Ghazan's conversion to
Islam, exhibit sometimes Mahommedan and sometimes Christian formulre, but this is no indication of the religion of the prince. Thus coins
not merely of the heathen Khans Abaka and Arghun, but of Ahmad
'I'ipdar the fanatical Moslem, are found inscribed In the name of the
&'
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Father, Son, and Holy Ghost." Raynaldus, under 1285, gives a fragment of a letter addressed by Arghun to the European Powers, and
dated from Tabriz, " in the year of the Cock," which begins " I n Christi
Nomcn, Amen/" But just in like rnanner some of the coins of Norman
kings of Sicily are said to bear the Mahommedan profession of faith.
T h e ~urc&an Princes could not get over the belief that the hfongols
were necessarily the inveterate enemies of Mahommedanism and all its
professors. Though Ghazan was professedly a zealous Mussulman, we
find King James of Aragon, in 1300, offering Cnssan Rcy dd Mogol
amity and alliance with much abuse of the infidel Saracens ; and the
same feeling is strongly expressed in a letter of Edward 11. of England
to the "Emperor of the Tartars," which apparendy was meant for Oljaitu
the successor of Ghazan. (Fraehn de Ilchan. Nummis, vi. and passim ;
Raynnld. I I I. 6 I g ; Kington's Frederick I/. I. 396 ; Capmany, Antiguos
Trotadus, &c. p. 107 ; Rymcr, ad Ed. 111. 34; see also p. 15.)
There are other assertions, besides our author's, that Baidu professed
Christianity. Hayton says so, and asserts that he prohibited-Mahommedan proselytism among the Tartars. The continuator of Abulfaraj
says that Baidu's long acquaintance with the Greek Dcspina R h n h ,
the wife of Abaka, had made him favourable to Christians, so that he
willingly allowed a church to be camed about with the camp, and bells
to be struck therein, but he never openly professed Christianity. In
fact at this time the whole body of Mongols in Persia was passing over
to Islam, and Bnidu also, to please them, adopted Mahommedan practices.
But he would only employ Christians as Ministers of State. His rival
Ghazan, on the other hand, strengthened his own influence by adopting
Islam ; Baidu's followers fell off from him, and delivered him into
~ h a z a i ' spower. He was put to death 4th of October, 1295, about
seven months after the death of his predecessor. ?'here does not seem
to have been a battle such as the text speaks of.
NOTE2.-Hayton testifies from his own knowledge to the remarkable personal beauty of Arghun, whilst he tells us that the son Ghazan
was as notable for the reverse. After recounting with great enthusiasm
instances which he had witnessed of the daring and energy of Ghazan,
the Armenian author goes on : "And the most remarkable thing of all
was that within a frame so small, and ugly almost to monstrosity, there
should be assembled nearly all those high qualities which nature is
wont to associate with a form of symmetry and beauty. In fact among
all his host of 200,000 Tartars you should scarcely find one of smaller
stature or of uglier and meaner aspect than this Prince."
Pachyrneres says that Ghazan made Cyrus, Darks, and Alexander
his patterns, and delighted to read of them. H e was very fond of f i e
mechanical arts ; " no one surpassed him in making saddles, bridles,
spurs, greaves, and helmets ; he could hammer, stitch, and polish, and
in such occupations employed the hours of his leisure from war." The
same author speaks of the purity and beauty of his coinage, and the
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excellence of his legislation. Of the latter, so famous in the East,an
account at length is given by D'Ohsson. (Haytan in Ramw. 11. c h
xxvi. ; I-'nc/rym. Andron. Palneoi. V I . I ; D'Ohsson, Vol. IV.)

C H A P T E R XX.
CONCERNING
KINGCONCHIWHO

RULES THE

FAR NORTH.

You must know that in the far north there is a King called
CONCHI. H e is a Tartar, and all his people are Tartars,
and they keep up the regular Tartar religion. A very
brutish one it is, but they keep it up just the same as
Chinghis Kaan and the proper Tartars did, so I will tell
you something of it.
You must know then that they make them a g o d of
felt, and call him NATIGAI;
and they also make him a
wife; and then they say that these two divinities are t h e
gods of the Earth who protect their cattle and their corn
and all their earthly goods. They pray to these figures,
and when they are eating a good dinner they rub t h e
mouths of their gods with the meat, and do many other
stupid things.
The King is subject to no one, although he is o f t h e
Imperial lineage of Chinghis Kaan, and a near kinsman of
the Great Kaan.' This King has neither city nor castle ; h e
and his people live always either in the wide plains or among
great mountains and valleys. They subsist on the milk
and flesh of their cattle, and have no corn. The King has
a vast number of people, but he carries on no war with
anybody, and his people live in great tranquillity. Ther
have enormous numbers of cattle, camels? horses, oxen,
sh'eep, and so forth.
You find in their country immense bears entirely white,
and more than 20 palms in length. There are also large
black foxes, wild asses, and abundance of sables; those
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creatures I mean from the skins of which they make those
precious robes that cost 1000 bezants each. There are
also vairs in abundance; and vast multitudes of the Pharoah's rat, on which the people live all the summer time.
Indeed they have plenty of all sorts of wild creatures, for
the country they inhabit is very wild and trackless.'
rind you must know that this King possesses one tract
of country which is quite impassable for horses, for it
abounds greatly in lakes and springs, and hence there is so
much ice as well as mud and mire, that horses cannot
travel over it. This difficult country is 13 days in extent,
and at the end of every day's journey there is a post for the
lodgment of the couriers who have t o cross this tract. A t
each of these post-houses they keep some 40 dogs of great
size, in fact not much smaller than donkeys, and these dogs
draw the couriers over the day's journey from post-house
to post-house, and I will tell you how. Y o u see the
ice and mire are so prevalent, that over this tract, which
lies for those 13 days' journey in a great valley between
two mountains, no horses (as I told you) can travel, nor
can any wheeled carriage either. Wherefore they make
sledges, which are carriages without wheels, and made so
that they can run over the ice, and also over mire ant1
mud without sinking too deep in it. O f these sledges
indeed there are many in our own country, for 'tis just
such that are used in winter for carrying hay and straw
when there have been heavy rains and the country is deep
in mire. O n such a sledge then they lay a bear-skin on
which the courier sits, and the sledge is drawn by six of
those big dogs that I spoke of. T h e dogs have no driver,
but go straight for the next post-house, drawing the sledge
famously over ice and mire. T h e keeper of the post-house
however also gets on a sledge drawn b y dogs, and guides
the party by the best and shortest way. And when they
arrive at the next station they find a new relay of dogs and
sletlges ready to take them on, whilst the old relay turns
VOL. 11.
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back; and thus they accomplish the whole journey across
that region, always drawn by dogs.'
T h e people who dwell in the valleys and mountains
adjoining that tract of 13 days' journey are great huntsmen.
and catch great numbers of precious little beasts which are
sources of great profit to them. Such are the Sable, the
Ermine, the Vair, the E~zulilc,the Black Fox, and many
other creatures from the skins of which the most costly
furs are prepared. They use traps to take them, from
which they can't e ~ c a p e . ~But in that region the cold is
so great that all the dwellings of the people are underground, and underground they always live.'
There is no more to say on this subject, so I shall
proceed to tell you of a region in that quarter, in which
there is perpetual darkness.

NOTE 1.-There are two KUWINJIS,
or KAUNCHIS,
as the name, from
Polo's representation of it, probably ought to be written, mentioned in
connexion with the Northern Steppes, if indeed there has not been confusion about them; both are descendants of Juji the eldest son of
Chinghiz. One was the twelfth son of Shaibani, the 5th son of Juji.
Shaibani's Yurt was in Siberia, and his family seem to have become predominant in that quarter. Arghun, on liis defeat by Ahmad (supra y.
401) was besought to seek shelter with Kaunchi. 'The other Kaunchi
was the son of Sirtaktai, the son of Orda, the eldest son of Juji, and was,
as well as his father and grandfather, chief of the IVhite Horde whose
territory lay north-east of the Caspian. An embassy from this Kaunchi
is mentioned as having come to the court of Kaikhatu at Siah-Kuh
(north of Tabriz) with congmtulations, in the summer of 1293. Polo
may very possibly have seen the members of this embassy, and got some
of his information from them. (See Gold. Hordc, 149, 249; Nkhnns, I.
354, 403 ; 11. 193, where Hammer writes the name A>rndsc/i.)
It is perhaps a trace of the lineage of the old rulers of Siberia that
the old town of Tyunlan in Western Siberia is still known to the Tartars
as Chi~~~qhiz-Tora,
or the Fort of Chinghiz. (Ertnnn, I. 310.)
NOTE2.-IVe see that Polo's information in this chapter extends
over the whole latitude of Siberia; for the great IVhite Bears and the
Black Foxes l~elongto the shores of the Frozen Ocean ; the Wild Asses
only to the southern parts of Siberia. As to the Pharoah's Rat, see
Vol. I. p. 2 2 2 .
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NOTE3.-No dog-sledges are now known I believe on this side of
the course of the Obi, and there not sout'n of about GI" 30'. But in the
I rth century they were in general use between the Dwina and Petchora.
And Ibn Batuta's account seems to imply that in the 14th they were
in use far to the south of the present limit: " It had been my wish to
visit the Land of Darkness, which can only be done from Bolghar.
There is a distance of 40 days' journey between these two places. I had
to give up the intention however on account of the great tlificulty attending the journey and the little fruit that it promised. In that country they
travel only with snlall vehicles drawn by great dogs. For the steppe is
covered with ice, and the feet of men or the shoes of horses would slip,
whereas the dogs having claws their paws don't slip upon the ice. The
only travellers across this wilderness are rich merchants, each of whom
owns about roo of these vehicles, which are loaded with meat, drink,
and firewood. In fact, on this route there are neither trees nor stones,
nor human dwellings. The guide of the travellers is a dog who has
often made the journey before ! 'I'he price of such a beast is sometimes
as high as 1000 dinPrs or thereabouts. H e is yoked to the vehicle by
the neck, and three other dogs are harnessed along with him. H e is
the chief, and all the other dogs with their carts follow his guidance and
stop when he stops. The master of this animal never ill-uses him nor
scolds him, and at feeding-time the dogs are always served before the
men. If this be not attended to, the chief of the dogs will get sulky ant1
run off, leaving the master to perdition " (11. 399-400).
The bigness attributed to the dogs by Polo, Ibn Batuta, and Rubruquis, is an imagination founded on the work ascribed to them. Mr.
Kennan says they are simply half-domesticated Arctic wolves. Erman
calls them the height of European spaniels (qu. setters?) but n~uch
slenderer and leaner in the flanks. A good draught dog according to
Wrangell should be 2 feet high and 3 feet in length. The number of
dogs usually attached to a sledge is greater than the old travellers
represent,-none of whom however had seen the thing.
Wrangell's account curiously illustrates what Ibn Batuta says of the
Old Dog who guides: "'I'he best-trained and most intelligent dog is
often yoked in front. . . . H e often displays extraordinary sagacity and
influence over the other dogs, e.g., in keeping them from breaking after
game. In such a case he will sometimes turn and bark in the opposite
direction ;. . . . and in crossing a naked and boundless taundra in darkness or snow-drift he will guess his way to a hut that he has never visited
but once before " (I. I 59). Kennan also says : " They are guided and
controlled entirely by the voice ant1 by a lead-dog who is specially
trained for the purpose." The like is related of tlie Esquirnaux dogs.
Xennan's Tent Lzye in inSiberia, quoted in the Athcnrerrm, Nov. I 2, I 870 ;
IVood's f i m m a l i a , p. 266.)
NOTE .-On the ErcuZin and Ercolin of the G. T., written Arculin
in next chapter, A r d i n o of Ramusio, Herculini of Pipino, no light is
2 P . 2
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thrown by the Italian or other editors One supposes of course some
animal of the ermine or scluirrel kinds affording valuable fur, but I can
find no similar name of any such animal It may be the Argali or
Siberian Wild Sheep, which Rubruquis mentions : " I saw another kind
of beast which is called Arcali; its body is just like a ram's, and its
horns spiral like a ram's also, only they are so big that I could scarcely
lift a pair of them with one hand. They make huge drinking-vessels out
of these " (p. 230).
Vair, so often mentioned in medieval works, appears to have been a
name appropriate to the fur as prepared rather than to the animal This
appears to have been the Siberian squirrel called in French jcfif-pis,
the back of which is of a fine grey and the belly of a brilliant white. I n
the lkir (which is perhaps only raritrs or variegated) the backs and
bellies were joined in a kind of checquer ; whence the heraldic checquer
called by the same name. There were two kinds, mmu-zjair corrupted
into mincvm, and pos-vair, but I cannot learn clearly on what the distinction rested (see Douct IfArcq, p. xxxv). Upwards of 2000 vrnfrrs
dc mcnuvair were sometimes consunled in one complete suit of robes
(ib. xxxii.).
The traps used by the Siberian tribes to take these valuable animals
are described by Erman (I. 45z), only in the English translation the
description is totally incomprehensible; also in Wrangell, I. 151.
NOTE5.-The country chiefly described in this chapter is probably
that which the Russians, and also the Arabian Geographers, used to
term Yupia, apparently the country of the Ostyaks on the Obi. T h e
winter-dwellings of the people are not strictly speaking underground,
but they are flanked with earth piled up against the walls. The same is
the case with those of the Yakuts in Fastern Siberia, and these often
have the floors also sunk 3 feet in the earth

CHAPTER XXI.
CONCERNING
THE LAND OF DARKNESS.

STILLfurther north, and a long way beyond that kingdom
of which I have spoken, there is a region which bears the
because neither sun nor moon nor
name of DARKNESS,
stars appear, but it is always as dark as with us in the
twilight. T h e people have no king of their own, nor are
they subject to any foreigner, and live like beasts. [They
are tlull of understanding, like half-witted persons.']
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T h e Tartars however sometimes visit the country, and
they do it in this way. They enter the region riding
mares that have foals, and these foals they leave behind.
Afier taking all the plunder that they can' get, they find
their way back by help of the mares, which are all eager
to get back to their foals, and find the way much better
than their riders could do.'
Those people have vast quantities of valuable peltry;
thus they have those costly Sables of which I spoke, and
they have the Ermine, the Arculin, the Vair, the Black
Fox, and many other valuable furs. They are all hunters
by trade, and amass amazing quantities of those furs. And
the people who are on their borders, where the Light is,
purchase all those furs from them; for the people of the
Land of Darkness carry the furs to the Light country for
sale, and the merchants who purchase these make great
gain thereby, I assure YOU.'
T h e people of this region are tall and shapely, but
very pale and colourless. One end of the country borders
upon Great Rosia. And as there is no more to be said
about it, I will now proceed, and first I will tell you about
the Province of Rosia.
NOTE1.-In the Ramusian version we have a more intelligent representation of the facts regarding the Land of Darkness: "Because for
most part of the winter months the sun appears not, and the air is
dusky, as it is just before the dawn when you see and yet do not see;"
and again below it speaks of the inhabitants catching the fur animals
'' in summer when they have continuous daylight." It is evident that
the writer of this version did, and the writer of the original French which
we have translatect from did not understand what he was writing. The
whole of the latter account implies belief in the perpetuity of the darkness. It resembles Pliny's hazy notion of the northern regions : " pars
nlundi damnata a rerum natur3 et den& mersa caligine." Whether the
fault is due to Rustician's ignorance or is Polo's own, who can say? \Ye
are willing to debit it to the for~ner,and to credit Marco with the improved version in Kamusio. In the Afasdlak a/-dbsdr, however, we have
the following passage in which the conception is similar : " Merchants
do not ascend (the IVolga) beyond Bolghar ; from that point they make
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excursions through the Province of Julman (supposed to be the country
on the K a m and Viatka). The merchants of the latter country penetrate to Yughra which is the extremity of the North. Beyond that you
see no trace of habitation except a great Tower built by Alexander,
after which there iS nothing but Darkness." The narrator of this, being
asked what he meant, said : " It is a region of desert mountains, where
frost and snow continually reign, where the sun never shines, no plant
vegetates, and no animal livcs. Those mountains border on the Dark
Sea, on which rain falls perpetually, fogs are ever dense, and the sun never
sho\vs itself, and on tracts perpetually covered with snow.' '(A? t f E.,
XIII. i. 28j.)
NOTE2.-'l'l~is is probal~lya story of great antiquity, for it occurs in
the legenrls of the mythical Ughuz, Patriarch of the Turk and Tartar
nations, as given by Rashicluddin. In this hero's ca~npaigntowards the
far north, he had ordered the old men to be left behind near hlrnalik ;
but a very ancient sage called Bushi Khwaja persuaded his son to carry
him forward in a box, as they were sure sooner or later to need the
counsel of experienced age. \Then they got to the Land of Kard
NU/IIN,
Ughuz and his officers were much perplexed about finding their
way, as they had arrived at the Land of Darkness. The old Bushi was
then consulted, and his advice was that they should take with them
4 mares and g she-asses that had foals, and tie up the foals at the
entrance to the Land of Darkness, but drive the dams before them.
And when they wished to return they would be guided by the scent
and maternal instinct of the mares and she-asses. And so it was done
(see Er(Inzanrr, Trtnrrrlschitr, p. 478). Uqhuz, according to the Mussul~naninterpretation of the Eastern Legends, was the great-grandson
of Japhet.
The story also found its way into some of the later Greek forms of
the Alexander Legends. Alexander when about to enter the Land of
Darkness takes with hi111 only picked young men. Getting into difficulties the King wants to send back for some old sage who should
advise. 'Two young men had smuggled their old father with them in
anticipation of such need, and on promise of amnesty they produce him.
H e gives the advice to use the mares as in the text. (See Miller's CII. of
Psrrrtlo-Callisfhcnrs, Bk. I I. ch. xxxix.)
NOTE3.-Ibn Batuta thus describes the traffic that took place with
the natives 01 the Land of Darkness: " When the Travellers have acconlplished a journey of 40 days across this Desert tract they encamp near
the borders of the Land of Darkness. Each of them then deposits there
the goods that he has brought with him, and all return to their quarters.
On the morrow they come back to look at their goods, and find laid
beside them skins of the Sable, the Vair, and the Ermine. If the owner
of the goods is satisfied with what is laid beside his parcel he takes it, if
not he leavcs i t there. The inhabitants of the ],ant1 of llarkness lnay
tiicn (on another visit) increase the amount of their tlcl~osit,or, as often
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happens, they may take it away altogether and leave the goods of
the foreign merchants untouched. In this way is the trade conducted.
'I'he people who go thither never know whether those with whom they
buy and sell are men or goblins, for they never see any one !" (11. 401.)
Abulfeda gives exactly the same account of the trade ;and so does
Herberstein. Other Oriental writers ascribe the same custoill to the
Wisrr, a people 3 months' journey froiu Bolghar. These \Visu have
been identified 11y Fraehn with the Mkses, a people spoken of by Russian
historians as dwelling on the shores of the Bielo Osero, which Lake
indeed is alleged by a Russian author to have been anciently called
IVusu (Golden Horde, A pp. p. 4 2 9 ; B i i s d i ~ I~V., ~35 9-60 ; Hrrbersfei~r
in Rnrn. 11. I 68 v. ; Ei-nchn, Bo({rhnr, 1). 14, 47 ; I lo., Ibn FozCtnr, 205,
scyq., 221). Dumb trade of the s a n e kind is a circumstance related
of very many different races and periods, e.,(r., of a people beyond the
Pillars of Hercules by I-Ierodotus, of the Seres by Pliny, of the Sasians
far south of Ethiopia by Cosmas, of the people of the Clove Islands by
Kazwini, of a region beyond Segelmessl by hias'udi, of a people far
I~eyondTimbuctoo by Cndamosto, of the Veddas of Ceylon by Marig~iolliand more inodern writers, of the Poliars of Malabar by various
authors, by Paulus Jovius of the Laplanders, kc., kc.
The term translated here " I.ight," and the " Light Country," is in
the (;. 'I'. " n ltz Cnrfc," " n In Carfcs." This puzzled me for a long
time, as I see it puzzled Mr. Hugh Murray, Signor Bartoli, and 1,azari
(who passes it over). The version of Pipino, "ad 1,ucis ferrasfirrifi~nns
r/t$*rtnrt," points to the true reatling ;iCar-fe is an error for C/czrf2.
The reading of this chapter is said to have fired Prince Rupert with
the scheme which resultetl in the e.>tablishment of the Hudson's Hay

CHAPTEK XXII.
I)EscRIP~'IONUY I<OSIA

A N D ITS

PEOPLE. ~'KOVIZIL'E UY LAC.

KOSIAis a very great province, lying towards the north.
T h e people are Christians, and follow the Greek doctrine.
There are several kings in the country, and they have a
language of their own. T h e y are a people of simple manners, but both Inen and women very handsome, being all
very white and [tall, with long fair hair]. There are many
strong defiles and passes in the country; and they pay
tribute to nobody except to a certain Tartar king of the
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Ponent, whose name is TOCTAI;
to him indeed they pay
tribute, but only a trifle. I t is not a land of trade, t h o u g h
to be sure they have many fine and valuable furs, s u c h as
Sables, in abundance, and Ermine, Vair, Ercolin, and Fox
skins, the largest and finest in the world [and also m u c h
wax]. They also possess many Silver-mines, from w h i c h
they derive a large amount of silver.'
There is nothing else worth mentioning; so let us l e a r e
Rosia, and I will tell you about the Great Sea, and w h a t
provinces and nations lie round about it, all in detail ; a n d
we will begin with Constantinop1e.-First, however, I should
tell you of a province that lies between north and northwest. You see in that region that I have been speaking of
there is a province called LAC,which is contermincfus w i t h
Rosia, and has a king of its own. The people are partly
Christians and partly Saracens. They ha\-e abundance of
furs of good quality, which merchants export to m a n y
countries. They live by trade and handicrafts.'
There is nothing more worth mentioning, so I will speak
of other subjects; but there is one thing more to tell you
about Rosia that I had forgotten. You see in Rosia there
is the greatest cold that is to be found anywhere, so great
as to be scarcely bearable. The country is so great that i t
reaches even to the shores of the Ocean Sea, and 'tis in
that sea that there are certain islands in which are produced
numbers of gerfalcons and peregrine falcons, which are
carried in many directions. From Russia also to OROECH
it is not very far, and the journey could be soon made,
were it not for the tremendous cold; but this renders its
accomplishment almost impossible.'
Now then let us speak of the Great Sea as I was about
to do. T o be sure many merchants and others have been
there, but still there are many again who know nothing
about it, so it will be well to include it in our Book. W e
will do so then, and let us begin first with the Strait of
Constantinople.

CHAP.XXII.
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NOTE1.-Ibn Fozlan, the oldest Arabic author who gives any
debiled account of the Russians (and a very remarkable one it is), says
he "never saw people of form more perfectly developed ; they were
tall as palm-trees, and ruddy of countenance," but at the same time
" the most uncleanly people that God hath created," drunken, and frightfully gross in their manners (finehtr's Ibn Foalan, p. 5, seqq.). Ibn
Bxtuta is in some respects less flattering ; he mentions the silver-mines
noticed in our text : '' At a day's distance from Ukak (vide supra, Vol. I.
pp. 5 and 8) are the hills of the Russians, who are Christians. They have
red hair and blue eyes ; ugly to look at, and crafty to deal with. They

.\ledicral Rursi.~nChurch, from Ferg~~i-un.

have silver-mines, and it is from their country that are brought the
sarrnr or ingots of silver with which buying and selling is carried on in
this country (Kipchak or the Ponent of Polo). The weight of each
sauvtah is 5 ounces" (11. 414). Mas'udi also says: "'l'lie Russians
have in their country a silver-mine similar to that which exists in Khorasan, at the mountain of Ranjhir " (i.e., Partjshir; 11. I 5 ; and see st@ra,
Vol. I. p. 153.) These positive and concurrent testimonies as to Russian
silver-mines are remarkable, as modern accounts declare that no silver
is found in Russia. And if we go back to the 16th century, Herberstein
says the same. There was no silver, he says, except what was imported ;
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silver money had been in use barely roo years ; previously they had
used oblong ingots of the value of a ruble, without any figure or legend.
(Ram. 11. 159.) The ruble was, therefore, perhaps originally the slme
as the saumah of Ibn Batuta, the sonimo of Pegolotti. I n Herberstein's
time the ruble appears to have been equal to two Hungary ducats, but
I cannot interpret that equation. A ruble seems to be still c ~ l l e dby
some term like saumah in Central Asia ; it is printed soom in the -4ppendix to Davies's Punjab Report, p. xi.
Russia was overrun with fire and sword as far as Tver and Torshok
by Batu Khan (1237-38), some years before his invasion of Poland and
were established in the Russian cities as
~ilesia. Tartar tax-gatherers
"
far north as Rostov and Jaroslawl, and for many years Russian princes
as far as Novgorod paid homage to the Mongol Khans in their court at
Sarai. Their subjection to the Khans was not such a trifle as Polo
seems to imply ; and at least a dozen Russian princes met their death
at the hands of the Mongol executioner.
NOTE 2.-Though the direction should have been north-east rather
than north-west, the Lac of this passage appears to be the country of
the \VALLACHS
in their original Asiatic seat, east of the \\'alga, and
adjoining the Rashkir country. Abulfeda calls them Auldk; Rubruquis
Illac, which he says is the same word as Blac (the usual European form
of those days being Blachi, Blachia), but the Tartars could not pronounce the B (p. 275). Al~ulghazisays the original inhabitants of K i p
chak were the Urris, the Olaks, the Mnjnrs, ant1 the Bnshkirs.
NOTE 3.--0rotch is generally supposed to be a mistake for A h c c h ,
NOKWEGE
or Norway, which is probable enough. Hut considering the
Asiatic sources of most of our author's information, it is also possil)le
that Oroech represents \VAKEG. 'l'he 1Varat-p or IKzrangs are celebrated in the oldest Russian history as a race of warlike. immigrants, of
whom came Kurik the founder of the ancient royal dynasty, ant1 whose
name was long preserved in that of the Varangian guards at Constantinople. Many Enstern geographers, from -41 Biruni downwards, speak
of the Warag or IVar~ngas n nation dwelling in the north, on the
borders of the Slavonic countries, and on the shores of a great arm of
the \irestern Ocean, called the Scn of Wnrnrr5 evidently the Baltic.
'The Waraegers are generally considered to have been Danes or Northmen, and Erman mentions that in the bazaars of 'robolsk he found
Danish goods known as Vnracgian. Mr. Hyde Clark, as I learn from
a review, has recently identified the Warangs or IVarings with the l'arini,
whom Tacitus couples with the Angli, and has shown probable evidence
for their having taken part in the invasion of Britain. H e has also
shown that many points of the laws which they established in Russia
were purely S u o n in character. (Bnjlcr in ~onlirerrf.Amd. Prtr@tll. 1V.
276, scqq. ;firchtr in App. to Ihn Ebzlnn, p. I 77, sryp. ;Ermzrr, I.
374 ; Sat. Rnlicnr, June 19, 1869 ; Gol~l.I l a r h , ;\~1).11. 428.
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C H A P T E R XXIII.
HE

BEGINS TO SPEAK OF T H E STRAITS
OF CONSTXNTINOPLE,
BUT
DECIDES TO LEAVE THAT MATTER.

AT the straits leading into the Great Sea, on the west side,
there is a hill called the FARO.-But
since beginning
on this matter I have changed my mind, because so many
people know all about it, so we will not put it in our
description, but go on to something else. And so I will
tell you about the Tartars of the Ponent, and the lords
who have reigned over them.

C H A P T E R XXIV.
CONCERNING
T H E TARTARS
OF

T H E P O N E N T A N D THEIR

LORDS.

THEfirst lord of the Tartars of the Ponent was SAIN,a
and
very great and puissant king, who conquered ROSIA
COM~INIA,
ALANIA,LAC,MENJAR,
ZIC, GOTIIIA,and GAZ A K I A ; all these provinces were conquered by King Sain.
Before his conquest these all belonged to the Comanians,
but they did not hold well together nor were they united,
and thus they iost their territories and were dispersed over
divers countries ; and those who remained all became the
servants of King Sain.'
After King Sain reigned King PATU,and after Patu
BARCA,and after Barca MUNGLETEMUR,
and afier Mungletemur King TOTAMANGUL,
and then TOCTAI
the present
sovereign.'
Now I have told you of the Tartar kings of the Ponent,
and next I shall tell you of a great battle that was fought
between Alau the Lord of the Levant and Barca the Lord
of the Yonent.
So now we will relate out of what occasion that battle
arose, and how it was fought.
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NOTE 1.-The COMANIANS,
a people of Turkish race, the Polmcscr
of the old Russians, were one of the chief nations occupying the plains
on the north of the Black Sea and eastward to the Caspian, previous to
the Mongol invasion. Rubruquis makes them identical with the KIPCHAK,whose name is generally attached to those plains by Oriental
writers, but I-Iammer disputes this.
ALANIA,the country of the Alans on the northern skirts of the Caucasus and towards the Caspian ; LAC,the IVallachs as above ; MENJAR,
probably the country about Mdjar, on the Kuma River, a city which
uras visited by Ibn Batuta, and is mentioned by Abulfeda as Ktdnzajar.
It was in the 14th century the seat of a Franciscan convent. Coins of
that century, both of Majar and New Majar, are given by Erdmann.
'The building of the fortresses of Kichi Majar and Ulu Majar (little
and great) is ascribed in the Derbcntl Namch to Anushirwan. T h e
ruins of Majar were extensive when seen by Gmelin in the last century,
but when visited by Klaproth in the early part of the present one there
were few buildings remaining. Inscriptions found there are, like the
coins, Mongol-Mahommedan of the 14th century.
Klaproth, with reference to these ruins, says that Majar merely means
in " old Tartar " a stone building, and denies any connexion with the
Magyars as a nation. However that may be, and whether or no the
city on the Kuma was their head-quarters: there was evidently a people
in this region known in the middle ages as Afnjar. One such mention
from Abulghazi has been quoted in note 2 to chap. xxii. ; in the Mascilaka(-Absdr, the Chcrkcs, Russians, Ans (or Alans), and Majar are associated ; the Majar and Aldn in Sharifuddin. (Ruby. p. 246 ; D'Aveznc,
p. 486, scqq. ;Gold. Horde, p. 5 ; (. B. I I. 3 75, scqq. ;Biisrhing, IV.
3 59 Cathaj~,p. 2 33 ; Numi Asiofici, I. 333, 45 1 ; Klajroth's Trtnv/s,
ch. xxxi. ; A? cf Ex., XIII., i. 269, 279; P.de /a Croix, 11. 383.)
ZIC is Circassia. The name was known to Pliny, Ptolemy, and other
writers of classic times. Ramusio ([I. 196 21) gives a curious letter to
Aldus Manutius from George Interiano, " Della vita ric' Zychi rhiamati
Circassi," and a great number of other references to ancient and medieval use of the name will be found in D'Avezac's Essay so often
quoted (1). 497).
GOTHIAis the southern coast of the Crimea from Sudak to Balaklava and the mountains north of the latter, then still occupied by a
tribe of the Goths. The Genoese officer who governed this coast in the
15th century bore the title of Cnpitarrrrs Gofiae; and a remnant of the
tribe still survived, maintaining their Teutonic speech to the middle of
* This doubt arises bccause Abulfeda also speaks of Ma~kario," the capital of the
country of the i ) r s ,
a Turk race" of nomads, by whom he seems to mean the
I
Y ( R C I 4
S
I. 2 ) . And it is to the Bashliir country that the Franciscan travellers seem to apply the term Great Hungary, showing that they were led
to believe it t l ~ eoriginal seat of the ~ l b r ~ ~ .(Rrrbr.
n r s 2 7 4 f'l'711.Cnrpi~in.747 ; and in
same vol., U'.4il27r., 1). 491).
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the 16th century, when Busbeck, the emperor's ambassador to the Porte,
fell in with two of them, from whom he derived a small vocabulary and
other particulars. (Busbcqrrii Ojera, I 660, p. 3 2 1, seqq. ; D'Avceac, p.
498-9 ; Heyti, 11. 123, stqq.; Cathay, p. 200-201.)
GAZARIA,
the Crimea and part of the northern shore of the Sen of
Azov, formerly occupied by the Kharars, a people whom Klaproth
endeavours to prove to have been of Finnish race. When the Genoese
held their settlements on the Crimean coast the Board at Genoa which
administered the affairs of these colonies was called Thc O@cc o
f
Gnzaria.
NOTE2.-The real list of the " Kings of the Ponent," or Khans of
the Golden Horde, down to the time of Polo's narrative, runs thus :BATU, .Tarfa#, Ulagchi (these two almost nominal), BARKA,MANGU
TIMUR,'I'UDAMANGU,Tzda Buka, Tukfuka or TOKTAI. Polo here
omits Tula Buka (though he mentions him below in chap. xxix.), and
introduces before Batu, as a great and powerful conqueror, the founder
of the empire, a prince whom he calls Saitr. This is in fact Batu himself, whom he has split into two kings. H e bore the surname of Sain
Khan, or "the Good Prince," by which name he is mentioned, e. ,q, in
bfa krizi (Quatrem2re's Trans. 11. 45), also in WassCif (Htzmnrer's Trans.
p. 29-30). Plano Carpini's account of him is worth quoting : " Hominibus quidem ejus satis benignus; timetur tnmen valde a b iis; sed
crudelissirnus est in pugnl; sagax est multum; et etiam astutissimus
in bello, quia longo tempore jam pugnavit." This Good Prince was
indeed crrrdPlissimrrs in pugnd. At Moscow he ordered a general
massacre, and 270,000 right ears are said to have been laid before
him in testimony to its accomplishment. It is odd enough that a
mistake like that in the text is not confined to Polo. The chronicle of
Kazan, according to a Russian writer, makes Sain succeed Batu. (CarPini, p 746 ; l; As., ser. 4 tom. xvii. p. I 09 ; Biisching, V. 493 ; also
Gold.Him+, p. I 42, note.)
According to the MasdZa.4-a/-Absifr the territory of Kipchak, over
which this dynasty ruled, extended in length from the Sea of Istambul
to the River Irtish, a journey of 6 months, and in breadth from Bolghar
to the Iron Gates, 4 (?)months' journey. A second traveller, quoted in
the same work, says the empire extended from the Iron Gates to Yu~ h (see
m p. 414 s~Qra),and from the Irtish to the country of the Nenrrj.
The last term is very curious, being the Russian Nienricz, " Dumb," a
term which in Russia is used as a proper name of the Germans ; a people,
to wit, unable to speak Slavonic. ( N pf Ex., XIII. i. 282, 284.)
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C H A P T E R XXV.
OF T H E WAR THAT AROSE BETWEEN ALAU A N D BARCA, A N D T H E
BATTLESTHAT THEY FOUGHT.

IT was in the year 1261 of Christ's incarnation that there
arose a great discord between King Alau the Lord of the
Tartars of the Levant, and Barca the King of the Tartars
of the Ponent ; the occasion whereof was a province that
lay on the confines of both.'
+(They exchange defiances, and make vast preparations.)
And when his preparations were complete, Alau the
Lord of the Levant set forth with all his people. They
marched for many days without any adventure to speak of,
and at last they reached a great plain which extends between
the IRONGATESand the SEA OF SARAIN.' In this plain
he pitched his camp in beautiful order; and I can assure
you there was many a rich tent and pavilion therein, so
that it looked indeed like a camp of the wealthy. Alau
said he would tarry there to see if Barca and his people
would come; so there they tarried, abiding the enemy's
arrival. This place where the camp was pitched was on
the frontier of the two kings. Now let us speak of Barca
and his people.'
NOTEI .-'' Que marcesoit h Ze un et d Ze aufre ;"
in Scotch phrase,
"which marched with both."
NOTE2.-Respecting the Iron Gates, see Vol. I. p. 51. The Caspian is here called the Sea of Sarain, probably for Sarai, after the great
city on the Wolga. For we find it in the Catalan Map of 1 3 7 5 termed
the Sea of Sarra. Otherwise Sarain might have been taken for some
corruption of Shirufd#; see Vol. I. p. 56 note.

NOTE3.-The-war here spoken of is the same which is mentioned
in the very beginning of the book, as having compelled the two Elder
Polos to travel much further eastward than they had contemplated.
Many jealousies and heart-burnings between the cousins Hulaku
and Barka had existed for several years. The Mameluke Sultan Ribars
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s e e m s also to have stiniulated Barka to hostility with Hulaku. War
I x o k e out in 1262, when 30,000 men from Kipchak, under the command
of Nogai, passetl Derbend into the province of Shirwan. They were at
first successful, but afterwards defeated. In December, Hulaku at the
hencl of a great army, passed Derbend, and routed the forces which met
h i m . Abaka, son of Huhku, \\.as sent on with a large force, and came
upon the opulent camp of Barka beyond the Terek. 'I'hey were revelling
in i t s plunder, when Barka rallied his troops and came upon the army of
A l n k a , driving them southwartl again, across the frozen river. The ice
b r o k e and many perished. Abaka escaped, chased by Barka to Ilerbend.
Hulaku returned to Tabriz and made great preparations for vengeance,
b u t matters were apparently never carried further. Hence Polo's is anything but an accurate account of the matter.
T h e following extract from JVassAfs History, referring to this war, is
a fine sample of that prince of rigmarole :
'' I n the winter of 662 (AD. 1262-3) when the Almighty Artits had
covered the River of L)erbentl with plates of silver, and the Fumer ofthe
IVinter had clatl the hills and heaths in ermine ; the river being frozen
hard as a rock to the depth of a spear's length, an army of Mongols went
forth at the command of Barka Aghul, filthy as GhGls and Devils of the
tlry-places, and in nunil~erscountless as the raindrops," kc., kc. (GoZciplr
fir-&,
p. I 63, scqq.; //rhnn. I. 2 I 4, seqq. ; Q. R. p. 393, scqq. ;Q. il4nkr-izi, 1. r 70 ; Hn?umegs I f i s s / f A p. 93.)

C H A P T E R XXVI.
I<O\\'

R-\RCA

AND HIS

ARMYADVANCED

TO MEET

AI.AU.

~ ( B A K Cadvances
A
with 350,000 horse, encamps on the
plain within 10 miles of Alau; addresses his men, announcing his intention of fighting after 3 days, and expresses his
confidence of success as they are in the right and have
50,000men more than the enemy.)
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C H A P T E R XXVII.
H O W A r . ~ uADDRESSED HIS FOI.LOWERS.

" a numerous parliament of his
worthies " * and addresses them.)
~ ( X L A Ucalls together

C H A P T E R XXVIII.
O F T H E G R E A T BATTLEBETWEEN A L A U AND BARCA.

DESCRIPTION of the Battle in the usual style, ~ l t h
nothing characteristic. Results in the rout of Barca and
great slaughter.)

C H A P T E R XXIX.
H O W TOTAMANGU
WAS LORD OF T H E TARTARS
OF T H E PONENT.

You must know there was a Prince of the Tartars of the
and from him the sovereignty
Ponent called MONGOTEMUR,
passed to a young gentleman called TOLOBUGA.
But TOTAMANGU, who was a man of great influence, with the help
slew Tolobuga and
of another Tartar King called NOGAI,
got possession of the sovereignty. H e reigned not long
an able and valiant man,
however, and at his death TOCTAI,
was chosen sovereign in the place of Totamangu. But in
the mean time two sons of that Tolobuga who was slain
were grown up, and were likely youths, able and prudent.
So these two brothers, the sons of Totamangu, got
together a goodly company and proceeded to the court of
Toctai. When they had got thither they conducted them-

*

"

- - ..-

-

-

-

N t7w11bL.
o~nprcs c firh~llrtr/n'l. :r011d /~zmntt/Jdrs 'rst/nrrh r s . "
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selves with great discretion, keeping on their knees till
T o c t a i bade them welconle, and t o stand up. Then the
eltiest addresser1 the Sovereign thus : "Good my Lord
Toctai, I will tell you to the best of my ability why we be
c o m e hither. W e are the sons of Totamangu, whom Tolob u g a anti Nogai slew, as thou well knowest. Of Tolobuga
we will say no more, since he is dead, but we demand
justice against Nogai as the slayer of our Father; and we
pray thee as Sovereign Lord to summon him before thee
ant1 to do us justice. For this cause are we come !"'
(Toctai agrees to their demand and sends two messengers to summon Nogai, but Nogai mocks at the message
and refuses to go. I&Tl~ereupon
Toctai sends a second
couple of messengers.)
NOTE 1.-I have not attenlpted to correct the obvious confusion
here ; for in comparing the story related here with the regular historians
we find the knots too complicated for solution.
In the text as it stands we first learn that Totamangu by help of
Nogai kills To/obz~,qn,takes the throne, dies and is succeeded by Toctai.
~ u presently
t
we -find that it is the sons of Tofnmat~gu who claim
vengeance from Toctai against Nogai for having aided 'I'olobuga to slay
their father. 'I'urning back to the list of princes in chapter xxiv. we
find l'ota~nnngu indeed, but Tolobuga omitted altogether.
The outline of the history as gathered from Hammer and D'Ohsso~l
is as follows :-NOGHAI,for more than half a century one of the most influential of
the hIongol Princes, was a great-great-grandson of Chinghiz, being the
son of 'Ihtar, son of Tewal, son of Juji. He is first heard of as a leader
under Ratu Khan in the great invasion of Europe ( r z q ~ ) and
,
again in
I 258 we find him leading an invasion of Poland.
In the latter quarter of the century he had established himself as
practically independent, in the south of Russia There is much about
him in the Byzantine history of Pachymeres ; Michael Palaeologus sought
his alliance against the Bulgarians (of the South), and gave him his illegitimate daughter Euphrosyne to wife. Some years later Noghai gave
a daughter of his own in marriage to Feodor Rostislawitz, Prince of
Smolensk.
M a n p - or Mangku-'I'emur, the great nephew and successor of R ~ r k a ,
(lied in 1280-81 leaving nine sons, but was succeeded by his brother
' I ' ~ I ) A I - ~ I A N (Polo's
G K L ~ Tufnr~~lnrt,p~).This Prince occupied himself
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chiefly with the con~panyof Mahommedan theologians and was a v e r s e to
the cares of government. I n I 287 he abdicated, and was replaced by
TULABUGHA
(Tolobuga) the son of an elder brother, whose power however was shared by other princes. Tulabugha quarrelled with old Noghai
and was preparing to attack him. Noghai however persuaded h i m t o
come to an interview, and at this Tulabugha was put to death T O K ~ I ,
one of the sons of Mangku-Temur, who was associated with Noghai,
obtained the throne of Kipchak. This was in 1291. We hear nothing
of sons of Tudai-mangku or Tulabugha
Some years later we hear of a symbolic declaration of war s e n t by
Toktai to Noghai, and then of a great battle between them near t h e
banks of the Don, in which Toktai is defeated. Later, they are again
at war, and somewhere south of the Dnieper Noghai is beaten.
he
was escaping with a few mounted followers, he was cut down by a
Russian horseman. " I am Noghai," said the old warrior, " take m e t o
Toktai." The Russian took the bridle to lead liim to the camp, b u t by
the way the old chief expired. The horseman carried his head t o t h e
Khan ; its heavy grey eyebrows, we are told, hung over and hid the eyes.
Toktai asked the Russian h2w he knew the head to be that of Noghai ?
" H e told me so himself," said the man. And so he was ordered t o
execution for having presunied to slay a great Prince without orders
How like the story of David and the Amalekite in Ziklag ! (2 krnuel,
ch. i.).
'The chronology of these events is doubtful. Rashiduddin seems to
put the defeat of 'l'oktai near the Don in 1298-99, and a passage in
Wassllf extracted by Hammer seems to put the defeat and death of Noghai
about 1303. On the other hand there is evidence that war between
the two \\.as in full flame in the beginning of 1296 ; Makrizi seems t o
report the news of a grent defeat of 'l'oktai by Noghai as reaching Cairo
in jumaciah I. A.H. 697 or February-March I 298. And Novairi, from
whom D'Ohsson gives extracts, appears to put the defeat and death of
Noghai in 1299. If the battle on the Don is that recounted by Marco it
cannot be put later than I 297, and he must have had news of it at Venice,
perhaps from relations at Soldaia. I am indeed reluctant to believe
that he is not speaking of events of which he had cognizance btfmc
quitting the East; but there is no evidence in favour of that view.
(Gohicn Hortic, especially 269, seqq. ; Ild~an. 11. 347, and also p. 3 5 ;
D Ohsson, IV. Appendix ; Q. Makrizi, IV. 60.)
The symbolical message mentioned above as sent by Toktai to
Noghai, consisted of a hoe, an arrow, and a handful of earth. Noghai
interpreted this as meaning, " I f you hide in the earth, I will dig you
out ! If you rise to the heavens I will shoot you down! Choose a
battle-field I" \iThat a singular similarity \\e have here to the message
that reached Llarius 1800 years before, on this very ground, from
Toktai's predecessors, alien from him in blood it may be, but identical
in customs and nientnl characteristics : -

C H S .XXX.-XXXII.
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TOC'TAI'S WAK WITH NOGAI.

" At lust Darius was in a great strait, and the Kings of the Scythians
h a v i n g ascertained this, sent a herald bearing, as gifts to Darius, a bird,
a mouse, a frog, and five arrows. . . . . Darius's opinion was that the
Scythians meant to give themselves up to him. . . . But the opinion
o f Gobryas, one of the seven who had deposed the Magus, did not coincide with this ; he conjectured that the presents intimated : ' Unless, 0
Persians, ye become birds, and fly into the air, or become mice and hide
yourselves beneath the earth, or become frogs and leap into the lakes,
ye shall never return home again, but be stricken by these arrows.' And
t h u s the other Persians interpreted the gifts." (N&-o,h>hrs,by Carey,
Iv. 131, 132.)

.

CHAPTEK XXX.
OF T H E SECOND MESSAGE
THAT TOCTAI
S E N T 1'0 NOGAI,A N D
HIS

KE:PI.Y.

+(THEYcarry a threat of attack if he should refuse to
present himself before Toctai. Nogai refuses with defiance.
Both sides prepare for war, but Toctai's force is the greater
in numbers.)

CHAPTER XXXI.
HOW TOCTAl

hIAKCHED A G A I N S T

NOGAI.

+(THEusual description of their advance to meet one another. Toctai is joined by the two sons of Totamangu
with a goodly company. They encamp within ten miles of
each other in the Plain of NERGHI.)

CHAPTER XXXII.
HOW T O ~ AANI)
I NOGAIADDRESS THEIR PEOPLE,AND
DAYJ O I N BATI'LE.

THE NEXT

+(THEwhole of this is in the usual formula without any
circumstance worth transcribing. The forces of Nogai
2

F

2

though inferior in numbers are the better men-at-arms.
King Toctai shows great valour.)

CHAPTER XXXIII.
HI.: V A L I A N T FEATSA N D

VICTORYOF KING NOGAI.

+(THEdeeds of Nogai surpass all; the enemy part and
scatter before him like a Aock. They are routed and pursued, losing 60,000 men, but King Toctai escapes, and so
do the two sons of Totamangu.)

C H A P T E R XXXIV. A N D LAST.

AND now ye have heard all that wc can tell you about t h e
Tartars and the Saracens and their customs, and likewise
about the other countries of the world as far as o u r
researches and information extend. Only we have said
nothing whatever about the GREATER
SEA and the provinces that lie round it, although we know it thoroughly.
But it seems to me a needless and useless task to speak
about places which are visited by people every day. For
there are so many who sail all about that sea constantly,
Venetians, and Genoese, and I'isans, and many others, that
everybody knows all about it, antl that is the reason that I
pass it over antl say nothing of it.
Of the manner in which we took our departure from
the Court of the Great Kaan you have heard at the begin* This conclusion is not found in any copy except in the C:rubca Italian, and, with
a little modification, in another at Florence, belong in^ to the Pucci family. It is
just possihle that it \\-as the embellishment of a transcril~eror translator ; but in any
case it is very old, and serves as an epilogue.

C ~ I A PXXXIV.
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CONCLUSION.

ning of the Book, in that chapter where we told you of all
the vexation and trouble that Messer MaEeo and Messer
Nicolo and Messer Marco had about getting the Great
Kaan's leave to g o ; and in the same chapter is related the
lucky chance that led to our departure. And you may
be sure that but for that lucky chance, we should never
have got away in spite of all our trouble, and never have
got back to our country again. But I believe it was God's
pleasure that we should get back in order that people might
learn about the things that the world contains. For according to what has been said in the introduction at the beginning of the Book, there never was a man, be he Christian
or Saracen or Tartar or Heathen, who ever travelled over
so much of the world as did that noble and illustrious
citizen of the City of Venice, Messer Marco the son of
Messer Nicolo Polo.
Thanks be to God ! Amen!

Amen!

a,,vn,

Abia~ic\Varriura of Polo's Age, from r contemporary Persian Miniature.

.c
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APP, B.

T H E TWO POI.0 FAMII.IES.

I have
seen sound data for tracing it, either upwards or downwards.
I have expressed, in the introductory notices, my doubts a b o u t the
Venetian genealogies, which continue the family down to 1418 or 19,
because it seems to m e certain that all of then1 d o more or less confound
with our Polos of S. Giovanni Grisostomo, members of the other Polo
Fanlily of S. Geremia. I t will hclp to disentangle the subject if we put
down what is ascertained regarding the S. Gereniia family.
T o the latter certainly belonged the following :?'HE preceding Table gives the Family of our Traveller a s far a s

130% M A R CPolo
~ of Cannareggio, see vol. i. p. xcv. (The Church of S.
Geremia stands on the canal called Cannareggio.)
(131% Bianca, wiciow of GIOVASNI
Polo 9 ) *
1349. MARINO
Polo and Brothers. t
1348 About this time died NICOLOPolo of S. Geremia,: who seems to have
I m n a Member of the Great Council. 5 He had a brother MARCO,
and this Marco had a daughter AGNESINA.Nicolo also laves a
sister BARRARA
(a nun), a son GIOVANXINO
(apparently illegitimate§), of age in 1351,f a nephew GHERARDO,and a niece
F I L I P P AAbbess
,~
of Sta. Catnrina in bfazzorbo.
The executors of Nicolo are GIOVANNI
and DONATO
Polo.$ We
have not their relationship stated.
I ~ O N A Tmust
O have been the richest Polo we hear of, for in the
Estimo or forced Loan of 1379 for the Genoese War, he is aswsxd
nt 23,cmo Lirr. 11 A history of that war also states that he
(" Donado Polo del Canareggio ") presented the Government with
~ o o oducats, besides maintaining in arms himself, his son, and seven
othen.7 Under 1388 we find Donato still living, and mention of
CATARUWd. of 1 ) 0 i i a t o ; ~and under 1390 of Elena, widow of
Donato.#
The Testamentary Papers of Nicolo also speak of Glncowo Polo.
14e is down in the E ~ f i m oof 1379 for lo00 Lire;§ and in 1371 an
inscription in Cicogna shows him establishing a family burial-place
in Sta. Maria de' Servi.tf
1379. In addition to those already mentioned we have NICOLOassessed at
4000 lirr. I(
1381. And apparently this is the NICOLO,5011 of Almoro (Hrrmolaus), who
was raised to the Great Council. for public service rendered, among

t

D o c u n ~ c ~in~At m h i i , O of the Cmn d i R i r m r r m . Bundle LXXVII., No. 109
,,
,, LXXIV., No. 651.

$ 1.i.t (extracted in 1868-9) of Documents in the above Archivio, but which seem to have been

since mislaid.
0 Pychmcnt in the pas-*ion of Cav. F. Stehni, containing a decision, dated 16th September,
1355. stgned by the Dogc and two Councillors, in f a v o ~ ~ofr Ciorannino Polo, natanl s o n of the
Noble Nicoletto of S Geremia (gn. N o b i t u V i n ' N i c o / t l i P a n l o ] .
(1 In (;n//iiriol/i. D c I l r dlmr. l i u . Anluht, Vcn. ,795. 11. p. 136. In the MS. of C n f i / / n r i ,
( b a r p i f o ~ / i oI'mrtr,, in the hfarcuna, the slim stated is jooo only.
7 U I I I I , P r r r n d i L ' h i o z ~in A l ~ r n t o r i ,Scripll. xv. 785.
** nocirmcnts seen by the Editor in the Arch, of the Caw di Ricovero.
tt ('r;.ofrm, I. p. 7 7 .
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30 elected to that honour after the \Vat of Chinggia* Uncler 1410
we fintl ANNA,relict of Nicolo 1'olo.t
1379. In thi3 year also, AI.MORO,
whether fa~heror brother of the last, contribute5 4000 /irt to the Esti11)o.t
1390. CI.EMF.NTE
Polo (died before 1397)t and his wife M . 4 n l ) ~ ~ ~ z l A . t
I&
and 141I. CIIIARA,
daughter of Vrancesco Balbi, and widow of ERnlor.ao (or Almoro) Polo, called of Sla. TrinW.t
1416. G I O ~ A N perhaps
NI,
the Giovannino mentioned ab0ve.t
1474 rrpp. Accounts belonging lo the Trust Estate of BARTOLOMEO
Po10 of
S. Geremia.?

c o nicniber of thc Greater
Thcrc rcniains to be nlcntioncd a h l ~ ~ P01.0,
Council, chosen Auditor Smte?rtiurrm, 7th March, 1350, and named
anlong the electors of the Dogcs Marino Faliero (1354) and Giovanni
Gradenigo (1355). Thc same person appears to have been sent as
Prozri~cditorrto Dalmatia in 1 355. AS yet it is doubtful to what fanlily h e
bclongcd, and it is ,bossiblc that he may have belonged to our traveller's
I~ranch,and have continued that branch according to the tradition. B u t
I suspect that hc is identical with the Marco, brother of Nicolo Polo of
S. Ceremia, mentioned above, under 1348 (see also vol. i. p. ci). Capellari
states distinctly that this Marco was the father of the Lady who n l a n i e d
Azzo Trevisan (see Introd. pp. cv, cvi).
It niay be added that a Francesco Paulo appears among the list of
those condcnined for participation in the conspiracy of Baianionte T i e polo in 1310 (Dandulr, in ~lfttrrr.XI I. 410. 490).

A PPEN Dl )I; C.--cnl~-~trr'arof Doczcrtrcnts Relntirrg to
i l l u ~ mPolo atrd his firnib.
Wrr.1. of hfarco Polo of S. Scvero, uncle of the Traveller, executed at
Venice, 5th August, 1280. An abstract given in vol. i. pp. liv, lv).
The originals of this and the two other \\'ills (Nos. z and 8) are in St.
hiark's Library. They were published first by Cicogna, Ircrizioni Vmnrionr,
and again more exactly by Lazari.
Will of Rfaffeo Polo, brother of the Travcller, executed at Venice, 31st
August, 1300. Abstract given at p. xcii of vol. i.

1302, 13 Aprilis. (Capta est) : Quod fit gralia provido viro MARCO
PAULO
quod ipse absolvatur a penP incur& pro eo quod non fecit circari unam s u m conductam cum ignoraverit ordinem circa hoc.
Ego MARCUS
MICHAEL
consilianus m. p. s.
,,
,, ,,
Ego P~ur.r;sDELPHINUS
P:go MARCUS
SIBOTO
de mandato ipsorum cancellnvi.
.
- ~ -

t

CapNari, MS. ; Sarulo, Vilr dr' Duchidi Vm. in Mwolmi. XXII. 730.
Documents seen by the Editor ill the Arch. of the Caw di Ricovero.
Thcrc i. some doubt if this d c r to our Ma KO Polo (see

f , Communicated by S i ~ n o rRerchet.
rol. 1. p xciv).

CALENDAR O F L)OCUMENTS.

Resolution of t h e ilfizggior L'unst$io, in which Marco Polo is styled
Marcus I'aulo Milioni. (See p. xcv of vol. i.) I n t h e Arclriz~io
Gmertrle, dft?r=yior L-orrs. Reg. MS., C a r t a 82.'

" Item quod fiat gratia B o ~ u c ~deo hlestre de illis Libris centum cluinquaginta duobus, in quibus extitit condempnatus per Capitaneos Postarum, occasione
vini per eum portati contra bampnum, isto modo z,ideliczt quod solvere debeat
dictum debitum hinc ad annos qontuor, solvendo annuatim quartum dicti debiti
per hunc modum, srifiref quod dictus Bonocius ire debeat cutn nostris Ambaxintoribus, et soldum quod ei competet pro ipsis viis debeat scontari, et it1 quod ad
solvendum dictum quartum deficiat per eunl vel suos plegios integre persolvatnr.
et MARCEIITS
PAULOM I L I O Zet
Et sunt plegii Nolilts Viri PETRUSMAUROCEXO
plores alii qui sunt scripti ad Cameram Capitaneo~umPostarum."

l k c i s i o n in 3 l a r c o 1'010's suit with Paulo Girardo, 9th March, 1311.
( F r o m the Archives of t h e L'clsn di Ricml~.ra a t Venice, Filatz
No. 202.)

" In nomine Ilei Eterni An~en. Anno ab Incarnatione Doniini Nostri J e ~ u
Christi millesimo trecentesimo undeci~no,Mensis Marci die nono, intrante Indicione
Nona, Rivoalti . . . . .
" Cum coram nobilibus viris Uominis CA.I.HAHISO
I),\LMARIOet MARCO
I . ~ x n o , Judicibus Peticiooum, Don~ino L e o s ~ m u oL)E h l o ~ r s o ,tercio Judice
curie, tunc abjente, inter Nobilem Virum MARCUMPOLO de confinio Sancti
Johannis (;risostomi ex un8 parte, et PAULUSIG I R A R I I Ode confinio Snncti
Apollinaris ex altera parte, quo ex suo oficio verteretur occasione lil~rarumtrium
t i ~ r ~ o r i w r grossorrrrrr
~rn
P'rnctururrr in parte un3, qulu sibi P.\ULOG I K A R ~p eOt e h t
idem hlnncus POLOpro dimidia libra n~uscli quam ab ipso h l ~ r t c uI'OLO ipse
PAULUSGIRAKIIOhabuerat, et vendiderat precio suprascriptaru~i~Libraruni
triom drtr. Verr. ~ ~ r u set. occasione d~vr lL.nef. fross. viginti, quos eciam ipse
MARCUSPOLO eidem POLO Girardo pectebat pro manchamento unius sazii de
musclo, quenl dicebat sibi deficere de libr8 un8 muscli, quam simul cum suprascript3 dimidii ipse Paulus Girarrlo ah ipso MARCOI'OLOhabuent et receperat, in
O
parte alter5 cle dicta, 13arbaro advocatori (fir)curie pro suprascripto ~ I A R CPOLO
sive J I I I I A N N I(sic)
S 1 ' 0 ~ 0 1de Confinio Sancti Johauuis Grisostomi constitutus
in Curih pro ipso MARCOPOLO sicut coralli suprascriptis Dc~nlinis Judicihus
legitimum testificatom extiterat . . . . leb, fecit quamdam cetlulam hamhazinam scriptam manu proprih ipsius PAULIG I R A R D Icujus
,
tenor talis, vide.
' dc mv-2 r c i n i iu Polo Girardo itn Missier Marco Po!o /i6rc
licet :
4 dr rnuscb rntf~~~rrclo
Ii6rr lrc rie gossi. Arrrma r r m i io Polo lihrr rrrrc~dc r~rusrl~
ihc nrr lo nrctc li6rc sr.i c/cgrossi, el zrn n so risico el dn srra 7irrhrra el dnrrrc/o irr choleXiznzu n lo nrifadt dc lnflrrcio."' * * * * " Quare cum ipse PAIJLUS
noluerit
a
L
*
satisfacere de predictis, nec velit ad presens
Condempnatum ipsurn PAUI.UYGIRARDCI
in expensis pro partr
*
dicti MARCIPAUI.Ofactis in questione, dando et assibmando sil~iterminum competentern pro prcdictis omnibus et singulis persolvendis, in quem terminum si nor1
(;ERARI)O et
solveret judicant ipsi tlomini judices quod capi debetur ipse PAULUS
carceribus Comunis Venetian~mprecludi, de quibus exire non posset donec sibi
MAItc0 PAULOamnia singula supnscripta exolvenda dixissct, non ollslante ab-

..

t

.

For the indicatiull ofthis I a m indebted to Prufes\or Minotlo.
This perhaps indicates that Marco's half brother Giovannino w l r

111

partnership with him.
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seilciP ipsius PAULICERARI)Ocum sibi ex parte Domini Ducis pmmioisteriale
Curie Palacii precepturn fuisset ut hodie w e t ad Curiam Peticionum.
"Ego KATHARISUSDALMARIOJudex Peticionum mnnu m&
siibscripsi.
" IZgo MARCUSLANDOJu'lex Peticionum manu me2 s u k r i p s i .
" Ego NICOIAUS,Presbiter Sancti Canciani notarius complevi et
rohravi."

I n a list of d o c u n ~ e n t spreserved in t h e Archives of t h e C'ma c i i R i c w o ,
occurs t h e entry which follows. But several recent searches have
hecn m a d e for t h e docunlent itself in vain.
" No. 94 MARCO( ;AI.LE?TI irr7v~tt&/la flrujrittd dci bmi cAr s i t r m o w in
Givr~arrtriL ' r i s ~ s f ~ rMARC0
~o
POLOdi i\'icoIh. 1319. 10 Sdfm-

.):

brr, rrxafu da/ trotaiu Nirolu Prcfr. di S. Carrciorro."

T h e notary here is t h e s a m e who niade t h e official record of the
d o c u n ~ e n last
t
cited.

L)ocunient concerning H o u s e Property i n S. Giovanni Grisostonio, a d j o i n i n g t h e property of t h e Polo Family, a n d sold b y t h e L a d y D o n a t a t o
h e r husband Marco Polo. D a t e d May, 1323.
See No. 10 below.
X.-

Will of MARCOPOLO.
I n Nomine Uei Etcrni Amen.

(1 324).
( I n St. Mark's Library).'

Anno aL 1ncarnat:onc Dni. Nri Jhu. Xri. milleaimolrmntaimo vigr-

silllo tertio, mensis Januarii die nono,t intrante Indictione septimn, K i v d t i
Divine inspiracionis donum est et provide mentis arbitrium ut antequam superve~iiat mortis iudicium quilibet sua bona sit ordinare sollicitus ne ipsa
sua h n a inordinata remaneant. Quapropter ego quidem M A K C L ~ PAULO
S
de confinio Sancti Johannis Chrysostomi, dum cotidie debilitarer propter infirmitatern corporis, sanus tamen per Dei gratiam mente, integroque consilio et sensu, timens ne a b intestato decederem, et mea h n a inordinata remanerent, vocari ad me
feci J O H A N E M
JL.SII S I A S L . ~ Ip r c ~ b i l e ~ nSancti
l
Proculi ct Notlrium, ipumquc rogavi quatcnus huc me-

scriberef testamentum per integrum et compleret. In quo meas fidecon~missariasetiam constituo Dosn.r~n! dilectam uxorem meam, et FANTINAM
et BELLELAMatque MORETAW
peramabiles filias meas, ut secundum quod hic ordinavero darique jusxm,
ita ipse post obitum meum adimpleant. Priiniter enim omnium volo et ordino dari rectam decimam et volo et ordino distribui libras d ~ ~ t o n b r r m l
ic~trtfu~-ri~,r
duo millia ultra decimam, de quibus dimitto soldos viginti I / m a r i a t m
Item diI h r t . ,~rossurrrnr Monasterio Sancti Laurentii ubi meam eligo sepultunm.
mitto libras trecentas d o ~ . P>rrrf. T s ~ u k y r ~Q U I R I N O cognate mee quas
mihi dare tenetur. Item soldos quadraginta cuilibet monasteriomm et hospitaliorurn a Gradu usque ad Capud Aggeris. Iten1 dimitto conventui sanctomm Johanis

W c print t l ~ i slint fur line wilh the original ; see fawin~ilcat p. xcviii. of vol i.
1. I . r . , 9th January. 1324.

C A L E N D A R O F LIOCUMENTS.
et Pauli Predicatorum illud quod mihi tlare tenetur, et l i b w decem Fratri R E N E R ~ O
et libras quinque Fratri BENVENUTOVeneto Ordinis Predicatorum, ultra illud
quod mihi dare tenetur.
Item dimitto libras quinque cuilibet Congregationi Kivodti
et libras quattuor cuilibet Scolamm sive fraternitatum in quibus sum. Item dimitto
soldor viginti dmariorunr linetorunr gmssorrm Presbitero

JOHANNI

J~STINIANO

notario pro l a k c

istius mei testamenti et ut Dominum pro me teneatur deprecare. Item absolvo
PETRUM famulu~li meum de genere Tartarorum ah omni vincula servitutis ut
Deus absolvat animam meam ab omni culpi et peccato.
Item sibi remitto omnia
que adquisivit in domo SUP suo labore, et insuper ditnitto libras
dc~~ariorumY r , u l o r n ~ n ccntum.

Residuum vem dictarurn duarurn millia librarum absque decinll

distribuatur pro a n i d m d secundum h n n m dixreptionem commissariarum mearum.
De aliis meis bonis dimitto suprascripte DONATE uxori et commissarie mee
l i b m octo lirnarionrm Y&orrr?,r gro~sorum,omni anno durn ipsa vixerit, pro suo usu, ultra
suam repromissam ct stracium et omne capud massariciorum cum tribus lectis
corredatis. Omnia uero alia bona mobilia et immobilia inordinata, et si
de predictis ordinatis aliqua inordiaata remanerent, quocumque mod0 jure et
formh mihi spectantia, seu que expectare vel pertinere potuerunt vel possent, tam jure successorio et testamentario ac hereditario aut paterno fraterno materno et
ex quicumque aliB propinquitate sive ex lineh ascendenti et descendenti vel ex colaterali
vel alia quicumque de c a u d mihi pertinencia seu expectancia et de quibus secundum formam statuti Veneciarum mihi expectaret, plenam et sprcialeni facere mentionem seu disposicionem et ordinacionem quamquam in hoc et in otilni casu ex formi statuti
specificater facio specialiter et expresse dimitto suprascriptis filiabus meis FANTINE,
BELLEIS, et MORETE, libere et absolute inter eas equaliter dividenda, ipsasque
mihi heredes instituo in omnibus et singulis n~eis bonis mohilibus e t immobilibus
juribus et actionibui. tacitis e t e x p t u j r qualitcrcumq~~eut pmdicitur n~ichi pcnincntibus e t expcc-

tantibus. Salvo quod O OR ETA predicta filia mea habere deheat ante partem de more tantum quantum habuit queIibet aliarum filiarum mearum pro dote et corredis
suis. Tamen volo cluod si que ill hoc meo testamento w e n t contra statuta et consilia
Colnmunis Veneciarum corrigantur et reducantur ad ipsa statuta et consilia Preterea do
et confer0 suprascriptis commissariabus meis post obitum meum plenam virtutem et potestatem dictam meam cornmissariam intromittendi administrandi et furniendi, inquirendi interpellal~diplacitandi respondendi ad vocationem interdicta et placita tollendi, legem petendi
et consequendi si opus fuerit, in anirna mea jurandi, sententiam audiendi et prosequendi,
vendendi et alienandi, intrornittendi et interdicendi petendi et exigendi sive excuciendi
omnia mea bona, et habere a cunctis personis ubicuinque et apud quemcumque ea
vrl ex eis poterint invenire, cum carth et sine cart& in curii et extra curiq et
omnes securitatis cartas et omnes alias cartas necessarias faciendi, sicut egomet presens
vivens facere possem et debereni. E t ita hoc meum Testamentum firmum et stabille esse iudico in perpetuum. Si quis ipsum frangere vel violare presumpserit mdedicionem Omnipotentis Dei incurrat, et sub anathemate trecentorum decem et octo
Patrum constrictus permaneat, et insuper componat ad suprascriptas meas fidecommissarias
aureas libras quinque, et hec mei Testamenti Carta in s u i permaneat firmitale.
Signum suprascripti Domini Marci Paulo qui hec rogavit fieri.
testis presbiter.
"Ego PETRUSCRIFO
Ego NUFRILIS
UARHERIUS
testis.
~

E

JOEXANES
~
O
J~SI.INIANU
presbiter
S
Sancti l'roculi et notarius complevi
et roboravi."
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Kclease b y t h e Lady L)onata a n d h e r three daughters, as E x e c u t o r s of
t h e deceased M a r c o Polo, t o M a r c o Bragadino. ( F r o m t h e Archiz~io
iliotarilt a t Venice.)

" In nomine Dei Eterni Amen. Anno ab I n c Dni. Ntri. J h u Xri. M i l l e s i n ~ o
trecentesimo vigehimo quinto, mensis Junii die septimo, cxeunte Indictione
octavi, Kivoalti.
" Plenam et irrevocabilem securitatem facimus nos DOXATA
relicta, FANTINA,
BELLELLAet MAROTAquondam filie, et nunc omnes commissarie MARC^ POLO
cle confinio Sancti Joannis Grisostomi cum nostris successoribus, tibi M A R C O
BRACADIPI'O
quondam de confinio Sancti Geminiani nunc de confinio Sancti
Joannis Crisostomi, quondam genero antedicti MARC^ POLO et tuis heredibus, de
omnibus bonis mobillibus quondam suprascripti MARCIPOLOseu ipsius commissarie per te tlictum MARCHUMBRAGADINO
quoque modo et forma intromissis
habitis et receptis, ante obitum, ad obitum, et post obitum ipsius MARCIPOLO, et
insuper de tota collegancih quam n dicti quondam MARCI,I'OLO habuisti, e t de
ejus lucro usque ad presentem die111
*
*
si i g i t u r
contra hanc securitatis cartam ire temptavcrimus tunc emendare debeamus c u m
nostris successoribus tibi et iuis heredibus auri libras quinque, et hec securitatis
carta in sua permaneat firmitate. Signum sopras~ript~uumDOXATErelicte,
FASTINE,UELLELLEet MAROTE,omnium filiarum et nunc commissarie, q u e
hcc rogaverunt ficri.

,

,

" Ego

PE'I'RUS M A S S A K ~clericus
O
Ecclesie Scti. Geminiani testis
subscripsi.
"Ego SIMEONGORGIIde Jadra testis subscripsi.
" Ego I>OMINICUS
MOZZO presbiter plebanus Scti. Geminiani et
notarius complevi et roboravi.
"*MARCUSBARISANO
presbiter Canonicus et notarius ut vidi in m a t r e
t' testis sum in fillii.
";Ego JOAKNES TEV~*UI.LO
Judex Esanlinatoruln ut vidi in nlatre
testis sum in fillih.
DE M A V I SNotarius Venecivum hoc
" (L. S. N.) Ego nlagistcr AI.BERTINUS
cxeniplu~nexemplari anno ab incarnatione domini nostri Jesu
Cliristi Millesimo treccntesimo quinquagesimo quinto u ~ e n s i s
Julii die septimo, intrante indictione octava, Kivoalti, nil addens
nec minuens quod sentenciam mutet vel sensum tollat, complevi
et rolmravi!'

Attestation b y t h e Gastald a n d Officer of t h e Palace Court of h i s h a v i n g
put t h e Lady D o n a t a a n d h e r daughters in possession of two tenem e n t s in S. Giovanni Grisostomo. Dated I zth July, I 333.
( F r o m t h e Archlriz~iuof t h e Islituto d e ~ l Ei s j o s t i , No. 6).
T h e doculllent begins with a statenlent d a t e d z z n d August, 1390,
b y MOKANI)USI)E CAKOVELLIS,
parson of St. Apollinaris a n d
Chancellor of t h e Doge's Aula, t h a t t h e original d o c u n ~ e n th a v i n g
been lost, he, under authority of t h e D o g e a n d Councils, h a d for111ally renewed it from t h e copy recorded in his office.
" I n nominc 1)ei Eterni Amen. Anno ab Incarn. D. N. J. C. millesimo
t~rcet~tesimotregesimo tercio niensis Julii die duodecimo, intrar~tis indicione
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prima Rivoalti. Testificor Ego DONATUSGastaldio Dni. nostri Dni. Francisfi
Dandulo Dei gratiji indyti Vmetiarum Ducis, et Ministerialis Curie Palacii,
die tercio intrante suprascripti mensis Julii, propter preceptum ejusdem Dm.
Ducis, secundum formam statuti Veneciarum, posui in tenutam et corporalem
possessionem DONATAMquondam uxorem, FANTINAM
et MORETAMquondam
filias, omnes commissarias Nobilis Viri MARCI PAULOde confinio Scti. Johannis Grisostomi, nomine ipsius Commissarie, cum BELELLAolim filia et similiter nominata commissaril dicti MARCIPAULO
de duabus proprietatibus terrarum et casis copertis et discopertis positis in dicto confinio Scti.
Johannis Grisostomi, que firmant prout inferius in inrrascripte notitie c a r d con* * * * ut in d legitur :
tinetur
" Hec est carta fats anno ab Inc. D. N. J. C. millesimo trecentesimo vigesimo
tercio, mensis Maij die nono, exeunte Indictione sextq Rivoalti, quam fieri facit
D n u s Johannes Superantio D. G. Veneciarum Dalmacie atque Croacie olim Dux,
cum suis judicibus examinatorurn, suprascripto Marco Paulo postquam venit ante
suam suorumque judicam examinatomm presenciam ipse MARCUSPAULOde confinio Scti. Johannis Grisostomi, et ostmdit eis duas cartas w m p l e t v et roboratas,
prima quorum est venditionis et securitatis carta, facta anno a b Inc. D. N. J. C.
(1321)mensis Junii die decimo, intrante indictionequintii, Rivoalti ;q u i manifesturn
fecit ipsa DONATAuxor MARCIPAULOde confinio Scti. Johannis Grisostomi cum
suis successoribus quia in Dei et Christi nomine dedit, vendidit, atque transactavit
sibi MARCOPAULOviro suo de eodem confinio et suis heredibus duas suas proprietates terre, et casas copertas et discopertas, que sunt hospicia, videlicit camere
. secundum quod dicta proprietas
et camini, simul conjuncta versus Rivum
sive hospicium firmat a b uno suo capite, tam superius quam inferius, in muro
comuni huic proprietati et proprietati MARCI PAVLOet STEPHANIPAULO. Et
a b nlio suo capite finnat in uno alio muro comuni huic proprietati et predictorum
MARCI et STEPHANIPAULO. A b imo suo latere firmat in supradicto Rivo. E t
d i o suo latere firmat tam superius quam inferius in salis sive porticis que sunt
comunes huic proprietati et proprietati suprascriptorum MARCI et STEPHANI
PAULOfratrum. Unde hec proprietas sive hospicia habent introitum et exitum
per omnes scalzs positas a capite dictarum salamm sive porticuum usque ad curiam
et ad viam comunem discurrentem ad Ecclesiam Scti. Johannis Grisostomi et alio.
E t a t sciendum quod curia, puthei, gradate, et latrine sunt comunes huic proprie*
tati et proprietati suprascriptorum MARCIet STEPHANI
PAULOfratrum. *
[The definition of the second tenement-rma ruritra-follows, and then a long
detail as to a doubt regarding common rights to certain salt sirv porfirus rnagnr
p c rcspiriunf ct nmf s v r m EccIt$iam S f i . 3ohannis Crimfomi, and the discussion
by a commission appointed to report; and, again, similar detail as to stairs, wells,
&c.]-'declaraverunt
et dcterminavemnt omnes suprnscripti cancellarii in concordiil quod tam putheus qui est in dicta curia, quam etiam putheus qui est extra
curiam ad quem itur per quamdam januam que s t super calle extra januam principalem tocius proprietatis de CHA POLO, sunt communes supradictis duabus proprietatibus M A R ~PAULO
I
et toti reliquo dicte proprietatis quod est indivisum!
Et ego suprascriptus DONATUSGastaldio supndicti Dni. Ducis
secundum predictas declarations et determinationes posui s~iprascriptascommissarias dicti MARCIPAULOdie suprascripto tercio intrante mensis Julii in tenutam
et posswionem de suprascriptis duabus proprietatibus eonfiniatis in cart&noticie
supradicte. Et hoc per verum dim testimonium. Signum supradicti DONATI
Gvtaldionis D n i Ducis, et Ministerialis Curie Palacii, qui hee rogavit fieri."

..
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Release granted by Agnes Lauredano, sister, and by Fantina B r a g a d i n o
and Moreta Dolphyno, daughters, and all three Trustees, of the late
Domina Donata, relict of Dominus Marcus Polo of S. Giov. Grisostomo, to Dominus Raynuzo Dolphyno of the same, on account of a
lire ofgrossi* which the Lady Donata Polo had advanced t o him on
pledge of many articles. Dated 4th March, 1336. T h e w i t n e s s
and notary are the same as in the next.
(In the Archivio GeneraCe; Pacta, Serie T , No. I@).

Release by the Ladies Fantina and Moreta to their aunt Agnes Lauredano and themselves, as Trustees of the late Lady Donata, on
account of a legacy left them by the latter. Dated 4th hfarch, I 336.
(In the Archivio GeneraCe; Pacta, Serie T , No. 143.)
U X O ~MARCI
a'Plenam et irrevocabilem securitatem facimus nos FANTINA
BRACADINO
de confinio Scti. Johannis Grisostomi et Moreta uxor ReNuzr DILFINO de dicto confinio Scti. Johannis Grisostomi, ambe sorores, et filie comdam
DONATE
relicte Domini MARCIPOLLO de dicto confinio Scti J. G. cum nostris
successoribus, vobis ACNETILAUREDANO,
comdam sorori, ac nobis preditis
FANTINE
et MORETEolim filiabus (predicte DONATE)
omnibus commissariabus
predicte DONATE
relicte dicti Domini MABCIPOLOde predict0 confinio S. J. G.
Grus-m
et vestris ac nostris successoribus de libris dr.narimum V-arum
quadraginta quinque, que libre den. P2n. ~ros.quadraginta quinque sunt pro parte
librarum dm. Vm. gros. quadraginta octot quas suprascripta Domina Donata olim
mater nostra secundum formam sui testamenti cartam nohis dimisit, in qnibus
libris
sententiam obtinuimus * * * anno ab Inc D. N. J. C.
Millesimo trecmtesimo trigesimo quinto mensis febbruarij die ultimo (29th Febmary, 1336) indictione, quartil Rivoalti.

*

*

*

" Signum suprascriptarum Fantine et Morete que hec rogavemnt fieri.
"'Ego MARCUS
LOVARI
Canonifus Sancti Marci testis subsuipsi.
DF. RUNOMO
Canonicus Sancti hfarci testis
"*Ego NICOLETUS
subscripsi.
" (I,. S. N)
Ego Presbiter GUIDOR RE VISA NO Canonicus Sancti Marcij et
Notarius complevi et roboravi."

APPENDIX
D.-Comparative Specinwns of Diferent Recensi

FREHCH.
I . MS. P A R I S LIBRARY, 7367 (now Fr. 11x6).

2.

MS. OF PARIS LIBRARY, 10260 (Fr. 5631)

1

(Paufhicr'sMS. A.)

( G m p n f i u Tdxt.)

Quant l'en se part de le isle de I'EKTAY e
Quant on se part de l'isle de MALIUR, et on
I'en ala par ~ s c e l o centor cent miles, a done
nage quatre vingt dix milles, adonc treuve en
treuve le ysle de JAVA L..\ M E N O R ; mes si
]*islede J~.,,,~ la hfelleur ; mais elle ,,lest mie
sachik q'ele ne est pas si peitite q'ele ne gire
si petite qu'elle n'ait de tour ii. milles. Et si
envimll plus de deus mil,e miles, et de cesle
Vous ConteraY de cette isle l'affaire.
ysle voz conteron toute la ~ r i t i . Or sachies
qe sor ceste ysle ha huit roiames et huit rois
Sachiez que sus ceste isle a viij. royaumes et
coronk en ceste ysle, e sunt tuit ydres et ont
viij. raid counonnCs. 112 sent tuit ydolastres ;
langajes por ell-.
Car sachii.s che cllascull
et a, &ascun royaume, son Iangaige par soy.
des roianles ont langajes por el-.
En ceste ,
I1 y a en ceste isle grant quantitC d'espiceries.
ysle a mout grand isme habundance de trezor
E t si vous conteray la maniere de la plus grant
et de
chieres especes
leingn aloe et
partie de ces huit royaumes. Mais je vous
espi, et de maintes autres especes que unques
n'en vienent en nostre p.i* Or vos voil conter
<limya v a t une chose_ E t =hiez que cmte
la maineres de toUtes testes jens, Uscune Par
isle a t si vew midi que I'estoille tremontainne
soi, e vos dirai primermant une cousse qe bien
n ' ape*'
~
senblera A cascun men~oilliose cousse. Or
sachies tout voirmant qe cede yele est tant A
midi qe la stoille de tramontaine ne apert ne i
pou ne grant. Or noz retorneron A la mainere 1
des homes, e vot contemn tout avant dou I
01. nous retournerons
notre matiere, et
rouiame de I'ERLEC.
vous conterons tout avant du royaume de
FALEC.
I

I
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A PPENDI x D.-Comnparative Specimens of DiJwent Rtcetrsions of
ITALIAN.

Se lo homo se parte da PENTANe navicha
per sirocho c. mia, trova 1' isola de IANA
MIN-

Quando 1' uomo si parte dell' isola di PETAM,
e 1' uomo va per ixiroc da c miglia, trova 1'isola
di IAVAu MINORE,ma ella~nonC si piccola
ch' ella non giri ii. rr miglia: e di questa isola
vi conterb tutto il vero. Sappiate che in su
questa isola hae viii. re coronati, e sono tutti
idoli, e ciascuno di q u e t i reami ha lingua per
d. Qui ha grande abbondanza di tesoro e di
tutte care ispezierie. Or vi conterb la maniera
di tutti questi reami di ciascuno per d; e
dirovvi una cosa che parrh maraviglia ad ogni
uomo, che questa isola C tanto verso mezzoctl,
che la tramontana non si vede nC poco nC assai.
Or torneremo alla maniera degli uomeni, e
dirovvi del reame di FERBET.

m

che volze ben piu de ii. mia. I n la qlc
isola i viii. regnami, e ciascun regname ha
uno re. La zente de questa isola ha linguam
per si e sono idolatri e ge grande habundantia
de specie che non sono mai in nostre contrade.
Questa isola C tanto verso mezodi chel non
se po reder la stella tramontana ne pocho
ne assai. Jo non fui in tutti li r e p a m i de
questa pronncia ma fui in solo lo regname
de FORLETTIe in quel de BASARON
e in quello de SAMARA
e in quello de GROIANe in
quel de LAMBRIN
e in quello de FANFIRO. In
li altri tlui non fui. E pero io ne diro pur de
questi dove sum stado. ORE

I
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APPENDIX

APP. E.

E.- The Preface of Friar Pr;bitzo to h k
Latin Version of Marco Polo.
(Circa 1315-1320.)

"The Book of that prudent, honourable, and no st truthful gentleman, MESMARCOPOLOof Venice, concerning the circumstances and manners of the Regions
of the East, which he conscientiously wrote and put forth in the Vulgar Tongue,
I, FRIAR
FRANCESCO
PIPINOof Bologna, of the Order of the Preaching Friars,
am called upon by a number of my Fathers and Masters to render faithhlly and
tmthfully out of the vulgar tongue into the Latin. And this, not merely because
they are themselves persons who take more pleasure in Latin than in vernacular
compositions, but also that those who, owing to the diversity of languages and
dialects, might find the perusal of the original difficult or impossible, may be able
to read the Book with understanding and enjoyment.
"The task, indeed, which they have constrained me to undertake, is one which
they themselves could have executed more competently, but they were averse to
distract their attention from the higher contemplations and sublime pursuits to
which they are devoted, in order to turn their thoughts and pens to things of the
earth earthy. I, therefore, in obedience to their orders, have rendered the whole
substance of the Book into such plain Latin as was suited to its subject.
"And let none deem this task to be vain and unprofitable; for I am of opinion
that the perusal of the Book by the Faithful may merit an abounding Grace from
the Lord ; whether that in contemplating the variety, beauty, and vastness of God's
Creation, as herein displayed in his man*ellous works, they may be led to bow in
adoring wonder before His Power and Wisdom ; or, that, in considering the depths
of blindness and impurity in which the Gentile Nations are involved, they may be
constrained at once to render thanks to God \\'ha hath deigned to call his faithful
people out of such perilous darkness into his marvellous Light, and to pray for
the illumination of the hearts of the Heathen. Hereby, also, the sloth of undevout Christians may be put to shame, when they see how much more ready the
nations of the unbelievers are to worship their Idols, than are many of those who
have been marked with Christ's Token to adore the True God. hforeover, the
hearts of some members of the religious orders may be moved to strive for the
diFTusion of the Christian Faith, and by Divine Aid to carry the Name o i our
Lord Jesus Christ, forgotten among so vast multitudes, to those blinded nations,
among whom the harvest is indeed so great, and the labourers so few.
'' But lest the inexperienced Reader should regard as beyond belief the many
strange and unheard of things that are related in sundry passages of this Book,
let all know MESSER MARCO POLO, the narrator of these marvels, to be a
most respectable, veracious, and devout person, of most honourable character,
and receiving such good testimony from all his acquaintance, that his many virtues
claim entire belief for that which he relates His Father, Messer Nicolo, a man
of the highest respectability, used to relate all these thin&% in the same manner.
And his uncle, Messer Maffeo, who is spoken ofin the Book, a man of ripe wisdom
and piety, in familiar conversation with his Confessor when on his death-bed,
maintained unflinchingly that the whole of the contents of this Book were true.
"Wherefore I have, with a safer conscience, undertaken the labour of this
Translation, for the entertainment of my Readers, and to the praise of Our Lord
Jesus Christ, the Creator of all things visible and invisible."
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G R E A T BRITAIN A N D IRELAND.
BRLTISICM U - Harleim MSS., NO. I Latin
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'

I

3

i1

9

9

t I

I

I

,

I

. .1

Pipino'sVersion; with the workofHay
Parchment ; written about A.D. 1400

Pipino's; followed by Odoric in sam
carelessly written. Parchment.

Amndel, XIII. Plut. '
163 c.

,,

. .

Bibl. K g . XIV. c. 13,
Plut. 12 f.

,,

. .

Pipino's.
A well-written folio on parchment, co
Chester; Przfationes Historiograp
C a b . de Conq. Hibernia:; Libellu
Terrae ; Odoric; Rubruquis; Polo
Michael of Cornwall ; &c.

,,

. .

Pipino's.
Paper, small 4to.
Appended is a notice of Mahommed a
c$P Notiria & ~fac/wnutort rlc L
cmorum, &c. Appears to be the w
Tripoli. See vol. i. p. 22.

;

I

I!
Additional MSS., No.

4

19,952.
I

I

i

I

9

1

: Sloane MSS., No. 251
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Ifalian diakct.

I
I

A good deal abridged, and in a d
handwriting; but notable as bei
besides the Geog. Text which co
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Lm~age.
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Description o f MSS.

I

FRANCE.

. . .

Great Paris Library,
No. 7367 (now Fr.

I4

Frmh

..

1116).
!

,,

15

. . .

i
Ditto, No. 8329 (now
Fr. 2810).

I

i
I

1

I
1

i
1
I

I

,, .

.

This is the most precious of all the
has been fully spoken of (vol. i. pp
the name of the Gm aphic Text (o
was printed by the CciCtC de Gag
A large 410. of thick parchment, very
very neatly written in Gothic text.

"Ce Livre est <lei Merveilles du Mon
tie la Terre Sainte, du Grant Ka
Tartars et du I'ais d'Inde, lcquel L
Uourgoingne dunna a son oncle Jeh
France, Duc de Bcrcy et d'Auvergn
dlEstampes et de Bouloingne et d'il
" Et contient le [lit Livre six Livr
MARC POI., Frere Odric de I'Ord
neun, Le Livre fait de la requeste
ran de Piercgort [Book of Boldcnsel]
Kaan, Le Livre de Messire Guillau
Le Livre de Frere Jehan Hayton
monstre, Le Livre de Frere Bieu
l'ordre des Freres Prescheurs. E
Livre Deux cens soixante six histoir
Of the 266 hirfot'rcs or miniatures in t
83 belong to the story of Polo. W
engraving from one at p. 4of vol. i
mated in the catalogue of the Libra
Berry in 1416 (quoted by Pauthi
nivalent ( i f p a d ) to about I 151.

Lagc folio on velIua

,6 :

,,

.

. .

,,

Ditto, ro,z6o (now Fr.
5631.

I

.

.
;

I

1

I

I

1

I

/

I

I

I
,,

17

.

( , , . . 1 This

. .

D~tto,10,270 (now Fr.
5649).
1

Ditto, ? (675) ?

rg

I

1

I

I

1

I

.

. .

. .

,,

. . .
. . .I
. . .

I know nothing of this MS. except its r
given in the Table ap nded to the
It then belonged to t E Comte dlAr
1 it entered as belonging to the Bibl.
if correctly.

. .

Ditto, No. 3195.

. .

Lafin

Ditto, No. 2616

. .
. .

,, . .
,, . .
Ifdian .

This is the old Latin veaion publishe
GPog., and which I have cited 3s Gt
G. L. See vol. i. p. cxvi.

I

,
22

.

,,

is Pauthier's XIS. C (see as be
which has the certificate about the o
to the Seigneur de Cepoy.
At the end is "Brrlmrr PIcharf scr@si
parchment, in a clear enough half-c
Came from the library of the Archb. o

1

I

,,

1

I

I

I

"Ci commencent les rebriches de cest
pellez le Deuisement du Montle, le
contrefain du Livre de AIcssire Mar
citoie~lde Venisse creant Crist."
At the beginning of the Text is a c
Kublai on his brtftschr carried by 4
p. 301) ; and after the prologue an
repe5enting the l'rincess Aijaruc \v
wooer (vol. ii. p. 395).
This is Pauthier's MS. A (vol. i. p. c
in the Duc de Berry's Library, value

Ditto, NO. 6244

Ditto, Codd. Ital., No.
,
10,259.

i

I

I I
.

Pipino's
Ditto

. . . . .
. . . .

. .

Paper, 4to., of 14th century. Seen, but n
any care, which I regret, as the read
it may have been that text from wh
lated.
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Lnpage.

I

-

of MSS. of

PARIS.

. .

1

Former Library of
Baron C. Walclenaer.

I

1

i

M a r c o Polo's Book, &

!

Description of MSS.

p
p
p
p
p

. .

A Miscellaneous Volum, containi
of Pipino's version. Present loc%
LUXEMBURG.

24

LUXEMUURC. City Library, No. 50

1

.

Latin

. .

Volume containing several works;
Marchi (Pauli) Vnu/iLibtr Narra
Paper; written 1448 by Tilman Pl
ecclesie SS. Chresanti et Dane m

I

ITALY.

25

VENICE

...

Lafirr

St. Mark's Library, C1.
X. Codd. Lat. 72.

. .:

Pipino's.
Formerly belonged to the monaste
Viyidarw at Padua, to which it wa
Marchanova, Doctor of Arts an

1
I

'

'

. . .
-

CI. X.
1 Ditto,
L~t.128.

\

Ditto

Codd.

CI. V I . Codd.

ltd. 5 6 .

(I::E~b"~;ed by Marden
Another of Pipino's.

,

1tolia1 (Yen.
clinlccl).

\

~5

tt

P

Paper, 4to.,

A m l c tran~lntinnor Pipinols ~
the 15th c.wt.
! ~ ~ s ~ ~ . . l - ..r
l i ~, I. >~. . ~
,
*..I . . .
u. ,. .
,-. -

, "'7;.';":'.':!';:

. .

. .

,: ....,,. .

.

,,

28

. . .

,,

29

30

1

,,

. .

.

'

I
h f i ~.

. MWO Civico, Cbl/.

. .

Cicugna, No. 2389.

Library of Count Doni
dalle Rose.

I

FERRARA.

,,

D~ttn, CI. V1. Codd.
Irnl. 20s.

I

.

I
Pu11lic I.ibrary,No.35n
(336, N.
5).
Ambrosian Library, hI.
526, Sc. I).

(

.

Volume also containing Odoric and
'Shis is the MS. noticed at vol. i. p.
several passages found in no other
sio's Italian. Written in 1401 by
son of Pietro Muleto of Fodnn (o
whilst studying Rhetoric at Patlua
Paper, large 410.
Na/inn,dth It begins : " Quegli che desiderano
aVenet~an raviglose chose del mondo de
ersia e tartaria dell indie et dive
tinge.
Egano questo libro et intentlerano
citadino Veneciano Miss. March
ends : " Explicit liber hiillionis
Expleto ad CCCCXLVI mensis
simo-octavo."
These extracts indicate that it belon
as the Sloane MS. No. 5 in our li
Insipit prolops Lidri qui vulgari h
,,
~filim."
This looks as if it were nof Pipino's.

,

Lotit;

. .'

;
Este Library

. . . .

Corrc.,ponds to the L c l ~ e t ~ acclllluu
ll
nlore inaccurate, with al,\urd inte
The volume contnl~~s
a150 Odonc, A
tla ciama, Colun~bu,, kc., berng
the 16th cent.
Paper, 4t0. Belonged to Morelli.

,, . .

Fragments extracted from Pipino's
end of and part of the Cronica Lib
of Fr. Jacopo d'Acqui (vol. i. p. L
Paper, folio. 14th cent.

Pipino's. Parchment of 14th cent.
of this (Scr@ft. VIL) as "/wfassi
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FRANCE--conhnd.

. . .

Former Library of
Baron C. Wdckenaer.

PARIS

1

1

Lufi~r

. . I A Miscellaneous Volume, containi

of Pipino's version. Present 13ty

LUXEMBURG.
24

.

City Library, No. 50

LUXEMBURG

.

Lafitr

. .
I

Volume containing several works
Marchi (Pauli) V m r t i L i k N o d i
Paper; written 1448 by Tilman Pl
ecclesie SS. Chresanti et Darie m
ITALY.

25

26

: VENICE .

.

,,
'

27

.

,,

'

St. Mark's Library, C1.
X. Codd. Lat. 72.

/

...

Ditto, C1. X. Codd.
Lat.128.
Ditto. CI. VI. Codd.
Ital. 56.

I

1

bfi71

.

. : Pipino's.

I
1

I

1

,, .

.

Formerly belonged to the monaste
Viridorw at Padua, to which it wa
Marchanova, Doctor of Arts an
Paper, 4to.
(It is mentioned by Marsden as at P
Another of Pipino's.

Paper, 4to.,

Italian(Vm. A rude iramdation of Pipino's Vers
ther~thcent.
dialect).
Also contains a trnnslation of the
Dr Loris T'rir Sarrcttr. Belonge
I
I'aper, folio.

/

Ditto, C1. VI. Codd.
Ital. 208.

,

Corresponck to the Venetian edition o
more inaccurate, with ab*urd interpo
The volume contains also Odoric, A. C
da Gama, Columbus, &c., being of
the 16th cent.
Paper, 4to. Belonged to Morelli.

t

1

/
. .

Volume also containing Odoric and oth
This is the MS. noticed at vol. i. p. cxx
several assages found in no other te
sio's Itaylan, Written in 1401 by th
son of Pietro Muleto of Fodan (or F
whilst studying Rhetoric at Padua.
Paper, large 4to.
Library of Count Donh Italian, with ' It begins : " Quegli che desiderano d'e
raviglose chose del mondo de 1'A
avenetian
dalle Rose.
ersia e tartaria dell indie et diverse
tinge.
egano questo libro et intenderano qu
!itadin0 Veneciano Miss. Marcho
ends : " Explicit liber Millionis c
Expleto ad CCCCXLVI mensis se
I
simo-octavo."
These extracts indicate that it belongs
I
as the Sloane MS. No. 5 in our list.
I
Incipir prologur Lidri p i vulgan' hor
Public Libmry,No.35n
,,
(336, N. B. 5).
1
I
i2f11iar."
' This looks as if it were not Pipino's.

Museo Civico, COO. h f i n
Cicogna, NO. 23%

1

I

I

Ambrosian Library, M.
526, SC.D.

Este Library

. . . .

1
,,

.

F r v e n t s extracted from Pipino's Ve
end of 2nd part of the Cronica &i
of Fr. Jacopo d'Acqui (vol. i. p. lxxx
Paper, folio. 14th cent.

Pipino's. Parchment of 14th cent.
of this (Scripll. VIL) as "jortasris a
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Bibb. Magliabecchiana
(now Nazionale), Cl.
XIII., Plut. IV. c.

Dewription of MSS
- --

- -

-.

I

Italian (Tus- The Crusca MS., of which an acc
vol. i. p. cvii scyy.
can).
Paper, folio, early in 14th cent

1%

Ditto, ditto, ditto, c. 73

,,

. .

Ditto, ditto, ditto, c. 61

Ditto, ditto, c. 136

. .

Riccnrdian Library.

.

Ifalidn

9

,

. .

.

.

Many liberties taken with the text,
and disarranged. Thus, aftcr t
ceeds : " A l nomc di Dio w ma
racconfer~trrtfe le nraravi~lwosech
&c. &c." It ends at thc chapte
following impertinence : " E sf
nanzi dimandufent un alfro ch'
c m a i p i l i manti." The Khalif
Reobarles, Reubarbo, with a ma
hand, " Rnrbarbr citth di Persia
barber0 h e r b medicinale."
Corn leted by Dolfo Spini, 16th
Ele!onged to the Stroui Collectio

This corresponds to the Pucci MS. n
I t contains the colophon quoted
Paper, folio, 1392. Not well writt
Ex Bibl. Gaddim%

Both beginning and end are mising
from the Cmm.
Endx with Chapter on

Kuxwin.

lio

of Mandevile and a valuable c
documcnts of 15th cent. ant1 begi
Paper, 410. 16th cent.

. .I

1.ilraryof l'ucci Family

I

,,

42

43

1

1.1-cc.\

SILSA

4 K~IJIK

.

. Billb Palatina (now

/

. . .
. .

I

united to Nazionalc).
Cod. 572.

Library of Lucchcsini
Family.

I
. I Public Library,

. . .

i

1

C. V.

Vatican Library, Cod.
2207, Offobonicz,ro.

1

Pipino's ; but reaching only to Bk.
Paper. 14th cent.
Niilian

.

. See remarks at vol. i. p crvii. C

,

'391.

The language differs slightly from
and, where I have compared it,
Ends with Rossia.
Paper, small qto. 14th cent.
Written somewhat roughly in a very
is "i?fcsscr Rtsfaw da Pira." l'h
the Polos a " tovnglia d'wo."
/fo/rcz,r(Ven. Corresponds to the conupt Venice
dialect.
in 1496. Contains aLo Odor~co
I Completed ~ z t hMarch, 1465, 1)y
" m r u l f i d e de Bcrz~tur~." Pap

1
I
I I f d i a n . . Thiscontains
is a miscellaneous his. which,
a fragment of Polo, " Q

Missere MHcho Polo da Vinegia d
che trovo p lo mondo," kc. It c
sew Sfuio da Pisa. N.B.-Bald
similar description of a fragment
press mark A. IV. 8. I assume
that I saw.
A fragment, going no further tha
Georgia, and ending thus: .' Aut
scay dire parquoi je vous fois fin
de notre Seigneur soi benoist et d
Amen. Loys de 1,uxembourg."
Parchment. 14th cent.
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ROME.

. . .

46

,,

. . .

Ditto, No. 3x53.

. . 1 ,, .

47

,,

. . .

Ditto, No. 5260.

. .

Vatican Library, No. ; Latin
2935.

,

I Barberini

Library,
XXXIV. 4

I

,,

.
. .

,,

. .

I

I

I
I

1

. .

,,

. . . I llitto,

I

so

1

D ~ O ,LVIlI.

NO.

40

934

. .

...

Pipino's. Very neat and clean; apparently of 14th cent.
Parchment.
Ditto. Very clearly and regularly written. Apparently
15th cent.
A \IS.volume, containing Ricold of Jlonte Crnce; Traetntus diviiionis c.t anihitils Orhi4 Tc.rranim, &c. ; Liber
cle clivisione Orl,is 'rcrrzrum ; I.il>rllu.; clc Jlirabilibus
L'rtjis Komx ; nncl " /nrift/ d,. .l/ortlrrc rt ( ; d u n
17zrirt~zfihtt.r
cditt~.rf f .Iforc//o I;?L>
1 ;~trrt~~."
It is very
crnniply written, much compres~ccl,nncl llns no division into books o r chnptcrc. Is:nds wit11 " Roscia,
prm.i,rrin vmrintn." " F.'.rp/iiit /r/*r//rf.r
rdi!r~.ra Dno.
Marrho Polo dr Vmrltiu dr dmrr~isprmrinci~sn grtltibur ntundi, rt carum ritibu~d ttwibw dizwsi~d

flrfibu~."
Parchment, large thin 4to.

I

,,

An old Latin abridgment of Polo, entitled Dc JfirabiIi6w Jfundi. The same volume contains a tract,
@ MirabilibKl Rome, to which also Polo's name is
gwen. Paper. 14th c a t .

I

I

i

ITALY - ~ i r u c d .

..

I

49

Authorities.

-

I f ~ i l t(zV e This is the f q m e n t spoken of vol. i. p. cxxvii. note,
I t is a transcript made a parently in the 17th cent.
from a MS. xrltten in I.&.

. .

a

*
a

14th cent.

, netiandial.)
/f,r/i,,tr

Ditto, and Luwri.

I give this on Baldello's authority. I
my visit to the Borlxrini.

Jicl

not rce it on

*
~,,ld~fi.~~,,~,

. . ,' Corsini Library, No.
. . . Chigi Library, N. VI. II fidian . .
40.

,, .
,,

st

1111.

I

I

I

I

BM a note in the handwriting of Pope Alexander VII.

(Fabio Chi ' of Siena, 1655-1667), which draws attention to Eenese peculiarities in the language, and
assigns the date about 1420.

I

. .
54 1 TOLEDO. . .

53

!

Escu~lrr

1

SPAIN.

.....
Cathedral Library . .

Liby

I

9 9

I Seems to be different from any of the other Latin versons. It has the prefatory address to "Domini fmp c r a & ~ Rtyes,
~,
hem: (LC.
8vo. Paper. Of 15th cent.

1

hlictn (Ve- This is a copy of the S o r a m MS., of which M d e n
has 'ven an ample notice after Apostolo &no, and
netian).
whicf has disappeared from knowledge.

I

56 i B E R ~

I
i

1

. . .1
i

SWITZERLAND.
Canton Library

. .

I
,
i

I hare examined this 31s. mitiutely, and nm satisfied I
that it is a copy of I'autliier's C, i.i., S o . 1 7 in our

List. Like thzt (am1 no other) it bears the certificate
reprrling the Seigneur de Cepoy (vol. i . 1)p. xcvi!
acvii). 'She MS. is fully described in Sinner's Catnl o p e . It is in very beautiful condition, very clearly i
written on parchment, with all the initials filled u p in ;
gold and colours, and with numerous flowered scrolls.
It lielonged to Bongan, whose autograph is on it :" f & ~ t t ~ , , ~ r rdc
- rl~n ce~tr/oi>irLA. Nr. (if . T ~ ~ i n i / / r . ' '

Ditto.

Indications.

Dcscripcion of MSS

Language.

SWITZERLAND-cotrfittilcd.
Canton Library

. . .1

1

Italian (Ve- In a neat running-hand resemblin
much abridged, especially in the
netian dial.)
I Small pa 4to. -It is inscribed : "
tobit r M r . Anrrl, firi dr la
Vutmn " ( I ) .

GERMANY.
Royal Library, Codd.
Lat. %9.

Ditto, Codd. Lat. 850.
Ditto, ?
Ditto, ?

'

. . . . .
. . . . .

Folio, paper. 15th cent.
Also Pipino's tract Dr Lo& Trrrrr S
Dr Casibur V i r m m fllwfrium.

,,

. . : Ditto.

,,

. .
. .

,,

Paper, 4to. 15th cent.
Also Pipino's tract Dr Locis Trrrv

Errrrpfa & q u s Histona, pinc~;da

Narrafiones cx rjus l~brodepurtibus

. . . .

,,

.
..

. . . . . . . *

,,

. . 1 The whole .

Ditto, Cod. Germ. 696
Ditto,
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Grrnutt

The version published at Nurembcr
Paper, +to.
Fragment

I

. . . . .

.

.

y 1
66
&

..

. . .I? . . . . . . . .
WOLFENBUTTEL
/ Ducal Library . . .
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-
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68 BERLIN .

. .

. .

.

Royal Library

. . .
. . .

i
69
I

70

,

. . .

. . . .
WUR~BLIRG. ' Royd Library . . .
1
GIESSEN. . . University Library,
,,

'

Ditto

.
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.
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A~ENTZ . . .

71 : JENA

I
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Two YSS. of Pi ino's. (One of these
containing p o t , Odoric, Ricold,
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, published by Mr.
1 Muiu A m ' @ a h o r . Lipsize, 1%)

I

1.

. . , A fragment or extracts, different from
. . ; Pipino's. A h contains Mappa-Mund
'

i

M c h ~ ~ &c.
m , I believe this is the
burgensis collated by Andreas Miill

(16711.

. A modem MS., said to be a copy of th

. . I Marnu P&
. . Ii M. P&
!

,

i

I

d for e
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1

I

72

e

I

,,
,,

I

'

T

i

67 '

...

..

. . i ,, . . ,
I
Chapter
,, . .

dc d2i~abiIh.rbfundi.

& V m t i ~cir Rcpionibu
other matter), probably Pipino's.
Paper. Folio. I 5th cent.
(I know not if it is a second, which is ci
(Nalrro n Rusak) from C0tnlop.r C d
C i s m ~ by
,
V.Adrion, Frankfor
up rilb EIlSeEus and entilled
P.
rt con&. M . Rrgionum.

University Library

Pipino's.

Metropolitan
No. 52.

Pi ino's.

Followed by H. of Alexand

A collection containing in
f'olo, Odoric, Ricold, and Boldensel
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APP. H

APPENDIX
H.-Bibliography of Marco Polu's Book.
I.--PRINCIPAL

EDITIONS.

I d o not intend t o attempt a list of all t h e editions of Polo ; a t a s k for
which I have n o advantages, a n d which will b e found well d o n e in Lazari's
Appendix, based o n Marsden. B u t it m a y b e useful t o mention t h e chief
Editions, with their dates.
1477. The first Printed Edition is in German. W e have given a reduced F a c simile of its Frontispiece at page ciii. " D i n Aaf grdrurkf Frirr
Crriisswr zu Numbrrg nach crish' gtpura Tavrrnf virrhundrrf wrd
i/,r sibcn vnd aa6nrcu$r iar " (Marsden).
1481. A reproduction of the preceding at Augsburg, in the same volume with
the Hidory of DuRr Lropold atrd Air Son William of Autria.
About 1490. Pipino's Latin; the only printed edition of that version Without
place, date, or printer's name.
14.
Edition in Venetian Dialect, printed by G. B. Sessa
1500. The preceding reproduced at Brescia (often afterwards ill Italy).
1502. Portuguese Version from Pipino, along with the Travels of Nicolo Conti.
Printed at Lishon by Valentym Fernandez, Alemao (see vol. ii. of this
work, p. 239). Stated to have been translated from the MS. presented
by Venice to Prince Pedro (vol. i. p. cliv).
1520. Spanish version by Rodrigo de Santaella Sm'Ikz.
1529. Ditto. Reprinted at Logrono.
1532. NOVUSOrbis-Basileae (see vol. i. p. cxxi).
1556. French Version from the N m w Orbis.
1559. Ramusio's 2nd volume, containing his version of Polo, of which we ham
spoken amply.
1579. First English Version, made by John Frampton, according to Marsdcn.
from the Spanish version of Seville or Logrono.
1625. Purchas's Pilgrims, vol. iii. contains a very loose translation from Ramusio.
166.+ Dutch Version, from the Nanrr Orbis. Amfrrdamr.
1671. Andreas Muller of Greiffenhagen reprints the Latin of the Nmnu Or&,
with n collation of readings from the Pipino MS. at Berlin; and with
it the book of Hayton, and a disquisition Dr Chrdui8. The Editor
appears to have been an enthusiast in his subject, but he selected his
text very injudiciously (see vol. i. p. cxxi).
1735. Bergeron's interesting collection of Medieval Travels in Asia, published
in French at the Hague. The Polo is a translation from Miiller, and
hence is (as we have already indicated) at 6th hand.
I 747. In Astley's Collection, IV. 580, sryy., there is an abstract of Polo's book.
with brief notes, which are extremely acute, though written in a vulgar
tone, too characteristic of the tinie.
I 818. Marsden's famous English Edition.
1824. The Publication of the most valuable MS. and most genuine form of t h e
text, by the Soc. de GCographie of Paris (see vol. i. p. cix). It also
contains the Latin Text (No. 19 in our list of MSS.).
1827. Baldello.Boni published the Crusca MS. (No. 3 4 , and republished the
Ramusian Version, with numerous notes and interesting diswrtntions.
The 2 volumes are cumbered with 2 volumes more, containing, as a
Preliminary, a History of the Mutual Relations of Europe and Asia,
which prohably no Inan ever read. Florrtrrt.
1844. Hugh %IurraylsEdition. It is, like the present one, eclectic as regards
the test, hut the Editor I L ? ~ taken large liberties with the alrangernent
uf thc Hook.
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1845. Biirck's German Version, Leipzig. I t is translated from Ramusio, with
copious notes, chiefly derived from Marsden and Ritter. There are
some notes at the end added by the late Karl Friedrich Neumann, but
as a whole these are disappointing.
1847. Lazari's Italian edition was prepared at the expense of the late Senator
L Pasini, in commemoration of the meeting of the Italian Scientific
Congress at Venice in that year, to the members of which it was presented. It is a creditable work, but too hastily got up.
1854 Mr. T. Wright prepared an edition for Bohn's Antiq. Library. The notes
are in the main (and professedly) abridged from Marsden's, whose text
is generally followed, but with the addition of the historical chapters,
and a few other modifications from the Geographic Text.
1854-57.Viugcyrs A n r i m d Modcrnu, bc. Par M. Ed. Charton.
Paris. An interesting and creditable popular work. Vol. ii. contains hfarco Polo, with many illustrations, including copies from
miniatures in the Lkurr dcr kfmn'IIcs (App. F, No. 15).
1863. Signor Adollo Bartoli reprinted the Crusca MS. from the original,
making a careful comparison with the Geographic Text. H e has prefixed a valuable and accurate Essay on Marc0 Polo and the Literary
History of his Book, by which I have profited.
1S65. M. Pauthier's learned edition.

11.-TITLES

OF SUNDRYBOOKSAND PAPERSWHICH
OF MARCOPOLO AND HIS BOOK.

TREAT

I. SALVIATI,
Cavalier LIONARDO.Degli Avvertirncnti h l l a Lingua
s@ra ' l Deramcronc. In Venezia, I 584.
Has some brief remarks on Texts of Polo, and on references to him or hi story
in Villani and Boccaccio.
Z.

MARTINI,MARTINO. NOVUSA f h SitrenSiS. Amstelodami, 1655.

The Maps are from Chinese sources, and are surprisingly good. The D ~ r i p tionr. also from Chinese works but interspersed with infonnation of Martini's own,
have, in their completeness, never been superseded. This estimable Jauit often
r e f m to Polo with dectionate zeal, identifying his localities, and justifying his
descriptions The edition quoted in this book forms a part of Blaeu's Great At185
(1663). It was also reprinted in Thdvenot's Collection.

3. KIRCHER,
ATHANASIUS.China Illusfrata. Amstelodami, 1667.
H e also often refers to Polo, but chiefly in borrowing from Martini.

4. MAGAILLANS,
GABRIEL
DE (properly iliagalhaens). NouvellC DCS-

m;bfion de ia Chine, confenant la dcscr#tion dcs Parfirularifds
les plus considerabCcs dc re Grand Empire. Paris, 1688.
Contains many excellent elucidations of Polo's work.

5. CORONELLI,
VINCENZO. Aflarzte Vet~efo.Venezia,

1%.

Has some remarks on Polo, and the identity of Cathay and CamMuc with
China.and Peking.

6. MURATORI,LUD. ANT. Perfitfa Pocsia, con note d i SAI.VINI.
Venezia, I 724.
In vol. ii. p. 117,Salvini makes some remarks on the languwe in which he
supposes Polo to have composed his Rook.
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7. FOSCARINI,MARCO. Della Lelfcrafura Vmeaiana.
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Padova, 1752.

Vol. I. 414, scqq.
8.

-,-

.

Frammenfo inedifo di, inforno a i Viaggiafori Vernesiani; accompanied by Remarks on Biirck's Gernlan edition of
Marco Polo, by T o ~ h r a s oGAR (now Director of the Venice
Archives). In Archivio .Yforico Ifaliano, Append. Tom. IV. p.
89, s w .

9. ZENO, APOSTOLO. Annofaxioni s@ra la Bidliofcca dell 'Eloqnmsu
Ifaliarta di Gilcsto Fonfanini. Venezia, 1753.
See Marsden's Introduction, passim.
lo. TIRABOSCHI,GIROLAMO. .Yforia della Lefteraturn Ifaliann.
Modena, 1772-1783.
There is a disquisition 011 Polo, with some judicious remarks (IV. pp. 68-73).
TOALDO,CIUSEPPE. Saggi di S f u Q Venefi nelP Asfronomia e n e l l a
Marina. Ven. I 782.
This work, which I have not seen, is stated to contain some remarks on Polo's
Book. The author had intended to write a Commentary thereon, and had collected books and copies of MSS. with this view, and read an article on the subject
before the Academy of I'adua, but did not live to fulfil his intention (d. 1797).
I I.

12.

FORSTER,J. KEINHOLD. H. dcs Dllcouvcrfes el dcs Voyage$ f a i t s
dans le A'ord. French Version. Paris, I 788.

13. SPRENGEL,MATHIAS CHRISTIAN. Geschichfe der wichtrgsfetc
geograj%ischm Enfdecknngn, &c. and Ed. Halle, I 792.
This book, which is a marvel for the quantity of interesting matter which it
contains in small space, has much about Polo.
14. ZURLA,Abate PLACIDO. Disscrfaaioni di Marco Polo e dcgli a l f r i
Viaggidori Veneziani, &c. Venezia. I 818-19.
This book is said to have procured a Cardinal's Hat for the author. It is a
respectilble book, and I dam say the reward has been oftem worse earned, thougtr
it seems inappropriate.
IS,

16. QUARTERLYREVIEW,Vo1. XXI. (18191, contains an Article on
Marsden's Edition, written by John Barrow, Esq. ; and that for
July, 1868, contains another on Marco Polo and his Recent Editors,
written by the present Editor.

17. ASIA, Hist. Account of D i s c m ~ a yand Travels in.
MURRAY. Edinburgh, I 820.

By HUGH

18. I:LAPROYH, JULIUS. A variety of most interesting articles in the
Journal Asiatique (see Ser. I. Tom. IV., Tom. IX. ; Ser. 11.
Tom. I., Tom. XI., &c.), and in his Af'moires Relatzys h C'Asic.
Paris, 1824.
Klaproth spenks more than once a s if he had a con~pleteCommentary on
Marco Polo prepared or in preparation (6.g.. see 3 As., Ser. I. Tom. IV. p. 380).
But the examination af his papers after his death produced little or nothing of this
kind.
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19. CICOGNA,EMMANUELE.Dcllc Zs&ioni
Zllustratc. Venezia, 1824-1843.
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Venezianc, Raccolfc rd

Contains valuable notices regarding the Polo Family.

R ~ M U S A JEAN
T,
PIERREABEL. MPlanges Asiafiqucs. Paris, 1825.
Nouvellcs Mklanps As. Paris, I 829.
The latter contains (I.381, sqq.) an article on Marsden's Marco Polo, and one
(p. 397, sqq.) upon Zurla's Book.

20.

21.

ANTOLOGIA,edited by VIEUSSIEUX. Tom. XIX. B. pp. 92-124.
Firenze, 1825.
A Review of the publication of the old French Text by the Soc de Gdographie.

22. ANNALIUNIVERSALI
D I STATISTICA. Vol. XVI. p. 286. Milano,
1828. Article by F. CUSTODI.
23. WALCKENAER,
Baron C.
Laon, 1830.

Vies dc $lrrsieurs Personnes Ccl2brcs.

This contains a Life of Marco Polo, but I have not seen it.

24. ST. JOHN, JAMES AUGUSTUS. Lives of
London, (circa I 831.)

Cdebrafcd Travcllcrs.

Contains a Life of Marco Polo, which I regret not to have seen.

25. COOLEY,W. D. Hist. of Maritime a n d Inland Discovery.
(circa 1831).

London,

Contains a good chapter on Marco Polo.
26. RITTER, CARL. Die Erdkundc von Asistr. Berlin, 1832,s q q .
This great work abounds with judicious comments on Polo's geography, m a t
of which have been embodied in Burck's edition.

27. DELECLUZE,M. Article on Marco P d o in the R m c dU DCUX
iMandes for July, 1832. Vol. VII.

28. PAULIN-PARIS,
M. Papers of much value on the MSS. of Marco Polo.
&c., in Bulletin de la Soc. dc Gdograjhic for 1833, Tom. XIX,
pp. 23-3 I ; as well as in Journal Asiatique, Ser. I I. Tom. XI I.
pp. 244-54 ; L'lnstifut, 3ournal des Sciences, &c., 'Sect. I I.
Tom. XVI. Jan. 1851.
29. MALTE-BRUN. P r l c h a2 la Clog. Universclle, 4itme Ed. par
HUOT. Paris, 1836.
Vol. I. (p. 551, stqq.) contains a section on Polo, very poor and full of errors
30. D E MONTEMONT,
ALBERT. Bibliothkque Univrrsdlc des Voyages.
I n Vol. XXXI. pp. 33-51there is a Notice of Marco Polo.

31. PALGRAVE,
SIR FRANCIS. Thc Merchant a n d U c Friar.
1837.

London,

The Merchant is Marco Polo, who is supposed to visit England, after hi;
return from the East, and to become acquainted with the Friar Roger Bacon.
The hook consists chiefly of their conversations on many subjects.
It does not affect the merits of this interesting book that Bacon is believed to
have died in 1292, some years before hIarcols return from the East.
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32. D'AVEZAC,M. Remarks in his most valuable Notice s u r les Ancirnx
Voyages a2 Tartaric. &c., in the Renrcil de Voyages d de AZdmoircs PvbliPjar la Soc& a2 Glograjhie, Tom. IV. p. 407, seqq.
Paris, 1839. Also article in the BuNctin dc la Soc. dc GPog., &c.,
for August, 1841 ; and in Journal Asiaf. Ser. 11. Tom. XVI.
p. 117.
33. PARAVEY,M. Article in Journ.
1841, p. 101.

Asiatiquc, Ser. 11. Tom. XVI.,

34. HAMMER-PURCSTALL,
in Bull. de l a Soc. dc Clog.., Tom. Ill.,

No.

21,

p. 45.

35. QUATREM~RE,
~ T I E N N E . His works on Oriental subjects abound in
valuable indirect illustrations of M. Polo ; but in Notices el E x i r a i f i
dcs M S . dc la Biblioth>que du Roi, Tom. XIV. Pt. I. pp. 281-286,
Paris, 1843, there are some excellent remarks both on the work
itself and on Marsden's Edition of it.
36. MACFARLANE,
CHARLES. Romance of Travel. London C. Knight.
I 846.
A good dad of intelhgent talk on Marco Polo.
37. MEYER, ERNST H. F. Geschichte dcr Botanih. Konigsberg,
1854-57.
In Vol. IV. there is a special chapter 011 Marco Polo's notices of plants.
38. THOMAS,Professor G. M. A paper on Marco Polo in the Procccdingx
of the ~WutfichAcadcmy, about 1860-62, the note of which 1 have
unfortunately lost.
39. KHANIKOFF,NICOLASDE. Notice SUT (C Livrc de Marc0 Polo,
lditd et commcntl j a r M. C. Pauthier. Paris, I 866. Extracted
from the Journal Asiatiqvc.
40. CAHIER, PARE. Criticism of Pauthier's Marco Polo, and reply by
M. Pauthier, in ~ t h d c Litthaircs
s
et Religicvscs of 1866 and 1867.
Paris.
Not seen by present editor.
41. B A R T H ~ L E M
DEYST. HILAIRE. A series of articles on Marco Pol0
in the Journal dcs Savants for January-May, 1867, chiefly consisting of a reproduction of Pauthier's views and deductions.
42. D E GUBERNATIS,
Prof. ANCELO. Mcmoria Intorno a i ViaggMtori
Italiani nclle Indie Oricntali, d a l secolo XIZI. a tutto il XVI.
Firenze, 1867.
43. BIANCONI,Prof. CIUSEPPE. Dcgli Scritti di Marco Polo c delP
Ucccllo Nvc da l v i mcnzionato. z parts. Bologna, 1862 and 1868.
A meritorious essay, containing good remarks on the comparison of different
Texta
44. KINCSLEY,HENRY. Tales of Old Travel rcnarrated. London,
I 869.
This begins with Marco Polo, the only one of the "Tales" that I have read.
Having much respect for Mr. Kingsley, and Kingsleys in ge~ieral,1 regret that
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he should have put forth the very eccentric geography m d history to be found in
this. Mr. Kingsley is the author of another story about Marco Polo in a magazine.
bat I m o t give the reference.
45. GHIKA, Princess ELENA
(Dora d'lsfria). hfarco Polo, I f Crisfoforo
CbComdo dell' Asia. Trieste, I 869.

APPENDIX
I.-Titles

of Works which are cited by abbreviated
References in this Book.

ABR. ROGER. See La P w f t ome~te.
&AD.
M C p ~ i r u& l'A~a&ie d u fnsrriptions.
AIN-I-AKBARI
or AIN AKB. BL., refen to Blochmann's Transl. in Bidlwf&a.
Calcutta, I*,
sqg.
ALEXANDRIADE,
ou Chanson dt Ges&
d'Al-ndrt-Cc-Grd,
de Lambcrt
de Court et Atexandm de Bernay.
Dinan et Paris, 1861.
AM. Exm. E n d *
Kwpfer':
Amanirahrm Exofuarum Fascuulr
V. Lemgoviae, 1712.
AMYOT. M h o i r u C o t ~ m m nlu
t ChiSOL,6r. Paris, v. y.
AVA. M l s s r o ~TO, N a r r h t of Mcr/br
Phyrr'J.
By Capt' H'
London, ISSB

CHINE MODERNE. By Pauthier and
Bazin, in L' Univtrs Pittwcspuc.
Paris, 1853.
ANCIENNE By Pauthier, in
ditto. Paris, 1837.
CLAVIJO. By C. R. Markham. Hak.
Soc., 1859.
CONTI, Travtls of Nlr020, i n I&
i n , thr x v t h cmlttry.
Hak. SOC.
1857.
D ' A v a u c S ~ XApp. H, 11. No. 32.
DAvlEs,s REPORT. R q . on the TI&
1
and R w r c u of the Counfriu on tlu
, N; W. ~~d~~~ B ~ .16.
Lahore. 1862. (By . H. Davies,
Sec. to the Punjrvb Government.)
I DEGUIGNES.Yqyagrs (f PcRisg, &PC.
Paris, 1808.
AYEEN AKBERY,refers to Gladwin's
DELLADECIMA,
&c. Lisbone e Lucca.
Translation. Calcutta, 1787.
1765-66. The 3rd volume of this
Trans' by Leyden
BABERv Mema ?
'f
contains the Mercantile Handbook ot
and Erskine. London, 1826.
Pcgololli (circa r w ) , and the 4th
BACON,
- - - Roger. 0 'M a ! u ~ - Veneto
volume that of U s ~ n (1440).
175".
DELLA VALLE, P.
Yizggi: E d
BABR, und Helmexsen. Brirmgr zur
Brighton, 1843.
Kmnfniss &s R w k c h Rriches, &c.
Din. DE LA PERSE. D k f . Grog. Hid.
St. Petersburg, I 839, srgg.
ct fitf. de la P.,&C. Par Barbier de
BIOT. D2t. &S n o w , &C., dts vi'I&s,
Meynard. Paris, 1861.
Err., dr la Chine. Paris, 1842.
D'OHSSON.
H ' . des Mongolr. La
HRIDGMAN, Rev. Dr., S&hcr o fk
Haye et Amsterdam, 1834.
Meuo~d-tsd, Translated by.
3.
D O O L I ~ L E .The &rial .Li/r of (/re
North CAina BY. R. A. S. for Dec.
Chirun. Condensed Edltion. Lon1859.
BUCHON. C h r o n i y u &tra~rb+ru ~ r - don, 1868.
&fives aux Exp'dilwns Franraisu , DOUETD'ARCQ. ComP(LI a5 P R r p t tmir dcs Roir & France au X l v 8
pmdatrt & XZZfe si)rk. P a r k 1841. /
st&&.
Paris, 185I.
BURNES. Truvtls. 2nd ed. London, '
DOZYand ENGELMANN.
G(ossaire dex
1835.
mots EspagmLE d Portugais &hLr de
B ~ ~ S1CNG'S
H fifagazin f u r die nnrc HisZ ' A r a k 2nd ed. Leydq 186g.
to& undCmgraphir. Hdle, I 779,sqq.
CAHIEKET M ~ R T I NAfClaugu
.
#A+- EDRISI. T r d . f i r An~Mic3aubcrl.
Recutil dt Yqyogcs d dr M h . Paris,
rhrblogie. Paris, v. y.
I 836-1 840.
CARP., CARPINI. Ed. in Kcruril dr
Y o y a p rt & filCmoiru. Tom IV.
LIE o e LAPRIMAUDAIEktuacs S U ~
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APPENDIX
K.- Valucs of certain Moneys, Weights, n?rd
Measures occurring in this Book.
The Livre Tournoia of the period may be taken, on the mean
of the valuations cited at pp. 82, 83 of this volume, as equal in value
of silver in modern French money to
.
.
18.8 francs.
I n English money equivalent to .
.
. . . I&. 8d.
The Lfvre Parieia was worth one-fourth more than the Tournois,*
and therefore equivalent to
.
. 22'72 francs.
.
.
. . . I&.@.
Or
The Mark of Silver may be taken as equivalent to qqr. or thereab0uts.t
TheVenice Gold Ducat (or Zecchin), first coined in accordance with
a Law of 31st Oct. 1283, was in our standard gold value worth $ . gr.4'284d.
But accounts at Venice were kept in Lire, of which there were several
kinds, ziz. :
I. The Lire ai Oromi (in Latin documents, Libra dmarimvm Vmefomm
adgr0sm.r) was reckoned by decree of 2nd June, 1285, to go 2 to the
ducat.
...-

. .

.

.

.

. . . .
. .
. . .
. .

.

~

-

- - -

See ( D u w dt St. Mnnr) Essai snf III Mon&s,
LC. Paris, 1746, p xv. Also Daul
&An-q, PP. 5, 15, LC.
t The English Pound sterling of that period was equivalent in silver value to L3 gr. d. T h e
Mark was f of .&I ; hence = 43s. 5 . d .
The Cologne Mark, according to Pcgolotti, was the same as the Eng1i.h mark.
according to Dupld St. Mnl~r,was r about 3 l i v n r .
The French hiark of silver about xa*,
If these arc Towrrroir this will be exactly ~+r.
The Venice Mark of silver, according to Pegolotti, was = I English Tower Mark and 34 r t r r
lings ( i . c.. pence sterling of the time). This makes the Venice Mar&= 44s. Y/.
11.82 f r a n n ( C i h r i o . Pdl. Econorn. &l dlrd. Eva, iii. 228'.
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?'he Lire dei Picooll ( L . dnr. Venef. parmlmum) was reckoned at 3 to
the Dacat. Like every Lira, or Pound, it consisted of 20 sold;, and
each of these consisted of 1 2 Aenks, orpiccoli.*
3. The Lira del C3msei (L. dm. Vcnri. grossmr~m)was equivalent to
10Ducatst
The Venice C)maeo, or Groat, was a silver coin which, according to some
authorities, was originally reckoned the equivalent of zqpiccoli, f in which case i t
would run 20 to the ducat. But the Act for the coinage of the ducat declared it t o
be equivalent to 18grosn; which makes the grosso equivalent to 263 piccoli.
In estimating the lire and grosso in modem English money on the basis of their
relation to the ducat, it must be recollected that the relative value of gold t o
silver was in Europe then about 12 to I instead of about 15 to I as now. Hence
we must reduce the apparent value by 4.
The Lira ai Oroaei will then be equivalent in present
A;. s. A.
silver value to about
0 3 9
Lira dei Plcooll
o 2 6
Lira dei Groeai
3 I5 o
(So that the latter was by about greater than the Pound sterling of the period.)
And the Grosso will be equal to about gd. $
The Tome= or Tornesel was, according to Romanin (111. 343) = 4 Venice
deniers (or piccoli), and this is probably correct, as 4 such denims will correspond
(within 8) with the denier Toarnois = #
11I.
The term Besant is wd, I believe, by Polo, as it is by Joinville, by Marino
Sanuto, and by Pegolotti, for the Egyptian gold dfnir, the intrinsic value of which
varied somewhat. But it can scarcely be taken at fen than lar.&I. or 11s.q
The Venice -10,
a weight for precious substances, was 4 of an ounce, and
hence corresponded to the weight of the Roman gold solidur (which was 4 of a
Roman ounce), whence again was taken the Arab M+dl. S o that when Polo
uses s u m o for mi+&, as nVesuppose him to do (vol. ii. p. 173),he is correct.
2.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Old Venice M e m v r e s of Length.
4 fingers
= I handbreath.
4 handbreaths = I foot.
- I pace.
5 feet
looo paces
= I mile.
4 miles
= I league.
-(Cited in Jal, Archiof. Nnvalr,I. 271.)
Polo uses the P a l ~ rather
~t
than the Foot. I do not find a value of the Venice
Palm, but over ItaIy that measure varies from gt inchrs to over 10. The Ccnna
Palm is stated at 9'725 inch".
.-

.

- - .
---

Everybody seems to be tickled at the notion that a Pound Scotch was only 20 pence. Nobody seems to think it funny that the Pound French or Italian is only r o pence.
t See V m z i a r nrr Lagmc, I. Pt. 11. p. 23. srqq. But there arc obscurities about the relations of the gold ducats, silver gmssi, w d lire of account which I find n o w h m thorot~ghlyd u l t
with. Thus the equivalence of a roUo dripus-' to balf a ducat. or of a /indri6msnnto r o ducats,
is repeatedly assumed by Marino Sanuto the Elder. And yet from 3 documents (of 1303, 1317.
and rj+o) quoted by Liruti (in A t p r l l d i & M o w l i ~Ilalinr, 11. 158) it is clear that cbe soldo dri
gmui was in all these reckoned as equivalent to 12 gmui. This indeed makes the term l i m dn'
p r i intelligible, as the gross0 thus forms its denier or 2 4 a h prt. But it also would seem to
make the g r o s o ~n 14 to the ducat, instead of 18, as it ran only a few yeare before
$ See vol. ii. p. 39, and note.
$ I have made a slight error in the value of the gmsso a t vol. i. p. 381, having reduced tho
apparent value by 1 instead o f f .
Thegrorso contained +a f,$ Venice grains of pure silver. If the Venice grain be the same as t h e
old Milan grain ('051 gram~nen),this will give exactly the %me value of 9.
1 According to Gdlicciolli, in the Levant ficoli (perhaps in the sense of small mpper m i n
generally) were called r o p v k l a (ii. 53).
l!See C a t h y , p. *MI. and w e a l w 7. A s . , ser. VI. tom. XI. p 5 6 7 .
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APPENDIX
L.-The Allcgea!/nz~c?ztion
of Movable Tyfcs by
Pa9t)lo CastaZdi (see vol. i. p. clvii).
It will have been seen that the account of the invention of movable types by
Panfilo Castaldi, as quoted by Mr. Curzon from a local periodical, assumes the
plausible form of a connected history, thus :I. I' hlarco Polo brings block-printed books from china (1295).
2.
Pietro de' Natali, Bishop of Equilio towards the end of the 14th century, devises a scheme for printing the initial letters of MSS. with
stamps of glass.
3. " Panfilo Castaldi of Feltre (stated to have been born 1398, and to have
died 1464') previous to 1426, having seen the Block-books brought
home by Marco Polo, combines the Chinese method with the Bishop's
invention, by making movable wooden types, and with these prints
several broadsides, kc., at Venice, in the year named. Some of these
sheets ' are said ' to be preserved at Feltre.
4. "John Fust comes to Italy, passes some time with Castaldi at Feltre,
acquires his art, and carries it to Germany. where he d e v e l o p it into
the Art of Printing."
This story, in its main features at least, has of late years been diligently propagated in Northern Italy, and has resulted in the erection at Feltre of a public
statue of Panfilo Castaldi, of which an engraving is now hefore me, bearing this
inscription (besides others of like tenor) :" A Panjlo Casfaldi, Scopritort g t w o s o dei Carallrri 11fobilipl.r In Stampa,
Tribvlo di Onort fardissinw Zfalia jorgc." t
Now, on what foundation does this story rest?
I have carefully read the pamphlets that were circulated by the promoters of the
statue, in order to stir up the enthusiasm of Lombardy ;I as well as a Collection
of Documents issued in commemoration of its erection.§ The books to which
these refer are in general not within my reach, but the authors may be safely
assumed to have quoted all that can in any way support their case ; and, omitting
a portentous amount of irrelevance, it amounts to this :I. There is no ground for connecting Marco Polo's name with the matter.
And the introduction of the Chinese block-books is a pure supposition.
2. The story of tlie hiurano glass types appears to rest wholely and solely
on a somewhat obscure passage of Sansovino, who says that under the
Doge Jiarco Comer (1365-1367) "cmfo A'afale FI'rtuto lascid un l i h
d t l h m d t r i a dcllc forrnc da gt'usfar infmno allr Irtlcre, t d i l mod0 di
formarfr di 71tfro."11 There is nothing whatever to connect this Natale
with the Hishop of Equilio, and no further detail as to the use made
of the forme.
3. The authority for the further invention of Castaldi is entirely confined to
the passages cited lxlow ; one from an unpublished History of Feltre,
These dates are given in the r9fononrrmrrrfiquoted below. And another paruphlet ( 6 m r d h ,
" His contemporaries and the Historians affirm that Cmtnldi was a man not leu
modest than learned and laborious, very temperate and of sweet and noble manners, and so generally hlovcd." But not the slightest indication is given of the authorities by whom thae&tannd
characters arc affodcd.
t The chief contributors to the statue were the working printen of Milan.
f Dirserutioos by Abate lacopo Bcrnardi. Professor Antonio Zanghcllini, and Prorevor An.
tozlioValsecchi, hslicd together in a 410. form under the tide I n t o m a Panxlo Casfafdidn FcZfrr
InrtcnZiOlCM C a m t t m ~.Mobilipcr l a Slamjk, Milano, 1866.
r
0 Afon~nrrsfin I .ifforin0 dc' RambaJdmi r Panfib Cwfaldi in Ftlfm. Feltre, 1869, 410.
11 nrrr-ri:bnr, LC.,cd of 1663, p. 572 (quotation from Rcrnardi's pxmphlct).
p 161 xsserts that
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written by a Franciscan, P. Antonio Cambruzzi, and completed by him
late in the 17th century;' the other from a printed work by the Count
Antonio dal Corno, called dfmorir StmicAc &I& CiM a% Fdrt.
Venice, 1710.t I t is evident that both have drawn from one sourceOIce
The fonner, as fullest, we translate :" This year [rq56] Marco da Lezze succeeded to the government of Feltre,
and at the same time flourished there among the most eminent citizens
Panfilo Castaldio, jurist and poet, who, as we gather from the ancient
records of our native city, invented printing, the noblest and m o s t
excellent art of all that were ever discovered. From him F a u s t n s
Comesburg, who was living with him at Feltre to learn Italian,
acquired the art, and after his return to Germmy practised the same
in the city of Mentz, whereby he gained with some people the credit
of being the first inventor. \Vhat he did however indeed invent was
the damping of the paper to facilitate the impression of the types.''
This is the whole. The old records, and the chronicles of Feltre t o which
Cambmui is supposed here to refer for his authority, have all disappeared ;
except one indeed, which is acknowledged to exist in the Museo Civico of Venice ;
but which (strange to say) none of the supporters of Castaldi's claims appear t o
have examined.$
But \te see that nothing is found here about "movable types," wooden o r
otherwise ; nothing about "broadsides and single leaves" alleged to have b e e n
printed at Venice in 1426 ; nothing about anything that happened in 1426. And
as to the printed sheets "said " to be preserved at Feltre, we now hear nothing,
and may safely assume that nothing of the kind exists. Evidence in the shape of
work ascribed to Castaldi there is none. Mention of Castaldi and his invention
by contemporaries there is none produced. The story of Lawrence Coster of
Haarlem is supported by vastly better evidence, and has found acceptance u-ith
some really unbiarscd as well as capable persons, which the Castaldian Legend o n
its present evidence never will. I n one version of the Haarlem story, too, i t is
insinuated that the ubiquitous John Fust robbed Coster not only of his invention
but of his tools ; and it is singular that none of Castaldi's advocates advert to this.
Such stories have been attached to nearly all the great discoveries of former
days. And now that Castaldi, on such evidence as has been set forth, has got his
statue from the printers of 1-ombardy, would it not be merely equitable that the
r a u i n e n of Spain should set up a statue at Huelva to the Pilot Alonm Sonchez
of that port. who, according to Spanish Historians, after discovering the New
World, died in the house of Columbus at Terceira, and left the crafty Cenoese t o
appropriate his journals and rob him of his fame ?f
"Succeuc quat' anno [1456] Marm da L c u e nel rcggimcnto di Felt- dove liorin tram
pi8 rawudevoli cittadini Rnfilo Castaldio. giureco~lsultae poeta, il qullc, come d n c c a g l k
dallc antiche memorie della nostra patria, invcntb la stampa dci libri, a n c la pib nobilc e d q p a di
quank m u tossno ritrovate. Da lui la apprese Fausto Corncsburgo, che scco abinva in Feltre
per impamre I'idioma Italiano : e, ritornato in Cermania, toll' e x r c i t a h nelh CittP di Mngonza,
acquutb presso dcuni il c d i t o di prim0 inventore. scbkne q l i tmvb il modo di inumidire li fogti,
perch2 riusciax piu facile I'impressione dei anttcri."
t " Panfilio, della Farniglia Cutaldia. RKta eruditissimo. tmvb 1' a t e di s a p r e i libri
I' anno IWO,c poscia la comunic; a Fausto Curncsburpo suo prande amico, chc la mise in use i n
Gennania nclla citrl di Magonza I' nnno 1450 " What can h: meant by C o m e d q p ! Is it a
translation of Bu'pgraJ?
The chmnicle is that of PmJc. See .Honu~nrmti,kc., p. 15.
Q See Mr. Markham's GarriImzo drfla l i g a (Hal;. Soc.!, pp. 22, srpq.
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M.-Sz#ementary Notes to the Book of
Marco Polo.
CHARCHAN,PEIN, A N D BOLOR. (Vo1. i. pp. 179, 176, and 168.)
After the Text and notes of this work had been printed I saw Mr. Douglas
Forsyth's interesting letter to Sir Roderick Murchison, on his return from Y u k and, which was read at the Royal Geographical Society, Nov. 15, 187a
CHARCHAN.-Mr. Forsyth has learned that there is still a town of some size
called CHARCHAND,
situated about 450 miles, or 30 marches, east of Khotan. I t
is said to be reached by a road which skirts the northern base of the Kuen Lun,
and to lie in the gorge of one of many ravines on that side of the range. The
people are said to be Mahornedan ; twelve rivers are said to flow from the range,
and to unite before entering Lake Lop. Charchand is famous for precious stones ;
and merchants travel between it and Khotan.
This must be, as Mr. Forsyth conceives, the Charchan of M a r w Polo; but I
think that also there can be little or no doubt, in spite of the discrepancy as to its
distance from Khotan, that it is the Chcfchan of Mr. Johnson, with which I have
already identified Polo's Charchan. Mr. Fonyth's information makes the distance
30 marches, or about 450 miles; Johnson's only 13 marches, estimated by him at
223 miles. If Mr. Forsyth's information be correct (and he informs me that it
came from two distinct sources), it will remove the difficulty about the longitude
of Lake Lop, which I have referred to at p. 181. Marco Polo unfortunately
omits his usual data as to the distance from Pein to Charchan; but I have pointed
out that Mr. Johnson's distance from Churchan lo ZAP substantially agrees with
Marco's-and this is so far in favour of Johnson's accuracy.
PEIN.--Mr. Forsyth hearing the expression Pdin A h f i or " Lowlands"
applied to the desert country north of the cultivated tracts at the base of the Kuen
Lun, a country said formerly to have contained cities now buried by sand, it struck
him at once that this was the PEIN of Marco Polo. I t may be so, but from the
ancient Chinese use of the name Pima (vol. i. p. 177), I should rather conceive
that Pritc or Pim was the proper name of a lost city about K i n a I may note that
Ritter, finding this very word Pdln as part of the name of a station ( Y M la.4Payin), on I& Ullah's route from Yarkand to Ladakh, was led to place Polo's
Pein there, though quite in the wrong direction from Khotan ( R i h , VII. 382 ;
and see Cathay, p. 545).
BOLOR.-And Bolor Mr. Forsytl~ is inclined to believe to be merely the
opposite term Bala, "high," which is locally pronounced as B o h , and is, according to Col. Gardiner, applied (Bala-muU) to the highlands about Pamir. This
seems likely, but my note at p. 168 will show that Bulor, Bilavr, and Malaur
occur in Arabic, Persian, and Pushtu compositions, as the proper name of this
region. Still these may have been corruptions of Bala, written in accordance
with local pronunciation.

No. 4 in the List from Mnsa'ld-al-Absdr should be Kohrdm, as indicated in
Mr. Edward Thomas's new work Thc Chroniclrs of fht Pathan X.ings of Dehli
pp. 160 and 203; but I cannot point to its position. No. 21 should be, not
Cwzliol as I hat1 erroneously concluded, but (as printed in the A'ofuts rf Exfroifs)
kknldnrlr, mentioned in Mr. Thomas's work pp. 395 and 428. A place so d e d
(Calmore) appears in Hamiltoon's Gauf&cr as 70 m. east from Lahore.

I N D E X .
N.B.--Rr/c~mcts to Editorial M d t w arr in ordinary Typr.
Rt$c~rncrs to fht Tex(of Marro Polo arc in heavy type and ilgwes.
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Acheh, Achem, see next word.
A.
, Achin, 11. 229 ; Gold of, ih. ; Lign-aloes. ib. ;
Ale, Asu (or Alum, q. v.).
conversion of, 230; 231, 243, 245, 248.
Abacan, a Tartar general, 11. 200, 207.
Head, 11. 243, 249.
Abah, see Am.
Achmath (Ah?mti, q. T.) the Bailo, his power,
Abaji, son of Kublai, 323.
oppressive malrers~tions,death, and postI
hnmons condemnation, 870 seqq.
Abaka (Abaga), Khan of Persia, 32, 87,97 ; ,
11. 896,SBB, 397,898,888,406,106,408, h m a t Soldan (Ahrnpid Strltan), seizes
throne of Tahriz, 11. 89% ; goes to encounter
409,425.
Abano, Pietro of, his notice of Polo, cxliii.
Argou, 888; rejects his remonstrance, 400,
Abash (II(rbsh, i. e. Abyssinin, q. v.), 11.
401 ; defeats and takes him, ib. ; but hears
868,860,861 segg.
I
of Argon's escape, is taken and put to death,
Abbn Gregory, 11. 366.
404, 406; Notes on the history, 11. 402,
Abbott, Mr. Consul Keith E., 76, 77,85 seqq.,
405, 406.
106 aeqg., 1 1 7, I 18,139.
/ Acorn bread, "5.
.\bdul Kuri Islands, 11. 338.
Acqui, Friar J a c o p d', his notice of Polo,
Mejid, I 66.
Ixxxii, xciv.
Abher, 36, 77.
Acre ; Broils at, between Venetians and GeAbnus, the word, 11. 7 15.
I
noese, Ixx ; 18-21 ; plan of, I 7; capture
Abmhn, Ruler of Yemen, 11. 368.
Ly Samcens, 11. 126,878; wickedness of,
Abraiaman (Rr~rhnmiw,q. v.), employed as
377.
shark-charmers, 11. 287, 274; 297, 298;
Adam, lagend of, Seth, nnd the Tree of
high character. 288; distinctive thread, ill.;
Life, 128; 11. 397.
their king; their heed to omens; longevity,
-'s
Apple, 93.
800; the word, 302.
-'a
Sepulchre on Mountain in Ceylon
Abubakr, Atabeg of Furs, 8r ; 11. 185.
(Adam's Peak), 11. 266; -'s teeth, hair,
-, Ibrnhim and Mahomed, engineers em&c. 269, 280; the Footmark, 260 seqq.;
the Peak, 261, 161.
ployed by Kublai, 11. 130.
Abulfeda, xxxvi; a t the Siege of Acre, 11. 126. A d a m o d a q 55.
Adel, ~j+rh:ips confused with Aden, 11. 367 ;
Abyssinia (Abash), 11.880 seqq. ; outrage by
Soldan of Aden causes the King of to at369; 375.
tack the latter, 363; his vengeance, 864; Aden, Horse and other Trade with Indin, 11.
further particulars regarding, ib.; domi276, 285, 806, 878, 375, 376; 836, 334,
nion on the Coast, 368; Medieval Hist.
841, 349; 881; the Soldan's treatment of
a Bishop, 888 ; Vengeance of the K. of
and chronology, 369;Table of Reigns, 3 70 ;
Abyssinia on him, ib. wqq. ; apparently
Wars with Mahomedan States, 3 7 1 ; corious ;
confused with Aclel, 367 ; account of the
account of kings, 3 72.
lim. of, 873; 3 74; the Sultan, 376,877 ;
Aobalea Manel, 11. 19, 20, 11.
Trade with Chinn. 375 ; Tanks: 3 76; 880.
, or Acbaluo (Chiugtingfu). 11. 6. 7.
Aoaambale, E. of Champn. 11. 212. 214.
5 84.
2 1 2
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Alexander the Great, nllusione t o t h e LeAdoration of the Emperor, 347.
gendary History of, and Romnnces regnnlAduliu, 11. 365 ; Inscription of, 368.
ing, cxxxvii ecqq. ; I 3, 50, 5 2 ; 119, I 2 I ,
Aepyornis and its Eggs, 11. 350.
113, 125, 126 ; la, 143, 149; 11. a 6 a,
AGtius, his prescription of musk, 245 ; of
416.
cnmphor, 11. 145.
Africa, Sea surrounding, to the South, 11. -Extract from French prose romance of.
126.
3 49.
-hnilds the Iron-gate, SO; site of battle
Agathou Daimonos, Islnnd, 11. 15 I .
with Dnrius, 119, r 30 ; kills a lion, r q q .
I
Aghrukji, son of Kublai, 323.
-Wall of, 5 r ; Princes claiming descent
Agmotae, 11. 15 I.
from, 149, 15 I ; fixes chains on Adam's
Mongol general, 11. 98, roo.
Peak, 11. 262 ; mid to hare colonized SoAhmad of Fennket, Kublai's o p y n s s i ~ eMiwtnr, 343; tower of, 416.
nister, see Aohrnath, and hist. notes, 375,
Alexandria, ix; 11. 186; trncle to, from
3769 377.
India, 885, 878.
Sultan, Khan of Persin, see Acomat.
Alhindc, Alfinde, 88.
ShRh Durani, I 54.
Alihaiya, genernl of Kuhlai's, 11. I 29.
Ahmadi, 107.
Alinak, 11. 40 j.
Aidhah, 11. 374.
Alligator, described, and mode of killing, I r .
Aidhej, 80.
Aijeruo, Kaidu's daughter, 11. 865; her
46; eaten, 47, 43; prophecy a b u t . n t
strength and prowess, scvg.; her name,
Bhartpdr, 11. I r 2.
Almnlik, 11. 392.
395 ; the renl lady, 39G.
Almanacs, Chinese, 889,401.
Ajmir, 11. 360.
Aknas of Bolor, 169.
Almonds, 146, 146.
Akbar and Kublai, 3 I I.
Aloes, Socotrine, 11. 343.
-wood, the nnme, 11.115, and see L y n Ak-bulak salt-mines, 146.
Akhaltzikd, 5 5 .
aloes.
Akhtuba River, 5, 6.
Al-Ramni, Al-Rnmin (Sumntra), 11. 231, 143.
Ak-khoja, 11. 401.
Altai Mountnins, 194.
-(Altay), the mountain where the K m u s
Aktar, gr.
were buried, 817,836; what mountain inAlabadri, 11. 365.
Alaoou (Hulaku), 217, see AbU
tended, 2 !8.
Alamut, Castle of the Ismaelites, 133, 134, -used fiw the Khingnn Range, 261.
Altun Khan (mountain), a I 8.
138, 139.
U l a , 11. al, 41 2.
Altun Khnn (Sorereign), 11. ro.
m e , Massncre of a pnrty of, a t Changchnu,
A1-Thnibi, Falllily of, 11. 269.
11. 140, 141 ; note on employment of, under Amazon9, 11. 339.
the Mongols, 141.
'Ambar-i-Radl, 108.
Alaone, the nnme, lxxxiv.
Ambergrie, 11. 150; 888, 340; hosv got,
Alarm Torer, a t Cambaluc, 33 5 ;
Kh=y,
841, 342 ; 846,868,35 8.
11. 1 4 8
Amda Zion, K. of Abyssinia, his wars ngniust
Alau (Hulnbr, rl.v.), Khan of Persia. 4 8, 1
the Mahomdans, 11. 369 ; not the K. men10;takes Baghdad, 80,and puts the Khnlif
tioned by Polo, 371, 3 72.
to death, 61; Iangfelloar's Poem on the
Anleri, kind of Brazil wood so called, 11.
-subject, 63 ; makes nu end of the Old Mnn
243, 3 15.
of the Mountain, U S ; 11. 408, 481; his Amhnra, 11. 370, 371, 372.
war with Barkn, 1. 4 ; 11. 4%4 scqg.
A m i e n (Burma), 11. 71, 74, 74, m u e as
Alhuddin (Aloadh), the Old Mnn of the
Mien, q. V.
Mountain, 1 s wqq. ; I 39.
AmitR Buddha, 407, 408.
( A l a e a t i y of Mufal~J, nu engineer in Amphorcc, Anfom, 11. 350.
Kublai's service, 11. 130.
i Amu, Aniu, see Anhi.
Khilji, Sultan of Delhi, 11. 1147 I 3 1,
Atntcti, or D r v o t d Comrndes of the King, 11.
2707 3337 334.
284.
Albenignrm, 11. 1gR.
1 Ai&frmisR., 108.
A1 Biruni, 98.
Annnda, 11. I;.
Alchemy, the Knnn's. 578.
Annrnl~hta,K. of Rl~nnn.IT. 64, 165.
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gends of the Wood of the Crow, I a 8 (and
again, 11. 397); Polo's Arbre to be sought
A n c h o r s , W o o d e n , 11. 381, j 24.
Andnine, An&na, A&nicurn, kind of iron,
near Damghan, rig; the Chinar, and Sabaean Apologue regarding it, rjo.
see O n d a n i q u e .
Arbre Sfc, cuxix.
Andaman Islands, 11. 149 ; Natives, M0, 15 I ,
Seul (a wrong rending), I lo, 130.
25 1, see A n g a m a n a i n .
Aurlragiri, 11. 144.
Arcall, Arculln, see Erculln.
Andrea Bianco's Maps, I 16.
h h b i s h o p of Somtra, 11. 988, 339,840,
Andreas, K. of Abyssinia, 11. 370.
342, 343.
Andrew, Bishop of Zayton, 11. 189.
Architectural Remains in Indo-China, xliii.
A r e y 11. j r r.
Andro~nedoOw[ifoli~z,poisonous, 197.
Arerq Scrcclmri/era, 11. 240.
Andun, A d i i i , words for steel, 89.
Angamanain (Andurnan Islands). 11. 248, Argaeus, Mount, 45.
149 ; described, 261 ; form of the word, Argali, 11. 4x4.
1 5 1 ; 263.
, Arghun Khan (Argon, Lord of the Levant,
Angelic French, cxiii.
of Polo), of Persia, lii, liii; sends an emb m y to the great Kaau for a wife, 80, 31 ;
' A ~ q k u(Gryphon), 11. 349, 350, 352.
Animal Patterns, see Beast.
is dead when she arrives, 98, 36; 95 ; 11.
32 ; his unhappy use of the Elixir Vitae,
Anin, Province of, described, 11. 82 ; 83, 84 ;
304; 306, 396, 397; advances against his
86, 90,9r, 92, 93; 211.
Annals of the Indo-Chinese States, Kernarks
uncle Ahmad, 390 ; harangues his chiefs,
400; sends Ahmad a remoustrann; is
on the Written, 11. 70.
'An-mn, or Tongking, 11. 83, 2 1 r.
taken prisoner, 401; released by certain
clliefk, 402; gets the sovereignty, 404, and
Antarctic, Star a t the, as d r r r n by lli~rco
Polo, cxliii.
puts Ahmad to death; is recognised as
Antht.opoider Virgo, 261.
sovereign, 406 ; his death, ib. Notes on
Antongil Bay, 11. 348.
these events, 401, 405-406. 408; his
ApstoiNe (for ' Pope '), I 1.
beauty, 409 ; 41 1.
A r g o n s or Half-breeds (Arghlin), 96; SM),
A p p l e s o f Paradise, Bl, 9 j ; 11. 301.
'Almhotu (Kapuknda?), 11. 3 14.
2 5 4 255.
A p u e c a (Apushka), Tartar Envoy from Per- A r i i Ariu~m,11. 335.
Arikbuga, brother of Kublai, 298.
sia, SO, 3 1.
Arab Senmen's Traditions about Java, 11. 118. Arimaspia, 11. 351, 353.
-colonies in Madagascar, 11. 348.
Ariora K e s h i m u r , 81 ; 03, 98 ; meaning of
Ariora, 98.
-H o m e s , trade in, see H o r s e s .
I Aripo, 11. 171, 174.
-M e r c h a n t s in S. India, 11. Sl2.
i Arjish (Areiel), 48.
Arabi, People called (Arabs), 67.
1 Arkasuu Koian, 11. 405.
Ambia, see Vol. 11. pp. 373-383.
Arkhaitin, applied to Oriental Christians or
Arabubui, 11. 371.
their clergy, 254.
Arachoti, 11. 335.
Armenia, Lesser (or Cilici~n),xli ; charnc'Araines,' the word, 11. 301, 392.
terized, 41, 42.
Arakan, II., 65, 131, 141.
'Aram ' ( H a r d m a the word, 139, I 3;.
1
the G r e a t e r , 46. 03.
Aranit, 44 ; ascents of, 49.
Armenians, 43,46,70.
Armeniau Christians, 15 5.
Arblasts, 11. 121, and see Crossbows.
Arbre 801 or Arbre Sec, Region of the A r m s of Kermnn celebrated, 86, 89.
-of the Tartars, 228, 2;o; 11. 390.
(Khorasan), 16.79,llO; 11. 396,405,408.
' ARY)WS, Tartar, 11. 390.
Note on the subject, I. I l o se:lq.
--described, 1 1 0 ; the Chinur ; VSI- Artncki, 147, 148.
rious readings, 120; the Tree of the Sun Arb, t h e Seven, 13.
Aru (in Sumatra), 11. 245.
Legend ( A d r e Sol), r ) 1 - 1 1 3 ;the Christian
Legend of the Dry Tree (Arbre .!ec),
113; Aruk, 11. 405.
engrafted in the l.rgend.dAlexnnder, 115 ; Arya Ch~kravarti.11. 156.
Trees of Grace in Persia, I 17 ; Dry Trees Aryavartta, 98.
in Mahornedan Legend, 128; in Rabbini- d r z i m n (Erzrum), 46.
cal and Buddhist stories, and in the Le- I A r z i n g a (Erzingan), 44, 48.
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Bulioa, 376.
Busmuls, 25 6, see G u a s m u l s .
Bulish (a money of account), 11. I 74Baspa Lama and the Mongol character called
B<rliata,medievally always a crossbow, 11. 1.12.
after him, 28, 3 15 ; 11. 30.
Balkhash, Imke, 11. 389.
Basra (Bum or B a s t r a ) , 60,62.
Ballads, Genoese, on sea-fights a t Ayas and , Bathang, 11. 29, 31, 36, 37, 41, 41.
Curzola, lxxii sqq.
Baths ; Natural Hot, near Hormuz, 104,
I 1 4 ; Hot, in Cathay, 396 ; Public, a t
Ballad-udfitl/hl (Malabar), 11. 3 14.
Kinsay, 11. 149, 155.
Bnllard, Mr., 11. J 17, 312.
Balor, Balaur, Bilaur, Malaur, see Bolor.
Batticala, Battecala, 11. 311, 360,
Bc~lsani&m
Muluhrl, 11. 33 I, 132.
Batochina, 11. 244.
Balti, 152, 168.
I B a t s , Large, in India, 11.281.
B ~ r l u s t r d ,etym. of the word, Ixvii.
Banlboos; Multifarious uses of, 1 7 1 ; Jungle I Battas of Sumatra and their cannibalism, 11.
of, on fire, 11. 30 ; largest size of, 8. ; in
2 ) I ; 240, 241.
Batthala (l'atlam in Ceylon), 11. 274.
Chekiang, r 7 7, and see C a n e s .
Battles d e s c r i b e d ; Kublai's with Nayan,
Bamian. Given at, 1 4 8 ; enormous recumbent
801, and vwte, 305 ; Tartars and the King
image at, zoo.
Bum-i-duny(rh, 166.
of Mien, 11. 88; Knidu and the Kaan's
Bamm, 107.
Forces, 890, and note, 392 ; Borlak and
Arghun (&tails onultnl), 897 ; Arghun
Bami), River of, 11. 7.1, 74, 76.
and Ahmad (do.), 401 ; Hulaku and Barka
Bander-Abbasi, roo, ro;, 108, 112.
(do.), 488 ; Toktai and Noghai ((lo.), 428
Bangala, see Bengal.
80. Remarks on the authorship of these
Bsptbm accompanied by branding in Abysp n g e s a t p. cxxxvii.
sinia, 11. 881, 366.
B a t u , Khan of Kilxhnk, surnnmed Suin or
Barn, 11. 248.
Good, xlii ; Founder of Sarai, 5 ; 216, 2 18;
Barac ( R o t ~ a kq. v.) Khan of Cxagatai, 9,
his inrasion of Russia, 11. 410, 4 2 3 ; made
l o ; his war with Arghun, 11. 397, 398.
into two Kings (Sain and Patu) by Polo,
Barberino, Fn~ncescoda, Ix'; mentions CR481, 4 2 3 ; character and cruelty, 423.
thay, crli ; I 10.
Barnria, Lhke Ernest of, a Mdievel RoBargu, Plain of, 887, 2 38.
mance, 11. 35 1.
Bargumlac,Birdcalled (SyrrhplesPallasii),
Baudas (Bnghdnd), described, 80; taken by
887, 239.
A l 4 u (Hulaku), ib. ; Calif of, and the
Barguchin Tugmm, 238.
Mirncle of the Mountain, 66 aeqrl.
Barguzinsk, ib.
Baudekins, see Baldrlcchini.
Bnrin, Mongol Tribe, 11. 110.
Bnuduin de .%burg, the Romance of, and its
Bark, Fine c l o t h s h m , 11. 88.

!

/

5 ; 11. 35 7. 481, 4 2 1 ; his war with Hu1 3 7 ; 174, 194.
BuuJrij Corsairs, 11. 344.
laku, I. 4, 9 6 ; 11. 484 ~ q q .
B a y a n C h l n g s i a n , n great Mongol CInptain
Bsrknl? 308.
under Kublai, lo ; 298 ; 3 13 ; 11. l o o ;
B,rrBtit, Ligle trained to the chase, 368, 35 5.
prophecy connect4 with his name, 107
Barlaam and Josnphat, Story of Saints, boraeqp., I I 2 ; his conquest of Manzi or S.
rowed from I ~ g e n dof Euddhn, 11. 263.
China, 108, 1 1 3 ; note on his history nnd
Barley,H u s k l e s s , 160, 153.
character, r l o ; his exceptional cruelty a t
Rarocll, 11. 302.
Changchnu, 140-141, 142 ; 165 ; 392.
Ilrl~on-tal11,onme applied to Tibet, 103.
,one of the limn's Masters of the Hounds,
H~irozzi,Dr. Nicolo, lix, xcviii.
Unrskul (Barscol). 807, 308.
, -, son of Nnsruddin, II., 69.
Ba~sauma( S t B r a a s a m o ) 72, 73.
-lihngan of the Avars, 11. 1x0.
U;~rus,h r r o s , in Sumntrn, and its Camphor,
BIIZUCU
11.~ lj
< ~I ,.
11. 245, 246. 247, 248.
&lellium, 11. 3 3 1 , 332.
i ~ n m o eIimlue, 11. 245, 25 I .
B e a d s , Hindu, 11. 276, 283.
Ilarygrrru, 11. 13 r, 342.
Benrorte, see B u r u t .
I k h a i ( P a s h a ) , 15 7.
B a a m a (Pilsei, q. v.), a I i n ~ of'
. Sumatrn, 11. B e a r s , 862, 863, 866 ; 11. 18, 24, !28.27,47 ;
818,348,384; white, in t:JrSortl1,410,41a.
827, 828, 486, a3 7.
1

1
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Beset and B i r d P a t t e r n s on silks, &c., 80,
61 ; 88, 91 ; 354; 11. 357.
' B e a t e n Gold,' 848, 344.
B e a u t y of Georgians, 40, 5 I ; of women of
Khorasan, 180; of
of Kashmir, 168;
of women of Sinju, 848; of the half-breeds
or Argons, 850; of the tribe of U n g r a t
(Kungurat), 318; of people of Coloman,
11. 86 ; of the women of Kinsay, 146 ; of
Kaidu's Daughter, 808 ; of Arghun Khan,
409 ; of the Russians, 417.
Beds, arrangement of, in India, 11. 288,289.
Beef not enten in Maabar, 11. 877, except by
the Govi, ib., 186.
Bejas of Red Sen Coast, 11. 358, 365, 368.
' Belio ' for ' Melic,' 11. a r, 402.
Bell, Great, a t Cambnluc, 988, 335 ; 868.
Bellal Ihjas, 11. 302.
Belledi (or BrrN~tdi); Ginger, so called, 11.
3 16 ; Spanish use of the word, 3 17.
Bendocquedar, see Bibnrs Dundtckdhri.
Benedict XU., I'o~x, 11. 141.
Bengttl (Bangala), xliii; the King of Mien
(Burma) and -, 11. 8 8 ; how 1'010 came to
unite these titles; relations between medieval Buimn and -; modern claim preferred by K. of Burma, 64-65 ; described,
78; nlleged Mongol invasion of, a mistake,
79 ; 88 ; go ; confounded by Polo with
Pegu, 91 ; 93.
Benjamin of Tudela on the Gryphon, 11. 351.
Benzoin, etym. of, 11. 118; 331.
Berbera, Sea of, 11. 349.
Berchet, Cnvnliere G., lvii; 11. 371, 438.
Bern MS. of Polo's Book, xcvi, cxvii, cxx.
Berrie, menning and etym., 109.
Bettelar, rendezvous of Pearl Fishers, 11.
287,174Beyamini, Wild Oxen called, 11. 88, 33.
Beaants, 84S, 880, 878, 870, 897; 11. 25 ;
148; 471.
Bhagrtc<rla! 11. 183.
Bhartpdr, Prophec J regarding, 11. r I a.
Bianconi, Prof., on the Text of Polo, cxxiv.
Binr, 11. 148.
Bibam Bundukdiri (Bendocquedm), M;lmIdk Sultan of Egypt ; invndes Cilicisn Armenin, 82, 13 ; his character ; extraordinary Letter of, 1 4 ; 138; killed by Kumiz,
127 i 11. 357 i 367, 370 i 414.
Bielo Osero, 11. 41 7.
' Bigoncio,' 341.
Bildchis, 95 ; their robber raids, roo.
Binh-Thunn (Champ), 11. 213.
Binkin, 11. 183.
Bintang (Pentam), 11. 123.

I

BOOK.

Birch-bark Book% 159.
B M - h u n t s , Siberian, S 7 , 239.
Bir-Pandi or Pira-Bandi, 11. a 70, 27 2.
BIrdhdl or Biyardawul, capitccl of Ma'bar,
11. a i l .
B i r t h d a y of the G r e a t gean, its celeb-tion, 84S.
Bishbalik, 193, 394.
B i s h o p ; of Yale Island, 11.888, 339 ; -S
of : ~ nAbywinian, 881.
B i t t e r Bread, 104, r r 5.
-Water, 104, 116,110, 178.
Blac, Blachin (Lao,Wallach), 11.410B l a c k Crane, 860,a6 a.
-Sect
iu Tibet, 188.
Saints, White Devils in India, 11.
291, 194.
Blaoker t h e m o r e beautiful, 11. Wl.
Block-Books; suplwaed to hare been intruduced from Chinn, clrii, 11. 473.
-Printing in Persia, 384.
Blood-sucking, Tartar,928, 131, 132.
'Bloue, Bloies,' the wolds, 191.
Boar's Tusks, H u g e (Hippopotamus), 11.
847, 35,+
Boccaccio, possible allusion to Polu'a Work by,
134.
Boccussfni, the word, 59.
Bodhisat~aAv;tlokiteqvara, 11. 1 x 0 .
Bodleian MS. of Polo, xlviii, cxvii, a x .
Boeach, a mistnke for Locnc, and its supposed
position, 11. 311.
Boemond, Prince of Antioch, Letter of B i b
to, 14B o g s (Buka), a g r a ~ Mongol
t
officer, delivers
405.
Arghun, 11.402,
Bohea Country, 11. I 77, r 78.
Boikoff, Russian Envoy, 196.
Bokhara (Booara), 0, 10; 11. 38%
Bolgsna, Queen, see ~ ~ t y h o l r .
Bolghar (Bolgars) on the Wolga, 4 ; acwunt
of, 6 ; l<uiea of, 7 ; Court of, 340; U. 415,
423.
BolrJAar., Borgal, i. e. K w i n Leather, S60,
351.
Bolivar, Pudre, S. J., his nccouut of the Condor (Rukl,) of Africa, 11. 353.
Bolor, 188, 168, 169 ; 11. 475.
Bombay, 11. 331.
b n g a , 11. 60.
Boniface VIII., lxxiii, 11x1, lxxxiii.
Bonoccio di Mestre, xcv ; 11. 439.
h n p , Old Tibetan Sect, 178, 285,187,188,
289, qo.
Bonh (Ebony), 11. 213.
h k of Mnrco 1'010; its contenb, cvi ; ori-
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camlnign agninst Nayan, 808 ; t h e Palaces
there, 384 scBqq.; the City, 951 qq. ; i t s
extent, 951 ; Walls and g n t q 988 ; plan.
Bell-Tower, &c., ib.; 888; W, 888; its vast
Ca' Polo, or Ca' Milion, the House of the
suburbs, hostelries, &c. 887 ; c e m e t e r i e s ;
Polos a t Venice, xxxvi,' liv, Iv sqq. ; xcviii ;
women ; patrols ; 888 ; great T d c ; Pa11. 443.
lace of the 12 Barons at, 986 ; Roads
Caaju, Castle of, 816.
radiating from, 588; Astrologers of,
Caoanfu (Hokiang-fu), 11. 80, 06.
11.1 ; 0 1 ; I G8 ; 260, see P e k ~ q .
C a c h a n f u (P'uchau-fu), 11. 7, 18, la, 14.
'Cambuscan ' of Chaueer, origin of t h e w e ,
Cachar Modun, 860, 363.
218.
Cachilpatnam, 11. 312.
Cambay (Cambaet, Cambeth), Km. of, Li.
Caesalpinia, 11. 3 I 5, see Braail.
Caesarea of Cappadocia (Casarla), 44.
880; described, 888; 333, 336, 337. 359.
Caiohu, Castle of, 11. 7, 8, 15.
3 76, 3 79.
C a m e l s ; Camlets from wool of, B11; whitu,
Caidu, see h'aidu.
ib. and 148 ; Incensing, 272 ; alleged to te
Caiju (on the Hoang-ho), 11. 104, rob.
eaten in MsJagnscar, 11. 846, but r e a l l y i n
C a i j u (on the Kiaug, Kwachau), 11. 195,
Magadoxo, 347-8 ;ridden in war, 866, 3 j8.
188, 137.
Camexu, Kamichu, 199, 247, see C a m p i c h u .
Qaiton, see Zayton.
Cail (Kftyal), 11. 172 ; SO2 ; a great port of Camleta (Cammellotti), 847, 148, S O ;
what? 2'48.
commerce, SO6 ; the King, SO6 ; identified,
Carnoens, 11. 2 11.
307 ; inenning of name, 308 ; remains,
C a m p h o r ; Trees of ( L a t r r s Cumplron~),i n
30% 3x0 ; 336.
Fokien, 11.185, and manufacture there. J 87C a i n d u (a region of Eastern Tibet), 11. 88,
of Sumatru, 11. a29 ; 241 ; Fansnrl.
88, 84 wq., 41, 41.
%2; '43 ; details regarding. 244 syy. ;
Caingnn, 11. 145.
earliest mention of, 245 ; superstitions reCairo ; Moseum at, 11. 35 7 ; 374 ;Ventilat.013
garding, 146 ; description of the - Tree
at, 384 ; see Babylon.
(Dnjahlut~opsCamphotn) ; value attached
Gala Ataperistan (or Guebqr's Cnstle), 74.
to, by Chinese; recent prices of different
C a l a o h a n , 847, 148.
kinds, 247, I j o ; use of with &tel, 9(W.
Calaiate, see h-alhot.
311.
' Calamanz,' the word, 11. 215.
C a m p i o h u (Kanchao), City of, 197, 199;
Calamina, the city, 11. 293.
80a; 257 ; 841.
Calatu, see liolhat.
Caldwell, Rev. ?r. R.; On Shahr-Mandi and -oil, 11. 146.
Sundarn Pundi, 11. 2 70 ; on Pacauta, 103 ; C a m u l (Kamul, Komul), Province of, described, 180, I go.
on Gmi~, 1 8 6 ; on singular custom of
Arrest, 187; on Rainy Senson, 1 8 7 ; on Camut, or fine shagreen leather, 860, 35 r.
Canal, G r a n d , of(!llina, I1.06,101, rob, I I +
food of horses, 188 ; on the word choiach,
r 15, 117 ; construction of, 188, 137 ; 177.
303 ; on portable images of oxen, 305 ; on
the city of Cail or KQynl, 307-8; on Canale, Cristoforo, MS. by, lxiv, Ixv.
h-olMoi, 309 ; on King Ashar of Cail, 3 10 ; -Martino da, French Chronicle of Venice
l ~ y cxiv.
,
on Pinuti, 3 14.
C a l e n d a r , Ecclesinsticnl Buddhist, 198 ; Cananore, 11. 311.
Canara, 11. 316.
The Tartar, 400, 403.
of Documentu relating to Marco Polo Cnnu~nium,11. 33 a.
Cnndahar, 11. 335.
and his Family, 11. 438.
C ~ l i c u ;t the King of, and his costume, 11. Cane, C a n e s (always means & r r r r ! ~ ~ in
Polo); Kann's Palace a t Chnndu made o t
282, 283; 311; 327.
2&9; how used to xxlake roofs, ib., I jo;
Calif, see Khalif.
Great, on l~nnksof Caramoran R,11.18;
Caligine, Cali~ene( K h d i j , a canal from Nile),
Forests of, and their loud explusions when
11. 374.
burning, 11.86, 30 ; Hopes of, 1S3, I 36 ; of
C a m a d i , a ruined city, 01, 105, rob ; identigre;~tsize iu Chekiang, 176, see UumOous.
fied, ib. ; 107.
Cambaluo(Rhnnbalig or Peking), the cnpit;~l Cclt~ekaBrarm, 11. 326.
of Cathay; the Kaan'r return thither k o n ~ C a n n i b a l i s m ; nricrikd tar ti bet an^. kc.,
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268; Foundation for such charges, 175
seqq. ; ascribed to Hill-people in Pokien, 11.
179, 18 r ; to Islanders in the Seas of China
and India, 209; in Sumatra, 227, 286,
286, 2S7, 1 3 r, 240 ; the Battns and regulations of their -, a3 r ; ascribed to the
Andttrnan I.landers. 261, 15 a, 153.
(lannibals, i. e. Caribs, 11. 340.
Canonirnl Hours, 11. 303-4.
Cansay (Kinsay, q. v.), 11. 166.
C':~nton,iii ; 11. 156 ; 188, 190, 191 ; 198.
Cape Corrientes, or of Currents, 11. 349 ;
350.
-Delgado, 11. 35 7.
-of Good Hope, 11. 350.
Cupidg~lio,' C a p d o i l l e ' (Sperm. Whale), 11.
348.
C a m c o r o n (Kari Korum), 2 0 8 ; 236 ; 11.
890.
Curaiitn, 11. 42 ; but see
C a r a j a n Province (Knrijjing or Yunnan), li ;
11.88, 8 9 ; @,41, 43 ; 6 8 ; 55.
-, City of, (Talifu), 11. 41, 41, 46.
C a r a m o m , K.(Hoang-ho), 11. B,104, 106,
114, see floang-Iw.
C a r a o n a a (Karaunnhs, q. v.), 92.
Carats, 311.
(hrbine. e t p n ~ .of the word, 95.
Carda~non~,
11. 3 21, 313.
Cardinal's Wit, lo.
Caribs, 11. 340.
C a r p e t s ; of Turcomania (Turkey), 4 8 ; of
Kerman? 89:
C a r r i a g e s ; a t Kinsny, 11. 162; Chinese,
167.
Carrion shot from Engines. 11. 114.
C a r t e , i 1%' the expression, 11. 4 r 7.
( ' ~ ~ r y o t , r C ~ r11.
~ .247.
~i~,
C a s a n , see Ghrrzan Khnn.
C a a a r i a (!'aesczrrr of C:ippnd.), 44, 45.
C a s c a r (Kaahgar), 169.
C a s e m (Kishm, q. v.), 146.
C'itsoni. Giovanni ; on the Cic' Polo, Iviii ; on
Bledieval G;111e!.s, Ixiii-lxiv.
C:tspi;in ; Anrirut error about, xxxiv, cli ; 6 1 ;
Names of, 5 6 ; 11. 424.
C!:rss;ly (Kinsay, q. v.), 11. 168.
C i l ~ i a ,11. 38 ; 326.
Uuds, 11. 38 ; 3 16.
-E'i~tula,11. 313.
Czutaldi, Panfilo, his alleged invention of
morable Types, clvii, and 11. 473.
C a s v i n (Kasa-iu). a Km. of Persia, 79. 80.
('atalan Micp of 1375 (or Grrtn (;rhhztr.r).
characterize,l, rliii--cliv: 5 6 ; 11. 191 ; 197.
312, 331, 3343 424.
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Catalan S a w , Ixvii, Ixix, Ixxii.
C a t h a y (Northern China), xxxiv ; Origin of
Kame, xlii ; xlvi ; known by name in
Europe before Polo's return, cxli; in bfaps,
cliii seqy.; 72 ; 260 ; Cnu~halucthe Capit a l of, 984, 887, 33 I scqy., 9Ba, 367, 886 ;
3 8 8 ; 878; 394; 8 9 6 ; 1 1 . 4 ; 8 9 ; 9 6 ; 9 7 ;
101; 108; 1 6 2 ; 317; 887. Generally
Cathay is treated of'in Book 11. Pts. I nud I .
C a t h a y a n s ; their conspiracy against S h mad, 878 seqg. ; their wine, 804; astrolc+
gel-, 8 9 9 ; Religion of, 404; transmigrntion ih. ; politeness ; filial duty ; gaol deliveries, 406 ; gnmbliug, i6.
Catholicos; of Sis, 4 1 ; of the Nestorians, 67,
5 8 ; 11. 341.
(lators, or Great Pitrtri~lgea(C'hnkors 1), 261,
262.
Cat's-Head Tablet, 31 7.
Cats in China, 11. 287.
Caucasian Wall, 5 r.
Caugigu, Province of, 11. 79,80, 81, 8 8 ; 86 ;
9 0 ; 91, 93.
C a u l k i n g of Chinese Ships. 11. 186, 197.
C a u l y , see Ktruli.
C a u s e w a y , south of the Yellow R., 11. 116.
Cauterizing heads of children, 11. 366.
Cnvo de Eli, 11. 321.
de Diab, I!. 350.
C a v e - h o u s e s , 146, 148.
C a p (Kao-yu), 11. 116.
Celtic Church, 11. 305.
C e n s u s o f H o u s e s in Kinsay, 11. 162.
-T i c k e t s -, ih.
Ceremonial of ~ f o n g o lCourt.. see J;ti,p&te.
Ceplun (Seilsn), 11. 268, 266 self[. ; circuit
of, 254; Etym. of name, 155; the mountain of Adam's fiepolchre, otherwise of
Sag:~moni hrcan's, 266: the history of
this person (Buddha) and the origin of
Idolatry, 9 3 7 seqq.; subject to China, 11.
327.
Chachan (properly Chnrchand), see C h a r -

-

chan.
C h a g a n - N u r (N. E. ofKamul), 193 ; 11.38~.
-, bite of n Palace of Kublui's, 860,
161, 269; 377.
Balghassun, a61 ; 11. 7 ; 21.
Jang, 11. 43.
Chagatai, son of Chinghiz, xli, xlii, 98 ;
170, I 71 ; 11. 887, 388, 890.
C h a k o r (kind of Partridge). 161.
Champa (Chamba), Kingdom of, 11. 212 ;
Knhlai's Erp, against, ih.; the King and
his Wivcx, 2 1 8 ; pr(ducts. ib.; 218, 219;
367; 360.
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Chochnu (JUJU),11. 5 ; 93.
I Choiaoh,'
the term, 11. 800; 303.
Chola, or Sola-desam (SOU, Tanjore). 11. 270,
172, 2Ht 303.
Chonka, Iim. of. (Fokien), 11. 188; exl~lnn.
of name difficult, 184; 187.
Chonkwd, 11. 184.
C h o r o h a (the Churchd or MnnchuCountry),
l o ; ; 807, 308 ; 11. 307.
ahrlatian ; Astrologers, 218,890;Churches,
Early, in China, 11. 16 ; Inscription of
Singanfu, 83.; Alans in the Mongol Service, 140, 142.
Chrlatiaua ; of the Greek Rite (Georgians),
60, (Russians), 11.417 ; nt Mwnl, I. 46,67;
among the Curds, 67 ; 58, 5 9 ; the Calif's
plot against the, a t Baghdad, 06 seqq.; in
Kashgar, 169; a t Somarkand, 170 : their
nrrogancp when in favour, 171, I 71 ; mimcle of the Stone removed, i5. ; in Ynrkand, 178; in Chingintnlas, 101; in Suhchau, 188;in Kanchau, 198 ; in Chinghiz's
mmp, 213 ; in Erguiul, 841 ; in Siqju, ib. ;
churches of, in Egignia, 847;in authority
in Tenduc, PM); on the borders of Cathay
towards Sindachu, ih. ; h'ayan one, 808 ;
gibes a t the, on his account, 807, and the
Knan's judgment thereon ; a t the Knnn'n
Court, 844 ; in Yunnan, 11. 88; a t Cxcanfu,
86 ; a t Ynngchnu, 1 1 7 ; churches of, nt
Chinghianfi~,180; one at Kinsny, 168; at
St. Thomas's, 290, 201 ; a t Coilnm, I18 ;
in the Male and Female Islnnda, 558; in
Socotra, 840, 841,and note on, 342-3 ; in
Abyssinin, and their fire-baptism, 881 seqq.,
and 365-6 ; of the Girdle, 366 ; 878 ; in
Lac (Great Wnlhchia), 418.
Christianity; attributed to many Chinghizide
Princes, 14, 11. 407 and 408-409 ; Kublai's
views on, I. 310; Former, of Socotra, 11.
342-344.
Chmho (The Rnkh), 11. 350.
Chronology and chronologicnl data discussed ;
of First Journey of Polos, 1 ; of the war of
h r k n and Hulaku, 8 ; of the Polos' stay
a t Bokham, 10 ; of their departure on their
Second Journey from Acre, 13 ; of their return voyage and arrival in Persia on return,
liii, 36 ; and of their arrival a t Venice, liv ;
of the story of Nigndar, 9 8 ; of Princes of
Hormuz, 113 ; of destruction of the Ismaelites, 138 ; of history of Chinghiz, 110,
1 1 4 116 ; of Kublai's accession and birth,
297; of Naynn's rebellion, 198; of Polo's
isi it to Yunnan, li and 11. 4 8 ; of the
Battle with the K. nf h l i ~ n ,69, and other
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wars between Chinese and that coontry
(Burma), 69-70, 74, 7 7 ; value of IndoChinese, 70 ; conquest of S. China, r I 3 ; of
capture of Siang-yang, I 29 ; of Kuhlni's
dealings with Japan, 105 ; of ditto, with
Champs, 114, and of hlarco's visit to that
country, a 15 ; of Kuhlni's expedition against
Java, 118 ; Review of the Malay, 225 ;
of eventn in Mn'bar, 269 se.lrl. ; of cessation
of Chinese navigation to India, 327 ; of
Abyssinia, 369 sqq. ; cf Kaidu's wars,
392 ; of Mongol revolutions in Persia, seo
notes from 398 to 407 ; of wars of Toktni
and Noghai, 428.
Chlorozylon, 11. 332.
Chnchau-fu (in Chekinng), 11. r 78.
Chuchu (in liiangsi), 11. 178, 181.
Chungkwe' (' hliddle Kingdom '), 11. 184.
Chungtu (Peking), xliii.
Chughis, see Jogis.
C h u r c h e s , C h r i s t i a n ; in Kashgnr, 160; in
.%markand, 170, I 71 ; in Egrigaia, 847 ;
in Teuduc, 153 ; b r l y , in China, 11. 16 ;
a t Yangchau, I 17 ; a t Chinkiang-fi, 180;
a t Kinmy, 162, 157; a t 7 ~ y t o n ,1 8 9 ; a t
St. Tholllas's, ZW),293 ;in Coilum, 3 14 ; in
Socotra, 343.
Churcll6 or Nyuch6, xli, and see C h o r o h a .
Cielstan, 8 I .
Cfnnamon, 11.88, 33 ; 86, 38 ;Ceylon, 155 ;
Malabar, S86, 3 26 ; story of, in Herodotus,
198.
I Circumoiaion, Forcible, of a Bishop, 11.
888; of Socotrnns, 363 ; of Ab!.snininna,
366.
Cirophnnes, Story of, 11. 163.
Civet of Sumatra, 11. 138.
Clement IV., Pope, 17, 18.
Clepsydra, 11. I 70.
Cloves, 11.817; 248, 1 5 0 ; Clore-like plant
1 in Caindn, S6, 37, 38.
I Coal; ancient store of, in Palace Garden a t
Peking, j3o ; burned in Cathay, 896 ; nnmerous fields of, in China. 396 ; in Scot, land in Middle Ages, ib. ; 11. 178.
C o b i n a n (Koh-badn), 116,117; identifi~d,
i b . ; 110, 119.
Cobler, the Story of the H o l y , 67 q q .
C o c a o h i n (Kukichin) the Lndp, lii, liii ; selerted as bride of drghnn lihnn, 81 ; made
over to Kaikhatu iu Persia, nnd mnrried to
Ghazau, 55 ; wept a t parting with Polos,
34; notice of her in Persiiln history,
36.
Cochin-China, the m d i e r n l ('hamlm. 11. 113,
210.
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Coco-nut (InNut), 1- ; 11.
; %8,
249, 7.50 ; m l ;
Islands, 11. 149, 150.
Coeur-cle-Lion, his mangonels, 11. 126, I 18.
CofBne, Chinese (in Tangut), 185.
Cogeohin (or Hukaji), son of Kublai, 11. 46,
and see 1. 313.
Cogatai, 878, 874.
Cogatal, a Tartar sent en\-oy to the Pope,
1%;is left behind ill, 15.
Coiganju (Hwaingan-fu), 11. 104, 110,

-

m.
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of, 351 ; Padre Bolivar'. of the African.
35 3-

Condur, Bondur and, 11.818.
Condu (Sable or Heaver), 3 f 4 .

Conis (Iconium), 44.

Conjeveram, 11. 170.
,
loo, 168. 159.
Conjuring; Weather-, I
W ,272 q q . , 310; Lam-', 179-a&;
Extraordinary, a0c-a83 ; 308-309,
rc
Sorcery, also DeoiCDanciny.
Conoaalmi, 98,
Constantinople, 8 ; 11. I a6 ; 418.
114.
Coilurn (Kaulam, Quilo~~),
Km. of, 11. 818; Convents, see dionastcrics.
Cookery, Tartar horse-, 181.
identity of, 3 13; meaning of name, ib.;
Church of St. George at, 314; Kublai's in- Cooper, Mr. T. T., 11. 2 4 j I .
tercourse with; modern state of, 317; Copal, Indiant 11. 3 31.
Copper; Token currency of Mahomed Tughlak, 384; imparted to Mulahr. 11. W. t*,
Camhay, 888.
so called, 11. 812 ; Ginger so cnlled, ib.
Gains; of Cilician Armenia, 41; of Mosnl, 58 ; Coral; highly valued in Iinshmir, Tibet, (bc,
168, 161 ; 11. 88, 33.
with Lion and Sun, 314; found at SiangYang, 11. 132; of Tartar Heathen Princes Corea, agtl.
Corn, the Emperor'e Stare and d i s t n i bearing Mahomedan and Christian formulae,
tion of, 896.
408.
Coja (Koja), Tartar envoy from Persia to the Coromandel ( M a s k , q. r.), 11. 1 6 8 ; Rainp
Senson in, a87 ; omens followed in. 30;.
liaan, 80, 3 a ; 3 5.
304.
Cold, intense, in Mns. of Kerman, 87; in
Corsairs, see Piraten.
Russia, 11. 4 8 .
Corte del Milione, lv s q q .
'
Mountai~u,' 108.
-- Subbionera at Venice, lvii, Iviii.
Caleridge's verses on Knblai's Paradise, 169.
Cosmogrnphy, Medieval, cli seqq.
Cdodino, seg Coilumfn.
Cwtus, 11. 331.
Columbum (Coilurn, q. v.), the see of a Latin
Cotan, see h-hotun.
Bishop, 11. 3 14; 360.
Columbus ; Polo paralleled with, xxxr ; Re- Cotton; s t Mardin, 57; in Persia, 78 ; at
Kaahgar, 169; a t Yarkand, 1 7 8 ; at Kbmarks on such a parallel, cxxx ; shows no
tan, 174; at Prin, 176; not grown at
knowledge of Polo's Book, cxxxi.
Aksu, I 76 ; in Bengal, 11. 7 8 ; Bushes of
Coloman, Province of. 11. 85, 86. 8 8 ; go;
gigantic size, 888, 329 ; 880; 888 ; st&,
9 1 ~ 9 3 ;a r r .
of, I. 46, 47, 67; 11.296, 198 ; 88 ; W.
Colon, 11. j 13, see Coilurn.
898 ; 840, 864.
Cololib-a1Buddhas, Recumbent, 198, 199.
Counts in Vokhan, 162, 164: at Dofar, 11.
Comania, Comnnlnnr, 60; 11. el,41 a.
880.
Combermere, Prophecy ap~llied to lard, 11.
1x2.
C o u r t s of Justice at Kinsay, 11. 180.
' Comercque,' the word, 11. D, 25.
Couarde, Custom of, 11. 68. 5 7.
Comari, Comori (Cape Comorin and adjoining Cowdung, how used in Manbar, 11. S7S. 301.
district), 11. 818, 818, 880, 337, 359.
Cowries, currency of, 11. 8 8 ; value and exComorin, Cape, we above; alw 11. 168, 309,
tensive use of, 44, 46, 6 8 ; 11.819. aaa.
3 16.
' Cralantur ' (?),the wonl, 67.
Gmoro Islands, 11. 348.
Cramoiey, 43, 80, 61.
Compartments in Hulls of Ships, 11. 186, Cranea, Five gin& of. described, 88Q
261.
197.
Compnss, Mariner's, clvi.
Crnnfurd, John, 11. 120.
Cornpetitire Examinations in Beauty, 321.
Cremeeor (Csrmair), 70.
Conchi, King of the North, 11.410, 41 a.
Cross, I~genclof the Tree of the. I 1 8 ; 11.
Conoubinea, how selected fbr the Knan. 818.
397.
Condor ; hnhits of, 11. 350 ; Templr'r; account -,
(iihes against, on defent of S a y a n .
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Lhliliu (Tnli), 11. 43.
Dnkiinus, City of, 106.
111.
Dalrrh, or Tooth-Relique of Buddha, 11. 164.
Crueltiw,Tartar. 143, 146,131, 133; 11. 141. Dnlai Iamn with four hands. 11. 210.
Cruscs MS. of Polo, cviii.
D'Albuqnerque, 11. 224-216, 343, 382.
Cubeb Pepper, 11.817, 3 26.
Dalivar, Dilivar, n prov. of Indin, SS, 98Cubits, Astron. a l t ~ t u d eestimated by, 11.
99.
Dnlmian, 11. 240.
818,SW, 8e8.
Cublay, see Kablai.
Dnmnscus, 186 ; Siege of, 11. 127.
Damasks with Chcetas on them, 354; with
Cncintana, 11. 33 I.
Girnffes, 11. 35 7, see Silkand GoM.
Cudgel, nse of, among the Tartars, a8q 135.
Dnmghan, rag.
888.
Cuiju, Prov. of, (h'neichau), 11. 88,90, 91, Dancing Dervishes, 11. 61.
-Girls in Hindu Temples. 11. 981,888,
93188.
Cuirbody, 288, 130 ; 11. 47,50.
Dandolo, Andreu, Admiral of the Venetian
Cuju, 11. 178, 178, 181.
Fleet a t Cnrzoln, xxx-iii; lxxiv seqq. ;
Cuncun, Prov. of, 11. 14,17, 18, lo.
captivity and suicide, Ixxviii; funeral n t
Cunningham, M.-Gen. A., g8,99, 148, 164-5.
Genou, ib.
Cups, Flying,W ,
178, 308, 3 ro.
Curds and Curdish, 67,5 9 ; 78, 8 0 ; 96 ; D'Anghieria, Piatro Martire, Ixiv, cxliii.
Dantapnra, 11. 264186.
Dante; X'umber of MSS. of, cxl; does nnt
Curmoga (Hormuz, q. r.). 70, 82.
allude to Polo or his Rook, cxli.
Currenay, Paper, in China, 878 seqq., 380
se~q.; attempt to instittite, in Persia, 384; Darahjird, 81.
allusions to, 11. 88, 80, 05, 87, 101,108, h r n h , 11. 371.
108, 116, 118. 118, 110, 18% 1%. 180, DLrBpdr, 99.
Darlua, 110, 1% 143, 140.
140,142,147, 176, 178.
, Dark Ocean of the South, 11. 350.
, Copper Token, in India, 384.
I
Darknese, Magical, Ba, 88, loo, 168.
, Salt,11. 80,86, 36, 37.
, L ~ n dof, 11.412, 414; how the Tar, Cowrie, 11. 88, 44, 46,68, 86.
tars find their way out of, U S ; the people
-, Leather, 384.
and their peltry. ih. and ~ I G Note
;
on.
Current, Strong South, along h s t of
41 5 ; Alexnnder's legendary entrance into,
Africa. 11. 848, 348, 349.
41 6 ; Dumb Trade of, i6. an-.
Currents, Cape of, or Corriente~,11. 349, 350.
('urzola, Island of, Ixxiv; Battle there and Darmj or Blwk Partridge, 94.
victory of Genoese. xxxvii-viii ; lxxvi scrqq.; Daronn Salt Mines. 146.
Danvaz, 152.
Map of, Ixxviii.
Curzon, Hon. R., on Invention of Printing,
Dnsht of Bah:rrak. 148.
/ Dmhtishtan, 81.
clvii, 11. 473.
Customs. Custom House, 11.88, 15 ; 161 ; Dates (i. c. Trees or Fruit) ; Woods of, 80,
1TB; 106.
6 1 , W 85 ; 01, 108. 104, 105, 106, l o g ;
11. 877;wine of, 101, 108, 11. 850;-and
Cutch Pirates, 11. 344.
Fish, Diet of, 108, joy; 11. 882.
Cuy Kann (Guyuk), 816.
Dnteq (Chronol.) in Polo's Rook ; generally
Cyole, c3hinese, 400,403
erroneous, liv, 2 ; stated, 8, 16, 84, 80,
(!!ynocepluali, 11. 861, 25 a.
188,
8~ (a); 11.
78, 107,189,
Cypreaw.s. Sacred, of the Magiann, I 2 3.
1

Cross-bows,on gnlleys, Irvi ; 11.47,so? 5 I ;

.
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me,

a,

BM, 818, 818, 868,aeo, 881, 8110.8%
405,407,408.

Daughters of Blnrco Polo, xcvii, xcriii ncqy.,
civ, cv ; 11. 440, 441, 441.
David, Kings of Georgia, 40,5 r. 5 4.
Da Gama, 11. 3 2 I, 3 2 7.
-, King of Abyssinin, 11. 370.
Dnbul, IT. 379.
Dagroian, Km. of, in Sunlatm, descrilecl, I I. Dawaro, 11. 369, 3 7 r.
888; pnwible etymology, 240, nnd position . Daya, 11. 143, 148.
I De Barros, Geography of .I., xrxv.
of, ib.
/ De M e , Baron, 80.
X i t u (Peking), 168, 169. 333.
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DUST-STORMS.

- - --- - lh'oscoriclis I~imlo,11. 342.
Dir, 98, 97, 155, 156.
firokht-i-fitrl, 127seqq.
-i-KIt
ushk, r 28.
Dish of Sakyn or of Adam, 11. MB, 264.
Diul-Sind, 82.
D i v i n a t i o n by Twigj or Arrows, 81% II+
Dixan, Branding with C r w at, 11. 367.
Dizabnlus, Pavilion of, 341Djao Naiman S u m 4 269.
a t Kinsay, 11. 160.
Dofar, see Dkrfor.
D o g a n a (Juzgina ?), 14%.
D o g - h e a d e d Races, 11.961, 15 2.
108, 114, 116, 116, 118, 110, 188, 161, DO- ; the Kaan's Mastiff-, 868 ; Tibeta& 11.
!M,
33 ; Fierce, in Cuiju, 08, 90.
176, 176; 877.
Dog-sledging in Far North, 11.41, 413;Note
D e b t , Singular A r r e a t for, 11. 270. 287.
0. the dog% ib.
Decima, or Tithe on Bequeat a t Venice. xcix.
h l f i n o , Ranuzzo, Busland of Polo's daughter
D e o i m a l O r g a n h a t i o n of Tartnr Armies,
Moreta, ciii.
S28, 131.
D e g e n e r a t i o n of Tartars, 880, 23 3 ; and Dominicone sent with the Poloe but t u r n
back, 81-gB.
of other warlike conquerors of China, 11. 10.
' D'or plain,' the expression, 136.
Deh-Bakri, 106,107.
Doria Family a t Meloria, Ixxxiv.
Del Negro, Andalo, Ixxrvi.
-, Laniba, xrxvii ; Admiral of G e n w
Delhi, Sultans of, xliii ; 11. 360.
Fleet sent to Adriatic. Ixxiii; his victnrr.
Del Riccio, Pier, criii.
lxrvi mlq. ; his honoum, Ixxviii ;tomb .rrt
D'Ely, Mount, 11. 321 sew., 326.
descendnntu, Ixxix ; nt Melorin w i t h pix
Demoiselle Crane, 261.
sons, Ixxxiv.
Ikpopulntion of Badnkhshan, 149, 154
, Octaviano, Death of, Ixxri.
Derbeud ; Wall of, 5 7 ; 11. 425.
Tedisio, Exploring voyage of, lxxix.
Dee& ; of Kermau or of Lrit, 116, I 16 ; -,
110; of Persia, 120; of Khornsan, 140; of Dot$, 321.
Donglm, Mr. R K., 11. 153.
l a p (Gobi), 180, 176, 1 77, 181; of KaraDoyley, Sir Fulke, 11. 128.
korum, 801.
-, Haunted, 181-183,Sll.
I ' Draps entaillez,' 348.
1 Drawere, Enormous, of women in BedakhDespina Khatun, 11. 409.
Devagir or Deogir, 11. 360.
I shan, 161, 151.
Drawing after Marco Polo, cxliii.
Devapattnn, 11. 334.
Dreams, Notable, 269.
Decadisi, 11. 188.
Drums, Sound of, in certain Sandy Tmctq,
Devil-Dancins, 279; 11. 68, 61, 62.
181, 183.
mvita,Whh,11. 801. 294.
Dhafar (Dofar, Zhnfar), 11. 878, 284; 379, Dryabalanops Cumphom, 11. 246.
880; its incense, &c. ; two plnces of the Dun Khan, 11. 389, 392.
name, 381.
Duel, Mode of, in S. India, 11. 808-7, 3 1 r.
Dhdrani or mystic charms, 179.
Dufour on Medieval Artillery, 11. r 24Dhulkarnain (Alexander), 5 2 .
Dukuz Khatun, 254.
Dialects, Chinese, 11. 186, 191-2.
Duloarnon, 152.
Diamonds in India, and how they nre found, M i t e s , 11. 365.
11. 8868 ; Mines of, 297 ; ~IiITusionof the Dumb-Trnde, 11, 416-1 7.
D u y p or Tungani, q. v.
legend n h u t , 298.
Dirtation of their Nnrrntives by celebrated
Duplicates in (;eoyrt~l)hy, 11. 25 r, 343.
D u p , 11. 332.
Travellers, cxv.
D~irer'aMnp of Vrnice, so-called, lix.
' D i e x Terrien,' 1 33, r 34Duraamnnd, 11. 360.
Diliwar, mpp. D i l i w of Polo, 99.
Dushas, 84.
Dlncira, 381;11. 25, 174 283. 2R4; 472.
of Red gold, 11. 2Rj.
1 Dost-storms, roo.
De Borron, Robert nnd Helie, Ixxrvi-lxxxviii.
I)e Cepoy, Thibnult; his mission to Venicr
and receipt of a copy of the Book from
Marco himself, xcvi sezq. ; cxvii ; crlii.
-, John, xcvii.
De Gast, Luces, Irxsvi-viii, cxii.
D e a d ; D w r of the, 188; Tartar avelxion to
meddle with things of the, 11. 74.
-,
Disps.1 of the, 184, 186, 187; a t
Cambaluc, 867 ; in Coloman, 11. 8b ; in
Chins, p r t i n l change in Custom, 96; in
Dagroian, !W; by the Battas,&c., 241,see
next head.
-, Burnin# o f the, 184; 11.96, W,109,
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Duties ; on goods a t Kinsay nnd Zayton, 11.
In, 1 8 6 ; on Horses, 873, 383. Sce C u s E n o h a n t a r n ; a t Socotra, 11. 841, 345.

t o m s and T i t h e .
Dwnra Samudrn, 11. 237, 302, 360.
Dzejun-tala, name applied to Mongolia, 193.
Dznngaria, I 93.

/

see Boreerere.

'En &a tarre,' the phrase, 43 ; 11. 337 ;

383.
Engano, Legend reg. Island of, 11. 340.
Engineers, Growing Importance of, in Midclla
Ages, 11. n 7. 128.
E a g l e Mark on shoulder of Georgian Kings,
49.
Engineering Feat, Curioas, Ixxix.
Eagles trained to kill large game, S68, 355. , English Trade and Character in Asia, 11. 303.
White, in the Diamond country, 11. Enlightenment, Land of, 406-7.
Erculin, A r c u l i n (an animal), 11.419, 413,
886.
416,418.
Eagle-wood; origin of the name, 11. a 1 5 ,
E r g u i u l , Prov. of, M1, 143.
gee Lign-aloes.
1 Ennine, 860; 11. 418, 416, 416.
Earth honoured, 11. 878.
' Erzingan (Areinga), 46, 48.
k t , State of the, circa 1260, XI.
1 Erzrum (Arxiron), 48.
Ebony, 11. 818, 215.
' Eschiel,' the word, 11. 326.
Edward I. ; Ixxxvii, xc, xci ; 2 0 .
11. ; correspondence with Tartar Princes,
Esher (Shehr, b-shehr), 11. 874 ; described,
11. 409.
8 7 7 ; trnde with India; Incense; ichthyEffeminacy in Chinese Palaces, 11. 9, 10 ; :
ophagy, 878 ; singular sheep, ib. ; position,
kc., 3 78 ; 380.
164.
Eggs of the Rnc, and of the Aepyornir, 11. E e s e n t e m u r (laentimur), grandson of Kublai, 11. 39.
350, 351, 354.
Estimo, The Venetian, or Forced Loan, lxxv.
Egrigaia, Province of, 817.
Ethiopia and India, Confusion of, 11. 365.
Elu (Cardarnom), 11. 3 2 I.
Ethiopian Sheep, 11. 866, 35 7, 358.
ElubnraRe, 11. 3 2 I, 3a 4
Etiquettes of the Mongol Court, 899, 840,
E l c h i d a i , 11. 408, 405.
Elephantinsis, 1 7 8 ; 11. 286.
1
341, 342, 847, 348, 406-8.
Elephant.; Kublai cnrried by Four, on a Et)mologies. Balustrade, Ixvii; Bucham,
timber Burtiran, SO1 ; The Kann's, 346.
48 ; A ~ i g i ,54 ; Oeliz, 56 ; M u s l i n , 5 9 ;
B a u d e k i n a , 6 1 ; Cxumoisy, G z ; O n d a 348; his litter borne by, 850, 363; of the
nique, 88 ; Curbine. 95 ; Dulcarnon, I 5 a ;
K. of Mien, 11. 6 8 ; numbers of men alleged
Balas, 15 1 ;
and Lazuli, 153 ;
t o be carried by, 6 j (nlso 356); how the
None, 164; .lfuu.niet nnd Alfummery, 174;
Tartnrs routed them, 66; the Kaan begins
S a l a m a n d e r , 195 ; Bcn.ic, 208 ; S1ling,
to keep, 68 ; 71, 74, 80, 8 1 ; in Chnn~pn,
243 ; Siclatmn, 249 ; Argon, a55 ; Tun818, 2 1 4 a 15 ; in Locnc, 819, 272 ; in SUgoni, 255 ; G u a a m u l , 257 ; Chakor, a61 ;
matra, 887, a 3 2 ; 287 ; in Madngascar and
JMli,27 j ; I:rfur, 277 ;Bacsi, i;. ; S e n r i n ,
Zsnghibnr ; trade in Teeth of, 846, 866 ;
285 seg.; I"ungyi, 290; Carquois, 317-8;
carried off by the Ruc, 848, 350, 354; in
Zanghibnr, 366 ; used in war, 866; an erK e s h i k a n , 336-7 ; V e r n i q u e , 340; Caroneous statement, 358 ; Nubian, 35 7 ;
mut, Borgal, Slragrem, 35 r ; C h i n u c h i o r
a b l e about, ib. ; alleged to be used in
ChYnlchi, 357 ; T0~0.01, 363 ; Bularwar by Abyssininns, 868 ; not bred there,
guchi, 363 ; Fondam, 370; Bailo, 376 ;
864; Xote on alleged use by Abys., 367 ;
C o m e r q u e , 11. 25 ; Porcelain, 4 4 ; Sanand on training of African elephants, ib. ;
gon, 99 ; Faghfur, 110 ; M a n g o n e l ,
dianjle, &c., I 15 ; w a l e , I 8 2 ; Chini
War of the Elephant, 368.
a n d M i s 4 183 ; Satin, 189; Euglc-wood,
Eli, E l y , Elly (Hili), Kingdom of, 11. 880;
2 r j ; Aloes-leood, 6.; onb be, ib. ; Calaposition, 321-12; 336; 337; 359.
m a n a , ib. ; Benzoin, 218 ; Balunjar, 284 ;
Eli~na,11. 3 11.
A-muck, 284; P a d , a86 ;Govi, ib. ; A w E l i x i r Vitae of the Jogis, 11. 300, 304.
Elliott, Sir Walter, 11. 172.
rian, 29.1 ; A b r a i a m a n , 302 ; Choiaoh,
E m b r o i d e r y ; a t Kcrman, 86: of leather in
303 ; p r o q u e a , 305 ; Brazil, 3 16 ; Rnlludi, BeNedi, 3 r 7 ; G a t p a u l , 318 ; B n l ~ * , ~ r
Guzerat, 588, 330.
i
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ib. ; ~ d ~ n ~3 26-7
o v , ; Rook (in chess), 3j { ; Fernnndez or Mornvia, Valentine, 11. 23%
, Festivals, O d e r of the Kaan's, 888 pen.
A r .ine, 302 ; Vair. 4 14.
Et!.mologies (of I'rolxr Snmes) ; Curd, Fidalri, or Isrnaelite adepts, I 36, 137.
59 ; Dzungaria, I gz ; Chingintalas, ih. ; Filial Piety in China, 406, 408.
C\~m'ncscan, 218 ; L:agrolan, 11. 240 ; , Finn, I I 4.
Fiordelim, s~~pposed
to be Sicolo Polo's 201
Ceylon, 15. ; Ma%ar,2hi! ; ~'o-larpatwife, xlix, liv, lvii.
tarwm, 307 ; I'u~lnei-A-uyrtl, il~.; Eayal, ,
-, daughter of younger Maffeo Polo, d i ~
ib. ; Eollam (Coilum), 31 3 ; Hill (El?),
311 ; bl~ttglunad AVuhilu, 339 ; Socotra,
xcii.
wife of Felice Polo, 1v. xciii.
341 ; C,C,.~sre~ h .344; ri~lirlinc. 374 ; AiI
Firnndo, Island of. 11. 205.
jaruc, 396; .Vrrnq, 423.
-, Chinese, 11. R:.
Firrllis, a Cnstle of the I s m . ~ c l i t qI 39.
Etzina, m.
Fire; ntiected by height of l'lain of Punrr.
Eunuchs ; 818; procured from Beng:ll. 11.
163, 167 ; regulations airnut. nt Kin!.
787 79.
11. 148.
Euphrates ; 43 ; mid to flow into Caspian, - Baptism ascrihed t o Abpssiniaoq 11.
61, 56.
361. 3 66.
Euphratcsia, 4 3.
Fire-Worship ; in Persin. 7 4 ; by the .'aExecution of Princes of the Blood, Mode of.
sin iu CHthny, U18, 287.
6 4 906, 308.
I<IO (or Engines of \V:ir), suppored
Eyircaya, 247.
Rockets, 30j, 306.
Fish ; Miracle regarding, in Georgia. 60, $4.
F.
55 ; - and Date diet, 102, I W ; sol~pl'
Facen, Dr. -7.. clvii.
Faghfur (Facfur, the Emp. of S. China), 11.
of. nt Kin=?, 11. 1159 ; fiwl for cattle.
107; meaning of title, r l o ; 163, 168; his
377, 379.
effeminate diversions, 164; decay of the , Florin or Ducnt, 11. 171 : 47 r
Palace of, 166, see Manel, glng of.
Flour, Trees produaing (Sago), 11.
Faizabad in Bndnkhshan, 147, 148, 154.
Fliickiger, Dr., 11. I 8 I.
Fokien; 11. I 74, 176, I 77, 181 ; Died of,
Fnkntn, 11. 20;.
Fnkhruddin Ahmnd, r 14 ; 11. 169.
11.191.
, Fdin (Byznntine Empire). 11. 339.
Faknbr, 11. 376.
I Fondeoo, 370; 11. 188, 189.
Falcons, see Hawks.
Foot-mnrk on Adam's Peak, 11. 161 ; d i m Falconers, the limn's, 999, S 8 .
pnnt dimensions, il,.
Famine Horrors, 277.
Fanclian, i. e. P'ing~hang, title of a 2nd ehss Foot-posts in Cathay, 889.
Forg, 81.
Cabinet Minister, 386 ; 11. 141.
Fanchnn L k e , 11. I 7.
: Formosa, Plain of, 101, I 08 ; the nnmq i4.
Fortune, Mr. R., 11. 176, 177. 178, 181
Fanching, Siege of, 11. 129, 130.
Fandaraina, 11. 31 I, 37 7, 376.
, Foundlings provided for. 11. 109, I 14
Fansur, Km. of, in Sumntrn, 11. 848; p s i - Four-hornedSheep, 11. 378, 379.
tion of, 145.
Fowle with hair, 11. 180, 182.
Faneuri Camphor, 11. %
244.I%, Foxes, Black, 11.410,412,416. US.
Fanwenhu, or Fanhunko, a general in Japan- Fra Mauro'a Map, cliv, I 26 ; 11. 91 ; 3;' ;
ese Expedition, 11. 105, 106, 107.
339; 350.
Faro of Constantinople, 11. 41.
' Frs Term,' see En fra h.
Farriers ; none in S. India, 11.877, 888.
Fracastorius, Jerome, xxxiv.
Fam,Prov.of,8r; 11.313, 314; 336.
Franciscan Convents; in the Wolga I@&
Fesaq 81.
5 , 8, 11. 411; a t Yang-chan, 11. 117;
Fasting Days, Buddhist, 198, 2 0 0 .
Znyton, 188.
Fattau in Ma'bar, 11. 169, 308, 309.
F"ranoolln8, I,
y4 ; 101, 106 ; 261.
Fnusto, Vettor, his p a t Qninqnererne, lxi, Frankincense, see Inoeme.
Ixiii.
French; the original language of Polo'fi
Female attendants on Chinese Emproru, I
h k , criii seqq.; its large didusioo in
I
that age, cxii saqq. ; cxlvi.
11. 9, t o ; 164.
Ferlec, Rm. of, in Sumatra (Parlik, q. r.),
Expedition up the Iiamboja Rirer, II.
i
I
41, 83, an11 bee Gur,nicr.
B 7 . I 30, 2 5 :4p.
I
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French Missions nnd hlissionnries in China,
Cfaruda, 11. 288; 349.
Gateof Iron. Existing,ascribed to Derbend,54.
11. 24, 30, 33, 37, 41, 42, LO, 61, 81, 90.
G a t e s ; of Knan's Palace, S!M, 3 1 8 ; of Cam' F r B r e C h a r n e l , ' menning of, I j 2 .
bnluc, 839, 334.
Frere, Sir Bartle, 89, I 00, I r 2 ; 11. 330.
Frederic II., the Emperor ; his account of the ' Gat-paula,' Gatopul, (htoa-pulns, 11.818,
Tartars, 51 ; his Ckctrrs, 354; his leather
3 18-19, 372.
money, 384 ; his Giraffe, 11. 35 7.
' G a t t o - m a i m o n e , ' 11. 3 I 8.
Fuchau ( F u j u , q. v.); Paper money at, 383; G a u e n h p o l a , Island of, 144; 11. 21a,
11. r r 3 ; 184; Tooth-relique at, 266.
248 ; its position, 149.
Gaearis, 11. 421. 413.
F u j u (Fokien and Fuchau), II.l76,17Oaqq.,
Cied,.osi, 11. 3 35.
187 ; city, 180, 181 ; 188, 186.
Funeral rites (Chinese), in Tangut, 181 Gelnth, Iron Gate at, 54.
*c,/?. ; of the Kmna, 217, 219 ; nt Kinsny, Geliz, the word, 56.
Genealogy of Polos. xliv ; E r r o n in, a~given
161, I 5 7, see Dead.
1 by Brlrbnro, kc., rvi ; Tabular, 11. 436.
Fungul, C i t y of, 11. 88, go, 92.
Furs of the Xorthern Regions, !&M, 560, ,
of House of Chinghiz, 11. 435.
I Genon and Venice, Rivnlrp and W a n of, 1x1
365 ; 11. 410, 4 1 3-14, 416, 418.
Fusnog, fancied Mexico, 11. 3 39, 340.
i
seqq.
Pisn, Do. do.. i;. nod Ixxxir.
Fuyang ( T a n p i j u ? ) , 11. I 76, I 77.
I1
1'010'~ Captivity nt, xxxviii, lxxix erl.1.
I G e n o e s e ; their growth in skill and splenG.
dour, Ixxi ; Chnructer given of, by an old
Gnlashkird, loo.
Galenrza, Venetian, Ixv.
1 Itnlinn author, Ixxvi; their navigation of
the Caspian, 61, 56; their merchnnts a t
G a l i n g a l e , 11. 70, 170, 180, I 8 I , 217.
Tnhriz, 70, 71, and in Fokien, 11. 1t9.
Galletti, Mnrco, xxv ; 11. 440.
Galleys of the Middle Ages, On the War-, Is 'Geoprnphi~al T e x t ' of Polo's Book; character of its language, cix ; proofs thnt it
..eqq. ; pec~llinrnrrnngement of the oars, IsIxiii ; number of ours, Ixiii-lxiv; dimenis the original, ex ; pec~rliarities of longuage, ib. ; indications of verbal dictation,
sions, Ixiii ; tactics in fight, Ixvii ; toil i
in rowing, i+.; strength of clrw, ib.; coat,
ib.; Tautoloey, ib.; proof thnt it is the
source of the other Texts, cxi ; its nsc euenIxriii ; Staff of a Fleet, i6. ; description
tial to a till1 view of Polo's Work, clir.
from Joinville. lrix ; some customs of, i5.
Gnlley-slnves, not usual in Middle Ages, Ixvii. , G e o r g e , Xing, of the line of Prexter John,
240, 260, z j :, 15 j ; possible true form of
!
Gamnlec ( C a m b a l u c , q. v.). 11. 2 r.
i
his name, 153 ; 11. 800 seql.
G a m b l i n g l,rohibited by the Kann, 406.
G a m e ; References to, see Fport.
Georgia (Georgiania) and Georgian5 de- supplied to the Court a t Cnmhaluc,
scribed, 4 9 s q q . ; their Kings, 49, 5 I ;
beauty of people, ih.
868, 856.
I Oerfalcons ; 2S7, 240, 88S ; 868, S O ; 11.
-Lnwa, Mongol, 864, SBl ; 11. 6.
Ganapati Kings, 11. 297.
Gandhirn, 77, 11. 166 ; the nnmc npplied to -, 418.Tablets engraved with, 88, 818, 3 r 7.
G e r m a n Follower of the Polos, 11. 180.
Yunnan by the Buddhists, 11. 43.
C;hninssuddin Balbnn, 98, 99.
Ganfu, the Port of Binsay, 11. 149.
Ghazan Khnn ( C a s a n ) of Persia, son of ArGantnnpoohoa, son of Kublai, 313.
ghun; liii, liv ; knew the Frank tongue,
Gantdr, 11. 197.
cxiii, 28; his regnrd for the Polos, 84;
Cfarctnia, Fruit and Dye, 11. 181.
marries the Imly Knknchin, 36 ; 84 ; 97 ;
Gardner, Jlr. C., 11. 154, 156, 157.
Gardiner's (misprinted Gardner) Travels,
I 1 4 ; 1 3 0 ; 271 ; 384; 11.
127; 396,
397 ; set to watch the Bhorasan Frontier,
'54, 169.
1 406, 406; 408, 407; obtains the throne,
Garmsir, Ghermscer (Cremosor), 94.
408.
Gnrnier, M. Francis, 11. 37, 38, 44: his daring journey to Talifu, 4 8 ; 56, 5 7, 63 ; 83, Ghel or Ghelan (Ghel-u-chelan), Sea of,
i.e. the Caspian, 61, 55.
84, 86, 92, 937 155 ; 214G a r r i s o n s , Mongol, in Cathay and Manzi, Ohell6 silk (Gili), 51, gG.
300 ; 11. 150, 15 7 ; disliked by the people,
Q b i u j u , 11. 176, I 77, I 78.
Ghtils (Goblins), I d3 ; 11. 349.
1BB; 188.
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Ghdr, 96.
Giglioli, Prof. H., Ixxix.
Gil or GIInn, 55.
Gilgit, 151.
Qinao Mountain and Hot Springs, 114.
Gindanes of Herodotus, 11. 30.
Ginger, 11. 12, 10, 86; alleged to grow in
Kiangnan, 148, but i t is believed incorrectly, r 44; 179, 180 ; a t Coilum, 812 ;
Different qunlities of, I 16 ; pricea, 3 I 7;
a t Ely, S O , 314 ; in bfnlnbar, 8811 ; in
Guzemt, 888.
Giraffes, 11. 847, 354 ; described, Bd6 ; medievnl notices of, 35 7; 884.
Girnrdo, Paul, Marccl Polo's Lnwauit with.
xcvii ; 11. 439.
Qirdkuh, an Ismnelite Fortresq its long Dcfence, I 39.
Girls consecrated to Idols in India, 11. 881.
Glnzn (Ayas, q. r.). lxxrii.
Gleemen and Jugglere conquer Mien (or
Burmn), 11. 78.
Con, 11. 194 383.
G~~bernador,
Strnits of, 11. 2 24.
G&s, Benedict, 1, 166,I 70.
Gog a ~ Magog
d
; Ikgend of, 52 ; Country
of, BM) ; Wall of China uruggestn the nnme,
257; '59.
Gogo, 11. 333.
Ctoltre a t Ynrkand, 173.
Golconda Diamond Mines, 11. 297.
Gold, Frankincense and Myrrh, their mystic
m m i n g s , 74, 76.
-;
dust in Tibet, 11. 88 ; in Caindn exchnnged for salt, 86, 37; dust and nuggets
in Carajan, 46, 59; 70, 71; in Caugigu,
80; in Coloman, 86 ; in Chipnngu infinite,
109-200, 102 ; in Islands of Sea of Chin,
809 ; dust in Islands of Gulf of Cheinan,
a I I ; not really found in Java, 21 7 ; in
Locac, 819, and the Bialnyo-Siamesc territoriea, a a a ; in Sumatra, 888, 119; vast
nccumulntions of, in S. India, xi, 276, 284;
imported into Malabnr,S26 ; and to Cambay,
388 ; purchased in Socotm, 841.
to Silver, Relntive vnlue of, 381, 11. 59,
and see 11. 89, 46, 62, 70, 101.
-and
Silver Towers of Mien, 11. 73.
of the Grpphons in Herodotus, explained,
11. 353.
,Cloths of, 41, M), 67, 80, 6.1,79,S60,
848, 11. 18, see Silk and Oul:L
-- Teeth (Zardandan), n people of Western Yunnan, 11. 62 8eQ+, s;, 56.
Golden King, Tale of the, 11. 8.
Golden Islan~l,11. 136, 187. 138.

-

-
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Golden bIountain, Sumatra, IL 143.
Horde. 11. 42 3.
W f o , Indk~odi, 11. 3r 7.
Gominpola, Gomispodn (C)auenIsp~la,q. v.).
11. 249.
Gomushtnpnh, Wall of, 54.
Gomuti Palm, 11. 140.
Gor Khnr, or Wild Ase, 85.
Gordon's Ever-Victorions Army,' 11. 141.
Goriosan, 11. 106.
Goshawks; in Georgia, W ,54; 888 ;Black.
11. $BE,881.
, Ctothia (Crimean), 11. 481 ; i t r limit, 4 2 ::
1
language, 413.
Govy, a low caste in Msabar, 11. S77,S76.
186,291.
Oozurat, aee Gurarf.
Grail, Bnddhist Parallel to tho Holy, 11. 2 6 % .
, Granaries, Imperial, 598, 397.
Gram-Cloths, 11. qo.
Grasso, Donato. liv.
Great or Greater Pea (The Black Sn). I
3 ; 11. 418, 481. 450.
Bear. 11. 2S5, 240.
-and
Little, Force of these e p i t h e t a i n
application to certain regions, 11. zag.
Gregorieff, Mr., his excavations a t Sarai, 5.
Gregory X., Pope, ace Theobald.
Greek Fire, lxvi ; 11. 142.
Greeks in Tnrcomania, 18.
and Greek Tongue in Socotm, 11. 3 4 2 ,
343 ; p i b l e relic of, 344.
Green Island, Legendary, 11. 316.
Islands, 11. 350.
Mount a t Cambaluc, 886-7, 330.
River, see TsienTang.
Groat, or Venetian Qroaao, 878, 3 8 8 ; 11.
12, 80, 116,118,170,188, 1 9 ,SO1 ; 472.
Grneber and Dorville, Jesuit Tmvellen, 24 z.
G n u Cinerea, -Antigone, - L c n m y e r u n a ~ ~ Monuonachu3, 161.
Grynaens's Version of Polo, cxxi.
Gryphon, The, alias Rnc, 11. 846; 349, 15 r.
Guaamul, W ,154, 156.
Gudderi, the Musk Animal, 11. $8.
Gnebers, 84, 91.
Gneoni, People called, 11. 81.
Gugnl, or Bdellium, XI. 33 r.
Guilds of Craftsmen a t Kinsay, 11. 146.
I Venetian, xcir.
Guinea-fowl, 11. S4, 3 72.
Gum Anime', 11. 33 a.
Gnmiah-KhBnnh silver-mines, 49.
Gunpowder, clvi.
Gurgan, a Tnrtar chief, 11. 40;.
Gurgfln ('Son-in-lnw '1: a title. 254.
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QurMon, a title, 206.
Gutturals, Mongol elision of, 8, 11. 2 I J.
Guzernt (Goaurat), 11. 302, 884, 826; described, 888, 329, 336, 3377 350r 3'0.
Gwalior, 11. 360, but should be Kulantir, see
475.

H.
Hnbvh (Abash, Abyssinia, q. v.), 11. $64.
Hndiah, 11. 371.
HaKer, 11. 380.
Hainan. Golf of, 11. 21 r.
Hairy Men in Surnntr:~,11. 241.
Hajji Mnhomed, 190, I 99.
Hakeddin, 11. 3 7 I.
Half-breeds, see Argons.
Hammer-Purgstccll on Marco Pt,lo, cxxxix.
Hamdm Arabs, 11. 378.
Hamza-Pantsdri, 11. 245.
Han River, 11. I 8, 2 I ; I 1 I ; I 28.
Haubury, Mr. D., 11. 1 4 4 181, 181.
Hanchung, 11. 18, 19, 2 1 .
Hangchau-fu, xliii ; 11. 145 ; 152, 153, but
see Kinsay.
Hankau, 11. 136.
Hansi, 11. 360.
Hnrhaurn, a region of India, 98.
Hunnozia, 108.
Harsuddi, Temple of, 11. 286.
Haru or Aru, 11. 245.
Hasik, 11. 3 79.
Ilushishin (Aahishin), 1
sseqq., I 3 3.
Hastings, Letter of Wnrren, 54.
Haunted Deserts, 181, 182 ; 841.
Howbriy (Avarien), the term, 11. 291.
Hawks, H a w k i n g ; in Georgia, 60, 54; in
Yezd and Kemnn, 84, 86, 9 1; in Bndakhshan, 150; in Etzinn, U ) 2 ; among the
Tartars, 880; on the shores and islands of
the Northern Ocean, 237, 240,also 11.418;
Kublai's sport a t Chagannur, I. 240; his
hawks in mew a t Chandu, 268; trained
engles, 868, 35 j ; Kublai's hawking estnblishment, 858, and sport, S O , 860, 361,
588, 365 ; 11. 6; in Tibet, 88; in Sumstra, 888; in Maabar, 801.
Hayton I., King of Lesser Armenia, 42.
Hazaras ; their Mongol origin, 96 ; Lax cubtom ascribed to, 191; 11. 36.
Hazbann, K. of Abyssinia, 11. 3 70.
Heat, Vast,a t Hormuz, 101, 102 ; 112 ; 11.
888; in India, 11.280, 318.
' Heaven, City of' (Kinsay), 11. 148, 144,
146,180.
Heibak, Cnres at, 148.
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Height, Effeots on fire of great, 169, I 66,
167.
lIcl!i, 11. 32:.
Hemp of li\veiebau, 11. 90.
Heraclius said to hnve lmsed the ahut-up
nations, 54.
Herat, 141 ; 11. 3 ; 5 .
H e r e d i t a r y T r a d e s , 11. 146, see r 54.
Hereford Map, 127.
Hermenia, see Armoriu.
Hermits of Kashmir, 168, 160,161.
Hides, 11. 888, see Lc,tthrr.
IN,Ifuil (the great Cardamom), 11. 311.
Hili, Hili-Marnwi (Ely), 11. 321, 332. 3'3,
3% 317, 337.
Hill-people, Wild, of Fokien, 11. 178, 181.
Hinaur, see tIun6rar.
Hind, 11. 336; 359.
Hindu character, I p p r e n t deterioration of,
11. 303.
Hing-ngan, 11. 2 2.
Hing-pen, 11. 18.
Hippopotamus Teeth, 11. 947, 354.
Hips, Admiration of large, 161.
Hoang-ho, 216, 247, 248, 251; 11. 13, 15 ;
changes in its course, 99, 105,106 ; it. embankments, 1 04 ; I I 4, see C a r a m o r a n .
Hochang-fu (Cachanfu), 11. 14.
Hochau, Bfangu Raan'a death at, 21 6.
Hokian-fu (Cacanfu), 11. 96.
Hokow or Hokeu, 11. 177,r 78.
H o l y Sepulchre ; Oil from Lamp of, 18, 18,
11. 361, R8.
Homerit-, 11. 365.
Homi-chau or Ngo-ning, 11. 84, 92, 93.
'Hornme,' technical use of the word, 26,
305.
Honan, 11. 128.
Honhi Tribe (Anin), 11. 83, 84.
H O WTribe (Uirdt), 286, 2 j r .
Hormuz ( H o m o s , Hormes, Curmosa), I ;
78, 83 ; 1 0 1 seqy.; trade with India; heat
and sickliness; diet of people, 108; bhips;
intolerably hot and fiital wind ; crops,
103; mourning custom^; the Ring of, 104;
another road from, to Keman, il.;
road
from licrman to, 104 ; site of the old city,
104-105 ; Foundation of, 108; History of;
r 13 ; 11. 276, 284 ; 866 ; 836 ; 3 76, 881 ;
the Melik of, ib.; 582, 388; great heat,
888 ; 884 ; Old -, Confudion about, 384 ;
888.
-, lsland of, or Jerun, 104, 105 ; 01.gutiu
of Arrian, 108; r I 3, I I 4.
Hormuzdin, 105.
H o r n 8 of Ofis Poli. 168. rGG.
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H o r o s c o p e s in China, 400; in Maabar, 11.
280.
H o r s e - P o s t s and P c s t - h o u s e s , 888, 390,
391.
Horses ; Turkish, 48,44 ; of Persin, 79, 8 2 ;
of Badakhshan, 188; sncrificed over Tombs
of Kannn, 217; Tartar, 228, 131 ; and
Jlareo, White, 205, 271, present4 to the
Kann on New Year's Day. 346: of C n r j a n ,
11. 89, 47, 49 ; tails of, docked, 47, 50 ; of
Anin, 8 3 ; tracking by, 136.
-, none, or only wretched ones, bred in
S. India, 11. 276, 278, 187 ; 881.
-, G r e a t T r a d e in importing, t o India;
from Persia, 79, 8 2 ; mode of shil)ment,
102; from Carajnn, 11.47 ; from Anin, 8 8 ;
from Kis, Horn~uz,Dofar, Soer, and Aden,
276, 285, 808, 850, (Aden) 878, (Esher)
377, 379, ( h f a r ) am; (Calatn) 381, 383 ;
great prices fetched in India, I. 79, H Z ; 11.
276, 18; ; 873. I h t y on. 878, 383 ; captured by pirates, 850. Extraordinary treatment and diet of, in India, 11. 277, 281,
185, 288, 881.
Hospitals, Buddhist, 399.
H o s t e l r i e s ; a t Cnmbalnc, 967 ; on the postroads of Cathay, 888 ; 11. 1 8 ; a t Kinsay,
Regulations of, 162.
H o t S p ~ a ; i n A m e n i n , 4 5 , 4 6 ; near
Hormnz, 104, I 14.
Hounds, M a s t e r s of the Kaan's, S56,
357.
H o u r s ; struck from bell-tower nt Cnmbaluc,
898, 868 ; a t Rinsuy, 11. 148.
-,U n l u o k y , 11. SOO.
-,Canonical, 11. 303-4.
Huc, PPre, II. 2 4
Hnchau-fu (Vuju), 11. 145.
Huknji (Cogaohin), son of Knblni, 313 ; 11.
46. 48.
Hukwau-hien, 11. 1 8 2 .
Hulaku Khan (Alau, and in one plaice Alaoou), brother of Knblai, and founder of
&long111 Dynnaty in Persia, xli ; his enterprise against Baghdad, 60, 63 ; puts the
Khalif to death, 61, 6 4 ; 8 1 ; gocs against
the Ismaelites, 188, I 19; 144; 217, 118 ;
his tirst campaign, 298 ; 11. I 1 0 ; treachery
of, 142 ; 397 ; 399 ; h i m a r w i t h Barka
Khan of Kipchak, 1. 4, 8, 96 ; 11. 424 s0,lq.
H ~ l l n ~ e n n ' sextraordinary view of Polo's
Book, cxxxix.
Human fat, used for combl~stionin war, 11.
142.
sacriticee, 187.
IIond\vnr (Onore, H i n ~ u r ) .11. 316, 376.
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H u n d r e d - E y e s , The Prophecy of the. If.
107-8, I I 2.
Huad~dniy,see O n d a n i q u e .
Hungary, Great, 11. 119, 411.
H u n t i n g Establishrnenta, K u W s , S64,
868, 362.
-E x p e d i t i o n of Kublai described, S67 ;
of Kanghi, 361.
-P r e s e r v e s , 11. 6. See S ~ o r t .
Hushikien, 143.
H ~ n R.,
i 11. 105.
Itwailu, 11. 8.
Hwningan-fu (Coiganju), 11. lo;, I l a , I 14.
Iiwen-ho, 11. 3.
Hwen Thsang, 143, 156, 161, 165, 166, 168,
I 74, 176, I ; 7,182, a m ; 11. 249, 256, 2 6 4 ,
166, 339.
Hyena, 354.
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Iabadin, 11. 151.
Ibn Bntutn; 4 ; 5 ; 6 ; 8 ; 9 ; 35; 4 4 ; 7 2 ;
81; 95; L I Z ; 157; hisaaccuunt of Chinese
Joggling, a80 ; jog ; of Khnnua ( K i n s a y h
11. 169 ; of ikj-ton, 199 ; in Sumatra, 237 ;
a t Adam's Peak, 261 ; 264; 308; nt Kaulam,314;3r5;atHili,3lr;316:327;
331; 33;; 335; 345 ; 347; hiflight of
the Rukh, 351 ; 318; 360; 375 ; 379;
380; 382 ; 396 ; 413 ; 4 ~ 6 419.
;
-Fozlan, Old Arahic writer on Russian
Countries, 6 ; 11. 419.
Ichau, 11. 103.
I o h t h y o p h a g o u s C a t t l e and People, 11.
878, 3 i9.
' Ichin-hien, 11. I I ;, I 30, r 34, I 36.
Icon Amlnc, K. of Abyssinia, 11. 369, 370,

I

Id018 ; Turtar, 2!M, 21 j, 404, 406, 11. 410 ;
in
I. 108, 199; of the Bacsi o r
l i lTnngut,
.
I
Lamns, 2 8 7 ; of the Sensfn, SB8, 288,
1 290 ; of the East generally, 11. 908, 110;
in India, 11. 281-282.
I d o l a t r y (i.o. Buddhism) and Idolaters; in
Kaahmir, 158, 159, 160, 161 ; in Tangnt,
184, 186 ; 189; 191; 198, 200 ;M;W ;
247 ; 250; SBb seqq. ; 897 ; 344.
Origin of. 158, 11. 258-9, 163.
of Brahmans, 11. 299; of Jogis, 800-

-
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,
1 leu, 11. 260.
Ifat, Aufnt, 11. 569, 371, 572.
Ig, Ij, or Irej, 81.
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I r ~ s hMS. Version of Pulo's Book, cxxriii.
Igbn Zion, Iakba Siun, K. of Abyssinia, 11.
Iron ; in Kerman, 88, 87 ; in Cobinan, 117,
370, 371.
118.
N,.hi, meaning of the word, :e.
Iron-Gate (Derbend): said to hare beell
Ilchi, Cap. of Khotan, I 74.
built by Alexander, SO, 5 I ; gate nscribe2l
Ilchigadni Khan, I 72.
to, 54.; 11. 423, 4B4.
Imayo .Ifundi of Jac d'dcqui, 1.
Incense; Sumatrun, 11. 1 2 8 ; Brown, in W. Irtish R., 11. 413.
India, 880, 3 3 I ; \Vhite, in Arabia, 877, Isaac, K. of Abyssinin, 11. 370.
Isabel, Queen of L. Armenia, 4 2 .
3 797 880.
, 365.
India, xliii ; 1, 108, 160, 368 ; 11. 46,47,78, I x ~ h n i11.
187 ; Trnde from, to Ilauzi or China, 140, Isentemur (Sentemur, Essentemur),gdaon.
of Kublai, 11. 88, 48, 63.
172, 183, 186; 187, 197; believed to breed
no horses, 287, 881, and see Homes ; Ish-, The prefix, 1 4 8 ;-Knshm, 148, dialect,
1 5 I ; 164.
Western limits of, 886, 336 ; Islands of,
Iskandar Shah of Jlalncra, 11. 225.
366, and see I~latrdJ;1)ivision of, 968-7;
Islands; of the Indian Sea, nnd their v;wt
Sundry Lists of States in. 360; Trnde with
number, 11. 187, 356, 3 j8 ; of China Seas,
Persia and Arabia, 306; with Aden and '
AngaEgypt, 873, 374-5 ; with Arabian pork$, ! . 11. 809, and see Java, Chip-,
877 0
8 . I .I.
3
r e :
man. Nicoveran. Malaiur, Seilan,
specially of Indiii.
Sootra, Madagascar,kc.
India and Etlliopin, Confusion of, 11. 3 6 5
Male and Female, 11. 887 segq.
-the Greater, 11. 267 seqq.; 396; its Isle of Rubies (Ceylon), 11. 120.
-d'orlcans, 11. 210.
extent, 856, 359.
the Lesser, its extent, 11. 867, 359, Ismaelites 01. Assassins, 80; 1 s seq11.; assassination* by, I 3 7 ; destruction of, 138 aeqq. ;
365.
recent traces of, I 39.
India, Middle (Abj-ssinia), 11. 358, 980 ;
Ispahnn, 81.
Remarks on this title, I. 365.
Israel in China, jog, see Je.rr.
-Tertia, 11. 3 ;g, 365.
Istau, see
Jinxima, 11. 359.
Istanit (supp. lapuhan), a Em. of Persia, 70,
-Superior, 11. 188, 359.
8 r.
Sea of, see Sea.
Iteration, Wearisome, 11. 96.
Indian Steel (Ondanique, q. v.), 88.
Geography, Dislocation of Polo's, 11. Ivougu, 11. 348.
Izzuddin Muzatfar, 384.
313, 326, 319, 331, 336.
Nuts, see Coro-~iuls.
Indies, The Three, and various distribution :
J.
of them, 11. 35 y.
Indiffereucc, Religious, of AIingol Emperors, i Jacinth, 11. 298.
, Jacob Barndaeus, 58.
14, 3 H , 11. 408 seqrl.
Indigo ; a t Coilum, nnd mode of making. 11. Jacobite Christians ; a t Mosul, 46, 67 ;
818, 3 17 ; in Ctuzerat, 328 ; a t Cambny, ,
Note on their Church, 58 ; a t Tauris, 70 ;
383 ; prohibited by 1.oudon Painters' Guild,
a t Yarkand, 178; perhaps in China, 255 ;
317.
11.343; 336,337Indol'hinn, 11. 360. Vol. 11. pp. 39-86, and , Jadah, Judu, &c., 173, see I;~dnh.
81!&219 treats of Iudo-Chinese Stntes.
( Jade (stone) of Khotnn, kc., 176, 116, I j ; ,
178.
Infants, Exposure of, 11. 109, I 14.
Ingushes of Caucasus, 236.
Jaescbke, Rev. H. A., 188, l o r , 214, 278,
Inscription, Jewish, a t Kniti~ngfu,309.
Insult, Mode of, in S. India, 11. 808.
~ai:,~bount of; liis b n r e galley, lxix.
Intramural Interment prohibited, 367.
Jahingir, I Go.
Invulnerability, Devices for, 11. 205, 107, , Jaipil, Rujn, 11. 181.
Jajnngar, 11. 360.
208.
Jalhlu~ldiuof Khwarizm, 87, 107.
'Irik, 70, 7 I.
Jamilud&u Al-Thnibi, 11. 169, 185.
Irghai, 247, 148.
Irish nccue<l of eating their dead kin, 11. ' -Envoy from Ma'bar to Khanhlig, 11.
141.
'73.
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Junks, 11. 269, and see Ships.
James of Amgon, King, 11. 124, 409.
Justinople (Capo d'lstria), lv.
Jamisfulah (Gaueniepola), 11. 249.
Jnmui Khntun, Kublai's favourite Queen; , Juzgana (Dogma), 119, 143.
her kindness to the captured Chinese Princesses, 37; 11. 113; 320; 323.
i
Jangama Sect, 11. 305.
K.
Jnnibek Khan of Sarai, 6.
J n p n (Chip-,
q. v.), 11. PO1 ; Knbhi's
K a a n , The G m a t ; see K u b l a i K
.
.
n
expedition against, 205.
1 K a a n s ; their Burial Place, 817 ; massacre
Japanese Paper-Money, 383.
of all met by the fnneral party, ib.; 119.
Jnroslawl, 11. 410.
Kabul, 156; 11. 335.
J a s p e r and Chalcedony, 176,178.
Kuchbr, or Wild Sheep (Ovis Vr@ln>,15j.
Jatolic (Cotholicos) of the Nestorians, 67.
Kadrcpah, 11. 297.
Jauchau, 11. 191.
Kafchi-kbe, 11. 91.
Java t h e Great, xliii ; described, 11, 817 ; Kafirs of Hindu Kush; their wine, 83, 147;
its circuit, 2 I 7 ; empires in, 118 ; Kublai's
I 46 ; 156.
expedition against, 8.; 219.
Knidn Khan (Caidu), masin and lifelong
-the L e s s , i. e. Sumntra ; Polo's pnrty
opponent of Knblai, xlii ; 170, r 7 I : 1 7 1 ;
touched at, 38; described with its King192; plots with Nayan, 297, 298; SOS:
dams, 11.
scqq.; 228; application of
11. r r r ; his differences with Koblai, IL
887, and constnnt aggressions, BS8 ; h i s
the nnme, a. ; later meaning of ' Little
real relation to Kublai, 388 ; his Dmtb,
Java,' 229; 248; 818.
-the Greater and Lesser; meaning of
389; end of his House, ib. : accannt of an
these terms, 11. 229, 359.
expedition of his against the Kaan, SES,
; in the sense of the following, 11. 360.
and victory, 880; of another expedition,
Jdtcu, J d u i ; applied by the A n b s tu the
880 q q . His~"ca1 note, 392 ; the liaan.5
Ialanda and products of the Archipelngo
resentment, 888 ;the story ofhis Daughter,
generally, 11. 228.
/ nnd her valonr, 888 seqq. ; note on her, $96 :
Jeruu, Zarun (the Island on which the later
998 ; sends n Host against Abaga, 887; 998 ;
H o m u z stood), 104, 105, 108, 113, 1 x 4
408.
J n u j a b u , Nestorian Patriarch, 11. 313, 335.
Kaifung-fu; Jews and their Synagognethere.
Jews ; in the Kaan's Camp and Court, 807,
309 ; the Siege of, 11. I 30.
310; in China, 308; a t Kaifongfu, and Kaikhatu (giaaatu) Ehan of P e n i a ; Liii:
their inscription there, 309; end of the
seizes the throne, 98, also 11. 406; n o t the
Synagogue there, ib. ; in Coilum, 11. 318.'
lnwful Prince, I. 34; 36 ;87 ; his dissolute
character, 11. 406, 407 ; his death, 408;
in Abyssinia, 981, 365, 369.
41 2 ; his Paper-Money scheme, I. 38+
Jibal IrlAkC, 183.
ul-Thnbdl, i6.
( Kiil, see Cail. .
Jiruft, roo, rob, 107.
; Kain, a City of Persin, 82, 13).
Jogis (Chughi), Account of, 11. 800 seqq. ; Kaiping-fu (Kniminfu, Kemenfu, q. v.), SS.
3 0 4 305.
204, 168, 269.
Johnson, Mr., his visit to Khotan, 174, r 76, 1 Knisariya (Caesoraea, Cesaria), 44,48.
177, 179, 180-181, 11. 475.
Kais, see Kish.
Johore, Sultan of, 11. 223, 125.
Knkateya Dynasty, 11. 197.
J o n Biver (Jihon or Oxus), II.888,898,80'7. 1 liakhyena, Kachyens, Tribe on west of P u n Jorfattan (Bnliapattan), 11. 312.
nan, 11.49-50, 56, 83.
Jubb R., 11. 3 5 7.
i l$nkula, 11. 221.
J u g g l e r s ; a t Kaan's Feasts, 340, 342, 847 ; Kaln'n Snfed, 8 I.
and Gleemen conquer Mien (or Burma),
Kalnjnn (Calschan), 148.
G i k n d a r , 6 7.
11. 78, 77.
Juggling Extraordinary, ak!o agq.
lialantan, 11.211.
Juji, eldest son of Chinghiz, xli; 5 ; 11. 412.
l i a l h b r , 11. 475.
J u j u (Chochau), 11. 4, 5 ; 88, 93.
T a k h i , &IaRchi, 337.
Julman, 11. 416.
Knles Devtv, King of Mn'har, 11. 270 ; 271 ;
Junghuhn ; on h t t n Cannihalisrn, 11. 231 ;
his enormous wealth, 284.
on Camphor Trees, 246.
' lialgnn or Chang-kia-keu, 260.
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I
Kalh6t (KalhQtu, Calatu, Calaiate), r 13, 11.
285 ; described, 881 ; 381 ; idiom of, ib. ;
383 i $04K a l i d k on the Yak, 145.
I
KClikdt, 11. 321, 376.
Kalim or Kdlin (marriage price), 124, 348.
Kaliuga, 11. 164, 166.
Kalinjar, 11. 360.
Kalmia A q b d ~ o l i a ,Poisonous, 197.
Kamirah, Fomar, 11. 1 2 2 .
Kambala, grandson of Kublai, 312.
1
I
Kambiyat (Cambay), 11. 185.
1
Kamboja, 11. 97, 111, 121, 318.
I
Kam-u, 11. 42.
Kamul (Komal, Camul), 189 ; loose cha- ,
. rncter and customs, ib. ; 190; 193.
,
K a n i t - u l S h h (Conosalmi), loo.
,
Kanauj, 11. 360.
qnnbalu Island, 11. 348.
Kanchau ( C a m p i c h u , q. v. ), 199, 247,
148.
&and&&, Kandar, 11. 43 ; 3 35.
I
Knndy, 11. 264.
Knnerkes ; Coins of, 164 ; (Kmishka), 160.
Kanghi, Emperor, 361 ; 11. 4 144.
Kanpn (Uanpu), old Port of Hangchau, 11. 1
'
156.
Kansuh, 186, 199.
Kao-Hoshang, 3 76.
Kaoyu (Cayu), 11. 116, 1 I 7.
Kapilnvnstu, 11. 162.
Kapukada, Capucate, 11. 3 14.
Karibugha, Carabaga, Cnlabm, a military
engine, 11. I 3 I.
Kad-Hulun, 11. 416.
I j a r 8 j h g (Carejan, rc. Yunnan), li, and see
Cwnjan.
106.
~ ~ z r d k h i t u i aEmpire,
n
Princes of Kerman, 87.
Kar6 Khoja, 193 ; 11. 389, 391.
Far& Korum (Careooron), 80&4; 888 ;
11. 380.
I
-Mountains, I 76.
K a r a firnlz, a kind of drink, 2 17.
KarQmdren ( C a r a m o r a n q. v.), the Hoangho.
1
A-arana, meaning of, 95.
Karani (vulgo Cranny), 95.
t
I$nrandt, a Mongol Sept, 95.
K d d n Jidnn (or Khidun), 94.
Karfiunahs (Camonas), a robber tribe, BB,
98,94 s e w ; 83, I 14.
Karawt, an instrument for selfdecollation,
11. 185.
Karenn, 11. 43.
Karmathian Heretics, r 71.

I
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Knrndl, 11. 197.
Karrah, 11. 360.
--Xliuikpdr,
81.
Kasnidi Arnbs, 11. 3 78.
Rush (i. e. Jnde), I 7 7.
Kashan, 7;.
Kkshgnr (Cascar), 169, I 70, 11. 389; CkiuRa~rsof. r 78.
Kadisfr h-ashis, 66 ; 11. 343.
Knsia People and Hills, 272 ; 11. 3R.
Kashmfr (KeshLmur), 98 ; 166 ; r 56 ; described, 167 s q q . ; the people and their
sorceries ; the country the source of
Idolatry (i. e. Buddhism), 168, 159, 160,
161 ; Language. 159.
Kashmfris, 72, 168. 161.
Knqynpa Buddha. 11. 293.
G~tnqhan,143, 14G.
Kntif, 11. 285.
Kattiawbr, 11. 330.
Knulam (Coilurn, q. v., Qnilon, &c.), 11. 169,
321, 176.
-Male; 11. 314
Kauli (Cauly), i.e. Cores, 807, 308.
Kaunchi Khan (Conchi), 11. 410, 413.
Kaveri H., Delta of, 11. 272.
Knveripatam, ib.
KiyaI, KQil, see Cail.
Pattanam, 11. 307, 308.
-,
Punnei-, 11. 308.
Kayawr, 11. 286.
Kayteu, 11. 185.
Kazan, 6.
Kazwin (Caevin), 79, 80, 95.
Kehran, 11. 360; see 475.
Keiaz Tribe, 169.
Kelinfu (Kienning-fu), 11. 178 s q q .
K e r n e m see Kaip'ng-fu.
K e q j a n f u , i . e . Singnu-fu, 11. 18, 14, 16.
Keraits, a great Tartar Tribe, 207, 108, a5 1,
251.
Kerala, 11. 316.
Kermkn, 8 I ; 8 4 ; described, 88, 8 7 ; capital,
ib. ; history; steel of, 87; manufactures,
89 ; 108, 101, 113, 116, 117, 118 ; King
(or Atabeg) of. 108, 104; 11. 888, 888.
to Hormue, Koute from, 86-87,91BB, 101, 104-108.
K e s h i c a n , the Karin's Life-Guard, 886; true
form and roba able etymology of word,
3 36-7 ; 949 ; 35 r.
K e s m a c o r a n (Mekrfm), 8 1 ; 11.
is
i i i j - M a k ~ n ,3 15 ; 336, 3 3 7, 3397 359.
Khalif (Calif of the Saracens, or of B a u d a s )
of Baghdad (i.8. Mosta'sim Billah), 60;
taken by Hulaku (Alhu) and starved to
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death, 61. How a former - laid n plot
against the Christinns. 66,sew. ; its miraculous defeat ; he bccomes sevretly a Christinn, 60.
Kha'lij, the wold, 11. 374.
Khan K~dshahof Khotan, r 74.
Khnnfn, 11. 156.
Khanikoff's Notcs on Polo, 49, 55,97, g', 99, ;
'
IW, 113, 114, 116, 130, 141.
Khnn-oolla; site of Tomb of Chinghir, 2 I 8.
Khan* Kllnnzai(Kinsay, q. v.), 11. I jh, 169.
Khazars, 11. 423.
Khnto Tribe, 11. d3.
Khitnn-go1 (I~rly'* River, i. e. Hwng-ho).
216.
Khinsn, Kl~inqsai, Kllinzai (Kinsay, q. v.),
11. 106. 137, 169.
Khitnn, Khitai, rlii.
-L)ynasty of I.ino, 206.
Character, 28.
Khmer ( b o n ~ a r ,Kamboja)? 11. 1 2 2 , 318.
Khorasan, 36, I 20, 141 ; 11. 39R, 406.
Khormuzda, the Suprcnlc Deity of the Tnrtors, 115.
Khotnn ( C o t a n ) ; described, 178, r 74; Houtca
between - and China, I 76; Buried Cities
of, ib. (nnd 11. 475) ; Jade of; I 7; ; I 79 ;
181.
Khumbarati (Cnmbq), 11. 3 j 3.
Khumdin, 11. 16.
Kisomdo, 11. 41.
Kiaking, Emperor, 11. 105.
Kinng, the Great ( K i a n and Kian-suy, and
in its highest course Brius), 11. 99, 15 ;
41 ; 93 ; I 11 ; r 1 7 ; 1 8 ; its 1-mtness and
numerous craft, 138 ; 134; steamers on,
I 36 ; its former debouchure to the south,
156, see also h7insha.
Kiangchd, 11. r 18 ; Limits of, r 74 ; I 78 ; 1 84.
Kiang-Hung, Xieng-Hung, 11. 82, gr, ga, 93.
Kiangka, 11. 30.
Kiitng-mai (Zimm6, Xieng-mai), 11. 81, 91,
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Kiangnlian, 11. I 7 8.
Kiangsi, 11. 178.
Kinngtheu, 11. 69, 74. 77.
Kinug-Tung, 11. 80.
Kiaochi, i. e. Tnngking; Chinese etym. of, 11.
8 2 ; 91.
Kiayu-k unn, r 77.
Kien-chau, 11. 184.
Kien-kw6 ib.
Kienlong, Emperor, 11. 4 r 54.
Kienning-fu (Kelinfu), 11. I 78.
Kij-Wakrin, see Kesmecoran.
Kilirnnnchi H.? 11. 357.

KINSAY.
.

.

Kin (or Golden) Dynasty in X o r t h e r n Chim,
xlii ; 10; ; 2 j y ; their Paper-Money, jBr ;
11. 10, 15 ; I;O.
A-irrrha (Ch. name for Kiphais), 11. 141.
h-inchi or ' Gold-Teeth,' nee Zardandan.
King of the Abraiaman, 11. 299.
King of F r a n c e , Kublni's mesmges to, 3%
-of E n g l a n d , do. ib.; I n t e r n u r s e mtb
Mongol Princes, 35, 11. 409- of Spain,do., ib.
Kings, Subordinate, or Viceroys, in C % i w
883,373 ; 11. 14, 1 7 ; 39, 46: 150, 156.
of Maabar, the Five Brother. 11. PBI.
169, 273, 891, 806, 908; their m o t h d r
efforb to check their broils, 908; 169
wq.; 273 ; 310.
King, Rev. C. W., 319.
Kiugsse', 11. 152, see Kinaall.
Kingsmill, Mr. T. P'.,11. 117, 145, 165. 176.
Kinhwn-fn, 11. I 78.
ginsay (fiirqape'or 'Capital,' lihansi, Ahin4 Khingsai, Khnnzai, Cansay, Campsap.),
i.e. the city now called Hangchau-fo, rliii;
11. 101) ; its surrender to Bayan, ih, I I 3 :
extreme public security, 1 0 8 ; r I I ; r I ;:
alleged meaning of the name, 149. 14%
146 ; Description of, 146 .wig. ; B r i d g q
1 4 6 ; Guilds and wealthy crattsmen, their
dainty wives; the h k e , its Islands and
Garden - Houses, 147 ; Stone - Towers;
l'eople, their clothing and food ; Guards
and Police-regulations, 1 4 8 ; F i m ;AimTowers, 140; Revenues; Pavements; Poblic
Hnthr; the I'ort of Ganfu; the P r o v i n e
of-, and other Provinces of Mnnzi, 160;
Garrisons; Horoscopes; Funernl R i t q 151;
Palace of the expelled King; vast
16%; Church ; House Registers ; Hostel Regulations. Notes : Name, I j 2 ; Circuit of
the City, 1 5 3 ; Bridges; Lake Sihu, 1 5 4 ;
profusion of silks, I 55 ; Charities ; Pare
ments; Baths; the Estuary and ,Sea-port,
I 5 6 ; Provinces of S. China ;Garrisons, r 5 ;;
Funeral customs ; Nestorian church ; Census tickets.
Further Pt~rticulors. 188
wpl.; Canals ; Market-places and Market,
1 6 9 ; fruits and fish ; shops, 160; Women
of the Town; City Courts; immen.e daily
consumption, 1 6 1 ; character of People ;
behariour to Women, and to Foreigners;
dislike to Soldiers, 189 ; Pleasnrej on t h e
Lake, an11 in carriage excurjious, 16S ;
Pnlnce of the King; his effeminate d i r e r sions, 1 6 4 ; ruined state, 166. A-dear
These additions from Ramusio ; Tides ;
Plan of Hangchau, 166; public urriag-.
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16;. .\biicr,s of Ki,$d(l./ )I!/ other vrite1.s : 5Iublai (Cublay) Kaan. the Great Eaan,
xli, xliii, xlvi; his reception ofMarco, xlix ;
OJoric, I 08 ; Archbp. of Sultani.~; JlaricPapal Missions to, cxli ; his Envoys fill1 in
;.If, 1null i : \Vas*~if,I 01) ; AV~~z/~(~t-t~/-lit~/~iJ)
s ~ i l u:-ul-db-dr: lbn Batutn ; Jlnrtini, I;O ;
w i t h t h e Two Elder Poli~s,10;his reception
of these, 11 ; sruds them back a s Envoys t o
200,MS.
t h e Polbe, 12; gives them a Golden Tahlet,
Kinsay, Revenue of, 149, 160 ; Details,
14; his death announced. 36; his great171-174 : 187.
-, Province of, 150,176,176,179,182, ness and power, 817, 268; 269; his
great ncss, 293 ; fi~retold by C l ~ i n ~ ; h i z ,
187.
Kiushn Kir~ng( L l ~ p e r Br. of Great Kiang;
19; ; his linc;~gcand accession, 204, 195 ;
Age ; hen13 of Sr~yan's Plot, 296 ; ~ ~ r e v i o u s
Brius), 25, 31. 37. 3 4 41, 42.
Caml~aigns, 1y6 ; m;trches against h'nynn,
Kinshan, see ' (;ol(lo~I.rlu~i(l.'
298-7 ; surl~rihrshim, 298-9; defeats and
Kin:-te-ching Porcelain BIsnuti~ctnre,11. 191.
cnptures him, 302; puts him t o death,
Kinto o r Hintu, general against Jnlmn, 11.
SOB; rebnkss gibes nsninst t h e (Ihristians,
205.
307: returns t o ';~~nhi~luc,309; goes no
Kipchnk (Ponent, (1. v . ) ; Evcnts in, relnte 1
by Polo, liv, nnrl 11. 421 se(p1.; l'eul~le ol;
more t o t h e wars. 810; trrnta Fonr Reli422 ; Extent of Empire, 413.
gious with equal respect. 3 l o ; views exKirghiz, 1; 2.
pressed bj- him regarding ('l~rirtinnit!., nnd
Kiri:~, r 7 7 . I 79.
his desire for lenrnerl missionaries, 3 1 I ;
Religion ;I matLer of 11olic.ywith him, 3 I I K k . Kish, o r +is (Kisi, Kishi), nu Iali~nd ,
in Pers. Gulf, 80;story of the city. 6 1 ; :
I 2 ; rewards Iris C'iipt:~ins,812-13; perand 320 ;
sonal appearance, 318 ; \Viv~.s. if,.
79,82 ; 11. 276,264, 285. 806; 384.
selection of h r n s ~ a l s for his service, 818,
Iiish;f;, h-iahiknn. Kizih, licslrik<.Ci, see Keshi3 20 ; his Sons, 321 ; full list of them, 3 23 ;
Can.
huil(l.; Canlmt~nlt~r.331 ; his Body-guard,
Kishm (Casem). 143; 146; its [muition, 1
336; the order of his Frasts, 338; cr11.hl.n14;: 164.
tiou of his Birth-dny, 343; ailol~ts(!hine..e
Kishm o r Hrakht, r ~ n161:llld iu the I'ers. Gulf,
Ancestor-Worship, 348 ; his distribution of
10d.
Robes, 543,849;his Sew-Year Ycnst, 846 ;
Ki\tna K., 11. 207.
his E l e ~ ~ l i a u tib.
s , ; his Hunting L5tablishKiuchau, 11. 177, 17%
n ~ c n t s ,SSS,SS6; how he goes on a HuntKiulonz. 11. lo.
ing expedition, 857 ; ~ l i s t r i b u t i ~ ~ofn his
Kirr!,r~~(Quilon, Coilum, q. v.).
time through t h e year, 986: intluence of
Kneeling oxen, 92. y 4.
I
Allmail over him, 870; his con~lrmnation
Koh-Banin (Cobinan), 117, I 18.
of Ahmad nfter t h e latter's ~ l e n t h , 374;
Kokau Beg or' Kunduz. 154.
his severities towards t h e Jlnh~~rnednns,
Kukcha I{., 147. 15 3.
ill. and 377; Chinese view uf Kublai's
h-u$- Krah o r 'C;~.eenStone' of S ~ r n a r k a n d72.
,~
Administration, 375 ; his Mint ;tnd PaperK o l a t r i o r K111:~tiriI ~ I J : 11.
~ , 3 22.
Money, 378 scgq. ; his purchases of valul i o l l ~ ~ sre
n ~ ,Coilum.
ables, 380; his ttvelre Ullrons who admih-ol/:hoi of I'tolerny identified, 11. jog.
nister, 386; his l'osts rind Hunners, 888;
Koloman, bee Coloman.
his remissions of Taxation, 393; his JuuKolyn~n,Bird-hunting a t , 1 3 7 .
tice, j g j ; Str~resCorn t o issue in de:~rth,
KLparrov, 11. 3 26.
398; charity ~ I tI h e I'oor, 897; provides
b o m i r , 11. 222, 318.
his gaolfor numerous a s t r ~ ~ l u g r r s389;
,
Kapdpla bxpov, 11. 3 18.
deliveries and ~ i r ~ ~ l ~ i b i tofi o ngambling,
Konknn, 11. 302, 326, 3 j r ; ;tnd Kon!i:ln406; his L r l y Ci~rnl~:~ign
in Tunnan. 11.
Tann, 335.
29, 48 ; hi:, de:~lingswith Ik~ynu,r I r ; his
Kor,rr~o,The epithet. on lu~lo-Sc!~tlliccoins,
sntisfnction wit11 t h e J1an:oncls mnrle by
95.
t h e 1'010s fur t h e c n l ~ t u r e of Siansyilng,
hro~.nish o r h-0.c-top, 34,).
1U); 1 2 9 ; 138; 146; 147; 149; 150;
Kocnkit,. ;L gener;~lnqninit J ; ~ p a n ,11. 205.
his re\-cnues from Kinhay, 171 segy. ; fro111
Iios~rir,11. 3 74.
Zayton and its I'rovince, 186, 187; his
li~tlopQ
l ~r K t ~ t l u g h ,S u l t : ~ nof Krrlonn, 87. 1
E r p ~ l i t i n nag;linst Chipnngu (Japan), 800
.S h ; ~ h 0, 7 , I 16
\
scrlr1. ; 204 ; sends e Force ngninst Chamlra,
liotroh:~h,Isl;lu~lof, 11. 143
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818, 214; could not get Java, 817; hie
di.atroue attempt, 218 ; his death stops

L.

proceedings, ib.; people of Sumatra ~ 1 1
themselves his subjects, 827, 886, !W, Leo (Wallachia), 11. 418, 410, Ul.
139, M I , 248; he sends to buy the L a d i e s ofgLnsay, 11. 146.
Great Ceylon Ruby, 864, 256; sends to L a d i e s ' d r e s e e s in Badakhshan. 151, 1 5 % Ceylon for reliques of Snkya, 860, 1G4, h g o n g , 11. aar.
Lahore, l o o ; 11. 360.
26'3; testifies to miraculous powers of SaIshsa, 11. 185.
kya'n Dish, 260; h i s communications with
3 28.
Knulam, 3 14 ; his missions to Madagascar, L a k e ; of Palace a t C a r n b a l u q 8%
Fanchnn, 11. r 7.
347 ; Knidu's ditiereuces nnd frequent wars -,
of Yununn-fil, 11. 40, 41.
with him,887, 888scqp.; his wrathagaillst
of C a i n d u , 11. 81, 41.
Kliidu, 888.
of Talifu, 11. 48.
Kuch6, chnrncter of People of, 190.
of K i n s a y (Sihu), 11. 146, 168. r 5 4
Kuktlchin, see Cocachin.
156 ; B ~ t and
s
plensure partiev on, 16%;
Kdkin-Tina, 11. 33 r.
165; 167; 169; 170.
Kukju, sou of Kublai, 31 3.
Laknaoti, 11. 360.
Kuku-Khotan, 151.
Lnmas of Tibetan Buddhifim ; their superstlKrildb Salt Mines, 146; 151.
tious nnd rites, 187, 172 ; 190, loo; t h e i r
Ktilcin or Asinw Onager, 85.
magic, 178; Married-,
283; Red-.
see
Kulasaikera, 11. 2 ; I .
Red, see also Bacai.
Kdmtijar, 11. 411.
Ismajiu Tribe, 11. 38.
Knmtlr, see K m r .
Lambri, Km. of, (in Sumatra, also Lamori.
Kumhari, Knmari, 11. 3 r 8, 3 26.
Lnmori, &LC.), 11. 238, SU; ita positkn,
Fumiz (Kemiz), the Tartar beverage, BSI,
116-217 ; sprinkling of, 172 ; 341.
kc., 243, 245 ; 248, 149.
L a n c e s of Sago-palm, 11. 147.
Yunduz, 146 ; -Baghl&u, 82.
Lnnchnug, 11. aar.
g u n d u z (Beaver or Sable), 364.
Laugdnrma, 160.
&ungurtits, KunkurBts (Ungrat), a Mongol
Lnngtinq-Balghasnn, 269.
Tribe, 95, 3 lo.
Isuguage of Polo's Book, Origiml, cvii sclq.
Kuniya (Iconium, Conia), 44, 48.
Lnnguagrs used iu Mongol court nnd ndmiKdnbdm Monastery, 283.
nistration, 87, 18.
Kunlun (Pulo Coudore), LI. 110.
Lmja-U:ilus, 11. 250.
Kurdistau, see Curds.
Lanka (Ceylon), 11. 160.
Kuria Muria Islands, 11. 339.
L a n n e r Falcons, 164) ; 801 ; 11. 3%
Kuridai, son of Kublni, 321.
Lao-Kiun, or Lao-Tscu, the P b i l m p h e r . 186,
&urkuh or Great Dmm, 304, 305.
289, 290.
Kurmishi, 11. 405.
Laos, 11. 81, 81, 83, g r ; 211, sce Siuru.
Kunhids of Lriristh, 80.
@rut, Tartar curd, 116, B80, 231.
Lar, Province of, 11. W, SB8 ; apparent
coofusion nbout, 301 ; 336.
Bus or Cos (in Egypt), 11. 374.
- Desa, 11. 302.
Kutan, son of Okkodai, 11. 19.
Larikr, i6.
Kutuktemur, son of Kublai, 313.
Laspur Mountains, 156.
Kutulun, Princess, II. 396.
Ifitin Versions of Polo's Book, xci ; cvii, cxri.
Kuwinj~,see Kuunchi.
cxx, cxxi, cxxvii, and see PipPno.
Kwachau (in Kansuh), 18 7.
(Caiju), a t m o u t l ~of G. Canal or the Latins, the term, 10, 31.
Laurato, P., Picture by, lxv.
Ysngtse Kiang, 11. 106, 137.
L u r w Camphors, 11. 187.
Kwansin-fn, IL I 77, 178, rgr.
h w e k , 11. 1 2 1 , aaa.
Kwawa, i.e. Java, Chin. etym. of, 11. 81.
Kweichau (Cuiju) and Kwnngai, 11. 86 ; '88 ; Laxities of marriage customs, see Marrk~~.
I ~ y a r d ,Mr., 80.
90,919 93.
Layas, see Atlas.
Kweilei R, 308.
Kweipang-fu, 11. go, 91.
L e a t h e r , Pine and embroidered, exportel
Kyahing, 11. 145.
from Guzerat, 11. 898, 330; f h m Tam
Kychnu, 11. 15.
380 ; 888.
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Lisu or Lisau Trihe, 11. 38, 56.
L e a v e s ; used for plates, 11. Bgl ; Green -,
said to have a .soul, ib.
Litan, Rebellion of, a76 ; 11. 88, 99, loo.
Lithang, 11. 30, 36, 41, 42.
Le Blunt or Le Blond, G w s , Ixxxvi.
Little Orphan Hock, 11. 136.
Lembeser, Ismaelite fortreas, 139.
Linre &s Mcicrceilks, cxliv.
Lenzin, 11. 103.
Liores Tournois, 78, 82.
Leon 11, K. of Little Armenia, 44.
of Gold, 11. 877.
VI, last ditto, 42.
Lo, Tribes of S. W. China so called, 11. 86,
L e o p a r d , II.918,846,884.
-,H u n t i n g (or CAectm), 888,869.
92, 111.
Chin. Name of part of S i m , 11. 110,
L e v a n t ; term applied by Polo to the Km. -.
111.
of the Mongol Khans of Persia, 4, 8 ; 90,
34,Y
78; 188; 148; II.S, 818, Lob, see Lop.
sea, see, MIJ, 4 8 1 , r s r .
m.0%11. 818, 110, 121, a89, 124.
Lockhart, Dr. W., 330, 3 3 4 388; 11. 4, 16.
Leung Shan, 116.
50, 86.
Levy a t Venice, Method of, Ixxv.
Land, 11. 110, 221, 121.
Lewcbew, II. 317.
Lolo Tribes, II. 38, 86, ga.
Leyes, see dyaa.
Longevity of Brahmans and Jogie, 11.
Lhasa ; Monasteriee at, a83 ; 11. 41, 44.
800,sol.
Li, the Chinese Measure, 11. 41; supposed to
Lop, City (and Lake) of, 178, x 77,178,180,
be confounded with Miles, 153, 154, 165.
Liampoo (Ningpo), 11. 181, 188.
181.
D e s e r t of, 178,180,188, 181, e08.
Liangchau-fu, 243, 147.
Lophrburi, 11. zar, 112.
I.iao Dynasty, xlii ; 106, 253.
Loping, 11. 91, 93.
Liaotong, 298, 308.
L o r (Lurktin), a Km. of Persia, 78, 80.
AiBwos, 11. 331.
Libro 6 Om, xlv.
Loredano, Agnes, cv.
-, perhaps the name of Polo's wife Donah,
Lide; 11. 248.
xcvii, cv.
Lieuli-ho, 11. 3.
Lign-aloes ; 11. 186; a09 ; 819, 2x5 ; from Loups-wmen3,J 5 4.
Louvo. 11. 2 2 1.
Lnwak, 111 ; in Sumatra, !Z28, lag; 318.
Low Castes, 11. 186.
Ligor, 11. 112.
Lowatong R., 11. 92.
Ligurium, Stone called, 354.
Loyang, Bridge of, 11. r 89.
Likanwnkrocrs of Abyssinian Kings, 11. 184.
Lunng Prnbnug, 11. 111.
Likiang-fu. 11. 38, 42, 43, 56.
Lub,in, 11. 331 ;-Jam', 11. 218.
Lime used for offence a t Sea, Ixvi.
Lubbies, 11. 307.
Lim!iricu, 11. 342.
L u c k y and U n l u c k y H o u r s and Days,
Linching-hien, 11. 103.
I.indsay, Hon. R., 11. 30, 44.
800, 303.
Ludder Deo, 11. 197.
Lings, 11. 30%.
Lukyu-Kao (Pulbanghin), 11. 3.
L ~ u 11.
, la,IOJ.
Lliristin (Lor), 80; Great and Little, 13.;
Lin-ngan, 11. 84, 92.
81 ; character of Ldm, or people of, to, 81.
Linthsingchau, 11. lor, 106.
L i o n taught to d o obeisance to the Kaan, Ldt, Desert of, I r 6.
Lutaeo Trihe, 11. 38.
960, 351.
Lions; on the Oxus, 148, 144 ; 11. S46; L y n x e s trained to hunt, 869,354.
S64; Chinese notion of, I. 354.
(npparently for Ti:/ers in following p s mgcs); trained to hunt, 958, 354; S O ;
11. 84 ; 8 7 ; how hunted with dogs, 8 8 ;
Ma'har (bfaabar, i.e. Coromandel Coast), a
r 70 ; 175, 178, 180 ; 918, 581.
,Black,11. 819, pr 7 ; 956.
Province of India, 11. 266, its Fire
i Great
Brother Kings, 867, 891, 808; Pearl FirhLion and Sun, 3 rq.
ery, 867, 171, 174; Etym. of Name, 168 ;
Lion's H e a d Tableta, 98, 819, 3 I 7.
limits of, ib., 169; obscurity of history,
Lire, variona Venetian, xcix, 11. 472.
270-1 7 I ; Port of, visited by Marco Polo,
of Gold, ci. See Livres.
27 r, 3 10; Nakedness of People, S74; the
1.ismore. Book of, cxxviii.
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King, 976 ; his Jewels; his many wires, I
2 7 6 ; Ilia Trusty Lieges; great Treasure;
Importation of Horses; superstitious cus- '
toms, 277 ; Or-Worship ; The (;oris, 278 ; 1
no horses bred; other customs ; sinjiular
mode of arrest for debt, 279; greiit he;it,
W ;regi~nlf a r Omens; Astrolugy ; treatment of boys ; Birds of the country, 281 ;
girls consecrated to idols ; customs in
sleeping. 289, 185 ; 287 ; 290 ; 996 ; 299 ;
312; 336 ; 33; ; ships of, 3 4 8 ; 359 ;
360; 961.
M u t o m or Knbi;~,11. 36;.
1
Michin, Mahichin ( i . e. Great China), use11
often by I'ersian writers as s p o n . with 1
I
Manzi, q.v. 72; 11. 1 1 ; 109; IJ*.
Michin, City of (i. c. Canton), 11. I 3;.
Maclagnn, Col. Robert, ILL., 99, 147.
Madagascar ( M a d e i g s s c a r ) ; described, 11.
846 seq7.; confused with Magndoxo, 347. /
I
Ibiadni, Mndavi, Mandoy, 11. 311.
Madjgariq 11. 422
Mnflra, 98.
M n d r ~ s 11.
, 292: 204.
Madurn, 11. a jo, '71, 272.
Maestro (or Great Bear), srtid to bc inriaible in Sumatra, 11. S36 ; exp1an:ltion of,
240.
Magndoxo, confused with Mndngnscnr, 11. 347.
Magadha, 11. 293.
Magellanic Cloud, as drawn by hlarco Polo,
cxliii.
Magi; Tomb of the, 7 3 ; I ~ g e n dof the, 7 4
segq. ; x
i told by Mu'udi, 77: sonrre of
fancies nbout. 78; Names nsigned to, 78.
Mngic; of Udyann, 15'>; Inninitic, 298,
I
kee Sorcerers.
Magnet Mountnin, 11. 35 I.
hlngynrs, 11. 422.
Mnhnr Amlak, King of Abysinin, 11. 370.
Mahavan, 11. 3Co.
Nilhmu~i,Prince of' Hormt~z. r I 3.
-of Ghnzni, 11. 3 ;q.
Mnhmudinh Cltunl, 11. 374.
1
Mahomed ( M a h o r n m e t ) ; his account of
Oog and Magog, 51; his I'nrndisc, 132;
hi5 alleged prophecy of the Mongols, 133 ;
his use of mangoneis, 11. 135.
----, Supposed \\'orship of idols of, I 74.
11. uses tlleold Lugines of War, 11. 124,
I 26.
- Tughlak of Delhi ; his Copper Token
Curreucy, 384; 11. 284.
-Shah of Malacca, 11. 2 25.
Mnholnedan; Revolt in China, 11. 17, 43 ; conrersion of Mnlncca, 225 ; of States in ,
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Sumatra, W7, 130, 231, 232. :;7, 1 3 8 ,
243, 2 4 j ; - butchers in Ksbhmir, 1
san4 JIui~bar. 11. 9 7 8 : - s e t t l e m e n t at
Kayal, 309 ; -- grauts to Hiuclu Temples
j l o : - settlements on A b ~ s s i n i n nCoert.
369.
Mahoaedans ( S a r a c e n s ) ; in Tnrcomami-.
43; in Mnusnl,67; their universal h a t r e d t d t
Christians, 66.88; 11.382. 3 7 3 : i n T a n r i ~
I. 7 0 ; in Persia, 7 9 : their hylocrisp about
wine. 8 0 ; a t Yezd, 84 ; at. Horrnuz. 108 :
nt Cobinan, 117 ; in Tonocain, 120; at
Sapurgan, 1 4 0 ; a t Taican, 146, 1 4 6 : i n
Iladakhshan, 1 4 9 ; in \Srakhnn, kc.. 1Be;
in Knshghar, 1 6 9 : in Saxnarkand, and
their strife with the Christians a b u t a
fine stone, 1 7 0 ; in Yarkand and Iihoran,
1 7 3 ; in I'ein, 176 : in Cllnrrhan, 175 : i n
Lop, 180 ; in Tangut. 1 8 4 : in Chingint n l u , 181; in Kanchau, 198: 980: i n
Erguiul, 241 ; in Sinju, in. : in Tendnr,
and their half-bred progeny, $360: on S.
Frontier of Cbina, alleged origin of, 2 q ; ;
their gibes a t Christians. 807 ; 867 : 37% :
Kublni's dislike to. 374, 377: in Yuunau.
11. 39, 40, 43 ; in Champs, 214; Troop., in
Ceylon, 2 6 4 ; Pilgrims to Adam's Peat.
2 6 9 ; hononr St. Thomas. 2 8 0 ; 588; iu
Kesnincoran, 836 ; in Madagascar, 3 4 5 ; in
Abyssinin. 861 ; and Aden, ib. and 573:
outrage by, and punishment from K. of
Abyssinia, SBa seqrl. ; a t &her, 877 ; Dofar. 3 7 9 ; a t Calatu, 381 ; a t Horrnnz, S8S.
Ahmnd Sultan is one, 8 9 8 ; 430.
Mailapur (shrine of St. Thomns), 11. 292,
204.
hfaitreyn Buddha, 11. 266.
Mnjnpnhit, Empire of (Java), 11. 2 18.
Majsr (Menjar), 11. 4 2 2 ; doubts nhont t h e
name, ib. ; cities so culled, i5.
Major, R. H.. on .4nstralia, 11. 223.
Makdashau, sce ,Mcr!~~rc6,.rt,.
Malabar (Melibar, hhllibar, Manibarh 11.
324, 3 26 ; Products and imports, W, 326 ;
Pirates of, ih. ; extent., 326 ; Chinese ships
in, 321, 315, 317, 329, 3;1', 3 3 7 ; 3 5 9 ;
Princes in, 360.
Malacca ; Gold in, 11. 2 2 2 ; 2 2 4 ; Cbronolog?
of, discussed, 225 : 327 ; 3 7 6
---, Str:~itsof, 11. 213.
Malaiur, Island and City, 11. 888, a 14 ; t h e
name, 226.
hlalaplga, n I'risun a t Genoa, Irrix.
Mdargird, 138.
Malay ; Peninsula. 11. 2 1 0 ; - Chronicle.
2 1 1 , 225, 2 jo, 131, 145 ; Invasion of
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Ceylon. 25 5 : - origin of many geographical names in use, 2 5 5.
Malayo, or Tana Mnlapo, 11. 114.
Malcolm, Sir John, 11. 188.
Maldive Islands, their number, 11. 35R.
Male (in Bnrmn), 11. 76, 7;.
M a l e and Female Islands, 11. 986; deucribed, M srqq. ; the Legend widely diffused, 338 e97q.; 349 ; 350.
Malifattan, 11. 169.
Malik al Dhahir, K. of Samndra, 11. 23 I,
237.
1
- - Salih, do. 11. 132, 137, 138.
- - Mansdr, 11. 131, 137.
- Kafur, 11. 170.
Malpiero. Gaspro, xxxvi.
Malwa, 11. 360.
Mamaseni, 8 I.
Mnmre, The Tree of, I 23, 124, r 28, I 29.
See 11. 397.
Man, Col. Henry, 11. 150, 152.
Ma18 (Barbnrians), 11. 181.
Mancopa, 11. 243, 148.
Mandale (in Burma), 11. 2 6 5
M a n g a l a i , son of Kublai, lii : 3 a 3 ; 11.14,
17.
Mangalore, 11. 3 ar.
Mnngi, see Manzi.
Mangla and h'ebila, Islands, 11. 339.
M a a o n e l a ; on board Galleys, Ixvi ; made
by Polos for attnck of Sninnfn, 11. 120,
1 1 1 ; 1 2 1 ; etym. of, 125 ; 142, see Mibtar!/ Engiws.
Mangu Eaan (MBngbri, Mongu), elder
Brother of Knblai, xli, xlii ; 58 ; I 38 ; 18s;
204, 205 ; his death, 216 ; reign, and massacre a t his fnneral, 817, 1 1 9 ; 31 r ; 11.
1 9 : 26, 29.
Temur ( M u n g u l t e m u r ) , 11. &2l,423. !
m,427.
Ahnjunik, 11. 125, 130; - Kumgha, I;O,
13 r ; Western, 13 r, see M a n g o n e b .
1
hlanjarur, 11. 311, 376.
bfanjushri, Bodhisatra, 11. 210.
hlanphnl, Pandit, 146, 147, I 4 8 , r s r, I 5 3,164.
Mantseu Tribe, 11. 38.
'
hlantzu or Mantzh, 11. 106.
I
M a n u f a c t u r e s , T h e Eaan's, 39%.
Manuscripts of Polo's Bwk, crii sevl., cxv

''
I

1

31 ; 11. 101, 109, 108; entmnce to. 104 ;
t h e name, 1 0 6 ; Conquest of, 107 sgq. :
115,110,119 ; Character of the People of,
143, 161; divided into Kine Kingdoms,
160 ; its I loo cities, and its garrisons. ih. :
171.173 ; no sheep in, 176;180,183,186,
187; written character and dialects. 186;
~?ll.i Chin, 200, ar I ; 311 : S h i p and
Merchants of, in Indin, 313. 81, 525, 3 2 7 ;
369; 387.
M a n z i , The King of, styled Facfur, 11. 107,
r 13 ; flees from his capital, 108, r r 3 ; his
effeminacy nnd his charity, 107, 109; dies
among the Isles, 110: his Palace a t Kinsay, 161, 165-165 ; his effeminate habits,

I -

1 -.

, The Q u e e n of, 11. 108 ; surrenders,
100 : I I 3 ; her official report on the City
of Kinsay, 146.

Pr@cess
of, sent with the P o l n to
l'ersi:~, I. 34. 36.
Map: Data for one in 1'010's Book. and construction from them, cxrxiv; alleged from nn onginal by 1'010, ih. ; - of Mnrino
Silnuto, cliii ; Medicean, ib. ; Catalan. i'~.,
and see s. P.; Fra Mauro's, cliv, and see
s. v. ; Ruysch'a. clv : Mercator's, &c., clri ;
Sanson's, kc., ilr. ; Hereford, I 17. See also
Andre(c.

M a p s ; allusions to, in Polo's Book, 11. 189 ;
363, 1 5 4 ; 366.
Mapillus or Moplas, 11. 307, 315.
M a r Sarghis, 11. I I 8, 199, 140.
Mara Silu, 11. a 3 7.
Marabia, Maravia, Maravi, 11. 31 2, j13.
Maramangalurn, site of KolRhoi, 11. 309.
Maloratha, 11. 360.
Mardin (Me&),
67,5 9.
M a r e ' s Milk, Sprinkling of, UM.
Marignolli, John, 11. rq I , 168 ; I yg ; 161.
M a r k e t s in K i n s a y , 11. 159.
M a r k e t - d a y s , 146 ; 11. 70, 7 r
-Squares a t Kinsap. 11. 168, 166, 169.
M a r k s of Silver. 79 ; 11. 889 ; 47 I.
M a r r i s g e Customs ; in Tangnt, 198,M
!2
! ;
of the Tartars, SW), 1 1 3 ; in Chamba, 11.
213 ; in India, 313, 3 r 7.
of deceased couples, a94, 135.
Li~xitiesof different peoples', 175, I 78 ;
YnM
189, 191 ; 11. 37, 30; 3 I ; 34, 36, 3 8 ;
-of digerent works, Compnmtire Num40, 45.
Marsden's Ed. of Polo, rxxii ; 54, nod passim.
be13 of, cxl.
bfartini : his Atlas, clvi ; his ncconnt of
M a n z i (or Mangi), a name applied to China
Hangchan (Kinsay), 11. f70, and pau9im.
south of the Hoang-ho, held by the native i
Sung R n n s t y till 1176, xxxv; 11. 4; Dlartyrs, Francisenn, 11. 331.
White City of the - Frontier, 19, 2 1 , aa ; Mndd-nl-Ahscir, 82 ; 11. 16y.
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hlashhad, 147.
Mnskat, 11. 381, 38:.

Mestiff Dogs, Xeepera of the, S66, 35 7.
-of Tibet,see U y r .

I
1

hiastodon, Bogged, 11. 133.
Ma-thru, the term, 11. lor.
Mati Lbwajn, 11. 15-30.
Mutitanana, 11. 348.
Matityna (Martinique), 11. 339.
Maundevile more popular than Polo in Middle
Ages, cxl.
'
Mausul, Km. of, 67.
I
' Mauvenu,' the phrase, 11. r r, 404.
1
Mecchino Ginger, 11. 3 16.
I
Meriiceo, Portulano, cliii.
1
Mekong R., 11. 9 I.
Mekdn, otten reckoned part of India, 11. 335,
336; 339.
MekrBnis, roo.
Melibar, 11. 384, 336, 337, see Malabr.
Melic, the title, 11. 381, 588, 383 ; 401.
Melons, Dried, 140, 141.
Meloria, Battle of, Ixxxiv.
Menangkabau, 11. 119, 244Menezes, Duarte, 11. 194.
,
Mengki, general against Java, 11. a I 8.
Meqjar (Majar), 11. 481, 411.
Menuvair and Grosvair, 11. 4x4.
Merghuz Boiruk Khan, 11. ro.
1
hlerkit, Yecrit, Mesoript, a Tartnr Tribe, 1
107; 887, 138.
Meshed, r q r
Mesuengers, Royal Mongol, 35.
Miautse, XI. 50.
Mien (Burma); The King of, 11. 63; his
hattle with Tartars, 69 sqq.; the name,
63-64; Different Wars with Chinese, 70;
72; City of -, 7%; its Gold and Silver 1
Towers, 73, 77; how it wiw conquered,
73. Comn~unicntionsand Wars with Mon- ,
gols, 74 s q q . ; Chinese Notices, 77; 91.
Mien, in Shenri, 11. to, 21.
Militnry Lngines of the Middle Ages, Dissertntion on, I a I sqq. ; Two classes, 111 ; llalidas or Crossbows; TrrkuL.hds or grent
slings, described ; Shot used, I 14 ; carrion
and other things projected ; live men ;
bngs of gold ; varieties of construction;
the dfa~lgolrl; etymology and derirrtires.
115 ; t h e Emperor Napoleon's Experiments; ,
vast weights occnsionitlly shot ; great bulk
of the engines, 116 ; great numbers used ;
heavy discharges maintninerl, 1 a 7 ; accuracy of shooting ; growing inlportauce of
such artillery; notable passage on range
from Snnuto, 118 ; late continuance of

,
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these mechanical engines. Mect on the
Saracens as described in a romanI:&
Account of Knblai's procuring e n g i n s b
attack Siangyang, from Chinese and Pchistories, I ag-I 30; not t r u e that t h e Yocgols then knew them for t h e first time.
I 30 ; former examples ; the engine Adbugha, or Culubra; pmbable truth as to
the novelty used a t Siangymg, I 3 I ; p
sage from Chinese history, ib.
Milk, Portable, or Curd, SBg, z 3 z.

-,

Rite of spriddhg

m.

LMillion,' Use of the numeraI, xcv, md see
11. 171, 173.
Millione, MiIioni, applied as a nickname to
Polo, xxxvii ; Ixxxii ; various explanations, xcir ; real one, xcv; emplcymerit
in a State Record, ib., and 1 1 439 ; perrooitied in Venice Masque* xcv ; UXSIX :
cxlii; 11. 173.
hlillione, Corte del, IF, seqq.
Min R (in Sseehuen), U. 15.
(in Fokien), 11. 181, 18S, I &
Minever. see Menumir.
Nines and blinerals, see Iron,O&n+u.
.W
rcr, Rub~*s,GUM, Azure, Asbestos, T v qrwisc, Diumoncls, Jaspcr.
Ming ; The Chinese Dynasty which ousted tbt
Mongols, A.D. 1368; their c h a n g e s i n PF
king, 333, 334, 3 3 5 ; their Paper Money.
3ba; II. 8 ; their effeminate cortonls, lo;

Mingan, Kann's Master of Hounds, S& 3 5 .

Mingtsing-hien. 11. 181.
Minjnn, 1)ialect of, 15 I .
hlinotto, P r o f e w r A. S., xxxvii ; 11. 439.
Mint, The Kaan's, 878.
Miracle stories; Respecting Fish in h~
SO, 54-j5 ; of the Mountain m o v e d , cd&
66 seqq. ; of the Girdles of St. hrYmo
72 ; of the Holy Fire, 70 ; of t i l e s t o n e It
Samarkand, cxlviii, 170 q q . ;
8,.
TI~oinas'sShrine, 11. 880, 192, 293.
hlirat, 11. 360.
W e , ' the word, 76.
Mirabolanx, 11. 373.
Misku1 (a weight), 315 ; 11. 1 73, 4 i 2 Misbionary Friars ; I'owerr c o n T e r d an, 2 2 ;
in Cl~inain 14th cent., clviii.
-Martyrs, 275.
hloclun Bl~otan,36 j.
Mogl~istan,104.
Mohnmmernh, 11. 379.
Mokli, 11. 193.
Molebar (Mabrlxu.), 11. 360.

MOLEPHATAN.
-

- - ---

INDEX.
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Molephatan, 11. 360.
Molucms, 11. a ro.
Mombasa, 11. 357.
Momien, 11. 37, 72.
M o n a e t e r i e s o f Idolaters (Buddhists), 160 ;
1 8 3 ; 1 8 7 ; 1 5 1 ; 8 8 7 , 2 B j ; I I . 184, 136,
197, I 38 ; 168.
Money Values, see 11. 471.
Mongol ; Power and Subdivision of it, xli,
xlii ;-Treachery and Cruelty, 58, 11. 142 ;
inroads on India, I. 98, 99 ; Fall of t h r
- Dynasty, 168, see Tartar.
M o n g o t a y (Mangkutai), a Mongol officer, 11.

NANGIASS.

-

Munng Yong, 11. 80, 91, 52.
Shung, 11. 84.
Jiulaki, Chinese form of the next.
Mulaidah (Mulehet), epithet of Isrnnelites,
188, I 33, I 34.

-

MulberrgTrees,W8;11.7,18.

Mul-Jnra, 11. 285.
MUller, Prof. Max. on the Story of Buddha
and of St. Jomfnt, 11. 163.
Mnltan, 11. $Lo.
Mdnil Pheasant, 146 ; desc. by Aelian, 1%.
Mungasht, 80.
M u n g u l (Mongol). 260.
T e m u r and M o n g o - T e m u r (Bfangk~l08,1m.
Temur), 11. &21, 426.
M o n g o u Kaan, see di~n,lu.
Xfurad Beg, 148, 155.
Monjoie (at Acre), 1x1.
Murghab R., 11. 398.
M o n k e y e , 11. B7,8811, 918, 384.
Murray, Hugh, 11. 165, 167.
M o n k s , Idolatrous, 287, see Moiia:tc,-irs.
M o n o c e r o s and Maiden, Legend of, 11. 227, Murus Ussu ( B r i m , Upper Kiang), 11. 4 r .
M u s nnd Merdin (Xlush and Mardin). 67,
234.
Monophysitism, 58.
59.
Musa 'dd, Prince of Hormuz, r 13, I 14.
llonsoons, liii ; 11. SOB.
Monte Corvino, John, Archbp. of Cambaloc, I Mu&;
Marco Polo's Lawsuit regarding,
xcvii, 11. 439 ; Fslrliest mention of. an4 11-e
252; IT. 141, 293.
in medicine, I. 245.
-d'Ely, 11. 311-32 2.
-- Animal; described, 819, 245 ; 838;
Montgomerie, Major, R A , on Fire nt great
11. SO, 11; 88 ; 96.
Altitudes, 160.
Muslin, 5 9 ; 11. 298.
Monument a t Singanfu, Christian, 11. 16, 140.
MutfLU (Motapall6, but put for Telingnna),
Moon, bins. of the, 11. 349, 353.
11. 171 ; 805 ; story of its diamonds, 296
nloplas, 11. 3 15.
206; identified, 297; 3 36; 367.
Xlortagne, Siege of, 11. 127.
Muza, 11. 341.
Moscow, Tartar Massacre at, 11. 423.
Mosolins, Stuff, and Merchants so-cnlled, blynibar, 11. 359.
Mysore, 11. jol.
67, 5 9.
Mosos, a Tribe, 11. 38, 56.
Mosta'sim Billah, last Khalif of Baghdad;
N.
Story of his Death, 81, 63-64; his avarice.
64.
1 N s c , N a q u e s , a kind of Brocade, 60, 62,
Afodoootto, 84.
m,259.
Mosul, see M a u a u l .
Nacaires, lxix, same RS next.
Motapalle', see Mutfill.
Moung Maorong, or Pong, Shan Km. of, 11. N a c c a r a or Kettle-Drum ; T h e Great, which
signals the commencement of Battle, 801 ;
487 77.
Mount, Green, in Palace Gronnds a t Pe1;. 901 ; account of, 1. 303; the word in
, European languages, 304king, 384-987, 330.
Nakedness o f Jogia vindicated by them,
-St. Thomas's, 11. 194.
11. 801.
M o u n t a i n , O l d M e n of the, cxlri, cl;
hhksllat. ar, 11. 303.
182 aeqq.
Names, Baptismal, lxxxiv.
Miracle of the, 66 aeqq. : 70.
Nan-Chao, S h m Dynasty in Yunnan, 11. 43,
Road in Shensi, Extraordinary, 11. 18.
M o u r n i n g Cuatoma; a t Hormoz, 109 ;
48.
Nancouri, 11. 149, 150.
in Tangut, 186 ; a t Kinsay, 11. 161.
' Muang ' ; Term applied in S h m G u n - Nandi or Sacred Bull, 11. 305.
tries (Islos and W. Ynnnan) to fortified Nanghh (Ngmking), 11. 116, 118.
Nongiass, Mongol name of Manti, q. v., 11.
towns. ac
106.
Muang-Chi, TI. 40.
1
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Nanknu, Archway in Pass of, with Polyglot
Inscription, 28, 409.
Nanking not named by Polo, 11. I r 9.
A-antruli (Lambri P), 11. 243.
h'aobanjan, 81.
Naoshirwan, 5 1.
Knpier of Magdala, I.ord, alluded to, 11. I I I.
Naphtha, in the Caucrrsian Country, 48, 49.
-fire in War, 95.
Sapoleon III., the Emperor ; his Researches
and Experiments on Medieval Engines of
War, 11. I 2 I se~/q.,I 25 ; 127.
Narakela-hipa, 11. 249.
Narkandam, Volcanic Island, 11. 253.
iianinga, K. of, 11. 284.
Narwhal Tusk, the Medieval Unicorn's
Horn, 11. 234Naaich, a kind of Brocnde, 60, 62; 860,
159.
Nasruddin (Neacradin), an officer in the
Mongol service, 11. 88, 69, 74, 77.
Nassiruddin, K. of Delhi, xliii.
Natigay, a Tartar Idol, S24, 225; 404; 11.
410.
Narersa (Atwza,.bus), 5 5.
Nayan, kinsman of Kublni ;revolts, 898; his
true relation to the Kaan, 298; is surprised by Kublai, BBB; defeated and taken,
808; was a Christian, il,. ; the story as
given by Gaubil, 305 ; is put to death,
SOB; his I'rovinces, 507, 308.
Nearclius a t Hormuz, 108.
Nebila and 3Inngla Islands, 11. 339.
Nechau, 11. I 78.
Necklaces, Precious, 11. 876, 282.
Necuveran (Nicobar), 11. 948, 249, 256.
Negnpatam, 11. 2 jz.
-, Chinese Pagoda at, ib.
Negroes described, 11. 866.
Negropont, 17, 18.
h'ekintw, Sclc~pida,11. 321.
Nellore, 11. 168, 169.
Nemej, Niemicz ("Dumb "), applied to Germans by Slavs, 11. 423.
Nerghi, Plain of, 11. 4s.
' X e n ' ' for PI@, 11. I 66.
Nesoradin (Nnsruddin), a Mongol Captain,
11. 88,69, 74, 77.
h"'aiurs (a goblin), I 83 ; 11. 350.
Nestorlan chrlath ; a t Mosul, lB, 67 ;
note on, 5 8 ; a t Tnnris, 7 0 ; See ~ f at
,
Kerman, 87; in Kashgar, 160, 170: a t
Snmarkand, 170, 171 ; a t Yarkand, 1 7 8 ;
in Tangut, 184; a t Iiamul, rgo; in
Chingintalas, 180; a t Sukchur, 1 9 8 ; a t
K;\nll)ichu, 1 9 8 ; their diffusion in Asia,

208 ; among the hiongola. 2 14. 21; : at
Erguiul, 241; a t Sinju, i6. ; i n E g r i p k
947; in Tenduc, 860; and east of it. j 3 :
in China, 255 ; in Yaclli or Yunnanfn, 11.
89, 43 : a t Cacanfu, 96 ; a t Yangchan. r r 7 ;
one in the auite of the Polos. 180: C h u r c b e
of, a t Cliinghianfu, l S 9 ; C h u r c h of. at
Kinsay, 168, I j 7 ; 292, 293 ; Patriarch a£
1. 67, 11. 3x3, 335 ; 841; bletropolitxnq I.
170, 172, 186, 11. 313, 335, 343Nevergu, P a s of, rob.
New Year Celebration a t Krun's Court.
846.
Xgnnking (Nanghin), II.I18,118, I 19,134.
iigantung, 11. 392.
Kin, in Khohn, ryo.
Kias, Islanil of, 11. 241.
Xibong Palm, 11. 247.
Sicobar Islands (Neouvenm), 11. ME, 249.
250.
Xicolas ; Friar, of Yicenza,Sl; Fr. of Pistoia.
11. 293.
-, Christian name of Ahmad S n l h n , 11.
399.
h'igudnr (Nogodar, q. v.); Mongol Priof this name, 98, 96 scqq.; 155.
Kigudarian Bands, 98, 96, 1 1 4 155, 156.
Kilaptir, 11. 322.
iiiliwar (Nellore), 11. 268, 269.
Nile ; Sources of, 11. 349 ; 578, 3 74.
Kilesh~varam,11. 3:1, 322, 313.
Xi7nchi 3ftrsldman, 146.
Nine, an auspicious Nnmber among Tartars.
946,348' Nine Provinces,' XI. 156157.
Ninghia, 247, 248.
Ningpo, 11. 177, 178, 181, 188.
Siriz, 81, 87.
Xishapdr, 141.
Noah's Ark in Armenia, 46,4g.
Nobles of Venice, xlv; Polo's claim t o he
one, ib.
Nogal Khan, 11. 425 ; his intrignea xnd
wars, 486 ~cclq.; his history, 427 ; w a n
with Toktai, and death, 428.
Nogodar (Nigudar), King of the Ctuaonas.
Story of, 98, 96.
Nomade Tribes of Persia, 83.
Nomogan (Numughan), son of Kublai, 3 2; ;
11. 880 Jcqq. ; 392.
'None,' nbno, a title, 169, 164.
North. Regiona of the Far, 11. 410.
-Star, see Pole-star.
Norway, 11. 420.
Kotaries, Validit,y attaching to acts of, xciv,
ci ; 3hbcllionato of, ib.
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Note-book, I't~lo's. 11. 153.
,
1
Xnqrrrod. 11. 420.
Ko!/ati, Blongol title. I 64.
(
Nubia ; St. Thomas in. 11. 2 B l ; 3 ;7 ; 361 : 1
365 ; 367 ; nlleged use of Elephants in.
368.
Xukdaris. n tribe W. nf Kabul, 96.
Nukra-kuh, 1 4 6
i\.oml,ers, Mystic or auspicious; Nine, 346,
348; One Hundred and Eight, 11. 283.
X I ~ ~see
I I None.
.
Susi-Ihmhim, 11. 348.
Nutmegs, 11. 217 ; Wild, 250.
Nyuche' (Chineae iippllntion of the Clti~rchC ,
cur rnce of the Kin Emperors) ; Charnctrr
employed by these Emperors, 1; ; 105.
1

Ongkor, Ruins of, xliii.
O~wr~~-motZ,r.
Isiii, Ixr.
Oppert's Hook on Prehter John,lo6, 153, 257.
' Or Betuz,' 344.
or an^ (;ugu. 11. 243.
Oriental P1ira.e~ in I'<~lo'sdictation, cir.
Orissa, 11. i60.
Orlc';~ns,Defenre of. 11. 126.
-,
Isle d', 11. 2 1 0 .
Orloks, or Mamhnls of the lUongol Host, 231.
11. 393.
Ormanni, Michele, c ~ i i i .
Oroech, 11. 418 ; note on, 420.
Otvrr, meaning of. 98.
Orphnn;, strange custom of the. 11. 24c-241.
' Osci.' the t ~ o r d ,11. 286.
Ostriches. 11. 364.
Ustyaks, 11. 414.
0.
Oulatay (I;lndai), n Tnrtar Envoy honi
1
Persia. 30, 3 2.
O,rnrrt,z (Kishm or Ilrakht), 108.
Oxen ; Humlked, in Berman, 82, 0 4 : Wild,
Ohedience of Ismaelites, Extraordinnry, I 37. :
shaRgy (yaks), ~ 1243, ; \\'il,l, in ~~t~~~~
I
Obi K., 11. 41 3, 414. .
Tihet, 11.32 ; in Burma, 74. 78 ; -of BenObservatory a t Peking, 335. 403.
gal, 78, 80; worshippeJ in Maabnr, 277.
Ocean-Sea, 1 0 1 ; in Far Snrtll, ,287 ; 369 ;
286, 305 ; and not eaten ; reverence for,
11. 1; encircles tlie World, 1 2 ; 2 3 ; 3 6 ;
g g l - g m ; worshipp,j
hy ~
~ 901~;
i
1 0 8 ; 1 1 6 ; 1 4 9 ; 171 ; 183; 1w; all other
figures of, worn. i;. and 305.
Seas are parts of, 210; 418.
C).Cyt-h!l~.lt~~,
11. 3 68.
Ocoloro. 11. 340.
O z e ~ ~11.
e , 33 I.
(klorir, Friar; Xumber of BlSS. of his Ilook.
cxl: 77; 136; 253; 1 7 8 ; 341 ; 382; his
P.
:~rronnt of Cansny (Iii~~,su!y), 11. 169; of
Churnpa, 215 ; of Java, 216; of Sumatra.
I1acatnuria (Bar,:anor). 11. 1 2 2 .
238.
Pscauta! (an iuvocatioo), 11. 276, 2 8 3 .
Ogero the Dane, r 2;.
I'acem, see Pnsei.
O i l : Fountain of (Saphtlla, a t Baku), 46.
l'idishih Khitun of Kerman, 87.
-, \\'hale, 108, 209 ; \\'alnut nnd Sesilm6, It)idma Sambharn, 156.
P i ~ g i n(in Burma); Ruins nt, xliii ; 11.64, 7 I ,
160, I 53.
-- Head (Capidoglio or Sperm-Whale),
16, 77: Empire of, 2 2 1 .
11. 346, 348.
-Old, 11. 71, 76.
Oiraal or Liirad (Horisd), n great Tartar Pagaroynng, 11. 219.
tribe, 266, 271, 272.
P a g i Islands, 11. 141.
Okkmliii Khan, 3rd son of Cliingbiz, xli, 204,
Pagodns ; Burmese, 11, 73, 77, 78 ; Alleged
218.
Chinese, in India, 11. 172, 327.
Olak, Illac, Aulak. see Lac.
Pahang, 11. 1 2 1 .
Old Man of the Mountain; his Envoys to Pni or Pexih Tribe, 1 8 ; 11. 38, 83.
St. L w i s , 4; : 1 3 2 srqq. ; how he trained Paipurth (Baihurt), 46, 48.
Assassins, 1 3 4 ; the Syrian -, r 36 ; sub- Paizah, or Golden Tablets of Honour, 3 14- I 5,
and see l;~blet.
ordinate cl~irfs,138 ; the end of him, 138,
and Yarliglt, ih. and 286.
Oman, 11. 185, 384.
Omens; much regarded in Milabar, 11. 280, I'akwiha China ware, 11. 190.
287; oncl by the Brahmans,BB9, 303, 304. Polu (a Bird), 11. 187.
palace ; of the Knan a t Chegannur, m';
Onan Iiernle, 108.
a t Chandu (Shangtu), m, 269, 270;
Ondanique (a fine kind of Steel); mine^ of,
Cane there, 864, 270; a t h n g t i n , 269; nt
in Kerman, 8 6 : explnnation of word, 87
Cambaluc, 884 s q q . ; on the Green Mount
s e l l . ; 117 ; in Chingintalas, 191.
I
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there, 897; of the Heir Apparent, ib. Paahai-Afro., 15;.
Note on Palaces of the character described
' Pasao ' (or Pace), Venetian, 11. a 2 4 4 jr
Patarins, crxxii ; 867, 284 ; 11. S78 ;800.
at Cambalnc, 3 18.
p a l m ; at K e q j a d u (Singanfn), 11. 14, 17 ; I'atlam, 11. a 74.
of the Emperor of Manzi at Kinsay, 161, I'citra or Alms-dish of Buddha, 11. 8WI.
169, 168; in Chipangu pared and roofed
164; Miraculous Propertiea,8BO, 1 6 6 ; the
Holy Grail of Buddhism, 166.
with gold, 800, 202, 218.
Palembang, 11. 114, 125.
Patriarchs, of Eastern Christians, 67, 5 %:
11. S41,see Cafhdicoa and Nestorian
Paliolle, Or d e ' for golddmt, 11. 3 3.
P a m i e r (Pamer), Plain of, 169; its Wild
Patteik-knrn, 11. 64.
Sheep ; great height ; pasture, &c., ib. ; P a t u (Batu), 11. 41,see Batu.
described by Hwen 'Chsang, 165, and by
P a u k i n (Pao-yng) 11. 116.
Wood, 166 ; G&r and Aldul Mejid, ib. : I'aulin-Paris, M., on Polo and RnaticiaPn.
lxxxi, lxxrrii-xc.
meaning of name, ih. ; I 70.
I'authier, M. ; Remarks on hi Text o f Pola
Pan-Asiatic usages, 317 ; 318 ; 11. 194.
crvii, and numerous references t h r o n g h w t
Pandarani 01. Fandaraina, 11. 3 a I, 32 7.
I
the work.
Pandyan Kings, 11. 170, 171 ; 309.
P a v e d R o a d s in China, 11. la, 1 5 :
Panja R., or Upper Oxus, 164.
- Streets of Kinsay, 11. 140.
Panjkora, 9;.
Pa ynn, see Bayan.
Panjshir, 15 3, a5 7, 11. 419.
Payangndi, 11. 321.
Panya (in Burma), 11. 77.
Paoki-hien, 11. 18, I 9, 20.
Peace; between Venice and Genoa (1299).
Paoning-fu, 11. 11.
lxxr ; between Geyoa and Pisa, xci.
Pape, Papesifu, 28 ; 11. 81, 9 r.
Peaohee, Yellow and White, 11. 160; 166.
Payer-Money, T h e Kaan'a ; 878 scqq. ; P e a c w k s , 11. 801 ; special kind in Coilum,
3 8 ~ 3 8 ;5 modem, 383, d s o see Currency.
813.
Paradiae ; of the Old Man of the Mountain,
Pearla, 67 ; 101 ; 818; 886; W ; 346 :
188,134, 136 ; destroyed, 188; 139.
lb0; 1170 ; Pa;in Caindn, 11. S4, 36 ;
-- in Legend of the Cross, I 28 ; 11. 397.
186; 186; Rose-colonred in Chipnnp.
800, 103 ; Fishery of, bet. Ceylon and
A p p l e s of, 91, 93.
of Persia, 108.
Manbar, 887, t j q , 880; Do. at Cail. 307,
and at ancient KoIhAo< 3 1 0 ; -and preParamisura, Founder of Malaccq 11. 115.
cious stones of King of Maabar, 816 ; 899.
Parosol, the word, 3 16.
Pararas, 11. 308.
303, 307.
Parez, Falwns of, 91.
Pears, E n o r m o u , 11. 160, 166.
Pariahs (Pamiyar), etym. of, Il. 286.
Pedir, 11. '32, 139, 144, 241, 248.
Parlik or Perlak (Ferleo), a Km. in SumaPedro, Prince, of Portugal, cii, cxxii.
Pegu ; and Bengal confounded, 11. 64, 9 I.
tra, 11. 887; 130, 237, 238, 245.
Peho, 11. a 2.
-Tanjong, 11. 130.
1 Peicllau (Piju), 11. 10%; 103.
Parliament, Tartar,11.428.
Parcpmisadas, 11. 335.
Pein, Province of, 176; identity of, 176Parrots, 101 ; 11. 813 ; 384.
1
177; 11. 475.
Partridges, 84 ; Black, 94; Jirutti, 106; Peking (Cambaluc), rliii ; Plan of Ancient
Great, called Catore (chakom?) 281, 261; 1
and Modern, 330-331, 333; History of.
in mew, 263 ; see Francolin.
I
333 ; Walk of, ih. ; see Cambaluc.
Parwana, a Traitor, eaten by the Tartarn, 1 Pekung-ching, 11. 21.
775-176.
i Pelly, Colonel L., 81, 1 0 4 , s q q .
Paryan Silver-Mines, 153.
Pemn-ching, 11. 11.
Pascnl of Vittoria, Friar, 9.
Pema-kwnn, ih.
Pasei, Pacem (Baama), a Km. of Sumatra,
Pemberton, Cnpt. R., 11. 48, 77.
11. 887, 131 ; History of, 130, 231, 231 ; Pen and Ink, Dislike to, cry.
P e n t a m (Bintang), 11. !&%, 214,886.
137; 138; Bay of, 235, 245 ; 2411.
Pasha and Pashagar Tribes, I 5 7.
P e p p e r ; Daily consumption of, at liiwav,
Paahai, 166; what region intended, 156;
11. 161; change in Chinese use of, 166;
Tribesocalled, 156,157;theirlnngnage, 156. ,
great importation at Zayton, 186;duty on,
-Dir, 68,97.
186; White, 200; 817 ; in Coilurn, 818;
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:it Eli and Cananore, S O , 5 2 3 ; in Melibar,
3 2 5 ; in Gurerat, 3 8 8 ; Trade in, to Alexnndris. 185, 373.
I'elrper, Country. 11. 3 14.
I'eregriee Fal~.cn~s.
297, 11. 418.
Pcrla (Ferlec). 11. 2 30.
Persia : Extension at' the nnnle t o Bokhnrn,
9, 1 0 ; spoken of, 7 3 ; its 8 kingdoms, 78.
- and India, Boundary of, 11. 330.
Persian ; Polo's f ~ m i l i a r i t ywith, cxix; a p
p:irently the language of f~~reigncaru
at the
htungol Court, c r x x r , 3 38.
1
Peter, a Tartar S1:tve of Siarco Polo, c.
Pharaoh's Rats, 220, 1 2 1 ; 11. 411, 41 2.
Phnyre, Sir Arthur, 11. Go, 64, 65, 69, 76, 78.
Pheasants : Large and long-tailed, 8 4 8 ; 1
probably Reeves's. 245 ; 11. 1 8 ; 116.
P k t y (the Rnkl~),11. 3 5 +
l'hilippirie lbl:~nds, 11. 2 10, 2 I I.
l'l~ipps, Capt., 11. 309.
I'hung;in, Phungan-lu (Fungul P), 11. 90, 93.
Physician, -4 Virtuous, 4 0 8
I'hysici~ins, 11. 313.
/
Physiognomy, A r t of, 11. 880.
Pianfu (P'ing yang-fu), 11. 7, 8.
'
Pichalok, 11. 1 2 r .
I'igeon Posts, 392.
Piju (Pei-chau) 11. 102.
Pilgrimages ; to Adam's Sepulchre in CgyIon, 11. 859, 264; to t h e Shrine of St.
Thomas, 290.
' Pillar-Rand,' 11. 18.
I
l'in~n, 177, 1 8 0 ; 11. 475.
lJrl~.rti,K. of Kaulam, 11. 3 1 4 ; Ex1~lnnittion
I
of name, 3 15.
1
P i n e - w w d a in blongolian Desert, 802.
in South Chiny 11. 184, 197.
I";,,!,c/I<~II:~, I.;r,whdn, or 2nd CIIUY Minister,
386.
'
1
1"ingyang-fn, 11. A, r 4.
I
Pinnit-Gtel, 11. 307.
Pipino, Fr. Fr:~ncesco; his LRtin Translation
of Polo's h k , xciv, cvii, cxx; the Man,
caxi ; cxlii.
Pirnbnnrli or Uir Pandi (Vim Pandi), 11. I jo.
'
I'irndn, 11. 248.
Pirates ; of blnlabar, 11. SL,3 26 ; of Gnzer ; ~ t ,328, 3 4 4 ; of Tann, 330; of Somnath,
334; of Socotra. 341, 34;. 244.
Piratical Custom a t Eli, 11. 320, 3 14.
1
Pis? and Genon, Wars of, Ixaxir.
Pisnn Prisonern at Gcnon, ih.
-Pronunciation of letter r , clx.
Pistachioes, 91, 108, r I 7 ; 145, 146.
Plane, The Oriental, or CAinb, 119, r 20, I 18,
r ;o.
/
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I'lnno G r p i n i , alvi.
Poison, Antidote to, 11. 47.
Poisonous Paature, 198, 197.
I'ole or .Isckdnws on Polo scutcheon, xxxir.
Pole-star, invisible in Java the Less, 11. 886,
2 9 5 ; visible again in India. 318, 9&1 888,
332.
Police ; of Cambaluc, 368 ; of Kinwry, 11.
148.
Politeness of Chinese, 405, 4od
1'010, Andrea, g r a n J h t h e r of M~lreo, xxxix,
xlv, lvii.
Marco, the Elder, son of Andrea, and
uncle of the trareller, xlv; his Will, xlvi,
liv-lv, 11. 438 ; Ivii ; J , 4.
-,
Nicolo axd Maffeo, sons of Andrea ;
their First Journey, xlri-xlrii : cross the
Black Sea to Soldaia, 8 ; visit Wolga
country, kc., 4 ; go to h k l i a r ; ~ ,8 ; join
Envoys going to Great Kmn's Court, 1 0 ;
well receivetl, 11; Iiublai's conrenation
with them on Religion, 308 ; and aent back
us his Envoys to Pope, 1 2 ; rench Ay;~s,
15, Acre, 16, Venice, 1 7 ; tind young Marco
there, i5.
Polo. Nicolo, Maffeo, and MBI'CO
; procee.1
t o d c r e , 1 8 ; set out f o r t h e h t ; are reulled
from Ayas, 18 ; set out again with t h e
Pope's Letteri, &c., 2 1 ; reacli the Iinau's
Court, 8 4 ; and arc welcomed, S. See ou
their Journey outwird also xlix, 1 ; their
allegetl nervice in cripture of Siungyang, lii,
and 11. 1 1 9 se,p7.. I ; when they desire t o
return home, t h e Kaan refuses, I. 90 ; are
allowed t o qo with n m b a ~ ~ a d o rreturning
s
t o Persin, 31 ; receive Golden Tablets tioin
the Kaan, 38. On return see alao lii-lv.
Story of their arrival a t Venice, xaxvi ;
and of t h e way they nnserted their identity,
xxxvi-vii, liv, its verisimilitude, clxi.
-, Nicolo ; his alleged second marriage
nfter his return, and sons hy it, xxxviii;
xlv; probable t r u t h RS to time of a second
n~nrriage,xlvii-xlriii, xlix ; his illegitimate
sons, Iv ; lvii ; probable tirne of his deuth,
xcii ; his Tomb, cii.
-, Maffeo, brother of Nicolo ; in Iianchnu,
1 1 9 ; 11. 119; SIP; xcii-xciii ; time of
death unknown, xci\-.
-, -0,
our T r a ~ e l l e r ;veracity, xxxiii ;
perplexitie~in his biography, ib. ; Rnmnsio's notices ; extracts from these, xaxiv
qg.
; recognition of his names of plnces;
paralleletl with Clolumbua, xxxv (see cxxx) ;
why rnlled .Uilioni, xxxvii ; Story of his
capture a t Ct~rzola, xxxvii-viii ; and thc
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story of Invention of Printing by P. Cwriting of his Book in prison nt Genoa,
b l d i of Feltre, clvii; the c o n n e x i o n oi
xrxviii ; relense anrl marriage, xxxix ;
Polo's name with this arbitrary, c l v i i i ( a d
Arms, xxxix-xl ; his clninl to nobility, xlv ;
see Vol. 11.4 j 3) ; dictates his Narrative.1:
.supposed autograph, ib.; his birth, xlvi ;
found a t Venice by hi5 Father, 17: h h
circumstnnceu of his birth and doabtn,
true age, 18; circumstanccs of h i s Birth.
xlvii ; employment under Knhlai, 1 ; menib. ; SB : M: noticed by liublai. 88; emtioned in Chinese Records, ib. ; his mission ,
ployed by him, a7 ; his h c t a n d d i l i g e n c e ;
to Yununn, l i ; government of Ynngchnn,
grows into high favour, 89; goes o n man:
ib. ; employmont a t Knnchnu, lii ; a t Karn
missions, 80, 81 ; escapes from t h e HnrauKorum, in Chnmpa and Indian Seas, i b . ;
mentioned in his Uncle blarro's Will, l v : I
mu. 99 ; hears of the Breed o f B n e q d d ~ r
in hdnkhshan, 1 6 0 ; recovers from i l k
commands n galley a t Curzoln, Ixxv ; in
taken, and cnrried to Genoa, lxxviii; his
in tlre hill climate of that @on. 16l;
imprisonment there, lxxix serlq.; meets
hears from his friend Znlfikar about the
Salnmnnder, 1Ba ; nt banchau on bmithere Rustici.~no, and dictntes his Book, 1
199; brings home the hairof the YakI W :
Irxx ; releasc and return to Venice, lxxxi ;
and the hend and feet of the mu&-der.
evidence as to the story of his capture.
W2 ; a w i t n e s of the events connected w i t h
kc., lxxxi-iii; his dying vindication of
Ahmnd's death, 8 7 8 ; t h e notice of h i m in
his Bwk, Ixxxii; executnr to his brother
Chinese Annals, 375 ; whether he had t o
Blaffeo, xcii; reconl of exemption from 1
a niunicipai penaltr, xciv; his sobriquet
do with the Persian scheme of P n p r Cnrof Milioni, xcv; his present of his Book
rency in 1?9J, 382; is sent by t h e Kaan
to T. do Cepoy, xcvi; his marriage and
into the Western Provinces, 11. 1; is oudt
daughters, xcvii ; his lawsnit with Paulo
Governor of Yangchao, 116; probable erGiranlo, rcvii ; procesling rcgnrding house
tent of his authority, r 1 8 ; aids i n mnproperty in S. Giov. Grisoston~o,O . ; Iris
structing engines for the Siege of Singillness and last Will, x c v i i i 4 ; t~xuslatiun
pang, 110 s q q . ;difficulties as to this stateof, lxvii (for original see 11. 440); dead
ment, rig ; what he saw and heard nf t h e
before June 1325, ci ; place of burial, ib. ;
number of vessels on the Great Kinnp, 1s;
Professed Portraits of, cii-ciii ; his alleged
ignorant of Chinese, 144; his attestation
wenlth, cv ; estimate of hint and his Book,
of the greatness of Kinsay, r45 ; h t notes,
cxxix aeqq. ; ~urmllelwith (!olumhus fntile,
153; sent by the Knan to inspect the
cxxx ; his real and ample cleims to glory,
amount of Revenue from Kinsay, 17%; his
cxxxi ; faint indications of his personality,
great experience, 187 : never in the Islands
crxxii ; rare indications of Irnmour, cxxxiii ,
of the Sea of Chin, 210: is in the Kingdom
;thsence of scientific notions; geographical
of Chamhn, 218, 2 r g ; remark on his Hisd a b in his Book, cxxxiv ; his ac~lnisition
torical Anecdotes, a 14; detained five months
of languages, cxxxv ; Chinese evidently I
nt Sonrntrn, $386, and stockades his party
uot one ; ~leficiencies ns regnrds Chinese
against the wild people ; brings Brazil d
i home
notices ; historial trotices, cxxxvi ; hnd
to Venice, 241 ; parhkes of Treeread romances, especially nbout itlexanrler,
a48,nnd brought some home
t l ~ u (Sago),
r
cxxxvii ; incre,ltrlity about hia atories, and
to Venice, 147 ; was in six Kingdoms of
bingular modern instance, cxxxix ; contemSumatra, Y1'2; witnesses a singular arrest
porary recognition, cxl: h T. do Ccpo!,
for debt in Manbar, 8 7 0 ; his erroneous
uxlii; Friar Pipino, ih. ; Jac. d'Aqui, ib. ;
view of the Arabian Coast, 384; his unGiov. Villnni, ib. ; Pietro d98bano, cxliii ;
equalled Travels. 481 ; Venetian Documents
notice by John of YprL, cxliv ; borrowings '
about him, 438 sqq. ; his Will in full, 440.
in the poem of h u d u i n do Sebourg, cxlv Polo, Maffeo, Brother of the Traveller ; xlvi ;
.qq. Influence on geography, cli ; obstacles
probabilities as to his Birth, &c., xlvii-viii,
xlix; Iv; abatmct of his Will, xcii, 11. 4~8.
to its e&ct ; character of medieval cosmo- 1
graphy ; Marino Snnnto's BIap, cliii ; Me- , -, Nicolo the Younger, cousin of the Teaveller, XIT, lr, xciii.
dicenn; Carta Cntalnna largely bawd on
Marocn, sister of the last, xxxv, lv, and
Polo, clv ; increased appreciation of Polo's I -,
Ihok ;confusions of nomenclnturr, clv-clvi ;
perhnl~sxciii.
inventions which hare been supposed to
-,
Steffnno and C;iovannino. illeg. bmtben
11:tve been brought tu I:~~rnlle
by -, clvi : /
of tlre Tmveller, Iv, lix, xciii.
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1'010, Antonio, illeg. son of the Elder Marco,
lv.
-, Donata, wife of the Traveller, xcvii ;
sale of property t o her husband, ill., and
11. 440 ; xrriii scqq. ; ciii, cv ; 11. 441, 442.
-, or Bragatlino, Fantina, eldest daughter
of the Traveller ; xcviii-ei, ciii, c v ; 11.
440, 441, 442.
, Bellella, second daughter of ditto, i'~.
-, or Delfino, Moret:~, youngest daughter
of ditto, ib.
-, Felice, a cousin, Ir, xcii.
-, Fiordelisa, witk of last, ih.
--, daughter of Mnffeo the Younger,
xlix, xcii-xciii.
, Maria, last surrivor of the Family, c r ;
doubts as to her kindred, cvi, 11. 438.
-, Mnrco, lnst male survivor of the Family, I
see as in last.
--, Other Persona bearing this name,
xcir, ci ; 11. 43 7-438.
--- Family ; its duration and end, according
to Ramusio, xxxiv-XI ; Origin of, xliv ; 1 s t
notices of, civ; Genealogy, 11. 436.
,Branch of S. Cieremia, xlv, xciv;
11.43 7-438.
P o l d o (Bolor), I 68.
Polygamy; 197, !tW, 1 2 2 , e48; nupposed
effect on population, 392; 11. 818, 876, ,
1
806.
J'omilo (Pamer), r 65.
Potnphdyr, r r 8.
Ponent (or ' West'), term applied by Polo to
the Mongol Khanate of the Wolga ( K i p /
chak), 4, 8 ; 5 0 ; 11. 4 1 8 ; 421 s g q . ; List i
of the Sovereigns, ib. ; errors therein, 42 j ;
extent of dominion, ib.
Pong (JIedieval Shan State), 11. 48, 77.
P d s , Russiun, 15 3.
Population, Vast, of Cathay, 391.
P o r o e l a i n Manufacture, 11. 186, I go; fkagments found a t Kayal, 308.
Shells, see C'otorics.
Pork, mention of, omitted, 11. 166.
Portolrrdi, Ixv.
Postin, r47.
Posts, P o s t - h o u s e s , and Runners, 888
seqq., 392.
Potab a t Lhasa, 283.
Poultry, kind of, in Coilum, 11. 8 1 8 ; in
Abyssinia (Guinea-fowl ?),364.
I
Pourprc, 62, 345.
Pojang Liake, 11. 177.
Prakrama Bahu K. of Ceylon, 11. 255, 265.
P r e c i o u s Stones; xxxvii ; 7 0 ; 7 1 ; 1 0 1 ;
81%; OPs; M S ; 84%; 360; 8 7 9 ; 880;
--A
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11. 186, 186, 1 8 7 ; 209; 876, 299, 306 ;
how discovered by I'irates, 388.
P r e s t e r J o h n , alias Unc Can (Aung Khan),
receives tribute from the Tartars, 204; but
they revolt; insults the Envoys ofvhinghiz,
8 1 0 ; comes out to engage the latter, 818;
is slain, 816. Note on Prester .John, 205
sepq.; Rise of the notion of such n personage,
a05 ; Letters under his name, ib. ; tirst
notice, 206; this applies to thc Founder of
Kara Khitai ; ascription of Christianity k,
him, 207; various persons who rame to Le
nRerwards identified with the supposed
grent Christian Potentate, ib. ; Aung Khan,
chief of the Keraites (Unc Can), 207-208209 ; Joinrille's account of Prcster John,
109; marriage relations with Chinghiz, 2 I r ,
and %9, 153 ; real eite of his first battle
with Chinghiz, a1 3 ; and real fate of Aung
Khan, 214. His line remaining in Tenduc,
2 4 9 ; their continuance under the 8Iongol
Dynasty, 252, and 11.890. The story of and the Golden King, 11. 9 wqq. Oppcrt'r
riew about him, I. 204, :07, 253.
Priced of Horses, see Hones.
Printing; coonexion of Polo's name with introduction of, clvii; alleged inrention Ily
Pnnfilo Cnstaldi, ib., and 11. 473.
Prisonei-s, l'isan, s t Genoa, Ixxxv; their seal,
a. ; their release, xci.
Private Names, Suppuse!t, 3 23.
Probation of Jogia, 11. 801 ; parallel, 305.
Pmdkt-i, lxr.
' Proqucs,' the word,' 305.
P r o s t i t u t e s ; a t Cambaluc, 8 8 7 ; a t Binsay,
11. 180.
Provinces, Thirty-four, of Kaan's Empire,
886.
Prophecy regarding Bayan, 11.107-8, I r:.
Pseudo-Callisthenes, cxxxvii.
Ptolemy, xxxiv ; his view of the Intlian Ocean,
cli ; chi.
Ptolemies trained African Elephants, 11. 367.
Puching, 11. I 78, 181.
Puer nod Esmok, 11. 3 7, 8 r.
Pulad Chingsaug, 11. I 74.
Puaiho, 168.
Pulisanghin, River and Bridge, near Cambaluc, clvi; 11. 1; menuing; other applications, a ; account of, 3.
Pulo Condore ( 5 o n d u r and Condur), 11.
819, 1 2 0 .
Gommes (Gauenispola), 11. 249.
-Snnkai, i3.
-Bras, ib.
-LNe'orWey,ib.

-
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INDEX.
1

;5 I ; Sindbad ; R. Benjamin ; the Homancc
of' Duke Ernest; Ibn Batuta's sight of the
Hukh, 3 5 1 ; probable explanation of that
crwe ; parallel stories ; the Rook of C h e s ;
the dimensions given by 1'010, 3 5 3 ; the
Jesuit Bolivar's armunt : other notices,
354; possible fabrication of the quill.
Iilidbir; River of, 10 j ; lob ; --i-Lasa(Re0barles), I 07.
Rudder, Single, noted as peculiar by Polo,
108, 11. 196, because the Double Rudder
was usual in the Mediterranean, I. 109
%(
'I.

-lifted, in Junks, 11. 888,124.
Rddkhinah-i-Shor (Salt River), 106.
i-Dnzdi (Robber's River), 107.
Rudra 1)eva. K. of Tilingana, 11. 197.
Itudnuna Devi, Q. of Tilingnna, 6.
Huknttddin Mahmud, Prince of HOTIUUZ,
I 13.
-Masa'ud, do, I 14.
-Prince of the Ismaelites, 139.
RJm, 44.
Huomedan Ahornet, King of Homos, 101,

23.
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saba (Suva), City of the Magi, 78.
Sable; its costliness, 860, 364-5, 11. 41 I
410; 4 1 2 ; 416; 416 : 418.
Sabredtlin, 11. 371.
Snbzawar, 141.
Sachiu (Shachuu), 184.
Sa~riflces:of People of Tangut, 184, 187.
-, Human, 1 8 7 ; 11. 246.

;

Sud~i-i-lskundar,5 2 .
SalRon, Fruit serving the p u r p s e of, 11.179.
Sagacity of Sledge-Doqs, 11. 4r3.
Sagamoni Borcan (Sakya-muni Buddha),
3 ro ; Story of, 11.267; the name explained,
160.

Segatu, o General of the Kaau's, 11.218, 2 14.
SWgio, a weight of an ounce), see 11.472 ;
1. 818, 3 1 5 ; 11. 86,46, 171, lTg, I 73, 276,
276, 283.
Sago described, 11. 848, 147.

i Saif
S 8 i a ~see
, SLly,~a~a,ul-f,r.
Arwl, K. of Abyuqinia, 11. 3 70, 3 71.

Saifuddin h'azrat, 1 1 3 , I 14.
Saimur (Chanl), 11. 302.
Sain Khan (or Bstu), 11. 491, and see 413.
Rupert, Prince, 11. 417.
St. Barlaam and St. Jamfat, 11. 263.
Riippell's Table of Abyssinian Kings, 11. 370.
Barearno, Braasamus (Barnuma), 78,
Russia (Rosia), 11. 415; described, 417; ,
great cold, 418; Arab accounts of, 419;
73.
-BLaiee, 44.
~ubjection to Tartars, 420; conquered by
-Brandon, 11. 153.
ib., GI.
-Buddha! 11. 263.
-Leather. 6, 3 5 1 ; clotha of -, 259.
Russians, the King of, his Trusty Lieges, 11. -Epiphanius, 11. 198.
I
George, Church of, a t Quilon, 11. 3 14.
284-John Baptist, Church of, a t SamarHustik, I 6q
Rusticien de Pbe, Rnsticiano, or Rnstikand, 170.
chello; in Prison a t Genoa with 11. Polo, -Leonard's, in Georgia, and the FishAlirarle there, 60, 55.
and writes do\vu his Book, Ixxx: Notices
-Lewis, 83; hin campaign on the Nile,
of, lxxxiii neqq. ; perhaps taken a t Meloria,
lxxxv; mention of, by Sir Walter Scott.
11. 126.
Ixxxvi ; his Romance Compilations, ib. ; -Mary's Island, Madagascar, 11. 348.
his connexion with Edward I., Ixxxrii;
-Kina, 55.
Sabba's a t Acre, 1x1, lxxi.
extracts and character of his Compilations,
- Thomas the Apostle, 11. 260; hia
lxxxviii srflq.; his identity as the amanuShrine in India, 878, 880, 293, 898; reensis of Polo, Irxxix-xc: various forms of
verenced by S~racens,880, 294; Miracles
his name, Ixxxir; coincidence of Preamble
there, 878, 890, 192 ; S t o v of his Death,
of one of his Romances with that of Polo's
891 ; his murderers, 878 ; their hereditary
Book, xc ; portrait of -, referred to, ib. ;
curse. 286 : the tradition of his preaching
mistake about a supposed grant to him by
Henry Ill., xci; real name probably Rnsin India, 29;; translation of remains to
Llesria, 13.; but alleged disrovery of them
tichello, ib. ; cx ; u i i , cxir, cxv ; cxxxvi ;
'
in India, 294; schisms about them, ib. ;
cxxxvii ; clx ; his proem to the Book, 1,
nnd introduction of himself as the Writer,
336, 337; 343 ; in Abyssinin, I l .
-- Mounts, 11. 294.
0.
Saker Falcons,1 6 0 ; 801 ; 11. 88.

Rupen, FounJer of Armeninn S h t e in Cilicin,

42.

,

,
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Sakta doctrines, 187, 190.
Sakya Muui ( S a g a m o n i Boman), 156,161 ;
death of -, 162; recumbent figures of,
198 ; 286 ; 188 ; 310 ; 11. 210; the Story '
of -, 867, 162.
S a l a m a n d e r . what it r e a l l y is, 193, 194.
Salar (Hwaichau), 11. I 7.
Salgh~irAtabegs of Fars, see Atabegs.
Salsette Island, 11. 33 I.
I
Snlt, H., his version of the Abyssinian chro!
nology, 11. 360.
Ealt; Rock
144, 146 ; used for currency, 11. 89, 95, 36, 37; extrncted from
deep w e l b , 37, 89, 4 4 ; -mnnuf;~cturein
E. China, 8 6 ; m a n u f a c t u r e , r e v e n u e ,
and t r a t a c in -, 114, 116, I I j, 138, 191;
huge t r a d e in - on the Kiang, 188 ;
Junks employed therein, I 36 : - mnnn- :
facture and R e v e n u e a t Kinsny, 171, I 73.
-Stream. 116. I 16.
Salwen H., or 1.u-kiang, 287.
S a m a g a r , 11.40e.
Samnun, 11. 360.
S a m a r a (Sumatra), Km. of, 11. 886, 137, see ,
Surmrt~.o.
Snmnrkantl ( F a m a r c a n ) ; Story of a bXlraole
there, 1 7 0 ; 171; colony from - near I
Peking, 255 ; 11. 389; 898.
1
Sumndrn, Samnthrah, Samuthrah, see Samara and S~mratra.
.Comur,ji Bduhi, 35 7.
,
Salem exl~loresthe Ramynrt of (jog. 54.
%n Giornnni Grisostomo, Parish in Venice
in which the Cap 1'010 was, xxxvi, 1v .?q.,
lrrxi, xcvii, xcviii, c r ; cri; Theatreof. lviii.
I ~ r e n z o in Venice, Burinl-plnce of
Blorco Polo's Fnther nod of himself, xxxix,
scix, cii.
-Matteo a t Genoa, lxxriii; curious engineering nt, lxxir; Inscription on, ib.
Sand; cities buried by -, 177; 11. 475 ;
S o u n d s like Drums heard in -, I. 181,
183.
-Grouse, 139.
S a n d a l - w ~ ~ 11.148
d;
; B48,250 ; 846,348.
Sandu, 2 7 I, and see Chatrdu.
Sanf (Chamba, Chnmpa), 11. a I +.
Sangin, Sangknu K.,11. 3.
Sanglich, Dialect of, I 5 I .
S a n g o n , the title (Tsangkiun), 11. 88, 99.
Banitary Effeote of M o u n t a i n Air, 161.
Sanjnr Sovereigns of Peraia, 206.
Sanuto of Torselli, Marino ; shows no kuowledge of Polo, cxli; his Map and Geog.
knowledge, cliii; his prophetic sense of
the importance of long range, 11. I 18.

-.
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Sappan-wood, see Brazil.
Sapta-shailq 11. 321.
Sapugan (Shibrgln), 140, 141.
S a p u t a , ' ' S c u e , ' Peculiar use of. 3 9 8 .
Sarai (Sara), capital of Kipchak, 4: th2
City and its remains, 5 ; perhaps occupied
successire sites, 6; 11. 484.
-Serr of (Caspian). 56 ; 11. 424.
Saracens, see M~lhome~lu~u.
Slim Crane, 161.
Sardines, 11. 379.
Sardu, 108.
Sarghnlnn R., rq8.
Sarha, Port of Sumatra, 11. 13 j.
Snr-i-Kul, Lakes called, 154,16S, 166.
Sarsiti, 11. 360.
' Scrtbr,' probable origin of word, 11. I f!g.
Sauln, Somino, silrer ingots used i n Kipchak.
11. 419 ; perhaps the original Ruble, q2cx
.vauromatac, 11. 396.
Sarah (Saba), 78, 76.
S a r u t (Siras), 44.
Scasem, 148.
' Scherani,' 94.
Scotra, see Swotm.
Sea o f I n d i a , 81 ; 38; 108,158; 11.810; SS8.
-of
Chin, 11. 200,810.
-of England, 11.910.
-of R w h e l l e , ih.
-of ~arain,11. ~IM.
Seal, I m p e r i a l , 987,879.
of Piwn Prisoners, lxxxv.
Serreto, Nicolas, xciii.
-, Catharine, wife of Maffea P o l o t h e
Younger, ib.
Sees ; of Nestorian Church, r 70, I 71, 185,
189 ; of Roman Church, I 72, 11. 189, 3 14
Sehwnn, Cotton Trees in, 11. 319.
Seilan, see Cc!llo~a.
Self-decapitation, 11. 185-286.
Selitrennoi-Gorodok, 5, 6.
' Selles, C h e v s u x dew' the phrase, 11.
375.
Semal Tree, 11. j 19.
S e m e n a t , see Somnnth.
Sempa11, Armenian Prince, I 71.
Sendal, a Silk texture, 11. 5, 98, 96, 145,
826, 896.
S e n d e m a i n , K. of Seilen, 11.86.8, 155.
Smi, Vcrzino, 11. 315.
Senein, an Ascetic Sect, 967, a85 seqq.
Senshing, 286.
Sentemur, 11. 63, see Isenfemur.
Sephar, 11. 381.
S e p u l o h r e of Adam in Ceylon, 11. S66
aeqq., 161, 261.

-
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Shenrabs, 289.
Shensi, 11. 14, 18, r 28.
Shentseu Tribe, 11. 83.
Sheuping, 11. 8 3 , 84.
Shewn Plateau, r 54.
Shibrgnn (Sapurgan). 141, 14;.
Shimr-aktr, Shin-sietl. 286, 287.
W e n g , Sbrul, or Sing,The Supreme Board
of Administrntion, 588, 387 ; 11. 116.
Shighnnn, 15 I,152,164.
Shijurut Malayu or Malay Chronicle, 11. 130,
13 r, 23 7, 243, 145.
Shikdrgcin, appl. to Animal Pattern Textures,

Sepulchre, Oil from the H o l y , 18, 19, 88.
Serano, Juan de, 11. 239.
m e i (Shiraz), a Km. of Persia, 79, 81.
Serendib, 11. 128.
Seres, Ancient character of the, 11. 167.
Srpents ; Great, i.e. Alli!g~~tors,11. 46 seyl.,
49; - in the Diamond Valley, 896.
S s a m B , l W , r 5 3 ; 11. 864.
' Sewes,' the word, 261.
Sevnn, Luke, 55.
Severtsoff, M., shoots the OOM Pdi, 167.
ShabPnkira or S h a w a n k k (Sonoars), 79,8 r.
Shabar, Son of Kaidu, 11, 389.
Shachan (Sachiu), I 86, 196.
S h e d o w , A u g u r y from l e n g t h of, 11. 899.
Shah Abbns, 173 ; his Court, 341.
-Jnhan, 160.
Shahr-i-IL~bek, 87.
-- i-Nao (Sian~),11. 122.
-bIandi
or - Pandi, 11. 2 70-2 7I.
Shnhristin, 81.
Shaibani Khan, 11. 412.
d~haikh-ul-Ji6al, 134;The Syrian -, 136.
Shaikhs ( E s h e k s ) in Mulagascar, 11.846,3411.
Shaliit, 11. 376.
Shamanism, 178, 189, 190; 11. 61,see DmilDuncinq.
Shampath, 5 r.
Shamuthera (Sumatni), 11. 238.
Shan ; Ilace and Country, 11. 37, 38, 43 ;.Dynasty in Tunnnn, 43, 48; Black and
White-bellied -5,ib. ; 55, 5 j ; 71 ; 81 ;
8 1 , 83.
Shennrs of Tinnevelly, 11. 62, 194.
Shnngking nnd Tungking, 308.
Shangtu, Shaugdu (Chandu), 15 ; 168 ;
Kublai's Annual Visits to, 171.
-Keibung, 168, 169.
Shanhni-Kwan, 361.
Shankirnh, Shabankira(Soncars),79,81,81.
Shansi, 11. 8.
Shantung, 11. 99 ; Silk in, 08, 99 ; Pealx
from, I 66.
Shaohing-fn, 11. r 76, 1 78.
Sharakhu, r 4 I.
Sharks and Shark-channeiu, 11. 887, 174.
Shnwankirn, 81.
Shawls of Kermnn, 89.
Sheep; Fat-tailed in Kerinan, Ba, 94; Wild
- of Badnkhsbnn, l W , 154,of Pamer, 163,
166;none in Manzi, 11. 176; Large Indian,
)89; - of bnghibnr, Sbb, 35 7; Singular
a t Shehr, 11. 578, 379.
Sheep's head given to Horses, 11. 188.
Shehr or Shihr (Esher), 11. 877, 378,870,
380.

6:.
Shinking or Mukdcn, 308.
Ships ; Chinese, 58, number of mils, 3 5 ; of Hormuz, lOB, log ; of the Great Kaan, 11.
1 0 4 ; of Mnnzi or S. Chinn, described, 196 ;
their size, 198 ; accounts of them by other
Medieval Authors, I 98- I 99 ; construction,
I 98.
Shiraz (Cexazi), 81 ; Wine of, 83.
Shireghi, 11. 391, 393.
Shirha, 11. 3 71.
Sliirwan, 11. 424, 415.
Shi-hung, Emperor, 273.
S h o t 11. 369, 371,372.
Shor-Ab (Salt River), 146.
Rtid (Do.), I 16.
Shot of Military Engines, 11. r 14 ; I 15116.
Shulistin (Suoletan), 81.
Shdls or Shnuls, a People of Persia, 8 I,96.
Shut-up Nations, Legend of the, cxxxriii, W,
51, 54.
Shreli, R., 11. 71.
Sinm, 11. 710 ; King of, 221 ; 121.
Sinngynng-fu ( S M ) 11. 188 ; Alleged
aid of the Polov in mpturing, lii ; the
Siege of, by Knblai's Forces, 11. r 10,r r 1,
I 19 ; difficulties in Polo's account ; not re:
moved by Pautbier ; notice by Was&; the
1
Chinese account ; Rnshid's account, 130.
Treznsure buried during siege, I 32 ; 134.
I Siberia, sec 11. 410, 412 q q .
Siclatoun, n kind of Texture, 149, 11. 5.
Sick M e n put to death by their Friends and
a t e n , 11. BSB, 140.
Siddharta, 11. 262.
Sidi 'Ali, 11. 1, 3 79, 384.
Sien, Sien-Lo, Sien-Lo-Kok (Siam, Locac),

-
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Sifnn, 11. 38.
Sigatey, 170, see Chagntai.
from R. Alfred to India, 11.
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Si-hil, The Lnke of Kinuy or Hangchau ;
Bright 1)escriptions of, 11. 146, 154, 156,
168, 169, 165, 167, 16.).
Sijistan, yh.
S i j u (Suthsian), 11. 101.
Sikintinju, 307, 308.
S i l k ; wllrd ahell6 (of Gilan), 51; g1.own. ,

-.-

Singuyli (Cranpnom), 11. 360.
Sinhopala (Lccambale), K. of Chnmba, 11.
m a , a I 4.
S h j u (Siningfu), 841, 243.
S i n j u (Ichin-hien). 11. 198.
E i n j u m a t u , 11. 99, 100, 108.
Si'nknlin. Sin-ul-Sln. Mahichin, o r Cantun.
1I.7,18,13,14,17,98,~~,1o1,1~,115,I . ~ j ; ; l l . r 3 j , 1 ~ 0 , 1 y 8 .
Siraf, 6 I.
118, 189, 140, 14s. 178, 175, 180.
Stuffs and Goods; 4 3 ; M I ; 6 0 ; of Yezd, Sirjdn, 87, gr, I 14.
B4, R j ; 8 6 ; I J S ; 8 6 0 ; 368; 11.4,%4,43,
Sitting in Air, 2 79.
60,60,6a, 7 9 ; 97, 119; of Hnngchau, 147, Siuchau, 11. 38, ya.
155 ; 180; in Animal Patterns, I. 60, 88, Sim. 11. 160.
with Clreetm, 354, with Giraffes, 11. 3 j 7.
, Siwanhwa-fu, see S i n h h u .
and Gold Stuffs ; 4 1 ; 6 0 ; 67 ; 60; 7 0 ; Siwns ( S a v m t ) , 45, 48.
1 0 1 ; 184 ; P8P ; 850 ; 810 ; 818 ; 888 ; 11. S i w w t h , 11. 360.
4, 5, 13, 1 4 ; 96, 116, 118, 139, 143, 1 6 8 ; Siwi, Cotton in, 11. 319.
I 'Six Towns ' (Alti tlmhr), I 76.
W, 346.
Tent Ropes, 880;-Bed-furniture,
888. 1 .'ifin-c~oshor Lynx, 354.
io Kweichau, 11. 89, 90; in Shantung, Slitden, Mnjor, 11. 49, . j r , 71, 155.
Slaves and Slave Trade a t Venice, Iv, c
98, 99, I G I .
-- Trade a t Carnbnluc, 8 8 8 ; a t Kinsay, 11. kledges, Dog-, 11. 411.
Wiiv or Xility, n woollen stuff, 243, 248.
147.
Sluices of Grand Canal, 11. 137.
, Duty on, 11. 178, and see I. 398.
R.E., rob.
Smith, Bl~~jor,
-, Cotton Tree, 11. 329.
Siloduri or Trusty Lieges of Celtic Kings, 11. Sneezing, Omen from, 11. 800.
So;ip, use of in Xnval fights, lxvi.
284.
Socotrn (Scotra), Island of. 338; 339: deS i l v e r ; Mines a t Bnihurt, 4 9 ; a t Gumish
scribed, 11. 840; nrcount of, from ancient
Khnna, 49; in Badakhshan, 1 6 0 ; in N.
Shansi, 861, 160; in Yunnan, 11. 5 9 ;
tillles, 341 s q q .
P o e r (Suhnr), 11. 976, 284.
Russian, 418, 419.
-- importetl into Malabar, 11. 386, and 1 Sof~llnto China, Trndc from, 11. 314.
S o g o m o n B o r c a n , 3 I o, see S a g a m o n i .
Cambay, 889.
Sol. Arbre, see Arbre.
Chair, 313, 3 I 7.
1 Soldaia, Soldachia, Snddk, Iv; 8, 3, 4.
Island, 11. I 36.
I S o l d a n , a Melic, 11. 404.
Simon, hletropolitnn of Pars, 11. 3 r ;.
Soli, Solli, Km. of (Cho1.1 o r Taajore), U.
- &lagus, 178.
I
271 ; am, 303.
Simdm, Effects of, 108-109, I 12.
Solomon, House of, in Abyssinia, 11. 369.
Simurgh, 11. 349, 352.
Somnath (Semenat), 11. 319, 884, 336, 337,
Sind, xlri ; Cotton bushes in, 11. 3 19.
Siudabur (Goa), 11. 326, 3 7 6
359.
Sonagnr-pattanam, 11. 307.
Sindschu ( S i w h w a - f u ) , 241, 260, 261.
S o n c a r a (Shutrankam), a Km. of Persia, 79,
Sindue, 11. a j r.
Sindm (Chingtu-fu), 11. 28, 89, go.
81.
Siudbnd ; his Story of the Diamonds. 11.198 ; E o n d e r Bandi D a v a r , see Fumicxnr Pundi.
S o n d u r nnd C o n d u r (Pulo Condore Group),
of the Rukh, 15 I.
Sindlin-Snuvira, Siudh-SBgor, 98.
11. 819, 2 1 2 .
Sing, Shieng, The Board of Administration Sopmcotnitu of a Galley, Ixriii, Ixxr.
of a Great Province (in China), 386, 387 ; Sorcerers, Sorceries ; of Pashai, 156, i.e. of
Udyana, 156 ; of h'ashmir, 168, 159, 161,
11. 16, 156, 188 ; The Twelve, 116, I I 7.
%6S ; of Lamas and Tibetans, W ,
278, 11.
Singan-fu ( K e q j a n h ) , 11. 13, 14, I 6, I 7, 18 ;
Christian Inscription at. 1 6; 10.
39; of Jhgroian, BSB ; of Socotra, Ml,
Singapore, Singhapora, 35 ; 11. 2 1 2 , 224,225.
345.
Sornau (i.e. Shnhr-inm, Siam), 11. 1 2 2 .
Singkel, 11. 243.
Soucat, 11. 110.
Singphos, 11. 56.
, Sjman, or Ispnhan, 81.
Siugtur, BIongol Prince, 11. 74.
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Spelling Xnmes in prevent Translation, PrinE u k c h u r , I'rovince of, 196.
Sukkothni, 11. 1 2 1 .
ciplcs of, clxi.
Grc.'tlat, a stuff, 249.
Spermaceti W h a l e s , 11. 841, 542, 846, 348.
Suleiman, Sultan of Yunnan, 11. 44, 4H.
' Spezerie,' Sense of, 43.
S p i c e s in China, Duty on? 11. 178, 188.
, S u l p h u r and Quicksilver, Potion of Longpvitv, 11. 800, 304.
S p i c e W o o d , 880, 361.
Snltan Shah of Badakhshnn. r 54.
S p i k e n a r d , 11.817,236, 229 ; W.
Spinello Aretini, Fresco by, Ixv, 110.
Sumatra, Island of ( J a v a t h e Less), cxliii ;
11. !d26 : circuit, 128 ; application of the
S p i r i t s h a u n t i n g D e s e r t s , 181-183, 841.
name Jnv.n, I%.; its gold, 229; its KingSpiritunlism in China, 190.
doms, 21.: 2 3 0 . 245, 248.
Spittoons, 406.
- Samudra, City and Kingdom of (SaS p o d i u m , 117, 1 I 8.
S p o r t and Game, Notices of, in the Book,
mars), 11. 137 ; Legend of Origin ; Ihn
Ratuta there, and others, 238 ; Pcsitinn :
41; 84; 86; 141;146; 160; 189 ; 861; 860;
latest mention, 237-238 : 245.
966; 969; 11. 6 ; 18; 1 8 ; 18; 20; 96; 74; ,
102; 116; 118; 110; 180; 140; 148; Sumbawa, 11. 229.
169; 176; 180; 186 ; 888 ; 242; 818 ; , Summers, Professor, 11. 1 2 r.
Aitrr~tfnla, Stt~nuntrrla (Sumatra), 11. 239,
381.
Springolds, 11. I 2 2.
243.
S p r i n k l i n g of Drink, a Tartar rite, 265, ' Sun and Moon, Trees of the, rzr seqq.
171.
' Su~itkcr Fulut (Pulo Condore Group), 11.
Sri-vni Kuntham, 11. 3 lo.
119.
Sseohuen, 11. 24, 30, 41, 42.
, Sundara Pandi Devar (f o n d a r Bandi C a Star of Bethlehem, Traditions about, 77.
v'r), a King in hfa'bar, 11.887, 168 ; denth
Steamers on Tangtse-Kiang, 11. I 5h.
I
of, 169 ; Dr. Caldwell's views about, a jo,
Steel; Mines of, 86, 8;; Indian, 8 8 ; Asiatic
271.
view of, 89.
Another, 11. 270.
Stefi~ni,Signor, xxxix, 11. 437.
Sung, a Native Dynasty reigning in Southern
Sliens of Kamboja, 11. 5 0 , 6 I .
Cliinn till conquered b>-Kublai, ~ l i i;i their
'
Stirrups, Short and Long, 11. 47, 49.
I'aper-Money; effeminacy of, 11. l o ; KuS t i t c h e d Vessels, 102, log.
blai's War against, 107 scgq. ; I r 3 ; end of
S t o c k a d e erected by PolrJs Party in Snma- ,
them, 13.; 153, 160, see M a n z i . King of.
tra, 11. 286.
I Sunnis and Shins, I 5 I.
S t o n e , M i r a c l e of the, a t Samarkand, 170 S u o l s t a n (Shulistan), a Km. in Persia, 79,
1
to.
seqq., 171 ; the Green- there, r 72.
-T o w e r s in Chinese Cities, 11. 147.
Superstitions; in Tangut, the devoted Sheep,
Stones giving I n v u l n e r a b i l i t y , 11. 206,107,
184, 187 : the Dead Man's Door, 186, 188 ;
lea.
as to cllance-shots, 898; Remarkable, in
Suakin, 11. 374.
C;~rajan,47, 50 ; of Sumatran People, ZSB,
S u b m e r s i o n of part of Ceylon, 11. 868.
140; of Malabar, 276 seqq.; as to omens,
254.
880, 800.
Subterraneona Irrigation, 85, 116, I I 6.
Sur-Raja, 11. 3 10.
S~irhun,Kegent of China, Executionof (1861),
Suburbs of C a m b a l u c , 867, 3 70.
Subutai, Mongol General, 11. 130.
3 8 ~
Suchau (Suju), 11. la, 144, 1 4 5
r u t t e e s in India, 11. 877, 186.
F w a n s , W i l d , 260, 261.
Sudarium, The H o l y , 198, 195.
Su-at, 152, 168.
Suddoclhana, 11. 262.
S u g a r ; grown, 11. 79; 3Ianufi1cture, 11.171, -River, I j6.
180 ; revenue from, 178; a r t of Refining, ' S y g h i n a n (Shighnb, q. r.), 149.
ib., 188; of Egypt and China, 183; 188, I Sylen (Ceylon), 11. 360.
Symbolical Messages, Scythian and Tartar, 11.
184. See also W i n e .
Suhchau (Sukchu), 186, 147, 148.
418, 429.
Syrian Cllristiaus, 11. 36;.
Suichnng-hien, 11. 178.
Syrrh(111tes I'nlhlnii (Barguerlac), 2 3 9 ; imSuicides b e f o r a an I d o l , 11. 277, 2R5,
mixration of this bird into England. 140.
186.
S u k c h u , see Suh,.h,tu.
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Tallies. Record by. 11. 68, 60.

I Tamarind, how used hy Pirates, 11.

Tabashir, 11. 208, 331.
Table of the G r e a t K a a n , 888.
Tables, how disposed at Mongol Fenstu, 340.
Tablet, the Emperor'q, ndored with Incense,
847, 348.
T a b l e b worshipped by the Cnthnyans, 404,
406.
Tableb of Authority, G o l d e n (or B i z a h ) ;
presented by the Knan to the Brothers
Polo, 14; their powers and privileges, 16 ;
again presented, 38; bestowed on distingnished Captains, 818 ; their nature nnd
inscriptions, 818 ; Lion's-Head Tablets and
Gerfalcon Tnblets, 89 and 818. Xote on
the subject, j 14;- granted to Governors
of different rank, 886.
Tabellionato of Xotaries, ci.
Tabriz (Tauria), liv, 70-72 ; 11. 404, 425.
Tachindo, see X~thainnlu.
Tactics, Tartar, 888-930, 132, 133 ; 11. 880891.
' Taouin,' 400, 401.
Tadinfu, 11.97, 100.
I
Tneping (or Tniping) Sorereigns' Efiminnte 1
Customs, 11. I I.
I
Tneping Insurrection and Devastations, 276 ;
11. 117, 119, 134, 138,140, 14% 154.
Tafurs, a 77.
Tagaahar, 11. 403,405,406.
Tagaung, 11. 71, 76.
Taiani, 11. 365.
Taianf'u (Thaiyunn-fu), 11.6; described, 6,8.
T e i o a n (Tbniknn, T61ikBn). see Taliknn.
Taichau (Tiju), 11. I I 7.
Teidu or Daitu, Kublni's New City of Cambnltic, 268 ; 831, 333.
I
Tnikhing, 11. 15,16.
Taikuug, 11. 74, 76.
Tailed M e n ; in Sumatrn, 11. 343. 243 ;
else*-here, 144 ; Englishmen, ih.
Tailors,n o n e in M a a b a r , 11.874.
Taish-khan, 147.
Taiting-fu (Tadinfu) or Yenchau, 11. 99.
Tnitong-fu, see Yiitlrrcng.
Tijiks, 146, 151.
1
Tnkfrir, 11. I 10.
TLki-uddin-a1-Thnibi, 11. 269.
I
Tulnins, 11. 43.
Talw R., 11. 389.
Tali-fu (City of Carajan), 11. 41,42, 43, 45,
48, 69, 74.
Talikan, Thaikan (Tafcan), 143,144, 146,
I
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Tana (Azov), xli, lxxi, C.
-(near Bombay), Em. of, 11. 302 ; SS8:
850; 331; 336, 337; 3591 376-- -Maiambti, 11. 33 I.
T t r w i cloth, ib.
langnudolln, a branch of Altni, 194.
Tangut, Prnr. of, 184. 185 ; n p p l i c a t i o n s of
the name, ib. ; 192, 196, 198 ; 1 1 6 : BU.
243.
Tanjore, 11. 176, 172; Suttees at, 2 8 6 ; 289 :
Fertility of, 303.
T h k f z Khjn (applied to Chinghiz), 2 I 8.
T a n p i j u , 11. 176, I 76, I 7 7.
Tnntras, The, z 79, 287, 290.
Tawse' Sect, 185 seq11.; persecuted under
Kublai, ib. ; names applied to. 286 ; Prartices nnd Rites, 2 8 ; ; apl)lication of t h r
name to Foreign Heretics, 289.
Tapohno, Xiistakes about, 1L 238.
Tnrnkai, 11.407.
Tarantula, 11. 888, 800.
' Tamasci,' the wonl, 3 27.
Tarem or Tarurn, 8 I , I 14.
Tarmabala, grandson of Publai, 322.
Ttrok, Burmese nnme for Chinese, 11. 76.
-Mau, and Myo, ib.
Tartar Language, 19.
Tartere, 1 ; 6; 10; 18 ; 60; different charncters used by, 87 ; identified with (:og
nndMagog, 5 2 ; 78; 88;91;92;SS; 1 8 ;
their first city, $208; their originnl country, $204; tributary to Prester John. il,.;
tbeir Revolt and Migration ; make Chinghiz their King. 209; his Sun?esso% 916 ;
their Customs, 819; Houses, &c, e80,
1 2 1 ; Waggons, 220, 221 : Chastity of
U'on~en. 110, 222 ; Polygnmy, L ; their
Gods, S-4 ; and Domestic Idols ; their
Drink, K e m i z (Pumiz); Clothing ; N o t e
on Tartar Religion, 1 2 5 ; on Kumiz. 216 ;
their Alms and Horses. 888 ; their M i l i w
Organization ; their Sustenance on rapid
marches, S O ; their Portnble Curd ; Mode
of Engnging, 880 ; present degeneracy, ib.
Note on their Arms, 230; Decimal Organization, 23 I ; Blood - sucking ; Portable
Curd, 131; Tactics and Cruelties; Administrntion of Justice, 284; Marriage of
deceased young couples, 6. nnd a 3 5 ; the
Cudgel among them, 135 ; Punishment of
Theft; Rubruquis's nccannt of, 107; Joinville's, 109 ; their Custom to plny and sing
in concert before a Fight, 801; their want
of Charity to thc Poor, 898; their objec-
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tion to meddle with thiugs pertaiuing to
the Dend, 11. 7 4 ; their employment of
Military Engines, 11. I 30 wqq. ; 141 ; their
Cmelties, 141 ; their excellence in Archery,
11. 6 7 ; their equipment with Arrows of
two sorts, 8BO-891; their Marriage Customs, I. 32, 2a0; 11. 399.
Tartars in the Far North, 11. 410.
of the Levant, see Levant.
-of the Ponent, see Ponent.
Tartnry Cloths, 2 jg.
Tathsianlu or Tachindo, 11. zg, 30,33, qr, 41.
Tathsing R., 11. 99, 106.
Tathuug or Taitongfu, 116, 151, 251, 15 3.
Tattooing, 11. 43 ; 6% 56; 80, 8 2 ; 181 ; 238;
Artists in, 186, 190.
Tauriz, see Tubriz.
Taurizi, Torizi, 70, 7 2.
Tawalisi, 11. 396.
Tawankolo, 11. go, 91.
Taxes. See Customs,Duties, Tithe.
Tchakiri Mondou, 363.
Tea-Trees in Eastern Tibet, 11. 37.
Tebet, see Tibet.
Teeth; custom of casing, in Gold, 11.68, 55,
56, 5 7; - of Adam, or of Buddha, 269,
2G4, 265, 166; Conservation of
by the
Brahmans, 300.
Tegans, 11. 40a, 405.
Teimur (Temur), Grandson and successor of
Kuhlai, 981, 311, 313 ; 11. 1x1, 389. See
Tirtkur.
Tekhwa Porcelain, 11. 190.
Tckla Hamainot, 11. 193.
Telo Snmawe, 11. 138.
Tembul (Betel), chewing, 11. 808, 3 r I.
Temknn, son of Kublai, 3 23.
Temple, Connexion of the Order of the,
with Cilician Armenia, 14.
, Master of the, %, 14.
Temple's account of the Condor, 11. 35 I .
Temujin, see Chinghir.
Tenduc, PLein of, 818, 113 : Province of,
W, 251.
Telgri, the Supreme Deity uf the Tartan,
115, 126.
Tennasserim, 11. 2 2 1 , 229.
Tents, The Kaan's, 860, 364.
Terlan, a kind of Falcon, 91.
Teroa Mns., 11. 35 )
Terra Australis, 11. 118.
T n a t w l i , lxi.
Thai, Great and Little, II. 119.
Thaigin, 11. 1 5 , 16.
Thaiyunnfu ( T b f u ) , 11. 8.
Thang Dynasty, II. I;, 154.
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Tircznl- rnlrsh, we Beltst and Bird P a t l e m .
Theatre, Malibran, lviii.
Theft, Tartar Punishment of, 894. 135.
Theistic Worship, 404, 406.
Thelaanr, 11. 365.
Theobald or Tedaldo of Piacenaa, 1 6 ;
chosen Pope, as Gregory X., 1 9 ; Notes on
election and character, ~ c 21;
, sendti two
Sriara with the Polos, and presents for the
Kaan, 81.
Theodorus, I$. of Abyssinia, 11. 3 70.
Theophilus, a Missionary, 11. 343.
Thiau-Shan, 166, 167, I 76; II. 3119.
Thinnte-Kiun, 15 I, 15 a.
Thin l'EvBtlue. Siege of, 11. 1 2 6 117.
Thinnc of l'lotemy, 11. r 6.
Tholoman, see Coleman.
Thomas, see St.Thomas.
-of Mnncasola, Bishop of Snmarkand, I 71.
Mr. Edwnrb, 11. 79.
Thread, Bmhmanical, 11. 899.
' Three Kingdoms ' (LSun-h-~6),11. 15.
Threshold, To step on the, a great offence,
839, 341, 342.
Thsnng-cliau, 11. 96, 99.
Thsinan-fu (Chinangli), 11. 99, roo.
Thsing-chau, 11. loo.
Thsining-chnu, 11. l o r , roi.
Thsing-ling, 11. 20.
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Tibet (Tebet), Province of, 11. %6,89,81, SB ;

j
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1
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i

1

Mongols obscure, ib. ; organization under
Kublai, ib. ; 3 3.
Tibetans, 72 ; Superstitions of, 187, 188 ;
and Kashmiris (Tebet and Eeaimur), sorceries of, 885, 888 ; accused of cannibalism,
Tiie15in Hangchau h t u a r y , 11. I 65.
Tierce, Half-Tierce, kc., Hours ot, 11. 800,
303-304Tigado, Castle of, 140.
Tigers; trained to the chase, 354, 355 ; in
Kaeichau, 11. go, but see L b v
Tigris, R, Tile Woiga so cnlled, 6, 9.
Tigudar (Acomat Soldan), 11. 399.
Tiju, 11. 116, 117.
Tilea, Enamelled, 8%6, 3 18.
Tilinga, l'elingann, Tiliuk, Telenc, 11. 297,
3Go.
Timur (the Great), I 73, 11. I 18.
Tirg, 10 Taels of Silver (or n tael of Gold),
382; 11. 17).
Tinnevelly, 11. 307, 3x0.
Tintoretto, Domenico, Picture by, Irri.
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lithe on clothing material, 8WI.
T r e b u a h e t ~ 11.
, 130, I 1 I, I a:, sce Hilitor?
Tithing Men, Chinese, 11. 157.
Engines.
ljoj,tla, see Choiaoh.
T r e e s ; of the Sun and Moon, kc., I I I uq.7Toddy, see W i n e o f P a l m .
we Arbre Sd and Arbw Sac; supentition*
Togan, 11. 402, 405.
about, I 2 4 "9 ; by the H i g h w a y s , a:
Toghon-Temur, lnqt Mongol Emperor, his
producing Wine, 11. W S - m , 2.40.
Wail, 268.
SM;producing Flour, 919.
Togrul Wang Khan, 20% see Pmstar J o h n .
' R e g e t o u r , ' the word, 342.
Toktai Khan (Toctsi, Lord of the Ponent),
Trevisnn, .lordnu, xlix, lir, xciii.
-, Fiordelisa? ib.
c ; 11. 418,421, 488 seqq. ; \Yarn of, with
-, Blnroca and Pietro, rciii.
Noghai, 428 seqq.
-, AZEO,CV.
Tolobnga, see Tulabugha.
I
-, Marc' Antonio, Doge, rxxix, cr.
Tolon-nur, 169.
.
T o m a n (Tumnn), Mongol wold for 10,ooo. 1 Trincomnlee, 11. 174or a Corps of that number, 9 4 95 ; 8SB, Tringano, 11. 222.
2 3 1 ; 11. 168, 157, 169; 171 ; 178, r 73,
Trinkat, 11. 250.
' Tmsty Lieges,' Devoted Comrades of 6.
174; 393.
of Maabar, 11. 876, 283.
Tomb of Adam, see Adam.
Tseuthung, 11. 188.
Tongking, Tungking, 11. 82,8;, 2 13, 2 14.
T o n o o a i n (Tlin-c-Kiin), a Km. of Persia, I Tsiamdo, 11. 41.
1 Tsia~ig-Kiun(&General'), 11. 207.
79,82 ; 119, 120, 138.
Tooth-Reliqne of Buddha, 11.859; its history, Tsien-Tang R.. 11. 156, 165, 170, 176, I 77.
191; Bore in the, r I).
264-165.
Torchi, DorjA First-born of Kublni, 322, 323. Tsing-chau or Kuku Khotan, 151.
, Tsintsun, 11. I 8 1.
Tornesel, 878,38 r, 11. 471.
Toro R., 308.
Tsiusima Island, 11. 20;.
Torshok, 11. 420.
Tsongkhapa, Tibetnn Reformer, 178Torture by constriction in raw Hide. 11. lo?. Tsukuzi in Japan, 11. 2oj, 206.
' Tosoaol' or Watchrrrnn, 868 ; thc word, Tsung-ngan-hien, 11. r 78, 182.
TUG, Tul, or Tugh, the Horse-tail or I-ak362.
Totamangu, T o t a m a n g u l , see Tudni- 1
tail Standard, 829, 13 r.
Manytfr.
I Tudai, 11. 401.
Tudai-Blongku ( T o t a m a n g u or TotanranT o m (Tnthung?), 15 3.
gul), 11. 421,423,488, 417, 489,480.
Tower, Alarm, at Peking, 88% 335 ; nt
, Tughnn, Tukan, Son of Eublai, 323, 11. 2 1 4
Kinsay, 11. 148.
Tughlak Shah, a K a r a u ~ h 95.
,
Trade, Dumb, 11. 4 I 6-4 I 7.
of India w!th Hormuz. 101 ; with I 'I'ulnbugha (Tolobuga), 11.488.417.428.
Egypt, 11. 878, 374, 375; with Ihher, 1 Tuli, or Tului, Fourth Son of Chinghix, xli.
11. I 8.
877 ; k.ith I)ofnr, 880 ; with Calate, 888; '
- s t Camhalue, 1.868 ; on the Cammornn, Turnwi, see Toman.
11. 12 ; on the Great Kiang, 98, 188; a t
Tumba, Angelo di, Ir.
Chinangli, 87; a t Sinju 3lilt11, 101 ; nt
Tlin, a City of E. Persia, 81.
Kinsay, 146, 178; a t Fucbou, 188 : nt Tdn-c-Knin, see Tonocatn.
Zsyton, 186; nt Malaiur, 888 ; at Cail,
Tungani, or LConrerts,' a class of Mahome808 ; a t Coilum, 818; in Melibnr, 886 :
dnns in Northern Chinn surd Chinese T n r a t Tnno, 880 ; a t Cnmbaet, 888; nt Socokestan, 15 5, 2 5 6
tra, 341.
Tungcllau ( T a u ) , 11. r I 7.
Tradeu in China not hereditary, 11. 154.
Tungkwan, Fortress of, 11. 16.
' Tunguses. a 38.
' Tramontaine,' 11. 2 3 9.
Transmigratiou, 404; 11, Ma.
I
Tunny-flsh, lOB, log, 11. 878.
Traps for Fur Animals, 11. 418, 414.
Turbit, 11. 8 1 , 316.
Travancore Raja, 11. 3 1 5 .
T u r c o m a n i e (Turkey), 48, 44.
T r e a s u r e of K i n g s of M s a b a r , 11. 276, T u r k e y , Great, i.e. Turkestan, 176 ; 11.
184.
2 a g ; S&Q,887,88a,
408.
Trebizond, lxxi; 34;Emperors of. and their I Turkman, 4q, 96 ; Tnrkmnns nnd Turks.
Tails. 11. 244.
distinction hrtween, 44: - Horses, 48,44.
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Turks; Ancient Mention of, 5 1 ; - nud
V.

I~Iongols,25 9.

Turquans, or Turkihh Horses, 48.

Vair (The F u r and Animal), 824; 11. 411,
Turmeric, 11. I 80.
419, 414,416, 416,418.
Turquoises; in Kermsn, 86, 8 7 ; in Caindu,
, -- as an epithet of Eyes, cxlrii ; 3 I 9.
11. 34.
I Virnbirp. Professor Hermnon, I 76, 193, 337.
Turtle-doves, 91.
Tutia; Preparation of, 117, 118 ; 11. 888.
35 ; 11. 396.
Van, l a k e , 5 5.
Tuticorin, 11. 308, 309.
Tutsong, Sung E n ~ l ~ r oofr Chinn, 11. 113, Vanchu (Wnngchu) conspires with Chen-

i

'

c l ~ uagainst Ahmntl, 8 7 8 ; is o l ~ ~ i n8, 7 8 :
cxxir.
\.anegian, vnmngian, 11.420.
Vnraha llillira, 98.
Vuririi, 11. 420.
iLsjiulo, 256.
K,!~,.LI hldic I, 11. 3 3 2.
Vedaln, 11. 774.
I
Vellnlars, 11. 308.
I'en~rdua,Title of K. of liaulam, 11. 315.
U.
\'enetinn pronunciation, cxxiv, clx.
Venice nnd Gcnon, Rivalry and \Van of, Irx
r c , ~ ~ .Peace
;
of 1599, Ixxx.
Ucaca (tiknk, Ukek), a City on the \Volgn,
-Return of the Polos to, xxxvi, liv, 3 4 ;
6 : nrcouut of, 8 : 11. 419.
Mnnhiou of the Polo Family at, IT. seqq.:
Uchh, 11. 360; --l\iultnn. 1. 82.
Marco's return to, from captivity a t GeUdyinn, 156, 157.
non, lxxxi, xcii.
tigliuz, Legend of, 11. 41 6
Ventilatore a t Hormuz, 11. 888, 384.
Iyieur Character, 13 ; 27, 2 e ; 3 15.
I'igurs. 72 ; 193 ; 204 ; 206 ; 11. 141 ; 389 : 1 'Verniques,' the won[, 889, 340.
1 h r z i n o Colotdino, and other kinds of Ver392.
I
rino or Brnzil, 11. 3 1 5 .
Uiracn, 24 j , 248.
1 Vessels on the Kinng; Vast numbers uf, 11.
Uil.:~rl,see Oimd.
188, 133 ; their size, 188, I 36.
Cj,inin ; Legend of, 286 ; 3ro.
Vijayannpr, 11. 298.
Ukinng, 11. 92.
Vikrnmi~jit,Legend of, 11. 286.
Ulahni, 247, 148.
Vikramphr, 11. 64.
Ul~itni,11. 409, 4 0 6
Villerd de Honcourt, Album of, 11. 116.
Ulugh Dngh in Ii:idnkhshnn, 146.
Umnn and I'elnnn (.Black and White Rnrbn- I Vineyards, 1 7 4 ; 11. 4 5,6, 8. 84.
Virgin and Unicorn, 11. 887, 233-234.
rinns'), 11. 43.
I Visconti, Mnffeo, of Milan, Ixxx.
Umbrellas, 8 1 8 ; 316.
Unc Can (Aung Khnn), see Prester John. ' -, Tedaldo o r Tebaldo (Pope Gregor!.
X.), xlix, 16, 18, lo. See Theobald.
Ung (Ungkdt), a Tartar Tribe, 260, 25%
V o c h (or Unchan, Ynngchnng), 11. 58,
Ungrat (Knngurat), a Tartar Tribe, 818,120.
68, 5 9 ; Battle there, 62, 68, 68,6 j: 6 9 .
Unicorn, i.e. Rhinoceros, 11. 7 1 ; in Su- !
~ n n t r n , 11. 2 3 7 ; Legend of Virgin nnd I Vokhsn, see Wuhhun.
; Vughin, 11. 148.
--, 2 ) ) ; Horns of, 234: 142 ; 828.
Vuju (in Kiangnan). il,.
Unken, 11. 180, 181.
-(in Chekiang), 11. 178, 177.
Unlucky Hours, 11. 800.
I;rdu.ja, I'rinccss, 11. 396.
Urianskndni, 11. 19.
Urumtsi, 193.
W.
C'ttungndeva, K. of Jnvn, 11. 218.
IVniIian ( V o m ) ; Dialect of, 15, : 15 2 :
Uwek. see Ucaca.
Uxl~egsof Kunrloz, 149.
162, 164.
Walnshjird, roo.
W
a
l
l ; of Alexnnder (or Caucasian), 5 I ; an-

167.
Tvcr, 11. 410.
m e l s e ; a fnvourite r o u n i numlrr. 11.360.
Barons over t h e Knnn's Administmtion, 886 ; 11. 116.
Twigs or Arrows, U i r i n n t i ? ~by, 214.
' C F I I ~ I : I ~ ,11. 412.
Tyunju I'orceleiu mnnufncture, 11. 188.
Tznrcv, 6.
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other, 5 2, 54; of China, 25; ; of Peking,
381, 3 3 3.
Walnut-oil. 160, I 5 3.
Wang, Chin. Title, ' King,' 208.
,
Wangchu (Vanchu). 376-; 77.
Wareg, Warang, 11. 4 20.
Waysif, The Historian 'Abdullah son of Pazlullah of Shiraz surnamed ; perhaps drew
information from Polo, exliv, his eulogy of
Kublai, 295 ; his aceonnt of the taking of I
Siangyang, 11. I 12 ; of Kinsay, 169; of
Ma'bar, 169; of the Horse Trade to India,
a85 ; of the treatment of H o r n there,
188; sample of his extravagnnt style, 425 )
Water ; Bitter, see that ; C u ~ t o mof lying
in, 102. 111; co~secratianby Lamas, 112.
-Clock, :3 5.
Wathek, the Khitlif, 54.
Weather-Conjuring, 02; 168, 159:886,
272 s q q . ; 11. 841, and see Conju-iy.
Wei R. (in Shensi), 11. 12.
-- (in Shuntling), 11. rol.
Wen R. (Do.), 11. lor.
Weining, 11, 92, 93.
Whale-oil, 102, 109.
Whales, 11. 196; how taken in Socotra,
941 ; of the Indian Ocean, 342 ; 348 ; 8118.
Wheaten Bread, not eaten, 11. 89, 44.
Whita; - 'City,' 161, meaning of the term
among Tartars, 11. 7;-'City ofthe Mami
Frontier,' 11. 18, I r ;-Camels, I. 247 ;
Devila, 281, 194 ; -Feast, nt Kaan'a
Court, I. 816, 517, 348 ; -Horde, 11. 41 a ;
- Horses, and Mares, I. W ,
offered to
the Kaan, a j I,846.
Whittington and his Cat in Persia, 61.
Wild Assee, see Asses.
Oxen, see Oxen.
William, Friar, of R;poli, 21 ; his writings,
12, 2.3.
Williamson, Rev. A., 11. I 7.
Wind, Poison-, 102-109, I 1 2 .
Wine (of the Vine), in Persia, 78; Boiled,
80, 83,146, 147; laxity of Persians about,
83,91 ; of Khotan, 174, and note; in Shansi,
11. 6, 7 ; imported a t Kinsny, 168.
-Rice-,884; 11. SS, 89, 62, 86, 168,
160,179,8118,878.
of the Palm,11. SSS-2S8, 240; 818;
264.
1
-, from Sugar, 11. 818, 878.
, from Datee, 101, 108; 11. 868, 878.
-, not used in Ms'bar, 11. 278.
' Winter,' used for ' Rniny Sewn,' 11. 31 7.
1
Wiau, a People of Russia, 11. 417.
Women, Respectful Treatment of, 11. 161.
I
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women, Island of, 11. 3 59, 340.
Wonders perfornied by the Bacsi, S96, a;y
sew.; 308, jog.
Wood, Captain John, Indian Navy, 1; h i s e x e l lent illustrations of Polo in the Orus Countries, 164 seqg.
Wood-oi!,11. 196, 197.
Wool, Salamander's, I 94.
Worship, supposed, of Mehorned. 174 :
Tartar,884. 215 ; by the Beceis, m ;of
fire, 268; Chinese, 404.
-of the first object seen i n t h e Day, 1L
887, 231.
Wolga R. (Tigeri), 6, 6, 8, 9; II. 4x5. 420.
424.
~ u c h a u 11.
, 178.
Wukiang-bien (Vughin?), 11. I 4 j.
Wylie, Mr. A. S., 286; 11. 16. lo m79. ; 24,
I 32, 264.

X.
Xavier a t Sowtra, 11. 343.
Xanadu, 169.

Y.
Yaohi City (Yunnan-fu), 11. FB, 40, q r ,
43, 46, 68.

42.

Yuduh, Yaduh- T'yh (alias Jadah), the %ma
and Stone for Weather-Conjuring, 273.
Yijijlij and hfijijlij, see Gog and Megog.
Yak, described. 241, 243 ; ita size and horn,
144; cross-breeds, 841, 244.
Yak-tail standard, 2 3 1 ; decorations, 11. 194.
Ya'kdb Beg of Knshghar, r 74.
Yakuts, 11. 414.
Yalung R., 11. 38, qa.
' Y a m ' or ' Y a m b ' (a post or pt-house).
888, 390; 11. 169.
Yamgan, 153.
Yamori, 11. 143.
Yangchau (Yaqju), City, 387; 11. 116, I 19 ;
Marco's government there, li ; 11. 116,
I I 7 ; 188 ; Province of, 187.
Yarbeg of Badakhshan, 148.
Yarkand (Yarcan), 178.
KzrlQh and I'aizah, 288, 3 I 4.
Y a s d i (Yezd), 84.
-, a stuff so called, ib.
Ymhm (i.e. Jnde), I 77.
Yasodhara, 11. 162.
Yavanas, 11. 307.
Ydifu, 251.
Year, Chinese, 344; blongol m d Chinese
Cycle, 400, 403.

-

INDEX.

YELLOW LAMAS.

Yellow or Orthodox L~rnils,279, 188.
Yelimaln (Mt. d'Ely), 11. 321.
Yenien, 11. 367, 380, and see A d e n .
Yenchau (in Shautunx), 11. 39, 101.
.(in Cllrkinng), 11. I 78.
Yenching, 11. I 14.
Ycnking (Old Peking), xliii, 33 j, 334.
Yenshan, 11. I 78.
Yasubuka 11. 40;.
Y e e u d a r , 11. 889, 39 1.
Yesugai, Father of Chinghiz, 209.
Yesun-Temur, llongol Emperor, 171.
Yetsina (Etzina), 202.
Yezd (Yasdi), 84 ; - silks, ib. an;{ 11. j.
Youth, Islantl of, 11. 3 16.
Yprhs, John of, his notice of Polo. cxliv.
Y r a c , 70.
Yse~rurinof IIiulie, 11. I 33.
Yu, see Jtrtle.
Imp. Dynasty so styled, 333 ;
1 ~ 1 1Mongol
,
11. 77.
-- min-Yuen Palace, 269.
Yuechi, 16;.
Yugrin, Yughra, 11. 4 1 4 416, 413.
Yukshan Portage, 11. I 77-178.
Yungchang-fu (in Sliensi), 143.
-(in Yunnan, Vochan). 68, 5 ?,55, j6,
5 0 , 82, 65, 66, 71, 7 2 .
Yungrhuu, 11. 190.
Yungning-fn, It. 42.
Yunnan ( C a r a j a n , q. v.); Mal.co's Mission
to, li, 27, 11. 1 wpl.; I. 298 ; 11. 19; 36, 37 ;
39, 40 sew.; 4 9 ; 56; 57; 5 9 ; 60; 6 3 ;
6 9 ; 71; 72; 79; 83; 9 0 ; 9 1 ; 9'.
Yunnan-fu (Ysahi), 11. 40, 74, 9'.
Yuthin, Ayudhya (med. Capital of Sieni),
xliii; 11. 211, 2 1 1 .
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ZURPICAR.

Yaila', 11. 347, 369, 371.
Zaitliniah, a silk stnff, 11. 189.
Zampa (Chamba). 11. 1 I 5.
Z a n g h i b a r (Zangibar, Zanjibar, Zanzibar).
11. 339; 846, 348, 348; Ivory Trade.
350; 354; the name, 13.; described, 366;
its Blacks, 18. ; Women of, a. ; applicntio~i
of name, 357; j65.
Zanton (Sliantung ?), xxxv.
Z a r d a n d a n or ' Gold-Teeth,' a People ol'
Western Yunnan, 11. 52, 5 ;, 56, 59; 82.
Z a g t o n , ZaitJn, 7aiton (Thsiuanchau cnr
Chinchan), the great Me(lie\.al Port of
China, 11. 137 ; 188, 184; described, 185
q q . ; Kaan's Revenue from, 188; identit!
of, I 88 ; alleged origin of name, ib. ; nnnie
not extinct in 16th cent. ; medieval notices.
189; origin of the word Sutirr, ib. ; ahips
of,MB; 810, 2 1 1 ; 217; 314.
Zedoary, 11. 3 23.
Zenier, Abate, lix.
Z e r m e ( J e m ) , 11. 3 74.
&rumhet, 11. 323.
U a n i , 11. 189.
Zhafar (Dhafar, Dofar), 11. 3 80.
Z i c (Ciruwsia), 11. 421, 422.
Zimm4 see Khng-inai.
Zinc, I I 8.
zinj, zingis, 11. 341, 354, 35 71 358, 359.
Z o r z a , 11. 207, see Choroha.
Zu'lknrnain ( Z u l c a r n i a l n , i s . Alernnder).
149, 15a.
Z u r p i o a r (Zu'lfikir), 1Ba.
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